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passed the Senate, be inserted in lieu
thereof; that the bill be advanced to
third reading, passed, and the motion
to reconsider be laid upon the table;
that the Senate insist on its amendment, request a conference with the
House on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses, and that the Chair be authorized to appoint conferees; further,
that any statements relating thereto
appear in the RECORD at the appro-

the 'Government, a Social Security Administra-

tion (hereafter in this title referred to as the

'Administration'). It shall be the duty of the Ad-

ministration to administer the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program under
title II and the supplemental security income
program under title XVI.".
SEC 102. COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMIS.
SIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY.

-

Section 702 (42 U.S.C. 902) is amended to read
as follows:
-

'COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

priate place as if read.
' Commissioner of Social Security
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
"SEc. 702. (a)(1) There shall be in the Adminobjection, it is so ordered.
istration a Commissioner of Social Security
So the bill (H.R. 4277), as amended, (hereafter in this title referred to- as the 'Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the Presiwas passed, as follows:
-

Resolved, That the bill from the House of dent, with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Representatives (H.R. 4277) entItled "An Act
to establish the Social Security Administra-

"(2) The Commissioner shall be compensated
at the rate provided for level I of the Executive

tion as an independent agenèy and to make Schedule.
"(3) The Commissioner shall be. appointed for
other improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program", do a term of 4 years coincident with the term of the

President, or until the appointment of a qualipass with the following amendment:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and fied successor.
"(4) The Commissioner shall be responsible for
insert:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENT OF SO. the exercise of all powers and the discharge of
CIAL SECURITY ACT; TABLE OF CON. all duties of the Administration, and shall have
TENTS.
authority and control over all personnel and ac(a) SHORT TiTLE—This Act may be cited as
the "Social Security Administration Independ-

tivities thereof.

"(5) The Commissioner may prescribe such

rules and regulations as the Commissioner deter(b) AMENDMENT OP SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.— mines necessary or appropriate to carry out the
Except as otherwise expressly provided, when- functions of the Administration. The regulatipns
ever in this Act an amendment is expressed in prescribed by the Commissioner shall be subject
terms of an amendment to or repeal-of, a section to the rulemaking procedures established under
or other provision, the reference shall be consid- section 553 of titleS, United States Code.
ered to be made'to that section or other provi"(6) The Commissioner may establish, alter,
sion of the Social Security Act.
consolidate, or discontinue such organizational
(c) TABLE OF CONTENTS—The table of con- units or components within the Administration
tents of this Act is as follows:
as the Commissioner considers necessary or apSec. 1. Short title; amendment of Social Security propriate, except that this paragraph shall not
Act; table of contents.
apply with respect to any unit, component, or
provision provided for by this Act.
TITLE I—ESTABLiSHMENT OF NEW
"(7) The Commissioner may assign duties, and
INDEPENDENT AGENCY
Sec. 101. Establishment of Social Security Ad- delegate, or authorize successive redelegations
ence Act of 1994".

ministration as a separate. inde-

pendent agency.
Sec. 102. Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of Social Security.
Sec. 103. Social Security Advisory Board.
Sec. 104. Personnel; budgetary matters; seal of
-

-

office.

Sec.

-

105. Transfers to the new Social Security

Administration.
Sec. 106. Transitional rules.
Sec. 107. Effective dates.
TITLE li—CONFORMING AMENDMENTS
Sec. 201. Amendments to titles II and XVI of
the Social Security Act.
Sec. 202. Other amendments.
Sec. 203. Rules of construction.
Sec. 204. Effective dates.
TITLE Ill—SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
AND REHABILITATION
Sec. 302. Short title.
Sec. 302. Reform of monthly insurance benefits
based on disability involving substance abuse.
Sec. 303. Priority of treatment.
-

Sec. 304. Establishment of referral monitoring
agencies required in all States.
Sec. 305. Proceeds from certain criminal activities constitute substantial gainful
-

-

employment.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA-

TIVE REFORM ACT OF 1994

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar No. 433. H.R. 4277. the Social Security Administration Reform Act;

that all after the enacting clause be
stricken and the text of 5. 1560, as

of. authority to act and to render decisions, to
such officers and employees of the Administration as the Commissioner may find necessary.
Within the limitations of such delegations,
redelegations, or assignments, all official acts
and decisions - of such officers and employees
shall have the same force and effect as though

performed or renaered by the Commissioner.

"(8) The Commissioner and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services (hereafter -in this
title referred to as the 'Secretary') shall consult,
on an ongoing basis, to ensure—
"(A) the coordination of the programs administered by the Commissioner,, as described insection 701, with the programs administered by the

Secretary under titles XVIII and XIX of this
Act; and

"(B) that adequate information concerning
benefits under such titles XVIII and XIX shall
be available to the public.
"Deputy Commissioner of Social Security
"(b)(l) There shall be in the Administration a
Deputy Commissioner of Social Security (here-

after in this title referred to as the 'Deputy

Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the
President, with the advice and'consent of the
Senate.

"(2) The Deputy Commissioner shall be ap-

Sec. 306. Consistent penalty provisions for SSDI pointed for a term of 4 years coincident with the
and SSI programs.
term of the Commissioner, or until the appointment of a qualified successor.
TITLE I—ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW
"(3) The Deputy Commissioner shall be comINDEPENDENT AGENCY
-

SEC. 101. ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMiNISTRATION AS A SEPARATE,
INDEPENDENT AGENCY.

pensated at the rate provided for level II of the

Section 701 (42 U.S.C. 901) is amended to read
as follows:

such duties 'and exercise such powers as -the

"SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Executive Schedule.

"(4) The Deputy Commissioner shall perform

Commissioner shall from time .to time assign or

delegate. The Deputy Commissioner shall be

"SEC. 701. There is hereby established, as-an Acting Commissioner of the Administration durindependent agency in the executive branch of ing the absence or disability of the Commis-
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"(A) The terms of service of the mcinbers n- not authorize that any nthvidual appmnted
tially appointed bI the President shall expire as under such paragraph be compensated at u rate
designated by the Pres2dent at th time of nomi- that is greater than the rate of compensuon of
the Staff Thrector described in paragraph (2).
nation, I each at the end of—
'Authorization of Appropriation
(i) 2 years;
SEC. 103. SOCIAL SECURITY AD VISORYBOAR.0.
(ii) 4 years; and
'(i) There are authorized to be made available
Section 703 (42 U.S.C. 903) is amended to read
(iii) 6 years.
for expenditure, out of the Federal Disabthty
as follows:
(B) The terms of service of members initalljj Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Old Ape and
SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD
appointed by the President pro tenipore of the Survivors Insurance Tnst Fund, and the gen'Establishment of Board
Senate shall expire as designated by the Press- eral fund in the Treasury, such rums as the
"SEC. 703. (a) There shall be established a So- dent pro tempore of the Senate at the time of Congress may aeem appropriate to carry out the
cial Security Advisory Board (hereinafter re- nomination, I each at the end of—
purposes of this section.".
ferred to as the Board).
(i) 4 years: and
SEC. 104. PERSONNEL BUDGETARY MA1TEW;
'Functions of the Board
(ii) 6 years.
SEAL OF OFFICE.
"(C) The terms of service of nenibers initially
(b) The Board shall advise the Commisswner
Section 704 i.c amended to read asfoUows:
on policies related to the old-age, survivors, and appointed by the Speaker of the 1-louse of Rep'ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OF THE COMM1SSIO.VER
disability insurance program under title II and resentatives shall expire as designated by the
'Personnel
the supplen7.ental security income program Speaker of the House of Representatives at the
SEC. 704. (a)(1) The Commissioner shall apunder title XVI. Specific functions of the Board time of nomination, I each at the end of—
point such additional officers and employees as
(i) 3 years; and
shall include—
the Commissioner considers necessary to carry
(ii) 5 years.
(1) analyzing the Nation's retirement and
out the functions of the Administration under
disability systems and making recommendations
Chairman
this Act. Except as otherwise provided in any
with respect to how the old-age, survivors, and
(e) A member of the Board shall be desdisability insurance program and the supple- ignated by the President to serve as Chairman other provision of law, such officers and emmental security income program, supported by for a term of 4 years, coincident with the term ployees shall be appointed, and their compensaother public and private systçp1s, can most effec- of the President, or until the designation of a tion shall be fixed, in accordance wtth (te 5,
United States Code.
tively assure economic security;
(2) The Commissioner may procure the serv"(2) studying and making recommendations successor.
Compensation
ices of experts and consultants in accordance
relating to the coordination of programs that
with the provtsions of section 3109 of title 5,
provide health security with programs described
(f) Menibers of the Board shall be comUnited States Code.
pensated as follows:
in paragraph (1);
'(3) Notwithstandinp any requirements of sec'(1) Members shall be paid at a rate equal to
'(3) making recommendations to the President
and to the Congress with respect to policies that 25 percent of the rate for level III of the Execu- tion 3133 of title 5, United States Code, the Director of the Office of Personnel Management
will ensure the solvenci of the old-age, survi- tive Schedule.
(2) For dais when the Board or ansi author- shall authonze for the Administration a total
vors, and disability insurance program, both in
ized subcommittee of the Board meets, members number of Senior Executive Servtce positions
the short-term and the long-term;
(4) making recommendations to the President who attend meetings on such days (including which is substantially greater than the number
of candidates to consider in selecting nominees travel time) shall receive additional compen3a- of such positions authorized in the Social Secufor the position of Commissioner and Deputy tion in an amount equal to the daily equivalent rity Administration in the Department of Health
of the rate for level III of the Executive Sched- and Human Services a. of immediately before
Commissioner
the date of the enactment of the Social Security
'(5) reviewing and assessing the quality of ule.
service that the Administration provtdes to the
'(3) While serving on business of the Board Administration Independence Act of 7994 to the
public;
away from their homes or regular places of busi- extent that the greater number of such author'(6) reviewing and making recommendations ness members may be allowed travel expenses, zed positions is specified in the comprehensive
with respect to policies and regulations regard- including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as au- work force plan as established and revised by
ing the old-age, survivors, and disability insur- thorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States the Commissioner under subsection (b)(1). The
ance program and the supplemental security in- Code, for persons in the Government employed total number of such positions authorized for
the Administration shall not at any time be less
come program;
intermittently.
"(7) increasing public understanding of the
'(4) Service on the Board shall not be treated than the number of subh authorized positwns as
social security system;
as Federal service or employment for purposes of of immediately before such date.
'(8) in consultation with the Commissioner, receiving any benefits under chapters '83. 84,
'Budgetary Matters
reviewing the development and implementation and 87 of title 5, United States Code.
(b)(1) Appropriations requests for staffing
of a long-range research and program evalua'(5) A member of the Board may elect cov- and personnel of the Administration shall be
tion plan for the Administration;
of a health benefits plan under chapter 89 based upon a comprehensive work force plan,
(9) reviewing and assessing any major stud- erage
title 5, United States Code. SILch a member which shall be established and revtsed from time
ies of social security as may come to the atten- of
electing coverage shall have the applicable em- to time by the Commissioner.
tion of the Board; and
contributions under section 8906 of such
'(2) Appropriations for administrative ex(10) conducting such other reviews and as- ployee
sessments that the Board determines to be ap- title withheld from pay for service as a member pen.es of the Administration are authorked to
of the Board. The Administration shall pay the be provided on a biennial bas2s.
pro pri ate.
applicable Government contibutons under such
(3) Funds appropriated for t1e Admirnstra'Structure and Membership of the Board
section 8906 for such member. The Office of Per- tion to be available on a contingenci basis shall
'(c) The Board shall be composed of 7 mem- sonnel Management shall promulgate regula- be apportioned upon the occurrence of the st?pbers who shall be appointed as follows:
tions to apply the provi.tons of chapter 89 of ulated con tingenC!,, as determined by the Com"(1) 3 members shall be appointed by the such title to Board members electing coverage as missioner and reported to the Congress.
President with the advice and consent of the provided under this paragraph.
'Employment Restriction
Senate. Not more than 2 of such members shc,Jl
"Meetings
•'(c) The number of positions in the Admnisbe from the same political parti.
"(g) The Board shall meet not less than 6 tration which may be excepted from the competi(2) 2 members (each member from a different
political party) shall be appointed by the Pres3- times each year to consider a specific agenda of tive service, on a temporary or permanent basis,
dent pro tempore of the Senate with he advice issues, as determined by the Chairman in con- because of the confidential or polici-determinof the Chairman and the Ranking Minorzty sultation with the other members of the Board. zng character of siAch positions, may not erceed
at any time the equivalent of 10 full-time posiMember of the Senate Committee on Finance.
'Federal Advisory Committee Act
(3) 2 members (each member from a different
'(h) The Board shall be exempt from the pro- tions.
political party) shall be appointed by the Speak- vz.tons of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (5
'Seal of Office
er of the House of Representatives, with the ad- U.S.C. App.).
(d) The Commissioner shall cause a s'al of
vice of the Chairman and the Ranking Minority
office to be made for the Administration of such
Personnel
Member of the House Committee on Ways and
'(i)(l) The Board shall without regard to title design as the Commissioner shall approve. JuthMeans.
5, United States Code appoint a Staff Director cial notice shall be taken of such se&.".
'Terms of Appointment
SEC. 105. TRANSFERS TO THE NEW SOCIAL SCU"(d) Each member of the Board shall serve for who sha'l be paid at a rate equivalent to a rate
R1TY ADMINISTRATION.
far the Senior Executive Service.
a term of 6 years, except that—
(a) FUNCTIONS.—There are transferred to tht
"(2)
The
Board
is
authorized,
without
regard
"U) a member appointed to fill a vacancj ocSocial Security Administration all function.' car+
curring prior to the expiration of the term for to title 5, United States Code, to appoint and fx ned out by the Secretary of Health and Hurnaiz
the
compensation
of
such
additional
personnel
which a predecessor was appointed, shall be apas the Board determines to be necessary to carry Services with respect to the programs and a .ivipointed for the remainder of such term and
ties the administration of which LS vested
• '(2) the terms of service of the members ini- out the functions of the Board.
Social Security Administration by reason of ;z
"(3)
In
fixing
the
compensation
of
additional
tially appointed under this section shall expire
title and the amendments made there&i. The
personnel
under
paragraph
(2),
ehe
Board
shall
as follows:
President designates another officer of the Government as Acting Cornmissioner, in the event of a vacancy in the office
of the Commissioner.

sioner and, tnless the

•

•

•
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of Social Security shall allocate
such functions in accordance with sections 701,
702. 703, and 704 of the Social Sccirity Act (as
Corn?ni.9siOner
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(b) INTERIM AUTHORITY FOR APPOINTMENT

No cause of actwn, and no suit, action, or other
AND COMPENSATION.—
proceeding commenced b!J Or against any officer
(1) APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONER—Within in such officer's official capacity as an officer of
amended by this title).
60 days of the date of the enac7nent of this title, the Department of Health and Human Services,
(b) PERSONNEL, ASSETS, ETC.—(1) There are the Commissioner of Social Security shall bc aptransferred from the Department of Health and pointed by the Prcident pursuant to section 702 shall abate by reason of the enactment of this
Fluman Services to the Social Security Adminis- of the Social Security Act (as amended by this title. Causes of action, suits, actions, or other
tratwn, for appropriate allocation by the Corn- title). If the appointment is made pursuant to proceedings may be asserted by or against the
missioner of Social Security in the Social Secu- szch section before the date established pursu- United States and the Social Security Ad,ninistration, or such official of such Administrztion
rity Administraton—
ant to section 107(a), the Commi3ioner of Social
(A) the personnel employed in connection with Security shall also perform the duties assigned as may be appropriate, and, in any litigation
immediately before the daC estcthlished
the funcons transferred by this title and the to the Commissioner of Social Securüy in the endng
pursuant to section 107(a), the court rna at any
amend7ncnf.s made thereby; and
Department of Health and Human Services.
trne, on the courts own motion or that of a
(B) the assets, liabilities, contracts, propcrty,
(2) OTHER APPOINTMEN7'S.—At anj time on or
enter an order which u'ill give effect to
records, and unexpended balance of appropria- after the date of the enactment of this titic any party,',
tions, authoiizations, allocations, and other of the ether officers provided for in sections 702 the prorns2ons of this subsection (including.
where appropriate, an order for substUution of
funds employed, held, or used in connection and 703 of the Social Security Act (as amended parties).
with such functions, ari.ng from such func- by this title) may be nominated and appointed
(fl CONTINUATION OF PEVALTIES. —This title
tions, or available, or to be made available, in as provided n such sections.
shall not have the effect of reieasing or extinconnecUon with such functions.
(3) COMPENSATION.—Funds available to any gui.shing any criminal prosecution, penaUy, for(2) Unexpended funds transferred pursian t to official or component of the Department of
or liability incurrcd as a result of ant,
this subsection shall be used only for the pur- Health and Human Services, functions of which frture,
which (bj reason of this tUle, the
poses for which the funds were originally au- are transferred to the Commissoner of Social Se- function
amendments made thereby, and requlatio prethorized and appropriated.
curity or the Social Security Admthistration by scribed thereunder) is vestcd in thc Commis(3) Any individual who Is an employce of the this title, may with the approval of the Director swner of Social Security.
Department and who was not employed on the of the Office of Management and Budget, be
(g) JUDICIAL RVIEW.—Orders and actions of
date of the enactment of this title, in connection used to pay the compensation and expenses of the Commissioner of Social Security in the exerwith functions transferred by this title to the any officer appointed pursuant to this sub- cisc of functions vested in such Commissioner
Administration, but who was so employed on scction untU such time as funds for that purpose under this title (and th amendments mad
the day before the date established pursuant to are otherw&se available.
thereby) shall be subject to judicial remew to the
section 107(a), may be transferred from the De(c) CONTINUATION OF ORDERS, DETERMINA- same extent and in the same manner as if such
partment of Health and Human Services to the TIONS, RULES, REGULATIONS, ETC—All orders. orders had been made and such actions had
Social Security Administration by the Commis- determinations, rules, regulations, permits, con- been taken by the Secretary of Health and
ioner under ubparagraph (A) of paragraph tract& coilective bargaining agreements (and Human Services in the exercise of such func(1), after con,cuflation with the Secretary of ongoing negotiations relatthg to such collective
immediately before the date established
Health and Human Services, if the Commis- bargaining agreements), recognitions of labor t2ons
pursuant
to section 107(a). Any statutory resioner determines such transfer to be appro- organizations, certificates, licenses, and quirelnents
relating to notice. hearings, action
priate.
privileges—
upon the record, or administrative review that
(4) Any individual who Is an employee of the
(1) which have been issued, made, promul- apply to any function so vested in such CommisDepartment and who was emp'oyed on thc date gated, granted, or allowed to become effective, sioner shall continue to apply to the exercise of
of the enactment of this title, solely in connec- in the exercseof functions (A) which were exer- such function by such Commissioner.

tion with functions transferred by this title to cised by the Secretar' 'of Health and Human
the Administration, and who was so employed Services (or the Secretary's delegate), and (B)
on the day before the date established pursuant which relate to functions which, by reason of
to section 107(a), shall be transferred from the thi. title, the amendments made thereby, and
Department of Health and Human Services to regulations prescribed thereunder, are vested in
the Social Security Administration.
the Commissioner of Social Security; and
(c) ABOLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
(2) which are in effect immediately before the
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AA'D HUMAN date established pursuant to section 107(a),
SERVICES—Effective upon the appointment of a shall (o the extent that then relate to functions
Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to sec- described in paragraph (1)(B)) continue in effect
t2on 702 of the Social Security Act (as amended
according to their terms until modified, termi
by this title)—
(1) the position of Commissioner of Social Se- nated, suspended, set aside, or repealed by such
except that any collective barcurity in the Department of Health and Human Commissioner,
gaining agreement shall remain in effect until
Services is abolished; and
(2) section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, the date of termination specified in such agreeIs amended by striking the follow1ng:
Commissioner of Soc'ial Security. Department
of Health and Human Services. ".

SEC. IO6 TR NST'CAL RULES.
(a) TRAJ'SITION D1PECTOR.—(1) Within 30 days

after the date of the enactment of this Act, a
transition director shall be appointed by the

President, who shall be selected on the basis of
experience and knowledge of the opera twn of
the Government.

(2) The ftansition director shall conduct activi ties necessary to ensure the transition of the
Social Security Administration to the status of
an independent agency in the execiWve branck
of the Government. in conducting such activitus before the apporntment of the Commissioner
of Social Security, the transition director shall
consult regv2arly with the Director of the Office

of Management and Budget. Upon such ap-

(h) EXERCISE OF FUNCTIONS—In the exerci.se

of the functions vested in the Commissioner of
Social Securitij under this title, the amendments
made thereby, and rcgulations prescribed thereunder, such Commissioner shall have the same
authorUV a. that vested in the Secretary of
Health and Human Services with respect to the
exercise of such function.s immediately preceding

the vesting of such functions in such Commissioner, and actions of such Commissioner shall
have the same force and cffect as when exer-

cised by such Secretary.
(i) REPORT.—Within 120 days of the date of

the enactment of this title. the transition director and the Commissioner of Social Security
shall report to the Congress on the status of the
ment.
transition
to an independent Social Security Ad(d) CONTINUATION OF PROcEEDINGs.—The proVsion8 of this title (including the amendments ministration, and on any significant internal reor management improvements that
made thereby) shall not affect any proceeding structuring
are proposed to be undertaken.
pending before the Secretary of Health and SEC.
101. EFFECTIVE DATES.
Human Services immediately before the date es(a) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in subtablished pursuant to section 107(a), with resvect to functions vested (by rea,on of this title. section (b), this title, and the amendments made
the amendments made thereby, and regulations by such title shall take effect on the carlier of—
the date which is 180 days after the date
prescribed thereunder) in the Commissioner of of(1)
the enactment of t1ig Act. or
Social Security, except that such proceedings, to
(2) a date designated by the President.
the extent that such proceedings relate to such
(b) TR4J'SITIONAL RULS.—Se.ction 106 shall
functions, shaU continue before such Commis- take effect on the date of the enczctment of this
sioner. Orders shall be issued under anj such title.
proceeding, appeals taken therefrom, and payTITLE Il—CONFORMING AMENDMENTS
ments shall be made pursuant to such orders, in
TO 2ITLES II AXO XVI OF
l!ke manner a if this title had not been enacted. SEC. 201. AMENDMENTS
IIR SOCIAL SECUPJTY ACT.
and orders Issued in any such proceeding shall
(a) iN GENERAL—Title II (42 U.S.C. 401 et
continue in effect until modified, teiminated, seq.)
(other than section 201. section 218(d). eecsuperseded. or repealed by such Commissioner,
by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by oper- tion 231(c), section 226, and section 226A) and
title XVI (42 U.S.C. 1382 et seq.) (other than secation of law.
tions I614f)(2)B) and 1616(e) (3)) are each
(e) CONTINUATION OF SUITS.—Exc'ept as pro-

pointment, the transition director shall conzluct
such activittes at the direction of the Comnussioner of Social Security.
(3) The transition director shall be com- vided in this subsection—
pensated at the rate provided for level IV of the
(1) the provisions of this title shall not affect
Executive Schedule.
suits commenced before the date tablishe4 pur(4) Expenditures to carry Out the purposes of suant to section 1O7(a) and
this subsection shall be made out of the Federal
(2) in aU such suits procecthngs shall be had,
Old Agc and Survivors Insurance Truss Fund appeals taken, and judgments reiukred, in the
and the Federal Thsability Insurance Trust same manner and effect as if this title had not
Fund.
been enacted.

amended—

(1) by striking, wherever it appears therein,
'Secretary of Health and Human Services' and
in3ertng "Commissioner of Social SecurUy;
(2) by strildng, wherever it appears therein,

'Department of Health and Human Scrvces

and inserting "Social Sccurity Administration

(3) by striking. wherever it appears therein,
'Department" (but only if it is noe iran1edatcly
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'(i) the Commissioner of Social Sceurity shall
succeeded by th.e words "of Hcalth and Human
Services', and only if it is used in reference to determine (I) the portion of the costs, incurred
the Department of Health and Human Services) during such fiscal year, of administration of
this title and title XVI and of carrying out the
and inserting "Administration";
(4) by str2king, wherever it appears therein, functions of the Social Security Administration.
each of the following words (but, in the case of specified in section 232, which relate to the adany such word only if such word refers to the ministration of proviSions of the Internal ReveSecretary of Health and Human Services): Sec- nue Code of 1986 (other than those referred to in
retary', 'Secretary's", 'his", 'him', he", clause (i) of the first sentence of subparagraph
her", and "she", and inserting (in the case of (A)), which should have been borne by the gen-

the word 'Secretary") Commissioner of Social
Securitj", (in the case of the word "Secretary's') 'Commissioner's". (in the case of the
word "his") "the Commissioner's", (in the case
of the word 'him") "the Commissioner", (in the
case of the word "her") 'the Commissioner' or
'the Commissioners', as may be appropriate,
and (in the case of the words she" or he")
the Commissioner"; and

(5) by stñking, wherever it appears therein,
"Internal Revenue Code of 1954' and inserting
'Internal RevCnlLe Code of 1986".
(b) AMENDMENTS To SECTION 201.—(1)(A) Sec-

tions 201(a)(3), 201(u)(4), 201 (b) (1), and 201(b)(2)
(42 U.S.C. 401(a)(3), 401(a)(4), 401(b)(1), and
401(b)(2),

respectively) are each amended by

striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it ap'pears and inserting Cornmissioner of Social Security"; and
(B) Sections 201(a)(3) and 201(b)(1) (42 U.S.C.

401(a)(3) and 401(b)(1), respectively) are each
amended by striking "such Secretary' and inserting 'such Commissioner".
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'(i)(1) The Managing Trustee may acccpt on
behalf of the United States money gifts and bequests made unconditionally to the Federal OldAge and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the

Federal Disability Insurance Trv.st Fund, the
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, or the

Supplementary Medical Insnrance
Trust Fund or to the Social Security Administration, the Department of Health and Human
Services, or any part or officer thereof, for the
eral fund in the Treasury, (II) the portion of benefit of any of such Funds or any activity fisuch costs which should have been borne by the nanced through such Funds.".
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance TTust
(8) Subsections (j) and (k) of section 201 (42
Fund, and (III) the portion of such costs which U.S.C. 401) are each amended by striking "Secshould have been borne bii the Federal Disabil- retary" each place it appears and inserting
ity Insurance Trust Fund, and
"Commissioner of Social Security".
(ii) the Secretary of Health and Hwnan ServSection 201 (l)(3)(B)(iii)(II) (42 U.S.C.
(.9)
ices shall determine (I) the portion of the costs, 401 (l)(3)(B)(ii1)(II)) is amended by striking 'Secincurred during such fiscal rear, of adninistra- retary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social
tion of title XVIII Which should have been Security".
(10) Section 201(m)(3) (42 U.S.C. 401(m)(3)) is
borne by the general fund in the Treasvry, (II)
the portion of such costs which should have amended by striking "Secretary of Health and
been borne by the Federal Hospital Insurance Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner
Trust Fund, and (III,) the portion of such costs of Social Security".
(11) Section 201 (42 U.S.C. 401) zs anended by
which should have becn borne by the Federal
striking Internal Revenue Code of 2954" each
Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund.
except that the determination of the amounts to place it appears and inserting "In teTnal Revebe borne by the general fund in the Treasl.iry nue Code of 1986',
(c) AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 218.—Section
with respect to expenditures incurred in carrying out such functions specified in secüon 232 2J8(d) (42 U.S.C. 418(d)) is amended by striking
'Secretary" each place it appears in parashall be made pursuant to the applicable method
prescribed under paragraph (4) of this sub- graphs (3) and (7) and inserting "Commissioner
section.

Federal

of Social Securitij",

(d) AMENDtfEJVT TO SECTION 231.—ection
'(C) Aftcr the determinations under subparagraph (B) have been mzd.c for any fiscal year, 231(c) (42 U.S.C. 431(c)) is amended by striking
(A) in the first 'entence, by striking "shall be the Commissioner of Social Security and the 'Secretary determines" anc! inserting
composed of' and all that follows down through Secretary of Health and Hwnan Serices shall sioncr of Soeial Security c.'nd the Secetary
'ex officio" and inserting the followin.q: 'shall jointly certify to the Managing Trustee the jointly determine''.
be composed of the Commissioner of Social Secu- amounts, if any, which should be transferred SEC. 202. OTHER A!ND?,VT&
(a) AME.'JDMENTS TO TITLE VII.—(1) Tffle VIl
rity, the SecretarA, of the Treasury, and the Sec from one to any of the other of such Trust
retary of Health aid Human Services, all ex Funds and the amounts, if any, which shovld (42 U.S.C. 901 et seq.) is a?nenrled by adthag at
be transferred between te Trust F',jnd$ (Or onc the end the following new srcon:
officio"; and
"DUTIES AND AUTHOR. OF SECRETARY
(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking 'The of the Trust Funds) and the genera' fund in the
'SEc. 712. The Secretary ll peiforin the duCommissioner of Socia! Scuiitji" and inserting Treasury, in order to enure that each of the
"The Deputy Cornnñssioner of Social Security', 7'rust Funds and the general fund in the Treas- ties imposed upon the SecTctar-y by this' Act. The
(3) Sect2on 201(g)(1)(A) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(])(A)) ury have borne their proper skaTe of the costs, Sccretary is authortzed to appoint and fur the
incirred during such fiscal year, for (i) Che part compensation of such officr-s and employees,
i amended—
(A) in clause (i), by striking by him and the of the administration of this title and title XVI and to make such expcnthfures as may be necSecreeary of Health and Human Services" and for which the Commissioner of Social Security is esary for carrying out the functions of thc' Secinserting by him, the Commissioner of Social responsible, (ii) the part of the athrjmüst ration of retary under this Act.".
(2) Section 706 (42 U.S.C. 907) is amcnd&—
Security, and the Secretary of Health and this title and title XVIII for which the S€cretary
(A) in subsccton (a). by striking 'Adrory
Human Services", and by striking 'by the De of Health and Human Services is re-pons'ible,
partment of Health and Human Services and the and (iii) carrying out the functions of the Social Council on Social Security' and all that follows
Trasnry Department" and inserting "by the Security Administration, specified iz section 232, through disability insurance program and"
Social Security Athninistration, the Department which relate to tile administration of provisions and inserting "Advisoryj Council On IIo.pita1
of Health and Human Servcc', and the Depart- of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (other and Supp!ementary Meciil Insurance fQr the
nent of the Treasi.rji";
than those referred to in clause (i) of the first purpose of reviewing the tatu.S of the FdcraZ
(B) in catse (ii), by striking method pre- sentence of s-abparagrap?z (A)). The Managing hospital Insurance Trust Fund and the Fdeial
scribed by the Board of Tru.stees under para- Trustee shall transfer any such amounts in ac- SupplernentaTy Medical Ins-a rance Trust Fund
in relation to th2 long-term eommitmenfs of;
graph (4)" ar,d inserting applicable method coTdance with any certificaf ion so made.
(B) in subction (d), b striking paragraph
prescñbcd umier paragraph (4)", by stcking
(5) Section 201(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2)) is
"t:e Secretary of Health and Huriian Services" wncnc!ed, in the second sentence, bI striking (1) and by redsignating pLragraphs (2) cd (3)
a.
paragraph. (7) and (2), repective1y, ani
and insertin.q 'the Corn missioner of Socai Secu- 'estabUshed and maintained by the Scc.retaryj of
(C) by strirq the section heading and i;scrtrity and te Spcretar of Health and Human Health and Human S'riccs" and inserting
Services", and by trlcing 'the Department of rnaintaincd by the Commissioner of Social Se- ing the following:
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HOSPITAL A.V)
Health and Human Services and inserting the curitjj", and by strici,g "Secretary shall furSUPPLEfE.'TAR Y MEDICAL I.'SURANCE'.
Social Sccurity Adr.nt&tration and the Depart- nh" and inserting Coininisoner of Social Se(3) Paragraph (2) of secffon 709(b) (42 U.SC.
ment of Hcalth id Human Services'; and
C'trity shall furnish",
inserting
(6) Section 201(g)(4) (42 V.5G. 401(g)(4)) is 910(b)) is amcncted by striking (a.s estinv.tcc1 by
(C) bj striking ti'e last sentence and
the Secretary)'' and inscrtg ''(for an?c:znts
the fcilowiriq: "There are hcreby authcri2ed to
iended to rea.d as follows:
'(4) The Camnti5sionEr of Social SeouTity shall which will bc paid from the Fedei'a Clci-Age
be made avcUable for excndture, out of aily or
all of the Trust Fuids, such a?nounts as t!ie utilize the method prescribed pursuant to this and Survvurs Insurance Trust Fund ar the
Congress maji deem apriropriate to paj tie costs paragraph, as in effect immediately hJ'ore the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, a esof the part of the administration of this title and date of the enactment of the Social .S'ccurity Ad- tinated by the Commissioner, and foT a,tounts
tUle XVI for which the Commissioner of Social ministration Independence Act of 1994 for deter- which will be paia from the Federal Hosptcl InSecuritj is respcnsible, the costs of title XVII! mining the costs which ,hould be borne by the surance Trust and the Federal Supplew7iary
for which the Secretary of Health and Human general fund in the Treasl4ry of camjing out the Medical Insurance Trust Fvnd, as estin:(d bj
Services is responsible, and the costs of carrying functions of the Social Security Administration, t!ie Secretary)'.
(4) Sections 709 and 710 (42 U.S.C. 910 and
out the functions of the Social Security Admin- specified in section 232, which re'ate to the adistration, specified in section 232. which relate ministration of provisions of tfle Internal Reve- 911) dre arnendd by striking "Internal Penue
to the ad,7inistration of provisions of the Inter- nue Code of 1986 (other than those referrc to in Code of 1954" each place it appears and ertnal Rct'cnue Coce of 1986 othcr than those re- clavse (i) of the first sentence of paragraph inq 'Internal Revenue Code of 1986".
(b) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI.—(1) 'c
ferred to in clause () of the first sentence of this (1)(A)), If at any time or times thereafter the
:g
Boards of Trvstees of sv.ch Trust Funds consider 1201(a) (42 U.S.C. 1301 (a)) is amended by
svbparaçraph.".
(4) Section 202(q)(1) (42 (SC. 401(g)(1)) is such action advisable, ch Boards mat,' modify at the end the following new paragraph:
'(10) The term 'Adrninistation means
furthcr amended b strikirq subparagraph (B) tile method of determiniig Se.Ach cOst.'.
(7) Secticn 201(i)(1) (42 U.S.C. 401(i)(1)) is cal SecurUy Administration, except whe the
umd inserting the following nCIL ubparagraphs:
context reqtires otherwise.''.
amended to read as follows:
'(13) After the close of each fiscal jear—

Section
amended—
(2)

201(c)

(42

U.S.C.

401(c))

is
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Section 1106(a) (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is
amended—
(2)

(A) by inserting (1)" after

(a)';

(G) by striking

he" in the matter in sub-

May 23, 1994
(1) by adding at the end of section 5311 the

section (a) following, paragraph (3) (as so redes- following new item:

and inserting the Con?ni55ioner of So(B) by striking 'Depart?nent of Healt? and ignated)
'Commzssioner, Social Securjt!j Administracial Security".
1on.
Human Services' each place it appears and in(10)
Section
1155
(42
U.S.C.
1320c-4)
is
amendserting applicable agencj";
(2) by adding at the end of section 5313 the
(C) by striking Secretarij" each place it ap- ed by stnkiug "(to the same extent as is pro- following, new item:
vided in seCtion 205(b))" and all that follows
'Deputt' Commissioner, Social Security Adpears and inserting '?tead of the applicable and inserting "(to the sa?ne exk'nt
as bene- mimzistratZon." and
agency'; and
ficiaries
under
title
II
are
entitled
to
a hearing
(3) by strikinq 'Secretary of Health Edu(D) by adding at the end the following new by the Commissioner of Social Security
under cation, and Welfare" each place it appears in
paragraph:

(2) For purposes of this subsectior. and sub(b), the term
appicable agenc'

scction

mncans—

section 205(b)). For purposes of tfle preceding
sentence, subsection (1) of section 205 shall
apply, except that any reference in such sub-

(A) the Social Securjt Administration with
respect to matter transmitted to or obtained bji

section to the Commissioner of Social Security or
the Social Security Administration shall be

'(B) the Department of HealLi and Hu?n7z

tively. Where Oie amount in controversy is
S2.OO1J or more, such beneficiary shall be entitled

such Administration or nzatter disclosed by such
Administration, or
Services, with respect to matter transmitted to or
ohtaned by suc? Depart?nent or rnQtter disclosed bLi stich Department.",
(3) Sect on 1106(b) (4? U.S.C. 1306(b))
is
amended—

deeir.ed a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services, respec-

section 8141 and Inserting "Comnzis;ioner of Social Securitz,s
(g) AMENDMENTS

TO FOOD STAMP ACT OF
1977.—(1) Sections 6(c)(3) and 8(e)(6) of tIc Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(c)(3) and

201 7(e)(6)) are each amended by inserting "the

Com?rnsswner of Social Securit7J and' before
'the Secretary of Health and Iluman Services".
(2) Sections 6(c), 11'j), and 16(c) of suc?z Act
to juthcial review of any final decision relating (7 U.S.C. 2O15'q), 2020W, and 2025(e)) are each
to a reconsideration described in this sub- amended by striking
Secretary of Health and
section.
Human Seri'ices" each place it
and in(11) Sectior..s 1101. 1106, 1107, and 1137 (42 serin.q Comnmisgjcner of Social appears
Securiti.".
U.S.C. 1301, 1306. 1307. and 1320b—7, res-pec-

(3) Sectio; 11(i) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(i))
(A) by strzkig "Secretary" each place it appears and inscrtng 'head of the applicable tiveh) are am9nded by striking 'Internal Reve- is amended byj adthng
t?e Commnssioner of
nue
Code
of
1954"
each
place
it
appears
and
inagency"; and
Social Securti." after "the .Sacretar7j".
"Internal Revenue Code of 1986".
(h) AMENDMJT TO TITLE 14, U.cITED STATES
(B) by strzkng 'Department of Health and sertng
(c) AMENDMENTS To TITLE XVII/.—(J) Sub- CODE—Section
707(e)(3) of title 14, United
Human Services" and inserting applicable

sections (a) and (fl of section 1817 (42 U.S.C. States Code, is a?nended by striking "Secretary
1395i) are amended by strkng "Secrctarii of of Health and Hunian Services' each place it
Health and Flurnan Services" each place it ap- appears and inserting
'Com?nissioner of Social
and inserting "Commnjsjoner of Social Se- Security".
(A) by striking "the Secretary" the first place pears
curity".
(i) AMENDMENTS TO INTER.VAL REVENUE CODE
it appears and inserting 'the Commissioner of
(2) Section 1840(a) (42 USC. 1395s(a)) is
OF 1986.—U) Subsections (c)(1), (c)'2)(E,, (g)(1),
Social Sccurity or the Secretarif' and
amended—
(B) by striking "the Secretary' each subseand (g)(2)(B) of section 1102 of the In(A) n paragraph (1), by striking "Secretarij" (g)(2)(A),
quent place it ajypears and inserting "such Comternal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. 1402) are
and
inserting
"Commissioner
of
Social
Secumissioner or Secretary".
amended by striking 'Secretary of Health and
(5) Section 1107(b) (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is rity", and by adding at the end the following Human Servzces" each place it appears and innew
sentence:
'Such
regulations
shçill
be
preserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
amended by striking "the Secretary of Health scribed after consultation with the Secretary.
and Human Services" and inserting the Com- and
(2) Section 3121(b)(lo)(B) of such Code (26
U.S.C. 3121(b)(10)(B)) is amended by stnikinq
?nzssioner of Social ,curity or the Secretary".
(B) in paragraph (2), by striking 'Secretary
agencij".

Section 1J06(c) (42
amended—
(4)

U.S.C. 1306(c)) is

of "Secretary of Healt,'i and Human Services" each
(A) in subsection (a)(2), by inserting (or the Health and Human Services" and inserting place it appears and inserting Commissioner of
'Commissioner of Social Security".
Social Security".
Commissioner with re.cpect to any jointly fi(3) Section 1872 (42 U.S.C. 1395ii) is a?nended
(3) Section 3127 of such Code (26 U.S.C. 3127)
nanced cooperative agreement or grant concern- by inserting after 'title 11" the following:
', exng titles 11 or XVI)" after 'Secretary";
cept that, in applying such provisions with re- is amended by striking "Secretary of Health and
(B) in subsection (b)—
to this title, any reference therein to the Human Services" each place it appears and in() by striking "Secretary" each place it ap- spect
"Commissioner of Social Security".
Co?nmssjo7zer of Social Security or the Social serting
pears and inserting 'Commissioner", and
(4) Section 6050F(c)(1)(A) of such Code (20
Admini.stration shall be conszdered a U.S.C.
(ii) by striking 'he Secretari,'s" each place it Security
6050F(c)(1)(A)) is amended by striking
reference to the Secretary or, the Department of
appears and inserting the Commissioner's"; Health
Secretary of HeaUh and Human Services' and
and
Human
Services,
respectively".
and
(4) Section 186P(b)(J) (42 U.S.C. 1395ff(b)(1)) inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(C) by striking he", 'hi.', "him", and
(5) Subsections (d) and (f) of section 6057 of
t?Le la,t sentence of section 1876(c)'5)(B) (42 such
Code (26 U.S.C. 6057) are amended by strkhimself" each place they appear (except in and
U.S.C. 135mflm(c)(5)(B)) are amended by insert- ing Secretary of Health and Human Scrt'ices"
subsection (b)(2)(A)) and inserting "the Com?nis- ing after 'section 205(g)" the following:
sioner", "the Commissioners" 'the Commis- cept that, in so applying stich sections and , ex- each place it appears and inserting 'Commissec- sioner of Social Securiti.".
sioner", and hiinself or herself" respectively.
twn 205(1), any reference therein to the Commis(6) Section 6103(l)'5) of such Code (26 U.S.C.
(7) Subsecons (b) and (c) of section 1127 (42 sioner
of
Social
Securt7J
or
the
Sodal
Security
U.S.C. 1320a-6) are each a?neflded by striking Admjnstratjon shall be considered a reference 6103(l)(5)) is amended—
(A) by striking "Dcpart,nent of Healt?L and
Secretar4" and incrting 'Co?nrns,ñoner of So- to the Secreta.r or the Department of Health
cial Sccurity".
Human Services" and inserting 'Social Security
and
Human
Services,
respectively".
Administration" and
(8) Section 1128(f) (42 U.S.C. 2320a—7c'fl) is
(5) Sections 1817, 1862, and 1886 (42 U.S.C.
(B) by striking Seeretarii of Health and
arn.nded bjj inserting after "section 205c'g)' the 1305i,
1395y, and 1395ww, respectively) are
folfo wing: ", except that, in so applying such
Human Services" aild inserting "Co?nr,iiioner
byi striking "Internal Revenue Code of of Social Security".
sectwn. and section 205(l), anij reference therein amended
1954" each place it appears and inserting 'ln(7) Subsections (d)(3)(C) and (e) of section
to the Com,niysjoy of S'octal Security or the So- ternal Revenue Code of 1985".
6402 of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6402) are amended
cial Security Admiiitraon shail be considered
(d) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XJX.—(1) Section
(6) Section 1110 (42 U.S.C. 1310) j. amended—

a iefernc to the Secretar..j or the Depari?nent
of Heo.Uh and Human Services, respectively
(9) Section 1131 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—1)

is

a ?n?nd—
(A) by striking 'Secrctarij' each place it appears and inserting "Comni.'sioner of Social Sc(B) in subsection (a)(1)(A), b' adding "or' at

the end;

(C) in subsection ('.)(i,(B), bii strdcing 'or' at

th end;

(D) bij sinking subsccion (a)(1)(C,);
(E) by redesignatjnq .sibsection (a)(2) as subection (a)(3):

(F,) b znserting after subsection ()(i) thc fol-

t9wmzq new paraqraph:
'(2) the Sec'retvry mukes a finding of fact and

c &cision as to the entiUement under. section
2'C of any inaividuat to hospital insurance bcncJ undcr part A of title XVJJJ, or; and

1905(q)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(q)c'2)) is amended by
stnku'.g Secretary' and inserting 'Cornrnj..

sioner of Social Security".

(2) Section 1910(b)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396i(b)(2)) is

by strinq "Secretary of Health and

Human

Seri.,ices" each place it appears and inserting
'Commissioner of Social Security".
(8) S.ction 6511(d)(5) of such Code (26 U.S.C.
611(d)(5)) is amended by .ctriking "Secretary of

amended, n the first scntcnce, by inserting after Health and Human Services" and inserting
section 205(q)" the fo2towing: ', except thQt, in
'Commissjoner of Social Securiti.".
so appi7ling such sections and sect on 205(1), any
(J) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 31, UVITD STA TES
reference t1erejn to the Corninjsjoner of Social CODE.—Section 3720A(f)
title
31, United
Secvrity or the SocAal Securitt., Admini.stration States Code, is amended byofstriking
shall be considered a refc-e nee to the Secrctan.i of Health and Human Services" eackSecrctari.'
it
or the Depart7nent of HealU and Hu?nan Serv- appears in and inserting 'Commis.sjoerplace
of Soices', respectively".
cial Security
(e)
AMENDMENT

22(a)(2)(B)

(42

TO

U.S.C.

TITLE

XX.—Section

(k) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 3/i, UNITED STA TES

1397a(a)(2)(B)) is CODE—Section 5105 of tiUe 38, United States
amended by striking 'internal Revenue Code of Code,
is amended—
1954" and inserting Internal Reuenue Code of
(1) by strikinq
Secretary of Heal/.Jz and
1986.
human Services' eack place it appears and inUi AMND?IEXTS TO TIi'L .5. UNJTD STATES serting
'Com7nissioflcr of Social Security": and
CODE.—Title 5,
United States Code, is
(2) by striking the second sentence of s.ubamended—
section (b) and inserting the follou'ing new sen-
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tence: "A copy of each such application filed
with either the Secretary or the Com,nisyioner,
together with any additiona' information and
supporting documents (or certificatiofl thereof)

SEC. 302. REFORM OF MON77ILY INSURANCE BEN.
EFITS BItSED ON DISABILITY INVOLVING SUBSTANCE ABUSE.
(a) SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE.—

which may have been received by the Secretary

curity Act (4 U.S.C. 423) is amended by adding
a the end the following new subsectwn:
"Limitation on Payment of Benefits by Reason
of Substance Abuse
"'j)(1)(A) Notwithstanding any other provizion of this title, no individual whose disabzlity
is based in whole or in part on a medical determination that the individual is a drug addzct or
alcoholic shall be entitled to benefits under this
title based on such disability with resVect to any
month, unless such individual—

or th CO,nTnisSiOl2er w2th such application, and

which may be needed by the other officzal in
connection therewith, shall be transmztted by
the Secretary or the Comrai3.ioner receit'zng the
application to the other official. ".
(1) AMENDMENTS TO INSPECTOR GE.'ERAL ACT
OF 1978.—The Insrjector General Act of 1978 (5

U.S.C. App.) is amended—
(1) in section 9(a)(IY, by striking
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and' at the

end of subparagraph (U), and by adding at the
end the following new subparagraph:
"(V) of the Social Security AclministratzOn.

(1) IN GENERAL—SectiOn 223 of the Social Se-

determination that the individaal is a druq addict or alcoholic, such individual sf0.11 continue

to be entitled to benefits under this title ba.ced
on such disability.
"(iii) Subject to clause (iv), if such an zndvidual con tnues to be entitled to such benefits for
an additional 24-month period following a deter-

mination under clausejii) clauses (z) and (ii)
shall appl,u with regard to any further entztle-

ment to such benefits following the end of s'uch
additional period.
"(iv) In no event shall such an individual be
entitled to benefits under this title for more than
a total of 36 months, unless upon the terrn-

nation of the 36th month such individual furnishes evidence in accordance with subsect&on

(d)(5) that the individual is under a disability

'(i) is undergoing, or on a waiting list for, which is not related in part to a methcal deterthat

any medical or psychologiCal treatment
mnination that the individual is a drug addict or
may be appropri ate for such individual's condi- alcoholic.
tion a. a drug addict or alcoholic (as the case
"(2)(A) Any benefits under this title payible
may be) and for the stage of such individual's to any individual referred to in paragraplz (1),
title II of (he Social Security Act a7zd of the sup- rehabUitatcn at an institution or facility ap- including any benefits payable in a lump sum
pleinental security income program under tUle prove4 for purposes of this prraph by the amount, shall be payable only pursuant to a

the functions of the InsVector General of the
Department of Health and Human Services relating to the administration of the old-age, survivors. and disability insurance program under
XVI of sw2h Act; and";

Secretary (so long as access to such treatment zs

certification of such payment to a qualif&ed or-

in section 11(1), by striking "or'' after rea.sonabli available as determined by the Sec- ganization acting as a representatil)e payee of
"Coyn;nisson" and inserting a semicolon, and retary). and
such indiiiidual pursuant to section 205(j).
'(ii) demonstrates in such manner as the Sec(B) For purposes of 'ubparagraph (A) and
by inserting after Board;' the following: 'or
'qualzfied
retary requires, including at a continuzng dzs- section 205(j)(4),
teTm
the
the Comnmissoner of Social Security;"; and
(2)

ability review not later than one year after such organization'—
determination, that such individual is comply(i) shall have the meaning given 'ucJi term
ing with the terms, conditions, and requirements by section 205(j)(4)(B) and
of suck treat,nent and with the requirements zm"(ii) shall mean an agency oi instrumnefltahty
posed by the Secretary under subparagraph (B). of a State or a politiccl subdivisiomi of a State.
SEC. 203. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.
'(B) The Secrctary shall provide for the nwn'(3) Monthly insurance benefits under thzs
(a) REFERENCES TO THE DEPflRT.'fE.'T OF itoring and testing of all indt'dua.ls who are re- title which would be payable to any individual
HE.4LTH AND HUMAN SERvICES.—Whent'Ver any
ceiving benefits under this title and who as a
than the disabled individual to whom
reference is made in any provision of law (other condWon of such benefits are required to be un- (other
bencfits are not payable by reason of this 'ubth'jn this Act or a provision of law amended by
treatment and complywg with the section) on the bas'is of the wages and self-cmthis Act), regulation, rule, record, or document dergoing
terni., conditions and requiriie'nts thereof as pfoyment inconie of such a disabled inthvidual
to the Department of Health and Human Serv- described
in subparagraph (A), in order to asfor the provisions of paragraph (1), shall be
ices with respect to such Department's functzons sure such compUance and to determine the ex- L'ut
suck disabled individual
under the old-age. surRivors. and disa,blity in- tent to which the imposflion of such require- payable as thotgh
were receiving ,9uCh beiefits which are not pajisurance program under title Ii of the Soc&& Seis con tribuing to the achievement of the abc under this subsection."
curity Act or the supplementa' secvrity zncome ments
(3) CoFoRMJNG AMEADMENTS.—
of this titie. The Secretary may rcte;n
program under title XVI of such Act such ref- purposes
(A) Section 205c'j)(I) cf suck Act (42 U.S.C.
in the case of a hearing before the
erence shall be conic!ered a reference to the So- jurisdiction
405W(1))
is amended by inserting ", or in he
Secretary under this title tQ the extent the Sec-.
cial Security Administration.
retary
determines
necessary
to
carry
out
the
cwe
of
any
individual referred to ffi sectzon
(b) REFERENCES TO THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH preceding sentence. The Secretary shall an flu223(j)(1)(A)" after therey'.
MQD HUMAV SEkvICES.—Whenever any reference
(B) Section 2O5((2)(D)(ii)(I1) of such Act (42
submit to the Congress a full and complete
is made in any provision of law (other than ths ally
U.S.C. 4O5j)(2)(D)(i)(II)) is amended by strik
report
on
the
Secretary's
activities
under
thz
Act or a provision of law amended by this Act),
ing "legaUy inconpetent or under the czge of 15
regulation. rule, record, or document to the See- paragraph.
"(C) The represcntatVe payee and the referral and inserting 'leçally inconipetent, under the
retar.lj of Health and Human Services with re- and monitoring agency for any indt'zdual de- age of 15. or a drug addict or alcoholic reft'rred
spct to such Secretary's functions under the scribed in subparagraph (A) shall report to tke o n section 223(i)(1)(A)'.
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance pro- Secretary any noncompliance with the terms,
(b) SUPPLEME.VTAL SECURITY I.VCOME.—ParUgrain under title II of the Social Security Act or conditions, and requirements of the treatment graph (3) of section 1611(e) of the SGcial &C!program
income
security
the supplemental
described in sizb paragraph (A) and w&th the re- ritV Act (42 U.S.C. 1382(e)) is amended to read aunder title XVI of such Act, such rcference shall quirements impo3ed by the Secretc.r under sub- joUo&!s:
of
be consideied a reference to the Connss;oneT
(3)(A)(i) .Vo person u-ho is an aged. blind, or
pxragraph (B).
Sociil Security.
dLs1ct imdividual solely by reason of di.'ubi1tij
"(D)(i) If the Sccretary flrd. tho.t an
TO
OTHER
OFPICEP.S
AXD
EM(C) REFERENCES
(as (leerrni'zd u'der ction 1614(a)(3)) shall he
PLO yRES—Whenever any reference is mace zn ual is not complying with the tcnn. cordiws, an eflgible im;diviual or e!gible spcuse for purreuiremnts of the trecment descnbed in
any provision of law (other than this Act or a and
(A), or with the requirements zm- po;es of this titic with repcct to any monUz zf
prevision of law amended by this Ace), reçju!u.- svbjjaragrph
(B), sack individuas disabi'itji is based n whoic or
ton, rule, record, or documen1 to any other offi- posed by the Secretary under subparagraph
both. the Secrctary, n lieu of termination. in part on a medical dctermiflaicfl that the
cel or employee of the Dej,artmeflt of Health or
svch individual's beneI1t indcr divdual i3 a drug acdct or alcohotic urilt'ss
and Human Services with respect to such offtcer mr.ay sispen!
'Lntil
ha. been reestab- such individual—
or employee's functions under the old-age, sur- this titleir:;ludingco,nFUrce
"(I) is undcgn.g, or on a waiting li for.
compliance with any addivivors, and disabi!ty insurance program under lisheci.
tional req1L131iLCflt5 determined o be nccessani anji mnedcal ar psychological trcatrnent that
title II of the Social Security Act or the suppcmaj be appropriate for inch indcid'al' eidmental security income program under title XVI by the Secretary.
m.&r c!ause () tn as a druq adict or alcoholic (as th' (SC
'(ii)
An
period
of
suspevsion
of sulh Act, such reference shall be considercd shal bc tc!:en into account in d',enifl:fl9 onj m.:aij be) amd for the stage of such indu duil'.
a reference to the apjiroprate officer or em- 24-month period described in stbpagraph (L) rhabititin at an irttthcn or facit.i apployee of the Social Security Adninistrat.ion.
and shall not be taken i,itO account in dttcrrniq- povcd for purpcSCS of this paragraph b the
to 'uch trPutm(1t L
SEC. 20t EFFECTIVE DATES.
ing the 36-month pcrod ecuibed in such i- SN:rCtarl/ (.'o o,iq as acces.s
(a) IN GENRAL.—EZcePt as provided zn sub- paragraph.
r.sonab!y (na:kble, as detertniricd bi the Seesection (b), the provisions of this tUle shall take
'(E)() Ercept as provided in clause (a), no rL'tt:r). and
n such. ,nanner
0!) dcnwr
effect on the date e,s'tabflshed pursuant to sec- indiridual described in s-ithpara.qraph (A) shall
tion 107(a).
be entitled to bcnefits under this tU1 for an)i r'tarJ! r('quires. including at a cun eimg di:—i
(b) ExCEpTIONS .—Subsect wns (fXl), (f)(2), month followi rig the 24-month period hegnr;ng cbilitu review nnt lai'r thon o uczr after .'u
and (I) of section 202 shall take effect on the with the de rminflOn of the 3ci.biW cfe- dettrnifl atto ti: t s:wh i ndt id a' cnn
mc' wUh the rn', condtwn, and rtjui' r'
date of the enactment of this title.
scrbed in such subparagraph.
'n"(ii) If ut the end of th 24-orth percd ae- of .'-4ch rat,nent and 1ñ,' the rquir ,;;cm:.
TITLE III—SOCL4-L SECURITY DISABILiTY
h, h' ecretar under c1au.C (f;).
AND REJL4BILITATION
seribed in clau.-e (i). the ndirduil furnic pv.rC1 The
for t1
crtaT/ shuU prC
i)
eridence in accordance t'th -nbspction (d)(5)
SEC. 301. SHORT rrrzJ.
nd (c'tiflg of at! inI'ctL ieh a;'
i(rnr,
that
the
individual
contnue:
to
he
under
a
dipThis title may be cited as the 'Social SecurU.li abilUy based in uhQle or n part on a m&kal cci
hr?uji I.: ii nder (his t. tic and •/
Diabiflty and Rehabilitation Act of J9g4'

(3) in section 11(2), by striking "or" after 'Information Agency. ", and by inserting afteT
'Veterans' Admini.tratiOn" the following: ', or
the Social Security Administration;".

rat
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Condition of Such benefits are required to be underqoing treatment and complying with the

terms, conditions, and requirements thereof as
described in clause (i), in order to assure such
compliance and to d.eter-,nine the extent to which
the imposition of such requirements is contribut-

ing to the achievement of the purposes of this
title. The Secretary maij retain jur-isdictio,.z in
the case of a hea,ing before the Secretary under
this title to the extent the Secretary deter,nines
necessary to carry Out the preceding sentence.
The Secretary shall annually submit to the Con-

gress a full and complete report on the Sec-

retary's activities under this sit bpa ragraph.
'(iii) The representative payee and the refer-

ral and monitoring agency for any individual
described in clause (i) shall report to the Secretary any noncompliance with the terms, conditions, and requirements of the treatment described in clause (i) and with the requirements
imposed by the Secretary under clause (ii).
(iv)(1) If the Secretary finds that an individual is not complying with the terms, conditions,

and requirements of the treatment described in
clause (i), or with the requiremcnts imposed by
the Secretary under clause (ii), or both, the Secretary. in lieu of termination, may suspend such
individual's benefits under this title until complzance has been reestablished, including compliance with any additional requirements determined to be necessary by the Secretary.
(II) Any period of suspension

May 23, 1994

(2) CLRREXT DETERMI.VATIQ'js.—

"(b)(1) Any person orother entity who is con(A) IN GENERAL—With respect to any individ victed of a violation of any of the provisions of
ual described in subparagraph (B), the Sec- thzs section, if such violation is committed by
retary of Health and Human Services shall pro- s-uch person or entity in his role as, or in applyvide duiing the 3-year period beginning after zng to become, a certified payee under section
the date of the enactment of this Act for the ap- 205(j) on behalf of another individual (other
plication of the amendments made by this sec- than such person's spouse or an entity described
tion to such individual with the time periods de- in section 223(j)(2)(B)(ii)), shall be guilty of a
scribed in such amendments to begin upon such felony and upon conviction thereof shall be
application.
fined under title 18, United States Code, or im(B) INDIVIDUAL DESCJUBED.—An individual is prisoned for not more than five years, or both.
described in this subparagraph if such individ"(2) In any case in which the court deterual is entitled to benefits under title II or XVI mines that a violation described in paragraph
of the Social Securuy Act based on a disability (1) includes a willful misuse of funds by such
determined before the date described in para- person or entity, the court may also require that
graph (1) to be based in whole or in part on a full or partial restitution of such funds be made
medical determination that the individual is a to the individual for whom such person or entity
drug addict or alcoholic.
was the certified payee.
(3) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
"(3) Any person or entity convicted of a felThere are authorized to be appropriated such
ony under this section or under section 1632(b)
sum. as may be necessary to carry out the pur- may not be -certified as a payee under section
poses of the provisions of and the amendments 205(j).
mad eby, this section.
(c) For the purpose of subsection (a)(7), the
SEC. 30$. PRIORITY OF TRFATMENT.
term. 'social security number' and 'social secuThe Secretary of Health and Human Services, rzty account number' mean such numbers as are
through the Administrator of the Substance assigned by the Secretary under section 205(c) (2)
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administra- whether or not, in actual use, such numbers are
tion, shall assure that every individual receiving called social security numbers."
disability benefits under title II or XVI of the
(B) SSI.—Subsection (b)(1) of section 1632 of
Social Security Act based in whole or in part on such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a) is amended bstrika medical determination that the individual is a ing '(other than Such person's spouse)" and all
dru9 addict or alcoholic be given high priority that follows through the period and insertinq
for treatment through entitie.c supported by the "(other than such person's spouse or an entity
various States through any substance abuse described in section 1611(e)(3)(B)(ii)(II)), shall
block grant author'zed under law.
be guilty of a felony and upon conviction there-

under
subclause (I) shall be taken into account in determining any 24-month period described in
clause (v) and shall not be taken into account
in determining the 36-month period described in SEC. 304. ESTABLISHMENT OF RRFERRAL MON.
such clause.
ITORING AGENCIES REQUIRED IN
"(v)(I) Except as provided in subclause (II),
ALL STATES.
no individual described in clause (j) shall be c-nThe Secretary of Health and Human Services
tttled to benefits under this title for any month shall, within 1 year of the date of the enactment
following the 24-month period beginning with of this Act, provide for the establishment of rethe determination of the disability described in ferral and monitoring agencies for each State
such clause.
for the purpose of carrying Out the treatment re"(II) If at the end of the 24-month period de- quirements under sections 223(j)(1) and
scribed in subclause (I), the indviduul furnishes 1611(e)(3)(A) of the Social Security Act (42
evidence in accordance with section 223(d)(5) U.S.C. 423'j)(1) and 1382(e)(3)(A)).
that the individual continues to be under ci dis- SEC. 305. PROCEEDS FROM CERTAIN CRIMiNAL
abzljti,' based in whole on a medico.l determinaACTiVITIES CONSTITUTE SUBSTANtion that the individual is a drug addict or alcoTL4L GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT.
holc, such individual shall be entitled to bene(a) SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURA.VCE.—
fits under this title based on such thsabilit' for Section 223(d)(4) of the Social Security Act (42
no more than an additional 36 months.
U.S.C. 423(d)(4)) is arnendcd by inserting the fol(III) Subject to subclaue (IV), if such an in- lowing after the first sentence: 'If an individual
dividual continues to be entitied to such benefits engages n a cri7ninal activity to support subfor an additional 24-month period following a stance abuse, any proceeds deiived from such
determination under subclause (II), s-ubclauses activity shall demonstrate s-uch individual's
(I,) and (II) shall apply with regcLrd toanj fur- ability to engage in substantial gainful activther entitlement to such benefits following the ity.".
end of such additional period.
(b) SCPPLE.'1EXTAL SECURITY INCOME—Sec(IV,) In no event shall such an individual be tion 1614(a)(3)(D) of the Social Securfty Act (42
entitled to benefits under this title for more than U.S.C. 1382(a)(3)(D)) is amended bJj inserting
a total of 36 months, unless upon the termi- the following after the first sentence: "If an innation of the 36th month suck individual fur- dividual engages in a criminal activt's to s-upnz.thes evidence in accordance with section port s-uhstance abuse, any proceeds derived from
223(d) (5) that the individual is under a disabil- such activity shall demonstrate such inclividits' which is not related in part to a medical de- uals ability to engage in substantial gainful actermination that the individual ts a drug addict tivUy.
or alcoholic.
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendrnent made
'(B)(i) Any benefits under this title pajable by this section shall apply to disabLity deterto any individual referred to in subparagraph minations conducted on or after the dare of the
(A), including any benefits paable in a lump enactnent of this Act.
sum wnOunt, shall be payable only pursuant to $EC. 306. CONSISTENT PF.NAJ.TY PROVISIONS
a certification of suOh payment to a qualified
FOR SSDIAVl) SSI PROGRAMS.
organLatjon acting as a representatzve payee of
(a) FELO.\'Y PENALtIES FOR FRIUD.—
such
individual
pursuant
to
section
(1) Ix GEXERAL.—Subsection (a) of section 1631
1631(a)(2)(A)(ii),
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a) is
"(ii) For p1crposes of clause (i) and section amended by striking ".hall be guilty of a ;rs1631(a)(2)(D), the term 'qualified organization'— demeanor and upon con uictiOn thereof shall be
(fl shall have the mean:ng given such term fined not morc than $1,000 or imprisoned for not

of shall be fined under title 18, United States
Code, or imprisoned for not more than five

years, or both."

(b) CIVIL ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.—

(1) SSDI.—Section 208 of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 408) is amended by adding at the
end the-following new subsections:

For administrative penalties for false

'(e)

claims and statements with respect to which an
individual or other entity knows or has reason
to know-such falsity, see chapter 38 of title 31,
United States Code.

"'f,) In the case of the second or subsequent
imposition of an administrative or ciimnal pen-

alty on any person or other entitj under this

section, the Secretary may exclude such person

or entity from participation in any prora7n
under this title and titles V, XVI, XVIII, and
XX, and may direct that such person or entity
be excluded from any State health care program

(as defined in section 1128(h)) and anti other
Federal program as provided by law."
(2) 5sF.—

(A) IN GEVERAL.—Section 1632 of such Act (42

U.S.C. 1383a) is amended by addinq at the end
the following nw subsections:
(c)

For ad7ninitrative penalties for false.

claims and statements with respect to which an
indvzduai or other entity knows or has reason
to know such falsity, see chapter 38 of title 31,
United States Code.

'(d) In the case of the second or suh.eqaent
imposition of an o4nzinjstrative or crmina! pen-

alty on any person or other entity undt'r this

section, the Secrcwry rnaij exclude such person

or entity frc'm participation in any program

under this title and titles II, V. XVIII, and XX,
and n'uj direct that such pers.'. or entt.' be ezcluthd from any State health care program (as
defined in section 1128(h)) and anj other Federal program as provided by law."
(B) COvFOFM!No AME.VD.%IE.P,'T.—T/je ;eadi ng

for section 1632 of stwh Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a) is
amended by strikin.g FOR FR .4 WY.

by section 1631(a)(2)'D)(ii), and
(II) shall mean an agenci.' or in.stru7nentality

more than one year, or both" and inserting
shall be guiltu of a felony and upon conviction

(c) EFFECTIVE D.ITE.—The amer.d7nent.9 made

tzons of disability made 90 or more days after

208 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 408) are amended to
read as fcllo ws:

Mr. DoIE conferees on the part of the

bi,' hs section shall be effective on or after the
thereof shall be fined under title 18, United date
of the enacmcnt of this Act.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATES: AUTHORIZATIONS.—
States Code, or imprisoned for not more than
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in para- Jive years, or both'.
graph (2). the amenthnents made by this section
chair appoints Mr. MOYNrHAN, Mr. BAU(2) REPRESENTATIVE PA YL'ES.—
shall apply to benefits payable for deternzina(A) SSDI.—Subsections (b) and (C) of section cus, Mr. BREAUx. Mr. PACKWOOD, and
of a State or a political subdivision of a State."

the date of the enactment of this Act.

Senate.

H.R.4277 As passed by the Senate (Engrossed Amendments), May 23, 1994

In the Senate of the United States,
May 23 (legislative day, May 16), 1994,
Resolved, That the bill from the House of Representatives (HR. 4277) entitled "An Act to
establish the Social Security Administration as an independent agency and to make other
improvements in the old—age, survivors, and disability insurance program1', do pass with the
following AMENDMENT:

Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert:

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACT; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) Short Title——This Act may be cited as the "Social Security Administration
Independence Act of 1994".
(b) Amendment of Social Security Act——Except as otherwise expressly provided,

whenever in this Act an amendment is expressed in terms of an amendment to or repeal of,
a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to that section or
other provision of the Social Security Act.
(c) Table of Contents.——The table of contents of this Act is as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title; amendment of Social Security Act; table of contents.

TITLE I--ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW INDEPENDENT AGENCY

Sec. 101. Establishment of Social Security Administration as a separate,
independent agency.
Sec. 102. Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of Social Security.
Sec. 103. Social Security Advisory Board.

Sec. 104. Personnel; budgetary matters; seal of office.
Sec. 105. Transfers to the new Social Security Administration.

Sec. 106. Transitional rules.
Sec. 107. Effective dates.

TITLE li-—CONFORMING AIvIEN]1IMENTS

Sec. 201. Amendments to titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act,

Sec. 202. Other amendments.
Sec. 203. Rules of construction.
Sec. 204. Effective dates.

TITLE Ill——SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION

Sec. 301. Short title.
Sec. 302. Reform of monthly insurance benefits based on disability involving
substance abuse.

Sec. 303. Priority of treatment.
Sec. 304. Establishment of referral monitoring agencies required in all
States.

Sec. 305. Proceeds from certain criminal activities constitute substantial
gainful employment.

Sec. 306. Consistent penalty provisions for SSDI and SSI programs.
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TITLE I--ESTABLISHMENT OF NE INDEPENDENT AGENCY

SEC. 101. ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS A SEPARATE, INDEPENDENT
AGENCY.

Section 701 (42 U.S.C. 901) is amended to read as follows:

'SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

"Sec. 701. There is hereby established, as an independent agency in the executive
branch of the Government, a Social Security Administration (hereafter in this title referred
to as the 'Administration'). It shall be the duty of the Administration to administer the
old—age, survivors, and disability insurance program under title 11 and the supplemental
security income program under title XVI.'.

SEC. 102. COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY.

Section 702 (42 U.S.C. 902) is amended to read as follows:

"COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

"Commissioner of Social Security

"Sec. 702. (a)(1) There shall be in the Administration a Commissioner of Social Security
(hereafter in this title referred to as the 'Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate.

I

"(2) The Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate provided for level
of the Executive Schedule.

"(3) The Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of 4 years coincident with the term
of the President, or until the appointment of a qualified successor.

"(4) The Commissioner shall be responsible for the exercise of all powers and the
discharge of all duties of the Administration, and shall have authority and control over all
personnel and activities thereof.

3

"(5) The Commissioner may prescribe such rules and regulations as the Commissioner
determines necessary or appropriate to carry out the functions of the Administration. The
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner shall be subject to the rulemaking procedures
established under section 553 of title 5. United States Code.
"(6) The Commissioner may establish, alter, consolidate, or discontinue such
organizational units or components within the Administration as the Commissioner considers
necessary or appropriate, except that this paragraph shall not apply with respect to any
unit, component, or provision provided for by this Act.
"(7) The Commissioner may assign duties, and delegate, or authorize successive
redelegations of, authority to act and to render decisions, to such officers and employees of
the Administration as the Commissioner may find necessary. Within the limitations of such
delegations, redelegations, or assignments, all official acts and decisions of such officers and
employees shall have the same force and effect as though performed or rendered by the
Commissioner.

"(8) The Commissioner and the Secretary of Health and Human Services (hereafter in
this title referred to as the 'Secretary') shall consult, on an ongoing basis, to ensure——

"(A) the coordination of the programs administered by the Commissioner, as
described in section 701, with the programs administered by the Secretary under titles XVII!
and XIX of this Act; and

"(B) tl.il adequate information concerning benefits under such titles XVIII and XIX
shall be available to the public.

"Deputy Commissioner of Social Security

"(b)(l) There shall be in the Administration a Deputy Commissioner of Social Security
(hereafter in this title referred to as the 'Deputy Commissioner') who shall be appointed by
the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate.
"(2) The Deputy Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of 4 years coincident with
the term of the Commissioner, or until the appointment of a qualified successor.

'(3) The Deputy Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate provided for level II of
the Executive Schedule.
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"(4) The Deputy Commissioner shall perform such duties and exercise such powers as
the Commissioner shall from time to time assign or delegate. The Deputy Commissioner shall
be Acting Commissioner of the Administration during the absence or disability of the
Commissioner and, unless the President designates another officer of the Government as
Acting Commissioner, in the event of a vacancy in the office of the Commissioner.".

SEC. 103. SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD.

Section 703 (42 U.S.C. 903) is amended to read as follows:

"Social Security Advisory Board

'Establishment of Board
"Sec. 703. (a) There shall be established a Social Security Advisory Board (hereinafter
referred to as the 'Board').

"Functions of the Board

'(b) The Board shall advise the Commissioner on policies related to the old—age,
survivors, and disability insurance program under title II and the supplemental security
income program under title XVI. Specific functions of the Board shall include——

"(1) analyzing the Nation's retirement and disability systems and making
recommendations with respect to how the old—age, survivors, and disability insurance
program and the supplemental security income program, supported by other public and
private systems, can most effectively assure economic security;
"(2) studying and making recommendations relating to the coordination of programs
that provide health security with programs described in paragraph (1);

"(3) making recommendations to the President and to the Congress with respect to
policies that will ensure the solvency of the old—age, survivors, and disability insurance
program, both in the short—term and the long—term;
"(4) making recommendations to the President of candidates to consider in selecting
nominees for the position of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner;
"(5) reviewing and assessing the quality of service that the Administration provides to
the public;
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'(6) reviewing and making recommendations with respect to policies and regulations
regarding the old—age, survivors, and disability insurance program and the supplemental
security income program;

"(7) increasing public understanding of the social security system;
"(8) in consultation with the Commissioner, reviewing the development and
implementation of a long—range research and program evaluation plan for the
Administration;
11(9)

reviewing and assessing any major studies of social security as may come to the

attention of the Board; and
11(10)

conducting such other reviews and assessments that the Board determines to

be appropriate.
'Structure and vIembership of the Board
"(c) The Board shall be composed of 7 members who shall be appointed as
follows:

'(1) 3 members shall be appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of
the Senate. Not more than 2 of such members shall be from the same political party.
"(2) 2 members (each member from a different political party) shall be appointed by
the President pro tempore of the Senate with the advice of the Chairman and the Ranking
Iinority vIember of the Senate Committee on Finance.
'(3) 2 members (each member from a different political party) shall be appointed by
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, with the advice of the Chairman and the
Ranking Iinority vIember of the House Committee on Yays and Ieans.

Terms of Appointment

'(d) Each member of the Board shall serve for a term of 6 years, except
that——

"(1) a member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the
term for which a predecessor was appointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of such
term; and
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"(2) the terms of service of the members initially appointed under this section shal]
expire as follows:

"(A) The terms of service of the members initial]y appointed by the President
sha]] expire as designated by the President at the time of nomination, I each at the end
of— —

"(i) 2 years;

"(ii) 4 years; and
"(iii) 6 years.

"(B) The terms of service of members initially appointed by the President pro
tempore of the Senate shall expire as designated by the President pro tempore of the
Senate at the time of nomination, 1 each at the end of——

'(i) 4 years; and
"(ii) 6 years.

"(C) The terms of service of members initially appointed by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives shall expire as designated by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives at the time of nomination, 1 each at the end of——
"(i) 3 years; and
"(ii) 5 years.

"Chairman

"(e) A member of the Board sha]l be designated by the President to serve as Chairman
for a term of 4 years, coincident with the term of the President, or until the designation of
successor.

"Compensation

"(f) Members of the Board shal] be compensated as follows:

"(1) Members shall be paid at a rate equal to 25 percent of the rate for level ]]] of
the Executive Schedule.
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"(2) For days when the Board or any authorized subcommiUee of the Board meets,
members who aUend meetings on such days (including travel time) shall receive additional
compensation in an amount equal o the daily equivalent of the rat.e for level Ill of the
Executive Schedule.
"(3) Vhile serving on business of the Board away from their homes or regular places
of business, members may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of
subsist.ence, as authorized by sedion 5703 of itie 5, Unit.ed Saes Code, for persons in the
Government employed int.ermiUenUy.

"(4) Service on the Board shall no be reat.ed as Federal service or employment for
purposes of receiving any benefits under chapt.ers 83, 84, and 87 of it.le 5, Unit.ed Saes
Code.

"(5) A member of the Board may eled coverage of a health benefits plan under
chapt.er 89 of Utie 5, Unit.ed Saes Code. Such a member eleding coverage shall have the
applicable employee conribuUons under sedion 8906 of such itie withheld from pay for
service as a member of the Board. The Adminisrahon shall pay the applicable Government
conribuions under such sedion 8906 for such member. The Office of Personnel Management
shall promulgat.e regulations o apply the provisions of chapt.er 89 of such itie o Board
members eleding coverage as provided under this paragraph.

"Meetings

Board shall meet no less than 6 times each year o consider a specific agenda
of issues, as det.ermined by the Chairman in consuliaion with the other members of the
"(g) The

Board.

"Federal Advisory CommiUee Ad

'(h) The Board shall be exempt from the provisions of the Federal Advisory CommiUee
Ad (5 U.S.C. App.).

"Personnel

"(i)(l) The Board shall, without regard o itie 5, Unit.ed Saes Code, appoint a St.aff
Director who shall be paid a a rate equivalent o a rat.e for the Senior Executive Service.

"(2) The Board is authorized, without regard o itie 5. Unit.ed Saes Code, o appoint
and fix the compensation of such additional personnel as the Board dethrmines o be
necessary to carry ou the functions of the Board.
8

11(3)

fixing the compensation of additional personnel under paragraph (2), the Board
shall not authorize that any individual appointed under such paragraph be compensated at a
rate that is greater than the rate of compensation of the Staff Director described in
paragraph (1).
In

"Authorization of Appropriation
"(j) There

are authorized to be made available for expenditure, out of the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and
the general fund in the Treasury, such sums as the Congress may deem appropriate to carry
out the purposes of this section.11.

SEC. 104. PERSONNEL; BUDGETARY MATTERS; SEAL OF OFFICE.

Section 704 is amended to read as follows:

"ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OF THE CO1VIISSIONER

"Personnel

"Sec. 704. (a)(1) The Commissioner shall appoint such additional officers and employees
as the Commissioner considers necessary to carry out the functions of the Administration
under this Act. Except as otherwise provided in any other provision of law, such officers and
employees shall be appointed, and their compensation shall be fixed, in accordance with title
5, United States Code.
"(2) The Commissioner may procure the services of experts and consultants in
accordance with the provisions of section 3109 of title 5, United States Code.
p1(3)

Notwithstanding any requirements of section 3133 of title 5, United States Code, the

Director of the Office of Personnel 4anagement shall authorize for the Administration a total
number of Senior Executive Service positions which is substantially greater than the number
of such positions authorized in the Social Security Administration in the Department of
Health and Human Services as of immediately before the date of the enactment of the
Social Security Administration Independence Act of 1994 to the extent that the greater
number of such authorized positions is specified in the comprehensive work force plan as
established and revised by the Commissioner under subsection (b)(1). The total number of
such positions authorized for the Administration shall not at any time be less than the
number of such authorized positions as of immediately before such date.
9

"Budgetary Matters

"(b)(l) Appropriations requests for staffing and personnel of the Administration shall be
based upon a comprehensive work force plan, which shall be established and revised from
time to time by the Commissioner.
"(2) Appropriations for administrative expenses of the Administration are authorized to
be provided on a biennial basis.

"(3) Funds appropriated for the Administration to be available on a contingency basis
shall be apportioned upon the occurrence of the stipulated contingency, as determined by
the Commissioner and reported to the Congress.

"Employment Restriction

'(c) The number of positions in the Administration which may be excepted from the
competitive service, on a temporary or permanent basis, because of the confidential or
policy—determining character of such positions, may not exceed at any time the equivalent
of 10 full—time positions.

'Seal of Office

'(d) The Commissioner shall cause a seal of office to be made for the Administration of
such design as the Commissioner shall approve. Judicial notice shall be taken of such seal.".

SEC. 105. TRANSFERS TO THE NEW SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.

(a) Functions——There are transferred to the Social Security Administration all functions
carried out by the Secretary of Health and Human Services with respect to the programs and
activities the administration of which is vested in the Social Security Administration by
reason of this title and the amendments made thereby. The Commissioner of Social Security
shall allocate such functions in accordance with sections 701, 702, 703, and 704 of
the Social Security Act (as amended by this title).
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(b) Personnel, Assets, Etc.——(1) There are transferred from the Department
of Health

and Human Services to the Social Security Administration, for appropriate allocation by the
Commissioner of Social Security in the Social Security Administration——
(A) the personnel employed in connection with the functions transferred by this title
and the amendments made thereby; and

(B) the assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records, and unexpended balance of
appropriations, authorizations, allocations, and other funds employed, held, or used in
connection with such functions, arising from such functions, or available, or to be made
available, in connection with such functions.
(2) Unexpended funds transferred pursuant to this subsection shall be used only for the
purposes for which the funds were originally authorized and appropriated.
(3) Any individual who is an employee of the Department and who was not employed on

the date of the enactment of this title, in connection with functions transferred by this title
to the Administration, but who was so employed on the day before the date established
pursuant to section 107(a), may be transferred from the Department of Health and Human
Services to the Social Security Administration by the Commissioner under subparagraph (A)
of paragraph (1), after consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services, if the
Commissioner determines such transfer to be appropriate.
(4) Any individual who is an employee of the Department and who was employed on the
date of the enactment of this title, solely in connection with functions transferred by this
title to the Administration, and who was so employed on the day before the date established
pursuant to section 107(a), shall be transferred from the Department of Health and Human
Services to the Social Security Administration.

(c) Abolishment of Office of Commissioner in the Department of Health and Human
Services——Effective upon the appointment of a Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to
section 702 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this title)——

(1) the position of Commissioner of Social Security in the Department of Health and
Human Services is abolished; and

(2) section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by striking the following:
"Commissioner of Social Security, Department of Health and Human Services.".
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SEC. 106. TRANSITIONAL RULES.

(a) Transition Director.——(1) within 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act,
a transition director shall be appointed by the President, who shall be s&ected on the basis
of experience and knowledge of the operation of the Government.

(2) The transition director shall conduct activities necessary to ensure the transition of
the Social Security Administration to the status of an independent agency in the executive
branch of the Government. In conducting such activities before the appointment of the
Commissioner of Social Security, the transihon director shall consu't reguady with the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget. Upon such appointment, the transition
director shall conduct such acflvities at the direction of the Commissioner of Social Security.
(3) The transition director shall be compensated at the rate provided for 'evel IV of the
Executive Schedu'e.

(4) Expenditures to carry out the purposes of this subsection shall be made out of the
Federa' Old Age and Survivors insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund.
(b) Interim Authority for Appointment and Compensation.——

(1) Appointment of commissioner.——1Ththin 60 days of the date of the enactment of

this tifie, the Commissioner of Social Security shall be appointed by the President pursuant
to section 702 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this tifie). lithe appointment is
made pursuant to such section before the date estab'ished pursuant to section 107(a), the
Commissioner of Social Security shall also perform the duties assigned to the Commissioner
of Socia' Security in the Department of Hea'th and Human Services.
(2) Other appointments——At any time on or after the date of the enactment of this
title any of the other officers provided for in sections 702 and 703 of the Socia' Security Act
(as amended by this title) may be nominated and appointed, as provided in such sections.
(3) Compensation——Funds available to any officia' or component of the Department
of Health and Human Services, functions of which are transferred to the Commissioner of
Social Security or the Soci& Security Administration by this title, may with the approva' of
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, be used to pay the compensation and
expenses of any officer appointed pursuant to this subsection until such time as funds for
that purpose are otherwise avaflable.
(c) Continuation of Orders, Determinations, Rules, Regulations, Etc——All orders,

determinations, ru'es, regulations, permits, contracts, coBective bargaining agreements (and
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ongoing negotiations relating to such collective bargaining
agreements), recognitions of labor
organizations, certificates, licenses, and privileges—
—

(1)

which have been issued, made, promulgated, granted,
or allowed to become
effective, in the exercise of functions (A) which were exercised by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services (or the Secretary's delegate), and (B)
which relate to functions which, by
reason of this title, the amendments made thereby, and regulations
prescribed thereunder,
are vested in the Commissioner of Social Security; and
(2) which are in effect immediately before the date established
pursuant to section
107(a), shall (to the extent that they relate to functions
described in paragraph (1)(B))
continue in effect according to their terms until modified, terminated,
suspended, set aside,
or repealed by such Commissioner, except that any collective bargaining
agreement shall
remain in effect until the date of termination specified in such agreement.

(d) Continuation of Proceedings--The provisions of this title (including the
amendments made thereby) shall not affect any proceeding pending
before the Secretary of
Health and Human Services immediately before the date established
pursuant to section
107(a), with respect to functions vested (by reason of this title, the amendments made
thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder) in the Commissioner
of Social Security,
except that such proceedings, to the extent that such
proceedings relate to such functions,
shall continue before such Commissioner, Orders shall be issued
under any such proceeding,
appeals taken therefrom, and payments shall be made pursuant
to such orders, in like
manner as if this title had not been enacted, and orders issued in any such proceeding shall
continue in effect until modified, terminated, superseded, or repealed by such Commissioner,
by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by operation of law.
(e) Continuation of Suits--Except as provided in this subsection--

(1) the provisions of this title shall not affect suits commenced before the date
established pursuant to section 107(a); and

(2) in all such suits proceedings shall be had, appeals taken, and judgments
rendered, in the same manner and effect as if this title had not been enacted.
No cause of action, and no suit, action, or other proceeding commenced
by or against any
officer in such officer's official capacity as an officer of the Department
of Health and
Human Services, shall abate by reason of the enactment of this title. Causes of action, suits,
actions, or other proceedings may be asserted by or against the United States
and the Social
Security Administration, or such official of such Administration
as may be appropriate, and,
in any litigation pending immediately before the date established
pursuant to section 107(a),
the court may at any time, on the court's own motion or that of a party, enter an order
which will give effect to the provisions of this subsection (including,
where appropriate, an
order for substitution of parties).
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releasing or
(f) Continuation of Penalties——This title shall not have the effect of
incurred as a result of
extinguishing any criminal prosecution penalty, forfeiture, or liability
made thereby; and regulations
any function which (by reason of this title, the amendments
prescribed thereunder) is vested in the Commissioner of Social Security.

Security in the
(g) Judicial Review.——Orders and actions of the Commissioner of Social

exercise of functions vested in such Commissioner under this title (and the amendments
made thereby) shall be subject to judicial review to the same extent and in the same manner
Health
as if such orders had been made and such actions had been taken by the Secretary of
and Human Services in the exercise of such functions immediately before the date
established pursuant to section 107(a). Any statutory requirements relating to notice,
hearings, action upon the record, or administrative review that apply to any function so
function by such
vested in such Commissioner shall continue to apply to the exercise of such
Commissioner.

(h) Exercise of Functions——In the exercise of the functions vested in the Commissioner
of Social Security under this title, the amendments made thereby, and regulations prescribed
thereunder, such Commissioner shall have the same authority as that vested in the Secretary
of Health and Human Services with respect to the exercise of such functions immediately
preceding the vesting of such functions in such Commissioner, and actions of such
Commissioner shall have the same force and effect as when exercised by such Secretary.
(i) Report——Within 120 days of the date of the enactment of this title, the transition
director and the Commissioner of Social Security shall report to the Congress on the status
of the transition to an independent Social Security Administration and on any significant
internal restructuring or management improvements that are proposed to be undertaken.

SEC. 107. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) In General——Except as provided in subsection (b), this title, and the amendments

made by such title shall take effect on the earlier of——
(1) the date which is 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, or
(2) a date designated by the President.
(b) Transitional Rules——Section 106 shall take effect on the date of the enactment of

this title.
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TITLE 11- -CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

SEC. 201, AMENDMENTS TO TITLES 11 AND XVI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

(a) In General——Title 11(42 U.S.C. 401 et seq.) (other than section 201, section 218(d),
section 231(c), section 226, and section 226A) and title XVI (42 U.S.C. 1382 et seq.) (other
than sections 1614(f)(2)(B) and 1616(e)(3)) are each amended——

(1) by striking, wherever it appears therein, "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(2) by striking, wherever it appears therein, "Department of Health and Human
Services" and inserting 'Social Security Administration';
(3) by striking, wherever it appears therein, 'Department' (but only if it is not
immediately succeeded by the words "of Health and Human Services", and only if it is used in
reference to the Department of Health and Human Services) and inserting "Administration";

(4) by striking, wherever it appears therein, each of the following words (but, in the
case of any such word only if such word refers to the Secretary of Health and Human
Services): "Secretary', "Secretary's", "his", "him", 'he", "her", and "she', and inserting (in the
case of the word "Secretary") "Commissioner of Social Security', (in the case of the word
'Secretary's") 'Commissioner's', (in the case of the word 'his") 'the Commissioner's", (in the
case of the word 'him") "the Commissioner", (in the case of the word "her') "the
Commissioner" or "the Commissioner's", as may be appropriate, and (in the case of the
words "she" or "he") "the Commissioner"; and
(5) by striking, wherever it appears therein, "Internal Revenue Code of 1954" and
inserting "Internal Revenue Code of 1986".
(b) Amendments to Section 201,——(1)(A) Sections 201(a)(3), 201(a)(4), 201(b)(1), and
201(b)(2) (42 U.S.C. 401(a)(3), 401(a)(4), 401(b)(1), and 401(b)(2), respectively) are each

amended by striking 'Secretary of Health and Human Services' each place it appears and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security"; and
(B) Sections 201(a)(3) and 201(b)(1) (42 U.S.C. 401(a)(3) and 401(b)(1), respectively) are
each amended by striking "such Secretary" and inserting "such Commissioner".
(2) Section 201(c) (42 U.S.C. 401(c)) is amended——

(A) in the first sentence, by striking "shall be composed of" and all that follows down
through "ex officio" and inserting the following: "shall be composed of the Commissioner of
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Social Security, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, all exofficio"; and
(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking "The Commissioner of Social Security" and
inserting "The Deputy Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 201(g)(1)(A) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1)(A)) is amended——

(A) in clause (i), by striking "by him and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services" and inserting "by him, the Commissioner of Social Security, and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services", and by striking "by the Department of Health and Human
Services and the Treasury Department" and inserting "by the Social Security Administration,
the Department of Health and Human Services, and the Department of the Treasury";

(B) in clause (ii), by striking "method prescribed by the Board of Trustees under
paragraph (4)" and inserting "applicable method prescribed under paragraph (4)", by striking
"the Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Commissioner of Social
Security and the Secretary of Health and Human Services", and by striking "the Department
of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Social Security Administration and the
Department of Health and Human Services"; and

(C) by striking the last sentence and inserting the following: "There are hereby
authorized to be made available for expenditure, out of any or all of the Trust Funds, such
amounts as the Congress may deem appropriate to pay the costs of the part of the
administration of this title and title XVI for which the Commissioner of Social Security is
Services
responsible, the costs of title XVIII for which the Secretary of Health and Human
is responsible, and the costs of carrying out the functions of the Social Security
Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 other than those referred to in clause (i) of the first
sentence of this subparagraph.".
(4) Section 201(g)(1) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1)) is further amended by striking subparagraph
(B) and inserting the following new subparagraphs:
"(B) After the close of each fiscal year——

"(i) the Commissioner of Social Security shall determine (I) the portion of the costs,
incurred during such fiscal year, of administration of this title and title XVI and of carrying
out the functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate
to the administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (other than those
referred to in clause (i) of the first sentence of subparagraph (A)), which should have been
borne by the general fund in the Treasury, (II) the portion of such costs which should have
been borne by the Federal Old—Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and (Ill) the
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portion of such costs which should have been borne by the Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, and

"(ii) the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall determine (]) the portion of

the costs, incurred during such fiscal year, of administration of title XV]ll which should have
been borne by the general fund in the Treasury, (]]) the portion of such costs which should
have been borne by the Federal Hospital ]nsurance Trust Fund, and (]]]) the portion of such
costs which shou]d have been borne by the Federal Supplementary Medical ]nsurance Trust
Fund, except that the determination of the amounts to be borne by the general fund in the
Treasury with respect to expenditures incurred in carrying out such functions specified in
section 232 shal] be made pursuant to the applicable method prescribed under paragraph (4)
of this subsection.

"(C) After the determinations under subparagraph (B) have been made for any fisca]
year, the Commissioner of Social Security and the Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall jointly certify to the Managing Trustee the amounts, if any, which should be transferred
from one to any of the other of such Trust Funds and the amounts, if any, which should be
transferred between the Trust Funds (or one of the Trust Funds) and the genera] fund in the
Treasury, in order to ensure that each of the Trust Funds and the general fund in the
Treasury have borne their proper share of the costs, incurred during such fisca] year, for (i)
the part of the administration of this title and title XV] for which the Commissioner of Socia]
Security is responsible, (ii) the part of the administration of this tit]e and tit]e XV]]] for
which the Secretary of Health and Human Services is responsible, and (iii) carrying out the
functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the
administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (other than those referred
to in clause (i) of the first sentence of subparagraph (A)). The Managing Trustee shall
transfer any such amounts in accordance with any certification so made.".
(5) Section 201(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2)) is amended, in the second sentence, by
striking "established and maintained by the Secretary of Health and Human Services" and
inserting "maintained by the Commissioner of Social Security", and by striking "Secretary
shall furnish" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security shall furnish".
(6) Section 201(g)(4) (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(4)) is amended to read as
follows:

"(4) The Commissioner of Social Security shall utilize the method prescribed pursuant to
this paragraph, as in effect immediately before the date of the enactment of the Social
Security Administration ]ndependence Act of 1994 for determining the costs which should be
borne by the general fund in the Treasury of carrying out the functions of the Social
Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of
provisions of the ]nternal Revenue Code of 1986 (other than those referred to in clause (i) of
the first sentence of paragraph (1)(A)). ]f at any time or times thereafter the Boards of
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Trustees of such Trust Funds consider such action advisable, such Boards may modify the
method of determining such costs.".
(7) Section 201(i)(1) (42 U.S.C. 401(i)(1)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i)(l) The Managing Trustee may accept on behalf of the United States money gifts and
bequests made unconditionally to the Federal Old—Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund,
the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, or
the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund or to the Social Security
Administration, the Department of Health and Human Services, or any part or officer thereof,
for the benefit of any of such Funds or any activity financed through such Funds.'.
(8) Subsections (j) and (k) of section 201 (42 U.S.C. 401) are each amended by striking
"Secretary" each place it appears and inserting 'Commissioner of Social Security".
(9) Section 201(l)(3)(B)(iii)(lI) (42 U.S.C. 401(l)(3)(B)(iii)(lI)) is amended by striking
"Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'.

(10) Section 201(m)(3) (42 U.S.C. 401(m)(3)) is amended by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(11) Section 201 (42 U.S.C. 401) is amended by striking "Internal Revenue Code of 1954'
each place it appears and inserting "Internal Revenue Code of 1986".
(c) Amendments to Section 218——Section 2 18(d) (42 U.S.C. 4 18(d)) is amended by

striking "Secretary" each place it appears in paragraphs (3) and (7) and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security".
(d) Amendment to Section 231——Section 231(c) (42 U.S.C. 431(c)) is amended by
striking "Secretary determines" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security and the
Secretary jointly determine".

SEC. 202. OTHER AMENDMENTS.

(a) Amendments to Title V1l.——(1) Title VII (42 U.S.C. 901 et seq.) is amended by adding

at the end the following new section:
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"DUT]ES AND AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY

"Sec. 712. The Secretary shal] perform the duties imposed upon the Secretary by this
Act. The Secretary is authorized to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and
emp]oyees, and to make such expenditures as may be necessary for carrying out the
functions of the Secretary under this Act.",
(2) Section 706 (42 U.S.C. 907) is amended——

(A) in subsection (a), by striking "Advisory Counci] on Socia] Security" and al] that
follows through "disabi]ity insurance program and" and inserting "Advisory Counci] on
Hospital and Supp]ementary Medica] Insurance for the purpose of reviewing the status of the
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund in relation to the ]ong—term commitments of";
(B) in subsection (d), by striking paragraph (1) and by redesignating paragraphs (2)
and (3) as paragraphs (1) and (2), respectively, and

(C) by striking the section heading and inserting the fol]owing:

"ADV]SORY COUNCIL ON HOSPITAL AND SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL
]NSURANCE".

(3) Paragraph (2) of section 709(b) (42 U.S.C. 910(b)) is amended by striking "(as
estimated by the Secretary)" and inserting "(for amounts which will be paid from the Federal
O]d—Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federa] Disabi]ity Insurance Trust Fund,
as estimated by the Commissioner, and for amounts which will be paid from the Federa]
Hospita] ]nsurance Trust and the Federal Supplementary Medica] Insurance Trust Fund,
as estimated by the Secretary)".
(4) Sections 709 and 710 (42 U.S.C. 910 and 911) are amended by striking "]nternal
Revenue Code of 1954" each p]ace it appears and inserting 'Internal Revenue Code of 1986".

(b) Amendments to Tit]e X].--(1) Section 1101(a) (42 U.S.C. 1301(a)) is amended by
adding at the end the fo]lowing new paragraph:

'(10) The term 'Administration' means the Social Security Administration, except
where the context requires otherwise.".
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(2) Section 1106(a) (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is amended——

(A) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)";

(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and
inserting "applicable agency";

(C) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting "head of the
applicable agency"; and
(D) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(2) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (b), the term 'applicable agency'
means— —

the Social Security Administration, with respect to matter transmitted to or
obtained by such Administration or matter disclosed by such Administration, or
"(A)

"(B) the Department of Health and Human Services, with respect to matter
transmitted to or obtained by such Department or matter disclosed by such Department.".
(3) Section 1106(b) (42 U.S.C. 1306(b)) is amended——

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting "head of the
applicable agency'; and
(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human Services" and inserting "applicable
agency".

(4) Section 1106(c) (42 U.S.C. 1306(c)) is amended—--

(A) by striking "the Secretary" the first place it appears and inserting "the
Commissioner of Social Security or the Secretary"; and
(B) by striking "the Secretary" each subsequent place it appears and inserting "such
Commissioner or Secretary".
(5) Section 1107(b) (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is amended by striking "the Secretary of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "the Commissioner of Soci& Security or the Secretary'.
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(6) Section 1110 (42 U.S.C. 1310) is amended——

(A) in subsection (a)(2), by inserting "(or the Commissioner, with respect to any
jointly financed cooperative agreement or grant concerning titles 11 or XVI)" after
"Secretary";
(B) in subsection (b)——

(i) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting
"Commissioner", and

(ii) by striking "the Secretary's" each place it appears and inserting "the
Commissioner's"; and

(C) by striking "he", "his", "him", and "himself" each place they appear (except in
subsection (b)(2)(A)) and inserting "the Commissioner", "the Commissioner's", "the
Commissioner", and "himself or herself", respectively.

(7) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 1127(42 U.S.C. 1320a—6) are each amended by
striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(8) Section 1128(f) (42 U.S.C. 1320a—7(f)) is amended by inserting after "section 205(g)"
the following: ", except that, in so applying such sections and section 205(1), any reference

therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be
considered a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services,
respectively".
(9) Section 1131 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—1) is amended——

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of
Social Security";

(B) in subsection (a)(1)(A), by adding "or" at the end;

(C) in subsection (a)(1)(B), by striking "or" at the end;
(D) by striking subsection (a)(1)(C);

(E) by redesignating subsection (a)(2) as subsection (a)(3);
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(F) by inserting after subsection (a)(1) the following new paragraph:

"(2) the Secretary makes a finding of fact and a decision as to the entitlement under
section 226 of any individual to hospital insurance benefits under part A of title XVIII, or";
and

(C) by striking "he" in the matter in subsection (a) following paragraph (3) (as so
redesignated) and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security".
(10) Section 1155 (42 U.S.C. 1320c—4) is amended by striking "(to the same extent as is
provided in section 205(b))" and all that follows and inserting "(to the same extent as
beneficiaries under title II are entitled to a hearing by the Commissioner of Social Security
under section 205(b)). For purposes of the preceding sentence, subsection (I) of section 205
shall apply, except that any reference in such subsection to the Commissioner of Social
Security or the Social Security Administration shall be deemed a reference to the Secretary
or the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively. Where the amount in
controversy is $2,000 or more, such beneficiary shall be entitled to judicial review of any
final decision relating to a reconsideration described in this subsection.".
(11) Sections 1101, 1106, 1107, and 1137 (42 U.S.C. 1301, 1306, 1307, and 1320b—7,
respectively) are amended by striking "Internal Revenue Code of 1954" each place it appears
and inserting "Internal Revenue Code of 1986".
(c) Amendments to Title XVIII.——(1) Subsections (a) and (f) of section 1817 (42 U.S.C.

1395i) are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it
appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(2) Section 1840(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395s(a)) is amended——

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking 'Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security", and by adding at the end the following new sentence: "Such regulations shall be
prescribed after consultation with the Secretary.' and
(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 1872 (42 U.S.C. 1395ii) is amended by inserting after "title II" the following: ",
except that, in applying such provisions with respect to this title, any reference therein to
the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be considered
a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively".

(4) Section 1869(b)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1395ff(b)(1)) and the last sentence of section
1876(c)(5)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1395mm(c)(5)(B)) are amended by inserting after "section 205(g)" the
following: ", except that, in so applying such sections and section 205(1), any reference
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therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration
shall be
considered a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services,
respectively".

(5) Sections 1817, 1862. and 1886 (42 U.S.C. 1395i, 1395y, and 1395ww, respectively) are
amended by striking "]nterna] Revenue Code of 1954" each place it appears and inserting
"Internal Revenue Code of 1986".

(d) Amendments to Title XIX.--(i) Section 1905(q)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(q)(2)) is amended
by striking "Secretary' and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(2) Section 1910(b)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396i(b)(2)) is amended, in the first sentence, by
inserting after "section 205(g)" the following: ", except that, in so applying such sections
and
section 205(1), any reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social
Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or the Department
of Hea]th and Human Services, respectively".
(e) Amendment to Title XX.--Sectjon 2002(a)(2)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1397a(a)(2)(B)) is amended
by striking "]nternal Revenue Code of 1954" and inserting "Internal
Revenue Code of 1986".
(f) Amendments to Title 5, United States Code--Title 5, United States Code, is

amended— —
(1)

by adding at the end of section 5311 the following new item:

"Commissioner, Social Security Administration.":

(2) by adding at the end of section 5313 the following new item:
"Deputy Commissioner, Social Security Administration."; and

(3) by striking "Secretary of Health Education, and Welfare" each place it appears in
section 8141 and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(g) Amendments to Food Stamp Act of 1977.--(i) Sections 6(c)(3) and 8(e)(6) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(c)(3) and 2017(e)(6)) are each amended by inserting
"the Commissioner of Social Security and" before "the Secretary of Health and Human
Services".

(2) Sections 6(g), 11(j), and 16(e) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2015(g), 2020(j), and 2025(e)) are
each amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Socia] Security".
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(3) Section 11(i) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(i)) is amended by adding ", the Commissioner
of Social Security" after "the Secretary".

(h) Amendment to Title 14, United States Code——Section 707(e)(3) of title 14, United
States Code, is amended by striking Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it
appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(i) Amendments to Internal Revenue Code of 1986.——(1) Subsections (c)(1), (c)(2)(E).
(g)(1). (g)(2)(A), and (g)(2)(B) of section 1402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C.
1402) are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it
appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(2) Section 3121(b)(10)(B) of such Code (26 U.S.C. 3121(b)(10)(B)) is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".
(3) Section 3127 of such Code (26 U.S.C. 3127) is amended by striking "Secretary of
Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security".

(4) Section 6050F(c)(1)(A) of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6050F(c)(1)(A)) is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(5) Subsections (d) and (f) of section 6057 of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6057) are amended by
striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security".
(6) Section 6103(l)(5) of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6103(l)(5)) is amended——

(A) by striking 'Department of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Social
Security Administration"; and
(B) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security".
(7) Subsections (d)(3)(C) and (e) of section 6402 of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6402) are
amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(8) Section 6511(d)(5) of such Code (26 U.S.C. 6511(d)(5)) is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
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(j) Amendments to Tit]e 31, United States Code——Section 3720A(f) of tit]e 31, United

States Code, is amended by striking "Secretary of Hea]th and Human Services" each p]ace it
appears in and inserting HCommissioner of Socia] Security".
(k) Amendments to Tit]e 38, United States Code——Section 5105 of tit]e 38, United States

Code, is amended——

(1) by striking 'Secretary of Hea]th and Human Services' each p]ace it appears and
inserting "Commissioner of Socia] Security'; and
(2) by striking the second sentence of subsection (b) and inserting the fo]]owing new
sentence: 'A copy of each such app]ication fi]ed with either the Secretary or the
Commissioner, together with any additiona] information and supporting documents (or
certifications thereof) which may have been received by the Secretary or the Commissioner
with such app]ication and which may be needed by the other officia] in connection
therewith, sha]] be transmitted by the Secretary or the Commissioner receiving the
app]ication to the other officia].".
(]) Amendments

to Inspector Genera] Act of 1978——The Inspector Genera]
Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. App.) is amended——

(1) in section 9(a)(1), by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (U), and by
adding at the end the fo]]owing new subparagraph:
'(V) of the Socia] Security Administration, the functions of the ]nspector Genera]
of the Department of Hea]th and Human Services re]ating to the administration of the
o]d—age, survivors, and disabi]ity insurance program under tit]e ]] of the Socia] Security Act
and of the supp]ementa] security income program under tit]e XV] of such Act; and":

(2) in section 11(1), by striking 'or" after 'Commission" and inserting a semico]on,
and by inserting after "Board;" the fo]]owing: "or the Commissioner of Socia] Security;"; and
(3) in section 11(2), by striking "or" after ']nformation Agency,", and by inserting
after "Veterans' Administration" the fo]]owing: ", or the Socia] Security Administration;".
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SEC. 203. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.

(a) References to the Department of Health and Human Services.—--Nhenever any
reference is made in any provision of law (other than this Act or a provision of law amended
by this Act), regulation, rule, record, or document to the Department of Health and Human
Services with respect to such Department's functions under the old—age, survivors, and
disability insurance program under title II of the Social Security Act or the supplemental
security income program under title XVI of such Act, such reference shall be considered a
reference to the Social Security Administration.
(b) References to the Secretary of Health and Human Servces.——Nhenever any reference
is made in any provision of law (other than this Act or a provision of law amended by this
Act), regulation, rule, record, or document to the Secretary of Health and Human Services
with respect to such Secretary's functions under the old—age, survivors, and disability
insurance program under title 11 of the Social Security Act or the supplemental security
income program under title XVI of such Act, such reference shall be considered a reference
to the Commissioner of Social Security.
(c) References to Other Officers and Employees.——Nhenever any reference is made in
any provision of law (other than this Act or a provision of law amended by this Act),
regulation, rule, record, or document to any other officer or employee of the Department of

Health and Human Services with respect to such officer or employee's functions under the
old—age, survivors, and disablty insurance program under title II of the Social Security Act
or the supplemental security income program under title XVI of such Act, such reference
shall be considered a reference to the appropriate officer or employee of the Social Security
Administration.

SEC. 204. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) In General——Except as provided in subsection (b), the provisions of this title shall

take effect on the date established pursuant to section 107(a).
(b) Exceptions——Subsections (f)(1), (f)(2), and (I) of section 202 shall take effect on the

date of the enactment of this title.
TITLE Ill--SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION

SEC. 301. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "Social Security Disability and Rehabltation Act of 1994'.
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SEC. 302. REFORM OF MONTHLY INSURANCE BENEFITS BASED ON
DISAB]L]TY ]NVOLVING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE.

(a) Socia] Security Disability ]nsurance.——

(1) In genera].--Sectjon 223 of the Socia] Security Act (42
U.S.C. 423) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection:
"Limitation on Payment of Benefits by Reason of Substance Abuse
ls(j)(1)(A) Notwithstanding

any other provision of this title, no individual whose disabi]ity
is based in whole or in part on a medica] determination that the
individua] is a drug addict
or alcoholic sha]] be entitled to benefits under this tit]e based on such disabi]ity with respect
to any month, un]ess such individua]——
"(i) is undergoing, or on a waiting list for, any medica] or psycho]ogica] treatment
that may be appropriate for such individual's condition as a drug addict or a]coho]ic (as the

case may be) and for the stage of such individua]'s rehabi]itation at an institution or faci]ity
approved for purposes of this paragraph by the Secretary (so ]ong as access to such
treatment is reasonably avai]ab]e, as determined by the Secretary), and
"(ii) demonstrates in such manner as the Secretary requires, inc]uding at a
continuing disability review not ]ater than one year after such determination,
that such
individual is comp]ying with the terms, conditions, and requirements of such treatment and
with the requirements imposed by the Secretary under subparagraph (B).
"(B) The Secretary shal] provide for the monitoring and testing of a]] individua]s who
are
receiving benefits under this tit]e and who as a condition of such benefits are required to be
undergoing treatment and comp]ying with the terms, conditions, and requirements thereof
as
described in subparagraph (A), in order to assure such comp]iance and to determine the
extent to which the imposition of such requirements is contributing
to the achievement of
the purposes of this tit]e. The Secretary may retain jurisdiction in the case of a hearing
before the Secretary under this title to the extent the Secretary determines necessary to
carry out the preceding sentence. The Secretary sha]l annua]]y submit to the Congress
a fu]]
and comp]ete report on the Secretary's activities under this paragraph.
1'(C) The representative payee and the referral and monitoring
agency for any individual
described in subparagraph (A) sha]] report to the Secretary any noncompliance with the

terms, conditions, and requirements of the treatment described in
subparagraph (A) and with
the requirements imposed by the Secretary under subparagraph (B).
"(D)(i) If the Secretary finds that an individua] is not comp]ying with the terms,
conditions, and requirements of the treatment described in subparagraph (A), or with the
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requirements imposed by the Secretary under subparagraph (B), or both, the Secretary, in
lieu of termination, may suspend such individualts benefits under this title until compliance
has been reestablished, including compliance with any additional requirements determined to
be necessary by the Secretary.
"(ii) Any period of suspension under clause (i) shall be taken into account in
determining any 24—month period described in subparagraph (E) and shall not be taken into
account in determining the 36—month period described in such subparagraph.
"(E)(i) Except as provided in clause (ii), no individual described in subparagraph (A) shall
be entitled to benefits under this title for any month following the 24—month period
beginning with the determination of the disability described in such subparagraph.

"(ii) If at the end of the 24—month period described in clause (i), the individual
furnishes evidence in accordance with subsection (d)(5) that the individual continues to be
under a disability based in whole or in part on a medical determination that the individual is
a drug addict or alcoholic, such individual shall continue to be entitled to benefits under this
title based on such disability.

"(iii) Subject to clause (iv), if such an individual continues to be entitled to such
benefits for an additional 24—month period following a determination under clause (ii),
clauses (i) and (ii) shall apply with regard to any further entitlement to such benefits
following the end of such additional period.
"(iv) In no event shall such an individual be entitled to benefits under this title for more
than a total of 36 months, unless upon the termination of the 36th month such individual
furnishes evidence in accordance with subsection (d)(5) that the individual is under a
disability which is not related in part to a medical determination that the individual is a
drug addict or alcoholic.
"(2)(A) Any benefits under this title payable to any individual referred to in paragraph
(1), including any benefits payable in a lump sum amount, shall be payable only pursuant to
a certification of such payment to a qualified organization acting as a representative payee
of such individual pursuant to section 205(j).
"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A) and section 205(j)(4), the term
qualified organizationt— —

"(i) shall have the meaning given such term by section 205(j)(4)(B),
and

"(ii) shall mean an agency or instrumentality of a State or a
political subdivision of a State.
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"(3) Month]y insurance benefits under this tit]e which would be payab]e to any individu]
(other than the disab]ed individua] to whom benefits are not payable by reason of this
subsection) on the basis of the wages and se]f— employment income of such a disab]ed
individual but for the provisions of paragraph (1), sha]] be payab]e as though such disab]ed
individua] were receiving such benefits which are not payable under this subsection."
(2) Conforming amendments.——

(A) Section 205(j)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(1)) is amended by inserting ", or

in the case of any individua] referred to in section 223(j)(1)(A)" after "thereby".

(B) Section 205(j)(2)(D)(ii)(11) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(2)(D)(ii)(11)) is amended
by striking "]ega]]y incompetent or under the age of 15" and inserting "]ega]]y incompetent,
under the age of 15, or a drug addict or alcoho]ic referred to in section
223(fl( I )(A)".

(b) Supp]emental Security Income——Paragraph (3) of section 1611(e) of the Socia]
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382(e)) is amended to read as follows:
"(3)(A)(i) No person who is an aged, blind, or disabled individual solely by reason of
disabi]ity (as determined under section 1614(a)(3)) shall be an eligible individual or e]igib]e
spouse for purposes of this tit]e with respect to any month if such individua]'s disabi]ity is
based in whole or in part on a medica] determination that the individua] is a drug addict or
a]coho]ic, un]ess such individua]——

"(I) is undergoing, or on a waiting list for, any medical or psycho]ogica] treatment
that may be appropriate for such individua]'s condition as a drug addict or alcoho]ic (as the
case may be) and for the stage of such individua]'s rehabi]itation at an institution or faci]ity
approved for purposes of this paragraph by the Secretary (so long as access to such
treatment is reasonab]y availab]e, as determined by the Secretary), and

"(ii) demonstrates in such manner as the Secretary requires, inc]uding at a
continuing disability review not ]ater than one year after such determination, that such
individua] is comp]ying with the terms, conditions, and requirements of such treatment and
with the requirements imposed by the Secretary under clause (ii),
"(ii) The Secretary sha]l provide for the monitoring and testing of al] individua]s who are
receiving benefits under this title and who as a condition of such benefits are required to be
undergoing treatment and complying with the terms, conditions, and requirements thereof as
described in c]ause (i), in order to assure such compliance and to determine the extent
to which the imposition of such requirements is contributing to the achievement of the
purposes of this tit]e, The Secretary may retain jurisdiction in the case of a hearing before
the Secretary under this title to the extent the Secretary determines necessary to carry out
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the preceding senthnce. The Secretary shall annually submit to the Congress a fufl and
compee report on the Secretary's aciviies under this subparagraph.

"(iii) The represenaive payee and the referra' and monithring agency for any individua'
described in c'ause (i) shall report to the Secretary any noncompliance with the thrms,
conditions, and requirements of the reamen described in clause (i) and with the
requirements imposed by the Secretary under c'ause (ii).
"(iv)(fl if the Secretary finds thai an individual is no complying with the thrms,
conditions, and requirements of the reamen described in c'ause (i), or with the
requirements imposed by the Secretary under c'ause (ii), or both, the Secretary, in heu of
thrminaion, may suspend such individuals benefits under this itJe unth comphance has
been reesabhshed, inc'uding comphance with any additional requirements dethrmined to be
necessary by the Secretary.
"(B) Any period of suspension under subclause (fl shaH be taken inth account in
dethrmining any 24—month period described in c'ause (v) and shall no be taken inth
account in dethrmining the 36—month period described in such c'ause,

"(v)() Except as provided in subcause (H), no individual described in clause (i) shall be

enitied to benefits under this iUe for any month following the 24—month period beginning
with the dethrminaion of the disabfliy described in such c'ause.
"(II) If a the end of the 24—month period described in subclause (I), the individua'
furnishes evidence in accordance with sedion 223(d)(5) thai the individua' continues to be
under a disabfliy based in whole on a medical dethrminaUon thai the individua' is a drug
addid or acohohc, such individua' shaB be enitied to benefits under this itie based on

such dsabfliy for no more than an addiiona 36 months.
"(Ill) Subjed to subcause (IV), if such an individua' continues to be enitied to such
benefits for an addiiona 24—month period foBowing a dethrminaion under subcause (B),
subcauses () and (ll) shafi apply with regard to any further enitiemen to such benefits
following the end of such additional period.

"(IV) n no event shall such an individua' be entitied to benefits under this itJe for more
of 36 months, un'ess upon the thrminaion of the 36th month such individual
than a
furnishes evidence in accordance with sedion 223(d)(5) thai the individual is under a
disabfliy which is no reaed in part to a medica' dethrmination thai the individua' is a
drug addid or akoholic.
"(B)(i) Any benefits under this itie payable to any individua' referred to in
subparagraph (A), including any benefits payab'e in a 'ump sum amount, shall be payab'e
on'y pursuant to a cerificaion of such payment to a qualified organizaUon ading as a
represenaive payee of such individua' pursuant to sedion 1631(a)(2)(A)(ii)
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"(ii) For purposes of clause (i) and section 1631(a)(2)(D), the term 'qualified
organization'— —
"(1)

shall have the meaning given such term by section

1631(a)(2)(D)(ii), and

State."

"(II) shall mean an agency or instrumentality of a State or a political subdivision of a

(c) Effective Dates; Authorizations.——

(1) In general——Except as provided in paragraph (2), the amendments made by this

section shall apply to benefits payable for determinations of disability made 90 or more days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) Current determinations.—-(A) In general.—--Ylith respect to any individual described in subparagraph (B), the
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall provide during the 3—year period beginning
after the date of the enactment of this Act for the application of the amendments made by
this section to such individual with the time periods described in such amendments to
begin upon such application.
(B) Individual described.——An individual is described in this subparagraph if such

individual is entitled to benefits under title II or XVI of the Social Security Act based on a
disability determined before the date described in paragraph (1) to be based in whole or in
part on a medical determination that the individual is a drug addict or alcoholic.

(3) Authorization of appropriations.——There are authorized to be appropriated such

sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of the provisions of, and the
amendments made by, this section.

SEC. 303. PRIORITY OF TREATMENT.

The Secretary of Health and Human Services, through the Administrator of the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, shall assure that every individual
receiving disability benefits under title II or XVI of the Social Security Act based in whole or
in part on a medical determination that the individual is a drug addict or alcoholic be given
high priority for treatment through entities supported by the various States through any
substance abuse block grant authorized under law.
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SEC. 304. ESTABLISHMENT OF REFERRAL MONITORING AGENCIES REQUIRED IN ALL STATES.

The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, within 1 year of the date of the
enactment of this Act, provide for the establishment of referral and monitoring agencies for
each State for the purpose of carrying out the treatment requirements under sections
223(j)(1) and 1611(e)(3)(A) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 423(j)(1) and 1382(e)(3)(A)).

SEC. 305. PROCEEDS FROM CERTAIN CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES CONSTITUTE SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL
EMPLOYMENT.

(a) Social Security Disability Insurance——Section 223(d)(4) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 423(d)(4)) is amended by inserting the following after the first sentence: "If an
individual engages in a criminal activity to support substance abuse, any proceeds derived
from such activity shall demonstrate such individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful
activity.".
(b) Supplemental Security Income——Section 1614(a)(3)(D) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1382(a)(3)(D)) is amended by inserting the following after the first sentence: "If an

individual engages in a criminal activity to support substance abuse, any proceeds derived
from such activity shall demonstrate such individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful
activity.".

(c) Effective Date.——The amendments made by this section shall apply to disability

determinations conducted on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 306. CONSISTENT PENALTY PROVISIONS FOR SSDI AND SSI PROGRAIVIS.

(a) Felony Penalties for Fraud.——

(1) In general.——Subsection (a) of section 1631 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
1383a) is amended by striking "shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof

shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both" and
inserting "shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be fined under title
18, United States Code, or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both".
(2) Representative payees.——

(A) Ssdi.——Subsections (b) and (c) of section 208 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 408) are
amended to read as follows:

"(b)(l) Any person or other entity who is convicted of a violation of any of the
provisions of this section, if such violation is committed by such person or entity in his role
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as, or in applying to become, a certified payee under section 205(j) on behalf of another
individual (other than such person's spouse or an entity described in section 223(j)(2)(B)(ii)),
shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be fined under title 18, United
States Code, or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both.

"(2) In any case in which the court determines that a violation described in paragraph
(1) includes a willful misuse of funds by such person or entity, the court may also require
that full or partial restitution of such funds be made to the individual for whom such person
or entity was the certified payee.
"(3) Any person or entity convicted of a felony under this section or under section
1632(b) may not be certified as a payee under section 205(j).

'(c) For the purpose of subsection (a)(7), the terms 'social security number' and 'social
security account number' mean such numbers as are assigned by the Secretary under
section 205(c)(2) whether or not, in actual use, such numbers are called social security
numbers."
(B) SSI,—-Subsection (b)(1) of section 1632 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a) is

amended by striking "(other than such person's spouse)" and all that follows through the
period and inserting "(other than such person's spouse or an entity described in section
1611(e)(3)(B)(ii)(ll)), shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
under title 18, United States Code, or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both."
(b) Civil Administrative Penalties.——

(1) SSDI.——Section 208 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 408) is amended by

adding at the end the following new subsections:

"(e) For administrative penalties for false claims and statements with respect to which
an individual or other entity knows or has reason to know such falsity, see chapter 38 of
title 31, United States Code.
"(f) In the case of the second or subsequent imposition of an administrative or criminal
penalty on any person or other entity under this section, the Secretary may exclude such
person or entity from participation in any program under this title and titles V, XVI, XVIII,
and XX, and may direct that such person or entity be excluded from any State health care
program (as defined in section 1128(h)) and any other Federal program as provided by law."
(2) SSI.——

(A) In general——Section 1632 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a) is amended by adding
at the end the following new subsections:
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'(c) For administrative penalties for false claims and statements with respect to which
an individual or other entity knows or has reason to know such falsity, see chapter 38 of
title 31, United States Code.
"(d) In the case of the second or subsequent imposition of an administrative or criminal
penalty on any person or other entity under this section, the Secretary may exclude such
person or entity from participation in any program under this title and titles II,, V. XVIII, and
XX, and may direct that such person or entity be excluded from any State health care
program (as defined in section 1128(h)) and any other Federal program as provided by law"
(B) Conforming amendment——The heading for section 1632 of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1383a) is amended by striking "for fraud".

(c) Effective Date.——The amendments made by this section shall be effective on or after
the date of the enactment of this Act.
Attest:

Secretary.
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May 23, 1994

The PRESIDING OFFICER The
chair appoints Mr. M0YNmAN, Mr. BAU-

cus, Mr. BREAUX, Mr. PAcxwooD, and

Mr. DOLE conferees on the part of the
Senate.
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APPOINTMENT OF CONFEREES ON
HR.. 1277. SOCIAL SECUyJTY AD-

MINISTHATiVE REFORM ACT OF
1994

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Sp.aker,

I ask

unanimous consent to take from the

Spcakei"s. table the bill (H.R. 427'?) to

estalLh the Sc.caJ Srcurity Administ.rati in as an independent agency and

to make other improvements in the
Old-Age, Survivors. and Disability Jsurance F oi am. wth a Senate
amendment thereto, disagree to the
Senate amendment, and agree to the
confrence asked by the Senate.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
CLEMENT). Is there ohjction to the request of the gentleman from Indiana?
There \eas ito objection.
OTJON T 1NTHUCT CONFEREES CFFT:EEU ev
'IIt.. S,.NTORJM

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. Speaker, I offer
a motion.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. SANTORUM moves that the inancgers en

the part of the House at the conference on

the cusag!'eoing votes of the two Houses on
ru bill HR. '1277 be instructed to in$it upon
section 221 of the House bill.

The. SPEAKER pro t.empore. The gentleman from Pennsylva.nia
[Mr.
SANTO,WM] will be recognized for 30
minutes, and the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. JACOBS] will be recognized for
30 minutes.

The Chair recogmzes the gentleman

from Pennsylvania [Mr. SA?n'OriuM].

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. Speaker, I
yield myself such time as I may
consume.

Mr. Speaker, I rise to offer this motion to instruct on a provision chat is
agreed t.o that was formulated in the
committee by the gentleman from
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unanimously adopted by the full comfex' [Mr. PICKLE] and myseff as a re- Now we are going to put in statute mittee.
that anytime you have a suspicious of
suit f hearings that were he'd in the
fraud of someone who gets on the SSI
O;right Subcommittee.

£r. Speaker, I want to commend the rolls, that we will have an immediate
work done by the Oversight Sub- redetermination by the Social Security
committee in ferreting out what was Administration.
Second, another almost amazing conanother examp'e of how fraud-ridden
the SSI program is and how much work sequence of this investigation: We
needs to be done to dea' with, I believe, found that MediCa' was doing this inthe most fraud-ridden program in the vestigation and had done an extensive
Federa' Government.
Mr. PICKLE and the gentJeman from
New York [Mr. H0uGHT0N] he'd a hearing, I believe, in February of this year
which exposed a scanda' in California,

Job and had the names of all the people
who were implicated iii this fraudulent
scheme, and when we asked the Socia'
Security Administration why they had
trying
to
get
not
been

their response was,
or reported the scanda' here to Wash- redeterminations,
we do not have the names of these
ington, having to do with third-party well,
and the Social Security numtranslators, peop'e who were tran8- peop'e
and, therefore, we cannot get
lators for individua's who were seeking bers
them. We asked the question: "Well,
disability benefits.
you bother to ask for the names?"
These tran1ators were Vietnamese did
And
person from MediCa' in the
in this case who were going out on the backthe
stood
up and said, "No. They
street, recruiting people to come in and never bothered
to ask."
c'aim diabHities when, in fact, they So what we do
in this aw s require
were not disabled. They went in and set the inspector generaL
who cooperated
up a clinic with a doctor who was will- with MediCa' in this case, to turn over
ing to cooperate in this fraud, got cer-. the names of the people suspected of
tificates that these people were, in fraud to the Social Security Adminisfact, disabled, six-page reports that tration so the Social Security Adminiswere done with a 2-minute examina- tratlon does not have an excuse not to
tion, witnessed by undercover camera investigate peop'e who are conducing
They went to the disability office, fraud.
and the disability office and the officer
But this is the kind, unfortunate'y,
did not have a trans1aor available of detail that we have to dea' with here
from the disability office, so they used in the Congress because we have a Sothis recruiter as the trans'ator who cial, Security Administration that is
promptly answered an the questions, not willing to pursue fraudu'ent claims
and the person receiving the disability as vgorousy as I think the public deor applyIng had no knowledge of even mands.
what the discu3sion was that was takAgain, I. want to compliment the gen-

In order to have us have a clear view

of it, let me list three things it does.
No. 1, it ensures accurate translation

of the interviews conducted by SSA officials during the SSI application process. We just want to be sure the trans-

ators are giving us a true, accurate,

and certifiab'e translation.
Second, we established a streamlined
procedure enabling the SSA, the Social
Security Administration, to expeclitiousy terminate fraudulentAy ob-

tained SSI benefits. I can advise tile
House the Socia' Secirity is actually
under way now in trying to go back
and find those old cases and see if they

can fi'e suit against those people getting SSI benefits fraudulently. So that
process Is under way.

And, third, we increased both civil
and criminal sanctions available to
SSA in SSI fr'.ud cases.

So as the chairman said, I support
this amendment that the gentleman
from Pennsylvinia has offered, and I
will assure him that I will work diligently to see this agreement is kept in

the conference agreement.
Mr. SANTORUM. Madam Speaker, I

yie'd 2 minutes to the gentleman from
New York [Mr. HOUGHTON], the ranking

member of the Subcommittee on Oversight.
0 1600

Mr. HOUGHTON. Madam Speaker, I

thank the ciairrnan, the genUeman
from Texas [Mr. PICKLE], who has done
a wQnderful job and is a very fair chair-

Ueman from Texas [Mr. PICKLE] and
This was a terrib'e situation that was the genUeman from New York [Mr.
exposed by MediCa' and brought to this H0uGH'roN] for the outstanding work
subcommittee, and this 'egislation is done on the Oversight Subcommittee
an attempt by the subcommittee to in coming up with this investigation.
quick'y respond to this prob'em.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the ba'ance of
I want to commend the chairman of my time.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, first of
that subcommittee, the gentJeman
from Texas [Mr. PICKLE], for doing an all, we accept the motion to instruct.

man, bipartisan chairman, and we need
more of that in this day and age.
Madam Speaker, I rise to support the

Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes and 33
have attacked a coup'e of very specific
areas in th1 proposal that was inserted second& to the genUeman from Texas
[Mr. PICKLE].
in the bill in committee.
(Mr. PICKLE askeU and was given
Let me review a coup'e of what I
think the most important ones are: No. perrnision to revise and extend his re1, what w found in this case was, even marks.)
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, on May 5
though this fraud was perpetrated and
14 p1o were Indicted by California in of this year, the. Oversight Subcommitthis fraud case, there were 2,000 people, tee of Ways and Means, which I chair,
2,O}O people who started to receive ben- Issued a bipartisan roport on reform to
efits in 1993, 39 million dollars' worth acth'ess the upp1emental security inof benefits as of February when we had come fraud and abuse that has been
this hearing were irvoved in the fraud. ta1Ing p'ace.
We held our meeting in conjunction
and yet the Social Security Administration failed to do one redetermina- with the Subcommittee on Human Retion, failed to do one redetermination sources chaired by the gentleman from
on any one of these 2,000 people who Tennessee [Mr. FORD], and we passed a
reso'ution that would, we thought, corwere involved in this fraud case.
We subsequcntly, through the work rect. We did find that there potentially
of the subcommiLtee, convinced Social were many fraud cases and abuse cases
Security that redeterminations shou'd going on in this area.
To address the prob'em, I offered an
be done when people who are put on
SSI are suspected to being on there amendment in behalf of the gentleman
fraudu1enty. You would think that from Tennessee [Mr. FORD], the genthat would be an obvious case, but it, Ueman from New York [Mr. HOUGHin fact, took the work of the sub- TON], and the gentJeman from Pennsy'vanIa [Mr. SAN'TORUM], which was
committee to get them to do it.

conference, we ought to take this thing

ing place.

outztandthg job in doing so, and we It makes emlnentAy good sense.

motion. I think it is important. There
is a particular section I would Hke to
talk about. But the reason it is important is because I do not think the Sen-

ate has dea't sufficiently with the
fraud issue. Therefore, in order to have
this be an important e'ement in the
up and we ought to support the gentleman from Pennsy'vania [Mr.
SANT0RuM] and the gentleman frorri
Texas [Mr. PICKLE].

Madam Speaker, section 231 of the
House contains the bipartisan i;i ',vhat;
they have said.

Madam Speaker, section 231 of t;e

House contains the bipartisan faud
amendment. What it does is it reuii'e
four things. It requires Social Security
to obtain Information, to move quickly. To focus the limited resources on
areas it thinks are important and a1o
to use its new penalty authority.

As others have said, this does nct
come right in over the transoni; th

has been a yearong investigation. The
investigation has uncovered a variety
of different things. One of the things
the genueman from Pennsyvaria [Mi'.
SAN'roRuM] mentioned is the horrible
use of these midd'emen, I mean preying upon new citizens coming into this
country who do not know any better,
and then the skimming process takes
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place. It is clearly obvious that this lowing conferees: Messrs. GIBBONS,

thing is going on all over the place and ROSTENKOWSKI PICKLE. JACOBS, FORD
is costing the American taxpayers bil- of Tennessee, ARCHER, BUNNING, and
lions of dollars.
SANTORUM.
So we have differences, I am sure, as
There was no objection.
to how to reform the welfare system,
but we do not have any difference on
this.

Madam Speaker, I would urge my
colleagues and all our colleagues here
to support the motion to instruct and
restore taxpayers' confidence.
Mr. JACOBS. Madam Speaker, I yield

3 minutes to the distinguished and

handsome gentleman from Tennessee
[Mr. FoRrJ.

Mr. FORD of Tennessee. I thank the
gentleman for yielding this time to me.
Madam Speaker, I join with my colleagues-jn strong support of this bipartisan amendment. My good friend and

colleague, the gentleman from Penn-

sylvania [Mr. SANTORIJMJ, I would like

to refer to the amendment as the Pick1e-FordSantorum amendment that was
offered in the subcommittee and added
to this particular bill.
You know, Madam Spealcer, it was

clear that !t was early on that a response to this problem that we were

faced with, with the SSI program, is, I
like to say, thanks to both the staff of
the Subcommittee on Human Resources

and the

Subcommittee on

Oversight, who investigated this mat-

ter.
On February 24 there was a joint ses-

sion of the Oversight Subcommittee

and the Human Resources Subcommittee that conducted hearings. It was the
intent of both of those committees, and
we did act on the amendment and put
it into this particular bill.
Madam Speaker, I join with my colleagues in a bipartisan effort to say
"yes" as a conferee. I see Mr.
SANTORUM is a conferee also. We will

make sure both sides of the aisle will
be protected, Democrats and Repub-

licans, to keep this provision in the
bill.

I just wanted the Republican side to
know that it was a concerted effort, it
was not one person's idea. This was a
full investigation conducted by two
sbccmmittees and a bipartisan effort
in the full committee to bring this pro-

vision about.
Mr. SANTORTjM. Madam Speaker, I
have no further rcquest8 for time, and
I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. JACOBS. Madam Speaker, I have

no further requests for time, I yield
back the balance of my time, and I

move the previous question on the motion to instruct conferees.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER pro tempote (Ms.
T)ANNER). The question is oii the mo-

ton to instruct conferees offered by
e gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mi'.

ANTORUMJ.

The motion to instruct was agreed

to.

A

motion to reconsider was laid on

the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore, Without

objection, the Chair appoints the fol-
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CONFERENCE COMPARISON OF
H.R. 4277

Present Law

1.

Establishment of the
Social Security
Administration (SSA) as
an Independent Agency
(Secs. 101-109 of House
bill and secs. 101-204
of Senate amendment)
a.

Status of Agency

The Social Security
Administration (SSA) is a
component of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

b.

SSA would be made an
independent agency in the
executive branch of the Federal
government, with responsibility
for administration of the
Old-Age, Survivors, and
Disability Insurance (OASDI)
and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) programs.

Agency Leadership and
Management

The Secretary of HHS has
responsibility for
administration of the OASDI
and SSI programs.
Administration of these
programs has been delegated to
the Commissioner of Social
The Commissioner is
Security.
appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of
the Senate, but reports to the
Secretary.
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House Bill

SSA would be governed by a
three—member, full-time Board,
appointed by the President with
the advice and consent of the
Senate. The Board members would
serve 6-year terms, with no
more than two members being
from the same political party.
Board members shall be chosen
on the basis of their
integrity, impartiality, and
good judgment, and shall be

Senate Amendment

Same as House provision.

SSA would be governed by a
Commissioner appointed by the
President, with the advice and
consent of the Senate, for a
4-year term coinciding with the
term of the President (or until
the appointment of a
successor.) The Commissioner
would be compensated at the
rate for level I of the
Executive Schedule (equivalent
to Cabinet officer pay)
The
.

Conference Agreement

Present Law

House Bill

individuals who, by reason of
education, experience, and
attainments, are exceptionally
qualified to perform the duties
Board members
of the Board.
could be removed from office by
the President only pursuant to
a finding of neglect of duty or
The
malfeasance in office.
terms of the first members
would expire after two, four,
and six years.
Recommendations for
persons to serve on the Board
would be made by the Chairmen
of the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate
A member
Finance Committee.
may, at the request of the
President, serve for up to a
year after the member's term
expires until a successor has
A member may be
taken office.
appointed for additional terms.
The President would
appoint one of the members to
be chairperson of the Board for
The chairperson
a 4-year term.
or two members could call a
meeting of the Board with any
two members constituting a
Any member alone would
quorum.
be permitted to hold a hearing.
Each member of the Board
would be compensated at the
rate provided in level Ii of
No
the Executive Schedule.
member would be permitted to
engage in any other business,

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Commissioner would be
responsible for the exercise of
all powers and the discharge of
all duties of SSA, have
authority and control over all
personnel and activities of the
agency, and serve as a member
of the 5-member Board of
Trustees (the Secretary of
Labor would no longer be a
member of the Board)

5

House Bill

Present Law

vocation,

profession, or
employment.
The Board would:
--govern OASDI and SSI by
regulation;
--establish the agency and
oversee its efficient and
effective operation;
--establish policy and devise
long-range plans for the
agency;
--appoint an Executive Director
to act as the agency's chief
operating officer;
--constitute three members of a
new seven-member Board of
Trustees of the Social Security
Trust Funds, with the
chairperson of the agency's
Board serving as chairperson of
the Board of Trustees (the
Secretary of Labor would be
dropped as a member of the
Board of Trustees);
--prepare an annual budget,
which would be presented by the
President to Congress without
revision, together with the
President's annual budget for
the agency;
--study and make
recommendations to the Congress
and President on the most
effective methods of providing
economic security through
social insurance, SSI, and
related programs, as well as on
matters related to OASDI and
SSI administration;
--provide the Congress and
President with ongoing

6

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

The Commissioner would be
authorized to prescribe rules
and regulations; establish,
alter, consolidate, or
discontinue organizational
units and components of the
agency (except for those
prescribed by law); and assign
duties, and delegate, or
authorize successive
redelegations of, authority to
act and to render decisions, to
such officers and employees as
the Commissioner may find
necessary.
The Commissioner and the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services would be directed to
consult with one another on an
on-going basis to assure: (1)
the coordination of the Social
Security, SSI, and medicare and
medicaid programs and (2) that
adequate information concerning
medicare and medicaid benefits
would be available to the
public.

7

House Bill

Present Law

actuarial

and other analyses;
and
--conduct policy analysis and
research.

The Board would be
authorized to prescribe rules
It would also
and regulations.
be authorized to establish,
alter, consolidate, or
discontinue organizational
units and components of the
agency (other than those
provided by statute) .

Further,

it would be permitted to assign
duties and delegate (or
authorize successive
redelegations of) authority to
act and to render decisions to
such officers and employees as
it deem necessary.
No provision.

8

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

There would be a 7-member
part-time Advisory Board
appointed for 6-year terms,
made up as follows: 3 appointed
by the President (no more than
2 from the same political
party), 2 each (no more than 1
from the same political party)
by the Speaker of the House (in
consultation with the Chairman
and Ranking Minority Member of
the Committee on Ways and
Means) and the President pro
tempore of the Senate (in
consultation with the Chairman
and Ranking Minority member of
the Committee on Finance)
Presidential appointees would
be subject to Senate
confirmation.
They would serve

9

Present Law

10

House Bill

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

staggered terms. The chairman
of the Board would be appointed
by the President for a 4-year
term, coincident with the term
of the President, or until the
designation of a successor.
The Board would meet at least 6
times each year and generally
would be responsible for giving
advice on policies related to
the OASDI and SSI programs.
Compensation of members
would be set at a rate equal to
25 percent of the rate for
level III of the Executive
Schedule (in addition, on
meeting days compensation would
be equivalent to that of the
daily rate of level III of the
Executive Schedule)
Other
benefits (except for health
benefits) would not accrue.
The Board would be required to
appoint a staff director (paid
at a rate equivalent to a rate
for the Senior Executive
Service) and would be
authorized to hire necessary
staff.
The Board would be
exempt from the provisions of
the Federal Advisory Committee
.

Act.

Specific functions of the
Board would include:
--analyzing the nation's
retirement and disability
systems and making
recommendations with respect to
how the OASDI program and SSI
program, supported by other

11

Present Law

12

House Bill

Senate Amendment

public and private systems, can
most effectively assure
economic security;
--studying and making
recommendations relating to the
coordination of programs that
provide health security with
the OASDI and 551 programs and
with other public and private
systems;

--making recommendations to the
President and to the Congress
with respect to policies that
will ensure the solvency of the
OASDI program, both in the
short-term and long-term;
--making recommendations to the
President of candidates to
consider in selecting nominees
for the position of
Commissioner and Deputy
Commissioner;
--reviewing and assessing the
quality of service that the
Administration provides to the
public;

--reviewing and making
recommendations with respect to
policies and regulations
regarding the OASDI and 551
programs;
--increasing public
understanding of the Social
Security system;
--in consultation with the
Commissioner, reviewing the
development and implementation
of a long-range research and
program evaluation plan for the
Administration;
--reviewing and assessing any
major studies of Social

80—175 — 94 — 2

Conference Agreement

Present Law

House Bill

An Executive Director
would be appointed by the Board
to serve as the agency's chief
operating officer for a 4-year
The individual would be
term.
permitted to serve up to one
additional year until a
successor had taken office (at
the request of the chairperson
The Board would
of the Board).
be permitted to appoint the
Executive Director for
An Executive
additional terms.
Director could be removed from
office before completion of his
or her term only for cause
found by the Board.
Compensation would be set at
the rate provided in level II
of the Executive Schedule.

The Executive Director would:
--be the chief operating
officer responsible for
administration;
--maintain an efficient and
effective administrative
structure;
--implement the long-term plans
of the Board;
--report annually to the Board
on the program costs of OASDI
and SSI; make annual budgetary
recommendations for the
administrative costs of the
agency and defend such

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Security

that may come to the
attention of the Board; and
--conducting such other reviews
and assessments as the Board
determines to be appropriate.
No provision.

15

House Bill

Present Law

recommendations

before the

Board;

--advise the Board and Congress
of effects on administration of
proposed legislative changes;
--serve as Secretary of the
Board of Trustees (for OASDI);
--report to the Board in
December of each year, for
transmittal to Congress, on
administrative endeavors and
accomplishments; and
--carry out any additional
duties assigned by the Board.
c.

Deputy Commissioner of
Social Security

Under current SSA
practice, there are six deputy
commissioners, (for
operations; programs; finance,
assessment and management;
policy and external affairs;
systems; and human resources)
None of these are statutory
In addition, a
positions.
Principal Deputy Commissioner
is designated to serve as
Acting Commissioner in the
absence of the Commissioner.

A Deputy Director of
Social Security would be
appointed by, and serve at the
pleasure of, the Executive
Director.

The Deputy Director would
perform such duties and
exercise such powers as are
assigned by the Executive
Director, and serve as Acting
Executive Director during the
absence or disability of the
The Deputy
Executive Director.
Director would also serve as
Acting Executive Director in

16

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

A Deputy Commissioner would
be appointed by the President,
with the advice and consent of
the Senate, for a 4-year term
coincident with the term of the
Commissioner or until
appointment of a qualified
successor.

The Deputy Commissioner
would perform such duties and
exercise such powers as are
assigned by the Commissioner,
and serve as Acting
Commissioner during the absence
or disability of the
Commissioner (or vacancy of
office) unless the President
designates someone else.
He or

17

Present Law

House Bill

the event of a vacancy in the
office of Executive Director
unless the Board designates
another official to fill the
He or she would be
post.
compensated at the rate
provided in level III of the
Executive Schedule.
d.

General Counsel

SSA receives legal
services from the Office of
General Counsel of HHS through
a component headed by a Chief
Counsel for Social Security.

e.

Inspector General

The Inspector General of
HHS is responsible for
oversight of SSA.

f.

An Office of Inspector
General would be created within
SSA, to be headed by an
Inspector General appointed in
accordance with the Inspector
He or she
General Act of 1978.
would be compensated at the
rate provided in level IV of
the Executive Schedule.

Beneficiary Ombudsman

No formal position of this
nature exists within SSA.

18

A General Counsel would be
appointed by and serve at the
pleasure of the Board as SSA's
principal legal officer. He or
she would be compensated at the
rate provided in level IV of
the Executive Schedule.

An Office of Beneficiary
Ombudsman, headed by a
beneficiary ombudsman appointed
by the Board, would be created
The term of office
within SSA.
would be 5 years, except for
the first ombudsman whose term
would end September 30, 2000.
The ombudsman would be

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

she would be compensated at the
rate provided for level II of
the Executive Schedule.
In
addition, the Deputy
Commissioner would serve as the
Secretary of the Board of
Trustees of the OASDI Trust
Funds.

No provision.

The Inspector General Act
of 1978 is amended to authorize
establishment, under that act,
of an Inspector General of SSA.

No provision.

19

House Bill

Present Law

permitted

to serve up to one
additional year until a
successor had taken office (at
the request of the chairperson
of the Board), and could be
appointed for additional terms.
The ombudsman could be removed
from office before completion
of his or her term only for
cause found by the Board.
Compensation would be set at
the rate provided in level V of
the Executive Schedule.

The beneficiary ombudsman
would:

--represent the interests and
concerns of program
beneficiaries within SSA's
decision-making process;
--review SSA's policies and
procedures for possible adverse
effects on beneficiaries;
--recommend within SSA's
decision-making process changes
in policies which have caused
problems for beneficiaries;
--help resolve problems for
individual beneficiaries in
unusual or difficult
circumstances, as determined by
the Administration; and
--represent the views of
beneficiaries within SSA's
decision-making process in the
design of forms and issuance of
instructions.
The Board would assure
that the Office of Beneficiary
Ombudsman is sufficiently
staffed in regional offices,

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

21

House Bill

Present Law

program centers, and the
central office.
The annual report of the
Board would include a
description of the activities
of the beneficiary ombudsman.
g.

Administrative Law
Judges

The Social Security Act
requires SSA to conduct
hearings to consider appeals
of SSA decisions by
beneficiaries and applicants
These hearings
for benefits.
are conducted by
administrative law judges
Although not required
(ALJ5).
by law, the agency follows the
procedures of the
Administrative Procedures Act
(APA) with respect to the
appointment of ALJ5 and the
conduct of hearings. The ALJ5
are located organizationally
within the Office of Hearings
and Appeals, headed. by an
associate commissioner who
reports to the deputy
commissioner for programs.
h.

Board.

Interim Authority of
the Commissioner

No provision

22

An Office of Chief
Administrative Law Judge,
headed by a chief AU appointed
by the Board, would be created
within SSA to administer the
affairs of SSA's ALJ5 in a
manner so as to ensure that
hearings and other business are
conducted by the ALJ5 in
accordance with applicable law
The chief AU
and regulations.
would report directly to the

The President would be
required to nominate
appointments to the Board not
If
later than April 1, 1995.
all members of the Board are
not in office by October 1,

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

No provision.

23

Present Law

House Bill

1995, the person then serving
as Commissioner of Social
Security would continue to
serve as head of SSA within
HHS, and serve as the head of
the newly-established SSA,
assuming the powers and duties
of the Board and Executive
Director.
i.

Personnel; Budgetary
Matters; Facilities
and Procurement; Seal
of Office

No provision.

The Board would appoint
additional officers and
employees as it deems necessary
(with compensation fixed in
accordance with title 5 of the
U.S. Code, except as otherwise
provided by law), and could
procure services of experts and
consultants.
The Director of the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM)
would be required to give SSA
an allotment of Senior
Executive Service (SES)
positions that exceeds the
number authorized for SSA
immediately before enactment of
this Act to the extent a larger
number is specified in a
comprehensive work plan
The
developed by the Board.
total number of such positions
could not be reduced at any
time below the number SSA held
immediately before enactment of
this Act.

24

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

The Commissioner would
appoint additional officers and
employees to carry out the
functions of SSA (with
compensation fixed in
accordance with title 5 of the
U.S. Code, except as otherwise
provided)
and could procure
services of experts and
consultants.
,

The Director of Office of
Personnel Management (OPM)
would be required to give SSA
an allotment of SES positions
that is substantially greater
than the number authorized in
SSA immediately before
enactment of this Act to the
extent a larger number is
specified in a comprehensive
work plan developed by the
Commissioner.
The total number
of such positions could not be
reduced at any time below the
number SSA held immediately
before enactment of this Act.

25

House Bill

Present Law

In addition to the
8 Executive Schedule positions
established by this Act, SSA
also would be authorized
6 positions at level IV and
6 positions at level V of the
Executive Schedule.
Appropriation requests for
SSA staffing and personnel
would be based upon a
comprehensive workforce plan,
established and revised from
time to time by the Board.
No provision.

The Board would create a
Seal of Office for SSA, and
judicial notice would be taken
of it.
j.

Transfers

and
Transitional Rules

No provision.

Appropriate allocations of
personnel and assets (as
determined by the Board in
consultation with the Secretary
of HHS) would be transferred
In addition,
from HHS to SSA.
there would be transferred such
number of ALJ5 as are necessary

I

26

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

The number of positions
which may be excepted from the
competitive service because of
the confidential or
policy-determining character of
such positions could not exceed
the equivalent of 10 full-time
positions.
Same as House provision,
except that (a) the plan would
be established by the
Commissioner and (b)
appropriation would be
authorized to be made on a
biennial basis.

Appropriated contingency
funds would be apportioned upon
the occurrence of the
stipulated contingency, as
determined by the Commissioner
and reported to the Congress.
The Commissioner would
create a Seal of Office for
SSA, and judicial notice would
be taken of it.

All functions, assets and
personnel related to the
administration of Social
Security programs would be
transferred from HHS to SSA.
Transfers include all personnel
employed in connection with the
functions transferred to SSA

27

House Bill

Present Law

to

carry out the functions
transferred by this Act (as
determined necessary by the
Board in consultation with the
Secretary)

The Secretary of HHS shall
terminate 6 positions in the
Department of HHS placed in
level TV and 6 positions placed
in level V of the Executive
Schedule other than positions
required by law.

Effective upon entry of
all initial Members of the
Social Security Board, the
position of Commissioner of
Social Security in HHS would be
abolished.

Funds available to any
official or component of HHS
whose functions are transferred
to the Commissioner of Social
Security or the independent SSA
may, with the approval of the
Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, be used
to pay compensation of any
officers appointed during the
transition until funds for that
purpose are otherwise
available.

28

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

and the assets, liabilities,
contracts, property, records,
arid unexpended balance of
appropriations, authorizations,
allocations, or others funds
employed, held, or used in
connection with these
functions.

HHS employees who are not
employed on the date of the
enactment of this Act in
connection with functions
transferred to SSA, but who are
so employed on the day before
SSA is established as an
independent agency, may be
transferred from HHS to SSA by
the Commissioner, after
consulting with the Secretary
of HHS, if the Commissioner
determines such transfers to be
appropriate.
Same as House provision.

HHS employees who are
employed on the date of
enactment of this Act, solely
in connection with functions

80—175 — 94 — 3
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House Bill

Present Law

All

orders,

determinations, rules,
regulations, permits,
contracts, collective
bargaining agreements,
recognitions of labor
organizations, certificates,
licenses, and privileges in
effect under the authority of
the Secretary of HHS at the
time of the transition would
continue under the independent

30

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

transferred

by this title to
SSA, and who are so employed on
the day before the date SSA is
established as an independent
agency, shall be transferred
from HHS to SSA.
The President would be
required to appoint a
Commissioner within 60 days of
the enactment of this Act.
Upon such appointment and
confirmation by the Senate, the
Commissioner appointed under
this title would assume the
duties of the HHS Commissioner
of Social Security until SSA
would be established as an
independent agency.
Other
nominations and appointments
provided under this Act may be
made at any time on or after
enactment.

The office of Commissioner
of Social Security in HHS would
be abolished effective upon the
appointment of a Commissioner
of the independent SSA.
All orders, rules,
regulations, determinations,
contracts, collective
bargaining agreements
(including ongoing
negotiations)
recognitions of
labor organizations,
certificates, licenses and
privileges in effect under the
authority of the Secretary of
HHS at the time of the
transition would continue under
,

31

Present Law

House Bill

agency until their expiration

or modification by the Board in
Nor would
accordance with law.
the change alter any pending
proceeding before the
Secretary, nor any suit nor
penalty, except that such
proceedings would continue
before the Board.
The transfer would not
cause any full-time or
part-time employee to be
reduced in grade or
compensation for one year after
the transition.
k.

Transition Director
No provision.
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

the authority of the
independent

SSA until modified
or terminated by the
Commissioner.
Suits and
penalties commenced prior to
enactment would also continue.
Collective bargaining
agreements would remain in
effect until the date of
termination specified in such
agreements.

The transition of SSA to
its new status as an
independent agency would be led
by a Transition Director, who
would be selected on the basis
of experience and knowledge of
the operation of the Federal
Government.
Within 30 days
after enactment, the President
would be required to appoint
the Transition Director, who
would be compensated at the
rate provided for level IV of
the Executive Schedule.
Before the Commissioner of
the independent SSA has been
appointed, the Transition
Director shall consult
regularly with the Director of
the Office of Management and
Budget.
Upon such appointment,
the Transition Director shall

33

Present Law

1.

Advisory Council

An advisory council is
appointed by the Secretary of
HHS every four years for the
purpose of reviewing the
status' of the Social Security
and Medicare programs.
m.

House Bill

No provision.

Annual Report

The Secretary of HHS is
required to make an annual
report to Congress of the
administration of the
functions with which the
Secretary is charged under the
Social Security Act (including
OASDI and SSI)

No provision.

Effective date. --In general,
the provision would take effect
October 1, 1995.
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

work under the direction of the
Commissioner of SSA.

Within 120 days of
enactment, the Transition
Director and the Commissioner
of Social Security would be
required to report to the
Congress on the status of the
transition and on any
significant internal
restructuring or management
improvements that are proposed
to be undertaken.

There would be no
quadrennial advisory councils
for Social Security, although
quadrennial councils would
continue to be convened for
Medicare.

The requirement for an
annual report with respect to
OASDI and SSI is eliminated.

Effective date. -

-In

general,

the provision would take effect
on the earlier of 180 days
after the enactment of this Act
or a date designated by the
President.

35

House Bill

Present Law

2.

Restrict Disability
Insurance and Supplemental
Security Income Disability
Payments to Substance
Abusers (Sec. 201 of
the House bill and
secs. 301-305 of the
Senate amendment)

To be eligible for Social
Security Disability Insurance
(SSDI) and Supplemental
Security Income (SSI)
disability benefits, an
individual must have a
medically determinable
physical or mental impairment
that has lasted or is expected
to last for 12 months or is
expected to result in death,
and the individual must be
unable to perform substantial
gainful activity because of
the impairment.
Under SSA regulations,
drug addiction and alcoholism
must be medically determinable
The law requires
impairments.
disabled SSI beneficiaries who
are medically determined to be
drug addicts or alcoholics to
undergo treatment when
available at approved
They must also
facilities.
comply with the terms of their
treatment program and comply
with monitoring and testing
In
provided by the Secretary.
addition, the law requires
that these SSI recipients
receive their payments through

36

Effective 180 days after
enactment, the benefits of
current and prospective Social
Security Disability Insurance
(SSDI) beneficiaries whose drug
addiction or alcoholism is a
contributing factor material to
the determination of their
disability would be required to
be paid to a representative
payee.

For both SSDI and SSI, it
would be deemed in the best
interest of the individual to
be paid through a
representative payee if
alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material
to the determination of
disability.
The requirement that
payment be certified to an
alternative payee is modified
by specifying that this occur,
"if the interest of the
disabled individual would be
served thereby.!

The Secretary of Health and
Human Services would be
required to conduct a study of

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Similar provision, except
that the requirement would
apply to individuals whose
disabilities are based in whole
or in part on a medical
determination that the
individual is a drug addict or
alcoholic.

No provision.
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Present Law

a representative payee.

Under OASDI, a
representative payee is
appointed when it is in the
interest of the individual,
regardless of the legal
competence or incompetence of
the individual.
Community-based nonprofit
social service agencies in
existence on October 1, 1988,
and serving as representative
payees for five or more
recipients are allowed to
collect a monthly fee for
The fee is
their services.
collected from the SSDI or SSI
payment, and cannot exceed the
lesser of ten percent of the
benefit or $25 per month. The
authority for qualified
organizations to charge a fee
for representative payee
services expires July 1, 1994.

House Bill

(a) the cost, feasibility, and
equity of requiring all SSDI
and SSI beneficiaries who
suffer from alcoholism or drug
addiction (including those
whose addiction did not
contribute materially to the
determination of disability) to
have a representative payee,
the feasibility of, and
(b)
appropriate timetable for,
providing benefits through
non-cash means (e.g., vouchers,
debit cards, electronic benefit

(c) the
extent to which child
recipients are afflicted by
drug addiction or alcoholism
and ways of addressing such
affliction, including the
feasibility of requiring
transfer systems) ,

treatment and (d) the extent to
which children's representative
payees are afflicted by drug
addiction or alcoholism, and
methods to identify these
afflicted individuals and to
ensure that benefits continue
to be provided to beneficiaries
appropriately.

Not later than April 1,
1995, the Secretary shall
transmit to the Committee on
Ways and Means and the
Committee on Finance a report
on the findings and
recommendations of the study.

The law is silent with
regard to assigning an order

38

In selecting a
representative payee,

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Any benefits payable to
SSDI and SSI beneficiaries

39

Present Law

of preference for the
appointment of representative
SSA regulations give
payees.
preference to family members
and friends over
organizations.
In both programs if the
representative payee is
determined to have misused any
benefits the Secretary must
certify payment to an
alternative payee or to the
individual.

House Bill

preference would be given to
qualified organizations defined
to include:
(a) community-based, nonprofit
social service agencies; (b)
State or local agencies whose
mission is to carry out income
maintenance, social service, or
health care-related services;
or (c) State or local
government agencies with
fiduciary responsibilities
(or a designee of such an
agency if the Secretary deems
it appropriate; unless the
Secretary determines that
selection of such an agency
would not be appropriate.
The fee for services that
qualified representative payees
of drug addicts and alcoholics
receive would be set at ten
percent of the monthly benefit.
The requirement that
qualified organizations have
been in existence on October 1,
1988, to receive a fee for
representative payee services
would be repealed.

The authority for qualified
organizations to charge a fee
for representative payee
services would be made
permanent.
SSDI beneficiaries whose
drug addiction or alcoholism
was material to the
determination of their
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

(including

retroactive
benefits) based on disability
would be payable only pursuant
to a certification of such
payment to a qualified
organization acting as
representative payee for the
individual. A qualified
organization would be further
defined to include an agency or
instrumentality of a State or a
political subdivision of a
State.

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

SSDI and SSI beneficiaries
whose disability is based in
whole or in part on drug
addiction or alcoholism would

41

House Bill

Present Law

disability

would be required to
undergo treatment, when
available at approved
facilities, to comply with the
terms of such treatment
programs, and to comply with
monitoring and testing provided
by the Secretary.

Benefits would be suspended
for SSDI and SSI disability
beneficiaries who fail to
undergo or comply with required
treatment for drug addiction or
(Medicare benefits
alcoholism.
would continue during the
period of suspension, as would
Medicaid benefits for suspended
ssi

recipients)

.

This

treatment requirement would
apply, beginning 180 days after
1) SSDI
enactment, to:
beneficiaries on the rolls with
a primary diagnosis of
alcoholism or drug addiction,
and 2) new SSDI beneficiaries
whose alcoholism or drug
addiction is a contributing
factor material to their
disability; and 3) any SSI
recipient whose alcoholism or
drug addiction is a
contributing factor material to
the determination of
disability.
To qualify for benefit
reinstatement, SSDI and SSI
recipients would have to
demonstrate compliance with
treatment for progressively
longer periods -- two months,
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

be required to undergo
treatment, when available

at
approved facilities, to allow
their treatment to be
monitored, and to comply with
monitoring and testing provided
by the Secretary.
The individual must
demonstrate in such manner as
the Secretary requires,
including at a continuing
disability review not later
than 1 year after the
determination of disability,
that the individual is
complying with the terms and
conditions of treatment.
If
the Secretary finds that an
individual is not complying,
the Secretary, in lieu of
termination, may suspend
benefits until compliance is
reestablished, including
compliance with any additional
requirements the Secretary
determines necessary. Benefits
are not payable for any month
after the 24 month period
beginning with the
determination of disability
unless the individual furnishes
evidence that the individual
continues to be under a
disability based in whole or in
part on a medical determination
that the individual is a drug
addict or alcoholic.
If, at
the end of the 24-month period,
an SSI beneficiary furnishes
evidence that the individual

43

House Bill

Present Law

three

months, and six months
for the first, second, third
(and subsequent) instances of
noncompliance, respectively.
An individual's SSDI or SSI
benefits would be terminated
after he or she was suspended
for 12 consecutive months, but
SSDI benefits for qualified
dependents would continue to be
paid for two years after the
last month of the disabled
If
beneficiary's entitlement.
an SSI recipient's benefits
have been suspended for
12 consecutive months, the
recipient shall not be eligible
for SSI for the 12-month period
that begins with the end of the
12-month suspension period.

Treatment may be any
medical or psychological
treatment that is appropriate
for the individual's addiction
and for the stage of the
individual's rehabilitation, at
an approved facility.
No provision.

The Secretary, in
consultation with drug and
alcohol treatment

44

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

continues

to be under a
disability based in whole on a
medical determination that the
individual is a drug addict or
alcoholic, the individual shall
be entitled to benefits based
on such disability for no more
than an additional 36 months.

Similar provision.

The Secretary may retain
jurisdiction in the case of a
hearing before the Secretary to
the extent the Secretary
determines that this is
necessary to carry out this
requirement, and must submit
annually to the Congress a
report on these activities.
Within 1 year of enactment,
the Secretary of HHS must
provide for the establishment

45
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Present Law

House Bill

professionals,

would be
required to issue regulations
further defining appropriate
treatment and compliance, to
establish guidelines for
evaluating compliance, and to
establish a referral and
monitoring agency for each
These agencies would
State.
identify appropriate placements
for SSDI and SSI recipients who
are drug addicts and
alcoholics, refer them to such
treatment, monitor compliance
and report failures to comply
to the Secretary.

The Secretary would be
required to submit annual
reports to Congress on required
testing and referral and
monitoring activities.
These reports would
indicate the number and
percentage of substance abusers
who did not receive regular
testing during the year.
SSDI and SSI benefits
(includi.ng retroactive

benefits) for individuals whose
drug addiction or alcoholism is
a contributing factor material
to the determination of their
disability, would be terminated
after 36 months of entitlement.
Once terminated, the
individual would not be
entitled to any future benefits
if alcoholism or drug addiction
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

of

referral and monitoring
agencies for each State.

Similar to the House bill.

No provision.

In no event shall an
individual be entitled to
benefits for more than a total
of 36 months (excluding periods
of suspension) unless upon the
termination of the 36th month
the individual furnishes
evidence that the individual is
under a disability which is not
related in part to a medical
determination that the
individual is a drug addict or
alcoholic.

47

Present Law

House Bill

were a contributing factor
material to the disability
For those
termination.
beneficiaries on the rolls
180 days after enactment of
this provision, the first month
ending after 180 days after
enactment would be treated as
the first month of entitlement
for the purpose of determining
their 36-month period of
entitlement.
Retroactive lump sum SSDI
benefits for
and SSI
individuals whose alcoholism or
drug abuse is a contributing
factor material to the
Secretary's finding that they
are disabled would be paid on a
prorated basis, and each
month's payment would be
limited to 200 percent of the
individual's monthly benefit
amount.

disability

In determining whether an
individual is engaging in
substantial gainful activity,
the Secretary must consider
services performed or earnings
derived from such services
without regard to the legality
of such services.

The Secretary of HHS would
be required to develop and
carry out demonstration
projects designed to explore
innovative referral,
monitoring, and treatment
approaches for drug addicts and

48

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

Any proceeds derived from
criminal activity undertaken to
support substance abuse would
be treated as evidence of the
individual's ability to engage
in substantial gainful
activity.

No provision.

49

House Bill

Present Law

alcoholics

who are subject to
A report
these requirements.
to the Committee on Ways and
Means and Committee on Finance
would be due no later than
December 31, 1997.
No provision.

Effective date. --Generally,
The
180 days after enactment.

requirement to pay benefits to
certain SSDI beneficiaries
through a representative payee
would be effective for months
beginning after 180 days after
The provision
enactment.
relating to substantial gainful
activity would be effective
upon enactment.

50

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Requires that the Secretary
assure that every SSDI and SSI
disability beneficiary whose
disability is based in whole or
in part on drug addiction or
alcoholism be given high
priority for treatment through
entities supported by the
various States under any
substance abuse block grant
authorized by law.
Effective date.--Applies to
benefits payable for
determinations of disability
made 90 or more days after the
date of enactment.
In.
addition, with respect to any
SSDI or SSI beneficiary
determined to be entitled to
disability benefits before
90 days after the date of
enactment and whose disability
is based in whole or in part on
a medical determination that
the individual is a drug addict
or alcoholic, the Secretary of
HHS shall provide during the
3-year period beginning after
the date of enactment for the
application of the above
requirements, with the time
periods described above to
begin upon such application.

51

House Bill

Present Law

3.

Require Issuance of
Physical Documents in the
Form of Bonds, Notes, or
Certificates to the Social
Security Trust Funds
(Sec. 202 of the House
bill)

In general, section 201(d)
of the Social Security Act
requires the Secretary of the
Treasury to invest annual
surpluses of the Social
Security Trust Funds in
interest bearing obligations
Under
of the U.S. government.
current Treasury practice,
these holdings are recorded as
entries on a ledger. No
physical documents are
required to be issued to the
Trust Funds evidencing these
obligations.

The provision would require
that each obligation issued for
purchase by the Social Security
Trust Funds be evidenced by a
physical document in the form
of a bond, note, or certificate
of indebtedness issued by the
Secretary of the Treasury.
This physical document would
state the principal amount,
date of maturity, and interest
It
rate of the obligation.
would also state on its face
that:

".. .the obligation shall

be incontestable in the hands
of the Trust Fund to which it
is issued, that the obligation
is supported by the full faith
and credit of the United
States, and that the United
States is pledged to the
payment of the obligation with
respect to both principal and
interest.

In addition, interest on
sui obligations would be paid
to r.he Trust Funds with paper
checks drawn on the general
funä.

Effective date.--The provision
would apply with respect to

52

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

53

Present Law

House Bill

obligations issued, and
payments made, after 60 days
after the date of enactment.
No later than 60 days after
enactment, the Secretary of the
Treasury would be required to
issue to the Social Security
Trust Funds physical documents
in the form of bonds, notes, or
certificates of indebtedness
for all outstanding Social
Security Trust Fund
obligations.
4.

Make More Explicit the
Requirement for Public
Telephone Access to Local
Social Security Offices
(Sec. 203 of House bill)

The Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990
(P.L. 101-508) , requires SSA
to: (a) maintain telephone
access to local offices at the
level generally available as
of September 30, 1989, and (b)
relist the numbers of affected
offices in local telephone
P.L. 101508
directories.
also required the General
Accounting Office to report to
Congress on the level of
public telephone access to
local offices following
enactment of these
requirements.

In September 1991, the GAO
reported that SSA had
generally complied with the
requirement that it relist

54

The provision would add the
following sentence to the
current statutory requirement
that SSA maintain public access
to its local offices at the
level generally available on
"In
September 30, 1989:
carrying out the requirements
of the preceding sentence, the
Secretary shall reestablish and
maintain in service at least
the same number of telephone
lines to each such local office
as was in place as of such
date, including telephone sets
for connections to such lines."
In addition, the General
Accounting Office would be
required to make an independent
determination of the number of
telephone lines to each SSA

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

local office telephone
It also reported
numbers.
that general inquiry lines to
the offices to which the
provisions of P.L. i01-508
apply had decreased by 30
percent, or 766 lines, below
the level that existed on
September 30, 1989.

House Bill

local office which are in place
as of 90 days after enactment
and to report its findings to
the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee
on Finance no later than 150
days after enactment.
SSA would be required to
maintain its toll-free service
at a level at least equal to
that in effect on the date of
enactment.

Effective date.--The provision
relating to local telephone
access would be effective 90
The
days after enactment.
provision relating to toll-free
service would be effective upon
enactment.
5.

Increase Social Security
Exclusion for Election
Workers (Sec. 204 of
House bill)

Election workers who earn
less than $100 per year are
subject to three Social
Security exclusions: (a) at
the option of a State, they
may be excluded from the
State's voluntary coverage
agreement with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services
(HHS); (b) they are excluded
from the requirement that
State and local workers hired
after March 31, 1986, pay the
hospital insurance portion of
the Social Security tax (1.45

56

These three exclusions would
be modified to apply to
election workers with annual
earnings of up to $1,000,
rather than the current $100;
and the new exempt amount would
be indexed for increases in
wages in the economy.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

[The Finance Committee reported
a similar provision as part of
S.2038 (102nd Congress), but
with no provision for
indexing.]
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Present Law

House Bill

percent); and (c) they are
excluded from the requirement
in the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990
(P.L. 101-508) that State and
local workers who are neither
covered by a State or local
retirement system nor by a
voluntary agreement pay the
full Social Security tax (7.65
percent)

Effective date.--The provision
would apply to services
performed on or after January
Modifications of
1, 1995.
State voluntary agreements to
reflect the higher exclusion
forelection workers would be
effective with respect to
services performed in and after
the calendar year in which the
modification is mailed or
delivered by other means to the
Secretary.
6.

Permit Use of Social
Security Numbers for Jury
Selection (Sec. 205 of
House bill)

The Privacy Act of 1974
prohibits States from
requiring individuals to
provide Social Security
numbers for identification
purposes unless the State was
doing so prior to January 1,
1975, or the State is
specifically permitted to do
The
so under Federal law.
Social Security Act currently

58

States and Federal District
Courts would be permitted to
use Social Security numbers
which have already been
collected for purposes
permitted under current law to
eliminate duplicate names and
names of convicted felons from
jury source lists. Any Federal
law enacted prior to enactment
of this provision which is

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

[The Senate passed a similar
provision as part of H.R. 11
(102nd Congress) .]

5

Present Law

authorizes

States to use the
Social Security number in
administration of any tax,
general public assistance and
driver's license or motor
vehicle registration law
within its jurisdiction.
Other Federal statutes
authorize the State use of the
Social Security number for
other purposes.

Currently, courts utilize
jury source lists within their
jurisdiction to select jurors.
Source lists (most commonly
made up of lists of licensed
drivers and registered voters)
are usually computer tapes
merged by the courts to form
one pool--or master list--from
which jurors are selected.
States which are permitted
under current law to collect
Social Security numbers for
purposes such as driver's
licenses and voter
registration are not allowed
to use those Social Security
numbers for other purposes
such as refining jury
selection master lists to
identify and eliminate
duplicate names, unless the
court was using the Social
Security number for that
purpose before the Privacy Act
took effect.
Current law likewise
prevents State and Federal

60

House Bill

inconsistent with the above
policy would be null, void and
of no effect.

Senate Amendment
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Present Law

House Bill

Courts from using the Social
Security number to run the
merged list against
computerized lists of
convicted felons in order to
eliminate these individuals
from jury pools.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective upon
enactment.
7.

Authorize Social Security
Coverage of Police
Officers and Firefighters
(Sec. 206 ofHouse bill)

In general, employees of
State and local governments
who participate in a public

retirement system can b
brought under Social Security
by means of voluntary
the
agreements entered into
States with the Secretary of
Health and Human Services.
However, the State option
to obtain Social Security
coverage for police officers
and firefighters who are under
a public retirement system
applies only in 24 States that
are named in the Social
Security Act.
(An additional
option applies with respect to
firefighters only: any State
may obtain coverage for them
if the governor certifies that
it would improve the overall
benefit protection of
firefighters in the coverage
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The provision would extend
to all States the option to
provide police officers and
firefighters who participate in
a public retirement system with
Social Security coverage under
their voluntary agreements with
the Secretary of HHS.
The
existing requirement for a
referendum held under the
authority of the State would
continue to apply.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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group and a referendum is held
among the group under
authorization of the State.)
The Act also provides that, in
the 24 named States, Social
Security coverage can be
obtained only after a
State-sponsored referendum.
Effective date.--The provision
would apply with respect to
modifications filed by States
after enactment.
8.

Provide Limited Exemption
from SECA for American
Ministers Working and
Resident in Canada
(Sec. 207 of House bill)

Section 233 (c) (1) of the
Social Security Act authorizes
the President to enter into
"totalization agreements" with
foreign countries to
coordinate entitlement to
Social Security benefits in
the U.S. with pension benefits
in those foreign countries.
The law requires that
international agreements
concluded pursuant to that
section provide for the
elimination of dual coverage
of work under the Social
Security systems of the United
States and another country.

Article V(7) of the
totalization agreement between
the United States and Canada
provides that individuals
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The provision would exempt
ministers who failed to pay
SECA taxes in the United States
on earnings from services
performed in Canada for a
period before the 1984
totalization agreement between
the United States and Canada
went into effect, and who were
required to pay social
insurance taxes in Canada on
such earnings, from the payment
of such taxes or related
penalties, owed to the United
States.

The ministers' Social
Security earnings records would
not be credited for years in
which the SECA tax was not
paid.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
[The Senate passed an identical
amendment as part of I-I.R.
(102nd Congress) .1
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considered

self-employed by
the United States who are
American citizens but are
residents of Canada are
covered only under the
Canadian Pension Plan.

Under the Social Security
Act, an individual who is a
duly ordained, commissioned,
or licensed minister of a
church or a member of a
religious order is generally
considered self-employed for
Social Security payroll tax
purposes and subject to SECA
taxes.

The Canadian social
insurance program treats
ministers as employees of the

church rther than
self-employed.

Prior to the 1984
totalization agreement with
Canada, duly ordained and
licensed ministers who were
American citizens, but
residents of Canada, were
required to pay SECA taxes to
the United States and Social
Security taxes to Canada.
In some cases, ministers
who were American citizens,
but residents of Canada,
failed to file tax returns or
pay SECA tax believing that
they were not required to do
so because they were paying
into the Canadian Pension Plan
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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as residents of Canada.
The
Internal Revenue Service has
assessed taxes and penalties
against those ministers who
failed to file a return and
pay the required taxes prior
to the 1984 agreement.

Effective date.--The provision
would be effective for
individuals who meet the
requirements of the statute and
who file a certificate with the
Internal Revenue Service within
180 days after the IRS issues
regulations implementing this
provision.
The certificate
shall be effective for taxable
years 1979 through 1984.
The Social Security benefit
for current Social Security
beneficiaries who file
certificates under this
provision, would be recomputed
for months following approval
of the certificate of
exemption.
9.

Disregard the Windfall
Elimination Provision When
Computing Totalization
Benefits (Sec. 208 of
House bill)

The President is
authorized to enter into
I!totalization agreements't with
If an
foreign countries.
individual has worked under
Social Security systems in
both the U.S. and a foreign
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The provision would
disregard the windfall
elimination provision in
computing any U.S. totalization
benefit, and in computing the
amount of a regular U.S.
benefit of an individual who

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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country with which the U.S.
has such an agreement, but has
not worked long enough to
qualify for a benefit, a
totalization agreement allows
the individual's coverage
under both systems to be
combined, or "totalized," in
order for one country (or
both) to pay a benefit.
Benefits paid under a
totalization agreement are
generally prorated to take
account of the fact that the
person did not work for an
entire career under the system
that is paying benefits.

The windfall elimination
provision (WEP) is applied to
the computation of Social
Security benefits for workers
who are eligible for both
Social Security anä a pension
from work not covered by
Social Security. Under the
WEP, a different benefit
formula yielding a lower
amount is used to calculate
the worker's Social Security
benefit.
With respect to
individuals who have worked
under Social Security systems
in both the United States and
a foreign country with which
the United States has a
totalization agreement, the
WEP applies:
1) in the
computation of some U.S.
totalization benefits, and 2)
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(1) receives a foreign
totalization benefit based in
part on U.S. employment and (2)
does not receive any other
pension which is based on
non-covered employment.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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in the computation of regular
U.S. Social Security benefits
if the individual receives a
foreign totalization benefit.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months
after January, 1995.

10. Exclude Certain Military
Reservists from
Application of the
Government Pension Offset
and the Windfall
Elimination Provision
(Sec. 209 of House bill)
The Government Pension
Offset (GPO) and the Windfall
Elimination Provision (WEP)
are intended to reduce Social
Security benefits payable to
an individual who qualifies
for both a Social Security
benefit and a pension based on
employment not covered by
Social Security.
The WEP reduces a worker's
Social Security retirement or
disability benefit in cases
where the worker is receiving
both a Social Security benefit
and a pension based on
employment not covered by
The WEP is
Social Security.
designed to eliminate the
windfall resulting from the
weighted Social Security
benefit formula which is
intended to replace a higher
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An individual's receipt of a
pension based wholly on service
performed as a member of a
uniformed service, whether on
active or inactive duty and
whether performed prior to 1988
or not, would not trigger
application of the GPO and WEP
to the individual's Social
Security benefits.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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proportion

of wages for
low-earning workers than for
high-earning workers.
Active military service
became covered under Social
Inactive
Security in 1957.
duty by reservists (such as
weekend drills) became covered
under Social Security in 1988.
A pension based on either type
of service (active or
performed before
inactive) ,
1957, does not trigger the
The only military
WEP.
pension which triggers the WEP
is a pension based on inactive
duty after 1956 and before

if

1988.

Under the GPO, spouse's
and widow(er)'s benefits
received by an individual
based on his or her spouse's
Social Security-covered work
are reduced by two-thirds of
the amount of any government
pension to which the
individual is entitled based
on his or her own work in a
government job not covered
under Social Security.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months
after January, 1995.
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11. Repeal Facility-of-Payment
Provision (Sec. 210 of
House bill)

As a general rule, when an
individual receiving benefits
as the dependent of a worker
has a deduction in his or her
benefits--for example, due to
his or her own earnings
exceeding the earnings test
exempt amount--and the Maximum
Family Benefit rule applies,
the withheld benefits are
redistributed and paid to
other dependents.. (The
Maximum Family Benefit, or
MFB, is a limit on the total
amount of benefits which can
be paid on a worker's record
to the worker and his or her
dependents.)
However, if all of the
dependents are living in the
same household, the affected
individual's benefit check is
not actually withheld;
instead, the individual
receives a notice from the
Social Security Administration
accompanying the benefit
This notice explains
check.
that the beneficiary is
subject to a benefit deduction
and should not actually
receive the benefit check.
However, the benefit is being
paid with the understanding
that it is for the use and
benefit of the other dependent
This procedure
beneficiaries.
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The facility-of-payment
provision would be repealed.
As a result, a beneficiary who
is subject to a deduction would
have his or her benefits
withheld, and the withheld
amount would be redistributed
and paid directly to the other
dependents.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision. [The Senate
passed an identical amendment
as part of H.R. 11 (102nd
Congress) .1
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is known as the
facility-of-payment provision.
In cases where all the
dependent beneficiaries are
not residing in the same
household, the
facility-of-payment provision
does not apply and the
withheld benefits are
redistributed and paid
directly to the remaining
dependents.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective for benefits
payable for months after
December, 1995.

12. Maximum Family Benefits in
Guarantee Cases (Sec. 211
of House bill)
A guarantee is proviut
for workers who receive
disability benefits, then stop
receiving disability benefits,
and subsequently become
reentitled to benefits due to
death, retirement or
This "subsequent
disability.
entitlement guarantee"
provides that the basic
benefit amount (the Primary
Insurance Amount, or PIA) of a
worker who becomes reentitled
to benefits or dies (thereby
entitling his or her
survivors) cannot be less than
the PIA in effect in the last
month of the worker's prior
entitlement to disability
benefits.
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The provision would make a
conforming change in the
Maximum Family Benefit, so that
the guaranteed PIA would be the
basis for calculating the
guaranteed Maximum Family
Benefit.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Due to a drafting error in
the 1977 Social Security
Amendments, the guarantee does
not extend to the Maximum
Family Benefit (MFB) payable
on the worker's record, which
is determined based upon the
(The MFB is a limit on
PIA.
the total amount of benefits
which may be paid on a
worker's record to the worker
and his or her dependents.)
As a result, the MFB which is
payable when the worker
becomes reentitled to benefits
or dies may be less than the
MFB payable in the last month
of the worker's prior
entitlement to disability
benefits.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective for the MFB
of workers who become
reentitled to benefits or die
(after previously having been
entitled) after January, 1995.
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13. Disclosure of Social
Security Administration
Information for
Epidemiological Research
(Sec. 212 of House bill)
Current law prohibits
Federal agencies from
releasing personal information
contained in an individual
file without the written
consent of the individual.
Prior to the 1989 Supreme
Court decision United States
Department of Justice v.
Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press
(Reporters Committee), the
Social Security Administration
(SSA) would permit disclosure
of personally identifiable
information to epidemiological
researchers believing that it
was permitted to do so under
the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) . Disclosure of personal
information is permitted under
FOIA when the public interest
served by the disclosure
outweighs the privacy interest
served by withholding and
information.
In the Reporters Committee
decision, the Supreme Court
restricted disclosures of
personally identifiable
information under FOIA, ruling
that disclosure of personal
information serves the public
interest only when the
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The provision would
require SSA, under certain
circumstances, to disclose
limited personally identifiable
information for epidemiological
research•purposes only, and it
would permit the Secretary of
the Treasury to provide such
information to SSA for purposes
of complying with such
requirement.
Under the provision, SSA
would be required to comply
with requests for information
showing whether an individual
The
is alive or deceased.
requester would be required to
meet two conditions:
(1) the information would
be used for epidemiological or
similar research which the
Secretary determined showed a
reasonable promise of
contributing to a national
health interest; and
(2) the requester agrees
to reimburse the Secretary for
providing such information and
agree to comply with
limitations on safeguarding and
rerelease or redisclosure of
such information, as specified
by the Secretary. The

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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requested information gives
the public insight into the
Federal government' 5
performance of its statutory
duties.

As a result of the
Reporters Committee decision,
SSA has discontinued the
practice of disclosing
information from its files to
epidemiological researchers.

House Bill

Secretary would not be required
to comply with a request for
information if doing so would
constitute a violation of a
contract entered into with a
State for the provision by the
State of death information.
The Secretary of the
Treasury would be permitted to
provide such information to SSA
for purposes of complying with
such a requirement.

Epidemiological research
examines specific risk factors
(such as exposure to chemical
agents or specific medical
treatments) that may cause
disease by measuring the
effect of these factors on a
known population.
Effective date.--The provision
would apply to requests for
information made after the date
of enactment.
14. Misuse of Symbols, Extthlems

and Names Related to the
Social Security
Administration, Treasury
Department and Internal
Revenue Service (Sec. 213
of House bill)
In 1988, Congress enacted
a provision prohibiting the
use of words, letters, symbols
and emblems of the Social
Security Administration (SSA)
and the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) in a
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The provision would amend
current law to:
(a) eliminate the annual
cap on penalties;
(b) also prohibit the use
of words and letters of the
Department of Health and Human

Senate Amendment

No provision. [The Senate
passed a similar amendment

Conference Agreement

as

part of H.R. 11 (102nd
Congress) .]
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manner that the user knows or
should know would convey the
false impression that such an
item was approved, endorsed,
or authorized by the Social
Security Administration, the
Health Care Financing
Administration or the
Department of Health and Human
Services, or that the user has
some connection with, or
authorization from, these
agencies.

The law permits the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS) to impose civil
monetary penalties not to
exceed $5,000 per violation
or, in the case of a broadcast
or telecast, $25,000 per
The total amount
violation.
of penalties which may be
imposed is limited to $100,000
per year.
Amounts collected by the
Secretary are deposited as
miscellaneous receipts of the
Treasury of the United States.

There is no provision in
present law prohibiting the
use of titles, symbols,
emblems, and names of the
Department of the Treasury
(and its subsidiary agencies)
in connection with
advertisements, mailings,
solicitations, or other
business activities.
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Services, Supplemental Security
Income Program, or Medicaid,
and the symbols or emblems of
the Department of Health and
Human Services;
(c) define a I!violation,I!

with regard to mailings, as
each individual piece of mail
in

a mass mailing;

(d) further prohibit the
use of names, letters or

emblems of SSA, HCFA, or HHS in
a manner that reasonably could
be interpreted to convey a
relationship with these
agencies;
(e) exempt from the
prohibition the use by any
State agency or instrumentality
of a State, or political
subdivision of any words,
letters, symbols, or emblems
which identify an agency or
instrumentality of the State or
political subdivision;
(f) repeal the present law
requirement that the Department
of Health and Human Services
obtain a formal declination
from the Department of Justice
(DOJ) before pursuing a civil
monetary penalty case under
this provision;
(g) provide that penalties
collected by the Secretary for
violations of this provision
would be deposited in the
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund;
(h) stipulate that no
person may reproduce, reprint,

or distribute for a fee any

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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form, application, or other
publication of the Social
Security Administration unless
such person has obtained
specific written authorization
for such activity in accordance
with regulations prescribed by
the Secretary;
(i) provide that any
determination of whether there
is a violation of this
provision shall be made without
regard to a disclaimer;
require the HHS
(j)
Secretary to report annually to
the Congress detailing the
number of complaints of
deceptive practices received by
SSA, the number of cases in
which SSA sent a notice of
violation of this section to an
individual requesting that the
individual cease misleading
activities, the number of cases
referred by SSA to the HHS
Inspector General (IG) ,

the

number of investigations
undertaken by the HHS IG, the
number of civil monetary
penalties formally assessed by
the HHS IG in a demand letter,
the total amount of civil
monetary penalties assessed
during the year, the total
amount of civil monetary
penalties deposited in the OASI
trust fund during the year, and
the number of hearings
requested pursuant to this
provision and their
disposition; and
(k) specify that the
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provisions

in section 1140
would continue to be enforced
by the Office of the Inspector
General of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

The provision would
prohibit the use in
advertisements, solicitations,
and other business activities
of words, abbreviations,
titles, letters, symbols, or
emblems associated with the
Department of the Treasury (and
services, bureaus, offices or
subdivisions of the Department,
including the Internal Revenue
Service) in a manner which
could reasonably be interpreted
as conveying a connection with
or approval by the Department
of the Treasury.
The bill would establish a
civil penalty of not more than
$5,000 per violation (or not
more than $25,000 in the case
of a broadcast or telecast)
In addition, the bill would
establish a criminal penalty of
not more than $10,000 (or not
more than $50,000 in the case
of a broadcast or telecast) or
imprisonment of not more than
one year, or both, in any case
in which the prohibition is
Any
knowingly violated.
determination of whether there
is a violation would be made
without regard to the use of a
disclaimer of affiliation with
The
the Federal Government.
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Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Secretary

of the Treasury would
be required to provide to the
Committee on Ways and Means and
the Committee on Finance, no
later than May 1, 1995, a
report on enforcement
activities relating to the
implementation of the
provision.

Effective date.--The provisions
would apply with respect to
violations occurring after the
date of enactment.
15. Increase in Penalties for
Unauthorized Disclosure of
Social Security
Information (Sec. 214 of
House bill)
Each year, the Social
Security Administration (SSA)
receives and maintains
earnings information,
including the names and
addresses of employers, on
over 130 million working
Americans in its computer
Employers are
system.
required to file annually with
the Social Security
Administration copies of their
workers' W-2 statements. The
statements contain the
worker's Social Security
numbers and the amount of
wages the workers received
In addition,
during the year.
each SSA file contains an
individual's birth certificate
information, such as date of
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The provision stipulates
that unauthorized disclosure of
information and fraudulent
attempts to obtain personal
information under the Social
Security Act would be a felony.
Each occurrence of a violation
would be punishable by a fine
not exceeding $10,000 or by
imprisonment not exceeding five
years, or both.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision. [The Senate
passed an identical provision
as part of H.R. 11 (102nd
Congress) .]
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birth,

father's name and
For
mother's maiden name.
those receiving Social
Security benefits, the file
contains a current address and
monthly benefit amounts.
The Social Security Act
includes provisions which
prohibit the unauthorized
disclosure of information
contained in Social Security
The Act
Administration files.
provides that any person who
violates these provisions and
makes an unauthorized
disclosure can be found guilty
of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, punished by a fine
not exceeding $1,000 or by
imprisonment not exceeding one
year, or both.
Effective date.--The provision
would apply to violations
occurring on or after the date
of enactment.
16. Increase in Authorized
Period for Extension of
Time to File Annual
Earnings Report
(Sec. 215 of House bill)
In general, individuals
under age 70 who receive
Social Security retirement or
survivors benefits must file
an annual report of their
earnings with the Social
Security Administration for
any taxable year in which
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The time for which an
extension could be granted for
filing an earnings report would
be increased to 4 months.

Senate Amendment

No provision. [The Senate
passed a similar amendment

Conference Agreement

as

part of H.R. 11 (102nd
Congress) .1
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their earnings or wages exceed
the annual exempt amount of
earnings under the Social
These
Security earnings test.
reports are due to be filed by
the same date as Federal
income tax returns, the
fifteenth day of the fourth
month after the close of the
taxable year (normally April
Individuals may be
15) .
granted a reasonable extension
of time for filing an earnings
report if there is a valid
reason for delay, but not more
An extension
than 3 months.
of time for filing an income
tax return may be granted for
up to 4 months.
Effective date.--The provision
would be effective with respect
to reports of earnings for
taxable years ending on or
after December 31, 1994.

17. Extension of Disability
Insurance Program
Demonstration Project
Authority (Sec. 216 of
House bill)
Section 505(a) of the
Social Security Disability
Insurance Amendments of 1980
(P.L. 96-265) , as extended by
the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989
(P.L. 101-239) and the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act: of
1990 (P.L. 101-508)
authorizes the Secretary of
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The Secretary's authority
to initiate disability work
incentive demonstration
projects that waive compliance
with benefit provision (as
provided in P.L. 96-265) would.
be extended through June 9,
A final report would be
1996.
due no later than October 1,
1996.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Health and. Human Services to
waive compliance with the
benefit requirements of titles
II and. XVIII for purposes of
conducting work incentive
demonstration projects to
encourage disabled
beneficiaries to return to
The authority to waive
work.
compliance applies to projects
initiated. prior to June 10,
A final report is due
1993.
no later than October 1, 1993.

Effective date.--The provisions
would be effective upon
enactment.

18. Cross-Matching of Social
Security Account Numbers
and Employer
Identification Numbers
Maintained by the
Department of Agriculture
(Sec. 217 of House bill)
The Department of
Agriculture is allowed to
collect and maintain a list of
names, Social Security numbers
and employer identification

numbers of the ownersand
officers of retail grocery
stores which redeem food
The list is used to
stamps.
keep track of grocery store
operators who have been
sanctioned for violation under
the Food Stamp Act.
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The provision would permit
the Secretary of Agriculture to
share the list of names and
identifying numbers with other
Federal agencies which
otherwise have access to Social
Security account numbers for
the purpose of effective
administration and enforcement
of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
or for investigating violations
of other Federal laws, or
enforcement of such laws. The
Secretary of Agriculture must
restrict access to Social
Security account numbers

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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obtained

pursuant to this
provision to officers and
employees of the United States
whose duties or
responsibilities require access
for such purposes.

Effective date.--The provision
would be effective upon
enactment.

19. Extend on Permanent Basis
General Fund Transfer to
Railroad Tier 2 Fund
(Sec. 218

of House bill)

A pottion of the railroad

retirement:

t.ier 2 benefits are

included in gross income of
recipients (similar to the
trearnent accorded recipients

of private pensions) for

Federal income tax purposes.

The transfer of proceeds
from the income taxation of
railroad retirement tier 2
benefits from the General Fund
of the Treasury to the railroad
retirement account would be
made permanent.

The proceeds from the income
taxation of railroad tier 2
benefits received prior to
October 1, 1992, have been
transferred from the General
Fund of the Treasury to the
railroad retirement account.
Proceeds from Lhe income
taxation of benefits received
after September 30, 1992,
remain in the General Fund.
Effective dateS--The provision
would be effective for income
taxes on benefits received
after September 30, 1992.
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Conference Agreement

No provision. [The Senate
passed an identical amendment
as part of H.R. 11 (102nd
Congress) .]
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20. Authorize Use of the
Social Security Number as
the Claim Identification
Nuzther for Workers'

Compensation Claims Filed
With the Department of
Labor (Sec. 219 of
House bill)
The Privacy Act of 1974
prohibits a Federal agency
from using the Social Security
number as an identification
number unless it is
specifically permitted by
statute.

Thereis no specific

The provision would amend
section 205 of the Social
Security Act to permit the
Department of Labor to use the
Social Security number as the
claim identification number for
workers' compensation claims.

statutory authorization to
permit the Department of Labor
to use the Social Security
number as an identification
number.

Effective date.--The provision
would be effective upon
enactment.

21. Retirement Eligibility
for Federal Employees
Transferred to
International
Organizations
(Sec. 220 of House bill)
Federal employees
participating in the Civil
Service Retirement System are
entitled to retain retirement
coverage rights and benefits
when they are temporarily
loaned by a Federal agency to
an international organization.
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The provision would amend
section 210 of the Social
Security Act and section 3121
of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 to cover, in certain
cases, service performed in the
employ of an international
organization pursuant to a
transfer from a Federal agency

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

No provision.
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The definition of
employment in the Social
Security Act prohibits Federal
employees participating in the
Federal Employees Retirement
System (FERS) or the Foreign
Service Pension System (FSPS)
(which in general provide
Federal employees hired on or
after January 1, 1984 with
both Social Security coverage
and a supplemental government
pension) from continuing to
contribute to Social Security
if they transfer to
international organizations.

under the definition of
employment. Under this
provision the employing agency
would be responsible for
reporting the employee's wages
and for paying the employer's
The employee
share of FICA.
would be responsible for paying
the employee's share.

Effective date.--The provision
would apply with respect to
service performed after the
calendar quarter following the
calendar quarter of enactment.

22. Extend the FICA Tax
Exemption and Certain Tax
Rules to IndividualB Who
Enter the United States
Under a VISA Issued Under
Section 101(A) (15) (Q)

of

the Immigration and
Nationality Act
(Sec. 221 of House bill)
The Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
(P.L. 87-256) established
section 101(a) (15) (J) of the
Immigration and Nationality
Act under which so-called
J visas are authorized to be
issued for a limited period
of time to aliens who are bona
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The provision amends the
Internal Revenue Code to
exclude wages paid to aliens
holding Q visas from FICA,
FUTA, and Railroad Retirement
Act taxes, and, for income Iax
purposes, treats their income
in the same manner as income
received by aliens holding

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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fide students, scholars,
trainees, teachers,
professors, research
assistants, specialist,
or leaders in a field of
specialized knowledge or
skill.

The 1961 Act also provided
that wages paid to individuals
who enter the country on a
J visa would be exempt from
FICA, FUTA, and Railroad
In
Retirement Act taxes.
addition, employers who hire
J visa holders are not
required to receive
certification from the
Department of Labor that an
insufficient number of U.S.
workers are available to meet
their needs.
The Immigration Act of
1990 added section
101 (a) (15) (Q) , which provides
for the issuance of a visa to
"an alien having a residence
in a foreign country which he
has no intention of abandoning
who is coming temporarily
(for a period not to exceed
15 months) to the United
States as a participant in an
international cultural
exchange program approved by
the Attorney General for the
purpose of providing practical
training, employment, and the
sharing of the history,
culture, and traditions of the
country of the alien's
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visas issued pursuant to
section 101(a) (15) (J)

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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nationality and who will be
employed under the same wages
and working conditions as
domestic workers."
The Internal Revenue Code
presently does not exempt
wages paid to individuals who
enter the U.S. under Q visas
from FICA, FUTA, or Railroad
Act taxes.
Effective date.--The provision
would take effect with the
calendar quarter following the
date of enactment.
23. Study Rising Cost of
Disability Insurance
Benefits (Sec. 222 of
House bill)
In their 1993 and 1994
annual reports to Congress,
the Social Security Board of
Trustees reported that, under
intermediate economic
assumptions, the Disability
Insurance Trust Fund would
become insolvent during 1995.
To address this problem, the
Trustees recommended a
reallocation of the Social
Security payroll tax rate from
the OASI Trust Fund to the DI
Trust Fund.
In addition, to the
reallocation, the Board
recommended that a significant
research effort be undertaken
to establish whether

108

The Secretary of Health
and Human Services would be
required to conduct a
comprehensive study of the
reasons for rising costs in the
Disability Insurance program.
The study would determine the
relative importance of:
(a)
increased numbers of
applications for benefits, (b)
higher rates of benefit
allowances, and (c) decreased
rates of benefit terminations
in increasing DI program costs.
It would also identify, to the
extent possible, underlying
social, economic, demographic,
programmatic, and other trends
responsible for changes in DI
applications, allowances, and

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

higher—than-expected DI
program costs are a temporary
trend or longer-term
phenomenon.

House Bill

terminations.
No later than
December 31, 1994, the
Secretary would be required to
issue a report to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and
the Senate Committee on Finance
summarizing the results of the
study and making any
recommendations for legislative
changes which the Secretary
determines appropriate. The
study would be due no later
than December 31, 1994.
Effective date. --Upon
enactment.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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Present Law

House Bill

24. Commission on Childhood
Disability (Sec. 223
of House bill)
No provision.

The Secretary would be
directed to appoint a
Commission on the Evaluation of
Disability in Children,
consisting of not less than 9
but not more than 15 members
including recognized experts in
relevant fields of medicine;
recognized experts in
psychology, education and
rehabilitation, law or
administration of disability
programs; and other experts
determined appropriate by the
Secretary.

The Commission would
conduct a study, in
consultation with the National
Academy of Sciences, on the
effect of the current
Supplemental Security Income
definition of disability, as it
applies to children under the
age of 18 and their receipt of
services, including the effect
of using an alternative
definition.
The study shall include
issues of (1) whether the need
by families for assistance in
meeting the high costs of
medical care for children with
serious physical or mental
impairments might appropriately
be met through expansion of
Federal health assistance
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision. [The Finance
Committee has reported a

similar provision as part of
S.

1668.]
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House Bill

Present Law

programs;

(2) the feasibility
of providing benefits to
children through non-cash
means, including vouchers,
debit cards, and electronic
benefits transfer systems; (3)
the extent to which SSA can
involve private organizations
in an effort to increase the
provision of social services,
education, and vocational
instruction with the aim of
promoting independence and the
ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity;
the feasibility of
(4)
providing retroactive SSI
benefits pursuant to the Zebley
decision on a prorated basis or
by means of a packaged trust;
(5) methods to increase the
extent to which benefits are
used in the effort to assist
the child achieve independence
and engage in substantial
gainful activity; and (6) such
other issues as the Secretary
determines appropriate.

The Commission would
submit a report on the results
of this study, together with
any recommendations, to the
Committees on Finance and Ways
and Means, no later than
November 30, 1995.

Effective date.-- Upon
enactment.
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Conference Agreement
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Present Law

House Bill

25. Disregard Deemed Income
and Resources of
Ineligible Spouse in
Determining Continued
Eligibility under Section
1619(b) (Sec. 224 of House
bill)

Under section 1619(a) of
the Social Security Act, SSI
benefits continue for those
working and earning above the
substantial gainful activity
level, which is currently $500
per month, as long as there is
no medical improvement in the
disabling condition. Benefits
decline at a rate of $1 for
each additional $2 earned
after disregarding the first
$65 of earned income and the
first $20 of unearned income.
In general, the point at which
a recipient, who has at least
$20 in monthly unearned
income, would be ineligible
for cash SSI benefits in a
month would be the sum of $85
plus twice the sum of the
Federal benefit and State
supplement, if any. In 1994,
this !?breakeven point I! for an
individual was $977 per month
without a State supplement.
For States with a supplement,
the breakeven point increases
by $2 for every $1 in SLate
supplement..

Under section 1619(b), SSI
recipients can continue on
Medicaid even if their

116

In determining an
individual's eligibility for
Medicaid pursuant to section
1619(b), there would be
disregarded (in addition to
amounts disregarded under
current law) : (1) the net
income of the individual's
ineligible spouse to the extent
the spouse's net income does
not exceed twice the threshold
amount determined for the
individual, and (2) the
ineligible spouse's resources
up to the State's spousal
impoverishment resource amount
(as defined in section
1924(f) (2) of the Social
Security Act)

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

earnings

cause their income to
exceed the breakeven point and
they no longer receive cash
SSI benefits. In some States,
so-called 209(b) States, this
does not apply. However, in
most States, Medicaid
continues as long as the SSI
recipient: (1) continues to be
blind or disabled; (2) except
for earnings, continues to
meet all of the eligibility
requirements (other than
income) ; (3) is seriously
inhibited from continuing work
by termination of eligibility
of Medicaid; and (4) has
earnings insufficient to
provide a reasonable
equivalent to cash SSI
benefits, Medicaid, and
publicly funded attendant care
that would have been available
if he or she did not have
earnings.
In making determinations
on the fourth criterion above,
SSA compares the individual's
gross earnings to a
"threshold" amount. The
threshold amount is the sum of
the breakeven level for gross
earnings of cash benefits for
an individual with no other
income living in his or her
own household plus the average
Medicaid expenditures for
disabled SSI cash recipients
for the State of residence. If
the recipient's gross earnings
exceed the threshold, an
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House Bill

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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Present Law

individualized

House Bill

threshoJ.d is

calculated which considers the
person's actual Medicaid use,
State supplement rate, and
publicly funded attendant
care.

Under current regulations,
twice the "threshold" amount
would vary from about $22,000
to about $63,000 annually and
the spousal impoverishment
resource limits would vary
from a minimum of $14,532 to a
maximum of $72,660.

An eligible spouse's
income and resources are
deemed to include the income
and resources of his or her
ineligible spouse with whom he
or she lives. In some cases,
SSI recipients who are working
and are eligible for Medicaid
under section 1619(b) may
become ineligible for Medicaid
because they marry a person
who has sufficient income to
render the SSI recipient
ineligible for Medicaid. In
other cases, the SSI
recipient's ineligible spouse
might receive additional
income which makes the SSI
recipient ineligible for
Medicaid under the deeming
rules.

Effective date.--October 1,
1995.
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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Present Law

House Bill

26. Plans for Achieving
Self-Support not
Disapproved within 60 Days
to be Deemed Approved
(Sec. 225 of House
bill)

Under a plan to achieve
self-support (PASS) certain
income and resources are not
taken into account in
determining eligibility for or
the amount of SSI benefits. An
approved PASS allows a person
who is blind or disabled to
set aside the income arid
resources needed to achieve a
work goal. The funds set aside
can be used to pay for
education, vocational
training, or starting a
business. The recipient must
have a feasible work goal, a
specific savings and spending
plan, and must provide for a
clearly identifiable
accounting for the funds which
are set aside. The individual
must then follow the plan and
negotiate revisions as needed.
SSA regulations provide
the basic rules for a PASS.
Under these rules, the
individually designed plan can
be for an initial period of at
most 18 months, but an
18-month extension can be
obtained. For participants
engaged in lengthy education
or training programs, an
additional 12-month extension
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A plan for achieving
self-support (PASS) would be
deemed to be approved if SSA
has not acted upon a
recipient's application within
60 days and shall be deemed to
be approved until 6 months
after subsequent disapproval.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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House Bill

Present Law

can be obtained. All plans
must be approved by SSA before
the income and resource
exclusions can be excluded. If
the recipient attains his or
her goal, fails to follow the
plan, or time expires, the
income and resource exclusions
are again countable.

Effective date.--January 1,
1995.

27. Temporary Authority to
Approve a Limited Number
of Plans for Achieving
Self-Support that Include
Housing Goals (Sec. 226
of House bill)
A PASS allows an SSI
recipient to shelter income
and resources from limits if
the funds are set aside to
help him or her achieve a work
goal. Funds may be set aside
for education, vocational
training, or starting a
business.

Plans for achieving
self-support would be expanded
to include housing goals in
addition to the current work
goals under a 42-month
demonstration.
A report on activities
under this authority would be
due within 12 months after the
end of the 5-year period that
begins on January 1, 1995.
Effective date.--JanUary 1,
1995.
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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28. Regulations Regarding
Completion of Plans for
Achieving Self-Support
(Sec. 227 of House
bill)

Under current PASS
regulations, an SSI recipient
with a PASS may be eligible
for its income and resource
exclusions for 18 months,
followed by two possible
extensions of 18 and 12
months, respectively. An
individual involved in a
lengthy education program,
could receive a pass for up to

SSA would be required to
take into account the
difficulty of achieving
self-support based on
individual needs in determining
the time limit on a PASS.

4 years.

Effective date.--January 1,
1995.

29. Treatment of Certain
Grant, Scholarship, or
Fellowship Income
(Sec. 228 of House bill)

Grant, scholarship, and
fellowship income are treated
as unearned income. The
portion of this kind of income
that is received for use in
paying the cost of tuition and
fees at any educational
institution is excluded from

Grant, scholarship, and
fellowship income would be
treated as earned income
without regard to the purpose
of its use.

income.

Effective date.--Applies to
eligibility determinations for
any month beginning after the
second month following the
month of enactment.
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Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

No provision.
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House Bill

Present Law

30. 551 Eligibility for
Students Temporarily
Abroad (Sec. 229 of
House

bill)

A recipient who is outside

the United States for a full
calendar month or more and who
is not a child living outside
the United States with a
parent in the military
service, is not eligible for

SSI benefits for such month or
months. A person who has been
outside the United States for
30 consecutive days or more is
not considered to be back
until he or she has spent 30
consecutive days in the United
States. After an absence of 30
consecutive days, SSI
eligibility may resume
effective with the day
following the 30th day of
continuous presence in the
United States, if the
individual continues to meet

all

SSI recipients who travel
outside the United States would
be exempt from the calendar
month and 30-day time limit if
the absence is (1) temporary,
and (2) for the purpose of
conducting studies as part of
an educational program that is
designed to prepare the
individual for gainful

employment, and is sponsored by
a school, college, or
university

States.

in the United

other eligibility

criteria.

Effective date.--January 1,

1995.

31. Disregard of
Cost-of-Living Increases
for Continued Eligibility
for Work Incentives
(Sec. 230 of House bill)

Under section 504 of the

Unemployment Compensation

Amendments of 1976 (P.L
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This provision amends

section 1619(b) of the Social
Security Act to explicitly

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.

No provision.
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94-566) ,

State Medicaid plans

re required to provide
itedical assistance to an
individual if he or she: (1)
3imultaneously received both
3ocial Security and SSI in
3ome month after April 1977;

House Bill

extend to SSI beneficiaries
receiving Medicaid under
section 1619(b) protection
against the loss of Medicaid
coverage because of a
cost-of-living increase in
their Social Security benefits.

is currently eligible for
md receiving OASDI benefits;
is currently ineligible
(3)
or SSI; and (4) receives
Lncome that would qualify him
)r her for SSI after deducting
dl OASDI cost-of-living
djustment increases received
;ince the last month in which
ie or she was eligible for
)Oth OASDI and SSI. The
)rovision is intended to
)rotect the individual against
he loss of Medicaid coverage
.n many States because of a
ost-of-living increase in
The
ocial Security benefits.
rovision does not explicitly
pply to beneficiaries who
ave Medicaid eligibility
nder section 1619(b) of the
ocial Security Act.
(2)

Effective date.--Applies to
eligibility determinations for
months after the December 1994.

2. Expand the Authority of
SSA to Prevent, Detect,
and Terminate Fraudulent
Claims for SSI Benefits
(Sec. 231 of House bill;
sec. 306 of Senate
amendment)
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Conference Agreement

Present Law

House Bill

a. PreventioIL of fraud in
the SSI program by translators
of foreign languages
No provision.

A translation into English
by a third party of a statement
made in a foreign language by
an applicant for or recipient
of SSI benefits shall not be
regarded as reliable unless the
third party, under penalty of
perjury, (1) certifies that the
translation is accurate, and
(2) discloses the nature and
scope of the relationship
between the third part and the
applicant or recipient..

b. Civil moneLary
penalties in SSI cases
involving fraud
Federal law provides broad
authority for imposing civil
penalties against persons who
submit fraudulent claims to
the Government.. There are two
applicable Federal statutes.
The Civil False Claims Act
(CFCA) requires the Government
to use the normal judicial
process, whereby the
Department of Justice
initiates a civil action in
Federal Court to impose a
penalty. The Program Fraud
Civil Remedies Act (PFCRA)
authorizes an administrative
process under which Federal
agencies may impose penalties.
These statutes are intended to
address fraud from a

132

The same authority to
impose civil penalties as the
Secretary of HHS now has under
sections 1128A of the Social
Security Act involving false
claims in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs would be
provided for the SSI program.
SSA would have direct
authority, after approvat by
the Department of Justice, to
impose civil penalties when an
individual or entity has been
involved in submitt.Lng or
causing to be subrnit.ted any

statement that the individual
knows or should know is false
or misleading, or knows or
should know omits a material
fact.
Each offense involving

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

Government -wide perspective,

and the process of imposing
penalties can be complex and
time-consuming. Further, the
PFCRA is restricted to initial
applications for benefits, in
some circumstances, which
limits its usefulness for SSI
purposes.

c. SSI

House Bill

the SSI program would be
subject to a penalty of not
and an
more than $5,000
assessment, in lieu of damages,
of not more than twice the
amount of benefits paid as a
result of such statement or
In addition,
representation.
medical providers or physicians
who commit such offenses with
respect to the SSI program
could be subject to exclusion
from participation in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs.
The process would be similar to
that used under section 1128A
with respect to false claims in
the Medicare and Medicaid
SSA would initiate
programs.
and investigate cases, refer
proposed actions to the
Department of Justice for
review before proceeding, and
adjudicate and impose
penalties, assessments, or
exclusions. As with section
1128A, any person adversely
affected by a determination
could obtain a review of such
determination in the United
States Court of Appeals.

Fraud Considered a

Felony

SSI fraud is punishable by
a fine of no more than $1,000
or a prison term of no more
than one year, a misdemeanor.

134

SS1 fraud would be
punishable by a fine as
determined under the general
criminal fine statutes, by a
prison term of not more than
five years, or both. This
provision conforms the specific

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

Same as House bill.
In addition, title II is
amended to provide that any
person or other entity who is
convicted of a violation
involving provision of false
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Present Law

of SSI fraud to the
crimina] sanctions currently
availab]e for SOda]. Security
Disability Insurance fraud.

crime
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Senate Amendment

statements
if

Conference Agreement

or representations,

the violation is committed

in the role as, or application
to become, a representative
payee on behalf of another
individual, shall be guilty of
a felony and be subject to the
same penalties as apply to SSI.
In any case in which a court
determines that a violation
includes a willful misuse of
funds by such person or entity,
the court may also require that
full or partial restitution of
funds be made to the individual
for whom such person or entity
was the representative payee.

An individual or entity
convicted of a felony under the
representative payee
requirements of title XVI may
not be certified as a payee
under title II.
In the case of the second
or subsequent imposition of an
administrative or criminal
penalty on any person or other
entity under section 208 or
section 1632 of the Social
Security Act (relating to
fraud)
the Secretary may
exclude such person or entity
from participation in any
program.ünder title II, V, XVI,
XVIII, XIX, and XX of the
Social Security Act, and any
other Federal program as
provided by law.
,
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Present Law

House Bill

d. Authority to
redetermine eligibility in
disability cases if fraud is
involved and to terminate
benefits if there is
insufficient reliable evidence
of disability.
SSA is only permitted to
terminate SSI benefits under
well-defined conditions,
unless the benefits were
obtained fraudulently. The
statute provides no guidance
on the use of this authority.

An individual's
eligibility for SSI disability
benefits shall be immediately
redetermined, disregarding any
unreliable evidence of
disability, if there is reason
to believe that fraud was
involved in the application for
benefits, unless a U.S.
Attorney or equivalent State
prosecutor certifies, in
writing, that to do so would
create a substantial risk of
jeopardizing any current or
anticipated criminal
proceeding.

e. Availability of
recipient identifying
information from the Inspector
General, Social Security
Administration
There is no current
statutory requirement for the
OIG to provide SSI recipient
identifying information
obtained during a criminal
investigation to the SSA for
administrative action. Such
identifying information is
transmitted to the SSA at such
time as the OIG believes it
appropriate and often not
until the conclusion of a
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The SSA Inspector General
would be required to disclose
to SSA recipient identifying
information as soon as he has
reason to believe that any
individual, or group of
individuals, have secured SSI
benefits in a fraudulent
This requirement would
manner.
not apply if a U.S. Attorney or
State prosecutor who has
jurisdiction, to file a criminal

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement
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House Bill

Present Law

criminal investigation or a
Federal or State criminal
prosecutorial process.
consequently, SSI benefits
continue to be paid during an
active investigation or
prosecution based on those
benefits having been obtained
through fraud.

action against any of the
parties involved certifies that
disclosure of SSI recipient
information by the IG would
jeopardize the criminal
prosecution of the individual
who is subject of the
investigation.

f. Authority to use
available pre-admission
immigrant and refugee medical
information
No provision.

SSA would be required to
request medical information
from the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the
centers for Disease control
which they may have with
respect to any alien who has
applied for SSI benefits to the
extent the information is
relevant to determining
eligibility.

g. Annual reports on
reviews of SSI cases
No provision.

SSA would be required to
annually report to the
committee on Ways and Means and
the committee on Finance on the
extent to which it has
exercised its authority to
review SSI cases and the extent
to which the cases reviewed
were those that involved a high
likelihood or probability of
fraud.
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Present Law

House Bill

h. Effective date
In general, these
provisions would take-effect on
October 1, 1994. The provisions
dealing with civil monetary
penalties in SSI cases
involving fraud, with the
treatment of SSI fraud as a
felony, and with annual reports
of reviews of SSI cases would
be effective upon enactment.

33. Diaability Reviews for
Children ].8Years of Age
(Sec. 232 of House
bill)

Under current law, all
disabled Social Security
beneficiaries are required to
undergo periodic reviews to
determine whether they
continue to be disabled.
There is no comparable
provision in the SSI program.
(A needy child under the
age of 18 years old who has an
impairment of comparable
severity with that of an adult
may be considered disabled and
eligible for SSI benefits. To
be found disabled, a child
must have a medically
determinable impairment that
substantially reduces his or
her ability to independently,
appropriately, and effectively
engage in age-appropriate
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SSA would be required to
reevaluate under adult
disability criteria the
eligibility of children
receiving SSI after they reach
18 years old and before they
are 19 years old.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

activities

This impairment
must be expected to result in
death or to last for a
continuous period of at least
12 months.

Under the adult disability
determination process,
individuals whose impairments
do not "meet or equal" the
listings of impairments in
regulations are subjected to
an assessment of residual
functional capacity. SSA
determines whether adults are
able to do their past work or
whether they are able to do
any substantial gainful work.
If they cannot do either one,
then they are disabled.
Under the disability
determination process for
children, individuals whose
impairments do not "meet or
equal" the listings of
impairments in regulations are
subjected to an individualized
functional assessment. This
assessment examines whether
the children can engage in
age-appropriate activities
effectively. If it is found
that the children's
impairments are of comparable
severity to an
adult's, without assessing
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Conference Agreement
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Present Law

House Bill

past

work or ability to do
substantial gainful work, the
children are disabled.)
Effective date.--Applies to
recipients attaining the age of
18 years old in or after the
ninth month following the month
of enactment.
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34. Continuing Disability
Reviews for all SSI

Recipients

(Sec. 233
of House bill)

Title II of the Social
Security Act requires the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services to conduct periodic
continuing disability reviews
(CDR5) of disabled
For those
beneficiaries.
beneficiaries whose
impairments are not permanent,
CDR5 must generally be
performed every three years.
Beneficiaries with permanent
disabilities receive CDRs at
such times as the Secretary
determines appropriate.

The provision would
require the Secretary to
conduct periodic continuing
disability reviews on SSI
recipients in the same manner
as such reviews are currently
required for SSDI
beneficiaries.

CDR5 are funded as part of
the Social Security
Administration' s

administrative budget, which
is subject to annual
appropriations.
Effective date.--October 1,
1995.

35.

Technical Corrections

Title II of the Social
Security contains a number of
typographical errors,
erroneous references, circular
cross references, inconsistent
margination, incorrect
punctuation, and references to
outdated versions of the

148

Technical changes would be
made to correct inconsistencies
in provisions relating to fees
for claimant representatives,
rounding procedures for
indexing certain program
amounts, and deemed average
total wages, among others.

Senate Amendment

Conference Agreement

No provision.
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Present Law

Internal Revenue Code. In
addition, present law includes
certain inconsistent statutory
provisions.

House Bill

These corrections would not
change the meaning of any
section of the Social Security
Act.

Effective date.-- In general,
the provision would be
effective upon enactment.
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Mr. GIBBONS, from the committee of conference,

submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 42771

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the

two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R.

4277), to establish the Social Security Administration as an independent agency and to make other improvements in the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance program, having met, after full
and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend
to their respective Houses as follows:

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate

amendment, insert the following:

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS.
(a) SHORT TITLE.—Thi.s Act may be cited as the "Social Security

Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994'
(b) TABLE OF CONTE 5.—The table of contents of this Act is
as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title and table of contents.

TITLE I—ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY

Sec. 101. Establishment of Social Security Administration as an independent
agency.

Sec. 102. Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner; other officers.
Sec. 103. Social Security Advisory Board.
Sec. 104. Personnel budgetary matters; seal of office.
Sec. 105. Transfers to the new Social Security Administration.
Sec. 106. Transition rules.

Sec. 107. Conforming amendments to titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 108. Additional conforming amendments.
81—907
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109. Rules of construction.
Sec. 110. Effective dates.
Sec.

TITLE 11—PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO OASDI AND SSI

Sec. 201. Restrictions on payment of benefits based on disability to substance abusers.

Sec. 202. Commission on childhood disability.
Sec. 203. Regulations regarding completion of plans for achieving self-support.
Sec. 204. SSI eligibility for students temporarily abroad.
Sec. 205. Disregard of cost-of-living increases for continued eligibility for work incentives.

Sec. 206. Expansion of the authority of the Social Security Administration to prevent, detect, and terminate fraudulent claims for OABDI and SSI benefits.

Sec. 207. Disability review required for SSI recipients who are 18 years of age.
Sec. 208. Continuing disability reviews.
Sec. 209. Exemption from adjustment in pass-along requirements.
TITLE 111—MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS

Sec. 301. Issuance of physical documents in the form of bonds, notes, or certificates
to the social security trust funds.
Sec. 302. GAO study regarding telephone access to local offices of the Social Security
Administration.
Sec. 303. Expansion of State option to exclude service of election officials or election
workers from coverage.

Sec. 304. Use of social security numbers by States and local governments and Federal district courts for jury selection purposes.
Sec. 305. Authorization for all States to extend coverage to State and local police officers and firefighters under existing coverage agreements.

Sec. 306. Limited exemption for Canadian ministers from certain self-employment
tax liability.

Sec. 307. Exclusion of totalization benefits from the application of the windfall

elimination provision.
Sec. 308. Exclusion of military reservists from application of the government pension
offset and windfall elimination provisions.
Sec. 309. Repeal of the facility-of-payment provision.
Sec. 310. Maximum family benefits in guarantee cases.
Sec. 311. Authorization for disclosure of social security information for purposes of
public or private epidemiological and similar research.
Sec. 312. Misuse of symbols, emblems, or names in reference to Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, or Department of the Treasury.
Sec. 313. Increased penalties for unauthorized disclosure of social security information.

Sec. 314. Increase in authorized period for extension of time to file annual earnings
report.

Sec. 315. Extension of disability insurance program demonstration project authority.
Sec. 316. Cross-matching of social security account number information and employer identification number information maintained by the Department
of A.griculture.

Sec. 317. Certain transfers to railroad retirement account made permanent.
Sec. 318. Authorization for use of social security account numbers by Department of
Labor in administration of Federal workers' compensation laws.
Sec. 319. Coverage under FICA of Federal employees transferred temporarily to
international organizations.
Sec. 320. Extension of the FICA tax exemption and certain tax rules to individuals
who enter the United States under a visa issued under section 101 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Sec. 321. Technical and clerical amendments.
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TITLE I—ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS
AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
SEC. 101. ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS
AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY.

Section 701 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 901) is amended to read as follows:
"SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

"SEc. 701. (a) There is hereby established, as an independent
agency in the executive branch of the Government, a Social Security
Administration (in this title referred to as the 'Administration').
"(b) It shall be the duty of the Administration to administer the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program under title II
and the supplemental security income program under title XVI.
SEC. 102. COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,• OTHER OFFICERS.

Section 702 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 902) is amended to read as follows:
"COMMISSIONER; DEPUTY COMMISSIONER; OTHER OFFICERS

"Commissioner of Social Security

"SEC. 702. (a)(1) There shall be in the Administration a Commissioner of Social Security (in this title referred to as the 'Commis-

sioner') who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.

"(2) The Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate provided for level I of the Executive Schedule.
"(3) The Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of 6 years,

except that the initial term of office for Commissioner shall terminate January 19, 2001. In any case in which a successor does not
take office at the end of a Commissioner's term of office, such Commissioner may continue in office until the entry upon office of such
a successor. A Commissioner appointed to a term of office after the
commencement of such term may serve under such appointment
only for the remainder of such term. An individual serving in the
office of Commissioner may be removed from office only pursuant to
a finding by the President of neglect of duty or malfeasance in office.

"(4) The Commissioner shall be responsible for the exercise of
all powers and the discharge of all duties of the Administration,
and shall have authority and control over all personnel and activities thereof

"(5) The Commissioner may prescribe such rules and regulations as the Commissioner determines necessary or appropriate to
carry out the functions of the Administration. The regulations prescribed by the Commissioner shall be subject to the rulemaking procedures established under section 553 of title 5, United States Code.
"(6) The Commissioner may establish, alter, consolidate, or discontinue such organizational units or components within the Ad-
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ministration as the Commissioner considers necessary or appropriate, except that this paragraph shall not apply with respect to

any unit, component, or provision provided for by this Act.
"(7) The Commissioner may assign duties, and delegate, or authorize successive redelegations of, authority to act and to render decisions, to such officers and employees of the Administration as the

Commissioner may find necessary. Within the limitations of such
delegations, redelegations, or assignments, all official acts and decisions of such officers and employees shall have the same force and
effect as though performed or rendered by the Commissioner.
"(8) The Commissioner and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (in this title referred to as the 'Secretary') shall consult, on
an ongoing basis, to ensure—
"(A) the coordination of the programs administered by the

Commissioner, as described in section 701, with the programs
administered by the Secretary under titles XVIII and XIX of
this Act; and
"(B) that adequate information concerning benefits under
such titles XVIII and XIX is available to the public.
'Deputy Commissioner of Social Security
"(b)(1) There shall be in the Administration a Deputy Commis-

sioner of Social Security (in this title referred to as the 'Deputy
Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
"(2) The Deputy Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of
6 years, except that the initial term of office for the Deputy Commis-

sioner shall terminate January 19, 2001. In any case in which a

successor does not take office at the end of a Deputy Commissioner's

term of office, such Deputy Commissioner may continue in office
until the entry upon office of such a successor. A Deputy Commissioner appointed to a term of office after the commencement of such
term may serve under such appointment only for the remainder of
such term.
"(3) The Deputy Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate
provided for level II of the Executive Schedule.

"(4) The Deputy Commissioner shall perform such duties and
exercise such powers as the Commissioner shall from time to time
assign or delegate. The Deputy Commissioner shall be Acting Commissioner of the Administration during the absence or disability of
the Commissioner and, unless the President designates another officer of the Government as Acting Commissioner, in the event of a vacancy in the office of the Commissioner.

"Chief Financial Officer
"(c) There shall be in the Administration a Chief Financial Offi-

cer appointed by the Commissioner in accordance with section
901(a)(2) of title 31, United States Code.

"Inspector General

"(d) There shall be in the Administration an Inspector General
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
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the Senate, in accordance with section 3(a) of the Inspector General
Act of 1978.'
SEC. 103. SOCIAL SECURITY AD VISORY BOARD.

Section 703 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 903) is amended to read as follows:
"SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD

"Establishment of Board
"SEC. 703. (a) There shall be established a Social Security Advisory Board (in this section referred to as the 'Board').
"Functions of the Board

"(b) On and after the date the Commissioner takes office, the
Board shall advise the Commissioner on policies related to the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program under title II and
the supplemental security income program under title XVI. Specific
functions of the Board shall include—
"(1) analyzing the Nation's retirement and disability systems and making recommendations with respect to how the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program and the supplemental security income program, supported by other public
and private systems, can most effectively assure economic security;

"(2) studying and making recommendations relating to the
coordination of programs that provide health security with programs described in paragraph (1);
"(3) making recommendations to the President and to the
Congress with respect to policies that will ensure the solvency

of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program,

both in the short-term and the long-term;
"(4) making recommendations with respect to the quality of
service that the Administration provides to the public;
"(5) making recommendations with respect to policies and
regulations regarding the old-age, survivors, and disability in-

surance program and the supplemental security income pro-

gram;
"(6) increasing public understanding of the social security
system;

"(7) making recommendations with respect to a long-range
research and program evaluation plan for the Administration;
"(8) reviewing and assessing any major studies of social security as may come to the attention of the Board; and
"(9) making recommendations with respect to such other
matters as the Board determines to be appropriate.
"Structure and Membership of the Board
"(c)(1) The Board shall be composed of 7 members who shall be
appointed as follows:
"(A) 3 members shall be appointed by the President, by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate. Not more than 2 of
such members shall be from the same political party.
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"(B) 2 members (each member from a different political
party) shall be appointed by the President pro tempore of the
Senate with the advice of the Chairman and the Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Committee on Finance.

"(C) 2 members (each member from a different political
party) shall be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, with the advice of the Chairman and the Ranking
Minority Member of the House Committee on Ways and Means.
"(2) The members shall be chosen on the basis of their integrity,
impartiality, and good judgment, and shall be individuals who are,
by reason of their education, experience, and attainments, exceptionally qualified to perform the duties of members of the Board.
"Terms of Appointment

"(d) Each member of the Board shall serve for a term of 6 years,
except that—

"(1) a member appointed to a term of office after the commencement of such term may serve under such appointment

only for the remainder of such term; and
"(2) the terms of service of the members initially appointed
under this section shall begin on October 1, 1994, and expire
as follows:

"(A) The terms of service of the members initially appointed by the President shall expire as designated by the
President at the time of nomination, 1 each at the end of—
"(i) 2 years;
"(ii) 4 years; and
"(iii) 6 years.

"(B) The terms of service of members initially ap-

pointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate shall expire as designated by the President pro tempore of the Senate at the time of nomination, 1 each at the end of—
"(i) 3 years; and
"(ii) 6 years.

"(C) The terms of service of members initially appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives
shall expire as designated by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives at the time of nomination, 1 each at the
end of—

"(i) 4 years; and
"(ii) 5 years.

"Chairman
"(e) A member of the Board shall be designated by the President
to serve as Chairman for a term of 4 years, coincident with the term
of the President, or until the designation of a successor.
"(f)

"Expenses and Per Diem
Members of the Board shall serve without compensation, ex-

cept that, while serving on business of the Board away from their
homes or regular places of business, members may be allowed travel
expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by
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section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in the Government employed intermittently.
'Meetings

"(g)(1) The Board shall meet at the call of the Chairman (in
consultation with the other members of the Board) not less than 4
times each year to consider a specific agenda of issues, as determined by the Chairman in consultation with the other members of
the Board.
"(2) Four members of the Board (not more than 3 of whom may

be of the same political party) shall constitute a quorum for pur-

poses of conducting business.

"Federal Advisory Committee Act

"(h) The Board shall be exempt from the provisions of the Fed-

eral Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.).
"Personnel

"(i) The Board shall, without regard to the provisions of title 5,
United States Code, relating to the competitive service, appoint a
Staff Director who shall be paid at a rate equivalent to a rate established for the Senior Executive Service under section 5382 of title 5,
United States Code. The Board shall appoint such additional personnel as the Board determines to be necessary to provide adequate
clerical support for the Board, and may compensate such additional
personnel without regard to the provisions of title 5, United States
Code, relating to the competitive service.

"Authorization of Appropriations
"(j) There are authorized to be appropriated, out of the Federal

Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and the general fund of the Treasury,
such sums as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this section. ".

SEC. 104. PERSONNEL; BUDGETARY MATTERS; SEAL OF OFFICE.

(a) IN GENEReti.—Section 704 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 904) is amended to read as follows:
"ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER

"Personnel

"SEC. 704. (a)(1) The Commissioner shall appoint such additional officers and employees as the Commissioner considers necessary to carry out the functions of the Administration under this
Act, and attorneys and experts may be appointed without regard to
the civil service laws. Except as otherwise provided in the preceding
sentence or in any other provision of law, such officers and employees shczll be appointed, and their compensation shall be fixed, in accordance with title 5, United States Code.
"(2) The Commissioner may procure the services of experts and
consultants in accordance with the provisions of section 3109 of title
5, United States Code.
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"(3) Notwithstanding any requirements of section 3133 of title
5, United States Code, the Director of the Office of Personnel Man-

agement shall authorize for the Administration a total number of
Senior Executive Service positions which is substantially greater
than the number of such positions authorized in the Social Security
Administration in the Department of Health and Human Services
as of immediately before the date of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994 to the
extent that the greater number of such authorized positions is speci-

fied in the comprehensive work force plan as established and revised by the Commissioner under subsection (b)(2). The total number of such positions authorized for the Administration shall not at
any time be less than the number of such authorized positions as
of immediately before such date.

"Budgetary Matters

"(b)(1) The Commissioner shall prepare an annual budget for
the Administration, which shall be submitted by the President to
the Congress without revision, together with the President's annual
budget for the Administration.
"(2)(A) Appropriations requests for staffing and personnel of the

Administration shall be based upon a comprehensive work force
plan, which shall be established and revised from time to time by

the Commissioner.
"(B) Appropriations for administrative expenses of the Adminis-

tration are authorized to be provided on a biennial basis.
"Employment Restriction

"(c) The total number of positions in the Administration (other
than positions established under section 702) which—
"(1) are held by noncareer appointees (within the meaning
of section 3132(a)(7) of title 5, United States Code) in the Senior
Executive Service, or
"(2) have been determined by the President or the Office of
Personnel Management to be of a confidential, policy-determin-

ing, policy-making, or policy-advocating character and have
been excepted from the competitive service thereby,

may not exceed at any time the equivalent of 20 full-time positions.
"Seal of Office

"(d) The Commissioner shall cause a seal of office to be made
for the Administration of such design as the Commissioner shall approve. Judicial notice shall be taken of such seal.
"Data Exchanges

"(e)(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law (including
subsections (b), (o), (p), (q), (r), and (u) of section 552a of title 5,
United States Code)—

"(A) the Secretary shall disclose to the Commissioner any
record or information requested in writing by the Commissioner
for the purpose of administering any program administered by
the Commissioner, if records or information of such type were
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disclosed to the Commissioner of Social Security in the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services under applicable rules,
regulations, and procedures in effect before the date of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Im-

provements Act of 1994; and
"(B) the Commissioner shall disclose to the Secretary or to
any State any record or information requested in writing by the

Secretary to be so disclosed for the purpose of administering
any program administered by the Secretary, if records or information of such type were so disclosed under applicable rules,
regulations, and procedures in effect before the date of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Im-

provements Act of 1994.

"(2) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall enter into an
agreement under which the Commissioner provides the Secretary
data concerning the quality of the services and information provided
to beneficiaries of the programs under titles XVIII and XIX and the
administrative services provided by the Social Security Administration in support of such programs. Such agreement shall stipulate
the type of data to be provided and the terms and conditions under
which the data are to be provided.
"(3) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall periodically review the need for exchanges of information not referred to in paragraph (1) or (2) and shall enter into such agreements as may be necessary and appropriate to provide information to each other or to
States in order to meet the programmatic needs of the requesting
agencies.

"(4)(A) Any disclosure from a system of records (as defined in
section 552a(a)(5) of title 5, United States Code) pursuant to this
subsection shall be made as a routine use under subsection (bX3) of
section 552a of such title (unless otherwise authorized under such
section 552a).
"(B) Any computerized comparison of records, including match-

ing programs, between the Commissioner and the Secretary shall be
conducted in accordance with subsections (0), (p), (q), (r), and (u) of
section 552a of title 5, United States Code.
"(5) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall each ensure that

timely action is taken to establish any necessary routine uses for
disclosures required under paragraph (1) or agreed to pursuant to

paragraph (3). "

(b) REPORT ON SES POSITIONS UNDER COMPREHENSIVE WORK

FORCE PLAN.—Within 60 days after the establishment by the Commissioner of Social Security of the comprehensive work force plan

required under section 704(b) (2) of the Social Security Act• (as

amended by this Act), the Director of the Office of Personnel Management shall transmit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report specifying the total number of Senior Executive Services
positions authorized for the Social Security Administration in connection with such work force plan.
(c) EFFECTiVE DATE AND TRANSITION RULE FOR CERTAIN DATA
EXCHANGE PROVISIONS.—
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(1) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Section 704(e)(4) of the Social Secu-

rity Act (as amended by subsection (a)) shall take effect March
31, 1996.
(2) TRANsITION RULE.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

sion of law (including subsections (b), (o), (p), (q), (r), and (u)
of section 552a of title 5, United States Code), arrangements for
disclosure of records or other information, and arrangements
for computer matching of records, which were in effect immediately before the date of the enactment of this Act between the
Social Security Administration in the Department of Health
and Human Services and other components of such Department
may continue between the Social Security Administration established under section 701 of the Social Security Act (as amended
by this Act) and such Department during the period beginning
on the date of the enactment of this Act and ending March 31,
1996.
SEC. 105. TRANSFERS TO THE NEW SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.

(a) FUNCTIONS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—There are transferred to the Social Secu-

rity Administration all functions of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services with respect to or in support of the programs
and activities the administration of which is vested in the So-

cial Security Administration by reason of this title and the

amendments made thereby. The Commissioner of Social Security shall allocate such functions in accordance with sections
701, 702, 703, and 704 of the Social Security Act (as amended
by this title).
(2) FUNCTIONS OF OTHER AGENCIES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to subparagraph (B), the So-

cial Security Administration shall also perform—
(i) the functions of the Department of Health and

human Services, including functions relating to titles
XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act (including
adjudications, subject to final decisions by the Secretary of Health and Human Services), that the Social
Security Administration in such Department performed
as of immediately before the date of the enactment of
this Act, and
(ii) the functions of any other agency for which administrative responsibility was vested in the Social Security Administration in the Department of Health and
human Services as of immediately before the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(B) RULES GOVERNING CONTINUATION OF FUNCTIONS IN

THE ADMINISTRATION.—The Social Security Administration

shall perform, on behalf of the Secretary of Health and

Human Services (or the head of any other agency, as applicable), the functions described in subparagraph (A) in accordance with the same financial and other terms in effect
on the day before the date of the enactment of this Act, except to the extent that the Commissioner and the Secretary

(or other agency head, as applicable) agree to alter such
terms pertaining to any such function or to terminate the
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performance by the Social Security Administration of any

such function.

(b) PERSONNEL, ASSETS, ETC.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—There are transferred from the Department of Health and Human Services to the Social Security Administration, for appropriate allocation by the Commissioner of
Social Security in the Social Security Administ ration—
(A) the personnel employed in connection with the func-

tions transferred by this title and the amendments made
thereby; and

(B) the assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records,
and unexpended balance of appropriations, authorizations,
allocations, and other funds employed, held, or used in connection with such functions, arising from such functions, or
available, or to be made available, in connection with such

functions.
(2) UNEXPENDED FUNDS.—Unexpended funds transferred

pursuant to this subsection shall be used only for the purposes
for which the funds were originally appropriated.
(3) EMPLOYMENT PROTECTIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—During the 1-year period beginning
March 31, 1995,—

(i) the transfer pursuant to this section of any fulltime personnel (except special Government employees)

and part-time personnel holding permanent positions
shall not cause any such personnel to be separated or
reduced in grade or compensation solely as a result of
such transfer, and
(ii) except as provided in subparagraph (B), any
such personnel who were not employed in the Social
Security Administration in the Department of Health
and Human Services immediately before the date of the
enactment of this Act shall not be subject to directed re-

assignment to a duty station outside their commuting
area.

(B) SPECIAL RULES.—

(i) In the case of personnel whose duty station is
in the Washington, District of Columbia, commuting
area immediately before March 31, 1995, subparagraph (A)(ii) shall not apply with respect to directed reassignment to a duty station in the Baltimore, Maryland, commuting area after September 30, 1995.
(ii) In the case of personnel whose duty station is
in the Baltimore, Maryland, commuting area immediately before March 31, 1995, subparagraph (A)(ii)
shall not apply with respect to directed reassignment to
a duty station in the Washington, District of Columbia,

commuting area after September 30, 1995.
(4) OFFICE SPACE.—Notwithstanding section 7 of the Public

Buildings Act of 1959 (40 U.S.C. 606), and subject to available

appropriations, the Administrator of General Services may,

after consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security and
under such terms and conditions as the Administrator finds to
be in the interests of the United States—
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(A) acquire occupiable space in the metropolitan area
of Washington, District of Columbia, for housing the Social
Security Administration, and
(B) renovate such space as necessary.
(c) INTER-AGENCY TRANSFER ARRANGEMENT.—The Secretary of

Health and Human Services and the Commissioner of Social Security shall enter into a written inter-agency transfer arrangement (in
this subsection referred to as the "arrangement"), which shall be ef-

fective March 31, 1995. Transfers made pursuant to this section
shall be in accordance with the arrangement, which shall specify
the personnel and resources to be transferred as provided under this

section. The terms of such arrangement shall be transmitted not
later than January 1, 1995, to the Committee on Ways and Means

of the House of Representatives, to the Committee on Finance of the

Senate, and to the Comptroller General of the United States. Not
later than February 15, 1995, the Comptroller General shall submit
a report to each such Committee setting forth an evaluation of such
arrangement.

SEC. 106. TRANSITION RULES.

(a) TRANSITION RULES RELATING To OFFICERS OF THE SOcIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.—
(1) APPOINTMENT OF INITIAL COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SE-

CUR! TY.—The President shall nominate for appointment the initial Commissioner of Social Security to serve as head of the So-

cial Security Administration established under section 701 of
the Social Security Act (as amended by this Act) not later than
60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) ASSUMPTION OF OFFICE OF INITIAL COMMISSIONER BEFORE EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—If the appointment of

the initial Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to section
702 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this Act) is confirmed by the Senate pursuant to such section 702 before March
31, 1995, the individual shall take office as Commissioner immediately upon confirmation, and, until March 31, 1995, such
Commissioner shall perform the functions of the Commissioner

of Social Security in the Department of Health and Human
Services.
(3) TREATMENT OF INSPECTOR GENERAL AND OTHER AP-

POINTMENTS.—At any time on or after the date of the enactment

of this Act, any of the officers provided for in section 702 of the

Social Security Act (as amended by this title) and any of the

members of the Social Security Advisory Board provided for in
section 703 of such Act (as so amended) may be nominated and
take office, under the terms and conditions set out in such sections.
(4) COMPENSATION FOR INITIAL OFFICERS AND BOARD MEMBERS BEFORE EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—Funds avail-

able to any official or component of the Department of Health
and Human Services, functions of which are transferred to the
Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration by this title, may, with the approval of the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget, be used to pay the compensation and expenses of any officer or employee of the new So

cial Security Administration and of any member or staff of the
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Social Security Advisory Board who takes office

pursuant to

this subsection before March 31, 1995, until such time as funds
for that purpose are otherwise available.
(5) INTERIM ROLE OF CURRENT COMMISSIONER AFTER EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—In the event that, as of March

31, 1995, an individual appointed to serve as the initial Commissioner of Social Security has not taken office, until such initial Commissioner has taken office, the officer serving on March
31, 1995, as Commissioner of Social Security (or Acting Commissioner of Social Security, if applicable) in the Department of
Health and Human Services shall, while continuing to serve as
such Commissioner of Social Security (or Acting Commissioner
of Social Security), serve as Commissioner of Social Security (or
Acting Commissioner of Social Security, respectively) in the Social Security Administration established under such section 701

and shall assume the powers and duties under such Act (as

amended by this Act) of the Commissioner of Social Security in
the Social Security Administration as so established under such
section 701. In the event that, as of March 31, 1995, the President has not nominated an individual for appointment to the
office of Commissioner of Social Security in the Social Security
Administration established under such section 701, then the individual serving as Commissioner of Social Security (or Acting
Commissioner of Social Security, if applicable) in the Department of Health and Human. Services shall become the Acting
Commissioner of Social Security in the Social Security Administration as so established under such section 701.
(6) INTERIM INSPECTOR GENERAL—The Commissioner of
Social Security may appoint an individual to assume the pow-

ers and duties under the Inspector General Act of 1978 of Inspector General of the Social Security Administration as established under section 701 of the Social Security Act for a period
not to exceed 60 days. The Inspector General of the Department
of Health and Human Services may, when so requested by the
Commissioner, while continuing to serve as Inspector General

in such Department, serve as Inspector General of the Social Security Administration established under such section 701 and
shall assume the powers and duties under the Inspector General Act of 1978 of Inspector General of the Social Security Administration as established under such section 701. The Social
Security Administration shall reimburse the Office of Inspector
General of the Department of Health and Human Services for

costs of any functions performed pursuant to this subsection,
from funds available to the Administration at the time the functions are performed. The authority under this paragraph to exercise the powers and duties of the Inspector General shall terminate upon the entry upon office of an Inspector General for
the Social Security Administration under the Inspector General

Act of 1978.

(7) ABOLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL
SECURITY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMA1T SERV-

ICES.—Effective when the initial Commissioner of Social Security of the Social Security Administration established under sec-

tion 701 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this title)
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takes

ed)—

office pursuant to section 702 of such Act (as so amend(A) the position of Commissioner of Social Security in

the Department of Health and Human Services is abolished; and

(B) section 5315 of title

5,

United States Code, is

amended by striking the following:

"Commissioner of Social Security, Department of Health
and Human Services.".
(b) CONTINUATION OF ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, RULES, REGU-

LATIONS, ETc.—All orders, determinations, rules, regulations, permits, contracts, collective bargaining agreements (and ongoing negotiations relating to such collective bargaining agreements), recognitions of labor organizations, certificates, licenses, and privileges—
(1) which have been issued, made, promulgated, granted, or

allowed to become effective, in the exercise of functions (A)
which were exercised by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (or the Secretary's delegate), and (B) which relate to
functions which, by reason of this title, the amendments made
thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder, are vested in
the Commissioner of Social Security; and
(2) which are in effect immediately before March 31, 1995,

shall (to the extent that they relate to functions described in
paragraph (1)(B)) continue in effect according to their terms
until modified, terminated, suspended, set aside, or repealed by
such Commissioner, except that any collective bargaining agreement shall remain in effect until the date of termination specified in such agreement.

(c) CONTINUATION OF PROCEEDINGS.—The provisions of this

title (including the amendments made thereby) shall not affect any
proceeding pending before the Secretary of Health and Human Services immediately before March 31, 1995, with respect to functions
vested (by reason of this title, the amendments made thereby, and
regulations prescribed thereunder) in the Commissioner of Social
Security, except that such proceedings, to the extent that such proceedings relate to such functions, shall continue before such Commissioner. Orders shall be issued under any such proceeding, ap-

peals taken therefrom, and payments shall be made pursuant to
such orders, in like manner as if this title had not been enacted,
and orders issued in any such proceeding shall continue in effect
until modified, terminated, superseded, or repealed by such Commissioner, by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by operation of
law.

(d) CONTINUATION OF SUITS.—Except as provided in this subsection—

(1) the provisions of this title shall not affect suits com-

menced before March 31, 1995; and

(2) in all such suits proceedings shall be had, appeals

taken, and judgments rendered, in the same manner and effect
as if this title had not been enacted.
No cause of action, and no suit, action, or other proceeding commenced by or against any officer in such officer's official capacity

as an officer of the Department of Health and Human Services,
shall abate by reason of the enactment of this title. In any suit, action, or other proceeding pending immediately before March 31,
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1995, the court or hearing officer may at any time, on the motion
of the court or hearing officer or that of a party, enter an order

which will give effect to the provisions of this subsection (including,
where appropriate, an order for substitution of parties).
(e) CONTINUATION OF PENAL TIES.—This title shall not have the
effect of releasing or extinguishing any civil or criminal prosecution,
penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred as a result of any function
which (by reason of this title, the amendments made thereby, and
regulations prescribed thereunder) is vested in the Commissioner of
Social Security.

(f) JUDICIAL

REVIEw.—Orders and actions of the Commissioner

of Social Security in the exercise of functions vested in such Commissioner under this title and the amendments made thereby (other
than functions performed pursuant to 105(a)(2)) shall be subject to

judicial review to the same extent and in the same manner as if
such orders had been made and such actions had been taken by the
Secretary of Health and Human Services in the exercise of such

functions immediately before March 31, 1995. Any statutory requirements relating to notice, hearings, action upon the record, or administrative review that apply to any function so vested in such Commissioner shall continue to apply to the exercise of such function by
such Commissioner.
(g) EXERCISE OF FUNCTIONS.—In the exercise of the functions
vested in the Commissioner of Social Security under this title, the
amendments made thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder,
such Commissioner shall have the same authority as that vested in
the Secretary of Health and Human Services with respect to the exercise of such functions immediately preceding the vesting of such
functions in such Commissioner, and actions of such Commissioner
shall have the same force and effect as when exercised by such Secretary.
SEC. 107. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TITLES II AND XVI OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Title II of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
401 et seq.) (other than section 201, section 231(c), section 226, and
section 226A) and title XVI of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382 et seq.)
(other than section 1614(f)(2)(B)) are each amended—
(1) by striking, wherever it appears, "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security";

(2) by striking, wherever it appears, "Department of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "Social Security Adminis-

tration";
(3) by striking, wherever it appears, "Department" (but only
if it is not immediately succeeded by the words "of Health and
Human Services' and only if it is used in reference to the Department of Health and Human Services) and inserting "Administration";

(4) by striking, wherever it appears, each of the following
words (but, in the case of any such word only if such word re-

fers to the Secretary of Health and Human Services): "Sec-

retary", "Secretary's", "his", "him", "he", "her", and "she", and
inserting (in the case of the word "Secretary") "Commissioner of
Social Security", (in the case of the word "Secretary's") "Com-
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missioner's", (in the case of the word "his") "the Commissioner's", (in the case of the word "him") "the Commissioner",
(in the case of the word "her") "the Commissioner" or "the Com-

missioner's", as may be appropriate, arid (in the case of the
words "she" or "he") "the Commissioner' arid
(b) AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 201.—

(1) Subsections (a)(3), (a)(4), (b)(1), and (b)(2) of section 201
of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401) are amended by striking "Secretary
of Health and Human Services" arid inserting "Commissioner of
Social Security'
(2) Subsections (a)(3) and (b)(1) of section 201 of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 401) are amended by striking "such Secretary" and
inserting "such Commissioner'
(3)

Section 201(c) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 401(c)) is

amended—

(A) in the first sentence, by inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security," before "the Secretary of the
Treasury"; and
(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking "Commissioner of

Social Security" and inserting "Deputy Commissioner of
Social Security'

(4) Section 201(g)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1)(A))
is amended—
(A) in clause (i), by strikinç "by him and the Secretary
of Health and Human Services' and inserting "by the Man-

aging Trustee, the Commissioner of Social Security, and
the Secretary of Health and Human Services", and by striking "by the Department of Health and Human Services and
the Treasury Department for the administration of titles II,
XVI, and XVIII of this Act" and inserting "by the Department of Health and Human Services for the administration
of title XVIII of this Act, and by the Department of the
Treasury for the administration of titles II and XVIII of
this Act'
(B) in clause (ii), by striking "method prescribed by the
Board of Trustees under paragraph (4)" and inserting "applicable method prescribed under paragraph (4)", by striking "the Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security", and by striking "the Department of Health and Human Services" and
inserting "the Social Security Administration' and
(C) in the matter following clause (ii), by striking "titles II, XVI, and XVIII" in the first sentence and inserting
"titles II and XVIII", and by striking the last sentence and
inserting the following: "There are hereby authorized to be

made available for expenditure, out of any or all of the

Trust Funds, such amounts as the Congress may deem appropriate to pay the costs of the part of the administration
of this title, title XVI, and title XVIII for which the Commissioner of Social Security is responsible, the costs of title
XVIII for which the Secretary of Health and Human Services is responsible, and the costs of carrying out the functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of provisions
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of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 other than those re-

ferred to in clause (i) of the first sentence of this subparagraph.".
(4)(A) Section 201(g)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1)) is

further amended by striking subparagraph (B) and inserting
the following new subparagraphs:
"(B) After the close of each fiscal year—
"(i) the Commissioner of Social Security shall determine—
"(I) the portion of the costs, incurred during such fiscal

year, of administration of this title, title XVI, and title
XVIII for which the Commissioner is responsible and of
carrying out the functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(other than those referred to in clause (i) of the first sentence of subparagraph (A)), which should have been borne
by the general fund of the Treasury,
"(II) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund,
"(III) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund,
"(111) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and
"(V) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund, and
"(ii) the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall de-

termine—
"(I) the portion of the costs, incurred during such fiscal
year, of the administration of title XVIII for which the Sec-

retary is responsible, which should have been borne by the
general fund of the Treasury,
"(II) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and
"(III) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund.
"(C) After the determinations under subparagraph (B) have
been made for any fiscal year, the Commisioner of Social Security
and the Secretary shall each certify to the Managing Trustee the
amounts, if any, which should be transferred from one to any of the
other such Trust Funds and the amounts, if any, which should be
transferred between the Trust Funds (or one of the Trust Funds)
and the general fund of the Treasury, in order to ensure that each
of the Trust Funds and the general fund of the Treasury have borne
their proper share of the costs, incurred during such fiscal year,
for—

"(i) the parts of the administration of this title, title XVI,
and title XVIII for which the Commissioner of Social Security
is responsible,

"(ii) the parts of the administration of title XVIII for which
the Secretary is responsible, and
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"(iii) carrying out the functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(other than those referred to in clause (i) of the first sentence
of subparagraph (A)).

The Managing Trustee shall transfer any such amounts in accordance with any certification so made.
"(D) The determinations required under subcla uses (IV) and (V)
of subparagraph (B)(i) shall be made in accordance with the cost al-

location methodology in existence on the date of the enactment of the

Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of
1994, until such time as the methodology for making the determinations required under such subcla uses is revised by agreement of the
Commissioner and the Secretary, except that the determination of
the amounts to be borne by the general fund of the Treasury with
respect to expenditures incurred in carrying out the functions of the
Social Security Administration specified in section 232 shall be
made pursuant to the applicable method prescribed under para-

graph (4). "

(5) Section 201(g)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2)) is
amended, in the second sentence, by striking "established and
maintained by the Secretary of Health and Human Services"
and inserting "maintained by the Commissioner of Social Security", and by striking "Secretary shall furnish" and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security shall furnish'
(6) Section 201(g)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(4)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(4) The Commissioner of Social Security shall utilize the method prescribed pursuant to this paragraph, as in effect immediately
before the date of the enactment of the Social Security Independence
and Program Improvements Act of 1994, for determining the costs
which should be borne by the general fund of the Treasury of carrying out the functions of the Commissioner, specified in section 232,
which relate to the administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (other than those referred to in clause (i) of the
first sentence of paragraph (1)(A)). If at any time or times thereafter
the Boards of Trustees of such Trust Funds consider such action advisable, they may modify the method of determining such costs. ".
(7) Section 201(i)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(i)(1)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(i)(1) The Managing Trustee may accept on behalf of the United States money gifts and bequests made unconditionally to the
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund, or the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust
Fund or to the Social Security Administration, the Department of
Health and Human Services, or any part or officer thereof for the
benefit of any of such Funds or any activity financed through such

Funds. ".

(8) Subsections (j) and (k) of section 201 of such Act (42
U.S.C. 401) are each amended by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity".
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(9) Section 201(l) (3)(B)(iii) (II)

of such Act (42

U.S.C.

401(l)(3)(B)(ijj)(JJ)) is amended by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(10) Section 201(m)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(m)(3)) is
amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(c) AMENDMENT TO SECTION 231.—Section 231(c) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 431(c)) is amended by striking "Secretary determines"
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security and the Secretary

jointly determine".

SEC. 108. ADDITIONAL CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE VII.—

(1) Title VII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 901 et
seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following new section:

"DUTIES AND AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY

"SEC. 712. The Secretary shall perform the duties imposed upon

the Secretary by this Act. The Secretary is authorized to appoint
and fix the compensation of such officers and employees, and to
make such expenditures as may be necessary for carrying out the
functions of the Secretary under this Act. The Secretary may ap-

point attorneys and experts without regard to the civil service
laws. ".

(2) Section 706 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 907) is repealed. This
paragraph shall not apply with respect to the Advisory Council
for Social Security appointed in 1994.
(3) Paragraph (2) of section 709(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
910(b)) is amended by striking "(as estimated by the Secretary)"
and inserting "(for amounts which will be paid from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, as estimated by the Commissioner, and for amounts which will be paid from the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust and the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund, as estimated by the Secretary)".

(b) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI. —
(1)

Section 1101(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1301(a)) is

amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(10) The term 'Administration' means the Social Security
Administration, except where the context requires otherwise.".

(2) Section 1106(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is

amended—
(A) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)";

(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "applicable
agency";

(C) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and
inserting "head of the applicable agency", and
(D) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(2) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (b), the term
'applicable agency' means—
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"(A) the Social Security Administration, with respect to
matter transmitted to or obtained by such Administration or

matter disclosed by such Administration, or
"(B) the Department of Health and Human Services, with

respect to matter transmitted to or obtained by such Department or matter disclosed by such Department. '
(3) Section
amended—=-

1106(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(b)) is

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and
inserting "head of the applicable agency' and

(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human

Services" and inserting "applicable agency".

(4) Section 1106(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(c)) is

amended—-

(A) by striking "the Secretary" the first place it appears
and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security or the

Secretary' and

(B) by striking "the Secretary" each subsequent place it
appears and inserting "such Commissioner or Secretary'
(5) Section 1106(d) of such Act (added by section 311 of this
Act) is amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" the first place it appears

and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(B) by striking "Secretary" the second place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner";

(C) by striking "Secretary" the third place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner in consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services' and
(D) by striking "Secretary" each subsequent place it appears and inserting "Commissioner'

(6) Section 1107(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is

amended by striking "the Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security or the

Secretary'

(7) Section 1110 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1310) is amended—

(A) by striking "he", "his' and "him" each place they
appear (except in subsection (b)(2)(A)) and inserting "the
Commissioner' "the Commissioner's' and "the Commissioner' respectively;
(B) in subsection (a)(2), by inserting "(or the Commis-

sioner, with respect to any jointly financed cooperative

agreement or grant concerning titles II or XVI)" after "Secretary";
(C) in subsection (b)(1)—

(i) b striking "Secretary" each place it appears in

the first two sentences and inserting "Commissioner";
(ii) by striking in the third sentence "determined by
the Secretary," and inserting "determined by the Com-

missioner with respect to the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance programs under title II and the
supplemental security income program under title XVI,
and by the Secretary with respect to other titles of this
Act,"; and
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(iii) by striking the fourth sentence and inserting
the following new sentences: "1f in order to carry out
a project under this subsection, the Commissioner requests a State to make supplementary payments (or the
Commissioner makes them pursuant to an agreement
under section 1616) to individuals who are not eligible

therefor, or in amounts or under circumstances in
which the State does not make such payments, the

Commissioner shall reimburse such State for the nonFederal share of such payments from amounts appropriated to carry out title XVI. If, in order to carry out
a project under this subsection, the Secretary requests
a State to provide medical assistance under its plan
approved under title XIX to individuals who are not eligible therefor, or in amounts or under circumstances
in which the State does not provide such medical assistance, the Secretary shall reimburse such State for
the non-Federal share of such assistance from amounts
appropriated to carry out title XVI, which shall be provided by the Commissioner to the Secretary for this
purpose. '
(D) in subsection (b)(2), by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner"; and
(E) in subsection (b), by striking paragraph (3).
(8) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 1127 of such Act (42
U.S.C. 1320a—6) are each amended by striking "Secretary" and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(9) Section 1128(f) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320a—7(f)) is

amended—
(A) in paraqraph (1), by inserting after "section 205(g)"

the following: ', except that, in so applying such sections
and section 205(l), any reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or the
Department of Health and Human Services, respectively",
and
(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting after "title II" the following: ' except that, in so applying such section and section 205(1), any reference therein to the Commissioner of
Social Security shall be considered a reference to the Sec

retary'

(10)(A) Section 1129 of such Act (added by section 206(b)
of this Act) is amended—
(i) b7 striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting 'Commissioner of Social Security'
(ii) in subsection (a)(1)—

(I) by striking "exclude, as provided in section

1128," and inserting "recommend that the Secretary exclude, as provided in section 1128, ' and
(II) by striking "and to direct" and all that follows
through 'determines";
(iii) in subsection (g)—

(I) by striking "Secretary's" and inserting "Com-

missioner's"; and
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(II) by striking "the provisions" and all that follows and inserting the following: "the Commissioner
shall notify the Secretary of the final determination
and the reasons there for, and the Secretary shall then

notify the entities described in section 1128A(h) of such
final determination. ";

(iv) in subsection (k), by inserting "based on a recommendation under subsection (a)" after "section 1128";
and
(v) in subsection (1) (added by section 206(e) (1)), by
striking "Department of Health and Human Services" and
inserting "Social Security Administration'

(B) Section 206(g) of this Act is amended—

(i) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security"; and
(ii) by striking "Secretary has exercised" and inserting
"Commissioner has exercised'

(11) Section 1131 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—1) is
amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";

(B) in subsection (a)(1)(A), by adding "or" at the end;
(C) in subsection (a)(1)(B), by striking "or" at the end;
(D) by striking subsection (a)(1)(C);

(E) by redesignating subsection (a)(2) as subsection
(a)(3);

(F) by inserting after subsection (a)(1) the following

new paragraph:
"(2) the Secretary makes a finding of fact and a decision as to
the entitlement under section 226 of any individual to hospital insurance benefits under part A of title XVIII, or"; and
(G) in the matter in subsection (a) following paragraph
(3) (as so redesignated), by striking "he" and inserting "the
Commissioner of Social Security", by striking "paragraph
(1)" and inserting "paragraph (1) or (2)", by striking "para-

graph (2)" and inserting "paragraph (3)", and by striking
"paragraph (1) or (2)(A)" and inserting "paragraph (1), (2),
or (3)(A)".

(12) Section 1140 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10) (as

amended by section 312 of this Act) is amended—
(A) in subsection (a)(2)—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(2Y';
(ii) by striking "or of the Department of Health and
Human Services";

(iii) by striking "which the Secretary shall pre-

scribe" and inserting "which the Commissioner of Social Security shall prescribe"; and
(iv) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) No person may, for a fee, reproduce, reprint, or distribute
any item consisting of a form, application, or other publication of
the Department of Health and Human Services unless such person
has obtained specific, written authorization for such activity in accordance with regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe. ";
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(B) in subsection (b), by striking "the Secretary" and
inserting "the Commissioner or the Secretary (as applica-

ble)";

(C) in subsection (c)(2), by striking "the Secretary" each

place it appears and inserting "the Commissioner or the

Secretary (as applicable)"; and
(D) in subsection (d), by striking "the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Office of the Inspector General of
the Social Security Administration or the Office of the In-

spector General of the Department of Health and Human
Services (as appropriate)'
(13) Section 1141 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—11) is

amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(B) by striking "Secretary's" each place it appears and
inserting "Commissioner's'

(C) in the first sentence of subsection (a), by striking
"under the direction of the Commissioner of Social Security,"; and
(D) in subsection (d)(6), by striking "Department of
Health Services and inserting "Social Security Administra-

tion'
(14) Section 1155 of such Act (42 U.S.C.

1320c—4) is

amended by striking "(to the same extent as is provided in section 205(b))" and all that follows and inserting "(to the same extent as beneficiaries under title II are entitled to a hearing by
the Commissioner of Social Security under section 205(b)). For
purposes of the preceding sentence, subsection (1) of section 205
shall apply, except that any reference in such subsection to the
Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be deemed a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively. Where
the amount in controversy is $2,000 or more, such beneficiary
shall be entitled to judicial review of any final decision relating
to a reconsideration described in this subsection. ".
(c) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XVIII.—

(1) Section
amended—

1817 of such Act

(42

U.S.C.

1395i) is

(A) in subsection (a), by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting

"Commissioner of Social Security";
(B) in subsection (b), by inserting "the Commissioner of
Social Security," before "the Secretary of the Treasury"; and

(C) in subsection (/9, by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security'

(2) Section 1840(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395s(a)) is

amended—

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security", and by adding
at the end the following new sentence: "Such regulations
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shall be prescribed after consultation with the Secretary. '
and

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(3) Section 1841(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395t) is amended by inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security," before
"the Secretary of the Treasury'
(4) Section 1872 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395ii) is amended
by inserting after "title II" the following: ",except that, in apply-

ing such provisions with respect to this title, any reference

therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the Sec-

retary or the Department of Health and Human Services, re-

spectively".

(5) Sections 1866(h)(1), 1869(b)(1), and 1881(g)(3) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 1395cc(h)(1), 1395ff(b)(1), 1395rr(g)(3)) are

amended by inserting after "section 205(g)" the following:", except that, in so applying such sections and in applying section
205(l) thereto, any reference therein to the Commissioner of Socwl Security or the Social Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or the Department of Health
and Human Services, respectively'
(6) Section 1876(c) (5) (B) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1395mm(c)(5)(B)) is amended by adding at the end the following: "In applying sections 205(b) and 205(g) as provided in this
subparagraph, and in applying section 205(l) thereto, any reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Socwl Security Administration shall be considered a reference to

the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services; respectively. '
(d) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XIX.—

(1) Section 1902 (a) (1 0) (A) (ii) (XI) of such Act (42 U.S. C.
1396a(a)(10)(A)(ii)(XI)) is amended by striking "Secretary" and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'

(2) Section 1905(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396d(j)) is

amended by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security'
(3) Section 1905(q)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396d(q)(2)) is
amended by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".
Section 1910(bX2) of such Act (42 U.S.c. 1396i(bXZ)) is

amended, in the first sentence, by inserting after "section

205(g)" the following:", except that, in so applying such sections
and in applying section 205(l) thereto, any reference therein to
the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or
the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively'
(5) Section 1918 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396q) is amended
by inserting after "title II" the following: ", except that, in so applying such subsections, and in applying section 205(l) thereto,
with respect to this title, any reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administration
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shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, respectively'

(e) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE.—Tjtle 5,

United States Code, is amended—
(1) by adding at the end of section 5312 the following new
item:
"Commissioner of Social Security, Social Security Adminis-

tration. '
(2) by adding at the end of section 5313 the following new
item:

"Deputy Commissioner of Social Security, Social Security
Administration. '
(3) by adding at the end of section 5315 the following new
item:
"Inspector General, Social Security Administration. '

(4) by striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare" each place it appears in section 8141 and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security' and
(5) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
in section 8347(m) (3) and inserting "Commissioner of Social Se-

curity'

(I) AMENDMENTS TO FOOD STAMP ACT OF 1977.—

(1) Sections 6(c)(3) and 8(e)(6) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(c)(3) and 2017(e)(6)) are each amended by
inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security and" before "the

Secretary of Health and Human Services'
(2) Sections 6(g), 11(j), and 16(e) of such Act (7 U.S.C.
2015(g), 2020(j), and 2 025(e)) are each amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security":
(3) Section 11(i) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(i)) amended
by adding ' the Commissioner of Social Security"is after
"the
Secretary'
(g) AMENDMENT TO TITLE 14, UNITED STATES CODE.—Section

707(e) (3) of title 14, United States Code, is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(h) AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986.—

(1) Subsections (c)(1), (c)(2)(E), (e)(2), (g)(1), (g)(2)(A), and

(g)(2)(B) of section 1402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of So-

cial Security'
(2) Section 3121(b)(10)(B) of such Code is amended by
striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place
it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(3) Section 3127 of such Code is amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(4) Section 6050F(c)(1)(A) of such Code is amended by
striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and insert-

ing "Commissioner of Social Security"
(5) Subsections (d) and (() of section 6057 of such Code are
amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
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each

place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Se-

curity'

(6) Section 6103(l)(5) of such Code is amended—
(A) by striking "DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERvIcES" in the heading and inserting "SOcIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION' and

(B) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'

(7) Subsections (d)(3)(C) and (e) of section 6402 of such
Code are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of
Social Security'
(8) Section 6511(d)(5) of such Code is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(9)(A) Subsections (b)(2) and (h) of section 9704 of such
Code are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'
(B) Section 9706 of such Code is amended—
(i) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of
Social Security";

(ii) in such section as amended by clause (i), by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner"; and
(iii) in subsection (d)(3), by striking "Secretary's" and
inserting "Commissioner's".
(i) AMENDMENTS TO BLACK LUNG BENEFITS ACT.—

(1) Section 402(c) of the Black Lung Benefits Act (30 U.S.C.

902(c)) is amended by striking "where used in part B" and all
that follows through "part C" and insert "where used in part
C".

(2) Part B of such Act (30 U S.C. 921 et seq.) is amended
by striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security, and by striking "Secretary" each place it otherwise appears
in reference to the Secretary of Health and Human Services and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 426 of such Act (30 U S.C. 936) is amended—
(A) in subsection (a), by striking "and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare" and inserting ", the Commissioner of Social Security, and the Secretary of Health
and Human Services' and
(B) in subsection (b), by striking "the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare" and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security".
(4) Section 435 of such Act (30 U.S.C. 945) is amended by

striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(5) Section 508 of such Act (30 U.S.C. 957) is amended by
striking "the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare," and

inserting "the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the
Commissioner of Social Security,".
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(j) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 31, UNITED STATES CODE.—

(1) Section 901(b) (2) of title 31, United States Code, is

amended by adding at the end the following:
"(H) The Social Security Administration.".
(2) Section 3720A(f)(2) of such title is amended by striking

"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it ap-

pears in and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(k) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 38, UNITED STATES CODE.—Section

5105 of title 38, United States Code, is amended—
(1) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Se-

curity' and

(2) by striking the second sentence of subsection (b) and inserting the following new sentence: "A copy of each such application filed with either the Secretary or the Commissioner, to-

gether with any additional information and supporting documents (or certifications thereof) which may have been received
by the Secretary or the Commissioner with such application,
and which may be needed by the other official in connection
therewith, shall be transmitted by the Secretary or the Commissioner receiving the application to the other official.".

(I) AMENDMENTS TO INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT OF 1978.—

(1) Section 9(a)(1) of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (5

U.S.C. App.) is amended—

and

(A) by striking "and" at the end of suchparagraph (V);

(B) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(W) of the Social Security Administration, the functions of the Inspector General of the Department of Health

and Human Services which are transferred to the Social
Security Administration by the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994 (other than
functions performed pursuant to section 105(a) (2) of such
Act), except that such transfers shall be made in accordance
with the provisions of such Act and shall not be subject to
subsections (b) through (d) of this section; and".
(2) Section 11 of such Act (5 U.S.C. App.) is amended—

(A) in paragraph (1), by inserting '

or the Comm is-

sioner of Social Security, Social Security Administration"
before ' as the case may be"; and
(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting ' or the Social Security Administration" before "; as the case may be".
(m) SECTION 505 OF THE SoCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMEND-

MENTS OF 1980.—Section 505 of the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1980 is a mended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking "Secretary of Health and
Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";

(2) in subsection (a)(3), by amending the first sentence to

read as follows: "In the case of any experiment or demonstration

project under paragraph (1) which is initiated before June 10,

1996, the Commissioner may waive compliance with the benefit
requirements of title II of the Social Security Act, and the Sec-
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retary of Health and Human Services may (upon the request of

the Commissioner) waive compliance with the benefits require-

ments of title XVIII of such Act, insofar as is necessary for a
thorough evaluation of the alternative methods under consider-

ation.' and

(3) in subsections (a) and (c), by striking "Secretary" each
place it otherwise appears and inserting "Commissioner'
SEC. 109. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.
(a) REFERENCES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES.—Whenever any reference is made in any provision of law

(other than this title or a provision of law amended by this title),
regulation, rule, record, or document to the Department of Health
and Human Services with respect to such Department's functions
under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program
under title II of the Social Security Act or the supplemental security
income program under title XVI of such Act or other functions performed by the Social Security Administration pursuant to section
105(a)(2) of this Act, such reference shall be considered a reference
to the Social Security Administration.

(b) REFERENCES TO THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES.—Whenever any reference is made in any provision of law

(other than this title or a provision of law amended by this title),
regulation, rule, record, or document to the Secretary of Health and

Human Services with respect to such Secretary's functions under the

old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program under title II
of the Social Security Act or the supplemental security income program under title XVI of such Act or other functions performed by
the Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to section 105(a) (2) of
this Act, such reference shall be considered a reference to the Commissioner of Social Security.
(c) REFERENCES TO OTHER OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.—When-

ever any reference is made in any provision of law (other than this
title or a provision of law amended by this title), regulation, rule,
record, or document to any other officer or employee of the Department of Health and Human Services with respect to such officer or
employee's functions under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program under title II of the Social Security Act or the supplemental security income program under title XVI of such Act or
other functions performed by the officer or employee of the Social Security Administration pursuant to section 1 05(a) (2) of this Act, such
reference shall be considered a reference to the appropriate officer or
employee of the Social Security Administration.
SEC. 110. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in this title, this

title, and the amendments made by such title, shall take effect

March 31, 1995.
(b) TRANSITION RULES.—1Section 106 shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act.
(c) EXCEPTIONS.—The amendments made by section 103, subsections (b)(4) and (c) of section 105, and subsections (a)(1), (e)(1),
(e)(2), (e)(3), and (l)(2) of section 108 shall take effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act.
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TITLE H—PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
RELATING TO OASDI AND SSI
SEC. 201. RESTRICTIONS ON PAYMENT OF BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILiTY 7Y) SUBSTANCE ABUSERS.

(a) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILiTY
UNDER TITLE II OF THE Sociij. SECURITY ACT.—
(1) REQUIRED PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO REPRESENTATiVE
PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—,Sectjon 205(j)(1) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j) (1)) is amended—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(f)(1)";

(ii) in the last sentence, by inserting ' if the interest of the individual under this title would be served
thereby," after "alternative representative payee or':
and
(iii) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) In the case of an individual entitled to benefits based on
disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
under a disability, certification ofpayment of such benefits to a rep-S

resentative payee shall be deemed to serve the. interest of such individual under this title. In any case in which such certification is so
deemed under this subparagraph to serve the interest of an individual, the Secretary shall include, in such individual's notification of
entitlement, a notice that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination of such indi-

vidual's disability and that the Secretary is therefore required to
make a certification of payment of such individual's benefits to a
representative payee."
(B)

CONFORMING

AMENDMENT.—Section

205(j)(2)(D) (ii) (II) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(j)(2)(D)(ii)(fl))

is amended by striking "or under the age of 15" and insertunder the age of 15 years, or (if alcoholism or drug

ing '

addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secreta?y's determination that the individual is under a dis-

ability) is eligible for benefits under this title by reason of
disability."
(C) 90-DAY DELAY IN DEFERRAL OR SUSPENSION OF BENEFITS FOR CURRENT BENEFICL4J?JES.—In the case of an indi-

vidual who, as of 180 days after the date of the enactment
of this Act, has been determined to be under a disability,
if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the determination of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services that the individual is under a disability,
the Secretary may, notwithstanding clauses (i) and (ii) of
section 205(j)(2)(D) of the Social Security Act, make direct
payment of benefits to such individual during the 90-day.
period commencing with the date on which such individual
is provided the notice described in subparagraph (D)(ii) of
this paragraph, until such time during such period as the
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selection

of a representative payee is made pursuant to sec-

tion 205(1,) of such Act.
(D) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(i) GENERAL RULE.—Except as provided in clause

(ii),

the amendments made by this paragraph shall

apply with respect to benefits paid in months beginning

after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(ii) TREATMENT OF CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—In

any case in which—

(I) an individual is entitled to benefits based

on disability (as defined in section 205(jX7) of the
Social Security Act, as amended by this section),
(II) the determination of disability was made

by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
during or before the 180-day period following the
date of the enactment of this Act, and
(III) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is under a disability,

the amendments made by this paragraph shall apply

with respect to benefits paid in months after the month
in which such individual is notified by the Secretary in
writing that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
and that the Secretary is therefore required to make a
certification of payment of such individual's benefits to
a representative payee.
(E) STUDY REGARDING FEASIBILITY, COST, AND EQUITY
OF REQUIRING REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES FOR ALL DISABILITY
BENEFICIARIES SUFFERING FROM ALCOHOLISM OR DRUG ADDICTION.—

(i) STUDY.—As soon as practicable after the date of

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall conduct a study of the representative payee program. In such study, the Secretary shall
examine—

(I) the feasibility, cost, and equity of requiring
representative payees for all individuals entitled to
benefits based on disability under title II or XVI of
the Social Security Act who suffer from alcoholism
or drug addiction, irrespective of whether the alcoholism or drug addiction was material in any case
to the Secretary's determination of disability,
(II) the feasibility, cost, and equity of provid-

ing benefits through non-cash means, including
(but not limited to) vouchers, debit cards, and electronic benefits transfer systems,
(III) the extent to which child beneficiaries are
afflicted by drug addition or alcoholism and ways

of addressing such affliction, including the fea-

sibility of requiring treatment, and
(IV) the extent to which children's representative payees are afflicted by drug addiction or alco-
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holism,

and methods to identify children's rep-

resentative payees afflicted by drug addition or alcoholism and to ensure that benefits continue to be
provided to beneficiaries appropriately.
(ii) REPORT.—NOt later than December 31, 1995,
the Secretary shall transmit to the Committee on Ways

and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate a report setting
forth the findings of the Secretary based on such study.
Such report shall include such recommendations for
administrative or legislative changes as the Secretary
considers appropriate.

(2) INCREASED RELIANCE ON PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTA-

TIVE PAYEES.—
(A) PREFERENCE REQUIRED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL REP-

RESENTATIVE PAYEES.—Section 205(j)(2)(C) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 405(j)(2)(C)) is amended by adding at the end the
"(v) In the case of an individual entitled to benefits based on
disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
following new clause:

material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
under a disability, when selecting such individual's representative

payee, preference shall be given to—
"(I) a community-based nonprofit social service agency licensed or bonded by the State,

"(II) a Federal, State, or local government agency whose
mission is to carry out income maintenance, social service, or
health care-related activities,
"(III) a State or local government agency with fiduciary responsibilities, or
"(IV) a designee of an agency (other than of a Federal agency) referred to in the preceding subclauses of this clause, if the
Secretary deems it appropriate,
unless the Secretary determines that selection of a family member
would be appropriate. ".

(B) AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND OTHER
QUALIFIED ORGANI74TIONS TO SERVE AS REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—

(i) ALLOWABLE FEES.—Section 205(j)(4)(A) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(4)) is amended—

(I) by redesign ating clauses (i) and (ii) as

subclauses (I) and (II), respectively;
(II) by inserting "(i)" after "(4)(A)";
(III) by striking subclause (II) (as redesignated

by subclause (I) of this clause) and inserting the
"(II) $25.00 per month ($50.00 per month in any case in
which the individual is entitled to benefits based on disability
and alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
following:

under a disability). ";

(IV) by inserting, after and below subclause

(II) (as amended), the following new sentence:
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"The

Secretary shall adjust annually (after 1995) each dollar

amount set forth in subclause (II) under procedures providing for
adjustments in the same manner and to the same extent as adjustments are provided for under the procedures used to adjust benefit
amounts under section 215(i)(2)(A), except that any amount so adjusted that is not a multiple of $1.00 shall be rounded to the nearest
multiple of $1.00."; and

(V) by adding at the end the following new

clause:

"(ii) In the case of an individual who is no longer currently entitled to monthly insurance benefits under this title but to whom all
past.due benefits have not been paid, for purposes of clause (i), any

amount of such past-due benefits payable in any month shall be

treated as a monthly benefit referred to in clause (i)(I). "
(ii) INCLUSION OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES AS
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS.—Section 205(j)(4)(B) of
such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(4)(B))) is amended—

(I) by inserting "State or local government

agency whose mission is to carry out income main-

tenance, social service, or health care-related activities, any State or local government agency with
fiduciary responsibilities, or any" after "means
any";
(II) by striking "representative payee and

which," and inserting "representative payee, if such
agency,";

(III) by striking ", and" at the end of clause
(ii) and inserting a period; and
(JV) by striking clause (iii).
(iii) RETROACTiVE REPEAL OF SUNSET.—Effective

July 1, 1994, section 205(j)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(j) (4)) is amended by striking subparagraph (D).
(C) DEFmTITION.—Section 205(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

405(j)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:
"(7) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'benefit based on
disability' of an individual means a disability insurance benefit of
such individual under section 223 or a child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit of such individual under section 202 based on
such individual's disability.".
(D) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Except as provided in subpara-

graph (B)(iii), the amendments made by this paragraph

shall apply with respect to months beginning after 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(3) NONPAYMENT OR TERMINATION OF BENEFITS.—

(A) IN GENERAL—Section 225 of such Act (42 U.S.C.
425) is amended—

(i) by striking the heading and inserting the fol-

lowing:
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"ADDITIONAL RULES RELATING TO BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY

"Suspension of Benefits'
(ii) by inserting before subsection (b) the following
new heading:
"Continued Payments During Rehabilitation Program";
and
(iii) by adding at the end the following new subsection:

'Nonpayment or Termination of Benefits Where Entitlement
Involves Alcoholism or Drug Addiction
"(c)(1)(A) In the case of any individual entitled to benefits based
on disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that such individual is
under a disability, such individual shall comply with the provisions

of this subsection. In any case in which an individual is required
to comply with the provisions of this subsection, the Secretary shall
include, in such individual's notification of entitlement, a notice informini such individual of such requirement.
"(B) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, if an individual who is required under subparagraph (A) to comply with
the provisions of this subsection is determined by the Secretary not
to be in compliance with the provisions of this subsection, such indi-

vidual's benefits based on disability shall be suspended for a penod—

"(i) commencing with the first month following the month
in which such individual is notified by the Secretary of the determination of noncompliance and that the individual's benefits
will be suspended, and
"(ii) ending with the month preceding the first month, after
the determination of noncompliance, in which such individual
demonstrates that he or she has reestablished and maintained
compliance with such provisions for the applicable period specified in paragraph (3).
"(2)(A) An individual described in paragraph (1) is in compliance with the requirements of this subsection for a month if in such
month—

"(i) such individual undergoes substance abuse treatment
which is appropriate for such individual's condition diagnosed
as alcoholism or drug addiction and for the stage of such individual's rehabilitation and which is conducted at an institution
or facility approved for purposes of this subsection by the Secretary, and

"(ii) such individual complies in such month with the

terms, conditions, and requirements of such treatment and with
requirements imposed by the Secretary under paragraph (5).
"(B) An individual described in paragraph (1) may. be determined as failing to comply with the requirements of this subsection
for a month only if treatment meeting the requirements of subparagraph (A)(i) is available for that month, as determined pursuant to
regulations of the Secretary.
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"(3)

The applicable period specified in this paragraph is—
"(A) 2 consecutive months, in the case of a first determina-

tion that an individual is not in compliance with the requirements of this subsection,

"(B) 3 consecutive months, in the case of the second such
determination wit.h respect to the individual, or
"(C) 6 consecutive months, in the case of the third or subsequent such determination with respect to the individual.

"(4) In any case in which an individual's benefit is suspended
for a period of 12 consecutive months for failure to comply with
treatment described in paragraph (2) of this subsection, the month
following such period shall be deemed, for purposes of section
223(a)(1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i), (e)(1), or (fXl) of section 202 (as
applicable), the termination month with respect to such entitlement.
"(5)(A) The Secretary shall provide for the monitoring and test-

ing of individuals who are receiving benefits under this title and
who as a condition of payment of such benefits are required to be
undergoing treatment under paragraph (1) and complying with the
terms, conditions, and requirements thereof as described in paragraph (2)(A), in order to assure such compliance.
"(B) The Secretary, in consultation with drug and alcohol treatment professionals, shall issue regulations—
"(i) defining appropriate treatment for alcoholics and drug

addicts who are subject to appropriate substance abuse treatment required under this subsection, and
"(ii) establishing guidelines to be used to review and evaluate their compliance, including measures of the progress ex-

pected to be achieved by participants in such programs.

"(C)(i) For purposes of carrying out the requirements of subparagraphs (A) and (B), the Secretary shall provide for the establishment of one or more referral and monitoring agencies for each
State.

"(ii) Each referral and monitoring agency for a State shall—
"(I) identify appropriate placements, for individuals residing in such State who are entitled to benefits based on disabil-

ity and with respect to whom alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that they are under a disability, where they may obtain treatment described in paragraph (2)(A),

"(II) refer such individuals to such placements for such

treatment, and
"(III) monitor compliance with the requirements of paragraph (2)(A) by individuals who are referred by the agency to
such placements and promptly report failures to comply to the
Secretary.

"(D) There are authorized to be transferred from the Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund such sums as are necessary to carry
out the requirements of this paragraph for referral, monitoring, and
testing.

"(6)(A) In the case of any individual who is entitled to a benefit
based on disability for any month, if alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that the individual is under a disability, payment of any past-due
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monthly insurance benefits under this title to which such individual

is entitled shall be made in any month only to the extent that the
sum of—

"(i)

the amount of such past-due benefit paid in such

month, and

"(ii) the amount of any benefit for the preceding month

under such current entitlement which is payable in such month,
does not exceed, subject to subparagraph (B), twice the amount of
such individual's benefit for the preceding month (determined without applying any reductions or deductions under this title).
"(B)(i) In the case of an individual who is no longer currently
entitled to monthly insurance benefits under this title but to whom
any amount of past-due benefits has not been paid, for purposes of
subparagraph (A), such individual's monthly insurance benefit for
such individual's last month of entitlement shall be treated as such
individual's benefit for the preceding month.
"(ii) For the first month in which an individual's past-due benefits referred to in subparagraph (A) are paid, the amount of the lim-

itation provided in subparagraph (A) shall be increased by the
amount of any debts of such individual related to housing which

are outstanding as of the end of the preceding month and which are
resulting in a high risk of homelessness for such individual.
"(C) Upon the death of an individual to whom payment of pastdue benefits has been limited under subparagraph (A), any amount
of such past-due benefits remaining unpaid shall be treated as an
underpayment for purposes of section 204.
"(D) In the case of an individual who would be entitled to benefits based on disability but for termination of such benefits under
paragraph (4) or (7), such individual shall be entitled to payment
of past-due benefits under this paragraph as if such individual continued to be entitled to such terminated benefits.
"(7)(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), in the case of any individual entitled to benefits based on disability, if—
"(i) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that such individual
is under a disability, and
"(ii) as of the end of the 36-month period beginning with

such individual's first month of entitlement, such individual
would not otherwise be disabled but for alcoholism or drug addiction,

the month following such 36-month period shall be deemed, for purposes of section 223(a) (1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i), (e)(1), or (D(1) of

section 202 (as applicable), the termination month with respect to
such entitlement. Such individual whose entitlement is terminated
under this paragraph may not be entitled to benefits based on disability for any month following such 36-month period if, in such following month, alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that such individual is
under a disability.
"(B) In determining whether the 36-month period referred to in
subparagraph (A) has elapsed—
"(i) a month shall not be taken into account unless the Secretary determines, under regulations of the Secretary, that
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treatment required under this subsection is available to the individual for the month, and
"(ii) any month for which a suspension is in effect for the
individual under paragraph (1)(B) shall not be taken into ac-

count.

"(8) Monthly insurance benefits under this title which would be

payable to any individual (other than the disabled individual to

whom benefits are not payable by reason of this subsection) on the
basis of the wages .and self-employment income of such disabled individual but for the provisions of paragraph (1), (4), or (7) shall be
payable as though such paragraph did not apply.
"(9) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'benefit based on
disability' of an individual means a disability insurance benefit of
such individual under section 223 or a child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit of such individual under section 202 based on
the disability of such individual. '
(B) REPORT.—NOt later than December 31, 1996, the

Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Ways and

Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Finance of the Senate a full and complete report on the
Secretary's activities under paragraph (5) of section 225(c)
of the Social Security Act (as amended by subparagraph
(A)). Such report shall include the number and percentage
of individuals referred to in such paragraph who have not
received regular drug testing since the effective date of such
paragraph.
(C) SUNSET OF 36-MONTH RULE.—Section 225(c)(7) of

the Social Security Act (added by subparagraph (A)) shall
cease to be effective with respect to benefits for months after
September 2004.
(D) PRESERVATION OF MEDICARE BENEFITS.—

(i) Section 226 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 426) is

amended by adding at the end the following:
"(i) For purposes of this section, each person whose monthly insurance benefit for any month is terminated or is otherwise not payable solely by reason of paragraph (1) or (7) of section 225(c) shall
be treated as entitled to such benefit for such month. '
(ii) Section 226A of such Act (42 U.S.C. 426A) is
amended by adding at the end the following:
"(c) For purposes of this section, each person whose monthly insurance benefit for any month is terminated or is otherwise not payable solely by reason of paragraph (1) or (7) of section 225(c) shall
be tr4ated as entitled to such benefit for such month. '
(E) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in

this paragraph, the amendments made by this para-

graph shall apply with respect to benefits based on disability (as defined in section 225(c)(9) of the Social Security Act, added by this section) which are otherwise
payable in months beginning after 180 days after the

date of the enactment of this Act. The Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall issue regulations
necessary to carry out the amendments made by this
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paragraph not later than 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act.
(ii) REFERRAL AND MONITORING AGENCIES.—Sec-

tion 225(c)(5) of the Social Security Act (added by this
subsection) shall take effect 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
(iii) TERMINATION AFTER 36 MONTHS.—Section

225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act (added by this sub-

section) shall apply with respect to benefits based on
disability (as so defined) for months beginning after
180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(F) TRANSITION RULES FOR CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

In any case in which an individual is entitled to benefits
based on disability, the determination of disability was
made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services during or before the 180-day period following the date of the
enactment of this Act, and alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is under a disability—
(i)

TREATMENT REQUIREMENT.—Paragraphs

(1)

through (4) of section 225(c) of the Social Security Act
(added by this subsection) shall apply only with respect

to benefits paid in months after the month in which
such individual is notified by the Secretary in writing
that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination and that

such individual is therefore required to comply with
the provisions of section 225(c) of such Act.
(ii) TERMINATION AFTER 36 MONTHS.—
(I) IN GENERAL—For purposes

of section

225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act (added by this
subsection), the first month of entitlement beginning after 180 days after the date of the enactment
of this Act shall be treated as the individual's first
month of entitlement to such benefits.

(II) CONCURRENT BENEFICIARIES CURRENTLY

UNDER TREATMENT.—In any case in which the in-

dividual is also entitled to benefits under title XVI
and, as of 180 days after the date of the enactment

of this Act, such individual is undergoing treatment required under section 1611(e)(3) of the Social Security Act (as in effect immediately before

the date of the enactment of this Act), the Secretary

of Health and Human Services shall notify such
individual of the provisions of section 225(c)(7) of
the Social Security Act (added by this subsection)
not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(III) CONCURRENT BENEFICIARIES NOT CURRENTLY UNDER TREATMENT.—In any case in which

the individual is also entitled to benefits under
title XVI but, as of 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, such individual is not undergoing treatment described in subclause (II), sec-
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tion

225(c)(7) (added by this subsection) shall

apply only with respect to benefits for months after
the month in which treatment required under section 1611(e) (3) of the Social Security Act (as

amended by subsection (b)) is available, as determined under regulations of the Secretary of Health

and Human Services, and the Secretary notifies
such individual of the availability of such treatinent and describes in such notification the provi.
sions of section 225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act
(added by this subsection).
(4) IRRELEVAWCE OF LEGALITY OF SERVICES PERFORMED IN
DETERMINING SUBSTAWTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY. —

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 223(d) (4) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 423(d) (4)) is amended—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(4)"; and

(ii) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) In determining under subparagraph (A) when services performed or earnings derived from services demonstrate an individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful activity, the Secretary
shall apply the criteria described in subparagraph (A) with respect
to services performed by any individual without regard to the legality of such services.".
(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT RELATING TO TRIAL

WORK—Section 222(c)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 422(c) (2))

is amended by inserting "(whether legal or illegal)" after

"activity".
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

paragraph shall take effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act.
(b) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS UNDER TITLE XVI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—
(1) REQUIRED PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.-

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 1631(a)(2)(A) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383 (a) (2) (A)) is amended—
(i) in clause (ii)—
(I) by inserting "(I)" after "(ii)";

(II) by striking "or in the case of any individual or eligible spouse referred to in section
1611(e) (3) (A),"; and

(III) by adding after and below the end the fol-

lowing:

"(II) In the case of an individual eligible for benefits under this
title by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a con-

tributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the
individual is disabled, the payment of such benefits to a representative payee shall be deemed to serve the interest of the individual
under this title. In any case in which such payment is so deemed
under this subclause to serve the interest of an individual, the Secretary shall include, in the individual's notification of such eligibility, a notice that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing
factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual
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disabled and that the Secretary is therefore required to pay the
individual's benefits to a representative payee.' and
(ii) in clause (iii), by striking "to the individual or
eligible spouse or to an alternative representative payee
of the individual or eligible spouse" and inserting "to
an alternative representative payee of the individual or
eligible spouse or, if the interest of the individual
under this title would be served thereby, to the individis

ual or eligible spouse".
(B)

AMENDMENT.—Section

CONFORMING

1631(a)(2)(B)(viii)(II)

of

such

Act

(42

U.S.C.

1383(a)(2)(B)(viii)(II)) is amended by striking "15 years"
and all that follows and inserting "of 15 years, or (if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material
to the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled) is eligible for benefits under this title by reason of
disability. ".
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

paragraph shall apply with respect to months beginning
after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) INCREASED RELIANCE ON PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—
(A) PREFERENCE REQUIRED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL REP-

RESENTATIVE PAYEES.—Section 163 1(a)(2)(B) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)), as amended by paragraph (1)(B)
of this subsection, is amended—

(i) by redesignating clauses (vii) through (xii) as

clauses (viii) through (xiii), respectively;
(ii) by inserting after clause (vi) the following:
"(vii) In the case of an individual eligible for benefits under this
title by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a con-

tributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the
individual is disabled, when selecting such individual's representative payee, preference shall be given to—

"(I) a community-based nonprofit social service agency licensed or bonded by the State;

"(II) a Federal, State, or local government agency whose
mission is to carry out income maintenance, social service, or
health care-related activities;
"(III) a State or local government agency with fiduciary responsibilities; or
"(N) a designee of an agency (other than of a Federal agency) referred to in the preceding subcla uses of this clause, if the
Secretary deems it appropriate,

unless the Secretary determines that selection of a family member
would be appropriate. '
(iii) in clause (viii) (as so redesignated), by striking
"clause (viii)" and inserting "clause (ix)";

(iv) in clause (ix) (as so redesignated), by striking

"(vii)" and inserting "(viii)";
(v) in clause (xiii) (as so redesignated)—

(I) by striking "(xi)" and inserting "(xii)"; and
(II) by striking "(x)" and inserting "(xi.)".
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(B) AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND OTHER
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS TO SERVE AS REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—
(i) ALLOWABLE FEES.—,Section 1631(a)(2)(D) of

such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383 (a) (2)(D)) is amended—
(2) in clause (i)—

(aa) by striking subclause (II) and insert-

ing the following:

"(II) $25.00 per month ($50.00 per month in any case in
which an individual is eligible for benefits under this title by
reason of disability and alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that
the individual is disabled).' and
(bb) by inserting after the 1st sentence the
following:

"The Secretary shall adjust annually (after 1995) each dollar

amount set forth in subclause (II) of this clause under procedures
providing for adjustments in the same manner and to the same extent as adjustments are provided for under the procedures used to
adjust benefit amounts under section 215(i)(2)(A), except that any
amount so adjusted that is not a multiple of $1.00 shall be rounded
to the nearest multiple of $1.00.' and
(II) by adding at the end the following:
"(v) In the case of an individual who is no longer eligible for
benefits under this title but to whom any amount of past-due benefits under this title has not been paid, for purposes of clause (i), any
amount of such past-due benefits payable in any month shall be
treated as a monthly benefit referred to in clause (i)(I). '
(ii) INCLUSION OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES AS
QUALIFIED ORGANII4TIONS.—,Section 1631(a)(2)(D)(ii)

of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D)(ii)) is amended—

(I) by inserting "State or local government

agency whose mission is to carry out income main-

tenance, social servicç, or health care-related activities, any State or local government agency with

fiduciary responsibilities, or any" after 'means

any'

(II) by inserting a comma after "service agen-

cy";

(III) by adding "and" at the end of subclause

(I); and
(JV) in subclause (II)—

(aa) by adding "and" at the end of item

(aa);

(bb) by striking ' and" at the end of item
(bb) and inserting a period; and
(cc) by striking item (cc).
(iii) RETROACTIVE REPEAL OF SUNSET.—

(I) REP&iL.—Effective July 1, 1994, section
1631(a) (2) (D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383 (a) (2) (D))

is amended by striking clause (iv).

CONFORMING
ÂME NDMENT.---Section
(II)
1631(a)(2)(D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383 (a) (2) (D))

is amended by redesignating clause (v) (as added
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by clause
(iv).

(i)(II) of this subparagraph) as clause

(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Except as provided in subparagraph (B) (iii) (I) , the amendments made by this paragraph

shall apply with respect to months beginning after 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(3) NONPAYMENT OR TERMINATION OF BENEFITS.—

(A) IN GENEJiAL.—Section 1611(e)(3)(A) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 1382(e)(3)(A)) is amended to read as follows:
"(A)(i)(I) In the case of any individual eligible for benefits under

this title solely by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determina-

tion that the individual is disabled, the individual shall comply
with the provisions of this subparagraph. In any case in which an

individual is required to comply with the provisions of this subparagraph, the Secretary shall include in the mdi vidual's notification of
such eligibility a notice informing the individual of such requirement.

"(II) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, if an individual who is required under subclause (I) to comply with the requirements of this subparagraph is determined by the Secretary not
to be in compliance with the provisions of this subparagraph, the,
individual's benefits under this title by reason of disability shall be
suspended for a period—
"(aa) commencing with the first month following the month
in which the individual is notified by the Secretary of the determination of noncompliance and that the individual's benefits
will be suspended; and

"(bb) ending with the month preceding the first month,

after the determination of noncompliance, in which the individ-

ual demonstrates that he or she has reestablished and maintained compliance with such provisions for the applicable period specified in clause (iii).

"(ii)(I) An individual described in clause (i) is in compliance
with the requirements of this subparagraph for a month if in such
month—

"(aa) the individual undergoes substance abuse treatment,
which is appropriate for the individual's condition diagnosed as
alcoholism or drug addiction and for the stage of the individual's rehabilitation and which is conducted at an institution or
facility approved for purposes of this subparagraph by the Secretary; and
"(bb) the individual complies in such month with the terms,
conditions, and requirements of the treatment and with requirements imposed by the Secretary under this paragraph.
"(II) An individual described in clause (i) may be determined as
failing to comply with the requirements of this subparagraph for a

month only if treatment meeting the requirements of subclause

(I)(aa) is available for the month, as determined pursuant to regulations of the Secretary.
"(iii) The applicable period specified in this clause is—
"(1) 2 consecutive months, in the case of a 1st determination
that an individual is not in compliance with the requirements
of this subparagraph;
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"UI,) 3 consecutive months, in the case of the 2nd such determination with respect to the individual; or
"(III) 6 consecutive months, in the case of the 3rd or subsequent such determination with respect to the individual.

"(iv) An individual who is not in compliance with this paragraph for 12 consecutive months shall not be eligible for supplemental security income benefits under this title. The preceding sentence shall not be construed to prevent the individual from

reapplying and becoming eligible for such benefits.
"(v)('I,) In the case of any individual eligible for benefits under
this title by reason of disability, if—

"(aa) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
disabled; and
"(bb) as of the end of the 36-month period beginning with
the 1st month for which such benefits by reason of disability are
payable to the individual, the individual would not otherwise
be disabled but for alcoholism or drug addiction,
the individual shall not be eligible for such benefits by reason of
disability for any month following such 36-month period if, in such
following month, alcoholism or drug addiction would be a con tributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, notwithstanding section 1619(a).
"(II) An individual whose entitlement to benefits under title II

based on disability has been terminated by reason of section

225(c)(7) shall not be eligible for benefits under this title by reason
of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is dis-

abled, for any month after the individual's termination month

(within the meaning of section 223(a)(1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i),
(e)(1), or (f)(1) of section 202, as applicable) with respect to such
benefits.

"i'III,) Any month for which a suspension is in effect for the indi-

vidual under clause (i)(II) shall not be taken into account in determining whether any 36-month period referred to in this clause has

elapsed.

"(vi)(I) In the case of any individual who is eligible for benefits
under this title for any month solely by reason of disability, if alco-

holism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the
Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, payment
of any benefits under this title the payment of which is past due
shall be made in any month only to the extent that the sum of—
"(aa) the amount of the past-due benefit paid in the month;
and

"(bb) the amount of any benefit under this title which is

payable to the individual for the month,
does not exceed twice the maximum benefit payable under this title
to an eligible individual for the preceding month.
"'II,) For the first month in which an individual's past-due benefits referred to in subclause U,) are paid, the amount of the limitation provided in subcla use 'Z) shall be increased by the amount of
any debts of the individual related to housing which are outstand-

ing as of the end of the preceding month and which are resulting
in a high risk of homelessness for the individual.
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"(III) Upon the death of an individual to whom payment of
past-due benefits has been limited under subcla use (I), any amount
of such past-due benefits remaining unpaid shall be treated as an
underpayment for purposes of section 1631(b)(1)(A).

"(lv) As used in this clause, the term 'benefits under this title'
includes supplementary payments pursuant to an agreement for
Federal administration under section 1 616(a), and payments pursuant to an agreement entered into under section 212(b) of Public Law
93-66.

"(V)

In the case of an individual who would be eligible for bene-

fits under this title by reason of disability but for termination of
such benefits under clause (iv) or (v), the individual shall be eligible
for payment of past-due benefits under this clause as if the individual continued to be eligible for such terminated benefits.
"(VI) Subcla use (I) shall not apply to payments under section
1631(g).".

(B) REFERRAL, MONITORING, AND TREATMENT.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Section 1611(e)(3)(B) of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 1382(e)(3)(B)) is amended—
(I) by inserting "(i)" after "(B)";
(II) by striking the 2nd sentence; and
(III) by adding after and below the end following:

"(ii) The Secretary, in consultation with drug and alcohol treatment professionals, shall issue regulations—
"(I) defining appropriate treatment for alcoholics and drug
addicts who are subject to required appropriate substance abuse
treatment under this subparagraph; and
"(II) establishing guidelines to be used to review and evalu-

ate their compliance, including measures of the progress

ex-

pected to be achieved by participants in such programs.
"(iii)(I) For purposes of carrying out the requirements of clauses
(i) and (ii), the Secretary shall provide for the establishment of 1 or
more referral and monitoring agencies for each State.
"(II) Each referral and monitoring agency for a State shall—
"(aa) identify appropriate placements, for individuals residing in the State who are eligible for benefits under this title by

reason of disability and with respect to whom alcoholism or
drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that they are disabled, where they may
obtain treatment described in subparagraph (A)(ii)(I);

"(bb) refer such individuals to such placements for such

treatment; and
"(cc) monitor compliance with the requirements of subparagraph (A) by individuals who are referred by the agency to such
placements, and promptly report to the Secretary any failure to
comply with such requirements."
(ii) REPORT.—Not later than December 31, 1996,
the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Ways

and Means of the House of Represeatatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate a full and complete report on the Secretary's activities under section
1611(e) (3) (B) of the Social Security Act. The report

shall include the number and percentage of individuals
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to in such paragraph who have not received
regular drug testing since the effective date of the
referred

amendments made by clause (i) of this subparagraph.
(C)

SUNSET

OF

36-MONTH

RULE.—Section

1611(e)(3)(A)(v) of the Social Security Act (added by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph) shall cease to be effective
with respect to benefits four months after September 2004.
(D) PRESERVATION OF MEDICAID BENEFITS.—Section

1634 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 13283c) is amended by adding
at the end the following:
"(e) Each person to whom benefits under this title by reason of
disability are not payable for any month solely by reason of clause
(i) or (v) of section 161 1(e)(3)(A) shall be treated, for purposes of title
X1X, as receiving benefits under this title for the month.'
(E) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—EXCept as otherwise provided in

this paragraph, the wnendments made by this paragraph shall apply with respect to supplemental security
income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security
Act by reason of disability which are otherwise payable

in months beginning after 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act. The Secretary of Health and

Human Services shall issue regulations necessary to
carry out the amendments made by this paragraph not
later than 180 days after such date of enactment.
(ii) REFERRAL AND MONITORING AGENCIES.—The

amendments made by subparagraph (B) shall take effect 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(iii) TERMINATION AFTER 36 MONTHS.—Clause (v)

of section 1611(e) (3) (A) of the Social Security Act
(added by the amendment made by subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph) shall apply with respect to supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the
Social Security Act by reason of disability for months
beginning after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(F) TRANSITION RULES FOR CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

In any case in which an individual is eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security Act by reason of disability, the determination
of disability was made by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services during or before the 180-day period following the date of the enactment of this Act, and alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to
the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, for purposes of section 1611(e)(3)(A)(v) of the Social

Security Act (added by the amendment made by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph)—

(i) the first month of such eligibility beginning
after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act shall be treated as the individual's first month of
such eligibility; and
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(ii) the Secretary shall notify the individual of the
requirements of the amendments made by this paragraph no later than 180 days after the date of the en-

actment of this Act.

(4) IRRELEVANCE OF LEGALITY OF SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Sect ion 1614(a)(3)(D) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(D)) is amended by adding at the end the
following: "The Secretary shall make determinations under

this title with respect to substantial gainful activity, without regard to the legality of the activity. '
(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

paragraph (A) shall take effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act.

(c) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall develop and carry out demonstration projects designed to explore innovative referral, monitoring, and treatment
approaches with respect to—
(A) individuals who are entitled to disability insurance
benefits or child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefits
based on disability under title II of the Social Security Act,

and

(B) individuals who are eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of such Act based solely
on disability,
in cases in which alcoholism or drug addiction is a contribut-

ing factor material to the Secretary's determination that individuals are under a disability. The Secretary may include in
such demonstration projects individuals who are not described
in either subparagraph (A) or subparagraph (B) if the inclusion
of such individuals is necessary to determine the efficacy of various monitoring, referral, and treatment approaches for individuals described in subparagraph (A) or (B).
(2) SCOPE—The demonstration projects developed under

paragraph (1) shall be of sufficient scope and shall be carried
out on a wide enough scale to permit a thorough evaluation of
the alternative approaches under consideration while giving assurance that the results derived from the projects will obtain
generally in the operation of the programs involved without
committing such programs to the adoption of any particular
system either locally or nationally.

(3) FINAL REPORT.—The Secretary shall submit to the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and
the Committee on Finance of the Senate no later than December

31, 1997, a final report on the demonstration projects carried
out under this subsection, together with any related data and
materials which the Set.retary may consider appropriate. The
authority under this section shall terminate upon the transmittal of such final report.

SEC. 202. COMMISSION ON CHILDHOOD DISABILITY.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF C0MMISSI0N.—The Secretary of Health

and Human Services (in this section referred to as the "Secretary")
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shall appoint a Commission on the Evaluation of Disability in Children (in this section referred to as the "Commission").

(b) APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS.—(1) The Secretary shall ap-

point not less than 9 but not more than 15 members to the Commission, including—
(A) recognized experts in the field of medicine, whose work
inuolves—

(i) the evaluation and treatment of disability in chil-

dren;

(ii) the study of congenital, genetic, or perinatal disorders in children; or
(iii) the measurement of developmental milestones and
developmental deficits in children; and
(B) recognized experts in the fields of—
(i) psychology;

(ii) education and rehabilitation;
(iii) law;
(iv) the administration of disability programs; and
(v) social insurance (including health insurance); and
(C) other fields of expertise that the Secretary determines to
be appropriate.
(2) Members shall be appointed by January 1, 1995, without regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments to competitive service.
(3) Members appointed under this subsection shall serve for a
term equivalent to the duration of the Commission.
(4) The Secretary shall designate a member of the Commission
to serve as Chair of the Commission for a term equivalent to the duration of the Commission.

(c) ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.—(1) Service as a member of

the Commission by an individual who is not otherwise a Federal

employee shall not be considered service in an appointive or elective
position in the Federal Government for the purposes of title 5, United States Code.
(2) Each member of the Commission who is not a full-time Fed-

eral employee shall be paid compensation at a rate equal to the

daily equivalent of the rate of basic pay in effect for Level IV of the
Executive Schedule for each day (including travel time) the member
attends meetings or otherwise performs the duties of the Comm ission.

(3) While away from their homes or regular places of business
on the business of the Commission, each member who is not a fulltime Federal employee may be allowed travel expenses, including
per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title
5, United States Code, for persons employed intermittently in the
Government service.

(d) ASSISTANCE TO COMMISSION.—The Commission may engage

individuals skilled in medical and other aspects of childhood disability to provide such technical assistance as may be necessary to
carry out hE functions of the Commission. The Secretary shall make
available to the Commission such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance as the Commission may require to carry out the functions
of the Commission.
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(e) STUDY BY THE C0MMJSSJON.—(1) The Commission shall con-

duct a study, in consultation with the National Academy of
Sciences, of the effects of the definition of "disability" under title

XVI of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382 et seq.) in effect on

the date of enactment of this Act, as such definition applies to determining whether a child under the age of 18 is eligible to receive benefits under such title, the appropriateness of such definition, and the
advantages and disadvantages of using any alternative definition of

disability in determining whether a child under age 18 is eligible
to receive benefits under such title.
of—

(2) The study described in paragraph (1) shall include issues

(A) whether the need by families for assistance in meeting
high costs of medical care for children with serious physical or
mental impairments, whether or not they are eligible for disability benefits under title XVI of the Social Security Act, might
appropriately be met through expansion of Federal health assistance programs;
(B) the feasibility of providing benefits to children through
noncash means, including but not limited to vouchers, debit
cards, and electronic benefit transfer systems;
(C) the extent to which the Social Security Administration

can involve private organizations in an effort to increase the
provision of social services, education, and vocational instruction with the aim of promoting independence and the ability to
engage in substantial gainful activity;

(D) alternative ways and providing retroactive supple-

mental security income benefits to disabled children, including
the desirability and feasibility of conserving some portion of
such benefits to promote the long-term well-being of such children;

(E) the desirability and methods of increasing the extent to
which benefits are used in the effort to assist disabled children
in achieving independence and engaging in substantial gainful
activity;
(F) the effects of the supplemental security income program

on disabled children and their families; and
(G) such other issues that the Secretary determines to be
appropriate.
(f) REPORT.—Not later than November 30, 1995, the Commission shall prepare a report and submit such report to the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate which shall summarize the results

of the study described in subsection (e) and include any recommendations that the Commission determines to be appropriate.

SEC. 203. REGULATIONS REGARDING COMPLETION OF PLANS FOR
ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENERAz. —Section 1633 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1383b) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) The Secretary shall establish by regulation criteria for time
limits and other criteria related to individuals' plans for achieving
self-support, that take into account—
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"(1)

the length of time that the individual will need to

achieve the individual's employment goal (within such reasonable period as the Secretary may establish); and
'(2) other factors determined by the Secretary to be appropriate. '

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall take effect on January 1, 1995.

SEC. 204. SSI ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENTS TEMPORARILY ABROAD.

(a) IN GENER4L.—Section 1611(f) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1382(f)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(I)"; and
(2) by adding after and below the end the following:
"(2) For a period of not more than 1 year, the first sentence of

paragraph (1) shall not apply to any individual who—
"(A) was eligible to receive a benefit under this title for the

month immediately preceding the first month during all of
which the individual was outside the United States; and
"(B) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
the absence of the individual from the United States will be—
"(i) for not more than 1 year; and
"(ii) for the purpose of conducting studies as part of an
educational program that is—
"(I) designed to substantially enhance the ability of
the individual to engage in gainful employment;
"(II) sponsored by a school, college, or university in
the United States; and
"(III) not available to the individual in the United

States.'

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall take effect on January 1, 1995.
SEC. 205. DISREGARD OF COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES FOR CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY FOR WORK INCENTIVES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1619(b)(1)(B) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1382h(b)(1)(B)) is amended by inserting "and increases pursuant to section 215(i) in the level of monthly insurance
benefits to which the individual is entitled under title II that occur
while such individual is considered to be receiving supplemental security income benefits by reason of this subsection" after "earnings'
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply to eligibility determinations for months after December
1994.
SEC. 206. EXPANSION OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION TO PREVENT, DETECT, AND TERMINATE
FRAUDULENT CLAIMS FOR OASDI AND SSI BENEFITS.
(a) PREVENTION OF FRAUD BY TRANSLATORS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES.—

(1) OASDI PROGRAMS.—Section 205(c) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 405(c)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraph (8) as paragraph

and

(B) by inserting after paragraph (7) the following:

(9);

"(8) A translation into English by a third party of a statement
made in a foreign language by an applicant for or beneficiary of
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monthly insurance benefits under this title shall not be reçarded as
reliable for any purpose under this title unless the third party,
under penalty of perjury—
"(A) certifies that the translation is accurate; and
"(B) discloses the nature and scope of the relationship between the third party and the applicant or recipient, as the case
may be.'
(2) SSI PROGRAM.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

1383(d) is amended by inserting after paragraph (3) the follow-

ing:

"(4) A translation into English by a third party of a statement
made in a foreign language by an applicant for or recipient of benefits under this title shall not be regarded as reliable for any purpose
under this title unless the third party, under penalty of perjury—
"(A) certifies that the translation is accurate; and
"(B) discloses the nature and scope of the relationship between the third party and the applicant or recipient, as the case
may be.'
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall apply to translations made on or after October 1,

1994.
(b) CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES, ASSESSMENTS, AND EXCLUSIONS FOR TITLES II AND XVI.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Title XI of the Social 5ecurity Act (42
U.S.C. 1301 et seq.) is amended by inserting after section 1128B
the following:
"SEC. 1129. CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES AND ASSESSMENTS FOR TITLES II AND XVI.

"(a)(1) Any person (including an organization, agency, or other
entity) who makes, or causes to be made, a statement or representation of a material fact for use in determining any initial or continuing right to or the amount of—
"(A) monthly insurance benefits under title II, or
"(B) benefits or payments under title XVI,
that the person knows or should know is false or misleading or
knows or should know omits a material fact or makes such a statement with knowing disregard for the truth shall be subject to, in addition to any other penalties that may be prescribed by law, a civil
money penalty of not more than $5,000 for each such statement or
representation. 5uch person also shall be subject to an assessment,
in lieu of damages sustained by the United States because of such
statement or representation, of not more than twice the amount of
benefits or payments paid as a result of such a statement or representation. In addition, the 5ecretary may make a determination in
the same proceeding to exclude, as provided in section 1128, such
a person who is a medical provider or physician from participation

in the programs under title XVIII and to direct the appropriate

5tate agency to exclude the person from participation in any 5tate
health care program permanently or for such period as the Sec
retar7 determines.
'(2) For purposes of this section, a material fact is one which
the 5ecretary may consider in evaluating whether an applicant is
entitled to benefits under title II or eligible for benefits or payments
under title XV1.
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"(b)(1) The Secretary may initiate a proceeding to determine
whether to impose a civil money penalty or assessment, or whether
to recommend exclusion under subsection (a) only as authorized by
the Attorney General pursuant to procedures agreed upon by the
Secretary and the Attorney General. The Secretary may not initiate
an action under this section with respect to any violation described
in subsection (a) later than 6 years after the date the violation was
committed. The Secretary may initiate an action under this section
by serving notice of the action in any manner authorized by Rule
4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
"(2) The Secretary shall not make a determination adverse to
any person under this section until the person has been given written notice and an opportunity for the determination to be made on
the record after a hearing at which the person is entitled to be represented by counsel, to present witnesses, and to cross-examine witnesses against the person.
"(3) In a proceeding under this section which—
"(A) is against a person who has been convicted (whether

upon a verdict after trial or upon a plea of guilty or

nob

contendere) of a Federal or State crime charging fraud or false
statements; and
"(B) involves the same transaction as in the criminal action;

the person is estopped from denying the essential elements of the
criminal offinse.

"(4) The official conducting a hearing under this section may
sanction a person, including any party or attorney, for failing to
comply with an order or procedure, for failing to defend an action,

or for such other misconduct as would interfere with the speedy, orderly, or fair conduct of the hearing. Such sanction shall reasonably
relate to the severity and nature of the failure or misconduct. Such
sanction may include—
"(A) in the case of refusal to provide or permit discovery,
drawing negative factual inference or treating such refusal as
an admission by deeming the matter, or certain facts, to be established;
"(B) prohibiting a party from introducing certain evidence
or otherwise supporting a particular claim or defense;
"(C) striking pleadings, in whole or in part;
"(D) staying the proceedings;
"(E) dismissal of the action:
"(F) entering a default judgment;

"(G) ordering the party or attorney to pay attorneys' fees

and other costs caused by the failure or msconduct; and
"(H) refusing to consider any motion or other action which
is not filed in a timely manner.

"(c) In determining pursuant to subsection (a) the amount or

scope of any penalty or assessment, or whether to recommend an exclusion, the Secretary shall take into account—

"(1) the nature of the statements and representations referred to in subsection (a) and the circumstances under which
they occurred;

"(2) the degree of culpability, history of prior offenses, and
financial condition of the person committing the offense; and
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"(3) such other matters as justice may require.
'?'d)(l) Any person adversely affected by a determination of the
Secretary under this section may obtain a review of such determination in the United States Court of Appeals for the circuit in which

the person resides, or in which th statement or representation re-

ferred to in subsection (a) was made, by filing in such court (within
60 days following the date the person is notified of the Secretary's
determination) a written petition requesting that the determination
be modified or set aside. A copy of the petition shall be forthwith
transmitted by the clerk of the court to the Secretary, and thereupon
the Secretary shall file in the court the record in the proceeding as
provided in section 2112 of title 28, United States Code. Upon such
filing, the court shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the
question determined therein, and shall have the power to make and
enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in
such record a decree affirming, modifying, remanding for further
consideration, or setting aside, in whole or in part, the determination of the Secretary and enforcing the same to the extent that such
order is affirmed or modified. No objection that has not been urged
before the Secretary shall be considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused because of extraordinary circumstances.
"(2) The findings of the Secretary with respect to questions of
fact, if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered
as a whole, shall be conclusive in the review described in paragraph
(1). If any party shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction of the court that
such additional evidence is material and that there were reasonable
grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Secretary, the court may order such additional evidence to
be taken before the Secretary and to be made a part of the record.
The Secretary may modify such findings as to the facts, or make
new findings, by reason of additional evidence so taken and filed,

and the Secretary shall file with the court such modified or new
findings, which findings with respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole
shall be conclusive, and the Secretary's recommendations, if any, for
the modification or setting aside of the Secretary's original order.

"(3) Upon the filing of the record and the Secretary's original
or modified order with the court, the jurisdiction of the court shall
be exclusive and its judgment and decree shall be final, except that
the same shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court of the
United States, as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United States
Code.

"(e)(1) Civil money penalties and assessments imposed under

this section may be compromised by the Secretary and may be recovered—

"(A) in a civil action in the name of the United States

brought in United States district court for the district where the

statement or representation referred to in subsection (a) was
made, or where the person resides, as determined by the Secretary;
"(B) by means of reduction in tax refunds to which the per-

son is entitled, based on notice to the Secretary of the Treasury
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as

permitted under section 3720A of title 31, United States

Code;

"(C)(i) by decrease of any payment of monthly insurance
benefits under title II, notwithstanding section 207, or
"(ii) by decrease of any payment under title XVI for which
the person is eligible, notwithstanding section 207, as made applicable to title XVI by reason of section 1631(d)(1);
"(D) by authorities provided under the Debt Collection Act

of 1982, as amended, to the extent applicable to debts arising
under the Social Security Act;
"(E) by deduction of the amount of such penalty or assess-

ment, when finally determined, or the amount agreed upon in
compromise, from any sum then or later owing by the United
States to the person against whom the penalty or assessment
has been assessed; or

"(F) by any combination of the foregoing.
"(2) Amounts recovered under this section shall be recovered by
the Secretary and shall be disposed of as follows:
"(A) In the case of amounts recovered arising out of a deter-

mination relating to title II, the amounts shall be transferred
to the Managing Trustee of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, as determined appropriate by the Secretary, and such
amounts shall be deposited by the Managing Trustee into such

Trust Fund.
"(B) In the case of amounts recovered arising out of a determination relating to title XVI, the amounts shall be deposited
by the Secretary into the general fund of the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
"(7) A determination pursuant to subsection (a) by the Secretary

to impose a penalty or assessment, or to recommend an exclusion
shall be final upon the expiration of the 60-day period referred to
in subsection (d). Matters that were raised or that could have been
raised in a hearing before the Secretary or in an appeal pursuant
to subsection (d) may not be raised as a defense to a civil action by
the United States to collect a penalty or assessment imposed under
this section.
"(g) Whenever the Secretary's determination to impose a penalty

or assessment under this section with respect to a medical provider
or physician becomes final, the provisions of section 1128A(h) shall
apply.

"(h) Whenever the Secretary has reason to believe that any person has engaged, is engaging, or is about to engage in any activity
which makes the person subject to a civil monetary penalty under
this section, the Secretary may bring an action in an appropriate
district court of the United States (or, if applicable, a United States
court of any territory) to enjoin such activity, or to enjoin the person
from concealing, removing, encumbering, or disposing of assets
which may be required in order to pay a civil monetary penalty and
assessment if any such penalty were to be imposed or to seek other
appropriate relief
"(i)(1) The provisions of subsections (d) and (e) of section 205
shall apply with respect to this section to the same extent as they
are applicable with respect to title II. The Secretary may delegate
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the authority granted by section 205(d) (as made applicable to this
section) to the Inspector General for purposes of any investigation
under this section.
"(2) The Secretary may delegate authority granted under this
section to the Inspector General.

"(I) For purposes of this section, the term 'State agency' shall

have the same meaning as in section 1128A(i)(1).

"(k) A principal is liable for penalties and assessments under
subsection (a), and for an exclusion under section 1128, for the actions of the principal's agent acting within the scope of the agency. ".
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 1128 of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1320a.-7) is amended—
(A) in subsection (bX7), by striking "or section 1128B"

and inserting ", 11288, or 1129'
(B) in subsection (b)(8)(B)(ii), by inserting "or 1129"
after "section 1128A"; and
(C) in subsection (1X3), by inserting ' 1129," after "sections 1128A'
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall apply to conduct occurring on or after October 1,

1994.
(c) SSI FRAUD CONSIDERED A FELOirY.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 1 632(a) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 1383a(a)) is amended by striking "shall" the 1st
place such term appears and all that follows and inserting

"shall be fined under title 18, United States Code, imprisoned
not more than 5 years, or both. '
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 1 632(b) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1383a(b)) is amended to read as follows:

"(b)(1) If a person or entity violates subsection (a) in the person's or entity's role as, or in applying to become, a representative
payee under section 1 631(a) (2) on behalf of another individual
(other than the person's eligible spouse), and the violation includes
a willful misuse of funds by the person or entity, the court may also

require that full or partial restitution of funds be made to such

other individual.
"(2) Any person or entity convicted of a violation of subsection
(a) of this section or of section 208 may not be certified as a representative payee under section 1 631(a) (2). '
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall apply to conduct occurring on or after October 1,

1994.
(d) AUTHORITY TO REDETERMINE ELIGIBILITY IF FRAUD IS INVOLVED, AND TO TERMINATE BENEFITS IF THERE IS INSUFFICIENT
RELIABLE EVIDENCE.—

(1) OASDI PROGRAMS.—Section 205 of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 405) is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(u)(1)(A) The Secretary shall immediately redetermine the entitlement of individuals to monthly insurance benefits under this title
if there is reason to believe that fraud or similar fault was involved
in the application of the individual for such benefits, unless a
United States attorney, or equivalent State prosecutor, with jurisdic-

tion over potential or actual related criminal cases, certifies, in
writing,
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that there is a substantial risk that such action by the Secretary

with regard to beneficiaries in a particular investigation would
jeopardize the criminal prosecution of a person involved in a suspected fraud.
"(B) When redetermining the entitlement, or making an initial

determination of entitlement, of an individual under this title, the
Secretary shall disregard any evidence if there is reason to believe
that fraud or similar fault was involved in the providing of such
evidence.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), similar fault is involved

with respect to a determination if—

"(A) an incorrect or incomplete statement that is material
to the determination is knowingly made; or

"(B) information that is material to the determination is

knowingly concealed.

"(3) If, after redetermining pursuant to this subsection the entitlement of an individual to monthly insurance benefits, the Secretary determines that there is insufficient evidence to support such
entitlement, the Secretary may terminate such entitlement and may
treat benefits paid on the basis of such insufficient evidence as overpayments. ".

(2) SSI PROGRAM.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1383(e)) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(6)(A)(i) The Secretary shall immediately redetermine the eligi-

bility of an individual for benefits under this title if there is reason
to believe that fraud or similar fault was involved in the application
of the individual for such benefits, unless a United States attorney,
or equivalent State prosecutor, with jurisdiction over potential or actual related criminal cases, certifies, in writing, that there is a substantial risk that such action by the Secretary with regard to recipi-

ents in a particular investigation would jeopardize the criminal

prosecution of a person involved in a suspected fraud.
"(ii) When redetermining the eligibility, or making an initial de-

termination of eligibility, of an individual for benefits under this
title, the Secretary shall disregard any evidence if there is reason to
believe that fraud or similar fault was involved in the providing of
such evidence.

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), similar fault is involved
with respect to a determination if—
"(i) an incorrect or incomplete statement that is material to
the determination is knowingly made; or

"(ii) information that is material to the determination is

knowingly concealed.

"(C) 1f after redetermining the eligibility of an individual for
benefits under this title, the Secretary determines that there is insufficient evidence to support such eligibility, the Secretary may terminate such eligibility and may treat benefits paid on the basis of such
insufficient evidence as overpayments.'
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall take effect on October 1, 1994, and shall apply to
determinations made before, on, or after such date.
(e) AVAILABILITY OF RECIPIENT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
FROM THE INSPECTOR GENERAL.—
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(1) IN GENEjw.—Sectjon 1129 of the Social Security Act
(added by subsection (b) of this section) is amended by adding
at the end the following:
"(1) As soon as the Inspector General, Department of Health and
Human Services, has reason to believe that fraud was involved in

the application of an individual for monthly insurance benefits
under title II or for benefits under title XVI, the Inspector General

shall make available to the Secretary information identifying the individual, unless a United States attorney, or equivalent State prosecutor, with jurisdiction over potential or actual related criminal
cases, certifies, in writing, that there is a substantial risk that making the information so available in a particular investigation or redetermining the eligibility of the individual for such benefits would
jeopardize the criminal prosecution of any person who is a subject
of the investigation from which the information is derived. '
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by paragraph
(1) shall take effect on October 1, 1994.
(f) AUTHORITY TO USE AVAILABLE PREADMISSION IMMIGRANT
AND REFUGEE MEDICAL INFORMATION.—

(1) IN GENEpj,.—Section 1 631(e) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 1383(e)) as amended by subsection (d)(2) of this section, is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(7)(A) The Secretary shall request the Immigration and Naturalization Service or the Centers for Disease Control to provide the
Secretary with whatever medical information, identification in formation, and employment history either such entity has with respect
to any alien who has applied for benefits under title XVI to the ex-

tent that the information is relevant to any determination relating
to eligibility for such benefits under title XVI.

"('B) Subparagraph (A) shall not be construed to prevent the
Secretary from adjudicating the case before receiving such information. '
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendment made by paragraph
(1) shall take effect on October 1, 1994.

(g) ANNUAL REPORTS ON REVIEWS OF OASDI AND SSI CASES.—

The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall annually submit
to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on the
extent to which the Secretary has exercised his authority to review
cases of entitlement to monthly insurance benefits under title II of

the Social Security Act and supplemental security income, cases
under title XVI of such Act, and the extent to which the cases reviewed were those that involved a high likelihood or probability of

fraud.

SEC. 207. DISABILITY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR SSI RECIPIENTS WHO
ARE 18 YEARS OF AGE.

(a) DISILfl'y REVIEW REQUIREMENT. —

(1) IN GENERAL.—The applicable State agency or the Secretary of Health and Human Services (as may be appropriate)
shall redetermine the eligibility of a qualified individual for
supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security Act by reason of disability, by applying the criteria
used in determining eligibility for such benefits of applicants

who have attained 18 years of age.
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(2) WHEN CONDUCTED.—The redetermination required by

paragraph (1) with respect to a qualified individual shall be
conducted during the 1-year period that begins on the date the
quajified individual attains 18 years of age.
(3) MINIMUM NUMBER OF REVIEWS.—The Secretary shall

conduct redeterminations under paragraph (1) with respect to
not less than 1/3 of qualified individuals in each of fiscal years
1996, 1997, and 1998.
(4) QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL DEFINED.—As used in this para-

graph, the term "qualified individual" means a recipient of supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the Social
Security Act by reason of disability who attains 18 years of age

in or after the 9th month after the month in which this Act is
enacted.
(5) SUBSTITUTE FOR A CONTINUING DISABILITY RE VIE W.—A

redetermination under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be

considered a substitute for a review required under section
1614(a)(3)(G) of the Social Security Act.

(6) SUN5ET.—Paragraph (1) shall have no force or effect

after October 1, 1998.
(b) REPORT TO THE CONGRESS.—Not later than October 1, 1998,

the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and

the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on the activities
conducted under subsection (a).

SEC. 208. CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS.
(a) TEMPORARY ANNUAL MINIMUM NUMBER OF REVIEWS.—Dur-

ing each year of the 3-year period that begins on October 1, 1995,
the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall apply section
221(i) of the Social Security Act in making disability determinations
under title XVI of such Act with respect to at least 100,000 recipients of supplemental security income benefits under such title.
(b) REPORT TO THE CONGRESS.—Not later than October 1, 1998,

the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and

the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on the activities
conducted under subsection (a).

SEC. 209. EXEMPTION FROM ADJUSTMENT IN PASS-ALONG REQUIREMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1618(b) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1382g(b)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
"(2) For purposes of determining under paragraph (1) whether
a State's expenditures for supplementary payments in the 12-month
period beginning on the effective date of any increase in the level of
supplemental security income benefits are not less than the State's
expenditures for such payments in the preceding 12-month period,

the Secretary, in computing the State's expenditures, shall disregard, pursuant to a 1-time election of the State, all expenditures
by the State for retroactive supplementary payments that are re-

quired to be made in connection with the retroactive supplemental
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security income benefits referred to in section 5041 of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. '
(b) APPLICABILITY.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to increases in the level of supplemental se-

curity income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security Act
whether occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment of
this Act.

TITLE Ill—MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM
IMPROVEMENTS
SEC. 301. ISSUANCE OP PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FORM OF

BONDS; NOTES; OR CERTIFICATES TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS.
(a) REQUIREMENT THAT OBLIGATIONS ISSUED TO THE OASDI
TRUST FUNDS BE EVIDENCED BY PAPER INSTRUMENTS IN THE FORM
OF BONDS, NOTES, OR CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS SETTING

FORTH THEIR TERMS.—Section 201(d) of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 401(d)) is amended by inserting after the fifth sentence the
following new sentence: "Each obligation issued for purchase by the
Trust Funds under this subsection shall be evidenced by a paper instrument in the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness

issued by the Secretary of the Treasury setting forth the principal
amount, date of maturity, and interest rate of the obligation, and
stating on its face that the obligation shall be incontestable in the
hands of the Trust Fund to which it is issued, that the obligation
is supported by the full faith and credit of the United States, and
that the United States is pledged to the payment of the obligation
with respect to both principal and interest. '

(b) PAYMENT TO THE OASDI TRUST FUNDS FROM THE GENERAL
FUND OF THE TREASURY OF INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS, AND OF
PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OR REDEMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS, REQUIRED TO BE IN THE FORM OF CHECKS.—Section 201(f) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 401(f)) is amended by adding at the end the following
new sentence: "Payment from the general fund of the the Treasury
to either of the Trust Funds of any such interest or proceeds shall
be in the form of paper checks drawn on such general fund to the
order of such Trust Fund.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to obligations issued, and payments
made, after 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) TREATMF,NT OF OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS.—Not later

than 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secretary of the Treasury shall issue to the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disability
Insurance Trust Fund, as applicable, a paper instrument, in
the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness, for each
obligation which has been issued to the Trust Fund under section 201(d) of the Social Security Act and which is outstanding

as of such date. Each such document shall set forth the principal amount, date of maturity, and interest rate of the obligation, and shall state on its face that the obligation shall be in-
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in the hands of the Trust Fund to which it was issued, that the obligation is supported by the lull faith and credcontestable

it of the United States, and that the United States is pledged
to the payment of the obligation with respect to both principal
and interest.

SEC. 302. GAO STUDY REGARDING TELEPHONE ACCESS TO LOCAL OF.
FICES OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.

(a) STUDY.—The Comptroller General of the United States shall
conduct a study of telephone access to local offices of the Social Security Administration.
(b) MAT'rERS To BE STUDIED.—In conducting the study under
this section, the Comptroller General shall make an independent assessment of the Social Security Administration's use of innovative

technology (including attendant call and voice mail) to increase

public telephone access to local offices of the Administration. Such
study shall include—

(1) an assessment of the aggregate impact of such tech-

nology on public access to th local offices, and
(2) a separate assessment of the impact of such technology
on public access to those local offices to which access was restricted on October 1, 1989.
(c) REPORT.—Not later than January 31, 1996, the Comptroller
General shall submit a report on the results of the study conducted
pursuant to this section to the Committee on Ways and Means of the

House of Represent dtives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate.

SEC. 303. EXPANSION OF STATE OPTION TO EXCLUDE SERVICE OF

ELECTION OFFICIALS OR ELECTION WORKERS FROM COVERAGE.

(a) LIMITATION ON MANDATORY COVERAGE OF STATE ELECTION
OFFICIALS AND ELECTION WORKERS WITHOUT STATE RETIREMENT
SYSTEM.—
(1) AMENDMENT TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT. —Section

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
410(a)(7)(F)(iv)) (as amended by section 11332(a) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) is amended by striking
"$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service performed
210(a)(7)(F)(iv)

during any calendar year commencing on or after January 1,

1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999, and the adjusted
amount determined under section 218(c) (8) (B) for any calendar
year commencing on or after January 1, 2000, with respect to
service performed during such calendar year".

(2) AMENDMENT TO FICA.—Section 3121(b)(7)(F)(iv) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended by section 11332(b)
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) is amended
by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service

performed during any calendar year commencing on or after
January 1, 1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999, and
the adjusted amount determined under section 218(c)(8)(B) of
the Social Security Act for any calendar year commencing on or
after eanuary 1, 2000, with respect to service performed during
such calendar year".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO MEDICARE QUALIFIED GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT.—
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(1)

AMENDMENT TO

SOCIAL

SECURITY

ACT.—Section

210(p)(2)(E) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(p)(2)(E))

is amended by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service performed during any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 1995, ending on or before December
31, 1999, and the adjusted amount determined under section
218(c)(8)(B) for any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 2000, with respect to service performed during such calendar year".

(2) AMENDMENT TO FICA.—Section 312 1(u)(2)(B)(ii)(V) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking

"$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service performed
during any calendar year commencing on or after January 1,
1995 ending on or before December 31, 1999, and the adjusted
amount determined under section 218(c)(8)(B) of the Social Security Act for any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 2000, with respect to service performed during such calendar year"
(c) AUTHORITY FOR STATES To MODIFY COVERAGE AGREEMENTS
WITH RESPECT TO ELECTION OFFICIALS AND ELECTION WORKERS.—

Section 218(c)(8) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 418(c)(8)) is
amended—
(1) by striking "on or after January 1, 1968," and inserting
"at any time";
(2) by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to
service performed during any calendar year commencing on or
after January 1, 1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999,

and the adjusted amount determined under subparagraph (B)
for any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 2000,
with respect to service performed during such calendar year";
and
(3) by striking the last sentence and inserting the following
new sentence: "Any modification of an agreement pursuant to
this paragraph shall be effective with respect to services performed in and after the calendar year in which the modification
is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary.".
(d) INDEXATION OF EXEMPT AMOUNT.—Section 218(c)(8) of such

Act (as amended by subsection (c)) is further amended—
(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(8)"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) For each year after 1999, the Secretary shall adjust the
amount referred to in subparagraph (A) at the same time and in the
same manner as is provided under section 215(a)(1)(B)(ii) with respect to the amounts referred to in section 215(a)(1)(B)(i), except
that—

"(i) for purposes of this subparagraph, 1997 shall be sub-

stituted for the calendar year referred to in section
215(a)(1)(B)(ii)(II), and
"(ii) such amount as so adjusted, if not a multiple of $100,
shall be rounded to the next higher multiple of $100 where such
amount is a multiple of $50 and to the nearest multiple of $100
in any other case.

The Secretary shall determine and publish in the Federal Register
each adjusted amount determined under this subparagraph not
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later than November 1 preceding the year for which the adjustment
is made. ".
(e)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subsections

(a), (b), and (c) shall apply with respect to service performed on or
after January 1, 1995.

SEC. 304. USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS BY STATES AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS AND FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS FOR
JURY SELECTION PURPOSES.

(a) IN GENERitL.—Section 205(c)(2) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (B)(i), by striking "(E)" in the matter

preceding subclause (I) and inserting "(F)";
(2) by redesignating subparagraphs (E) and (F) as subparagraphs (F) and (G), respectively; and'
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the followtng:
"(E)(i) It is the policy of the United States that—
"(I) any State (or any political subdivision of a State) may

utilize the social security account numbers issued by the Secretary for the additional purposes described in clause (ii) tf
such numbers have been collected and are otherwise utilized by
such State (or political subdivision) in accordance with applicable law, and
"(II) any district court of the United States may use, for

such additional purposes, any such social securtty account
numbers which have been so collected and are so utilized by
any State.

"(ii) The additional purposes described in this clause are the
following:

"(I) Identifying duplicate names of individuals on master

lists used for jury selection purposes.
"(II) Identifying on such master lists those individuals who
are ineligible to serve on a jury by reason of their conviction of
a felony.

"(iii) To the extent that any provision of Federal law enacted before the date of the enactment of this subparagraph is inconsistent
with the policy set forth in clause (i), such provtston shall, on and
after that date, be null, void, and of no effect.
"(iv) For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'State' has the
meaning such term has in subparagraph (D)."
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 1140(a)(2) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1320b—1O(a)(2)) is amended by striking "205(c)(2)(E)"
and inserting "205(c) (2) (F)".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 305. AUTHORIZATION FOR ALL STATES TO EXTEND COVERAGE TO
STATE AND LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS
UNDER EXISTING COVERAGE AGREEMENTS.

(a) IN GENE&tL.—Section 218(l) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 418(l)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking "(1)" after "(1)", and by
striking "the State or' and all that follows through "prior to the
date of enactment of this subsection" and inserting "a State entered into pursuant to this section' and
(2) by striking paragraph (2).
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(b) CONFORMING AMEND MENT.—Section 218(d)(8)(D) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 418(d)(8)(D)) is amended by striking "agreements
with the States named in" and inserting "State agreements modified
as provided in'
(c) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to modifications filed by States after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 306. LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR CANADIAN MINISTERS FROM CERTAIN SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX LIABILITY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
if—

(1) an individual performed services described in section
1402(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 which are subject to tax under section 1401 of such Code,
(2) such services were performed in Canada at a time when
no agreement between the United States and Canada pursuant
to section 233 of the Social Security Act was in effect, and

(3) such individual was required to pay contributions on
the earnings from such services under the social insurance system of Canada,
then such individual may file a certificate under this section in such
form and manner, and with such official, as may be prescribed in
regulations issued under chapter 2 of such Code. Upon the filing of
such certificate, notwithstanding any judgment which has been entered to the contrary, such individual shall be exempt from payment
of such tax with respect to services described in paragraphs (1) and
(2) and from any penalties or interest for failure to pay such tax or
to file a self-employment tax return as required under section 6017
of such Code.
(b) PERIOD FOR FILING.—A certificate referred to in subsection

(a) may be filed only during the 180-day period commencing with
the date on which the regulations referred to in subsection (a) are
issued.

(c) TAXABLE YEARS AFFECTED BY CERTIFICATE.—A certificate

referred to in subsection (a) shall be effective for taxable years ending after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1985.
(d) RESTRICTION ON CREDITING OF EXEMPT SELF-EMPLOYMENT

INCOME.—In any case in which an individual is exempt under this
section from paying a tax imposed under section 1401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, any income on which such tax would
have been imposed but for such exemption shall not constitute selfemployment income under section 211(b) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 411(b)), and, if such individual's primary insurance
amount has been determined under section 215 of such Act (42

U.S. C. 415), notwithstanding section 215(D(1) of such Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services (prior to March 31, 1995) or
the Commissioner of Social Security (after March 30, 1995) shall recompute such primary insurance amount so as to take into account
the provisions of this subsection. The recomputation under this subsection shall be effective with respect to benefits for months following approval of the certificate of exemption.
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SEC.

307. EXCLUSION OF TOTALIZATION BENEFITS FROM THE APPLICATION OF THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISION.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 215(a)(7) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 415(a)(7)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "but excluding" and all

that follows through "1937" and inserting "but excluding (I) a
payment under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 or 1937,
and (II) a payment by a social security system of a foreign country based on an agreement concluded between the United States
and such foreign country pursuant to section 233",, and

(2) in subparagraph (E), by inserting after "in the case of
an individual" the following: "whose eligibility for old-age or
disability insurance benefits is based on an agreement concluded pursuant to section 233 or an individual".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT RELATING TO BENEFITS UNDER

1939 ACT.—-Section 215(d)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(d)(3)) is

amended by striking "but excluding" and all that follows through
"1937" and inserting "but excluding (I) a payment under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 or 1937, and (II) a payment by a social
security system of a foreign country based on an agreement concluded between the United States and such foreign country pursuant to section 233'

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply (notwithstanding section 215(',tXl) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 415(,tXl))) with respect to benefits payable for months
after December 1994.
SEC. 308. EXCLUSION OF MILITARY RESERVISTS FROM APPLICATION
OF THE GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET AND WINDFALL
ELIMINATION PROVISIONS.

(a) EXCLUSION FROM GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET PROvISIONS.—Subsections (b)(4), (c)(2), (e)(7), (',tX2), and (g)(4) of section

202 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 402 (b)(4), (c)(2), (e)(7),
(1X2), and (g)(4)) are each amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A)(ii), by striking "unless subpara-

graph (B) applies. ";
(2) in subparagraph (A), by striking "The" in the matter fol-

lowing clause (ii,) and inserting "unless subparagraph (B) applies. The"; and
(3) in subparagraph (B), by redesignating the existing matter as clause (ii), and by inserting before such clause (ii) (as so
redesignated) the following:

"(B)(i) Subparagraph (A)(i) shall not apply with respect

to

monthly periodic benefits based wholly on service as a member of
a uniformed service (as defined in section 210(m)).".
(b) EXCLUSION FROM WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISIONS. —
Section 215(a)(7)(A) of such Act (as amended by section 30 7(a) of

this Act) and section 215(d)(3) of such Act (as amended by section
307(b) of this Act) are each further amended—
(1) by striking "and" before "(II)' and
(2) by striking "section 233" and inserting "section 233, and
(III) a payment based wholly on service as a member of a uni-

formed service (as defined in section 210(m))".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply (notwithstanding section 215(t) of the Social Security
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Act) with
1994.

respect to benefits payable for months after December

SEC. 309. REPEAL OF THE FACILITY-OFPAYMENT PROVISION.
(a) REPEAL OF RULE PRECLUDING REDISTRIBUTION UNDER FAM-

ILY MAXJMUM.—Sectjon 203(i) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S. C.
403(i)) is repealed.

(b) COORDINATION UNDER FAMILY MAXIMUM OF REDUCTION IN
BENEFICIARY'S AUXILIARY BENEFITS WITH SUSPENSION OF AUXILwfl' BENEFITS OF OTHER BENEFIcIARY UNDER EARNINGS TEST.—

Section 203(a)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 403(a)(4)) is amended by
striking "section 222(b). Whenever" and inserting the following: "section 222(b). Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, any reduction
under this subsection in the case of an individual who is entitled
to a benefit under subsection (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of section
202 for any month on the basis of the same wages and self-employment income as another person—
"(A) who also is entitled to a benefit under subsection (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of section 202 for such month,
"(B) who does not live in the same household as such individual, and
"(C) whose benefit for such month is suspended (in whole
or in part) pursuant to subsection (h)(3) of this section,
shall be made before the suspension under subsection (h)(3). Whenever".

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT APPLYING EARNINGS REPORTING
REQUIREMENT DESPITE SUSPENSION OF BENEFIT5.—The third sen-

tence of section 203(h)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 403(h)(1)(A)) is

amended by striking "Such report need not be made" and all that

follows through "The Secretary may grant" and inserting the following: "Such report need not be made for any taxable year—
"(i) beginning with or after the month in which such individual attained age 70, or

"(ii) if benefit payments for all months (in such taxable
year) in which such individual is under age 70 have been suspended under the provisions of the first sentence of paragraph

(3) of this subsection, unless—

"(I) such individual is entitled to benefits under sub"(II) such benefits are reduced under subsection (a) of
this section for any month in such taxable year, and
"(III) in any such month there is another person who
also is entitled to benefits under subsection (b), (c), (d), (e),
(f), (g), or (h) of section 202 on the basis of the same wages
and self-employment income and who does not live in the
same household as such individual.
section (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of section 202,

The Secretary may grant".

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT DELETING SPECIAL INCOME TAX
TREATMENT OF BENEFITS No LONGER REQUIRED BY REASON OF RE-

PEAL.—Sectjon 86(d)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to income tax on social security benefits) is amended by striking
the last sentence.
(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
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The amendments) made by subsections (a), (b), and (c)
shall apply with respect to benefits payable for months after De(1)

cember 1995.

(2) The amendment made by subsection (d) shall apply

with respect to benefits received after December 31, 1995, in taxable years ending after such date.
SEC. 310. MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN GUARANTEE CASES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 203(a) of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 403(a)) is amended by adding at the end the following new

para'raph:

'(10)(A) Subject to subparagraphs (B) and (C)—
"(i) the total monthly benefits to which beneficiaries may be

entitled under sections 202 and 223 for a month on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of an individual
whose primary insurance amount is computed under section
215(a) (2) (B) (i) shall equal the total monthly benefits which were
authorized by this section with respect to such individual's primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior entitlement to disability insurance benefits, increased for this purpose
by the general benefit increases and other increases under section 215(i) that would have applied to such total monthly benefits had the individual remained entitled to disability insurance
benefits until the month in which he became entitled to old-age
insurance benefits or reentitled to disability insurance benefits
or died, and
"(ii) the total monthly benefits to which beneficiaries may
be entitled under sections 202 and 223 for a month on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of an individual
whose primary insurance amount is computed under section
215(a)(2)(C) shall equal the total monthly benefits which were
authorized by this section with respect to such individual's primary insurance amount for the tast mOnth of his prior entitlement to disability insurance benefits.

"(B) In any case in which—
"(i) the total monthly benefits with respect to such individual's primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior
entitlement to disability insurance benefits was computed under

paragraph (6), and
(ii) the individual's primary insurance amount is computed under subparagraph (B)(i) or (C) of section 215(a) (2) by
reason of the individual's entitlement to old-age insurance benefits or death,
the total monthly benefits shall equal the total monthly benefits that
would have been authorized with respect to the primary insurance
amount for the last month of his prior entitlement to disability insurance benefits if such total monthly benefits had been computed
without regard to paragraph (6).
"(C) This paragraph shall apply before the application of paragraph (3)(A), and before the application of section 203(a)(1) of this
Act as in effect in December 1978. '

of such Act
"Subject
to
paragraph
(42 U.S.C. 403(a)(8)) is amended by striking
(7)," and inserting "Subject to paragraph (7) and except as otherwise provided in paragraph (1 0)(C), '
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 203(a) (8)
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(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply for the purpose of determining the total monthly benefits
to which beneficiaries may be entitled under sections 202 and 223
of the Social Security Act based on the wages and self-employment
income of an individual who—
(1) becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit under

section 202(a) of such Act,

(2) becomes reentitled to a disability insurance benefit

under section 223 of such Act, or

(3) dies,
after December 1995.

SEC. 311. AUTHORIa4TION FOR DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES OF PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EPI.
DEMIOLOGICAj AND SIMILAR RESEARCH.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1106 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1306) is amended—
(1) by redesignating subsections (d) and (e) as subsections
(e) and (f), respectively;
(2) in subsection (f) (as so redesignated), by striking "subsection (d)" and inserting "subsection (e)"; and
(3) by inserting after subsection (c) the following new subsection:
"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, in any
case in which—
"(1) information regarding whether an individual is shown
on the records of the Secretary as being alive or deceased is requested from the Secretary for purposes of epidemiological or
similar research which the Secretary finds may reasonably be
expected to contribute to a national health interest, and
"(2) the requester agrees to reimburse the Secretary for providing such information and to comply with limitations on safe-

guarding and rerelease or redisclosure of such information as
may be specified by the Secretary,

the Secretary shall comply with such request, except to the extent
that compliance with such request would constitute a violation of
the terms of any contract entered into under section 205(r).".
(b) AvMIILIrY OF INFORMATION RETURNS REGARDING WAGES

PAID EMPLOyEES.__Section 6103(l)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 (relating to disclosure of returns and return information to
the Department of Health and Human Services for purposes other
than tax administration) is amended—
(1) by striking "for the purpose of' and inserting "for the
purpose of—";

(2) by striking "carrying out, in accordance with an agreement" and inserting the following:
"(A) carrying out, in accordance with an agreement";
(3) by striking "program." and inserting "program; or"; and
(4) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) providing information regarding the mortality status of individuals for epidemiological and similar research
in accordance with section 1106(d) of the Social Security
Act. ".
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(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to requests for information made after the
date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 312. MISUSE OF SYMBOLS, EMBLEMS, OR NAMES IN REFERENCE
TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OR DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.
(a) PROHIBITION OF UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION, REPRINT-

ING, OR DISTRIBUTION FOR FEE OF CERTAIN OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS.—Section 1140(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
1320b—10(a)) is amended—

(1) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subpara-

graphs (A) and (B), respectively;
(2) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(2) No person may, for a fee, reproduce, reprint, or distribute
any item consisting of a form, application, or other publication of
the Social Security Administration or of the Department of Health
and Human Services unless such person has obtained specific, written authorization for such activity in accordance with regulations
which the Secretary shall prescribe. ".
(b) ADDITION TO PROHIBITED WORDS, LETTERS, SYMBOLS, AND

EMBLEMS.—Paragraph (1) of section 1140(a) of such Act (as redesignated by subsection (a)) is further amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A) (as redesignated), by striking "Administration the letters 'SSA' or 'HCFA'," and inserting "Ad-

ministration 'Department of Health and Human Services

'Health and Human Services 'Supplemental Security Income
Program or 'Medicaid the letters 'SSA', 'HCFA', 'DHHS
'HHS', or 'SSI',' and
(2) in subparagraph (B) (as amended by section 304 and as
redesignczted), by striking "Social Security Administration" each

place it appears and inserting "Social Security Administration,

Health Care Financing Administration, or Department of
Health and Human Services", by striking "or of the Health Care
Financing Administration", and by inserting "or the Medicare
card," after "205(c) (2) (F)".
(c) EXEMPTION FOR USE OF WORDS, LETTERS, SYMBOLS, AND

EMBLEMS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES BY SUCH

AGENCIES.—Paragraph (1) of section 1140(a) of such Act (as redes-

ignated by subsection (a)) is further amended by adding at the end
the following new sentence: "The preceding provisions of this sub:
section shall not apply with respect to the use by any agency or instrumentality of a State or political subdivision of a State of any
words or letters which identify an agency or instrumentality of such
State or of a political subdivision of such State or the use by any
such agency or instrumentality of any symbol or emblem of an agency or instrumentality of such State or a political subdivision of such
State. ".
(d)

INCLUSION

OF REASONABLENESS

STANDAJ?D.—Section

1140(a)(1) of such Act (as amended by the preceding provisions of
this section) is further amended, in the matter following subparagraph (B) (as redesignated), by striking "convey" and inserting "convey, or in a manner which reasonably could be interpreted or construed as conveying,".
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(e) INEFFECTIVENESS OF DISCLAIMERS.—Subsectjon (a) of sec-

tion 1140 of such Act (as amended by the preceding provisions of
this section) is further amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:
"(3) Any determination of whether the use of one or more words,
letters, symbols, or emblems (or any combination or variation thereof) in connection with an item described in paragraph (1) or the reproduction, reprinting, or distribution of an item described in paragraph (2) is a violation of this subsection shall be made without regard to any inclusion in such item (or any so reproduced, reprinted,

or distributed copy thereof) of a disclaimer of affiliation with the
United States Government or any particular agency or instrumentality thereof ".

(f) VIOLATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INDIVIDUAL ITEMS.—Section

1140(b)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(b)(1)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sentence: "In the case of any
items referred to in subsection (a)(1) consisting of pieces of mail,
each such piece of mail which contains one or more words, letters,
symbols, or emblems in violation of subsection (a) shall represent a
separate violation. In the case of any item referred to in subsection

(a)(2), the reproduction, reprinting, or distribution of such item
shall be treated as a separate violation with respect to each copy
thereof so reproduced, reprinted, or distributed. ".

(g) ELIMINATION OF CAP ON AGGREGATE LIABILITY AMOUNT.—

(1) REPEAL.—Paragraph (2) of section 1140(b) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(b)(2)) is repealed.
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 1140(b) of such

Act is further amended—
(A) by striking "(1) Subject to paragraph (2), the" and

inserting "The'
(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) as
paragraphs (1) and (2), respectively; and
(C) in paragraph (1) (as redesignated), by striking
"subparagraph (B)" and inserting "paragraph (2)".

(h) REMOVAL OF FORMAL DECLINATION REQUIREMENT.—Section

1140(c) (1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(c)(1)) is amended by inserting "and the first sentence of subsection (c)" after "and (i)".
(i) PENALTIES RELATING TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

DEPOSITED IN OASI TRUST FUND, AND PENALTIES RELATED TO
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION DEPOSITED IN THE HI
AND SMI TRUST FUNDS.—Section 1140(c)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

1320b—10(c)(2)) is amended in the second sentence by striking "United States." and inserting "United States, except that (A) to the extent

that such amounts are recovered under this section as penalties imposed for misuse of words, letters, symbols, or emblems relating to
the Social Security Administration, such amounts shall be deposited
into the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and
(B) to the extent that such amounts are recovered under this section
as penalties imposed for misuse of words, letters, symbols, or emblems relating to the Department of Health and Human Services,
such amounts shall be deposited into the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Supplementaiy Medical Insurance
Trust Fund, as appropriate. ".
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(j) ENFORCEMENT.—SeCtiOn 1140 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—

10) is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(d) The preceding provisions of this section may be enforced
through the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of
Health and Human Services.'
(k) REPORTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health and Human

Services and the commissior of Social Security shall each

submit to the committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives and the committee on Finance of the Senate 3
reports on the operation of section 1140 of the Social Security
Act with respect to the Social Security Administration or the
Department of Health and Human Services during the period
covered by the report, which shall specify—
(A) the number of complaints of violations of such sec-

tion received by the Social Security Administration or the
Department of Health and Human Services during the period,

(B) the number of cases in which the Social Security
Administration or the Department, during the period, sent
a notice of violation of such section requesting that an individual cease activities in violation of such section,
(C) the number of cases in which the Social Security
Administration or the Department formally proposed a civil
money penalty in a demand letter during the period,
(D) the total amount of civil money penalties assessed
by the Social Security Administration or the Department
under this section during the period,
(E) the number of requests for hearings filed during the
period by the Social Security Administration or the Department pursuant to sections 1140(c)(1) and 1128A(c)(2) of the
Social Security Act,

(F) the disposition during the period of hearings filed
pursuant to sections 1140(c)(1) and 1128A(c)(2) of the Social Security Act, and
(G) the total amount of civil money penalties collected
under this section and deposited into the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Health Insurance and Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds,
as applicable, during the period.
(2) WHEN DUE.—The reports required by paragraph (1)
shall be submitted not later than December 1, 1995, not later
than December 1, 1997, and not later than December 1, 1999,
respectively.
(1) PRoHIBITIoN OF MISUSE OF DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
NAMES, SYMBOLs, ETc.—

(1) GENERAL RULE.—Subchapter II of chapter 3 of title 31,

United States code, is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section:

"p333. Prohibition of misuse of Department of the Treasury
names, symbols, etc.

"(a) GENERAL RUIS.—No person may use, in connection with,

or as a part of, any advertisement, solicitation, business activity, or
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product, whether alone or with other words, letters, symbols, or emblems—

"(1) the words 'Department of the Treasury', or the name of
any service, bureau, office, or other subdivision of the Department of the Treasury,
"(2) the titles 'Secretary of the Treasury' or 'Treasurer of the
United States' or the title of any other officer or employee of the
Department of the Treasury,
"(3) the abbreviations or initials of any entity referred to in
paragraph (1),
"(4) the words 'United States Savings Bond' or the name of
any other obligation issued by the Department of the Treasury,
"(5) any symbol or emblem of an entity referred to in paragraph (1) (including the design of any envelope or stationary
used by such an entity), and
"(6) any colorable imitation of any such words, titles, abbreviations, initials, symbols, or emblems,
in a manner which could reasonably be interpreted or construed as
conveying the false impression that such advertisement, solicitation,
business activity, or product is in any manner approved, endorsed,
sponsored, or authorized by, or associated with, the Department of
the Treasury or any entity referred to in paragraph (1) or any officer
or employee thereof
"(b) TREATMENT OF DIscLAIMERs.—Any determination

of
whether a person has violated the provisions of subsection (a) shall

be made without regard to any use of a disclaimer of affiliation
with the United States Government or any particular agency or in-

strumentality thereof

"(c) CIvIL PENALTY.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of the Treasury may im-

pose a civil penalty on any person who violates the provisions
of subsection (a).
"(2) AMOUNT OF PENALTY.—The amount of the civil penalty

imposed by paragraph (1) shall not exceed $5,000 for each use
of any material in violation of subsection (a). If such use is in
a broadcast or telecast, the preceding sentence shall be applied
by substituting '$25,000' for '$5,000':
"(3) TIME LIMITATIONS.—

"(A) ASSESSMENTS.—The Secretary of the Treasury

may assess any civil penalty under paragraph (1) at any
time before the end of the 3-year period beginning on the
date of the violation with respect to which such penalty is
imposed.
"(B) CIvIL ACTION.—The Secretary of the Treasury may

commence a civil action to recover any penalty imposed
under this subsection at any time before the end of the 2year period beginning on the date on which such penalty
was assessed.

"(4) CooRDINATIoN WITH SUBSECTION (d).—No penalty may

be assessed under this subsection with respect to any violation
after a criminal proceeding with respect to such violation has
been commenced under subsection (d).
"(d) CRIMINAL PENALTY.—
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—If any person knowingly violates subsection (a), such person shall, upon conviction thereof; be fined

not more than $10,000 for each such use or imprisoned not
more thzn 1 year, or both. If such use is in a broadcast or telecast, thc preceding sentence shall be applied by substituting
'$50,000' for '$10,000,.
"(2) TIME LIMITATIONS.—No person may be prosecuted,

tried, or punished under paragraph (1) for any violation of subsection (a) unless the indictment is found or the information instituted during the 3-year period beginning on the date of the

violation.
"(3) COORDINATION WITH SUBSECTION (c).—No criminal

proceeding may be commenced under this subsection with respect to any violation if a civil penalty has previously been assessed under subsection (c) with respect to such violation."
(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The analysis for chapter 3 of

title 31, United States Code, is amended by adding after the
item relating to section 332 the following new item:

"333. Prohibition of misuse of Department of the Treasury names, symbols, etc."

(3) REPORT.—Not later than May 1, 1996, the Secretary of

the Treasury shall submit a report to the Committee on Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Finance of the Senate on the implementation of the amendments made by this section. Such report shall include the number of cases in which the Secretary has notified persons of viola-

tions of section 333 of title 31, United States Code (as added

by subsection (a)), the number of prosecutions commenced under

such section, and the total amount of the penalties collected in
such prosecutions.

(m) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

amendments made by this section shall apply with respect to
violations occurring after March 31, 1995.

(2) PROHIBITION OF MISUSE OF DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAS-

URY NAMES, SYMBOLS, ETC.—Subsection (l)(3) shall take effect

on the date of the enactment of this Act, and the amendments
made by paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (1) shall apply
with respect to violations occurring after such date.
SEC. 313. INCREASED PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE
OF SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION,

(a) UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSuRE.—Section 1106(a) of the Social

Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is amended—
(1) by striking "misdemeanor" and inserting "felony";
(2) by striking "$1,000" and inserting "$10,000 for each occurrence of a violation"; and
(3) by striking "one year" and inserting "5 years".

(b) UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE BY FRAUD.—Section 1107(b) of

such Act (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "social security account number," after "information as to the";
(2) by striking "misdemeanor" and inserting "felony";
(3) by striking "$1,000" and inserting "$10,000 for each occurrence of a violation"; and
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(4) by striking "one year" and inserting "5 years'
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply to violations occurring on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 314. INCREASE IN AUTHORIZED PERIOD FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FILE ANNUAL EARNINGS REPORT.

(a) IN GENER.AL.—Section 203(h)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 403(h)(1)(A)) is amended in the last sentence by striking
"three months" and inserting "four months'
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply with respect to reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
SEC. 315. EXTENSION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AUTHORITY.

(a) IN GENER.AL.—Section 505 of the Social Security Disability
Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96—265), as amended by section

12101 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1985 (Public Law 99—272), section 10103 of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989 (Public Law 101—239), and section 5120
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—
508), is further a mended—
(1) in paragraph (3) of subsection (a), by striking "June 10,
1993" and inserting "June 10, 1996";

(2) in paragraph (4) of subsection (a), by striking "1992"
and inserting "199"; and
(3) in subsection (c), by striking "October 1, 1993" and in-

serting "October 1, 1996'
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 316. CROSS-MATCHING OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER
INFORMATION AND EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

INFORMATION MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE.
(a) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER INFORMATION.—Clause

(iii) of section 205(c)(2)(C) of the Social Security Act (42 U S.C.
405(c) (2) (C)) (as added by section 1735(a)(3) of the Food, Agri-

culture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—624;
104 Stat. 3791)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(I)" after "(iii)"; and
(2) by striking "The Secretary of Agriculture shall restrict"
and all that follows and inserting the following:

"(II) The Secretary of Agriculture may share any information
contained in any list referred to in subclause (I) with any other

agency or instrumentality of the United States which otherwise has
access to social security account numbers in accordance with this
subsection or other applicable Federal law, except that the Secretary
of Agriculture may share such information only to the extent that
such Secretary determines such sharing would assist in verifying
and matching such information against information maintained by
such other agency or instrumentality. Any such information shared
pursuant to this subcla use may be used by such other agency or in
strumentality only for the purpose of effective administration and
enforcement of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 or for the purpose of in-
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vestigation

such laws.

of violations of other Federal laws or enforcement of

"(III) The Secretary of Agriculture, and the head of any other
agency or instrumentality referred to in this subclause, shall restrict, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Health and Human

Services, access to social security account numbers obtained pursuant to this clause only to officers and employees of the United States
whose duties or responsibilities require access for the purposes described in subclause (II).
"(IV) The Secretary of Agriculture, and the head of any agency

or instrumentality with which information is shared pursuant to
clause (II), shall provide such other safeguards as the Secretary of
Health and Human Services determines to be necessary or appropriate to protect the confidentiality of the social security account
numbers. '

(b) EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER INFORMATION.—,Sub-

section (f of section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as
added by section 1735(c) of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and
Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—624; 104 Stat. 3792)) frelating
to access to employer identification numbers by Secretary of Agriculture for purposes of Food Stamp Act of 1977) is amended—
(1) by striking paragraph (2) and inserting the following:
"(2) SHARING OF INFORMATION AND SAFEGUARDS.—

"(A) SHARING OF INFORMATION.—The Secretary of Agri-

culture may share any information contained in any list referred to in paragraph (1) with any other agency or instrumentality of the United States which otherwise has access
to employer identification numbers in accordance with this
section or other applicable Federal law, except that the Secretary of Agriculture may share such information only to

the extent that such Secretary determines such sharing
would assist in verifying and matching such information
against information maintained by such other agency or in-

strumentality. Any such information shared pursuant to

this subparagraph may be used by such other agency or instrumentality only for the purpose of effective administration and enforcement of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 or for
the purpose of investigation of violations of other Federal
laws or enforcement of such laws.
"(B) SAFEGUARDS.—The Secretary of Agriculture, and

the head of any other agency or instrumentality referred to
in subparagraph (A), shall restrict, to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of the Treasury, access to employer identification
numbers obtained pursuant to this subsection only to officers and employees of the United States whose duties or responsibilities require access for the purposes described in
subparagraph (A). The Secretary of Agriculture, and the
head of any agency or instrumentality with which information is shared pursuant to subparagraph (A), shall provide
such other safeguards as the Secretary of the Treasury determines to be necessary or appropriate to protect the confidentiality of the employer identification numbers. '
(2) in paragraph (3), by striking "by the Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to this subsection" and inserting "pursuant to
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this subsection by the Secretary of Agriculture or the head of
any agency or instrumentality with which information is shared
pursuant to paragraph (2)", and by striking "social security ac-

count numbers" and inserting "employer identification num-

bers' and

(3) in paragraph (4), by striking "by the Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to this subsection" and inserting "pursuant to
this subsection by the Secretary of Agriculture or any agency or
instrumentality with which information is shared pursuant to
paragraph (2)".
SEC. 317. CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
MADE PERMANENT.

Subsection (c)(1)(A) of section 224 of the Railroad Retirement
Solvency Act of 1983 (relating to section 72(r) revenue increase
transferred to certain railroad accounts) is amended by striking
"with respect to benefits received before October 1, 1992'

SEC. 318. AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT
NUMBERS BY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR IN ADMINISTRA.
TION OF FEDERAL WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAWS.

Section 205(c) (2) (C) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c) (2) (C)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
clause:

"(ix) In the administration of the provisions of chapter 81 of

title 5, United States Code, and the Longshore and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act (33 U.S.C. 901 et seq.), the Secretary of Labor
may require by regulation that any person filing a notice of injury
or a claim for benefits under such provisions provide as part of such
notice or claim such person's social security account number, subject
to the requirements of this clause. No officer or employee of the De-

partment of Labor shall have access to any such number for any
purpose other than the establishment of a system of records necessary for the effective administration of such provisions. The Secretary of Labor shall restrict, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of

Health and Human Services, access to social security account numbers obtained pursuant to this clause to officers and employees of
the United States whose duties or responsibilities require access for
the administration or enforcement of such provisions. The Secretary

of Labor shall provide such other safeguards as the Secretary of
Health and Human Services determines to be necessary or appropriate to protect the confidentiality of the social security account
numbers. ".
SEC.

319. COVERAGE UNDER FICA OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES TRANS.
FERRED TEMPORARILY TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZA•

TIONS.
(a) TREATMENT OF SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS BY CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 3121 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to definitions) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

"(y) SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BY CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this chapter, service per-

formed in the employ of an international organization by an in-

dividual pursuant to a transfer of such individual to such
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international organization pursuant to section 3582 of title 5,

United States Code, shall constitute 'employment' if—
"(A) immediately before such transfer, such individual
performed service with a Federal agency which constituted
'employment' under subsection (b) for purposes of the taxes
imposed by sections 3101(a) and 3111(a), and

"(B) such individual would be entitled, upon separation from such international organization and proper application, to reemployment with such Federal agency under
such section 3582.

"(2) DEFINITIONS.—FOr purposes of this subsection—
"(A) FEDERAL AGENCY.—The term 'Federal agency'

means an agency, as defined in section 3581(1) of title 5,
United States Code.

"(B) INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION. —The term 'inter-

national organization' has the meaning provided such term
by section 3581(3) of title 5, United States Code."
(2) CONTRIBUTIONS BY FEDERAL AGENCY.—Section 3122 of

such Code (relating to Federal service) is amended by inserting
after the first sentence the following new sentence: "In the case
of the taxes imposed by this chapter with respect to service performed in the employ of an international organization pursuant
to a transfer to which the provisions pf section 3121(y) are applicable, the determination of the amount of remuneration for
such service, and the return and payment of the taxes imposed
by this chapter, shall be made by the head of the Federal agency from which the transfer was made."
(3) COLLECTION OF EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS. —Section

3102 of such Code (relating to deduction of tax from wages) is
amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(e) SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDEIi.AL EM-

PLOYEES.—In the case of any payments of wages for service performed in the employ of an international organization pursuant to
a transfer to which the provisions of section 3121(y) are applicable—

"(1) subsection (a) shall not apply,
"(2) the head of the Federal agency from which the transfer

was made shall separately include on the statement required
under section 6051—

"(A) the amount determined to be the amount of the

wages for such service, and
"(B) the amount of the tax imposed by section 3101 on
such payments, and

"(3) the tax imposed by section 3101 on such payments

shall be paid by the employee."

(4) EXCLUSION FROM TREATMENT AS TRADE OR BUSINESS.—

Paragraph (2)(C) of section 1402(c) of such Code (defining trade
or business) is amended by adding at the end the following: "except service which constitutes 'employment' under section
3121(y),".
(5) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Paragraph (15) of section
312 1(b) of such Code is amended by inserting ", except service

which constitutes 'employment' under subsection (y)" after "organization".
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(b) AMENDMENTS TO THE Sociv. SECURITY ACT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 210 of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 410) is amended by adding at the end the following new

subsection:

"SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNAIooj. ORGANIZATIONS BY
CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

"(r)(1) For purposes of this title, service performed in the employ

of an international organization by an individual pursuant to a
transfer of such individual to such international organization pursuant to section 3582 of title 5, United States Code, shall constitute
'employment' if—

"(A) immediately before such transfer, such individual performed service with a Federal agency which constituted 'employment' as defined in subsection (a), and

"(B) such individual would be entitled, upon separation
from such international organization and proper application, to
reemployment with such Federal agency under such section
3582.

"(2) For purposes of this subsection:
"(A) The term 'Federal agency' means an agency, as defined
in section 3581(1) of title 5, United States Code.

"(B) The term 'international organization' has the meaning
provided such term by section 3581(3) of title 5, United States
Code."

(2) EXCLUSION FROM TREATMENT AS TRADE OR BUSINESS.—

Section 211(c)(2)(C) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 411(c)(2)(C)) is
amended by inserting before the semicolon the following
except service which constitutes 'employment' under section

'

210(r)".
(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 210(a)(15) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 410(a)(15)) is amended by inserting ",

except

service which constitutes 'employment' under subsection (r)" before the semicolon.
(c) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply with respect to service performed after the calendar

quarter following the calendar quarter in which the date of the enactment of this Act occurs.

SEC. 320. EXTENSION OF THE FICA TAX EXEMPTION AND CERTAIN TAX
RULES TO INDIVIDUALS WHO ENTER THE UNITED STATES
UNDER A VISA ISSUED UNDER SECTION 101 OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT.
(a) AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986.—

(1) The following provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986 are each amended by striking "(J), or (M)" each place
it appears and inserting "(J), (M), or (Q)":
(A) Section 871(c).

(B) Section 1441(b).
(C) Section 3121(b)(19).
(D) Section 3231(e)(1).
(E) Section 3306(c)(19).

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 872(b) of such Code is amended
by striking "(F) or (J)" and inserting "(F), (J), or (Q)".
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(3) Paragraph (5) of section 7701(b) of such Code is amend-

ed by striking "subparagraph (J)" in subparagraphs (C)(i) and
(D)(i)(II) and inserting "subparagraph (J) or (Q)".
(b) AMENDMENT TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—Paragraph (19) of

section 210(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking "(J),
or (M)" each place it appears and inserting "(J), (M), or (Q)'
(c)

EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsection

shall take effect with the calendar quarter following the date of the
enactment of this Act.
SEC. 321. TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE H OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

(1) Section 201(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

401(a)) is amended, in the matter following clause (4), by striking "and and" and inserting "and".
(2)

Section

202(d)(8)(D)(ii)

of such

Act

(42

U.S.C.

402(d)(8)(D)(ii)) is amended by adding a period at the end, and

by adjusting the left hand margination thereof so as to align

with section 202(d)(8)(D)(i) of such Act.
(3) Section 202(q)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(q)(1)(A))

is amended by striking the dash at the end.
(4) Section 202(q)(9) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(q)(9)) is
amended, in the matter preceding subparagraph (A), by striking
"parargaph" and inserting "paragraph'
(5) Section 202(t)(4)(D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(t)(4)(D))

is amended by inserting "if the" before "Secretary" the second
and third places it appears.

(6) Clauses (i) and (ii) of section 203(t) (5) (C) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 403(f)(5)(C)) are amended by adjusting the left-hand
margination thereof so as to align with clauses (i) and (ii) of
section 203 (f)(5) (B) of such Act.

(7) Paragraph (3)(A) and paragraph (3)(B) of section 205(b)

of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(b)) are amended by adjusting the
left-hand margincztion thereof so as to align with the matter following section 205(b)(2)(C) of such Act.

(8) Section 205(c) (2) (B) (iii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c) (2) (B) (iii)) is amended by striking "non-public" and inserting "nonpublic".
(9) Section 205(c)(2)(C) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)(C))
is amended—
(A) by striking the clause (vii) added by section 2201(c)
of Public Law 101—624;

(B) by redesignating the clause (iii) added by section
2201(b)(3) of Public Law 101—624, clause (iv), clause (v),
clause (vi), and the clause (vii) added by section 1735(b) of
Public Law 101—624 as clause (iv), clause (v), clause (vi),
clause (vii), and clause (viii), respectively;
(C) in clause (v) (as redesignated), by striking
"subclause (I) of and by striking "subclause (II) of clause
(i)" and inserting "clause (ii)"; and
(D) in clause (viii)(IV) (as redesignated), by inserting "a
social security account number or" before "a request for".
(10) The heading for section 205(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(j)) is amended to read as follows:
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"Representative Payees"

(11) The heading for sectn 205(s) of such Act (42 U.s.c.

405(s)) is amended to read as follows:

'Wotice Requirenjents'
(12) Section 208(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 408(c)) is amended by striking "subsection (g)" and inserting "subsection (a)(7)'
(13) Section 210(a) (5) (B) (i)(V) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
410(a) (5) (B) (i)(V))

is amended by striking "section

and inserting "section 104(e)(2)'

(14) Section 211(a) of such Act

amended—

and

1 05(e) (2)"

(42 U.S.C. 411(a)) is

(A) in paragraph (13), by striking "and" at the end;
(B) in paragraph (14), by striking the period and in-

serting ' and'

(15) Section 213(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 413(c)) is amended by striking "section" the first place it appears and inserting
"sections":
(16) Section 215(a) (5) (B) (i)

of such

Act

(42

U.S. C.

415(a)(5)(B)(i)) is amended by striking "subsection" the second
place it appears and inserting "subsections'
(17) Section 215(f)(7) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(f)(7)) is
amended by inserting a period after "1990":
(18) Subparagraph (F) of section 218(c)(6) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 418(c) (6)) is amended by adjusting the left-hand
margination thereof so as to align with section 218(c)(6)(E) of
such Act.
(19) Section 223(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 423(i)) is amend-

ed by adding at the beginning the following heading:
"Limitation on Payments to Pison.ers'
(b) RELATED AMENDMENTS.—

(1) Section 603(b)(5)(A) of Public Law 101-649 (amending
section 202(n)(1) of the Social Security Act) (104 Stat. 5085) is
amended by inserting "under" before "paragraph (1)," and by
striking "(17), or (18)" and inserting "(17), (18), or (19)", effec-

tive as if this paragraph were included in such section
603(b) (5) (A).

(2) Section 10208(b)(1) of Public Law 101-239 (amending
section 230(b)(2)(A) of the Social Security Act) (103 Stat. 2477)
is amended by striking "230(b) (2) (A)" and "430(b)(2)(A)" and inserting "230(b)(2)" and "430(b)(2)' respectively, effective as if
this paragraph were included in such section 1 0208(b) (1).

(c) CONFORMING, CLERIcAL AMENDMENTS UPDATING, WITHOUT
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE, REFERENCES IN TITLE H OF THE SocIAL SECURITY ACT TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.—

(1)(A)(i) Section 201(g)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1))
is amended—
(I) in subparagraph (A)(i), by striking "and subchapter
E" and all that follows through "1954" and inserting 'and
chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986",
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(II) in subparagraph (A)(ii), by striking "1954" and inserting "1986";
(III) in the matter in subparagraph (A) following

clause (ii), by striking "subchapter E" and all that follows
through "1954." and inserting "chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.' and by striking "1954 other"
and inserting "1986 other"; and
(IV) in subparagraph (B), by striking "1954" each place
it appears and inserting "1986".
(ii) The amendments made by clause (i) shall apply only
with respect to periods beginning on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(B)(i) Section 201(g)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2)) is

amended by striking "section 3101(a)" and all that follows

through "1950." and inserting "section 3101(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 which are subject to refund under section
6413(c) of such Code with respect to wages (as defined in section 3121 of such Code). ' and by striking "wages reported" and
all that follows through "1954," and inserting "wages reported
to the &cretary of the Treasury or his delegate pursuant to subtitle F of such Code,".

(ii) The amendments made by clause (i) shall apply only

with respect to wages paid on or after January 1, 1995.
(C) Section 201(g)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(4)) is
amended—
(i) by striking "The Board of Trustees shall prescribe

before January 1, 1981, the method" and inserting "If at
any time or times the Boards of Trustees of such Trust
Funds deem such action advisable, they may modify the
method prescribed by such Boards";
(ii) by striking "1954" and inserting "1986"; and
(iii) by striking the last sentence.
(2)

Section 202(v) of such Act (42 U.SC. 402(v))

is

amended—

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "1954" and inserting

"1986"; and

(B) in paragraph (3)(A), by inserting "of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1986" after "3127'
(3) Section 205(c) (5) (F)(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c) (5) (F)(i)) is amended by inserting "or the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986" after "1954".
(4)(A) Section 209(a) (4.) (A) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
4O9a)(4)(A.)) is amended by inserting "or the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986" after "Internal Revenue Code of 1954".
(B)

Section 209(a) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 409(a)) is

amended—
(i) in subparagraphs (C) and (E) of paragraph (4,),
(ii,) in paragraph (5)(A),

(ii&) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (i4),
(iv) in paragraph (15),
(v) in paragraph (16), and
(vi) in paragraph (17),
by striking "1954" each place it appears and inserting "1986".
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(C) Subsections (b), (f), (g), (i)(1), and (j) of section 209 of
such Act (42 U.S.C. 409) are amended by striking "1954" each
place it appears and inserting "1986".
(5) Section 2l1(a)(15) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 4l1(a)(15)) is
amended by inserting "of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986"
after "section 162(m)".
(6) Title II of such Act is further amended—
(A) in subsections (fX5)(B)(ii) and (k) of section 203 (42
U.S.C. 403),
(B) in section 205(c)(1)(D)(i) (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(1)(D)(i)),

(C) in the matter in section 210(a) (42 U.S.C. 410(a))
preceding paragraph (1) and in paragraphs (8), (9), and
(10) of section 210(a),

(D) in subsections (p)(4) and (q) of section 210 (42
(E) in the matter in section 211(a) (42 U.S.C. 4l1(a))
preceding paragraph (1) and in paragraphs (3), (4), (6),
(10), (11), and (12) and clauses (iii) and (iv) of section
2l1(a),
(F) in the matter in section 211(c) (42 U.S.C. 411(c))
preceding paragraph (1), in paragraphs (3) and (6) of section 211(c), and in the matter following paragraph (6) of
U.S.C. 410),

section 211(c),

(G) in subsections (d), (e), and (h)(1)(B) of section 211
(42 U.S.C. 411),
(H) in section 216(j) (42 U.S.C. 416(j)),
(I) in section 218(e) (3) (42 U.S.C. 418(e) (3)),
(J) in section 229(b) (42 U.S.C. 429(b)),
(K) in section 230(c) (42 U.S.C. 430(c)), and
(L) in section 232 (42 U.S.C. 432),

by striking "1954" each place it appears and inserting "1986"
(1) The preceding provisions of this section shall be construed only as technical and clerical corrections and as reflecting the original intent of the provisions amended thereby.
(2) Any reference in title II of the Social Security Act to the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be construed to include a
reference to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to the extent necessary to carry out the provisions of paragraph (1).
(d) RULES OF CONSTRUCTION._

(e) UTILIZATION OF NATIONAL AVERAGE
WAGE INDEX FOR
WAGE-BASED ADJUSTMENTS.—
(1) DEFINITION OF NATIONAL AVERAGE WAGE INDEX.—.Sec-

tion 209(k) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 409(k)) is

amended—
(A) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph (3);

(B) in paragraph (3) (as redesignated), by striking

"paragraph (1)" and inserting "this subsection", and
(C) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting the following new paragraphs:
"(k)(1) For purposes of sections 203(f)(8)(B)(ii), 213(d) (2) (B)

215(a)(1)(B)(ii),
215(a)(1)(C)(ii),
215(a)(1)(D),
215(i)(1)(E), 215(i)(2)(C)(ji), 224 (f)(2) (B), and

215(b) (3) (A)(jj),
230(b) (2) (and

230(b) (2) as in effect immediately prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1977), the term 'national average wage
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index' for any particular calendar year means, subject to regulations

of the Secretary under paragraph (2), the average of the total wages
for such particular calendar year.
"(2) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under which the
national average wage index for any calendar year shall be computed—

"(A) on the basis of amounts reported to the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate for such year,

"(B) by disregarding the limitation on wages specified in

subsection (a)(1),

"(C) with respect to calendar years after 1990, by incorporating deferred compensation amounts and factoring in for

such years the rate of change from year to year in such

amounts, in a manner consistent with the requirements of section 10208 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989,
and
"(D) with respect to calendar years before 1978, in a manner consistent with the manner in which the average of the total
wages for each of such calendar years was determined as provided by applicable law as in effect for such years. '
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(A) Section 213(d) (2) (B) of

such Act

(42

U.S.C.

413(d)(2)(B)) is amended by striking "deemed average total

wages" and inserting "national average wage index' and

by striking "the average of the total wages" and all that follows and inserting "the national average wage index (as so
defined) for 1976,".

(B) Section 215(a)(1)(B)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

415(a)(1)(B)(ii)) is amended—

(i) in subclause (I), by striking "deemed average
total wages" and inserting "national average wage
index' and
(ii) in subclause (II), by striking "the average of the
total wages" and all that follows and inserting "the national average wage index (as so defined) for 1977.".

(C) Section 215(a)(1)(C)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(a)(1)(C)(ii)) is amended by striking "deemed average
total wages" and inserting "national average wage index".
(D) Section 215(a)(1)(D)
415(a)(1)(D)) is amended—

of such Act

(42

U.S.C.

(i) by striking "after 1978'
(ii) by striking "and the average of the total wages
(as described in subparagraph (B)(ii)(I))" and inserting
"and the national average wage index (as defined in
section 209(k)(1)Y'; and
(iii) by striking the last sentence.

(E) Section 215(b)(3)(A)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(b) (3) (A)(ii)) is amended by striking "deemed average
total wages" each place it appears and inserting "national
average wage index".
(F) Section 215(i)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(i)(1)) is
amended—
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(i) in subparagraph (E), by striking "SSA average

wage index" and inserting "national average wage
index (as defined in section 209(k)(1))"; and

(ii) by striking subparagraph (G) and redesignating subparagraph (H) as subparagraph (G).

(G) Section 215(i)(2) (C) (ii) of such Act (42 U.S. C.
415(i)('l)(C)(ij)) is amended to read as follows:
"(ii) The Secretary shall determine and promulgate the OASDI
fund ratio for the current calendar year on or before November 1 of

the current calendar year, based upon the most recent data then

available. The Secretary shall include a statement of the fund ratio

and the national average wage index (as defined

in section

209(k)(1)) and a statement of the effect such ratio and the level of
such index may have upon benefit increases under this subsection
in any notification made under clause (i) and any determination
published under subparagraph (D).".
(H) Section 224(/)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 424a(/)(2))
is amended—
end;

(i) in subparagraph (A), by adding "and" at the
(ii) by striking subparagraph (C); and

(iii) by striking subparagraph (B) and inserting

the following:

"(B) the ratio of (i) the national average wage index (as defined in section 209(k)(1)) for the calendar year before the year
in which such redetermination is made to (ii) the national average wage index (as so defined) for the calendar year before the
year in which the reduction was first computed (but not counting any reduction made in benefits for a previous period of disability). '
(/) TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS RELATED TO OASDIIN THE OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990.—

(1) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION

5103(b) RELATING TO DISABLED WIDOWS.—Section 223(/)(2) of the

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 423(/)(2)) is amended—

(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(in a case to

which clause (ii)(II) does not apply)' and
(B) by striking subparagraph (B)(ii) and inserting the

following:

"(ii) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or'
(2) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION

sios(d) RELATING TO REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

(A) TITLE H AMENDMENTS.__Section 5105(d)(1)(A) of

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (Public
Law 101-508) is amended—

(i) by striking "Section 205(j) (5)" and inserting

"Section 205(j)(6)' and
(ii) by redesignating the paragraph (5) as amended
thereby as paragraph (6).
(B) TITLE XVI AMENDMENTS._Sect ion 1631(a)(2) of the

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a) (2)) is amended—

(i) by redesignating subparagraphs (E) and (F) as
subparagraphs (F) and (G), respectively; and
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(ii) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the following:
"(E) RESTITUTION.—In cases where the negligent failure of the

Secretary to investigate or monitor a representative payee results in
misuse of benefits by the representative payee, the Secretary shall
make payment to the beneficiary or the beneficiary's representative
payee of an amount equal to such misused benefits. The Secretary
shall make a good faith effort to obtain restitution from the terminated representative payee. ".
(3) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION 5106
RELATING TO COORDINATION OF RULES UNDER TITLES II AND XVI
GOVERNING FEES FOR REPRESENTATIVES OF CLAIMANTS WITH
ENTITLEMENTS UNDER BOTH TITLES.—
(A) CALCULATION OF FEE OF CLAIMANT'S REPRESENTATIVE BASED ON AMOUNT OF PAST-DUE SUPPLEMENTAL SECUR177 INCOME BENEFITS AFTER APPLICATION OF WINDFALL

OFFSET PROVISION.—Section 1631(d)(2)(A)(i) of the Social

Security Act (as amended by section 5106(a)(2) of the Om-

nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C.
1383 (d)(2)(A)(i)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i) by substituting, in subparagraphs (A)(ii)(I) and (C)(i),

the phrase '(as determined before any applicable reduction
under section 1631(g), and reduced by the amount of any reduction in benefits under this title or title II made pursuant to sec-

tion 1127(a))' for the parenthetical phrase contained therein;

and'

(B) CALCULATION OF PAST-DUE BENEFITS FOR PUR-

POSES OF DETERMINING ATTORNEY FEES IN JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS.—

(i) IN GENERAL—Section 206(b)(1) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 406(b) (1)) is amended—
(I) by inserting "(A)" after "(b)(1)"; and

(II) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
"(B) For purposes of this para graph—

"(i) the term 'past-due benefits' excludes any benefits with
respect to which payment has been continued pursuant to subsection (g) or (h) of section 223, and

"(ii) amounts of past-due benefits shall be determined be-

fore any applicable reduction under section 1127(a).".
(ii) PROTECTION FROM OFFSETTING SSI BENEFITS.—

The last sentence of section 1127(a) of such Act (as

added by section 5106(b) of the Omnibus Budget Rec-

onciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C.

1320a—6(a)) is

amended by striking "section 206(a)(4)" and inserting
"subsection (a)(4) or (b) of section 206".
(4) APPLICATION OF SINGLE DOLLAR AMOUNT CEILING TO
CONCURRENT CLAIMS UNDER TITLES II AND XVI.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 206(a) (2) of such Act (as
amended by section 5106(a)(1) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990,) (42 U.S.C. 406(a) (2)) is amended—
(i) by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subparagraph (D); and
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(ii) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following new subparagraph:
"(C) In any case involving—
"(i) an agreement described in subparagraph (A) with any
person relating to both a claim of entitlement to past-due benefits under this title and a claim of entitlement to past-due benefits under title XVI, and
"(ii) a favorable determination made by the Secretary with
respect to both such claims,
the Secretary may approve such agreement only if the total fee or
fees specified in such agreement does not exceed, in the aggregate,
the dollar amount in effect under subparagraph (A) (ii) (II).".
(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 206(a)(3)(A) of

such Act (as amended by section 5106(a) (1) of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C. 406(a)(3)(A))

is amended by striking "paragraph (2)(C)" and inserting

"paragraph (2)(D)".
(5) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Each amendment made by this sub-

section shall take effect as if included in the provisions of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 to which such
amendment relates, except that the amendments made by paragraph (3)(B) shall apply with respect to favorable judgments
made after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(g) ELIMINATION OF ROUNDING DISTORTION IN THE CALCULATION OF THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE AND THE EARNINGS TEST ExEMPT AMOUNTS.—

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF OASDI CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT

BASE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 230(b) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 430(b)) is amended by striking paragraphs
(1) and (2) and inserting the following:
"(1) $60,600, and
"(2) the ratio of (A) the national average wage index (as defined in section 209(k)(1)) for the calendar year before the cal-

endar year in which the determination under subsection (a) is
made to (B) the national average wage index (as so defined) for
1992,".

(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT RELATING TO APPLICABLE

PRIOR LAW.—Section 230(d) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 430(d))

is amended by striking "(except that" and all that follows
through the end and inserting "(except that, for purposes of
subsection (b) of such section 230 as so in effect, the reference to the contribution and benefit base in paragraph (1)
of such subsection (b) shall be deemed a reference to an
amount equal to $45,000, each reference in paragraph (2)
of such subsection (b) to the average of the wages of all employees as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury shall be
deemed a reference to the national average wage index (as
defined in section 209(k)(1)), the reference to a preceding

calendar year in paragraph (2)(A) of such subsection (b)
shall be deemed a reference to the calendar year before the
calendar year in which the determination under subsection
(a) of such section 230 is made, and the reference to a cal-
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endar year in paragraph (2)(B) of such subsection (b) shall

be deemed a reference to 1992). '

(C) ADJUSTMENT OF CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE
APPLICABLE IN DETERMINING YEARS OF COVERAGE FOR PURPOSES
OF SPECIAL
MINIMUM
PRIMARY
INSURANCE

AMOUNT.—Section 215(a)(1)(C)(ii) of such Act is amended

by striking "(except that" and all that follows through the
end and inserting "(except that, for purposes of subsection
(b) of such section 230 as so in effect, the reference to the
contribution and benefit base in paragraph (1) of such subsection (b) shall be deemed a reference to an amount equal
to $45,000, each reference in paragraph (2) of such subsection (b) to the average of the wages of all employees as
reported to the Secretary of the Treasury shall be deemed
a reference to the national average wage index (as defined
in section 209(k)(1)), the reference to a preceding calendar
year in paragraph (2)(A) of such subsection (b) shall be
deemed a reference to the calendar year before the calendar
year in which the determination under subsection (a) of
such section 230 is made, and the reference to a calendar
year in paragraph (2)(B) of such subsection (b) shall be
deemed a reference to 1992). '

(2) ADJUSTMENT OF EARNINGS TEST EXEMPT AMOUNT.—Sec-

tion 203(/) (8) (B) (i j)

of the Social Security Act (42

403(/)(8)(B)(ii)) is amended to read as follows:

U.S.C.

"(ii) the product of the corresponding exempt amount
which is in effect with respect to months in the taxable year
ending after 1993 and before 1995, and the ratio of—
"(I) the national average wage index (as defined in
section 209(k)(1)) for the calendar year before the calendar year in which the determination under subparagraph (A) is made, to

"(II) the national average wage index (as so de-

fined) for 1992,

with such product, if not a multiple of $10, being rounded
to the next higher multiple of $10 where such product is a
multiple of $5 but not of $10 and to the nearest multiple
of $10 in any other case."
(3) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

(A) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall be
effective with respect to the determination of the contribution and benefit base for years after 1994.
(B) The amendment made by paragraph (2) shall be ef-

fective with respect to the determination of the exempt

amounts applicable to any taxable year ending after 1994.

(h) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XVL—(1) Section 1631

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383) is amended—

(A) in the 1st subsection (n), by striking "subsection" and
inserting "title' and
(B) by redesignating the 2nd subsection (n) as subsection
(o).

(2) Section 1613(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)) is
amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (9);
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(B) by striking the period at the end of the 1st paragraph
(10) and inserting "; and' and
(C) by redesignating the 2nd paragraph (10) as paragraph
(11).

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsection
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
And the Senate agree to the same.
SAM GIBBONS,
DAN ROSTENKOWSKI,

J.J. PICKLE,
ANDREW JACOBS, Jr.,
HAROLD FORD,
BILL ARCHER,
JIM BUNNING,
RICK SANTORUM,

Managers on the Part of the House.
DANIEL P. M0YNII-LAN,
MAX BAUCUS,
JOHN BREAUX,
BOB PACKWOOD,
BOB DOLE,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMIVEE OF
CONFERENCE

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 4277) to establish the
Social Security Administration as an independent agency and to
make other improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability

insurance program, submit the following joint statement to the
House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action
agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference report:

The Senate amendment struck all of the House bill after the
enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate with an amendment that is a substitute for the House
bill and the Senate amendment. The differences between the House

bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming
changes made necessary by agreements reached by the conferees,
and minor drafting and clerical changes.
1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS AN
INDEPENDENT AGENCY

(Sec. 101—110 of the House bill, secs. 101—204 of the Senate
amendment, and secs. 101—110 of the conference agreement)

a. Status of Agency

Present law

The Social Security Administration (SSA) is a component of
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
House bill
SSA would be made an independent agency in the executive
branch of the Federal government, with responsibility for administration of the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance
(OASDI) and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) programs.
Senate amendment
Same as House provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill and the Senate amendment, with amendments providing that SSA would continue to perform its current functions in administering the Coal Industry Retirees Health Benefits Act and Part B of the Black Lung
Benefits Act.

(87)
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b. Agency Leadership and Management

Present law
The Secretary of HHS has responsibility for administration of
the OASDI and SSI programs. Administration of these programs

has been delegated to the Commissioner of Social Security. The
Commissioner is appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate, but reports to the Secretary.
House bill

SSA would be governed by a three-member, full-time Board,
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Board members would serve 6-year terms, with no more
than 2 members being from the same political party. Board members would be chosen on the basis of their integrity, impartiality,
and good judgment, and would be individuals who, by reason of
education, experience, and attainments, are exceptionally qualified
to perform the duties of the Board. Board members could be removed from office by the President only pursuant to a finding of

neglect of duty or malfeasance in office. The terms of the first

members would expire after two, four and six years.
Recommendations for persons to serve on the Board would be

made by the Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee on Finance. A member could, at
the request of the President, serve for up to a year after the mem-

ber's term expires until a successor has taken office. A member
could be appointed for additional terms.
The President would appoint one of the members to be a chair-

person of the Board for a 4-year term. The chairperson or two

members could call a meeting of the Board with any two members
constituting a quorum. Any member alone would be permitted to
hold a hearing.
Each member of the Board would be compensated at the rate
provided in level II of the Executive Schedule. No member would
be permitted to engage in any other business, vocation, profession,
or employment.
The Board would:
Govern OASDI and SSI by regulation;
Establish the agency and oversee its. efficient and effective
operation;

Establish policy and devise long-range plans for the agen-

cy;

Appoint an Executive Director to act as the agency's chief

operating officer;

Constitute three members of a new seven-member Board
of Trustees of the Social Security Trust Funds, with the chair-

person of the agency's Board serving as chairperson of the
Board of Trustees (the Secretary of Labor would be dropped as
a member of the Board of Trustees);

Prepare an annual budget, which would be presented by
the President to Congress without revision, together with the
President's annual budget for the agency;
Study and make recommendations to the Congress and
President on the most effective methods of providing economic
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security through social insurance, SSI, and related programs,
as well as on matters related to OASDI and SSI administra-

tion;

Provide the Congress and President with ongoing actuarial
and other analyses; and
Conduct policy analysis and research.
The Board would be authorized to prescribe rules and regulations. It would also be authorized to establish, alter, consolidate, or
discontinue organizational units and components of the agency
(other than those provided by statute). Further, it would be per-

mitted to assign duties and delegate (or authorize successive

redelegations of) authority to act and to render decisions to such

officers and employees as it deems necessary.
Senate amendment
SSA would be governed by a Commissioner appointed by the
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a 4-year

term coinciding with the term of the President (or until the appointment of a successor). The Commissioner would be compensated at the rate for level I of the Executive Schedule (equivalent to Cabinet officer pay). The Commissioner would be responsible for the exercise of all powers and the discharge of all duties
of SSA, have authority and control over all personnel and activities
of the agency, and serve as a member of the 5-member Board of
Trustees.

The President would be required to appoint a Commissioner
within 60 days of the enactment. Upon such appointment and confirmation by the Senate, the Commissioner appointed under this
title would assume the duties of the HHS Commission of Social Security until SSA is established as an independent agency.
The Commissioner would be authorized to prescribe rules and
regulations; establish, alter, consolidate, or discontinue organizational units and components of the agency (except for those prescribed by law); and assign duties, and delegate, or authorize successive redelegations of, authority to act and to render decisions, to
such officers and employees as the Commissioner may find necessary.
The Commissioner and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services would be directed to consult with one another on an ongoing basis to assure: (1) the coordination of the Social Security,
SSI, and Medicare and Medicaid programs and (2) that adequate
information concerning Medicare and Medicaid benefits would be
available to the public.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment,
modified to provide that the Commissioner would serve a fixed six-

year term, except that the initial term of office would terminate
January 19, 2001. As in the case of the Board members in the
House bill, the Commissioner could be removed from office by the
President only pursuant to a finding of neglect of duty or malfeasance in office.

In providing that a single administrator, rather than a bipartisan board, will head the independent agency, the conferees place
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high priority on management efficiency, which they see as essential

in enabling the independent SSA to address the problems that
confront it. At the same time, the conferees are concerned by the
high rate of turnover, and resulting instability, that has characterized SSA's top management in recent years. A number of problems
in service delivery associated with this instability has been documented in studies by the General Accounting Office and in hearings by the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance. A description of these studies and hearings
is contained in both Committees' reports on this legislation.
The conferees expect that the key features of SSA's leadership

structure as established in the conference agreement—i.e., independent status, a six-year term and the limitation on removal by
the President, and a bipartisan advisory board—will be effective in
assuring that policy errors resulting from inappropriate influence
from outside the agency such as those occurring in the early 1980s
do not recur in the future.
(1) Board of Trustees

Present law

The Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust Funds consists of the

Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, and two public trustees. The Commissioner of Social Security serves as the Secretary of the Board.
House bill
The provision would expand the Board of Trustees and alter its

membership. As restructured, the Board would consist of the 3
members of the independent agency's board of directors, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, and the two public trustees. the Secretary of Labor would be

dropped from the Board. Also, the chairperson of SSA's board of di-

rectors would serve as the chairperson of the Board of Trustees.
The Executive Director would serve as the Secretary of the Board.
Senate amendment

The Commissioner of the independent agency would serve as
a member of the Board of Trustees, and the Secretary of Labor
would be dropped from the Board. The Deputy Commissioner
would serve as the Secretary of the Board.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, with
an amendment providing that the Secretary of Labor would continue to serve as a member of the Board.
(2) SSA Budget

Present law

SSA's annual budget request is submitted to Congress by the
President, as part of his proposal for the overall budget for the executive branch.
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House bill

SSA's board of directors would be required to prepare an annual budget for the agency, which would be presented by the Presi-

dent to Congress without revision, together with the President's

annual budget for the agency.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, except that
the budget would be prepared and forwarded to the President by
the Commissioner, rather than the Board.
(3) Advisory Board

Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
A 7-member part-time Advisory Board would be appointed for
6-year terms, made up as follows: 3 appointed by the President (no

more than 1 from the same political party); 2 each (no more than
1 from the same political party) by the Speaker of the House (in
consultation with the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of
the Committee on Ways and Means) and the President pro tempore
of the Senat2 (in consultation with the Chairman and Ranking Minority member of the Committee on Finance). Presidential appointees would be subject to Senate confirmation. Board members
would serve staggered terms. The chairman of the Board would be
appointed by the President for a 4-year term, coincident with the
term of the President, or until the designation of a successor. The
Board would meet at least 6 times each year and generally would
be responsible for giving advice on policies related to the OASDI
and SSI programs.

Compensation of members would be set at a rate equal to 25
percent of the rate for level III of the Executive Schedule (in addition, on meeting days compensation would be equivalent to that of
the daily rate of level III of the Executive Schedule). Other benefits
(except for health benefits) would not accrue. The Board would be
required to appoint a staff director (paid at a rate equivalent to a
rate for the Senior Executive Service) and would be authorized to
hire necessary staff. The Board would be exempt from the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.
Specific functions of the Board would include:

Analyzing the nation's retirement and disability system

and making recommendations with respect to how the OASDI
program and SSI program, supported by other public and private systems, can most effectively assure economic security;
Studying and making recommendations relating to the coordination of programs that provide health security with the
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OASDI and SSI programs and with other public and private

systems;
Making recommendations to the President and to the Con-

gress with respect to policies that will ensure the solvency of
the OASDI program, both in the short-term and long-term;
Making recommendations to the President of candidates to
consider in selecting nominees for the position of Commissioner
and Deputy Commissioner;
Reviewing and assessing the quality of service that the Administration provides to the public;

Reviewing and making recommendations with respect to
policies and regulations regarding the OASDI and SSI programs;
Increasing public understanding of the Social Security sys4em;

In consultation with the Commissioner, reviewing the development and implementation of a long-range research and
program evaluation plan for the Administration;
Reviewing and assessing any major studies of Social Security that may come to the attention of the Board; and
Conducting such other reviews and assessments as the
Board determines to the appropriate.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement generally follows the Senate amend-

ment, except that Advisory Board members would serve fixed
terms, meet at least four times a year (four members, not more
than three from the same political party, would constitute a
quorum), and serve without compensation, except that, while serv-

ing on business of the Board away from their homes or regular
places of business, members may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section
5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in the Government
employed intermittently.
Specific functions of the Board include:

Analyzing the nation's retirement and disability systems
and making recommendations with respect to how the OASDI
program and SSI program, supported by other public and private systems, can most effectively assure economic security;
Studying and making recommendations relating to the coordination of programs that provide health security with the
OASDI and SSI programs and with other public and private
systems;
Making recommendations to the President and to the Con-

gress with respect to policies that will ensure the solvency of
th OASDI program, both in the short-term and the long term;
Making recommendations with respect to the quality of
service that the Administration provides to the public;
Making recommendations with respect to policies and regulations regarding the OASDI and SSI programs;
Increasing public understanding of the social security system;

Making recommendations with respect to a long-range research and program evaluation plan for the Administration;
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Reviewing and assessing any major studies of social security that may come to the attention of the Board; and
Making recommendations with respect to such other matters as the Board determines to be appropriate.
In general, it is expected that the scope of the Advisory Board
would be broadly focused, as indicated by its statutory mandate.
This would be in contrast to the focus of recent Advisory Councils,

which have tended to focus on specific aspects of the program.
While the Advisory Board is required to review and assess the
quality of service to the public provided by the Administration, the

conferees expect that the performance of this or any other duty
shall not serve as a basis for the Advisory Board to become involved in the day-to-day operation or management of the agency.
Moreover, the conferees do not see the Board's role in evaluating
SSA's policies and regulations as extending to the Board any special status with respect to the requirements and procedures related
to the Administrative Procedures Act.
While the Board will appoint a staff director and hire required
clerical support personnel, any additional staff required by the
Board will be provided by the Commissioner of Social Security, who
will detail employees to the Board, as agreed by the Commissioner
and the Board. It is the intention of the conferees that the Board's
staff director and clerical support staff not fall under the cap imposed by the conference agreement on positions that may be exempted from the competitive service at SSA.

To carry out its duties, the Advisory Board must have access
to the records of the Social Security Administration. Therefore, it
is expected that SSA will furnish information requested by the Advisory Board that, in the Board's judgment, is required for the performance of its duties.
The conferees believe that it is important to emphasize that
the Board is advisory in nature, and that its members will meet
on a part-time basis rather than serve as a standing body. It is expected that the Commissioner will consider the advice of the Board
when formulating agency policy. The conferees anticipate that the
Board will be effective in enhancing public confidence in the Social
Security system. They believe that the Board's independent status
and bipartisan membership make it especially well-suited for this
important task.
(4) Executive Director

Present law
No provision.
House bill

An Executive Director would be appointed by the Board to

serve as the agency's chief operating officer for a 4-year term. The
individual would be permitted to serve up to one additional year
until a successor had taken office (at the request of the chairperson
of the Board). The Board would be permitted to appoint the Executive Director for additional terms. An Executive Director could be
removed from office before completion of his or her term only for
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cause found by the Board. Compensation would be set at the rate
provided in level II of the Executive Schedule.
The Executive Director would:
Be the chief operating officer responsible for administration;

Maintain an efficient and effective administrative structure;
Implement the long-term plans of the Board;

Report annually to the Board on the program costs of

OASDI and SSI; make annual budgetary recommendations for

the administrative costs of the agency and defend such recommendations before the board;

Advise the Board and Congress of effects on administra-

tion of proposed legislative changes;

Serve as Secretary of the Board of Trustees (for OASDI);
Report to the Board in December of each year, for transmittal to Congress; on administrative endeavors and accomplishments; and
Carry out any additional duties assigned by the Board.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).

c. Deputy Commissioner of Social Security

Present law

Under current SSA practice, there are six deputy commis-

sioners (for operations; programs; finance, assessment and management; policy and external affairs; systems; and human resources).

None of these is a statutory position. In addition, a non-statutory
Principal Deputy Commissioner is designated to serve as Acting
Commissioner in the absence of the Commissioner.
House bill

A Deputy Director of Social Security would be appointed by,
and serve at the pleasure of, the Executive Director.
The Deputy Director would perform such duties and exercise
such powers as are assigned by the Executive Director, and serve
as Acting Executive Director during the absence or disability of the
Executive Director. The Deputy Director would also serve as Acting
Executive Director in the event of a vacancy in the office of Executive Director unless the Board designates another official to fill the
post. He or she would be compensated at the rate provided in level
III of the Executive Schedule.
Senate amendment
A Deputy Commissioner would be appointed by the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a 4-year term coincident with the term of the Commissioner or until appointment of a
qualified successor.
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The Deputy Commissioner would perform such duties and exercise such powers as are assigned by the Commissioner, and serve

as Acting Commissioner during the absence or disability of the
Commissioner (or vacancy of the office) unless the President designates someone else. He or she would be compensated at the rate
provided for level II of the Executive Schedule. In addition, the
Deputy Commissioner would serve as the Secretary of the Board of
Trustees of the OASDI Trust Funds.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, except that the Deputy Commissioner would serve a six-year, rather
than a four-year, term. The Deputy Commissioner's term would coincide with that of the Commissioner.
d. General Counsel
Present law
SSA receives legal services from the Office of General Counsel
of HHS through a component headed by a Chief Counsel for Social
Security.
House bill

A General Counsel would be appointed by and serve at the
pleasure of the Board as SSA's principal legal officer. He or she
would be compensated at the rate provided in level IV of the Exec-

utive Schedule.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision). The conferees anticipate that the agency officers will
include a General Counsel.

e. Inspector General

Present law

The Inspector General of HHS is responsible for oversight of

SSA.

House bill

An Office of Inspector General would be created within SSA,
to be headed by an Inspector General appointed in accordance with
the Inspector General Act of 1978. He or she would be compensated
at the rate provided in level IV of the Executive Schedule.
Senate amendment
The Inspector General Act of 1978 would be amended to authorize establishment, under that act, of an Inspector General of
SSA.
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ConfeTence agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, with
an amendment providing that the Inspector General would be compensated at the rate provided in level IV of the Executive Schedule.
In addition, the conference agreement provides the Commissioner of the independent agency with authority to appoint an interim Inspector General to serve for up to 60 days. If the Commissioner does not make this appointment, the Inspector General of
HHS may, if requested by the Commissioner, serve as SSA's Inspector General (while continuing to serve as the Inspector General
of HHS) until an Inspector General is appointed for the independent agency.
The bill does not establish in the Administration any positions
other than the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Inspector
General and Chief Financial Officer. The conferees believe that it
is preferable to give the Commissioner the authority to determine
the most efficient administrative organization for an independent
SSA. However, the conferees believe that an essential element in
any administrative organization for SSA is the position of Chief Actuary. While such a position is not mandated legislatively, it is expected that SSA will continue to have a Chief Actuary, and that
the Chief Actuary will remain available to consult with the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance and the Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee.
The conferees wish to emphasize the very important role of the
Office of the Actuary in assessing the finaficial condition of the Social Security trust funds and in developing estimates of the financial effects of potential legislative and administrative changes in

the Social Security program. The Office of the Actuary has a

unique role within the agency in that it serves both the Administration and the Congress. While the conferees expect that the Chief
Actuary will report to the Commissioner, this office often must
work with the committees of jurisdiction in the development of legislation.

Beginning with the appointment of the first Chief Actuary in
1936, the tradition was br a close and confidential working relationship between the individual who held that office and the committees of jurisdiction in the Congress, a relationship which the
Committees value highly. It is important to emphasize that both
the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Committee on
Ways and Means rely on their ability to seek estimates on a confidential basis from the Chief Actuary, especially when developing
new legislation. Thus, the independence of the Office of the Chief
Actuary with respect to providing assistance to the Congress is
vital in maintaining a trusting and useful relationship.
The conferees believe that it is important for the Office of the
Chief Actuary to receive adequate staffing and support from the
agency. In this regard, the conferees are concerned that fewer actuanal studies and notes have been published in recent years and
that vanious informal reports and actuarial memoranda that were
available in the past are no longer circulated. The conferees consider independent analyses by the Office of the Chief Actuary to be
consistent with the general role and responsibilities of the actuarial
profession, and in the past have found these analyses to be very
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helpful in understanding the factors underlying estimates and
trends in the Social Security program.

With respect to adequate staffing, the conferees wish to note
that it is essential that the strength of the Office of the Actuary
be maintained. The conferees strongly urge that the actuarial staff

at SSA be enhanced on an ongoing basis. Toward that end, the conferees believe that, in formulating a comprehensive workforce plan,
the Commissioner of Social Security should carefully evaluate the
needs of the Office of the Actuary and consider the need for additional Senior Executive Service positions in this office.
Although the conferees have not legislatively established a position of Chief Actuary in the independent agency, the conferees
recognize the important role of the Office of the Chief Actuary and
expect that in the independent SSA the office will be permitted to
function with a high degree of independence and professionalism.

f Chief Financial Officer
Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
A Chief Financial Officer would be appointed by the Commissioner in accordance with amendments to Title 31 of the U.S. Code
made by the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate Amendment.

g. Beneficiary Ombudsman

Present law
No formal position of this nature exists within SSA.
House bill
An Office of Beneficiary Ombudsman, headed by a beneficiary
ombudsman appointed by the Board, would be created within SSA.
The term of office would be 5 years, except for the first ombudsman
whose term would end September 30, 2000. The ombudsman would
be permitted to serve up to one additional year until a successor

had taken office (at the request of the chairperson of the Board),
and could be appointed for additional terms. The ombudsman could
be removed from office before completion of his or her term only for
cause found by the Board. Compensation would be set at the rate
provided in level V of the Executive Schedule.
The beneficiary ombudsman would:

Represent the interests and concerns of program

bene-

ficiaries within SSA's decision-making process;
Review SSA's policies and procedures for possible adverse
effects on beneficiaries;
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Recommend within SSA's decision-making process changes
in policies which have caused problems for beneficiaries;

Help resolve problems for individual beneficiaries in unusual or difficult circumstances, as determined by the Administration; and
Represent the views of beneficiaries within SSA's decisionmaking process in the design of forms and issuance of instructions.

The Board would assure that the Office of Beneficiary Ombudsman is sufficiently staffed in regional offices, program centers,
and the central office.
The annual report of the Board would include a description of
the activities of the beneficiary ombudsman.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).
h. Office of Chief Administrative Law Judge

Present law

The Social Security Act requires SSA to conduct hearings to
consider appeals of SSA decisions by beneficiaries and applicants
for benefits. These hearings are conducted by administrative law
judges (ALJs). Although not required by law, the agency follows the
procedures of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) with respect to the appointment of ALJs and the conduct of hearings. The
ALJs are located organizationally within the Office of Hearings and
Appeals, headed by an associate commissioner who reports to the
deputy commissioner for programs.
House bill

An Office of Chief Administrative Law Judge, headed by a

chief AU appointed by the Board, would be created within SSA to
administer the affairs of SSA's ALJs in a manner so as to ensure
that hearings and other business are conducted by the ALJs in accordance with applicable law and regulations. The chief AU would
report directly to the Board.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).

i. Interim Authority of the Commissioner

Present law
No provision.
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House bill

The President would be required to nominate appointments to
the Board not later than April 1, 1995. If all members of the Board
are not in office by October 1, 1995, the person then serving as
Commissioner of Social Security would continue to serve as head
of SSA within HHS, and serve as the head of the newly-established
SSA, assuming the powers and duties of the Board and Executive
Director.

Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement generally follows the House bill by
providing that the existing Commissioner of Social Security in the
Department of HHS would continue to serve in that post until a
Commissioner is nominated by the President pursuant to this statute and is confirmed by the Senate. Nomination by the President
must occur within 60 days of enactment. Upon confirmation by the
Senate (whether before or after the general effective date of this

statute), the President's nominee would assume the position of
Commissioner of Social Security.

In the event that, as of March 31, 1995, the President has not
nominated an individual for appointment to the Office of Commissioner of Social Security, the individual serving as Commissioner of
Social Security in the Department of Health and Human Services
shall become the Acting Commissioner of Social Security in the
independent SSA.
j. Personnel; Budgetary Matters; Facilities and Procurement; Seal of
Office

(1) Appointment of Employees by the Commissioner
Present law
No provision.
House bill
The Board would appoint additional officers and employees as

it deems necessary (with compensation fixed in accordance with
title 5 of the U.S. Code, except as otherwise provided by law), and

could procure services of experts and consultants.
Senate amendment
Identical provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill and the Senate amendment.
(2) Allotment of Senior Executive Service (SES) Employees
Present law
No provision.
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House bill

The Director of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
would be required to give SSA an allotment of Senior Executive
Service (SES) positions that exceeds the number authorized for
SSA immediately before enactment of this Act to the extent a larger number is specified in a comprehensive work plan developed by
the Board. The total number of such positions could not be reduced
at any time below the number SSA held immediately before enactment of this Act.
Senate amendment

The Senate amendment includes the same provision, except
•that the number of SES positions allotted to SSA must be "substantially" greater than the number allotted to SSA before enactment of this Act.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, with
an amendment requiring the Director of OPM to inform the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance of the
number of SES positions allotted to SSA within 60 days of the

transmittal of the comprehensive work plan to the Director of
OPM.

In agreeing to this provision, the conferees wish to note that,
at present, the number of SES positions in SSA is low in proportion
to the agency's responsibilities and the size of the agency's staff.
The conferees expect that SSA's allotment will increase as an independent agency, commensurate with the agency's increased stature
and responsibilities.
(3) Executive Level Positions
Present law
No provision.
House bill

In addition to the 8 Executive Schedule positions established
by this Act, SSA also would be authorized 6 positions at level IV
and 6 positions at level V of the Executive Schedule.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).

(4) Positions Exempted From the Competitive Service

Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.
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Senate amendment
The number of positions which may be excepted from the competitive service because of their confidential or policy-determining
character could not exceed the equivalent of 10 full-time positions.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement generally follows the Senate amend-

ment, except that the limit would be set at 20 and would apply

only to non-career Senior Executive Service (SES) and schedule C
positions. The four SSA positions authorized by this statute—Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Inspector General, and Chief Financial Officer—would not be counted toward the limit, nor would
the staff hired by the Social Security Advisory Board.
(5) Workforce Plan; Biennial Appropriation

Present law
No provision.
House bill

Appropriation requests for SSA staffing and personnel would
be based upon a comprehensive workforce plan, established and revised from time to time by the Board.
Senate amendment

The Senate amendment includes a similar provision, except

that the plan would be established by the Commissioner and appropriations would be authorized to be made on a biennial basis.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.

(6) Contingency Funds

Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
Appropriated contingency funds would be apportioned upon the

occurrence of the stipulated contingency, as determined by the
Commissioner and reported to the Congress.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill (i.e., no provision).

(7) Seal of Office

Present law
No provision.
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House bill

The Board would create a Seal of Office for SSA, and judicial
notice would be taken of it.
Senate amendment
The Commissioner would create a Seal of Office for SSA, and
judicial notice would be taken of it.
Con ference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.

k. Transfers and Transitional Rules
(1) Transfers of Functions and Staff
Present law
No provision.
House bill

In consultation with the Secretary of HHS, the Board would
determine appropriate allocations of personnel and assets be transferred from HHS to SSA. In addition, there would be transferred
such number of ALJs as are necessary to carry out the functions
transferred by this Act (as determined by the Board in consultation
with the Secretary).
Senate amendment
All functions, assets and personnel related to the administration of Social Security programs would be transferred from HHS to
SSA. Transfers include all personnel employed in connection with

the functions transferred to SSA and the assets, liabilities, con-

tracts, property, records and unexpended balance of appropriations,
authorizations, allocations, or other funds employed, held, or used
in connection with these functions.
Conference agreement

Under the conference agreement generally follows the Senate
amendment, with an amendment providing that the Commissioner
and the Secretary will enter into a written interagency transfer ar-

rangement identifying the personnel and resources to be transferred to SSA pursuant to this provision. The Commissioner and
the Secretary will also identify support functions which are to be

transferred—i.e., payroll, legal, and audit functions.
Under the conference agreement, SSA will continue to perform
its current functions in administering the Medicare and Medicaid

programs, including the adjudication of Medicare appeals, until
such time as the Secretary and the Commissioner agree to a different arrangement. While the Secretary will maintain the ultimate authority for appeal decisions, SSA's AU corps will conduct
appeal hearings until such time, as the Secretary and the Commissioner agree to separate the functions.

The conferees urge the Secretary and the Commissioner to
make a joint examination of the most approriate methodology
which could be used to determine the costs to be borne by the Med-
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icare trust funds for Medicare-related functions performed by SSA.
The conferees request that the Secretary and the Commissioner report their joint findings to the Committee on Ways and Means and
Committee on Finance within 36 months.
(2) Terminate 6 Executive Level IV and V Positions
Present law
No provision.
House bill

The Secretary of HHS shall terminate 6 positions in the Department of HHS placed in level IV and 6 positions placed in level
V of the Executive Schedule other than positions required by law.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows Senate amendment (i.e., no

provision).

(3) Employees Performing SSA Work on Date of Transfer
Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment
HHS employees who are employed on the date of enactment of
this Act, solely in connection with functions transferred by this title

to SSA, and who are so employed on the day before the date SSA
is established as an independent agency, shall be transferred from

HHS to SSA.
HHS employees who are not employed on the date of the enact-

ment of this Act in connection with functions transferred to SSA,
but who are so employed on the day before SSA is established as
an independent agency, may be transferred from HHS to SSA by
the Commissioner, after consulting with the Secretary of HHS, if
the Commissioner determines such transfer to be appropriate.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill (i.e., no provision).

(4) Funds Transferred
Present law
No provision.
House bill

Funds available to any official or component of HHS whose
functions are transferred to the Commissioner of Social Security or
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the independent SSA may, with the approval of the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, be used to pay compensation of

any officers appointed during the transition until funds for that
purpose are otherwise available.
Senate amendment
Same as House provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill and Senate
amendment.

(5) Transfer of Existing Orders, Determinations, Contracts, etc.
Present law
No provision.

House bill

All orders, determinations, rules, regulations, collective bargaining agreements, recognitions of labor organizations, certificates, licenses, and privileges in effect under the authority of the
Secretary of HHS at the time of the transition would continue
under the independent agency until their expiration or modification
by the Board in accordance with law. Further, the change would
not alter any pending proceeding before the Secretary, nor any suit
nor penalty, except that such proceedhgs would continue before
the Board.
Senate amendment
All orders, rules, regulations, determinations, contracts, collec-

tive bargaining agreements (including ongoing negotiations), recognitions of labor organizations, certificates, licenses and privileges
in effect under the authority of the Secretary of HHS at the time
of the transition would continue under the authority of the independent SSA until modified or terminated by the Commissioner.
Suits and penalties commenced prior to enactment would also continue. Collective bargaining agreements would remain in effect
until the date of termination specified in such agreement.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment.

(6) Employee Protections; Transfer of Employees

Present law
No provision.
House bill
Transfer to the independent agency would not cause any fulltime personnel (except special government employees) or part-time
personnel holding permanent positions to be separated or reduced
in grade or compensation for one year after such transfer.
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Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical
modifications. In addition, the provision stipulates that transferred
personnel who were not SSA employees immediately prior to March

31, 1995, would not be subject to directed reassignment to a duty
station outside their commuting area for one year after such date,
except that such personnel residing in the Baltimore, Maryland, or
Washington, D.C., commuting area would not be subject to directed
reassignment to duty stations in the Washington, D.C. or Baltimore, Maryland, commuting areas, respectively, for six months
after such date. The conferees expect that in implementing this
provision, SSA will develop a definition of "commuting area" no
later than March 31, 1995.
In establishing these protections, the conferees are seeking to
insure that SSA's transition to independent status does not adversely affect any worker's employment, pay, or grade. The conferees also want to protect employees who are transferred as a result of this Act from HHS to SSA, and their families, from having
to relocate immediately. The conferees intend these protections to
extend only to personnel actions and transfers stemming from the
transition of SSA to its new status as an independent agency. They
should not be interpreted as preventing SSA from taking personnel
actions unrelated to this transition that affect employees' jobs, pay,
or grade.

1. TRANSITION DIRECTOR

Present law
No provision.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment
SSA's transition to independent status would be led by a Tran-

sition Director, who would be selected on the basis of experience
and knowledge of the operation of the Federal Government. Within
30 days after enactment, the President would be required to appoint the Transition Director, who would be compensated at the
rate provided for level W of the Executive Schedule.
Before the Commissioner of the independent SSA has been appointed, the Transition Director would be required to consult regu-

larly with the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.
Upon such appointment, the Transition Director would work under
the direction of the Commissioner of SSA.

Within 120 days of the enactment, the Transition Director and
the Commissioner of Social Security would be required to report to
the Congress on the status of the transition and on any significant
internal restructuring or management improvements that are proposed to be undertaken.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill (i.e., no provision).

m. Advisory Council

Present law

An advisory council is appointed by the Secretary of HHS

every four years for the purpose of reviewing the status of the Social Security and Medicare programs.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment
There would be no quadrennial advisory councils for Social Se-

curity, although quadrennial councils would continue to be convened for Medicare.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, except that the provision does not authorize quadrennial advisory
councils for Medicare. Also, the Advisory Council appointed in 1994

would be authorized to complete its work. The conferees expect
that the Congress will consider authorizing quadrennial advisory
councils for Medicare in future legislation.

n. Annual Report
Present law
The Secretary of HHS is required to make an annual report to

Congress on the administration of the functions with which the
Secretary is charged under the Social Security Act (including

OASDI and SSI).
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment

The requirement for an annual report with respect to OASDI

and SSI would be eliminated.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, with
a technical amendment modifying provisions of existing law which
require the inclusion of information in SSA's annual report so that
this information will be provided to Congress separately.
The conferees do not intend this provision to override any stat-

utory requirements that SSA provide information to Congress.
Rather, reports that are mandated by law will continue to be provided. Furthermore, in the absence of the annual report, the conferees expect that SSA will include in its annual statistical supplement basic information similar to that currently included in the annual report on: (1) the OASI, DI, and SSI programs; (2) the struc-
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ture of SSA, including numbers of local offices, regional offices, and

teleservice centers; (3) the size and distribution of SSA staff; (4)
pending workloads at each level of the disability application and
appeals process; and (5) representative payees for Social Security
and SSI beneficiaries.

o. Data Exchange
Present law

Within the current Department of Health and Human Serv-

ices, programs administered by the Social Security Administration,
the Health Care Financing Administration, the Administration for
Children and Families, and other programs may disclose information from their respective systems of records to assist the administration of various HHS programs.
House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement

The provision would continue existing data exchanges between
HHS and SSA, by requiring the Secretary to disclose to the Commissioner, and the Commissioner to the Secretary, any record or
information requested in writing by the others for the purpose of
administering any program, if the same type of information was
disclosed to SSA or HHS, respectively, before the date of enactment.

Until March 31, 1995, such exchanges may continue to be car-

ried out without need to publish new routine uses under the Pri-

vacy Act, and without need for computer matching agreements. Beginning March 31, 1996, additional data exchanges and computer
matching agreements shall be made in compliance with the routine
uses provision under the Privacy Act.
p. Effective Date

Present law
No provision.

House bill
In general, the provision would take effect October 1, 1995.
Senate amendment

In general, the provision would take effect 180 days after en-

actment.
Conference agreement
In general, the provision would take effect March 31, 1995. The
Secretary and the Commissioner would be required to develop an
arrangement for the transfer on March 31, 1995, of SSA personnel,

and resources to the independent agency. They would be required
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to submit this plan to the Committee on Ways and Means and the

Committee on Finance no later than January 1, 1995. No later
than February 15, 1995, the General Accounting Office would be
required to issue a report to the Committees evaluating this plan.
The conferees expect this plan to be sufficiently detailed that
Congress and the GAO can evaluate whether the decisions made
by the Secretary and the Commissioner reflect a division of staff
and resources that is equitable from the perspective of both agencies. The plan should include the number or portion of staff from
each division within the Office of the Secretary that will be transferred to SSA and the method by which those staff will be designated.

In addition, to ensure that the Congress is fully informed of

the progress of the transition, the conferees expect GAO to monitor
the transition closely and to report frequently to the Committee on

Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance on an informal
basis. To facilitate GAO's role in the transition, the conferees expect that all participants will furnish the Comptroller General with
such information as he determines is necessary to apprise the Committees of the progress of the transition.
Further, the conferees require that, no later than November 1,
1994, the Secretary and the Commissioner report directly to the
Committee on Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance on
their progress in developing the required joint plan.
2. RESTRICT DISABILITY INSURANCE AND SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOME DISABILITY PAYMENTS TO SUBSTANCE ABUSERS

(Sec. 201 of the House bill, secs. 301—305 of the Senate
amendment, and sec. 201 of the conference agreement)

a. Require that All DI Beneficiaries Receive Payment Through a
Representative Payee
Present law
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipients whose alcohol-

ism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to their disability are required to receive payments through a representative
payee, who has responsibility for managing their finances. There is
no parallel requirement for the Disability Insurance (DI) program.
House bill

DI beneficiaries whose drug addiction or alcoholism is a contributing factor material to their disability would be required to receive payment through a representative payee. Thus, for both DI
and SSI, it would be deemed in the best interest of the individual
to be paid through a representative payee if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the determination of dis-

ability. Further, the requirement that payment be certified to an

alternative representative payee is modified by specifying that this
octur, "if the interest of the disabled individual would be served

thereby."
The provision would become effective 180 days after enactment
for both current and prospective DI beneficiaries.
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Senate amendment

DI beneficiaries whose disabilities are based in whole or in
part on a medical determination that the individual is a drug addict or alcoholic would be required to receive payments through a
representative payee.

Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an
amendment providing that, for individuals determined eligible for
DI benefits beginning 180 days after enactment, the requirement
for a representative payee would become effective with respect to
their first benefit check. Notification that the individual is subject
to this requirement because alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to his or her disability would be included
in SSA's award notice informing the individual of entitlement to

benefits.

For DI beneficiaries on the rolls, this requirement would become effective the month following the month in which SSA provides notification that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the individual's disability and that, as a consequence, the individual is required to receive payment through a
representative payee.
An exception to these rules would apply in cases where SSA
has difficulty locating a suitable representative payee for a DI beneficiary who is on the rolls prior to the effective date of the amendment. In such situations, direct payment to the individual could be
made for up to 90 days.
The conferees recognize that requiring SSA to identify those DI
beneficiaries on the rolls whose alcoholism or drug addiction is material to their disability is a costly and labor-intensive task. Finding appropriate representative payees for these individuals will
also present an enormous challenge to the agency. The conferees
are establishing these requirements in spite of their difficulty because of the high priority they place on halting the use of DI and
SSI funds to support disabling addictions. They expect that SSA
will implement this requirement in stages, giving first priority to
newly-adjudicated cases and individuals with primary diagnoses of
alcoholism or drug addiction. The conferees place a high priority on
accomplishing this task and expect that SSA will make every effort

to identify during the 180 days following enactment DI bene-

ficiaries on the rolls who are required to have representative pay-

ees and to find suitable representative payees for these beneficiaries as soon as possible.

b. Studies

Present law
No provision.
House bill

The Secretary of Health and Human Services would be required to conduct a study of (a) the cost, feasibility, and equity of
requiring all DI and SSI beneficiaries who suffer from alcoholism
or drug addiction (including those whose addiction did not contrib-
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ute materially to the determination of disability) to have a representative payee, (b) the feasibility of, and appropriate timetable
for, providing benefits through non-cash means (e.g., vouchers,
debit cards, electronic benefit transfer systems), (c) the extent to

which child recipients are afflicted by drug addiction or alcoholism
and ways of addressing such affliction, including the feasibility of

requiring treatment, and (d) the extent to which children's representative payees are afflicted by drug addiction or alcoholism,
and methods to identify these afflicted individuals and to ensure
that benefits continue to be provided to beneficiaries appropriately.

Not later than April 1, 1995, the Secretary shall trancmit to

the Committee on Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance
a report on the findings and recommendations of the study.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, except that
the study of providing non-cash benefits to alcoholics and drug addicts would focus on issues of cost and equity as well as feasibility
and would not include a timetable for implementation. Also, the
due date for the study would be December 31, 1995.
c. Preference for Organizations as Representative Payees and
Expansion of Qualified Organizations
Present law

The law is silent with regard to assigning an order of preference for the appointment of representative payees. SSA regulations give preference to family members and friends over organizations in both the DI and SSI programs. If the representative payee
is determined to have misused any benefits, the Secretary must
certify payment to an alternative payee or to the individual.
Community-based nonprofit social service agencies in existence
on October 1, 1988, and serving as representative payees for five
or more recipients are allowed to collect a monthly fee for their
services the fee is collected from the DI or SSI payment, and cannot exceed the lesser of ten percent of the benefit or $25 per month.
The authority for qualified organizations to charge a fee for representative payee services expired July 1, 1994.
House bill

In selecting a representative payee for an individual whose alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to his
or her disability, preference would be given to qualified organizations, unless the Secretary determines that selection of such an
agency would not be appropriate.

Further, the requirement that qualified organizations have

been in existence on October 1, 1988, to receive a fee for representative payee services would be repealed, and the list of qualified organizations would be expanded to include:
(1) Community-based, nonprofit social services agencies;
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(2) State or local agencies whose mission is to carry out income maintenance, social service, or health care-related services; and

(3) State or local government agencies with fiduciary responsibilities (or a designee of such an agency if the Secretary
deems it appropriate).

The authority for qualified organizations to charge a fee for
representative payee services (which expired July 1, 1994) would
be reestablished and made permanent, and the monthly fee for
services that qualified representative payees of drug addicts and alcoholics receive would be set at ten percent of the monthly benefit.
Senate amendment
Any benefits payable to DI and SSI beneficiaries (including retroactive benefits) based in whole or in part on alcoholism or drug
addiction would be payable only pursuant to a certification of such
payment to a qualified organization acting as representative payee
for the individual. A qualified organization would be further defined to include an agency or instrumentality of a State or a political subdivision of a State.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, with an

amendment that provides an exception to the preference for organizations to serve as representative payees for drug addicts and alcoholics to allow SSA to appoint a family member as representative
payee if appointing a family member would be appropriate. However, the conferees intend that in cases where the alcoholic or drug
addict is abusive to family members or in cases where family mem-

bers turn over benefits to the alcoholic or drug addict, a family
member would not be found to be an appropriate representative
payee. In addition, the conferees believe that there are no circumstances under which bartenders should be permitted to serve
as representative payees for the customers they serve.
The fee that organizational representative payees would be
permitted to charge drug addicts and alcoholics would be the lesser

of 10 percent of the monthly benefit or $50, indexed to the

Consumer Price Index. In addition, the authority for qualified organizations to charge a fee for representative payee services would be
made retroactive to July 1, 1994; and the ceiling on fees for organizational representative payees of OASDI and SSI beneficiaries who
are not alcoholics or drug addicts—currently $25—would be indexed to the CPI.
d. Treatment Requirement

Present law
SSI recipients whose alcoholism or drug addiction is a contrib-

uting factor material to their disability are required to undergo
treatment, when available, at approved facilities. They must also

comply with the terms of their treatment program and comply with
monitoring and testing provided by the Secretary. There are no
parallel requirements for the DI program.
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House bill

DI beneficiaries whose drug addiction or alcoholism is a contributing factor material to their disability and who are determined
eligible for benefits at least 180 days after enactment would be required to undergo treatment, when available, at approved facilities;
to comply with the terms of such treatment programs; and to comply with monitoring and testing provided by the Secretary.
In addition, DI beneficiaries on the rolls with a primary diagnosis of alcoholism or drug addiction would be subject to these requirements.
Senate amendment
DI and SSI beneficiaries whose disability is based in whole or
in part on drug addiction or alcoholism would be required to undergo treatment, when available, at approved facilities; to allow their

treatment to be monitored; and to comply with monitoring and
testing provided by the Secretary.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement generally follows the House bill with

respect to new DI beneficiaries. With respect to DI beneficiaries on
the rolls as of the effective date of this provision, treatment would

be required, if available, for all individuals whose alcoholism or
drug addiction is a contributing factor material to their disability.
For individuals determined eligible for DI benefits following
the effective date of this provision, the requirement to undergo
treatment, if available, would apply beginning with the first month
that they receive a benefit èheck. Notification that the individual
is subject to this requirement because alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to his or her disability would be
included in SSA's award notice informing the individual of entitlement to benefits.

For DI beneficiaries on the rolls, the treatment requirement
would become effective the month following the month in which
SSA provides notification that alcoholism or drug addiction is a
contributing factor material to the individual's disability and that,
as a consequence, he or she is required to undergo treatment, if
available, as a condition of eligibility.

e. Appropriate Treatment and Standards for Compliance
Present law
Under the SSI program, alcoholics and drug addicts must undergo "any treatment which may be appropriate for their condition

at an institution or facility approved by the Secretary (so long as
such treatment is available)." There is no parallel requirement in
the DI program.
House bill
DI and SSI recipients whose alcoholism or drug addiction is a
contributing factor material to their disability would be required to
undergo any medical or psychological treatment that is appropriate

for the individual's addiction and for the stage of the individual's
rehabilitation, at an approved facility.
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The Secretary, in consultation with drug and alcohol treatment
professionals, would be required to issue regulations further defining appropriate treatment and compliance, and to establish guidelines for evaluating compliance, including measures of the progress
expected of participants.
Senate amendment
Similar provision, but excludes the requirement that the Secretary issue regulations defining compliance with treatment.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, except that
the requirement to undergo "any medical or psychological treatment" would be replaced with a requirement to undergo "appropriate substance abuse treatment." This change is intended to assure that SSA continues to treat organizations such as Alcoholics

Anonymous as qualified treatment providers.

The conferees anticipate that, in addition to issuing regula-

tions, SSA will develop specific guidelines for assessing compliance.
These guidelines should be consistent with the thrust of the regulations. However, the conferees expect that the guidelines will be altered from time to time, based on improved medical understanding
of addiction.

f Benefit Suspension for Noncompliance With Treatment
Present law

SSI law requires disabled alcoholics and drug addicts to participate in treatment, if available, as a condition of eligibility. It
does not, however, specify the timing and duration of benefit suspensions for failure to comply with this requirement. There is no

parallel requirement for the DI program.
House bill
Benefits would be suspended for DI and SSI disability beneficiaries who fail to undergo or comply with required treatment for
drug addiction or alcoholism. (Medicare benefits would continue
during the period of DI suspension, as would Medicaid benefits for
suspended SSI recipients). To qualify for benefit reinstatement, DI

and SSI recipients would have to demonstrate compliance with
treatment for progressively longer periods—two months, three
months, and six months for the first, second, third (and subse-

quent) instances of noncompliance, respectively. An individual's DI
or SSI benefits would be terminated after he or she was suspended
for 12 consecutive months. As under current law, terminated mdividuals could reapply for benefits.
Senate amendment

The individual must demonstrate in such manner as the Secretary requires, including at a continuing disability review not
later than 1 year after the determination of disability, that the individual is complying with the terms and conditions of treatment.
If the Secretary finds that an individual is not complying, the Secretary, in lieu of termination, may suspend benefits until compli-
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ance is reestablished, including compliance with any additional requirements the Secretary determines necessary.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, except that
suspensions would become effective the month following notification by SSA of the noncompliance and resulting suspension, rather
than the month of noncompliance. (An individual may be determined as failing to comply for a month only if treatment is available for the month.)
g. Referral and Monitoring Activities and Report on Testing
Present law

The Secretary of HHS must provide for the monitoring and
testing of all SSI recipients whose alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material to their disability. There is no parallel requirement for the DI program.
House bill

The Secretary would be required to establish a referral and
monitoring agency for each State. These agencies would identify
appropriate placements for DI and SSI recipients who are drug addicts and alcoholics, refer them to such treatment, monitor compliance, and report failures to comply to the Secretary. The Secretary
would also be required to provide for the testing of DI beneficiaries,
as is currently required under the SSI program.
The Secretary would be required to submit annual reports to
Congress on required testing and referral and monitoring activities
for DI beneficiaries, as is currently required in the SSI program.
These reports would indicate the number and percentage of DI and
SSI substance abusers who did not receive regular testing during
the year.
Senate amendment
Within 1 year of enactment, the Secretary of HHS would be required to provide for the establishment of referral and monitoring

agencies for each State, as well as for the testing of DI beneficiaries, as is currently required under the SSI program.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with minor
drafting modifications and with an amendment replacing the requirement for annual reports with a one-time report, due December
31, 1996. Thereafter, annual reports on testing and referral and
monitoring activities would no longer be required under the SSI
program.

In requiring SSA to provide drug testing, the conferees intend
that this authority be used as a tool for assessing compliance with
treatment in those instances where a test is likely to yield important information. This provision should not be interpreted as requiring random drug or alcohol testing of all DI and SSI beneficiaries who are disabled by alcoholism or drug addiction.
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h. 36-Month Limit

Present law
No provision.

House bill
DI and SSI benefits (including retroactive benefits) for individuals whose drug addition or alcoholism is a contributing factor material to their disability would be terminated after 36 months of en-

titlement. Once terminated, the individual would not be entitled to
any future benefits if alcoholism or drug addition were a contributing factor material to the disability termination. For those beneficiaries on the rolls 180 days after enactment of this provision, the
first month ending after 180 days after enactment would be treated
as the first month of entitlement for the purpose of determining
their 36-month period of entitlement.
Senate amendment
In no event would an individual be entitled to benefits for more
than a total of 36 months (excluding periods of suspension) unless
upon the termination of the 36th month the individual furnishes
evidence that the individual is under a disability which is not related in part to a medical determination that the individual is a drug
addict or alcoholic.
Comference agreement

SSI recipients whose alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to SSA's determination that they are disabled
would be terminated from the rolls after receiving 36 months of
benefits unless they are disabled for some reason other than alcoholism or drug addiction. The 36-month limit would be applied to
DI substance abusers beginning when treatment becomes available.
DI substance abusers would be terminated after receiving benefits
in treatment for 36 months, unless they are disabled for some reason other than substance abuse. The conferees expect that SSA will
notify DI and SSI beneficiaries well in advance of the 36-month
termination that benefits will be ceased, unless the individual provides evidence that he or she is disabled independent of alcoholism
or drug addiction.
For SSI recipients determined eligible for benefits after 180
days after enactment, the 36-month limit would begin to toll with
the first month for which the individual receives a benefit check.
Notification that the individual is subject to the 36-month limit because alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material
to his or her disability would be included in SSA's award notice informing the individual of eligibility for benefits. For SSI recipients
on the rolls, the limit would also begin to toll 180 days after enactment; and SSA would be required to notify all affected individuals
prior to this date that they are subject to this limit because alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to their disability.

For DI beneficiaries (both current and newly-entitled individuals), the limit would begin when treatment becomes available, at
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which time SSA would be required to notify the individual that he
or she is subject to the limit.
For both groups, only those months for which an individual receives a benefit would be counted toward the 36-month period. (Pe-

riods of benefit suspension would be excluded.) An individual
whose benefits are terminated as a result of the 36-month limit
may not receive benefits for any following month if, in such follow-

ing month, alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled.

Medicare and Medicaid would be continued beyond the 36month period so long as the terminated individual continues to be
disabled, as would benefits for dependents of terminated DI beneficiaries (see "i").
The provision would sunset the 36-month limit, effective October 1, 2004.

i. Dependents Benefits After 12-Month and 36-Month Termination

Present law

Dependents are entitled to DI benefits only so long as the

worker on whose wage record benefits are paid is so entitled.
House bill

Dependents' benefits would be continued for two years after
the worker on whose record benefits are paid is terminated from
the DI rolls.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
Dependents' benefits would be continued so long as the worker
on whose record benefits are paid continues to be disabled.

j. Proration of Retroactive Lump-Sum Benefits
Present law
No provision.

House bill

Retroactive lump-sum DI and SSI disability benefits for individuals whose alcoholism or drug abuse is a contributing factor ma-

terial to their disability would be prorated and paid gradually.

Each monthly payment would be limited to 200 percent of the normal benefit amount.
Senate amendment
Retroactive lump-sum benefits for individuals whose disabilities are related in whole or in part to alcoholism or drug addiction

would be paid to a representative payee, who would be charged
with managing the individual's finances.
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Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, with amendments that:

(1) Create an exception for individuals who are at high
risk of homelessness because they incurred debts related to
housing while awaiting their eligibility decision. The exception
would be limited to the amount of the debt;

(2) Provide that, when a beneficiary dies without having
received the full amount of his or her retroactive benefits in
prorated payments, the unpaid amount would be treated as an

underpayment; and
(3) Provide that, when retroactive benefits are owed to an
individual whose entitlement ceases due to 12 months of suspension or the 36-month limit, prorated payments would continue through a representative payee until all retroactive benefits are paid.

The conferees are establishing the first exception to help insure that the restrictions being imposed on lump-sum payments
will not result in an increased level of homelessness. They expect
representative payees to use any amounts so excepted for the sole
purpose of repaying housing-related debts.
The second and third exceptions recognize that, once an individual has been determined eligible for DI and SSI benefits, subse-

quent events—such as failure to comply with required treatment,
the imposition of the 36-month limit, or the individual's death—do

not negate his or her previous eligibility and resulting right to
past-due benefits.

k. Illegal Activity and SGA

Present law
No provision.

House bill

In determining whether an individual is engaging in substan-

tial gainful activity, the Secretary must consider services performed or earnings derived from such services without regard to

the legality of such services.
Senate amendment
Any proceeds derived from criminal activity undertaken to sup-

port substance abuse would be treated as evidence of the individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful activity.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
1. Demonstration Projects

Present law
No provision.
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House bill
The Secretary of HHS would be required to develop and carry
out demonstration projects designed to explore innovative referral,
monitoring, and treatment approaches for drug addicts and alcohol-

ics who are subject to a treatment requirement. A report to the
Committee on Ways and Means and Committee on Finance would
be due no later than December 31, 1997.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, with an
amendment authorizing the Secretary to include individuals who
are not DI or SSI beneficiaries in the projects, to the extent that
this is necessary to determine the most effective referral, monitoring, and treatment approaches for DI and SSI beneficiaries. The
conferees expect that the Department of Health and Human Service (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration)
and the Social Security Commissioner will coordinate their efforts
with respect to such projects.

m. Effective Date

In general, the provision would take effect 180 days after en-

actment.

3. ISSUANCE OF PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FORM OF BONDS,
NOTES, OR CERTIFICATES TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

(Sec. 202 of the House bill and sec. 301 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

In general, section 201(d) of the Social Security Act requires
the Secretary of the Treasury to invest annual surpluses of the Social Security Trust Funds in interest-bearing obligations of the U.S.
government. Under current Treasury practice, these holdings are

recorded as entries on a ledger. No physical documents are re-

quired to be issued to the Trust Funds evidencing these obligations.
House bill

The provision would require that each obligation issued for
purchase by the Social Security Trust Funds be evidenced by a

physical document in the form of a bond,, note, or certificate of indebtedness issued by the Secretary of the Treasury. The physical
document would state the principal amount, date of maturity, and
interest *rate
of the obligation. It would also state on its face that:
must " * * the obligation shall be incontestable in the hands of

the Trust Fund to which it is issued, that the obligation is supported by the full faith and credit of the United States, and that
the United States is pledged to the payment of the obligation with
respect to both principal and interest."
In addition, interest on such obligations would be paid to the
Trust Funds with paper checks drawn on the general fund.
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Effective date.—The provision would apply with respect to obli-

gations issued, and payments made, after 60 days after the date of
enactment. No later than 60 days after enactment, the Secretary
of the Treasury would be required to issue to the Social Security
Trust Funds physical documents in the form of bonds, notes, or certificates of indebtedness for all outstanding Social Security Trust
Fund obligations.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
Effective date—The provision would apply with respect to the

obligations issued, and payments made, after 60 days after the

date of enactment. No later than 60 days after enactment, the Secretary of the Treasury would be required to issue to the Social Security Trust Funds physical documents in the form of bonds, notes,
or certificates of indebtedness for all outstanding Social Security
Trust Fund obligations.
4. GAO STUDY REGARDING TELEPHONE ACCESS TO LOCAL OFFICES OF
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

(Sec. 203 of the House bill and sec. 302 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (P.L. 101—
508), requires SSA to: (a) maintain telephone access to local offices
at the level generally available as of September 30, 1989, and (b)
relist the numbers of affected offices in local telephone directories.
P.L. 101—508 also required the General Accounting Office to report
to Congress on the level of public telephone access to local offices
following enactment of these requirements.
In September 1991, the GAO reported that SSA had generally
complied with the requirement that it relist local office telephone

numbers. It also reported that general inquiry lines to the offices

to which the provisions of P.L. 101—508 apply had decreased by 30
percent, or 766 lines, below the level that existed on September 30,
1989.

House bill

The provision would add the following sentence to the current
statutory requirement that SSA maintain public access to its local
offices at the level generally available on September 30, 1989: "In
carrying out the requirements of the preceding sentence, the Secretary shall reestablish and maintain in service at least the same
number of telephone lines to each such local office as was in place
as of such date, including telephone sets for connections to such
lines."

In addition, the General Accounting Office would be required
to make an independent determination of the number of telephone
lines to each SSA local office which are in place as of 90 days after
enactment and to report its findings to the House Committee on
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Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance no later
than 150 days after enactment.
SSA would be required to maintain its toll-free service at a
level at least equal to that in effect on the date of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The provision would require the General Accounting Office to
assess SSA's use of innovative technology (including attendant call
and voice mail) to increase public telephone access to local Social

Security offices (including a separate assessment of the impact of
such technology on offices to which public access was curtailed on
October 1, 1989.) The conferees expect that, as. part of this assess-

ment, GAO will evaluate the telephone access demonstration
projects using attendant call and voice mail that SSA has indicated
that it is about to begin. A report to the House Committee on Ways
and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance would be due no
later than January 31, 1996.
Effective date.—Upon enactment.
5. EXPANSION OF STATE OPTION TO EXCLUDE SERVICE OF ELECTION
OFFICIALS OR ELECTION WORKERS FROM COVERAGE

(Sec. 204 of the House bill and sec. 303 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
Election workers who earn less than $100 per year are subject
to three Social Security exclusions: (a) at the option of a State, they

may be excluded from the State's voluntary coverage agreement
with the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS); (b) they
are excluded from the requirement that State and local workers
hired after March 31, 1986, pay the hospital insurance portion of
the Social Security tax (1.45 percent); and (c) they are excluded
from the requirement in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990 (P.L. 10 1—508) that State and local workers who are neither
covered by a State or local retirement system or by a voluntary
agreement to pay the full Social Security tax (7.65 percent).
House bill
These three exclusions would be modified to apply to election
workers with annual earnings of up to $1,000, rather than the cur-

rent $100; and the new exempt amount would be indexed for increases in wages in the economy.

Effective date.—The provision would apply to services performed on or after January 1, 1995. Modifications of State vol-

untary agreements to reflect the higher exclusion for election work-

ers would be effective with respect to services performed in and
after the calendar year in which the modification is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill exëept that
there would be no adjustments in the threshold for wage increases
before January 1, 2000.
Effective date.—The provision would apply to services performed on or after January 1, 1995. Modifications of State voluntary agreements to reflect the higher exclusion for election workers would be effective with respect to services performed in and
after the calendar year in which the modification is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary.
6. USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS BY STATES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS FOR JURY SELECTION PURPOSES

(Sec. 205 of House bill and sec. 304 of the conference agreement)
Present law

The Privacy Act of 1974 prohibits States from requiring individuals to provide Social Security numbers for identification purposes unless the State was doing so prior to January 1, 1975, or
the State is specifically permitted to do so under Federal law. The
Social Security Act currently authorizes States to use the Social Security number in administration of any tax, general public assistance and driver's license or motor vehicle registration law within
its jurisdiction. Other Federal statutes authorize the State use of
the Social Security number for other purposes.
Currently, courts utilize jury source lists within their jurisdiction to select jurors. Source lists (most commonly) made up of lists

of licensed drivers and registered voters) are usually computer

tapes merged by the courts to form one pool—or master list—from
which jurors are selected.
States which are permitted under current law to collect Social
Security numbers for purposes such as driver's licenses and voter
registration are not allowed to use those Social Security numbers

for other purposes such as refining jury selection master lists to
identify and eliminate duplicate names, unless the court was using
the Social Security number for that purpose before the Privacy Act
took effect.

Current law likewise prevents State and Federal Courts from
using the Social Security number to run the merged list against

computerized lists of convicted felons in order to eliminate these individuals from jury pools.
House bill
States and Federal District Courts would be permitted to use
Social Security numbers which have already been collected for pur-

poses permitted under current law to eliminate duplicate names
and names of convicted felons from jury source lists. Any Federal

law enacted prior to enactment of this provision which is inconsistent with the above policy would be null, void and of no effect.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective upon enactment.
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Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective upon enactment.
7. AUTHORIZATION FOR ALL STATES TO EXTEND COVERAGE TO STATE
AND LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS UNDER EXISTING
COVERAGE AGREEMENTS

(Sec. 206 of the House bill and sec. 305 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
In general, employees of State and local governments who par-

ticipate in a public retirement system can be brought under Social
Security by means of voluntary agreements entered into by the
States with the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
However, the State option to obtain Social Security coverage
for police officers and firefighters who are under a public retirement system applies only in 24 States that are named in the Social
Security Act. (An additional option applies with respect to firefighters only: any State may obtain coverage for them if the governor certifies that it would improve the overall benefit protection

of firefighters in the coverage group and a referendum is held
among the group under authorization of the State.) The Act also

provides that, in the 24 named States, Social Security coverage can
be obtained only after a State-sponsored referendum.
House bill
The provision would extend to all States the option to provide
police officers and firefighters who participate in a public retirement system with Social Security coverage under their voluntary
agreements with the Secretary of HHS. The existing requirement
for a referendum held under the authority of the State would continue to apply.
Effectively date.—The provision would apply with respect to
modifications filed by States after enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would apply with respect to

modifications filed by States after enactment.
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8. LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR CANADIM MINISTERS FROM CERTAIN
SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX LIABILITY

(Sec. 207 of the House bill and sec. 306 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Section 233(c)(1) of the Social Security Act authorizes the

President to enter into "totalization agreements" with foreign coun-

tries to coordinate entitlement to Social Security benefits in the
U.S. with pension benefits in those foreign countries. The law requires that international agreements concluded pursuant to that
section provide for the elimination of dual coverage of work under
the Social Security systems of the United States and another country.

Article V(7) of the totalization agreement between the United
States and Canada provides that individuals considered self-employed by the United States who are American citizens but are
residents of Canada are covered only under the Canadian Pension
Plan.

Under the Social Security Act, an individual who is duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a church or a member of a religious order is generally considered self-employed for Social Security payroll tax purposes and subject to SECA taxes.

The Canadian social insurance program treats ministers as

employees of the church rather than self-employed.
Prior to the 1984 totalization agreement with Canada, duly or-

dained and licensed ministers who were American citizens, but
residents of Canada, were required to pay SECA taxes to the Unit-

ed States and Social Security taxes to Canada.
In some cases, ministers who were American citizens, ut residents of Canada, failed to file tax returns or pay SECA tax believing that they were not required to do so because they were paying
into the Canadian Pension Plan as residents of Canada. The Internal Revenue Service has assessed taxes and penalties against those

ministers who failed to file a return and pay the required taxes

prior to the 1984 agreement.
House bill
The provision would exempt ministers who failed to pay SECA
taxes in the United States on earnings from services performed in

Canada for a period before the 1984 totalization agreement between the United States and Canada went into effect, and who
were required to pay social insurance taxes in Canada on such
earnings, from the payment of such taxes or related penalties,
owed to the United States.
The ministers' Social Security earnings records would not be
credited for years in which the SECA tax was not paid.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective for individuals who meet the requirements of the statute and who file a cer-

tificate with the Internal Revenue Service within 180 days after
the IRS issues regulations implementing this provision. The certificate shall be effective for taxable years 1979 through 1984.
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The Social Security benefit for current Social Security beneficiaries who file certificates under this provision, would be recomputed for months following approval of the certificate of exemption.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective for individuals who meet the requirements of the statute and who file a certificate with the Internal Revenue Service within 180 days after
the IRS issues regulations implementing this provision. The certificate shall be effective for taxable years 1979 through 1984.

The Social Security benefit for current Social Security beneficiaries who file certificates under this provision would be recomputed for months following approval of the certificate of exemption.
9. EXCLUSION OF TOTALIZATION BENEFITS FROM THE APPLICATION OF
THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISION

(Sec. 208 of the House bill and sec. 307 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

The President is authorized to enter into "totalization agreements" with foreign countries. If an individual has worked under
Social Security systems in both the U.S. and a foreign country with
which the U.S. has such an agreement, but has not worked long
enough to qualify for a benefit, a totalization agreement allows the
individual's coverage under both systems to be combined, or "totalized," in order for one country (or both) to pay a benefit. Benefits
paid under a totalization agreement are generally prorated to take
account of the fact that the person did not work for an entire career
under the system that is paying benefits.
The windfall elimination provision (WEP) is applied to the
computation of Social Security benefits for workers who are eligible

for both Social Security and a pension from work not covered by
Social Security. Under the WEP, a different benefit formula yielding a lower amount is used to calculate the worker's Social Security

benefit.

With respect to individuals who have worked under Social Se-

curity systems in both the United States and a foreign country
with which the United States has a totátization agreement, the

WEP applies: 1) in the computation of some U.S. totalization benefits, and 2) in the computation of regular U.S. Social Security benefits if the individual receives a foreign totalization benefit.
House bill
The provision would disregard the windfall elimination provision in computing any U.S. totalization benefit, and in computing

the amount of a regular U.S. benefit of an individual who (1) receives a foreign totalization benefit based in part on U.S. employment and (2) does not receive any other pension which is based on
non-covered employment
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Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after January, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after December, 1994.
10. EXCLUSION OF MILITARY RESERVISTS FROM APPLICATION OF THE
GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET AND THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION
PROVISIONS

(Sec. 209 of the House bill and sec. 308 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
The Government Pension Offset (GPO) and the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP) are intended to reduce Social Security benefits payable to an individual who qualifies for both a Social Security benefit and a pension based on employment not covered by Social Security.
The WEP reduces a worker's Social Security retirement or disability benefit in cases where the worker is receiving both a Social

Security benefit and a pension based on employment not covered
by Social Security. The WEP is designed to eliminate the windfall
resulting from the weighted Social Security benefit formula which
is intended to replace a higher proportion of wages for low-earning
workers than for high-earning workers.
Active military service became covered under Social Security in
1957. Inactive duty by reservists (such as weekend drills) became
covered under Social Security in 1988. A pension based on either
type of service (active or inactive), if performed before 1957, does
not trigger the WEP. The only military pension which triggers the
WEP is a pension based on inactive duty after 1956 and before
1988.

Under the GPO, spouse's and widow(er)'s benefits received by
an individual based on his or her spouse's Social Security-covered
work are reduced by two-thirds of the amount of any government
pension to which the individual is entitled based on his or her own
work in a government job not covered under Social Security.
House bill
An individual's receipt of a pension based wholly on service
performed as a member of a uniformed service, whether on active
or inactive duty and whether performed prior to 1988 or not, would
not trigger application of the GPO and WEP to the individual's Social Security benefits.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after January, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after December, 1994.
11. REPEAL OF THE FACILITY-OF-PAYMENT PROVISION

(Sec. 210 of the House bill and sec. 309 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
As a general rule, when an individual receiving benefits as the

dependent of a worker has a deduction in his or her benefits—for
example, due to his or her own earnings exceeding the earnings
test exempt amount—and the Maximum Family Benefit rule applies, the withheld benefits are redistributed and paid to other dependents. (The Maximum Family Benefit, or MFB, is a limit on the
total amount of benefits which can be paid on a worker's record to
the worker and his or her dependents.)
However, if all of the dependents are living in the same household, the affected individual's benefit check is not actually withheld; instead, the individual receives a notice from the Social Security Administration accompanying the benefit check. This notice explains that the beneficiary is subject to a benefit deduction and
should not actually receive the benefit check. However, the benefit
is being paid with the understanding that it is for the use and benefit of the other dependent beneficiaries. This procedure is known
as the facility-of-payment provision.

In cases where all the dependent beneficiaries are not residing
in the same household, the facility-of-payment provision does not
apply and the withheld benefits are redistributed and paid directly
to the remaining dependents.
House bill
The facility-of-payment provision would be repealed. As a result, a beneficiary who is subject to a deduction would have his or
her benefits withheld, and the withheld amount would be redistributed and paid directly to the other dependents.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective for benefits
payable for months after December, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective for benefits
payable for months after December, 1995.
12. MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN GUARANTEE CASES

(Sec. 211 of the House bill and sec. 310 of the conference agreement)
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Present law
A guarantee is provided for workers who receive disability benefits, then stop receiving disability benefits, and subsequently become reentitled to benefits due to death, retirement or disability.

This "subsequent entitlement guarantee" provides that the basic
benefit amount (the Primary Insurance Amount, or PIA) of a worker who becomes reentitled to benefits or dies (thereby entitling his
or her survivors) cannot be less than the PIA in effect in the last
month of the worker's prior entitlement to disability benefits.

Due to a drafting error in the 1977 Social Security Amendments, the guarantee does not extend to the Maximum Family

Benefit (MFB) payable on the worker's record, which is determined
based upon the PLk. (The MFB is a limit on the total amount of
benefits which may be paid on a worker's record to the worker and
his or her dependents.) As a result, the MFB which is payable
when the worker becomes reentitled to benefits or dies may be less
than the MFB payable in the last month of the worker's prior entitlement to disability benefits.
House bill

The provision would make a conforming change in the Maximum Family Benefit, so that the guaranteed PIA would be the

basis for calculating the guaranteed Maximum Family Benefit.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective for the MFB

of workers who become reentitled to benefits or die (after previously having been entitled) after January, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective for the MFB

of workers who become reentitled to benefits or die (after previously having been entitled) after December, 1995.

13. AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES OF PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND SIMILAR RESEARCH

(Sec. 212 of the House bill and sec. 311 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
Current law prohibits Federal agencies from releasing personal
information contained in an individual file without the written consent of the individual.

Prior to the 1989 Supreme Court decision United States Department of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of the
Press (Reporters Committee), the Social Security Administration
(SSA) would permit disclosure of personally identifiable information to epidemiological researchers believing that it was permitted

to do so under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Disclosure
of personal information is permitted under FOIA when the public
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interest served by the disclosure outweighs the privacy interest
served by withholding and information.

In the Reporters Committee decision, the Supreme Court restricted disclosures of personally identifiable information under
FOIA, ruling that disclosure of personal information serves the
public interest only when the requested information gives the public insight into the Federal government's performance of its statutory duties.
As a result of the Reporters Committee decision, SSA has discontinued the practice of disclosing information from its files to epidemiological researchers.
Epidemiological research examines specific risk factors (such
as exposure to chemical agents or specific medical treatments) that

may cause disease by measuring the effect of these factors on a

known population.
House bill
The provision would require SSA, under certain circumstances,
to disclose limited personally identifiable information for epidemio-

logical research purposes only, and it would permit the Secretary
of the Treasury to provide such information to SSA for purposes of
complying with such requirement.
Under the provision, SSA would be required to comply with requests for information showing whether an individual is alive or
deceased. The requester would be required to meet two conditions:
(1) the information would be used for epidemiological or similar

research which the Secretary determined showed a reasonable

promise of contributing to a national health interest; and
(2) the requester agrees to reimburse the Secretary for providing such information and agree to comply with limitations on safeguarding and rerelease or redisclosure of such information, as specified by the Secretary. The Secretary would not be required to comply with a request for information if doing so would constitute a
violation of a contract entered into with a State for the provision
by the State of death information.
The Secretary of the Treasury would be permitted to provide
such information to SSA for purposes of complying with such a requirement.
Effective date.—The provision would apply to requests for information made after the date of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would apply to requests for information made after the date of enactment.
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14.

MISUSE OF SYMBOLS, EMBLEMS OR NAMES IN REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 'AND
HUMAN SERVICES, OR DEPARTMENT THE OF TREASURY

(Sec. 213 of the House bill and sec. 312 of the conference

agreement)

Present law

In 1988, Congress enacted a provision prohibiting the use of
words, letters, symbols and emblems of the Social Security Administration (SSA) and the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA) in a manner that the user knows or should know would
convey the false impression that such an item was approved, endorsed, or authorized by the Social Security Administration, the

Health Care Financing Administration or the Department of
Health and Human Services, or that the user has some connection

with, or authorization from, these agencies.

The law permits the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to impose civil monetary penalties not to exceed $5,000 per
violation or, in the case of a broadcast or telecast, $25,000 per violation. The total amount of penalties which may be imposed is limited to $100,000 per year.

Amounts collected by the Secretary are deposited as mis-

cellaneous receipts of the Treasury of the United States.
There is no provision in present law prohibiting the use of titles, symbols, emblems, and names of the Department of the Treas-

ury (and its subsidiary agencies) in connection with advertise-

ments, mailings, solicitations, or other business activities.
House bill
The provision would amend current law to:
(a) eliminate the annual cap on penalties;
(b) also prohibit the use of words and letters of the Department
of Health and Human Services, Supplemental Security Income Program, or Medicaid, and the symbols or emblems of the Department
of Health and Human Services;
(c) define a "violation," with regard to mailings, as each individual piece of mail in a mass mailing;
(d) Further prohibit the use of names, letters or emblems of
SSA, HCFA, or HHS in a manner that reasonably could be interpreted to convey a relationship with these agencies;

(e) exempt from the prohibition the use by any State agency
or instrumentality of a State, or political subdivision of any words,
letters, symbols, or emblems which identify an agency or instrumentality of the State or political subdivision;
U) repeal the present law requirement that the Department of
Health and Human Services obtain a formal declination from the
Department of Justice (DOJ) before pursuing a civil monetary penalty case under this provision;
(g) provide that penalties collected by the Secretary for violations of this provision would be deposited in the Old-Age and Sumvors Insurance, Health Insurance or Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds as applicable;

81-9070—94—5
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(h) stipulate that no person may reproduce, reprint, or distribute for a fee any form, application, or other publication of the Social Security Administration unless such person has obtained specific written authorization for such activity in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary;
(i) provide that any determination of whether there is a violation of this provision shall be made without regard to a disclaimer;
(j) require the Commissioner of Social Security and the HHS
Secretary to issue three reports to the Committee on Ways and
Means and the Committee on Finance on the operation of section
1140 as applicable. The report would specify: (1) the number of
complaints of violations of section 1140 received by the Social Secu-

rity Administration or the Department of Health and Human Services during the period coverin.g the report; (2) the number of cases
in which a notice of violation of section 1140 was sent by the Social
Security Administration or the Department of Health and Human
Services during the period covering the report requesting that an
individual cease activities in violation of this section; (3) the number of cases in which a civil monetary penalty was formally proposed in a demand letter during the period covering the report by
the Social Security Administration or the Department of Health
and Human Services; (4) the total amount of civil monetary penalties assessed under this section during the period covered by the
report by the Social Security Administration or the Department of
Health and Human Services; (5) the number of requests for hearings filed during the period covering the report pursuant to subsection (c)(1) of this section and section 1128A(c)(2) by the Social
Security Administration or the Department of Health and Human
Services; (6) the disposition during the period covering the report
of hearings filed pursuant to sections 1140(c)(1) and 1128A(c) (2),
and (7) the total amount of civil monetary penalties collected under
this section and deposited into the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance, Health Insurance and Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds, as applicable, during the period covering the report. The reports would be due December 1, 1995, December 1,
1997, and December 1, 1999;
(k) specify that the provisions in section 1140 may be enforced

by the Office of Inspector General of the Social Security Adminis-

tration or the Office of Inspector General of the Department of

Health and Human Services. The provisions for Social Security and
the Department of Health and Human Services would be effective
for violations occurring after March 31, 1995.
The provision would prohibit the use in advertisements, solicitations, and other business activities of words, abbreviations, titles,
letters, symbols, or emblems associated with the Department of the
Treasury (and services, bureaus, offices or subdivisions of the De-

partment, including the Internal Revenue Service) in a manner

which could reasonably. be interpreted as conveying a connection
with or approval by the Department of the Treasury.
The bill would establish civil penalty of not more than $5,000
per violation (or not mere than $25,000 in the case of a broadcast
or telecast). In addition, the bill would establish a criminal penalty
of not more than $10,000 (or not more than $50,000 in the case of
a broadcast or telecast) or imprisonment of not more than one year,
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or both, in any case in which the prohibition is knowingly violated.
Any determination of whether there is a violation would be made

without regard to the use of a disclaimer of affiliation with the
Federal Government. The Secretary of the Treasury would be required to provide to the Committee on Ways and Means and the
Committee on Finance, no later than May 1, 1996, a report on enforcement activities relating to the implementation of the provision.
Effective date.—The provisions would apply with respect to

violations occurring after the date of enactment.
Senate amendment

No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provisions would apply with respect to
violations occurring after the date of enactment.
15. INCREASED PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION

(Sec. 214 of the House bill and sec. 313 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
Each year, the Social Security Administration (SSA) receives

and maintains earnings information, including the names and addresses of employers, on over 130 million working Americans in its
computer system. Employers are required to file annually with the
Social Security Administration copies of their workers' W—2 statements. The statements contain the worker's Social Security numbers and the amount of wages the workers received during the
year. In addition, each SSA file contains an individual's birth certificate information, such as date of birth, father's name and mother's maiden name. For those receiving Social Security benefits, the
file contains a current address and monthly benefit amounts.
The Social Security Act includes provisions which prohibit the
unauthorized disclosure of information contained in Social Security
Administration files. The Act provides that any person who violates
these provisions and makes an unauthorized disclosure can be
found guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, punished by
a fine not exceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one
year, or both.
House bill

The provision stipulates that unauthorized disclosure of infor-

mation and fraudulent attempts to obtain personal information

under the Social Security Act would be a felony. Each occurrence
of a violation would be punishable by a fine not exceeding $10,000
or by imprisonment not exceeding five years, or both.
Effective date.—The provision would apply to violations occurring on or after the date of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
Effective date.—The provision would apply to violations occur-

ring on or after the date of enactment.

16. INCREASE IN AUTHORIZED PERIOD FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO
FILE ANNUAL EARNINGS REPORT

(Sec. 215 of the House bill and sec. 314 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
In general, individuals under age 70 who receive Social Secu-

rity retirement or survivors benefits must file an annual report of
their earnings with the Social Security Administration for any taxable year in which their earnings or wages exceed the annual exempt amount of earnings under the Social Security earnings test.
These reports are due to be filed by the same date as Federal income tax returns, the fifteenth day of the fourth month after the
close of the taxable year (normally April 15). Individuals may be
granted a reasonable extension of time for filing an earnings report
if there is a valid reason for delay, but not more than 3 months.
An extension of time for filing an income tax return may be granted for up to 4 months.
House bill
The time for which an extension could be granted for filing an
earnings report would be increased to 4 months.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.

17. EXTENSION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT AUTHORITY

(Sec. 216 of the House bill and sec. 315 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Section 505(a) of the Social Security Disability Insurance

Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96—265), as extended by the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (P.L. 10 1—508), authorizes the
Secretary of Health and Human Services to waive compliance with
the benefit requirements of titles II and XVIII for purposes of conducting work incentive demonstration projects to encourage disabled beneficiaries to return to work. The authority to waive com-
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pliance applies to projects initiated prior to June 10, 1993. A final
report is due no later than October 1, 1993.
House bill

The Secretary's authority to initiate disability work incentive
demonstration projects that waive compliance with benefit provision (as provided in P.L. 96—265) would be extended through June
9, 1996. A final report would be due no later than October 1, 1996.
Effective Date.—The provisions would be effective upon enact-

ment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
Effective date.—The provisions would be effective upon enactment.
18. CROSS-MATCHING OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER INFORMATION AND EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER MAINTAINED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

(Sec. 217 of the House bill and sec. 316 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
The Department of Agriculture is allowed to collect and main-

tain a list of names, Social Security numbers and employer identifications numbers of the owners and officers of retail grocery stores
which redeem food stamps. The list is used to keep track of grocery
store operators who have been sanctioned for violations under the

Food Stamp Act.
House bill

The provision would permit the Secretary of Agriculture to

share the list of names and identifying numbers with other Federal
agencies which otherwise have access to Social Security account
numbers for the purpose of effective administration and enforcement of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 or for investigating violations
of other Federal laws, or enforcement of such laws. The Secretary
of Agriculture must restrict access to Social Security account numbers obtained pursuant to this provision to officers and employees
of United States whose duties or responsibilities require access for
suchpurposes.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective upon enact-

ment.
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19. CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT MADE
PERMANENT

(Sec. 218 of the House bill and sec. 317 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
A portion of the railroad retirement tier 2 benefits are included
in gross income of recipients (similar to the treatment accorded recipients of private pensions) for Federal income tax purposes. The

proceeds from the income taxation of railroad tier 2 benefits received prior to October 1, 1992, have been transferred from the
General Fund of the Treasury to the railroad retirement account.
Proceeds from the income taxation of benefits received after September 30, 1992, remain in the General Fund.
House bill

The transfer of proceeds from the income taxation of railroad
retirement tier 2 benefits from the General Fund of the Treasury
to the railroad retirement account would be made permanent.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective for income

taxes on benefits received after September 30, 1992.
Senate amendment

No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective for income
taxes on benefits received after September 30, 1992.
20. AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBERS
BY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR IN ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAWS

(Sec. 219 of the House bill and sec. 318 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
The Privacy Act of 1974 prohibits a Federal agency from using

the Social Security number as an identification number unless it
is specifically permitted by statute. There is no specific statutory
authorization to permit the Department of Labor to use the Social
Security number as an identification number.
House bill
The provision would amend section 205 of the Social Security

Act to permit the Department of Labor to use the Social Security
number as the claim identification number for workers' compensa-

tion claims.
Effective date.----The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would be effective upon enactment.
21. COVERAGE UNDER FICA OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES TRANSFERRED
TEMPORARILY TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

(Sec. 220 of the House bill and sec. 319 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Federal employees participating in the Civil Service Retirement System are entitled to retain retirement coverage rights and
benefits when they are temporarily loaned by a Federal agency to
an international organization.
The definition of employment in the Social Security Act prohibits Federal employees participating in the Federal Employees
Retirement System (FERS) or the Foreign Service Pension System
(FSPS) (which in general provide Federal employees hired on or
after January 1, 1984, with both Social Security coverage and a
supplemental government pension) from continuing to contribute to
Social Security if they transfer to international organizations.
House bill
The provision would amend section 210 of the Social Security
Act and section 3121 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to cover,

in certain cases, service performed in the employ of an inter-

national organization pursuant to a transfer from a Federal agency
under the definition of employment. Under this provision, the employing agency would be responsible for reporting the employee's
wages and for paying the employer's share of FICA. The employee
would be responsible for paying the employee's share.
Effective date.—The provision would apply with respect to
service performed after the calendar quarter following the calendar
quarter of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

Effective date.—The provision would apply with respect to
service performed after the calendar quarter following the calendar
quarter of enactment.
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22. EXTENSION OF THE FICA TAX EXEMPTION AND CERTAIN TAX RULES
TO INDWIDUALS WHO ENTER THE UNITED STATES UNDER A VISA ISSUED UNDER SECTION 101 OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY
ACT

(Sec. 221 of the House bill and sec. 320 of the conference

agreement)

Present law

The Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
(P.L. 87—256) established section 10 1(a)( 15)(J) of the Immigration

and Nationality Act under which so-called J visas are authorized
to be issued for a limited period of time to aliens who are bona fide
students, scholars, trainees, teachers, professors, research assistants, specialists, or leaders in a field of specialized knowledge or
skill.

The 1961 Act also provided that wages paid to individuals who
enter the country on a J visa would be exempt from FICA, FUTA,
and Railroad Retirement Act taxes. In addition, employers who
hire J visa holders are not required to receive certification from the
Department of Labor that an insufficient number of U.S. workers
are available to meet their needs.
The Immigration Act of 1990 added section 101(a)(15)(Q),
which provides for the issuance of a visa to "an alien having a residence in a foreign country which he has no intention of abandoning
who is coming temporarily (for a period not to exceed 15 months)

to the United States as a participant in an international cultural
exchange program approved by the Attorney General for the purpose of providing practical training, employment, and the sharing
of the history, culture, and traditions of the country of the alien's
nationality and who will be employed under the same wages and
working conditions as domestic workers."

The Internal Revenue Code presently does not exempt wages
paid to individuals who enter the U.S. under Q visas from FICA,
FUTA, or Railroad Act taxes.
House bill

The provision amends the Internal Revenue Code to exclude
wages paid to aliens holding Q visas from FICA, FUTA, and Rail-

road Retirement Act taxes, and, for income tax purposes, treats
their income in the same manner as income received by aliens

holding visas issued pursuant to section 101(a)(15)(J).
Effective date.—The provision would take effect with the calendar quarter following the calendar quarter of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
Effective date.—The provision would take effect with the calendar quarter following the calendar quarter of enactment.
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23. STUDY RISING COST OF DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS

(Sec. 222 of the House bill)

Present law

In their 1993 and 1994 annual report to Congress, the Social
Security Board of Trustees reported that, under intermediate economic assumptions, the Disability Insurance Trust Fund would become insolvent during 1995. To address this problem, the Trustees
recommended a reallocation of the Social Security payroll tax rate
from the OASI Trust Fund to the DI Trust Fund.
In addition to the reallocation, the Board recommended that a
significant research effort be undertaken to establish whether higher-than-expected DI program costs are a temporary trend or longer-

term phenomenon.
House bill

The Secretary of Health and Human Services would be required to conduct a comprehensive study of the reasons for rising
costs in the Disability Insurance program. The study would determine the relative importance of: (a) increased numbers of applications for benefits, (b) higher rates of benefit allowances, and (c) decreased rates of benefit terminations in increasing DI program
costs. It would also identify, to the extent possible, underlying social, economic, demographic, programmatic, and other trends responsible for changes in DI applications, allowances, and terminations. No later than December 31, 1994, the Secretary would be
required to issue a report to the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee on Finance summarizing the results of the study and making any recommendations for legislative
changes which the Secretary determines appropriate. The study
would be due no later than December 31, 1994.
Effective date.—Upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,

no provision).

24. COMMISSION ON CHILDHOOD DISABILITY

(Sec. 223 of House bill and sec. 202 of the conference agreement)
Present law
No provision.
House bill

The Secretary would be directed to appoint a Commission on
the Evaluation of Disability in Children, consisting of not less than
9 but not more than 15 members including recognized experts in
relevant fields of medicine; recognized experts in psychology, edu-

cation and rehabilitation, law, administration of disability pro-
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grams; social insurance; and other experts determined appropriate
by the Secretary.
The Commission would conduct a study, in consultation with
the National Academy of Sciences, on the effect of the current Supplemental Security Income definition of disability, as it applies to
children under the age of 18 and their receipt of services, including
the effect of using an alternative definition.
The study shall include issues of (1) whether the need by families for assistance in meeting the high costs of medical care for children with serious physical or mental impairments might appropriately be met through expansion of Federal health assistance programs; (2) the feasibility of providing benefits to children through
non-cash means, including vouchers, debit cards, and electronic
benefits transfer systems; (3) the extent to which SSA can involve
private organizations in an effort to increase the provision of social
services, education, and vocational instruction with the aim of promoting independence and the ability to engage in substantial gainful activity; (4) the feasibility of providing retroactive SSI benefits
pursuant to the Zebley decision on a prorated basis or by means
of a packaged trust; (5) methods to increase the extent to which
benefits are used in the effort to assist the child achieve independence and engage in substantial gainful activity; and (6) such other
issues as the Secretary determines appropriate.
The Commission would submit a report on the results of this
study, together with any recommendations, to the Committees on
Finance and Ways and Means, no later than November 30, 1995.
Effective date.—Upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement generally follows the House bill, but
broadens the study to include: (1) the desirability and methods of
increasing the extent to which benefits are used in the effort to assist disabled children in achieving independence and engaging in
substantial gainful activity, and (2) the effects of the current program on disabled children and their families.
The conferees expect that the Commission, in conducting its
study, will hold public hearings to hear the views and perspectives
of all parties who are interested in or concerned about the SSI
childhood disability program, including parents of children who receive benefits, educators, and representatives of non-profit organizations serving children with physical and mental disabilities.
Effective date.—Upon enactment.

25. DISREGARD OF DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES OF INELIGIBLE
SPOUSE IN DETERMINING CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY UNDER SECTION
1619

(Sec. 224 of House bill)

Present law
Under section 1619(a) of the Social Security Act, SSI benefits
continue for those working and earning above the substantial gain-
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ful activity level, which is currently $500 per month, as long as
there is no medical improvement in the disabling condition. Benefits decline at a rate of $1 for each additional $2 earned after disregarding the first $65 of earned income and the first $20 of unearned income. In general, the point at which a recipient, who has
at least $20 in monthly unearned income, would be ineligible for
cash SSI benefits in a month would be the sum of $85 plus twice
the sum of the Federal benefit and State supplement, if any. For
1994, the' "breakeven point" for an individual is $977 per month
without a State supplement. For States with a supplement, the
breakeven point increases by $2 for every $1 in State supplement.
Under section 16 19(b), SSI recipients can continue on Medicaid

even if their earnings cause their income to exceed the breakeven

point and they no longer receive cash SSI benefits. In 209(b)

States, this does not apply. However, in most States, Medicaid continues as long as the SSI recipient: (1) continues to be blind or disabled; (2) except for earnings, continues to meet all of the eligibility

requirements; (3) is seriously inhibited from continuing work by
termination of eligibility of Medicaid; and (4) has earnings insufficient to provide a reasonable equivalent to cash SSI benefits, Medicaid, and publicly funded attendant care that would have been
available if he or she did not have earnings.
In making determinations on the fourth criterion above, SSA
compares the individual's gross earnings to a "threshold" amount.
The threshold amount is the sum of the break even level for gross
earnings of cash benefits for an individual with no other income
living in his or her own household plus the average Medicaid expenditures for disabled SSI cash recipients for the State of residence. If the recipient's gross earnings exceeds the threshold, an individualized threshold is calculated which considers the person's
actual Medicaid use, State supplement rate, and publicly-funded
attendant care. In other words, under the fourth criterion, Medicaid eligibility continues until the individual's earnings reach a
higher plateau which takes into account the person's ability to afford medical care, as well as his or her normal living expenses.

An eligible spouse's income and resources are deemed to include the income and resources of his or her ineligible spouse with
whom he or she lives. In some cases, SSI recipients who are working and are eligible for Medicaid under section 16 19(b) may become
ineligible for Medicaid because they marry a person who has sufficient income to render the SSI recipient ineligible for Medicaid. In
other cases, the SSI recipient's ineligible spouse might receive additional income which makes the SSI recipient ineligible for Medicaid
under the deeming rules.
House bill
In determining an individual's eligibility for Medicaid pursuant
to section 1619(b), there would be disregarded (in addition to
amounts disregarded under current law): (1) the net income of the
individual's ineligible spouse to the extent the spouse's net income
does not exceed twice the threshold amount determined for the individual, and (2) the ineligible spouse's resources up to the State's

spousal impoverishment resource amount (as defined in section
1924(0(2) of the Social Security Act).
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Effective date.—October 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).
26. PLANS FOR ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT NOT DISAPPROVED WITHIN 60
DAYS TO BE DEEMED APPROVED

(Sec. 225 of House bill)

Present law
Under a plan for achieving self-support (PASS) certain income
and resources are not taken into account in determining eligibility
for or the amount of SSI benefits. An approved PASS allows a person who is blind or disabled to set aside the income and resources
needed to achieve a work goal. The funds set aside can be used to
pay for education, vocational training, or starting a business. The
recipient must have a feasible work goal, a specific savings and
spending plan, and must provide for a clearly identifiable accounting for the funds which are set aside. The individual must then follow the plan and negotiate revisions as needed.

SSA regulations provide the basic rules for a PASS. Under
these rules, the individually designed plan can be for an initial period of at most 18 months but an 18-month extension can be obtained. For participants engaged in lengthy education or training
programs, an additional 12-month extension can be obtained. All
plans must be approved by SSA before the income and resource exclusions can be excluded. If the recipient attains his or her goal,
fails to follow the plan, or time expires, the income and resource
exclusions are again countable.
House bill
A plan for achieving self-support (PASS) would be deemed to
be approved if SSA has not acted upon a recipient's application
within 60 days and shall be deemed to be approved until 6 months
after subsequent disapproval.
Effective date.—January 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision), but the conferees request that the General Account-

ing Office conduct a study of the PASS program and procedures
since little information is available at this time. The study should
include, to the extent available, data for the last five years that
show the number and characteristics of individuals who have applied for a plan, the number and characteristics of those who plans
have been approved, the kinds of plans that have been approved
and their duration, the success of individuals in fulfilling their
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plans, and the extent to which individuals who have completed a
PASS have become economically self-sufficient. The GAO should
also study whether improvements can or should be made in the
PASS program or in the process used to approved proposed plans.
Findings and recommendations should be reported to the Committee on Finance and Ways and Means.
27. TEMPORARY AUTHORITY TO APPROVE A LIMITED NUMBER OF PLANS
FOR ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT THAT INCLUDE HOUSING GOALS

(Sec. 226 of the House bill)

Present law

A PASS allows an SSI recipient to shelter income and resources from limits if the funds are set aside to help him or her
achieve a work goal. Funds may be set aside for education, voca-

tional training, or starting a business.
House bill
Plans for achieving self-support would be expanded to include
housing goals in addition to the current work goals under a 42month demonstration.
A report on activities under this authority would be due within
12 months after the end of the 5-year period that begins on Janu-

ary 1, 1995.
Effective date.—January 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,
no provision).
28. REGULATIONS REGARDING COMPLETION OF PASS

(Sec. 227 of the House bill and sec. 203 of the conference
agreement)
Present laur

Under current plan for achieving self-support (PASS) regulations, an SSI recipient with a PASS may be eligible for its income
and resource exclusions for 18 months, followed by two possible extensions of 18 and 12 months, respectively. An individual involved
in a lengthy education program, could receive a PASS for up to 4

years.
House bill

SSA would be required to take into account the difficulty of
achieving self-support based on individual needs in determining

the time limit on a PASS.
Effective date—January 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill, with a clarification instructing SSA to take into account the length of time the

individual will need to reach the individual's employment goal
within such reasonable period as the Secretary establishes, and
other factors as are determined by the Secretary to be appropriate.
Effective date.—January 1, 1995.

29. TREATMENT OF CERTAIN GRANT, SCHOLARSHIP, OR FELLOWSHIP
INCOME

(Sec. 228 of the House bill)

Present law

Grant, scholarship, and fellowship income are treated as unearned income. The portion of this kind of income that is received
for use in paying the cost of tuition and fees at any educational institution is excluded from income.
House bill
Grant, scholarship, and fellowship income would be treated as
earned income without regard to the purpose of its use.
Effective date.—Applies to eligibility determinations for any
month beginning after the second month following the month of enactment.
Senate Amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment (i.e.,

no provision).

30. SSI ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENTS TEMPORARILY ABROAD

(Sec. 229 of the House bill and sec. 204 of the conference
agreement)
Present law
A recipient who is outside the United States for a full calendar

month or more and who is not a child living outside the United
States with a parent in the military service, is not eligible for SSI
benefits for such month or months. A person who has been outside
the United States for 30 consecutive days or more is not considered

to be back until he or she has spent 30 consecutive days, in the
United States. After an absence of 30 consecutive days, SSI eligi-

bility may resume effective with the day following the 30th day of
continuous presence in the United States, if the individual continues to meet all other eligibility criteria.
House bill
SSI recipients who travel outside the United States would be
exempt from the calendar month and 30-day time limit if the absence is (1) temporary, and (2) for the purpose of conducting studies as part of an educational program that is designed to prepare
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the individual for gainful employment, and is sponsored by a

school, college, or university in the United States.
Effective date.—January 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an
amendment limiting eligibility to a period not to exceed one year
and only if the program is not available to the individual in the
United States. Because of the difficulty faced by the Social Security
Administration in administering the SSI program while recipients
are outside the United States, the conferees intend that this provision will be used sparingly. An example of a qualifying educational
program under this provision would be intensive study programs
that lead to fluency in a foreign language through immersion in the
cultural and social milieu of a country where the language is spoken. Less intensive programs, which are generally available in the
United States, would not qualify.
Efective date.—January 1, 1995.
31. DISREGARD OF COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES FOR CONTINUED
ELIGIBILITY FOR WORK INCENTIVES

(Sec. 230 of the House bill and sec. 205 of the conference
agre.ement)

Present law

Under section 504 of the Unemployment Compensation
Amendments of 1976 (P1. 94—566), State Medicaid plans are required to provide medical assistance to an individual if he or she:
(1) simultaneously received both Social Security and SSI in some
month after April 1977; (2) is currently eligible for and receiving
OASDI benefits; (3) is currently ineligible for. SSI; and (4) receives
income that would qualify him or her for SSI after deducting all
OASDI cost-of-living adjustment increases received since the last
month in which he or she was eligible for both OASDI and SSI.
The provision is intended to protect the individual against the loss
of Medicaid coverage in many States because of a cost-of-living increase in Social Security benefits. The provision does not explicitly
apply to beneficiaries who have Medicaid eligibility under section

16 19(b) of the Social Security Act.
House bill

This provision amends section 1619(b) of the Social Security
Act to explicitly extend to SSI beneficiaries receiving Medicaid
under section 1619(b) protection against the loss of Medicaid coverage because of a cost-of-living increase in their Social Security
benefits.
Effective date.—Applies to
months after December, 1994.

Senate amendment
No provision.

eligibility

determinations for
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.
Efective date.—Applies to eligibility determinations for months
after December, 1994.
32. EXPANSION OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINIS-

TRATION TO PREVENT, DETECT, AND TERMINATE FRAUDULENT
CLAIMS FOR OASDI AND SSI BENEFITS

(Sec. 231 of the House bill, sec. 306 of the Senate amendment, and
sec. 206 of the conference agreement)

a. Prevention of fraud in the SSI program by translators of foreign
languages
Present law
No provision.
House bill

A translation into English by a third party of a statement

made in a foreign language by an applicant for or recipient of SSI
benefits shall not be regarded as reliable unless the third party,
under penalty of perjury, (1) certifies that the translation is accurate, and (2) discloses the nature and scope of the relationship between the third party and the applicant or recipient.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical

changes, and is expanded to apply to fraud under the OASDI programs.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.

b. Civil monetary penalties in SSI and QASDI cases involving

fraud

Present law

Federal law provides broad authority for imposing civil penalties against persons who submit fraudulent claims to the Government. There are two applicable Federal statutes. The Civil False
Claims Act (CFCA) requires the Government to use the normal judicial process, whereby the Department of Justice initiates a civil
action in Federal Court to impose a penalty. The Program Fraud
Civil Remedies Act (PFCRA) authorizes an administrative process
under which Federal agencies may impose penalties. These statutes are intended to address fraud from a Government-wide perspective, and the process of imposing penalties can be complex and
time-consuming. Further, the PFCRA is restricted to initial applications for benefits, in some circumstances, which limits its usefulness for SSI and OASDI purposes.
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House bill

The same authority to impose civil penalties as the Secretary
of HHS now has under sections 1128A of the Social Security Act
involving false claims in the Medicare and Medicaid programs
would be provided for the SSI program. SSA would have direct authority, after approval by the Department of Justice, to impose civil
penalties when an individual or entity has been involved in submitting or causing to be submitted any statement that the individual
knows or should know is false or misleading, or knows or should
know omits a material fact. Each offense involving the SSI program would be subject to a penalty of not more than $5,000 and

an assessment, in lieu of damages, of not more than twice the

amount of benefits paid as a result of such statement or representation. In addition, medical providers or physicians who commit
such offenses with respect to the SSI program could be subject to
exclusion from participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The process would be similar to that used under section
1 128A with respect to false claims in the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. SSA would initiate and investigate cases, refer proposed
actions to the Department of Justice for review before proceeding,
and adjudicate and impose penalties, assessments, or exclusions.
As with section 1128A, any person adversely affected by a determination could obtain a review of such determination in the United
States Court of Appeals.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical
changes, and is expanded to apply to fraud under the OASDI programs.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.

c. SSI Fraud Considered a Felony
Present law

SSI fraud is punishable by a fine of no more than $1,000 or

a prison term of no more than one year, a misdemeanor.
House bill
SSI fraud would be punishable by a fine as determined under

the general criminal fine statutes, by a prison term of not more

than five years, or both. This provision conforms the specific crime
of SSI fraud to the criminal sanctions currently available for Social
Security Disability Insurance fraud.
Effective date.—-October 1, 1994.

Senate amendment
Same as House bill.

In addition, title II is amended to provide that any person or

other entity who is convicted of a violation involving the provision
of false statements or representations, if the violation is committed
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in the role as, or application to become, a representative payee on
behalf of another individual, shall be guilty of a felony and be sub-

ject to the same penalties as apply to 55!. In any case in which
a court determines that a violation includes a willful misuse of
funds by such person or entity, the court may also require that full
or partial restitution of funds be made to the individual for whom
such person or entity was the representative payee.
An individual or entity convicted of a felony under the representative payee requirements of title XVI may not be certified as
a payee under title II.
In the case of the second or subsequent imposition of an ad-

ministrative or criminal penalty on any person or other entity

under section 208 or section 1632 of the Social Security Act (relating to fraud), the Secretary may exclude such person or entity from
participation in any program under title II, V, XVI, XVIII, XIX, and
XX of the Social Security Act, and any other Federal program as
provided by law.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an
amendment prohibiting persons convicted of SSI fraud from serving
as representative payees under title XVI.
Effective date.—The amendments apply to conduct occurring
on or after October 1, 1994.

d. Authority to Redetermine Eligibility in Disability Cases if Fraud
is Involved And to Terminate Benefits If There is Insufficient Reliable Evidence of Disability
Present law
SSA is only permitted to terminate SSI benefits under well-de-

fined conditions, unless the benefits were obtained fraudulently.
The statute provides no guidance on the use of this authority.

House bill

An individual's eligibility for SSI disability benefits shall be
immediately redetermined, disregarding any unreliable evidence of
disability, if there is reason to believe that fraud was involved in
the application for benefits, unless a U.S. Attorney or equivalent
State prosecutor certifies, in writing, that to do so would create a
substantial risk of jeopardizing any current or anticipated criminal
proceeding.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.

Senate amendment
No provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical

amendments and is also expanded to apply to fraud in the OASDI
programs.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
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e. Availability of Recipient Identifying Information From the
Inspector General, Social Security Administration
Present law

There is no current statutory requirement for the OIG to provide SSI recipient identifying information obtained during a criminal investigation to SSA for administrative action. Such identifying
information is transmitted to SSA at such time as the OIG believes
it appropriate and often not until the conclusion of a criminal investigation or a Federal or State criminal prosecutorial process.
Consequently, SSI benefits continue to be paid during an active investigation or prosecution based on those benefits having been obtained through fraud.
House bill

The SSA Inspector General would be required to disclose to
SSA recipient identifying information as soon as he has reason to
believe that any individual, or group of individuals, have secured
SSI benefits in a fraudulent manner. This requirement would not
apply if a U.S. Attorney or State prosecutor who has jurisdiction
to file a criminal action against any of the parties involved certifies
that disclosure of SSI recipient information by the IG would jeopardize the criminal prosecution of the individual who is the subject
of the investigation.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical

amendments and is also expanded to apply to fraud under the
OASDI programs.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.

f Authority To Use Available Pre-admission Immigrant and
Refugee Medical In formation

Present law
No provision.
House bill
SSA would be required to request medical information from the
Immigration and Naturalization Service or the Centers for Disease
Control which they may have with respect to any alien who has ap-

plied for SSI benefits to the extent the information is relevant to

determining eligibility.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
Senate amendment
No provision.
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Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with technical

amendments.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
g. Annual Reports on Reviews of SSI Cases

Present law
No provision.

House bill
SSA would be required to annually report to the Committee on

Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance on the extent to
which is has exercised its authority to review SSI cases and the extent to which the cases reviewed were those that involved a high

likelihood or probability of fraud.
Effective date.—October 1, 1994.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill and is also expanded to apply to fraud under the OASDI programs.
Effective date.—Upon enactment.
h. Effective Date

Present law
No provision.
House bill

In general these provisions would take effect on October 1,
1994. The provisions dealing with civil monetary penalties is SSI
cases involving fraud, with the treatment of SSI fraud as a felony,
and with annual reports of reviews of SSI cases would be effective
upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

In general, these provisions would take effect on October 1,
1994. The provision dealing with the annual reports of reviews of
SSI and OASDI cases would be effective upon enactment.
33. DISABILITY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR SSI RECIPIENTS WHO ARE 18
YEARS OF AGE

(Sec. 232 of the House bill and sec. 207 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Under current law, all disabled Social Security beneficiaries

are required to undergo periodic reviews to determine whether they
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continue to be disabled. There is no comparable provision in the

SSI program.
A needy child under the age of 18 years old who has an impairment of comparable severity with that of an adult may be considered, disabled and eligible for SSI benefits. To be found disabled,

a child must have a medically determinable impairment that sub-

stantially reduces his or her ability to independently, appro-

priately, and effectively engage in age-appropriate activities. This
impairment must be expected to result in death or to last for a continuous period of at least 12 months.
Under the adult disability determination process, individuals
whose impairments do not "meet or equal" the listings of impairments in regulations are subjected to an assessment of residual
functional capacity. SSA determines whether adults are able to do
their past work or whether they are able to do any substantial
gainful work. If they cannot do either one, they are disabled.
Under the disability determination process for children, individuals whose impairments do not "meet or equal" the listings of
impairments in regulations are subjected to an individualized functional assessment. This assessment examines whether the children
can engage in age-appropriate activities effectively. If it is found
that the children's impairments are on comparable severity to an
adult's without assessing past work or ability to do substantial
gainful work, the children are disabled.
House bill
SSA would be required to re-evaluate under adult disability
criteria the eligibility of children receiving SSI after they reach 18
years old and before they are 19 years old.
Effective date.—Applies to recipients attaining the age of 18
years old in or after the ninth month following the month of enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an

amendment requiring SSA to conduct CDRs for a minimum of onethird of the children reaching age 18 in each of fiscal years 1996,
1997, and 1998. SSA will be required to report to Congress no later

than October 1, 1998 on the activities conducted under this requirement.
Effective date.—October 1, 1995.

34. CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS

(Sec. 233 of the House bill and sec. 208 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Title II of the Social Security Act requires the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to conduct periodic continuing disability reviews (CDRs) of disabled beneficiaries. For those beneficiaries
whose impairments are not permanent, CDRs must generally be
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performed every three years. Beneficiaries with permanent disabilities receive CDRS at such times as the Secretary determines appropriate.

CDRs are funded as part of the Social Security Administration's administrative budget, which is subject to annual appropriations.

House bill
The provision would require the Secretary to conduct periodic
continuing disability reviews on SSI recipients in the same manner
as such reviews are currently required for DI beneficiaries.
Effective date.—October 1, 1995.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an
amendment requiring SSA to conduct CDRs for a minimum of
100,000 SSI recipients per year for 3 years. SSA will be required
to report to Congress no later than October 1, 1998.
Effective date.—October 1, 1995.

35. TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS

(Sec. 234 of the House bill and sec. 321 of the conference
agreement)
Present law

Title II of the Social Security contains a number of typo-

graphical errors, erroneous references, circular cross references, in-

consistent margination, incorrect punctuation, and references to
outdated versions of the Internal Revenue Code. In addition,

present law includes certain inconsistent statutory provisions.
House bill
Technical changes would be made to correct inconsistencies in
provisions relating to fees for claimant representatives, rounding
procedures for indexing certain program amounts, and deemed av-

erage total wages, among others. These corrections would not
change the meaning of any section of the Social Security Act.

Effective date.—In general, the provision would be effective
upon enactment.
Senate amendment
No provision.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an

amendment to the attorney fee provision.
Effective date.—In general, the provision would be effective
upon enactment.
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36. EXEMPTION FROM ADJUSTMENT IN PASS-ALONG REQUIREMENTS

(Sec. 209 of the conference agreement)

Present law

Section 1618 of the Social Security Act requires that States

making supplementary payments to Supplemental Security Income
recipients 'pass along" cost-of-living increases in the Federal benefit. There are two options for the States in meeting the "pass along"
requirement: (1) the aggregate spending level option, under which

States may make supplementary payments in the current 12month period that are no less, in the aggregate, than were made
in the previous 12-month period; or (2) the individual payment

level option, under which a State may maintain the supplementary
payment levels that were in effect for categories of individual recipients in March 1983.
House bill
No provision.
Senate amendment.
No provision.
Conference agreement

For the purpose of determining under the "aggregate spending
level option," whether a State's expenditures for supplementary
payments during a 12-month period are not less than its expenditures for such payments in the preceding 12-mont.h period, retroactive SSI payments made to children qualifying under the Zebley
court decision may, pursuant to a State's one-time option, be ex-

cluded from the computation of the State's expenditures.
Effective date.—The provision would be effective with respect
to increases in the level of SSI benefits whether occurring upon, before, and after the date of enactment.
U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, August 4, 1994.
Hon. SAM GIBBONS,

Acting Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of
Representatives, Washington, DC.
DEAlt MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
has prepared the enclosed cost estimate for the conference agree-

ment on H.R. 4277, the Social Security Administrative Reform Act
of 1994. The act would establish the Social Security Administration
as an independent agency and make reforms to the payment of Social Security Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income to persons disabled as a result of drug addiction or alcoholism.

Enactment of H.R. 4277 would affect direct spending and receipts and thus would be subject to pay-as-you-go procedures under
section 252 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control
Act of 1985.

This estimate was prepared based on draft legislative language
and is subject to change pending receipt of final legislation. If you
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wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to provide
them. The CBO staff contacts are Paul Cullinan and Patrick Purcell, who can be reached at 226—2820.
Sincerely,
JAMES L. BLUM,

(For Robert D. Reischauer).
Enclosure.

TABLE 1.—DETAILS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COSTS OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON H.R. 4277
(By fiscal years, in millions of dollars)
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Total

TITLE 1—ESTABUSH SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY

Subject to Appropriation I
1

1

1

1

3

—16

—33
—266
—3
—4

—85
—299

—242
—598
—10
—13

TITLE II—PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO OASDI AND 551

201. Restrictions on Benefits Based on Disability of Substance Abusers:.
3Direct Spending.

flAflI
$81

Medicare
Medieaid

—73
—13

Offsets

—35
—9

—11

0

—1

—2

0

—2

—3

—4
—4

1

60

Subtotal

—803

Administrative Costs Subject to Appropriation'

OAS
$81

Administrative Costs Subject to Apprcpnation3
202. Commission on Childhood Disability Subject to Appropriation
203. Regulations Regarding Completion of PASS Direct Spending
204. $81 Eligibility f Students Temporarily Abroad Direct Speeding
205. Disregard of Cost-of-living Increases for Continued Eligibility for Work Incentives Direct Spending
206. Detection and Prevention of Fraud Direct Spending
207. Disability Review for Children Reaching 18 Years Old:.
$81

Medicaid
Offsets

Subtotal

Administrative Costs Subject to Appropriation
208. Continuing Disability Reviews for SSI Recipients Direct Spending:.

35

51

71

39

37

(2)

(2)

°)

20

20

11

45

129

1

91
(2)

115

1

0

0

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

C2)

t°)

C2)

C2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

0

—3

0

—1

—7
—5

—15
—10

—15
—10

1

1

2

4

0

Offsets

Subtotal

4OC
C3

39

C2)

(2)

—40
—26

0

—4

—11

—24

—23

—62

0

8

10

10

3

31

0

—7
—5

—20
—15

—35
—30

—45
—40

—107
—90

5

12

$81

Medicaid

C2)

233

0
0

3

3

TABLE 1.—DETAILS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COSTS OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON HR. 4277—Continued
(By fiscal years, in millions of dollarsi
1998

1997

1996

1995

Total

1999

0

35

40

40

30
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

—7

—15

—15

—15

—15

—66

-2

-3

-3

-3

-3

-th

—9

—18

—18

—18

—18

—81

1

2

2

2

2

8

—8

—16

—16

—16

—16

—73

0

0

0

0

0

0

QASDI Revenue

0

0

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Ill Revenue4

0

0

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

0

0

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

1

1

1

1

4

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Subject to Appropriation
209. Exemption from Pass-along Requirements Direct Spending
TTLE —MSCELLANECUS PRCR&Y MPRCVEMENTS
301. Issuance of Physical Documents in the Form of Bonds. Notes, or Certificates to Social Security Trust Funds:.
Subiect to Appropriation'
302. GAO Study Regarding Telephone Access:.
Subject to Appropriation I
303. Expand FICA Exemption for Election Workers:
OASDI Revenue

Ill Revenue4
Subtotal
Income Tax Offset

Total Net Revenue
304. Use of Social Security Numbers for Judes:
Subject to Appropriation'
305. Coverage for Police and Firefighters:

Total Net Revenue

306. Exemption for Certain Ministers:
OASDI Revenue

HI Revenue4

Total Net Revenue
301. TotalizaUon Benefits and the Windfall EArn. Provision Direct Spending
308. Exclusion of Military Reservists from Application of the Government Pension Offset and Windfall Provisions:
Direct Spending
309. Repeal Facility-of-Payment Provision:
Direct Spending
Subject to Appropriation'
310. Simplify Computation of Maximum Family Benefits When Subsequent Entitlement Guarantee Applies to PIA:
Direct Spending

(2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

—3

—3

—3

—3

—12

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

01

a

311. Use of SSA Information for Epidemiotogical Research:
Subject to Appropriation
312. Prohibition on Misuse of Social Security Names. Symbols. etc.:
Subject to Appropriation
313. Unauthorized Disclosure of Social Security Information:
Direct Spending
Subject to Appropriation I
314, Time Extension for Annual Earnings Report:
Direct Spending
Subject to Appropriation
315. Extend DI Demonstration Authority Direct Spending
316. Cross-Matching Social Security Account Number Information With Dept. of Agriculture Subject to Appropriation'
317. Certain Transfers to the Railroad Retirement Account Made Permanent:
Direct Spending

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(7)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(7)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(21

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

1

1

—4

—5
—1

—6

—6

—6

—I

—1

—1

—1

—5

—5

—6

—7

—7

—7

—32

0

0

0

0

0

0

—2

—2
—20

—2

—II

—21

—2
—21

—2
—21

—12
—92

—13

—22

—23

—23

—23

—104

—12

—25

—58

—332

—381

—196

76

83

45
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318. Authorization for use of Social Security Numbers by the Dept. of Labor for Administration of Federal Workers' Compensation:
Direct Spending

Subject to Appropriation I
319. Retirement Eligibility for Federal Employees Transferred to International Organizations:
Off-Budget Revenue
On-Budget Revenue

Total Net Revenue
Subject to Appropriation
320. Extend FICA exemption to individuals who enter U.S. Under a Visa Issued under Section 101 of the mmigration and
Naturalization Act :
Olf-Budget Revenue
On-Budget Revenue4
Total Net Revenue

321. Technical and Clerical Amendments Subject to Appropriation I

1

1

1

1

(2)

1

5

—27

TOTALS

Revenues:

On-Budget4
Off-Budget

Total Net
Direct Spending Totals:
On-Budget
Oft-Budget

—62

ii

'

________

TABLE 1.—DETAILS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COSTS OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON H.R. 4277—Continued
(By fiscal years, in millions of dollars]
1997

1996

1995

i

—249

—336

—58

—332

—381

796

—15

—32

—84

—238

—59

—73

—364

—465

—1036

—10

—23

—56

—330

379

—786

—51

31

97

104

66

245

—61

8

41

—226

—313

—541

—74

—14

On-Budget

—12

—25

Off-Budget

—73

—34

Total

—85

On-Budget

Off-Budget
Total

Tota

Total

1999

1998

Direct Spending Exctuding Administrative Costs not subj. to Appropriations

Deficit Effects—Direct Spending Minus Revenues:

C,'

Deficit Effects—Direct Spending (xc. Administrative Costs Not Subj. to Appropriations Minus Revenues:
On-Budget4

—10

—23

—56

—330

—379

—786

Off-Budget

—62

—14

6

11

—63

—146

Total

—72

—37

—50

—341

—442

—932

37

94

120

106

89

447

0

0

0

0

0

0

120

106

89

447

Outlays Subject to Appropriation:

On-Budget'
Off-Budget
Total Net

'Under the FY 1995 Budget Resciution, administrative expenses ot the OSDI program are considered on-budget because they fall under the discretionary spending limits.
2 Indicates less than 8500.000.
3Administrative costs wou'd not have effects that must be considered or the purposes of the Budget Enforcement Act.
Effects on Hospital Insurance revenues are inc'uded as on-budget to be consistent with the Budget Resolution for FY 1995.
Preliminary estimate provided by the joint Committee on Taxation.
Source Congressional Budget Office, based on draft legislative language.
Note. Details may not add to totals due to rounthng.

157
PAY-AS-YOU-GO CONSIDERATIONS
(By fiscal years, in millions of dollarsi
1995

1996

—2
—12

Receipts
Outlays

—2
—25

1997

—2
—58

1998

—2
—332

The on-budget outlay changes in 551, Medicare, Medicaid,
Food Stamps, and AFDC would be included on the pay-as-you-go
scoreboard. Social Security spending is exempt from the pay-asyou-go rules.
SAM GIBBONS,
DAN ROsTENKOwSKI,

J.J. PICKLE,
ANDREW JACOBS, Jr.,
HAROLD FORD,
BILL ARCHER,
JIM BUNNING,
RICK SANTORUM,

Managers on the Part of the House.
DANIEL P. M0YNmAN,
MAx BAUCUS,
JOHN BREAux,
BOB PACKWOOD,

BOB DOLE,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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Administration an independent agency.

While this bill contains many Important provisions, I want to address my
remarks to particular reforms in the

bill that will go far in correcting a
major misuse of taxpayer and Social

Security trust fund dollars.
I also, however, want to point out a
provision in the conference report
which was not included in the Senatepassed bill and which, I believe, may
result in unfair consequences for some
individuals who sorely need help from
the disability program.
From time to time, astounding exampies of absurd Federal spending policies
come to light and stop us in our tracks.
The findings earlier this year of' an investigation by my staff on the Senate
Special Committee on Aging and the
GAO that drug addicts and alcoholics
are being given cash disabilIty benefits

that are in turn perpetuating their addictions is just such an outrageous example of how a well-intentioned Fed-

eral program has been manipulated ex-

tensively, resulting in the misuse of
millions of taxpayer dollars.
While Congress' original purpose In

giving disability benefits to drug addicts and alcoholics was to encourage
treatment, this goal has been turned
on its head; Instead of promoting treatment, the disability programs are feeding their addictions. In fact, the Social
Security Administration has been

criticized as being one of the easiest
sources of cash for drugs and alcohol In
the United States.

It is clear that Congress' original

goal of rehabilitating thug addicts and
alcoholics has failed and that the So-

cial Security Administration has In-

stead become the enabler of hundreds
of thousands of drug addicts and alcoholics by providing them with unsuper-

vised cash that they can use to buy
more drugs and drink.
There are now over 250,000 addicts

and alcoholics on the disability rolls,
but only 78,000—or less than a third—

are required to receive treatment or

have a third party manage their bene-

fits for them. rTho other 172,000 addicts

and alcoholics on the rolls are not requ1red by SSA to receive treatment,
and receive cash benefits, which are
often used to buy them more drugs or
alcohol.
The taxpayer Ig left paying the tab of

over $1 billion a year for the 172,000

drug addicts and alcoholics who are not
z'eq.Urrd to seek
atnient. In addi-

tion, since roost of these individuis

are nsver reviewed by the agency to do-

tcrjn9 If they are rtill eii1hlo for
hiccflts—many of thoac addicts are on
the dinxbiUt progrra for life.
TAYl
P

'UItAT
TCk

In ddition, we iaund thtt up seth

ths c-ar the Sn. had eststiii':d
aticncles to reie'

to troint

aui ionitr tboi corz Innico In oo1y
Y tatoa—tcavbg P -3tz.tes wtbot

I m any approved agency to ovorroc the
is ccnsderiog substance abu.ns. ir eiarnple, Maine
to-ilay the ccMeref.ce report on LR. has never had a treatment rePural
4277, a bill making the SOCial Security agency in the entire history of the SSI
Mr. COHEN. Mx'.

p1taed that tb'

Pridrat,
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SSI recipients the same by not counting the 36-month time limit until
Some clever addicts find ways to treatment was available. In other
game the system even when the Social words, what I did in our legislation was
Security Administration appoints a to say that those individuals who are,
person to manage benefits on behalf of addicted to drugs or to alcohol, must
the drug addict or alcoholic. In some seek treatment and treatment must be
cases, the local bartender was selected available. And until that treatment is
as a responsible third party for addicts available, the 36-month period would
and alcoholics to manage their month- not run.
ly benefits. In most cases, a family At this particular time I doubt very
member or friend is chosen and is in- much whether there is any sentiment
evitably pressured or threatened to on the part of either the House or Senprogram and recently had its proposal

turned down with no explanation.

give the money directly to the sub- ate to change this provision. But I

must say it is flawed in my opinion. To
Even more alarming is the fact that, say to an individual that you must
in many cases, due to the length of seek treatment and we will start
time it takes to process a claim, ad- counting the time in which you are aldicts and alcoholics are eligible for lowed to receive these benefits but if
cash lump sum retroactive payments treatment is not available, it is your
stance abuser.

that can total up to $25,000. It is no sur- tough luck, I think that is an unfair

prise that these taxpayer dollars are provision. I hope to amend that as we
often drunk away or shot into the arms consider more legislation, if not this
of drug users.

year then certainly next year. I hope to
Perhaps the most outrageous finding amend that particular provision to
of our investigation was that even make sure that those individuals who
when drug addicts directly admit to qualify for these benefits will in fact be
the Social Security Administration able to receive the treatment or not be
that they are actively engaged in taken off the program.
criminal activity, such as drug dealing
I also would have preferred that the
and stealing, to support their addiction requirements for representative payees
they are still awarded benefits. The ef- and treatment be required for all drug
fect of this policy is that one hand of addicts and alcoholics on the disability
our Federal Government is trying to rolls, in order to tighten the controls
crack down on crime and illegal drug even further on these programs.
use, while the other hand is supplying
Despite these two concerns, I believe
drugs to the dealers and addicts who that this legislation is a major step tocommit the crimes. Fighting the war ward restoring the public's confidence
on crime is hard enough without buy- and integrity in our Nation's disability
ing supplies for the other side.
programs.
The conference report we are passing
Mr. President, I want to thank Sen-

today addresses many of the major ator MOYNIHAN, Senator PACKWOOD,
flaws we uncovered in the disability and Senator DOLE and their staffs for
program. Most importantly, it will get
their strong support and assistance in
cash out of the hands of inany ddlcts passing these reforms. I would particu-

and alcoholics for whom. the disability larly like to recognize Kathy Tobin and
check has become their main source of Margaret Malone of the Senate Fidrugs and alcohol.
Committee staff, Alexander
This bill will also ensure that drug nance
Vachon
of Senator DOLE's staff, and
addicts and alcoholics on both the SSI Marty Sieg-Ross
Sally Satel of the
and Social Security disability insur- Labor Committeeand
ance rolls receive treatment for their with this legislation.for their assistance
substance abuse as a condition of receiving benefits, and requires that SSA
monitor the treatment of these persons
to be sure they are complying with the
law.

There are, however, concerns that I
have with the final version of this legislation. The coiference report adopted

a House provision which limits SSI
benefits to drug addicts and alcoholics

to 3 years of benefits, regardless of
whether they have begun to receive

treatment or not. I have concerns that
this provision does not adequately take
into account the long waiting lists for
treatment that exist in some areas of
the country. Since the goal of this limitation on benefits should be an incentive to reh&bilitate and then successfully remove substance abusers from
the disability rolls, starting the clock
on the 3 years of benefits when treatment is not even available does not reflect this goal.

In my bill, I would have treated the
disability insurance recipients and the
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it as an independent agency
in the executive branch of the Governtablishes

ment.

We do so serendipitously on a date
that falls within 4 days of the date—

August 9, 1935—when the Senate voted
by voice vote to pass the conference re-

port on the original Social Security
Act.

With the conference report before us

today, we increase the stature of the

Social
Security
Administration,
strengthen its leader8hip and establish
a bipartisan advisory board. These
measures will strengthen the administration of Social Security and we confidently believe increase public confidence in the program.
The conference report also includes
provisions proposed by Senator CON
and Senator DOLE that require the SoSOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA- cial Security Administration to estabTVE REFORM ACT OF 1994—CON- lish procedures for more responsible
FERENCE REPORT
payment of benefits to disabled drug
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I addicts and alcoholics. Beginning 6
submit a report of the committee of months after enactment, Social Secuconference on H.R. 4277 and a8k for its rity will be required to pay these disability benefits to a representative
immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re- payee rather than directly to the individual involved.
port will be stated.
Making the. Social Security AdminisThe legislative clerkread a follows:
The committee on conference on the dis- tration an independent agency is not a
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the new notion. It began a such in 1935,
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. only gradually to be folded into a suc4277), a bill to establish the Social Security cession of Government agencies and, in
Administration as an Independent agency the end, losing its identity almost enand to make other Improvements in the old- tirely within the Federal Government.
age, survivors, and dl8ability insurance proIn 1980, the National Commission on
gram, having met, after full and free con- Social Security, which wa appointed
ference, have agreed to recommend and do by President Carter, and in 1983, the
recommend to their respective Houses this National Commission on Social Secureport, signed by all of the conferees.
rity Reform which wa appointed by
(The conference report is printed in President Reagan and the Congress recthe House proceedings of the RECORD of ommended Ihat the Social Security
August 4, 1994.)
Administratibn should be established
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I a8k a8 an independent agency.

unanimous consent that the Senate
Congress, with Senator DOLE very
proceed to the consideration of the much
involved, and the Senator from
conference report on H.R. 4277, a bill to New York, in 1983 commissioned a

establish the Social Security Administration as an independent agency; that
the conference report be agreed to, the
motion to reconsider be laid upOn the
table; and that any statements thereon
appear in the RECORD at the appropriate place a though read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
So the conference report wa agreed
to.

PRIVILEGE OF T)E FLOOR

study for the best form of governance
for an independent Social Security Administration.
In 1984, the following year, this
panel, which was headed by the distinguished former Comptroller General of
the United States, Elmer Staats, recommended that an independent Social

Security Administration be led by a
single executive who would be advised
by a bipartisan advisory board. The
conference report before us follows

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I those recommendations.
also a8k unanimous consent, and the
It ha8 taken us a decade, Mr. Presicourtesy of the Senate, to allow Mr. dent, and the rea8ons are clear enough.
Webster Phillips, who is an employee of In 1977, the Social Security amendthe Social Security Administration, to ments of that year put the trust funds
be granted privilege of the floor. He ha8 on a partially funded basis such that
worked heroically in this matter for an enormous surplus would be built up,
the longest while, and it would be a anticipating the retirement of the perpersonal favor if this might be done.
sons born in the decades after World
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without War II.
objection, it is so ordered.
To give you a sense of the magnitude
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, involved, the surplus would buy the
today the Senate completes action, on New York Stock Exchange, a fact
legislation of historic importance which the Office of Management and
which removes the Social Security Ad- Budget did not fall to notice. It began

ministration from the Department of in effect using Social Security trut
Health and Human Services and rees- fund surpluses as general revenue. The
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Social Security would be available to
you when you reached retirement
age?" And they said, "Yes." I took an
informal poll of nine persons here at
ation. a balanced operating budget in the front desk, seven of whom agreed
the 1980's, this surplus would have been that Social Security would not be
used to buy down the privately held there when their time came.
Well, Mr:, President, this legislation
debt of the United States, and the consequences would have been an increase today makes it very much clearer that
in private Investment. Wö could have it will be, I hope we will see in very
doubled the rate of savings in the 1980's short order the introduction of an anhad we done what was possible but nual statement sent to every Social Security contributor of what his or her
which was not done.
Further, the ability of the Social Se. contributions that year had been, what
curity Administration to carry out its survivors' benefits would be, where
functions waq severely limited by budg- they stood in the earning of 40 quarters
et constraints—cuts in staffing levels, of coverage which vests Social Security in the individual, and what their
Cuts in the basic services.
There is a fine editorial which np- ultimate retirement benefits would
peared just recently in the Rochester likely be at age 6E.
All these things are easily done, In
Times-Union on this subject, on cussending out of such a statement,
tomer service at Social Security. It the
the largest coit 'involved is the postage
reads, if I may:
But the Cost of not doing so,
Old you ever try to get a call through to stamp.
which
we
have rot done, is a near comthe SSA? Or got a new card? Or find out bow

to purchase Federal Government
bonds, special bonds which cannot ever
fall below the Paz value. But in reality
bad we gone to a balanced budget situ

much you havo paid Into the system? Or get

an estimate çf rour retirement benefits?

This is pretty basic stuff, but it's easy for an
organization out of the public line of fire to
forget even the basics.

It goes on to note that our current

people down, rescinding, benefits, denying benefits. Appeals were made, benefits were restored or conferred, . and the

Government asked to go to court to
contest. A U.S. attorney said, no, it is

Insufferable. And indeed it was.
So, Mr. President, today we write the

final chapter in the effort 'to reestablish an independent Social Security
Administration.

I ask that my colleagues join me In

supporting this historic measure.

I ask unanimous consent that the

editorial from the Rochester . TimesUnion be printed in the RECoRD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in 'the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the TimeB-Union, July 26, 1994
CU5TOMER SEavIcs AT SOCIAL SECURITY

Any day now, President Clinton is .

ex-

pecteci to sign legislation to make the Social
Security Administration an independent

agency, separate from the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Don't yawn. This apparently innocuous
plete loss of confidence in younger peo- change,
spearheaded by New York Sen. Danple that the system is working. If iel Patrick
Moynihan, offers the best opporyoung people think the Government is tunity for improving service, which is the
misleading them in something as ele- key to restoring confidence in the retiremental as Social Security, what else do ment system.
they think they are misled about?
Just 39 percent of non-retired adults feel
I recently received a letter from Rob- "very confident" .or "somewhat confident"

Commissioner, our very able Commnisstoner, Shirley Chater, is the 12th Corn- ert M. Ball, one of the great author!ml esioner of Social Security in the last ties on this subject, a Social Security
17 years. There has been no continuity. Commissioner, after a lifetime in the
There has been no executive energy, system, who spoke of the statements as
And the results have ahown a startling "individual reports to each stockholder."
decline in public confidence.
It is long past time this was done,
We have reached the point, Mr. President, where the Employee Benefit Re- long past time we had a proper Social
search Institute, which does regular Security card in plastic with a
Gallup Polls on this matter, in Feb- hologram and not the paper pasteboard
ruary found only 30 percent of respond- product of the 1930's, which said rather

that they will collect benefits when they retire.
Cutting Social Security loose doesn't guarantee Improvements, but it should raise the
public profile of the agency and the director
(Quick, who heads this $300 billion a year
program?) who operate in obscurity, blissfully ignorant of even the most elementary
principles of customer service.
c}iEcKnG YOIm CONTRiBUTION5

Eventually, the Social Security Administration should send every taxpayer an anents had confidence that Social Secu- assertively at the bottom "Not To Be nual statement of contributions to date and
estimate of expected benefits at retirerity would be available through their Used For Identification." It is now is- an
ment age. That's not common practice now,
sued to children at birth.
retirement years.
Yet, when we got the law passed to but you can get a statement on request by

If I can make just a small anecdote

on this point, it would be about 2 say that there would be a tamper-proof

calling 1—800—772—1213.

Did you ever try to get a call through to
months ago that Senator PACKWOOI) card, the Social Security Administra- the A? Or get a new card? Or find out how
tion
in
the
1980's
took
about
2
years
to
much you've paid in to the system? Or get an
an I were on the floor proposing the
bill that passed unanimously from the carry out the statute. And one day I estimate of your retirement benefits?
Comrrdttee on Finance, and I was mak- got in the mall an announcement that This is pretty basic stuff, but it's easy for
organization out of the public line of fire
ing a point that Social Security was in there was the new tamper-proof card, an
forget even the basics.
surplus, the benefits would be there in the exact same card we always had, toThe
current Social Security commissioner,
half a century; it had never been a day with this difference—there were invisi- Shirley
S. Chater, is the 12th in 17 years.
lata or a dollar short, and it would con- ble fibers implanted in the paper so You've probably never heard of her, although

tinue so.

that a counterfeit card would be in- she presides over a budget larger than the

I noticed something, something that stantly recognizable under a micro-

had never happened before to me on the scope in an FBI laboratory,

defense budget,
If she and her successors are more vi3ible—

They have better, other things and of the work force, and legally in the

pected benefits. When you call the local So-

Well, that was not the purpose of are actually interviewed on TV once in a
or go before Congress—they should be
able young persons who work the desks having a tamper-proof card. It was for while,
sensitive to you and your needs.
In front of you, Mr, President, and the the purpose of having something to more
"You will get a decent Social Security
tables here in front of us, were listen- show so you would know who they card,"
Moynihan says. "You will get an aning. Now, normally they do not listen. were; you would know they were part nual statement of your contributions and exSenate floor. I noticed that the very

more pressing things to do. They are country, and citizens who had respongoing about the business of the Senate, sibilities and were carrying them out.
That sort of mismanagement got to
putting things together, looking up references. making arrangements, and so the point of genuine abuse. In the midforth. I found them listening to what I 1980's, the present mayor of New York
City., Mr. Rudolph Giuliani, who was
was saying.
A quorum call was introduced, and I then the U.S. attorney for the Southtook the liberty of going up and say- errs District of New York, refused to deing. 'SNow,, you were listening." They fend the U.S. Government in disability
sn.id "Yes." I said, "Would I be wrong benefit cases. He thought the managein thinking that this is the first time ment in the Social Security Adxninis-

cial Security offloe, they will answer your
call. And you will know someone is looking
after your money."
Maybe, he's too optimistic. But not many
Baby Boomers expeot to get regular checks
when they retire—despite the fact that Social Security payroll taxes were hiked a dec-

ade ago for the purpose of generating the
huge surpluses (more than 170 billion this
year alone) that would guarantee those benefits.

The money's going.to be there.' lithe So-

tration was so' bad because the Govern- cial Security people begin to treat taxpayers
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as customers, the confidence will be there, tribute because they do not know of his
too.

work, and perhaps do not even know of
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, with him, but .who as a result of his efforts

that, I conclude by noting that the ma- will lead better, longer, more full and

jority leader would like to speak on meaningful lives. And I think in the
this, which is a matter of great concern end that is the greatest tribute that
to him. Accordingly, sir, I conclude my can be paid.
remarks and suggest the absence of a So, Mr. President, in behalf of all my

quorum so that the majority leader colleagues, I thank the distinguished
chairman for his efforts and hope that
I once again would like to thank when the history of Social Security is
Eduard Lopez for his incomparable ad- written, those who write it w11 pay
vice for 10 years on such an enterprise, proper recognition and tribute to the

might come to the floor.

and Margaret Malone of the Finance man who has done more than any other
Committee staff, and Webster Phillips to make it succeed and make t better,
of the Social Security Administration. our friend and colleague, Senator Mo?So, Mr. President, I suggest the ab- NIHAN.
sence of a quorum. I thank the Senate
Mr; MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, with
for its consideration.
deepest gratitude, I am not fully conThe PRESiDING OFFICER. The fident that I ought to speak any more.
clerk will call the roll.
The majority leader's words were so
The legislative clerk proceeded to generous, and they mean very much to
call the roll.
this Senator. I am deeply thankful.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, today

is a historic day in the history of the
Social Security system. I believe that

It should not go without notice or
Comment.

Social Security is one of the broadest, most effective, and most widely
supported of programs in our Nation's
history. It has succeeded in large part

because in the nearly 60 years of its
history it has had champions in the
Congress and in various administrations, men and women who have devoted much of there careers to gaining

knowledge of the system and how it

works, who have continually striven to
improve and expand the system, and to
enable it to better serve the American
people.

Every Member of this Congress
knows, and I hope that every American
who is involved with the Social Secu-

rity system knows, that the person
most responsible for the legislation

just enacted and the more than champion of the Social Security system, the

man most responsible for educating

other Members of Congress about the
importance of the system, is the distinguished senior Senator from New York

and the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator MOYNIHAN.

Senator

MOYNIHAN

has

devoted

countless hours to informing other
Members of the Senate about the manner in which the system operates,
about its importance in our society,
and about how it can be improved. The

legislation just enacted by the Senate
is but the latest result of his efforts in
that regard.
Senator MOYNmAN will receive many

words and much praise and tribute on

this matter, all well deserved. But I
think perbaps the greatest tribute he
can receive Is the fact that all across
this country there are million of

Americans who will not say words of
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crossfire of partisan politics. In my

judgment, granting SSA independent
agency status will promote long-term

stability in the Social Security Pro-

gram. Such stability is essential in this
program which provides basic retirement income security for almost every
American worker.

I particularly want to commend
Chairman JACOBS and Mr. ETJNNING for

thnir tenacity in advancing t:his legislation. The ssue of independent agency
status for the Social Security Adminis-

tration has been the subject of many

studies, reviews, and House votes over

the years. In fact, yesterday marked

the 10th anniversary of the day, August
10, 1984, that 1, joined by Chairman DAN
ROSTENKOWSXI, first in trodu ceil legisla-

tion to grant SSA independent status.
The conference report before us today

will finally make real the intent of

that first bill which we initroduced a
decade ago. While it has beea a long

time coming, it has been worth the

wait. And 1 think that Republicans and
Democrats, who have consistently supCONFERENCE REPORT ON HR. 4277,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM ACT OF 1994

ported this reform over the past decade, and here I want to especially note
the unwavering support of Mr. ARCHER,

all should take great pride in the ulti-

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, pursuant mate attainment of our goal.
to the order of the House of Friday.
Mr. Speaker, 1 would also like to call
August 5, 1994, I call up the conference the Members attention two other proreport to accompany the bill (H.R. 4277) visions of the bill which address probto establish the Social Security Ad- lems encountered in the SSI disability
ministration as an independent agency program.

and to make other improvements in

the old-age survivors and disability insurance program.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
MONTGOMERY). Pursuant to the rule,
the conference report is considered as

The first provision deals with the

granting of disability benefits in situations involving middlemen who are
fraudulently causing millions of dol-

lars in benefits to be paid to people

read.

who are feigning mental disorders. Section 206 of the conference report, which

ment, see proceedings of Thursday, Au-

HAROLD

(For conference report and state- was proposed by myself, and Messrs.

FORD,
HOUGHTON,
and
SANTORUM, will help to prevent this
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen- fraud by: Insuring accurate transtleman from Indiana [Mr. JACOBS] will lations of interviews conducted by SSA
be recognized for 30 minutes, and the officials; establishing streamlined progentleman from Texas [Mr. ARCHER] cedures for terminating fraudulently

gust 4, 1994, at page H6843).

wil.l he recognized for 30 minutes.

obtained SSI benefits: and increasinr
The Chair recognizes the gentleman civil and criminal sanctions available

from Indiana [Mr.

JACOBs].

to SSA in SSI fraud cases.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
The second provision deals with the
minutes to the gentleman fFom Texas continued payment of SSI disability
[Mr. PICKLE].
benefits to recipients who are no longer
(Mr. PICKLE asked and was given disabled. Under current law there is no
permission to revise and extend his re- requirement for SSA to conduct conmarks.)
tinuing disability reviews for SSI reMr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, I thank cipients, even in cases where it is anthe gentleman from Indiana [Mr. Ja- ticipated that the medical condition of
COBS] for yielding this time to me.
the beneficiary will improve. The failMr. Speaker, I rise today in support ure to conduct these disability reviews
of HR. 4277, the Social Security Ad- has led to the payment of hundreds of
ministrative Reform Act of 1994.
millions of dollars each year to people
Title I of this bill establishes the So- who are no longer disabled. Sec'ion 208
cial Security Administration as a sepa- of the conference report, whicl is the
rate. independent agency. This is a result of a proposal advanced by Mr.
landmark step in the continuing effort HERGER and myself, requires SSA to
to make sure that the Social Security conduct disability reviews for at least
System is properly and impartially ad- 100,000 SSX recipients per year for the
ministered.
next 3 years, and to report the results
For too long the Social Security Ad- of such reviews to Congress no later
Mr. JACOBS.

ministration has been caught in the than October 1, 1998.
middle of political and budgetary disMr. Speaker, I want to conclude by
putes. This legislation will go a long complimenting the leadership of the
way to protecting the agency from the Committee on Ways and Means for this
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Mr. ROSTENXOWSKI. Mr. Speaker,
very solid piece of legislation. Cbair- Mr. BUNilNG. His bill provided the
more than a decade, the Committee
man GIBBONS and subcommittee Chair- same form of leadership aa was en- for
men JACOBS and FORD, working closiñy dorsed by the experts on the Staats on Ways and Means has been seeking to
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give the Social Security AdministraI believe that the seven-member bi- tion independence.
partisan advisory board will plan a Our goal has been to restore the
critical role making Social Security agency's mission of excellence, and
less political and in improving the protect SSA from short-term political
public's confidence in the Social Secu- pressures.
I have been a long-time proponent of
rity System.
This board will be independent of the this legislation. The House has passed
Social Security Administration and the bill four times by overwhelming

with Mr. ARCHER, Mr. ThINNING, and Mr. panel.

SMPr0RUM, have crafted a bill which

will significantly improve the opr-

ations of the Social Security Administration. Its immediate enactment will
be a credit to us all, and I urge that aid
Members vote for these important reforms.

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield

myself 8uch time as I may consume.
(Mr. ARCHER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I am x-

tremely pleased to be here today, In

support of the conference agreement on

H.R. 4277, which represents the u1mination of congressional action I
helped initiate over a decade ago.

Government in general. It will be made margins.
Now that the Senate has at last
up of individuals who share a knowl- joined
us in this effort, we arc about to
edge of the Social Security System as make our
goal a reality.
well as a strong desire to restore it to
Social
Security
is our Nation's most
its former status as a premier public successful program.
There is no more
service agency which enjoyed the effective way to signify this program's
public's respect and confidence.
than to give SSA independ
One of the most important jobs the importance
ent
status.
Board will have Is to increa8e the H.R. 4277 also includes a provision to

public's understanding of the Social
The Social Security System has al- Security System. I hope that as a reways been extremely important to me. sult of the Board's efforts the average
It's one of the very few &overnment citizen will have more confidence in
agencies that most Americans have di- the Social Security System, and will
rect contact withand it's likely that become more aware of the need to plan
many of our constituents measure the and save overall.
way &overnment performs generally by
the way Social Security performs when
they need it.
Bringing soundness to the Social Security System has been one of my chief

that earlier work. Their efforts IAave

been invaluable.
Mr. Speaker, making Social Security

independent will not solve all of its
problems, but I believe that freeing it
from the layers of bureaucracy imposed

on it by HHS will go a long way in

making it less political, more responsive, and more accountable. It is also
critical to its survival as a vital piblic
service agency which administers the
most important sociai program ever

addicts and alcoholics.
It would do this by paying through a
responsible third party, requiring bene

ficiaries to participate in treatment,
and applying time limits on benefits.

These are important reforms that

The bipartisan, nongovernmental ad- would assure that Social Security and
visory board will play a vital role In SSI benefits are used as intended—to
both protecting the public's interest In cover the cost of ba3ic necessities such
Social Security and providing the pub a food, clothing, and she'ter.

truthful information about their
legis'ative priorities since I was eloct- lie
in the system.
ed to Congress. We owe it not just to stake
The conference agreement contains
our senior citizens, but to our children other
provisions that are important to
and the obligations we leave them. average
Americans, who strongly supThat is the reason that I chose to be- port Social
but want benefits
come the ranking Republican on the to go to onlySecurity,
those who are entitled to
Social Security Subcommittee whe:i it
them. Thanis to the persistence of two
was first created.
conferees, the gentleman from
It is also the reason that I sponsored House
[Mr. PICKLE] and the gentleman
the first House bill creating an inde- Texas
Pennsylvania [Mr. SANT0RUMJ,
pendent Social Security Administra from
agreement tightens up on SSI dis
tion with my colleague from Toxas the
[Mr. PICKLE), was then the subcommit- ability benefits by requiring Social Seto review cases to make sure re
tee's first chairman. I commend the curity
work of my colleagues, JIM BUNNING ciplents are still disabled.
and ANDY JACOBS, for carrying through

restrict disability payments to drug

It also starts to tighten up on payments to drug addicts and alcoholics
by putting a 3-year limit on benefits,
and by requiring that during that time
recipients undergo treatment and be
paid only through a responsible third
party. These restrictions shotild provide an incentive for addicts and alcoholics to get their lives back on track.
I know that average Americans and

Mr. Speaker, this is a historic mo

ment for Social Security and the suc
cessful end o. a daade-1ong effort by
the Committee on Ways and Means.

I commend rn,' colleagues for tieir
hard work, and I look forward to the
improvements In service to Social Se
curlty beneiciaries that this legIs1a
tion will bring,

Mr. BIjNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time a I may consume.

(Mr. BUNN1NG asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his re
marks.)
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I rise
enthusiastically in support of ILR. 4277

and urge my colleagues to join me in
once again approvirg this monumental
piece of legislation to restore independ
ence to the Social Security Adrninis
tration.
We owe a special thanks to our So
cial Secunty Subcommittee chairman,
Mr. JACOBS, who ha shown great lead-

ership and dedication in the develop-

health professionals alike object to men of this bin as has our ranking
helping addicts and alcoholics fuel member, Mr. ARCREr, who has been untheir addictions by giving them cash wavering in his support on this issue

benefits, and I look forward to working for over a decade.
enacted.
And, of course, the acting chairman
The 1983 Social Security Cominision, with the subcommittee and committee
take further action on these issues. of the full committee, Mr. GIBBONS, deon which I served, recommen&d a toMr.
Speaker, I join Chairman GIB- serves recognition for shepherding this
study to make Social Security an indesubcommittee Chairman JACOBS, legislation through conference.
pendent agency, a recommendation BONS,
In fact, all the conferees and st1f
that became part of the 1983 Social Se- and our Republican leader on Social
curity Amendments. Former Comptrol- Security, Mr. BUNNING, In strongly sup- who worked at Ironing out the final
bill that is now before us were great to
ler General Elmer Staats headed u the porting this conference agreement.

study panel, which recommended that
an Independent Social Security Admin-

istration be run by a single adminis-

trator, backed by a bipartisan advisory
board. I am very pleased that the conference approved the form of adnth1strative leaderthip specified in the bill
introduced by the ranking Republican
on the Social Security Subcomrnfttee,
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work with. The conference was very
congenial, totally bipartisan and a real

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield pleasure.
And, most importantly, we have
such time as he may consume to the

gentleman from flilnois [Mr. ROSTEN- ended up with a good bill. It does a lot
of things to improve Social Security.
KOWSKI).
This bill fixes many parts of the cx(Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI asked and was
given permission to revise and extend Isting law which are broke and needed
fixing. It makes disability payments to
his remarks.)
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8ubst&flce abusers more accountable. It
I am particularly pleased that the are being purloined and used for the
requires that 8ubst&flce abu8ers par- conferees chose to go along with this general government. With the exce
ticipate in treatment or lo8e their ben-

form of leadership for Social Security
eflt8. It insu.re8 that benef'.tt8 will not that I specified in my bill on the subbe used to 8upport an addiction.
ject—a 8ingle administrator backed by
It allows police and firefighters in all a seven-member board.
the State8 the option of participating
By granting Social Security its indein Social Security. Only 24 States now, pendence and backing it up with this
have this option.
well-balanced management structure,
It provides that any borrowing we will provide the stability and the
against the Social Security trust fund nonartisan crc1ibiUty we need to remu8t be evidenced by physical docu- store thø confidence of the American
ments—bonds, notes, or certificates. people that Social Security will indeed
It'8 time we got the trust ftind IOU's in be there when they need It.
I strongly urge my col1earuc to supwriting and this bill does that.
This bill increases the Social Secu- pert this rneare and give Soca1 Serity exclusion for election workers to a curity its indeTiendence.
reasonable level that will not discour0 1250
age people from working at the polls.
Mr.
Speaker,
I
reserve the ba'ance of
It does a lot of things.
time.
But, of course, the most important myMr.
Mr. Speaker, I yield
point of this bill is to accomplish myselfJACOBS.
such
time
as
I may consume.
something that members of this body Mr. Speaker, the Fourth
of July has
have been trying to do for years—to re-. come and gone. It has been
two long
8tore independence to the Social Secu- and eight regular-sized years
now,
rity Administration.
since
this
effort
was
begun.
Now
on
In 1935, when Social Security was es- this 11th day of August, 1994, A.D., the
tablished, it was freestanding and inde- Liberty Bill can ring for the Social Sependent, run by a three member board. curity System. The House of RepOver the years it was expanded to be resentatives, by what it i8 about to do
the Federal Security Agency and then
take the final action in a 16-year
it was folded into the most legendary will
effort. Our action realize8 the perseverof all bureaucracies, the Department of ance and the effort of 10 years to make
Health, Education and Welfare.
a declaration of independence for the
Later, Education was 8pun off and Social Security System.
I1.E.W. became the Department of
Many Members have made special
Health and Human Services.
contributions. I begin by naming my
Social Security got lost in the proc- friend and my colleague, the geness.

tleman from Kentucky [Mr. BUNNThG].

Thi8 bill takes the Social Security Our relationship as chairman and coAdministration out of the basement of chairman of the Social Security Subthe Department of Health and Human committee reminds me fondiy of those
Service8 where it has been lost in the greats of the U.S. Congress, William
bureaucratic 8huffle.

McCulloch of Ohio and Emanuel Celier

It emancipate8 the Social Security of New York, and the splendid fahton
Admini8tration from the bonds of poll- In which they worked and brought
tic8 and in8ulate8 it agaihst the gale credit to this institutioi. So I pay spewind8 of Presidential posturing, bu- cial tribute to the gentleman from
reaucratic infighting, and budgetary Kentucky [Mr. BuNNING] for the cogame8.

This bifl insures that Social Security
will no longer bea political football.
This bill provides much-needed stability at SSA by creating the positions
of a Commissioner and a Deputy Commissioner to be appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, for
6-year term8.

partisan seven-member advisory board

to provide advice on Social Security
policy. Three members would be appointed by the President; four by the
Congress. and, again, to provide continuity and insulate the agency from

politics, the members would serve staggered 6-year terms.

rity System since it. hiception ha5

been required to invest Its surpluses in
the most conservative, the safest secu
rities available, and any fimrncial a&

viser worth his or her a1t will tell vs
that is U.S. securitI, My wife a!id I

have our life savings essentially in U.S.
bonds.

If- you put $i,000 in the bank and
some fool comes along and borrows
that $1,000 from the bank to squander
on something, still as far as the bank

and as far as you are concerned, the
question is, Can and will that indivith

ual pay that money back and pa the

intere8t on it? In the case of tb Social
Security trust fund, no doubt some of
the funds borrowed, as is the case with
funds borrowed from othar sources by
the U.S. Government, are wasted. Yet
as far as the Social Security trust fund
itself is concerned, it has just as legal
a claim on the U.S. Treasury fr the interest and repayment of the loans of
the 8urplus as any Individual who hold&

U.S. bonds in thi8 country. Yet it con
tinue8 to be thundered across areas of
thi8 country that the money is being
taken from the Social Security System
without the inconvenience of borrowing and paying interest.
I keep thinking about the story FDR
told once about Uncle Jed and zra.
Ezra said, "Uncle Jed, aren't you getting a little hard of hearing?"
And Uncle Jed said, "Yes, I'm afeared

I'm getting a mite deef." Whereupon
Jed went down to Boston to see an ear

doctor, and he came back a:ad said,
"That doctor asked me if I had been
drinking any, and I said, Yes, I drink
a mite.' He said 'Jed, I might a well
tell you now that either you cut out
the drinking or you're going to lose
your hearing altogether."

"Well," said Uncle Jed, "I thought it
operation we have been able to find be- over and I said, Doc, I like what I've
tween us.
been drinking o much better than
The gentleman from Texas [Mr. PICK- what I've been ahearin' that I reckon
LE] has been through the years a strong I'll just keep on getting dcef.'"

advocate, as ha the gentleman from

So the assertion that you hear time

Texas [Mr. ARCHER], as has been men- and time again—that this money is

tioned. The gentleman from Illinois being taken from the trust fund and
[Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI] has been also, and that the Government is not keeping
the gentleman from Florida [Mr. Gm- faith with the investors and the tax-

In the past 17 years, 12 Commis- BONS] has been. In fact there are very
sioners or Acting Commissioners have few people on the committee who have
come and gone. Social Security has not been strong advocates for this legsuffered from revolving-door leader- islation.
ship. This bill changes that and proBut I think it is especially approvides the kind of stability and a clear- priate to mention that the legislation
cut line of responsibility any organiza- took 10 years because the White House
tion the size of SSA needs to be effi- was opposed and in essence the other
ciently managed.
body, the Senate, was opposed. So I
To further strengthen oversight and take this occasion to commend our colaccountability, this bill creates a bi-

tion of two occasions in the 1980's, this
absolutely is not true. The Scclal Secu-

payers of this cointry—1s something to
which I would advise you to turn a deaf
ear.
Mr. Speaker. I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. BTJNNLNG. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1

minutes to the gent!enin from New
York Mr. HouGifroN].

(Mr. HOUGHTON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
league, Mr. MOYNUJAN of New York, for his remarks.)
at long last reversing the refusal of the
Mr. HOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
other body. Similarly, we have had in support of the coMerence report on
three Presidents while this effort was H.R. 4277.
under way, and President Clinton has
I will not repeat some of the wonderendorsed the plan at long last, revers- ful things that have been said on a biing White House opposition.
partisan basis. I respect the gentleman
Mr. Speaker, one hears it said that from Indiana [Mr. JACOBS] and the genthe funds of the Social Security system tleman from Kentucky [Mr. BUNNING]. I
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think that what my leader, the gen- that we have taken and then focus on be in treatment But only 8 percent are
tleman from Texas (Mr. PICKLE]. has the problems that I think still remain. in treatment. The Social Security Addone has been absolutely extraor- The gentleman from New York [Mr. ministration testified before our sub-

H0uGH'roN] just talked about the mid- committee and said that we knew very
dinary.
I would like to focus on one particu- dleman provision about which the gen- little about treatment progress of SSI
lar feature that I think is important tleman from Texas [Mr. PICKLE] had recipients, and could document few, if

here, and that Is a section called sec- hearings in his Committee on Over- any, recoveries in the history of the
tion 231, That does not mean much to a sight and that were, I think, addressed program. So this isnot a program that
lot of people. However, it happens to on target. It was a very good amend- is working.

ment. It addresses the Issue of aliens in
So what we have been recommending
involve fraud.
One of the things which the Ways and this country who come here to this strongly is to do something dramatic
Means Committee was able to detect country and get on SSI fraudulently. to change it. What we have done in this
over the years, after a year-long inves- That is a good amendment, one that is bill, in my opinion. Is piecemeal. It is a

tigation, was that there had been tre- going to cut down on fraud and abuse positive step, but It does not go far
mendous fraud perpetrated upon immi- and save the taxpayers money.

grants coming into this country. People would take advantage of them, put

them on the SSI rolls, steal money
from the Government and the taxpayers, and do this thing illegally.

That has been stopped, t9 the best of
my knowledge. We now have better in-

formation. We have laws to protect

enough. We have capped the amount of
time you can be on SSI to 36 months, 3
that you can be on SSI if you are
Another step that was a good step years,
the drug addicts and alcoholics prothat the gentleman from Texas (Mr. in
That is a start. But we have to
PICKLE] and I worked on in the con- gram.
he
much
dramatic in trying to
ference committee and were able to get get peoplemore
drug addiction and alcoinstalled in this legislation had to do holism andoff
into the mainstream
with mandatory disability reviews. society, andhack
not
paying
people money
There were no mandatory disability reviews that were going to be provided to support their addiction and their
for In the conference report. We were habit.
0 1300

against this thing.
Mr. Speaker, I think this is. very important. The reason I mention It is because it is one of the several features able to strike a compromise in the
that are, I think, important in estab- House position which was going to relishing Social Security as an independ- quire all mandatory disability reviews
ent agency. I thank the Members very for all supplemental security recipients, to 100,000 per year for disability
much for accomplishing that.
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 6 cases and for over a 3-year period, and
minutes to the gentleman from Penn- one-third of all children who qualify
for SSI, who when they turn 18 are resylvania (Mr. SANTORUM].
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. Speaker, I evaluated under different criteria, that
thank the gentleman for yielding time is as adults, and whether they would
qualify for disability as adults rather
to me.
I rise in strong support of the con- than disability as children.
We think those are very important
ference report, and I also want to commend the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. steps to determine the level of review
JAcoBs], the gentleman from Kentucky that needs to be done. We are going to

The second thing that I think we

went only a very small step on has to

do with SSI for children. Ever since the
decision back in 1991 in the Zebley case
we have seen an explosion of children
going on SSI and their parents receiving large checks from the Government.
In many areas of the country, they are
called crazy checks. These are checks
given because now under the Zebley de-

cision, your child qualifies for SSI if
your children are exhibiting age-Inap-

propriate behavior.
Now, for age-inappropriate behavior
for your children, you get a $450 check
Mr. BUNN1NG]. and also the gentleman do a 3-year Implementation of this, a month from the Federal Government.
from Texas [Mr. PICKLE], for the fine take a look at the results, and see if we With the amendment of the gentleman
work they have done on this legisla- save money. see if there is the need to from Wisconsin [Mr. KLECZKA] in the
continue these disability reviews and committee, we will do a study as to
tion.
whether we can turn these cash pay1 think it is important that Social expand them.
I want to commend the gentleman ments to these parents. who we have
Security become an Independent agency, and those arguments have been from Texas [Mr. PICKLE], in particular, evidence in some cases of coaching
made. What I want to focus on today is for the tremendous work he did in the their children to get these checks, we
a subject that I was involved with in conference committee to seek this pro-. have a study to look to whether we can
the conference, and that is the SSI re- vision and get it included in the con- go to a voucher program for treatment
of children who are having problems. as
forms that are in the bill. I believe ference report.
Unfortunately, we have only taken opposed to cash to parents of these
now, having looked at the SSI Program
for the 2 years I have been on the those few first steps. There are other children.
Finally, we really do not address the
Human Resources Subcommittee, that areas that I think we need some more
there is no entitlement program that is work to he done in. One is on the SSI issue of noncitizens receiving SSI. We
more abused and more fraud-ridden DA&A Program, a supplemental secu- have $7 billion a year being paid to
than the 551 Program. What we have rity income drug addicts and alcoholics noncitizens in this country for welfare
payments. and a.big chunk of that is
done today Is take a first step toward program.
These are people who qualify for SSI SSI. Half a million people who are
entitlement reform.
We have heard a lot of talk about simply because they are so addicted to noncitizens of this country receive SSI
this and people have asked, "What are drugs and alcohol they cannot work. benefits today, and it is a growing
you going to do about entitlements?" They have no other disability, other problem, growing faster every day. We
WelL, today we have an opportunity to than the fact they are so drug addicted must do something about that.
do something about entitlements. We to Illegal narcotics or addicted to alco- This is a positive first step. I hope we
iave solid reforms in this proposal that hol that they can no longer perform can come back in future Congresses to
are going to make, I believe, some im- work. So we give them money. We give take more steps.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker. I want the
portant gains in controlling the Cost of them cash. We give them medical care.

entitlements and reducing fraud and In many cases we give them food record to show that Valerie Nixon,
Sandy Wise, Elaine Fultz. Cathy Noe
stamps.
abuse in entitlements.
But this is only a first step. There In 1985, there were 3,500 people on and Phil Mosely have all contributeg
are many miles to travel before we can this program. Today there are almost mightily to putting this whole revoluclean up the SSI Program from the 80,000 people on this program. In 1989. tionary program together. They are
state it is in right now or evn the we spent $55 million on this program. staffers on the committee. We could
state it will be in after this legi2lation Today we spend $3.50 million on this not have done it at all without the help
of Janice Mays, the staff director at
program.
has been adopted.
Let me take the time to talk about Only 8 percent of the people are in the Committee on Ways and Means.
two things that are. I think, good steps treatment. Yet every one is required to aka, Amazing Janice.
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Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the thousands of senior citizens by mim- addicts to put their addictions behind
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. F1NGEaH1rr], icking official Social Security cor- them and return as productive mem-

(Mr. FINGERHUT asked and was respondence.
given permission to revise and extend Mr. Speaker, I strongly support this
his remarks.)
conference report and urge Its passage.
Mr. FINGERHIJT. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
thank the gentleman from Indiana for minute to the gentleman from Hflncis

bers of society.
These changes are especially relevant

of our Federal Government, with 64,000 independent agency.

•consin [Mr. BARCA].,

in a year when Congress is attempting
to tackle welfare reform. No longer can
we afford to dole Out Federal largess
yielding. I want to compliment the [Mr. CRANE].
without any promise of improvement.
gentleman and each and every member
Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, I thank Some have criticized the cutoff of beI
of the Committee on Ways and Means, the geiitleman for yieldrig.
efits as arbitrary and counterboth the majority and minorIty side,
Mr. Soaker, cirst off, I want to con- productive for those who have not yet
who have led the fight for this historic gratulate the gentleman ad the dis- completed treatment, but I believe
legislation for so many years. I also Ungushed chairman of the Sub- that we must provide incentives for
want to add my thanks to Precidnt committee on Social Secwiy on which those who rely on Federal payments to
Clinton and the administration for er- X serve, too, for the outstardthg bipar- find other means of support. It is a lesdorsthg this bill, which gave it critical t1sn contribution that they have son that we should all bring to the desupport when it needed it.
made. It is long overdue, and a lot of bate over welfare as well.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today in strong the things that are being addressed in
This legislation makes important
support of the conference report on this bill, while perhaps thcre are still change3 to the Social Security Adm1nHR. 4277, legislation that would make further improvements down the road stration. And it marks an important
the Social Security Administration an that can be achieved, I think make a chage in how we pproaçh our socl
independent agency with an account- major step fo:'ward in the right dIrec spending. I hope th't my, cql1eaies on
able administrator supported by a bi- tion. The most important, of course, is both sides of the aile wiJ jam in suppartisan Independent advisory board.
depoliticizing any aspect of this impor- port of this long oved refo'.rn.
The Social Security Administration tant new Independent entity, the SoMr. JACOBS. M Se°aker I yield.2
is one of the most important agencies cial Security Administration as an minutes to the g itlem from Wis-

employees. It is the largest division of
I ththk in addition to that, the re- Mr. BARCA. Me Speaker, I thank
the Department of Health and Human forms on drug and alcohol abuse, those the gentleman for yielding.
Services and one of the largest Federal are critically important reforms, and
Mr. Speaker, tOday js another banner
agencies of any kind. Maintaining the the bill does indeed provide the incen- day for Congress, .'esterday we passed
integrity of the Social Security Sys- tive for people to get out of drug and the Congression13 Accountability Act,
tem is vital to the well-being of our alcohol addiction, and I think that and today we pass th pill to make Soseniors. The Government must keep its they are two important ingredients of cial Security an indepen'4ent agency
promises. It must not, and it does not, this that in and of themselves, aside and make other importaflt changes
as the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. JA- from the other reforms that are con- within that area.
COBS] said before, use the Social Secu- tained therein, warrant the support on
We want to protect Social Security
rity moneys for other programs. But an a bipartisan basis of all the Members of from political pressu±es and, most imindependent agency will maintain the this Chamber. I urge every one to vote portant, guarantee the integrity of our
integrity of these funds and will fight for the conference report on H.R. 4277. Social Security funds. Since Franklin
for the rights of seniors.
Mr. Speaker, as a member of the Delano Roosevelt first pushed Social
Most importantly, an independent Ways and Means Subcommittee on So- Security, it has been one of the most
Social Security Agency will protect cial Security, I urge my colleagues to important programs to provide or the
the agency from the political whims of support the conference report on H.R. security and dignity of Americans in
the moment.
4277, the Social Security Administra- retirement. It has always been a very
I believe that the final passage of tive Reform Act. I believe this legisla- important buffer for people in tough
this legislation will greatly benefit my tion is an important step toward the economic times.
constituents. As an independent agen- efficient operation and administration
0 1310
cy, the Social Security Administration of the Social Security Program.
will be able to focus on the goal of imIn too many instances, political flucSenior citizens throughout Wisconsin
proving service and responding more tuations have brought instabilities to and America can rest a little easier
efficiently and effectively to the people the Social Security Administration. with the passage of this bill. Also I had
it serves. Most importantly, such a This legislation will remove those un- heard from many poll worker8 in my
move will enhance the confidence of certainties and allow for continuity in district, such as Norm Buckholtz and
the American people in an agency the agency's operations. Starting in leanor Cavelli, and many others that
which is a vital part of their lives.
April of next year, Social Security will believe that we need to exempt them
Mr. Speaker, there are many other be run by a commissioner and a bipar- from the taxes from Social Security,
important provisions of this bill. The tisan board, appointed for specific and I thank the gentleman from Indigentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. terms of office and therefore somewhat ana [Mr. JACOBS], for his hard work in
SANTOWM] and others have referred to more removed from the political proc- that effort.
the provisions with respect to the So- ess.
Finally, and equally importantly, a
cial Security disability program to
Another important provision of this provision I now call on drug addicts. I
tighten the requirements and make legislation is the reform of disability had visited many treatment centers in
sure we are not needlessly paying out compensation for drug and alcohol ad- my district and have been working on
money to support drug and alcohol ad- dicts. Current law allows for far too legislation in this respect. And I bediction programs. I support those re- much abuse of the system, intentional lieve this is an important provision to
forms.
or otherwise, as addicts who are not limit payments to 36 months arid enThere is also a small but very impor- cured of their disability remain on the sure that the moneys are going to curb
tant reform in this bill that allows welfare rolls. In contrast, this legisla- addiction rather than feed people's adelection day workers, those people who tion forces addicts to assume some diction. Hopefully this will be just one
perform their civic duty, to not have to measure of responsibility for their con- of a number of steps that we can take
pay Social Security benefits on their dition, not only requiring them to seek in this regard.
poll payments, a small but very impor- treatment but also providing an incenSo today is a great achievement for
tant and significant provision of this tive for them to actively seek self-stif- the Social Security Program. It is a
bill.
ficiency. Requiring treatment will great achievement for the 103d ConAnother important provision of the force addicts into beneficial programs, gress. I thank the chairman and hi8
bill would increase penalties against and cutting off benefits after 3 yeara committee for their outstanding work.
deceptive mass mailings that cheat will undeniably provide motivation for I believe that FDR is smiling with
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great favor upon the 103d Congress slow in coming and errorprone upon arH 7920

system in searoh of ways to improve
This is due to: an overburdened sys- failing programs and recoup wasted reminute to the gentleman from Michi- tem plagued by shortages of staff and sources.
gan [Mr. CAMP].
rising numbers of cases, as well as a The American people expect and deMr. CAMP asked and was given per- high-rate of turnover among top agen- serve quality service from their govmission to revise and extend his re- cy officials.
ernment, and they want to know that
marks.)
By creating an independent, more their tax dollars are being used wisely.
Mr. CAMP. Mr. Speaker, it thank the stable, structure for the agency, we
Mr. Speaker, we have the responsibilgentleman from Kentucky for yielding will hopefully correct some of the prob- ity to live up to these expectations.
time to me.
lems with the current system.
Mr. SUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support
We will thereby increase confidence minutes to the gentleman from Califorc)L the Social Security Administrative that the Social Security System will nia [Mr. HanGER]
Reform Act Cooferenoe Report.
be able to provide the quality of servMr. HERGER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
This huH, establIshes the Sooial Secu- ice and benefits that is expected.
strong support of this legislation,
ri ty Administration as an independent
The bill also makes headway in re- which includes a provision I offered
aenoy. It will ensure the integrity ao- forming the current system by de- which will begin conducting continuing
countability of Social Security by rnnnding accountability for disability disability reviews in the SSI Disability
greatly diminishing the politics of the payments to substance abusers.
Program—a reform which will make a
s;ency. It will remove the agency i'rom My office has received numerous significant contribution to eli ding
the control of ffl{S and better enable calls from constituents who are ada- fraud in this program, saving up to $300
the Government tO keep its promice to mant that their hard-earned tax dol- million in future years.
c.der Americans.
I would like to thank my colleagues,
not he used to finance the habits of
As a member of the Committe on lars
chairman
GIBBONS and ranking memdrug
addicts
and
alcoholics.
Ways and Means, 1 have seen evidence
The issue is not that we should with- ber BILL ARcHER for their support. I
of Social Security disability abuse. hold
from substance abusers also want to thank subcommittee
Under the current, 551 program come who assistance
are
seeking
rehabilitation. We chairman ANov Jacons and ranking
drug addicts and alcoholics defraud the
help them if they are commit- member JIM SUNNING, and particularly
system, rather than get treatment for should
to rehabilitating themselves and the gentleman from Texas [Mr. PIcKtheir addiction. This legislation is a ted
LE], who has been a strong advocate of
first step in addressing the abuse and improving their lives.
this reform, and the gentleman from
The
Department
of
Health
and
fraud within the 551 Program. It ic our
intention to continue working to re- Human Services Inspector General re- Pennsylvania [Mr. SANT0RUM].
Mr. Speaker, compiling a profile of
form current law and bring a balance cently tracked 196 sustance abusers on
SSI for 3 years:
those collecting 551 disability benefits
to the disability program.
Only I of these 196 recipients left the who are most likely to recover is cruThis bill will also provide Social Secial to getting a handle on spending in
curity tax relief to election workers SSI rolls due to self-sufficiency.
This led the tG to determine that the SSI Disability Program, which Is
which have been unfairly taxed causing
added administrative burdens to local current treatment efforts appear to re- the fastest growing entitlement in the
governments, charged with conducting sult in few complete rehabilitations Federal budget. It is amazing that,
that eliminate a recipient's need for until now, the Social Security Adminour elections,
istration was not required to verify
I urge my colleagues to restore sen- SSI.
ior citizen's trust in the Government Clearly, this is a program that's not that persons receiving SSI disability
benefits were still eligible for benefits,
by voting for this conference report. It working.
is a good idea for the Social Security If we're not helping substance abus- even after the passage of many years.
Administration and best of all a good ers .successfully rehabilitate and be- While many people may well recover
come capable of earning income, then from their disability and be able to go
idea for the American people.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 the program is failing both the recipi- back to work, until now we have not
required any effort to find this out.
minutes to the gentleman from Wis- ent and the taxpayer.
We cannot allow this to continue.
This has only fed the explosion of our
consin [Mr. KLEcZXA], the author, It
might add, of the reform on the drug H.R. 4277 inclUdes a time limitation disability rolls, thus jeopardizing beneaddiction.
provision I offered, along with my col- fits for these who remain truly disMr. KLECZKA asked and was given league from Oklahoma, [Mr. BnEw- abled and have no other source of inpermission to revie and extend his re- STaR].
come.
Under this provision, substance abusEliminating this oversight is an immarks.)
Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Speaker, I thank ers who qualify for benefits because of portant feature of H.R. 4277. I urge my
the gentleman for yielding time to me. their addictions will only receive cash colleagues to support responsible reform of our disability programs.
Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the assistance for 36 months.
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
conference report and ask unanimous
Mr. Speaker, at some point, we must
consent to revise and extend my re- say enough is enough. At some point, minutes to the gentleman from Kenthe recipient must be asked to take ul- tucky [Mr. LEwIs].
marks.
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Mr. SpeakMr. Speaker, one of the focuses of the timate respons!bility for his or her life.
l0:3d Congress has been to make the By enacting this bill, Congress Is say- er, I thank the gentleman from KenFederal Government run more effi- ing 3 years is the appropriate point.
tucky for yielding time to me.
ciently and to increase the general While this bill does a good job of ad- I also want to thank him for his dedidressing some of the problems with the cated work toward bringing this bill to
public's confidence in its Government.
We are committed to this objective SSI and SSDI Programs, this is. just a the floor today.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today in strong
and have made strides toward achiev- first step.
Some of the changes in H.R. 4277 are support of this landmark legislation,
ing it.
HR. 4277 takes a step in this direc- modest ones, and we must ensure that HR. 4277, that finally gives the Social
tion. By making SSA an independent payments are used for their intended Security Administration its freedom.
By making the Social Security Adagency, we hope to increase the quality purpose.
In general, the Social Security Ad- ministration an independent agency,
of service it provides.
Currently. SSA is overwhelmed: ministrative Reform Act proposes in- H.R. 4277 gives SSA a.chance to operate
there is a tremendous backlog in dis- novative solutions to problems faced in the way it was originally intended
ability cases waiting to he processed, various programs under the jurisdic- when this program was first created.
gency employees are sometimes dif- tion of SSA.
SSA will no longer be subject to the reHowever, more must be done.
straints and red tape that come from
ficult to reach, and responses are often
today.
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1

rival.
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being part of the Department of Health
and Human Services.

SSA will be able to concentrate on
administering its programs, and pro-

vide better, cost effective, and more efficient service to the American people.

Social Security is one of the most
important programs that our Government offers. Since just about every
American pays into it during their
lives, it is our responsibility to make
sure that the Social Security system is
strong and solvent for generations to
come.

By passing this conference report and

making SSA an independent agency,

we can do just that.
This bill also makes many other improvements to the Social Security sys-

tem that are badly needed. Specifi-

cally, H.R. 4277 cleans up the regulations on Social Security benefits for
drug addicts and alcoholics. As it
works now, these people can receive
Federa) benefits with virtually no supervision on how the money is used, or
encouragement to get treatment.
But HR. 4277 changes that. Under
this bill we can be sure that American
tax dollars are not being used to feed
alcohol and drug habits. Instead, H.R.
4277 encourages these folks to get help,

to be in therapy and to start getting
their lives back on track.
These are needed changes for SSA.

They have been a long time in the
making and thanks to the hard work of
the members on the Social Security
Subcommittee and the Ways and

H 7921

downsizing process in the late 1980's,
missioners of Social Security. We simeliminating nearly one-fourth of its ply must have more long-term planpersonnel. While steps were needed to ning and accountability for this vital
streamline the agency, the evidence is agency. I believe that establishing Sooverwhelmingly clear that we have cial Security as an independent agency
gone too far. Many of these reductions is the only way we can ensure some
were made strictly for political rea- continuity within the agency and isosons, and they are costing the tax- late it from short-term budgetary and
payers millions of dollars in incorrect partisan considerations.
benefit payments and forcing many elI urge my colleagues to sipport this
derly and disabled bereficiaries to face important legislation, and I commend
undue hardships.
the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. JAOne of the most serious effects of this COBS] and the gentleman from Kenpolitical jockeying can be seen in the tucky [Mr. BUNNING} for their leaderunacceptable backlog in the Nation's ship In bringing this bill to the flooi',
disability program, which is barely as well as the gentleman from Texas
treading water under a sea of unproc- [Mr. PICKLE], who I saw earlier and is
essed claims and paperwork. Despite in the back of the Chamber, and so.
completing more casework with fewer many others for making this day posstaff, the nationwide backlog of un- sible. It Is the right decision, an imporprocessed disability cases is well over tant decision, I think, in the history of
800.000 cases, a level which is some 2½ Social Security, and Mr. Speaker, ask
times larger than it was just 3 years my colleagues to support this particuago, and we can expect the disability lar initiative.
Mr. JACOES. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
caseload to be over 1 million cases by
the end of the year. On the front end, minute to the gentdeman from Wash-

the average disabled applicant must ington [Mr. Swwr].
(Mr. SWIFT asked and was given perwait 5 to 6 rnrniths in many areas of the
country in order to have his or her ini mission to revise and extend Ns re-

tial disability application reviewed. In marks.)
Mr. SWIFT. Mr. Speaker, I want to
many instances, people are dying bethank the chairman of the subcommitfore their casework is processed;
And on the back end, we are costing tee, the gentleman from Indiana [Mr.
the taxpa3fers tens of millions of dol- JACOBSJ, and I want to thank: the Comlars because we do not have sufficient mittee on Ways and Means for their
personnel to review the disability rolls perseverance.
There is a provision in this bill t}iat
to determine those who have improved
enough medically that they should no is kind of a reverse unfunded mandate.
longer be receiving disability benefits. We actually help local government,
Consequently, the taxpayers are spend- with one of its fmportant tasks.
Mr. Speaker. a few years ago ConIng tens of millions of do)1as on per-

Means Committee, we have the chance
today to make them.
I urge my colleagues to support these Sons who should no lorjger be receiving gress inac1vertent1y caused local elecimprovements for Social Security and benefits.
ton officials some serious problems in
vote yes on this conference report..
In short, we have hundreds of thou- rcruitthg and hiring election poll
sands of people waiting inordinate workers. Often these people are already
0 1320
amounts of time to receive the disabil- retired, and some Social Security reMr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
insurance they have paid for at the quiremerits dissuaded many from voiminutes to the gentleman from New ity
same time that taxpayers are spending unteerlng for that work on election
Jersey [Mr. HUOHESI.
estimates of up to $100 million per year day. This bill fixes that fn a way that
(Mr. HUGHES asked and was given on persons who should not be on dis- has bipartisan support, and will signicipermission to revise and extend his re- ability. Is there any wonder why many cantly help local election officials get.
marks.)
of our constituents have the perception their job done on elecUon day.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Speaker, I thank that their Government is not working?
Mr. Speaker, I want to thank the
the gentleman from Indiana for yieldIn addition, a growing number of So- chairman of the subcommittee the gening time to me.
cial Security recipients in New Jersey tleman from Indiana [Mr. JACOBSJ. I
Mr. Speaker, I rise in strong support and throughout the country are finding want to thank the gentleman from
of H.R. 4277, legislation to establish the it increasingly difficult to get timely Kentucky [Mr. BUNNJNGJ, and I want to
Social Security Administration as an assistance. Busy signals at SSA's na- thank all the Members or the Comniitindependent agency. I firmly believe tional 1—800 telephone service are run- tee on Ways and Means for tairg care
that we must act now to ensure strong, ning over 50 percent on some days, of this problem for the poll workers of
stable, and independent leadership for with many older persons telling me America.
this large Federal agency which is of that they often just give up because of
Mr. Speaker, as chairman of the Subcrucial importance to virtually every the busy signals.
committee on Elections of the House
American.
Social Security recipients have a Adrninfstratfon Committee. I have a
As the former chairman of the Select right to expect that when they call for special reason for being pleased with
Committee on Aging and the current questions or assistance, they will not this legislation. In July 19I. three
Chairman of the Older Americans Cau- be faced with inordinate delays, busy years ago—State and local election of-cus, I have held a number of hearings sIgnals, or staff who are too busy to ficials noted that because of an overthat have, detailed serious and costly provide complete and accurate answers sight in the 1990 OBRA, Omnibus Budgproblems with SSA's ability to provide to their questions.
et Reconciliation Act, they faced an
appropriate assistance to older and disMany of these problems can be traced enormous athninistrative and financial
abled Americans. It is very clear from to the fact that Social Security's ad- burden. In the OBRA. Congress exthis testimony that we are experienc- ministrative operations are being thiv- tended social security coverage to
ing a real crisis in service delivery in a en by short-term political decisions.
Sta and local government officials
number of different areas.
There is also a real crisis in account- without noticing that the $100 exempWith administrative costs running ability and continuity within the agen- tfon for election workers already in
around 1 percent, Social Security's cy. In a little over 15 years, there have place would not be adequate to constaffing was put through a rapid been 10 CommIssioners or Acting Corn- tinue exempting those election work-
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ets that no. one intended to cover. They

the agency's true funding requirements, not
those imposed upon them by the Department

ready on retirement, and they did not

of Health and Human Services.

droves because of the administrative
has.des they now face. And running
elections has been more and more dif
ficuit to do for the state arid local ju

fidence in the Social Security Program. It

did not need the coverage—most are al

This legislation also takes a number of imwork at the p0116 because they needed
the money—they have been leaving in portant steps to further enhance public concracks down on the payment of supplemental
security income [551] and disability insurance
[Dl] benefits for alcoholics and drug abusers.
risdictions.
It also requires the Social Security AdministraThe solution was easy, hut putting It tion to direct greater resources into preventing,
into effect has not been. The House detecting, and terminating fraudulent claims
twice placed a provision to raise the for SSI benefits.
exemption to a realistic figure—$1,000—-Finally, the conference report retains an imin the budget reconciliation bills only portant House provision to give the Adminis-
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Senior citizens are justifiably upset
that political and budget battles have
put their hard earned Social Security
benefits in jeopardy. The Social Security System is also being abused. Drug
addicts and alcoholics are spending
their Supplemental Security Income
and Social Security Disability Insurance benefits on more drugs and alcohol.

By passing this conference report

today,, the House will take a significant
step to correct these problems. This ac-

tion is long overdue. Today's bill will
make Social Security an independent
to have the Senate object in con- trator greater powers to police the mailings agency to protect Americans' retireference.
and fundraising appeals of various organiza- ment funds from political and budget
But now, In H.R. 4277, this conference

bill to make the Social Security Administration an Independent agency,
we Lnd there Is a small provision to
raise the exemption for poll workers

from $100 to $1,000. The provision did

not appear by accident. Chairman JAcons and the committee have worked

hard to get this in and to keep it In,
and I thank them for it.
Mr. BUNNflG. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Florida [Mr. YouNG].

(Mr. YOUNG of Florida asked and

tions who attempt to mislead and frighten
older Americans, many of whom live on small
fixed incomes and depend almost solely on
their monthly Social Security benefits for their
financial well being.
We have become all too familiar with calls,
letters, and post cards from our constituents
asking if they have to contribute $5 or $10 to
the variety of organizations that have sprung
up to purportedly protect their Social Security
benefits. As I tell each of these people who
contact me, they do not have to contribute a
single penny to any of these organizations to
protect their benefits. It is the responsibility of
Congress, and my job as their Representative,
to ensure that the U.S. Government continues
to live up to its commitment to ensure that the
Social Security trust funds remain sound and

was given permission to revise and extend his remarks, and to Include extraneous material.)
Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker.
I rise in support of this all-important.
that their benefits and cost of living adjustlong overdue legislation.
Mr. Speaker, as the representative of one of
our Nations largest populations of Social Secuity recipients and the chairman of the Congressional Social Security Caucus, rise in
strong support of this conference report on
HR. 4277, the Social Security Administrative
I

Retorm Act.

This legislation gives the Social Security Adninistration long overdue independence from
the Department of Health and Human Services and, more importantly, from political prosSureS that can be exerted on its Commnissioner. Under H.R. 4277, the agency would be
headed by a single administrator, appointed
by the P'esident, but who would serve under
the oversight of a seven-member bipaitisan
board. This board, as the voice for the almost
40 million Americans who receive Social Se-

ments are protected.

Mr. Speaker, this Is the fourth time the
House will consider this legislation and I am
pleased to know tnat after allowing it to die
three previous times, our colleagues in the
other body have finally joined us in enacting
this legislation. U is a reaffirmation that the Social Security trust funds are an independent
and sell-supporting sector of our Federal Government and that oversight for these funds

should be provided for by an independent
agency and board.

battles. Every Social Security beneficiary, both current and future, must
be assured that their benefits will be
secure, and that the program will be
administered fairly and soundly. By
walling off Social Security as an Independent agency, Congress will help to
assure the American people that Social
Security funds will be used for Social
Security purposes only.
Today's bill also will tighten tho

rules for drug addicts and alcoholics

who receive benefits. As I testified last
February to Mr. Jacobs' subcommittee,
the American people are outraged that
our Social Security system has degen-

erated into a cash cow for addicts.

Nearly 250,000 drug addicts and alcohol-

Ics received $1.4 billion in Social Security Disability Insurance payments
last year, with no strings attached. Addicts are cashing their checks and buy-

ing drugs the same day. And while I
would prefer to see even tougher restrictions, today's bill will Impose
some tighter rules on SSI and SSDI re-

cipients who are addicts. Benefits to
addicts will be cut off after 3 years.
Second, benefits must be paid to a responsible party who will ensure that
the recipient is participating in a
treatment program.

Mr. Speaker, senior citizens deserve
Mr. BIJNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Wis- to have an indenendent and clepoliticized Social Sect'rity Administration
consin [Mr. ROTH].

Mr. ROTH. Mr. Speaker, I thank the tn responsibly oversee their retirement
benefits. And the American people are
gentleman for yielding time to me.

Mr. Speaker, 1 want to join with so
many of the other speakers who have
funds ren&n sound and untouched, that pay- had such complimentary remarks
ments and cost-of-living adjustment continue about the gentleman from Kentucky
to be paid in full and on time, and that the [Mr. SUNNING], the gentleman from
curity benefits, would ensure that the trust

looking to Congrea to stop the scandalous waste of Social Security funds

by addicts. To combat both these problems. I urge my colleagues to support
and h&p
this conleren'e
agency continues to provide timely and eth- Texas [Mr. PICKLE]. and the gentleman strengthen the Secial Security system
cmt service for retirees, workers, and em- fmm Indiana [Mr. JACOBS1 for the fine on behalf of all Americans.
Mr. SUNNING. Mr. Chairman. 1 yield
work they have done on this legislap!oyers.
As a member of the House Appropriat;ons
Subcommittee on Health and Human Services, which oversees the operations of and
funding for the Social Security Administration.

I am well aware of the chain of command
which currently requires the Commissioner of
Social Security to report to the Department of

tion. I want to join in congratulating 1 minute to the gentleman froni Ohio
them.

Mr. Speaker, as the chairman of the

House Republican Social Security Task

Force. I rise in support of this con-

ference report to reform our Social Security System.

l-leaith and Human Services. Likewise, the
reagency's budget requests must also

Social Security is a trust between

nual budget request This is important in that
it enables us to know what the new Administrator and Social Security Board believe are

billions of Social Security dollars are

lMr. HEC;ULAj.

iMr. REGULA asked and
permission to revise and extend his icmarks.)
Mm. REGULA. Mr. Speaker, I congratulate the sponsor and authors of
thLS legislation. As vice chairman of
the Older Americans Caucus, I know
how very important it is to senior cit i-

the American people and their Government. But as the members of the Social
viewed and approved by the Secretary.
The legislation before us today will enable Security Task Force heard in a recent zens to have a ense of confidence in
the Social Security Administiation to prsent hearing, this trust has been eroded. In- their systcms. particularly Social Sedirectly to Congress and our committee us an- stead of being invested for the future. curity.

Mr. speaker. as we all know. there

being spent on programs other than So- are many groups that communicate to
seniors, causing thorn to worry about
cial Security.
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the integrity of the Social Security rehensible to rip anybody off, but it is Mr. STARK. Mr. Speaker, I am happy that
System. We get letters reaffirming particularly reprehensible to rip off this conference report contains three provisuch worries. By making SSA an inde- people who may not be adequately inpendent agency, this bill means that formed. There is a work for it, and that
the integrity of the Social Security is conning. That is wrong.
System can he maintained. Moreover,
A moment ago, I omitted mentioning
such action will prevent Social Secu- Phil Moseley, a staffer at the Commitrity benefits from being further used as tee on Ways and Means who has con-

both political and budgeting pawns. tributed greatly to this effort as well.
Enactment ensures that those who pay While I am commending, I also cominto the system will receive their bene- mend our President who within a few
fits.
days, I understand, will take the final
I also commend provisions which step and sign this legislation into law.
strengthen safeguards against the use So break out the firecrackers. Let freeof disability and supplement income dom reign. Independence is at hand for
payments to support a drug or alcohol
habit.
Truly. this bill restores not only the
confidence of our present retirees, but
the confJsnce of our future retirees—

the Social Security System. It is a fine
day for the United States.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the

from Florida [Mr. SHAW].
guaranecirg that our Social Security gentleman
(Mr.
SHAW
asked and wa& given perSystem can and will be preserved.

sions that will benefit a small number of motivated, hard-working peopie wth disabifities. I
woutd like to descnbe these provisions which
I

offered and which were accepted by the

Ways and Means Committee.

An SSI recipient who has a disability has
the opportunity to have extra resources or in
come in order to achieve a work goal under a
plan for achieving self-suppo1 [PASS]. Cur-

renfly, an individiaI with ai approved PASS
may be eigibCe for income and resource exclusions for 18 months, followed by two possible extensions of 18 and 12 months, respectively. The maximum of 4 years to achieve a
PASS is given to persons pursuing a lengthy
€ucationaI program. Often t is difficult for a

person with i disabIity to achieve their goal
wfthn the giver fftne period and the infexibity
with regard to the ength f time allowed can

produce anxiety and---n
when the goal
Mr. I3UNNING. Mr. Speaker, may I mission to revise and extend hs re- is not achieved n the given time—produces
marks.)
ask how much time we have remainMr. SHAW. Mr. Speaker, I thank the 1nistraton and discourageme.it.

ing?

H.R. 4277 requires the Social Security Adfor yielding, and I rise in ministration
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. gentleman
[SSA] to take into account the
strong
support
of
this
most
important
SERRANO). The gentleman from Kenneeds of the indMdua nd the diffk'.ulty of
legislation.
I
compliment
both
sides
in
tucky [Mr. BUNNING) has 3 minutes reachieving the goal in determiring he time

working together.
mainthg.
Mr. Speaker,
rise today to express my
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I yield
I

myself such time as I may consume to
close debate for our side.

Mr. Speaker, there is one more important pohit I would like to make in

strong support for the conference report on
HR. 4277, the Social Security Admnttrative
Relorm Act of 1994. This mportarit bill makes
a nunber of changes that will hep protect the

closing. Ever since I have come to Con- Social Security system on which rnois of
gress I have received hundreds, p€rhaps Amercaris rely.

thousands, of letters from older citi-

First, it makes Socia' Security an rdepencent agency, which is a position I have long

frightened because unscrupulous lobby-

supported by cosponscririg and votirg for hUts

zens who are fghtened. They are

ing organizations have been scaring

to this effect. Passage of HR. 4277 this year

necessary for the competion of a PASS.

Presently, an SSI recipient other than a

chfld living th a parent rt mUiary seMce
cannot remain otsde the Unted Slates for
more than 30 consecutive days and retain eligibility for SSI. Also, the person must be back
in the United States for 30 consecutive days
before being considered to be eiigible for SSI
arid oniy if the ndivduaI continues to meet a
other eligibility criteria.
A provision in HR. 4277 avows the SSA to
exempt SSI recipients from the 30•cray time

them to death with unsolicited means that Social Security wlI become an limit for a period not to exceed 1 year if the
mailings saying Congress is about to independent agency no later thar Mach 31, inthvidual is fuiWung an edicational require1995. The new agency will have independer.t, ment through a program which is not avaUable
cut Social Security.
These letters utia11y read someththg bipartisan leadership. Th wiU he'p it function in the United States and which wil! resu't in

like this: "Congress is about to act on

more efficic-nt!y for the seniors who depend on

ineorne and even $5 or $10 a month

means the difference n food and rr.edi- were outraged to earn that such a program

stance abusers. Many hardworking Americans

cation each month. But these groups

improved employment potecitiai Though tFs
provision wiD help a very srnII number of people, it will aUcw these individuals to compete
on a par with other students, disabled or nondisabled, if their educational requirements can
only be fulfilled by study in a foreign country.
The only way for many people with disabities
to become compettve in the labor force is to
become highly educated. Young people, who

even existed. spending Social Security funds

have the inteDigence and stamina to overcome

zations and their mailings will be put

support for this bill. It is time Social

$1,000 annuafly starting on January 1, 1995. tion 1619(b) work incentives provisions.
Prohibtons on the misuse of Social Security
There were a number of other provisions
and other Government symbols are strength- that I proposed and that the Ways and Means
ened. That responds to mass maings and so- Committee accepted but were not accepted by

partisan and independent agency.
Mr. Speaker, I yield back the ha)ance
of my time.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker, first I would be pleased
to incorporate by reference every word
my colleague, the gentleman from Ken-

them nto thinking they were sent by the Federal Government. This is a prob'em many seniors especially have alerted me to, and I am
pleased that we are continuing to strengthen
penalties against this shameless practice.
Mr. Speaker, I urge Members to support this
important legislation, wh;ch will help protect
the Social Security system n the years to

Social Security cuts. We need your
money to stop Co:gress now. That is
just pain cruel, and t is inexcusable.
0 1330

Social Security benefits to make ends rnee.
And the Sodal Security trust kind wU trnain
protected from poIitica or gnera budgetary
pressures.

Second, the hl! attempts to restict disabiuty

Older Aniericaiis are usually on fixed inswace arid SSI disabillty payments to sub-

do not care. They will seize any oppor- on drug dcts and acohoIcs disabled by the obstacles that disabilities present and actunity to solicit contributions from their addictions. In my view, the restrictions in quire an advanced degree, can look forward to
senior citizens under the guise of lob- H.ft 4277 do not go far enough to get addicts many years as productive members of our sobying Congress to stop any Social Se- into treatment and back to work. But they are ciety.
curity cuts. One of the jobs of the new an adrnssion that a problem exists in this
Mr. Speaker, the third provision I would like
bipartisan board will he to inform the area, which the next Congress must continue to highhght extends the provlsons n current
public about Social Security. I am hop- to address.
SSi law for protection against loss of Medicaid
ing the board will do such a good job of
HR. 4277 makes positive changes in 30 eligibility because of subsequent cost-of-hying
informing the public about Social Se- other areas, including raising the SocaI Secu- increases in SocaI Security benefits, to those
curity that these unscrupulous organi- rity exclusion for election workers from $100 to persons who are workng and utihzing the secout of business.

Again, let me reiterate my strong

Security took ts place as a non-

tucky, has just said. It is pretty rep-

licittions meant to deceive those receiving the conferees. One of them would have

come.

deemed approved a PASS after 60 days if the
SSA had not acted in that time. The Secretary
could have subsequently disapproved the
PASS prospectively and the individua' would
have had 6 months to spend down any money

that had been saved to accomplish the work
goal.

I am happy that in the conference report the
conferees requested the General Accounting
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Office [GAO) to conduct a study of the PASS cal Security Administration announced that it
program and its procedures since they feft not would cut 1.000 management jobs thtough tenough information on the PASS program is trition. Shortly thereafter, SSA announced that
available at this time. I look forward to the it will need an additional 11,000 employees to
findings and recommendations that this study handle its increaed responsibility.
Another concern I have stems from the fact
wiH give irs.
I am pleased to support the conference re- that the conference report brings SSA into a
new realm of responsibility without giving it adport on H.R. 4277.
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. Speaker, I rise to express ditional resources. An example of the new remy support for the conference report on H.R. sponsibililies is a provision in the agreement
which restricts payment of disability insurance
4277.
I have been a cosponsor of legislation since [Dl) and supplemental security income ESSI)
the 99th Congress to make the Social Security for persons with drug and a!cohol addictions.
Administration a separate, independent agen- Under current law, SSI recipients who have
cy, and I am pleased to be able to cast my substance abuse problems are required to be
vote in favor of this le9islation to make it hap- paid through a designated second party. unpen. support this effort because I be!ieve that fortunately, there have been cases in whict
esabllshing the Social Security Administration, the al'eged suppher of the drug to the abuser
the ninth largest agency in the Federal Gov- was the representative payee.
In a provision support, this bill requires that
ernment, as a separate agency would further
strengthen the program and ensure that it re- where possthie, organizations, rather than
mains responsive to the millions of e!derly and family or friends, be named as representative
dabled Americans to whom it provides benepayees for Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income recipients, unless SSA
fits and services.
The Social Security program represeflts a determines that a family member is appro-

promise the Feder& Goveniment made to
Americans. It is vitaOy important that this

promise never be broken and that eveyone
krows that by paying into the system during
their worldng years they wifi be assured of gettng benefits for themselves and their family in

ther later years. Making the Social Security
Administration an independent agency will
help ensure that this promise remains unbrok3n.

urge my coeaguas to join me in support
of this conference report.
Mr. MFUME. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of

the confeTence report on An Independent Soca Security Administration (H.R. 4277), which
makes the Soca Security Administration an
independent agency.
The Social Security Administration s re-

sonsbe for administering the O'd-Ago and
Survi',ors insurance Program, Disabi!ity Insurance D) Program and the Supplemental Securty tcome ESSI) Program. The Social Security Administration is the ninth largest agency

in the Government. The conference agreement estabiishes the Social Security Adminstration [SSA] as an independent agency, effect;vs March 31, 1995.

Like the House blU the conference agreement inc'udes several provisions which aim to
improve the administration of Social Security
D and SSI programs. For example, the measure requires SSA to conduct continuing dis-

ability reviews for all SSI recipients in the
same manner as they are now conducted for
D recipients. Further provisions in the agreement will give SSA additional authority to prevent benefit fraud and increases the penalties
against deceptive mass mailings that mimic official Social Security correspondence.
In my district Qf B1timore, the employees of
SSA have asked that I support this mcasure.
However, Mr. Speaker, my support comes
with some reservations. Specifically, I am con-

cerned that Congress' desire t improve and
advance the productivity and services of the
Social Security Administration, while well-intentioned, may not be enough. In addition to
passing this legislation. Congress must give
the Social Security Administration the necessary resources to successful!y make the
smooth transition to independent status.
An examp4e of the transition SSA finth itself
going through was recently seen when the So-

addicted to drugs or alcohol, and I feel we
shoutd continue to offer our help in getting
these people treatment
But the purpose of the Social Security Act is
straightforward—to provide for the 'economic
security of our population as it grows older or
becomes disabled. It is certainly not intended
to provide drug addicts and alcoholics with the
financial means to perpetuate their substance
abuses.

Making the Social Security Administration
an independent agency would greatly enhance
public confidence in the management of these
funds.

The integrity of the Social Security system is
important to me and to many of my constituents, and I firmly believe that this legislatton
will help to pfotect the system now and in the
future.
I

urge my colleagues to support ths con-

ference report.

Mr. RIDGE. Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to
rise in support of H.R. 4277, the Social Seàu
iity Administrative Reform Act of 1994.
This legislation makes the Social Security
priate.
Administration
an independent agency within
However, the agreement requires that the
Social Security establish agencies in afi 50 the Federal Government, removing it from its
states that would find treatment programs for current home within the Department of Health
Di and SSI beneficiaries who are substance and Human Services [HHS). H.R. 4277 also
abusers, monitor their participation in the treat- contains provisions which place limits and rement program, and periodically conduct drug strictions on Social Security benefits paid to
tests to d2termine if substance abuse prob- individua's with substance abuse problems.
Mr. Speaker, a priority of mine in Congress
lems are continuing. Under this provision, peopie with substance abuse problems who are has a'ways been, and continues to be, to
make sure that the Social Security Administrareceiving disablity insurance would be
quired to participate in treatment, f available, tion is able to function as efficiently and timely
in order to receive benefits. Regard'ess of par- as possible. Many older citizens in my district
ticipation in the treatment program, DI and SSI and across Pennsylvania live on a fixed inbenefits to substance abusers would be cut off come and rely heavily on Social Security benafter 3 years unless the individual qualifies for efits.
Giving the agency its independence will free
benefits for reason other than the substance
it from the political and bureaucratic problems
abuse problem.
This will require the Social Security Agency with which it has been forced to operate for so
to become involved in a whole new activity; many years. Such political and bureaucratic
drug testing for DI recipients. I have a number problems have jeopardized its ability to perof problems with this, bu that discussion is form properly. Making ft an independent agency will go a long way in rectifying that probbetter left for another time:
Mr. Speaker, it is my hope that this con- lem, and, for this reason, I am pteased to supference report will pass to allow the Social Se- port this legislation.
A'so, placing some restrictions and limits on
curity Administration to become an independent agency. It is my further hope that we rec- Social Security benefits paid to substance
ognize the need to give, this new agency ade- abusers is a step in the right direction. While
quate resources to improve and provide better substance abuse is no longer viewed as mereservice.
ly a behavioral problem and is widely regarded
Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today as a medical condition, I believe this legislain support of the conference report on H.R. tion accomplishes two very worthy objectives.
4277, legislation which I believe will take imFirst, treatment exists for substance abuse.
portant steps to restore public confidence in It is compassionate therefore to encourage
the Social Secunty system.
those suffering from substance abuse to seek
Throughout my tenure in Congress, many help. Second, it is appropriate, and fair to
seniors have contacted, me to express their other Social Security beneficiaries, to make
-

fear that the Sodal Security Trust Fund is sure that benefits being paid to substance
being mishandled.
abusers are not being used to sustain their
And a recent GAO report, which reported addtion. For these two reasons, I am
that an estimated 250,000 drug addicts and al- pleased that an effort was taken to ensure that
coholics collected approximately $1.4 billion in the provisions contained in H.R. 4277 were
Social Security disability insurance and sup- done in both a fair and compassionate man-

plemental security income funds last year,
proves them right.

ner.

Mr. Speaker, making the Social Security

While the recipients of these payments are program a well-working, long-tasting entity has
eligible for this Federal assistance, there is lit- been one of my highest pnorities as a public
tie or no evidence that these funds are being servant Keeping Social Security taxes down,
used for treatment Instead, in many cases, and Social Security benefits up is paramount
these payments ae being used to fuel the ad- to that effort. H.R. 4277 goes a long way todictions,
ward that end and I am pleased to rise in supNow my heart goes out to those families port of it. Passage of this legislation is long
that have had to deal with a loved one who is overdue.
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Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I yield

lack the balance of my time.
GENIRAL LEAVE

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I
unanimous consent that all Members

may have 5 legislatIve days within
which to revise and extend their re

Hansen
Rarman

H3CI
Hstins
Hayes
Ref!ey

MeCollum
MeCrery

Sant1er

McDade

sarpjj

McDennott

Saton

M1nnis

Sche.nk

marks on the conference report on H.R, Bold

liobii
The SPEAKER pro Lempore (Mr. Uo':h1e'kw
SERItANO). I there objection to the re—
4277.

Schiff

MCtI1Ln

Schumer

MNuity
M.Thn
Meck

quest of the gntenan from Indiana?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
Hycr 0t

objection, the previous question iS jr- Hmngton
dered on the concerexce report.
Ikhc
rera was no objection.
Th SPEAKER pro tempore. The Buuhiu.or
question ii on ;h conference report.
Hyie

The question was. taken; and the hofc
Speaker pro tempore announced
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I object to

the vote on the ground that a quroum

Is not preerit and make the point of

order that a quorum is not present.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Evldently a quroum ot preret.

The sergeant at arms will notify b

In,3l

AbercromWe

Camp
Canady

Johnson SD)
Johnson,

E. B.

!hon, Sam

Johflston

njojsk

Kleczka

Cazdjn

English

CaIT

E8h00

Castle
Chapman
Clay
Clayton
Clement
Clinger
Clyburn

Evans

Coble
Coleman
Collins (GA)

Fteld8 ('I'X)

Baita

Collifl8(IL)
Collins (MI)

Fi8h

Barlow

Combe&t

BantL (NE)
Barrett WI)

Condit
Conyczs
Cooper
Coppersmith
Costello

Foglietta
Ford MI)

Levin

Fowler
Frank (MA)
Franks (CT)
Franks (NJ)
Fro8t

Let (CA)

Apphgate
Arcier
Arniey

fiacchusFL)
Baclius (AL)
Baesler
Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)

Ballenger
Barca

2at1ett
Brton

Batemon
Becerfa
BoiIQnon
Bentley
Bercuter
Berman

Cox
COyne

Cramer
Crane
Crapo

B(,viIl

Cunnighaxn

Rilbray

Danner

Btlfr3ki

wel
Bhop

DO.nleii

e

In (',ar2t

Deal

ifihley

Bon11k

Bonor

Boki

Jouchr

Drewtcr
Urooh

Irowir

Ewing

Farr
Fawell
Fazlo
Fields (LA)

Filner

Ftngehnt
Flake

FUZ
Galie1y
Gallo

Gjdcion
Gekas
Gerthatdt

Got'ii

CibbOnS

OtJCh8t
Gilimor

DCL&JL'O

}nchJert

Everett

DeLay
Doilums

Derrick

cman

Gingrich

Glic)rnin

Dutsch

Goizalez
Goodlatte
Gooüiing

Dicks
Dinget)

Goes

Diaz-Iaiart
Dckcy
Dixon

Gordon

Grams
GranU

Brown CA)

D,oIy

Brown (OH)

DOolttth
Doriau
Drejer

Greenwood
Gunc1eron

Duitcan
Dunn

Hail (OH)
Hall (TX)
Hamburg

Bryant
Bunning
Burton
Buyer
Byrne

Ca1Iahu
Calvert

Dua'Iñn

Edwards (CA)

Edw;r3 (TX)

Guterrez

HIIIO
Hancock

Sk'1ton

1oa1ic

S}ahter

Mol1oau

SiWth (Ml)

Murpby

Cantwell

Andrews (ME)
Androws (NJ)
Andrews (TX)

Minge

Moran

Ehjezs
EflOflCfl
Engel

Ackerman
Allard

Serrairn
S1arp

MHIr (FL)

Mi1lir (CA)

Jouion (c'r)

Kngtoii

YEAS—431

nsenbrenmr

Scpberd
SIustor
.Sihisy
iikagg

Mhel

Jacobs

Kildee
Kim
King

[Roll No. 392]

Mie

Montomey

sent Members.
Kapr
The vote was taken by electronic de- K1Ch
vice, and there were—yeas 4.31, nays 0, Kennedy
Kcnnly

not voting 3, as follows:

ShreJer

Shw

There was no ohjection

the ayes appeareO. t have it.

Schor

MCKeOn

McKny

I-inhey

Swyr

McHMe

HeTher

Hezer

Sangmeitr

1lein
Klink
Klug
KnoUenberg
Kolbe

Kopets)i
Kreldler
Kyl

LaFalce
Lambert

Mora
Naikr
Neal MA)
Neal (NC)
Nu8sle

Srtith (TX)
Swwe

$olomo

pratt

Stark
Steixns
Steuholrn

Obertar

SxIckland

Obey
Olver

Stidds

Orttz
Oiton
Owew

Stupa.k

Oxley

Swtft

Stump

Snduist
5wtt

Packard
Pallone

Syn&r

Pastor

Tauzin
Taylor (MB)

Parcr

Paxon
Pa&ne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
Pelosi
Penny
Peterbon (FL)
Peter8on(MN)

Petri
Pickett

Lantos

Pickle

LaRocco

Pombo
Porneit,y

Ljach

Sint (NJ)
s1h (OR)
pu1ce

Myers

Lcr
hlin
LzIo

Smth(iA)

Porter
Portinan

po

Talent
Tanner
Taylor <NC)

Tejeda
Thozpis (CA)
Thoma8 (WY)

Thompsoi
Thornton
Thurman

Torki1en
Tortes
Torr1c'lli
Towns

Traficant

Thcr

PrIo&(NC)
Pryce (OH)

Upton

Quillen

Qun

wi5 (KY)

Rahall
Rimsta4
Rangel

Vclazquez
Vanto
ViBeloaky

Lindar
Lipinski

Ravenul

Lvhton

Roei
Regula

Volkmer
Vueanovich
Wa1ke
Walsh

Lloyd
Long
Lowey

Rynolth
Richardson

Wrnian

Ridge

Lucas

Roberts
Roenier
Rogers
Rohrabacher

W,ldon
Wheat

vy

Lwi8 (FL)
Lewi3 (GA)

Lghtrot

Mat!ey
Maloney

Mann
Manton
Manzulio
MargollesMezvinsky
Markey
Martinez
Matsul
Mazzoli
McCandless

MClokey

RosLchtthen

Valentine

Watr8
Watt

Whtten
WilILms

Wllon

1se

Wise
Wolf

Rost(nkowskj
Roth
Roukema

Wydon
Wyna

Rowland

Yates

Roybal-Ai1&rd

Young (AX)
Young (FL)
Zeliff

Royce
Rush
Sabo

Woo1..y

Zinuner

NOT VOTING—3
Brown (FL)

Ford (TN)

Wa.thhgton

0 1352

So the coMerence report wa agreed
to.
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The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on

the table.

PUBLIC LAW 103-296—AUG. 15, 1994

SOCIAL SECURITY INDEPENDENCE AND
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1994

0

— 94 29(

108 STAT. 1464

PUBLIC LAW 108—296—AUG. 15, 1994

Public Law 103-296
103d Congress
15 1994
{HR 4277]

Au

An Act

To establish the Soda! Security Administration as an independent agency and
to make other improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
Social Security
Independence
and Program

rvnts

42 USC 1305
note.

the United States of America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) SHORT TrrLE.—This Act may be cited as the "Social Security
Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994".
(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents of this Act
is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title and table of contents.

TITLE I.-=-ESTABLISI{MEN'F OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY

Sec. 101. Establishment of Social Security Administration as an independent
agency.

Sec. 102. Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner; other officers.
Sec. 103. Social Security Advisory Board.
Sec. 104. Personnel; budgetary matters; sea! of office.
Sec. 105. Transfers to the new Social Security Administration.
Sec. 106. Transition rules.
Sec. 107. Conforming amendments to titles H and XVI of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 108. Additional conforming amendments.
Sec. 109. Rules of construction.
Sec. 110. Effective dates.
TITLE 11—PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO OASDI AND SSI

Sec. 201. Restrictions on payment of benefits based on disability to substance abusers.
Sec. 202. Commission on childhood disability.
Sec. 203. Regulations regarding completion of plans for achieving self-support.
Sec. 204. SSI eligbffity for students temporarily abroad.
Sec. 205. Disreçard of cost-of-living increases for continued eligibility for work incentives.
Sec. 206. Expansion of the authority of the Social Security Administration to prevent, detect, and terminate fraudulent claims for OASDI and SSI benefits.
Sec. 207. Disability review required for SSI recipients who are 18 years of age.
Sec. 208. Continuing disability reviews.
Sec. 209. Exemption from adjustment in pass-along requirements.
TITLE Ill—MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
Sec. 301. Issuance of physical documents in the form of bonds, notes, or certificates
to the social security trust funds.
Sec. 302. GAO study regarding telephone access to local offices of the Social Security Administration.
Sec. 303. Expansion of State option to exclude service of election officials or election
workers from coverage.
Sec. 304. Use of social security numbers by States and local governments and Federal district courts for jury selection purposes.
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Sec. 305. Authorization for all States to extend coverage to State and local police

officers and firefighters under existing coverage agreements.
Sec. 306. Limited exemption for Canadian ministers from certain self-employment
tax liability.
Sec. 307. Exclusion of totalization benefits from the application of the windfall
elimination provision.
Sec. 308. Exclusion of military reservists from application of the government pension offset and windfall elimination provisions.
Sec. 309. Repeal of the facility-of-payment provision.
Sec. 310. Maximum family benefits in guarantee cases.
Sec. 311. Authorization for disclosure of social security information for purposes of
public or private epidemiological and similar research.
Sec. 312. Misuse of symbols, emblems, or names in reference to Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, or Department of the Treasury.
Sec. 313. Increased penalties for unauthorized disclosure of social security information.

Sec. 314. Increase in authorized period for extension of time to file annual earnings
report.
Sec. 315. Extension of disability insurance program demonstration project author-

Sec. 316. Crsa-matching of social security account number information and employer identification number information maintained by the Department
of Açriculture.

Sec. 317. Certain transfers to railroad retirement account made permanent.
Sec. 318. Authorization for use of social security account numbers by Department
of Labor in administration of Federal workers' compensation laws.
Sec. 319. Coverage under FICA of Federal employees transferred temporarily to
international organizations.
Sec. 320. Extension of the FICA tax exemption and certain tax rules to individuals
who enter the United States under a visa issued under section 101 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Sec. 321. Technical and clerical amendments.

TITLE I—ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS
AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
SEC. 101. ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AS
AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY.

Section 701 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 901) is

amended to read as follows:

"SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

"SEC. 701. (a) There is hereby established, as an independent
agency in the executive branch of the Government, a Social Security

Administration (in this title referred to as the 'Administration').
"(b) It shall be the duty of the Administration to administer
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program wider title
II and the supplementa' security income program under title XVI.

SEC. 102. COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OTHER OFFICERS.

Section 702 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 902) is

amended to read as follows:

"COMMISSIONER; DEPUTY COMMISSIONER; OTHER OFFICERS

"Commissioner of Social Security
"SEC. 702. (a)(1) There shall be in the Administration a

Commissioner of Social Security (in this title referred to as the
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'Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.

"(2) The Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate pro-

vided for level I of the Executive Schedule.

"(3) The Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of 6

years, except that the initial term of office for Commissioner shall

terminate January 19, 2001. In any case in which a successor

does not take office at the end of a Commissioner's term of office,
such Commissioner may continue in office until the entry upon
office of such a successor. A Commissioner appointed to a term
of office after the commencement of such term may serve under
such appointment only for the remainder of such term. An individual serving in the office of Commissioner may be removed from

office only pursuant to a finding by the President of neglect of
duty or malfeasance in office.

"(4) The Commissioner shall be responsible for the exercise
of all powers and the discharge of all duties of the Administration,
and shall have authority and control over all personnel and activities thereof.
"(5) The Commissioner may prescribe such rules and regula-

tions as the Commissioner determines necessary or appropriate
to carry out the functions of the Administration. The regulations

prescribed by the Commissioner shall be subject to the rulemaking
procedures established under section 553 of title 5, United States
Code.

"(6) The Commissioner may establish, alter, consolidate, or
discontinue such organizational units or components within the
Administration as the Commissioner considers necessary or appro-

pilate, except that this paragraph shall not apply with respect
to any unit, component, or provision provided for by this Act.
"(7) The Commissioner may assign duties, and delegate, or

authorize successive redelegations of, authority to act and to render

decisions, to such officers and employees of the Administration
as the Commissioner may find necessary. Within the limitations
of such delegations, redelegations, or assignments, all official acts
and decisions of such officers and employees shall have the same
force and effect as though performed or rendered by the Commissioner.
"(8) The Commissioner and the Secretary of Health and Human

Services (in this title referred to as the 'Secretary') shall consult,
on an ongoing basis, to ensure—
"(A) the coordination of the programs administered by the
Commissioner, as described in section 701, with the programs

administered by the Secretary under titles XVIII and XIX of
this Act; and

"(B) that adequate information concerning benefits under

such titles XVIII and XIX is available to the public.

"Deputy Commissioner of Social Security
President.

"(b)( 1) There shall be in the Administration a Deputy Commis-

sioner of Social Security (in this title referred to as the 'Deputy
Commissioner') who shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.

"(2) The Deputy Commissioner shall be appointed for a term

of 6 years, except that the initial term of office for the Deputy
Commissioner shall terminate January 19, 2001. In any case in
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which a successor does not take office at the end of a Deputy

Commissioner's term of office, such Deputy Commissioner may con-

tinue in office until the entry upon office of such a successor.
A Deputy Commissioner appointed to a term of office after the
commencement of such term may serve under such appointment
only for the remainder of such term.

"(3) The Deputy Commissioner shall be compensated at the

rate provided for level II of the Executive Schedule.

'(4) The Deputy Commissioner shall perform such duties and
exercise such powers as the Commissioner shall from time to time

assign or delegate. The Deputy Commissioner shall be Acting
Commissioner of the Administration during the absence or disability
of the Commissioner and, unless the President designates another

officer of the Government as Acting Commissioner, in the event
of a vacancy in the office of the Commissioner.

"Chief Financial Officer

"(c) There shall be in the Administration a Chief Financial

Officer appointed by the Commissioner in accordance with section
901(a)(2) of title 31, United States Code.
"Inspector General

"(d) There shall be in the Administration an Inspector General

appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, in accordance with section 3(a) of the Inspector
General Act of 1978.".

SEC. 103. SOCLAL SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD.

Section 703 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 903) is

amended to read as follows:

"SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD

"Establishment of Board

"SEC. 703. (a) There shall be established a Social Security

Advisory Board (in this section referred to as the 'Board').

"Functions of the Board

"(b) On and after the date the Commissioner takes office, the
Board shall advise the Commissioner on policies related to the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program under title
II and the supplemental security income program under title XVI.

Specific functions of the Board shall include—

"(1) analyzing the Nation's retirement and disability systems and making recommendations with respect to how the
'old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program and the
supplemental security income program, supported by other public and private systems, can most effectively assure economic
security;
"(2) studying and making recommendations relating to the
coordination of programs that provide health security with programs described in paragraph (1);
"(3) making recommendations to the President and to the
Congress with respect to policies that will ensure the solvency

President.
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of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program,

both in the short-term and the long-term;
"(4) making recommendations with respect to the quality
of service that the Administration provides to the public;
"(5) making recommendations with respect to policies and

regulations regarding the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program and the supplemental security income program;
"(6) increasing public understanding of the social security
system;
"(7) making recommendations with respect to a long-range

research and program evaluation plan for the Administration;
"(8) reviewing and assessing any major studies of social
security as may come to the attention of the Board; and

"(9) making recommendations with respect to such other
matters as the Board determines to be appropriate.
"Structure and Membership of the Board

"(c)( 1) The Board shall be composed of 7 members who shall
be appointed as follows:

"(A) 3 members shall be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. Not more

than 2 of such members shall be from the same political party.
"(B) 2 members (each member from a different political

party) shall be appointed by the President pro tempore of
the Senate with the advice of the Chairman and the Ranking
Minority Member of the Senate Committee on Finance.

"(C) 2 members (each member from a different political
party) shall be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, with the advice of the Chairman and the Ranking
Minority Member of the House Committee on Ways and Means.
"(2) The members shall be chosen on the basis of their integrity,

impartiality, and good judgment, and shall be individuals who
are, by reason of their education, experience, and attainments,
exceptionally qualified to perform the duties of members of the
Board.

"Terms of Appointment

"(d) Each member of the Board shall serve for a term of 6
years, except that—

"(1) a member appointed to a term of office after the

commencement of such term may serve under such appointment
only for the remainder of such term; and
"(2) the terms of service of the members initially appointed

under this section shall begin on October 1, 1994, and expire
as follows:

"(A) The terms of service of the members initially
appointed by the President shall expire as designated by

the President at the time of nomination, 1 each at the
end of—

"(i) 2 years;
"(ii) 4 years; and
"(iii) 6 years.

"(B) The terms of service of members initially
appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate shall
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expire as designated by the President pro tempore of the
Senate at the time of nomination, 1 each at the end of—
"(i) 3 years; and
"(ii) 6 years.
"(C) The terms of service of members initially

appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives

shall expire as designated by the Speaker of the House
of Representatives at the time of nomination, 1 each at
the end of—
"(i) 4 years; and
"(ii) 5 years.

"Chairman
"(e) A member of the Board shall be designated by the President

to serve as Chairman for a term of 4 years, coincident with the
term of the President, or until the designation of a successor.
"Expenses and Per Diem

"(f) Members of the Board shall serve without compensation,
except that, while serving on business of the Board away from
their homes or regular places of business, members may be allowed
travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as author-

ized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons
in the Government employed intermittently.
"Meetings

"(g)(1) The Board shall meet 4t the call of the Chairman (in
consultation with the other members of the Board) not less than
4 times each year to consider a specific agenda of issues, as determined by the Chairman in consultation with the other members
of the Board.

"(2) Four members of the Board (not more than 3 of whom
may be of the same political party) shall constitute a quorum
for purposes of conducting business.

"Federal Advisory Committee Act

"(h) The Board shall be exempt from the provisions of the

Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.).

"Personnel

"(i) The Board shall, without regard to the provisions of title
5, United States Code, relating to the competitive service, appoint

a Staff Director who shall be paid at a rate equivalent to a rate
established for the Senior Executive Service under section 5382
of title 5, United States Code. The Board shall appoint such additional personnel as the Board determines to be necessary to provide
adequate clerical support for the Board, and may compensate such

additional personnel without regard to the provisions of title 5,
United States Code, relating to the competitive service.
"Authorization of Appropriations

"(j) There are authorized to be appropriated, out of the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
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Insurance Trust Fund, and the general fund of the Treasury, such
sums as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this section.".
SEC. 104. PERSONNEL; BUDGETARY MATFERS; SEAL OF OFFICE.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 704 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 904) is amended to read as follows:
"ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER

"Personnel

"SEc. 704. (a)(1) The Commissioner shall appoint such additional officers and employees as the Commissioner considers necessary to carry out the functions of the Administration under this
Act, and attorneys and experts may be appointed without regard
to the civil service laws. Except as otherwise provided in the preceding sentence or in any other provision of law, such officers and

employees shall be appointed, and their compensation shall be
fixed, in accordance with title 5, United States Code.

"(2) The Commissioner may procure the services of experts
and consultants in accordance with the provisions of section 3109
of title 5, United States Code.
"(3) Notwithstanding any requirements of section 3133 of title

5, United States Code, the Director of the Office of Personnel
Management shall authorize for the Administration a total number
of Senior Executive Service positions which is substantially greater
than the number of such positions authorized in the Social Security
Administration in the Department of Health and Human Services
as of immediately before the date of the enactment of the Social
Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994
to the extent that the greater number of such authorized positions
is specified in the comprehensive work force plan as established
and revised by the Commissioner under subsection (b)(2). The total
number of such positions authorized for the Administration shall
not at any time be less than the number of such authorized positions
as of immediately before such date.
"Budgetary Matters

"(b)(1) The Commissioner shall prepare an annual budget for
the Administration, which shall be submitted by the President
to the Congress without revision, together with the President's
annual budget for the Administration.

"(2)(A) Appropriations requests for staffing and personnel of
the Administration shall be based upon a comprehensive work
force plan, which shall be established and revised from time to
time by the Commissioner.
"(B) Appropriations for administrative expenses of the Administration are authorized to be provided on a biennial basis.
"Employment Restriction

"(c) The total number of positions in the Administration (other
than positions established under section 702) which—
"(1) are held by noncareer appointees (within the meaning

of section 3132(a)(7) of title 5, United States Code) in the
Senior Executive Service, or
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"(2) have been determined by the President or the Office
of Personnel Management to be of a confidential, policy-determining, policy-making, or policy-advocating character and have
been excepted from the competitive service thereby,
may not exceed at any time the equivalent of 20 full-time positions.
"Seal of Office

"(d) The Commissioner shall cause a seal of office to be made
for the Administration of such design as the Commissioner shall
approve. Judicial notice shall be taken of such seal.
"Data Exchanges

"(e)( 1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law (including

subsections (b), (o), (p), (q), (r), and (u) of section 552a of title
5, United States Code)—

"(A) the Secretary shall disclose to the Commissioner any
record or information requested in writing by the Commissioner

for the purpose of administering any program administered
by the Commissioner, if records or information of such type
were disclosed to the Commissioner of Social Security in the
Department of Health and Human Services under applicable
rules, regulations, •and procedures in effect before the date
of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994; and

"(B) the Commissioner shall disclose to the Secretary or
to any State any record or information requested in writing

by the Secretary to be so disclosed for the purpose of administer-

ing any program administered by the Secretary, if records

or information of such type were so disclosed under applicable

rules, regulations, and procedures in effect before the date
of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994.

"(2) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall enter into an
agreement under which the Commissioner provides the Secretary
data concerning the quality of the services and information provided

to beneficiaries of the programs under titles XVIII and XIX and

the administrative services provided by the Social Security Administration in support of such programs. Such agreement shall stipulate

the type of data to be provided and the terms and conditions

under which the data are to be provided.

"(3) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall periodically
review the need for exchanges of information not referred to in
paragraph (1) or (2) and shall enter into such agreements as may
be necessary and appropriate to provide information to each other
or to States in order to meet the programmatic needs of the requesting agencies.

"(4)(A) Any disclosure from a system of records (as defined
in section 552a(a)(5) of title 5, United States Code) pursuant to
this subsection shall be made as a routine use under subsection
(b)(3) of section 552a of such title (unless otherwise authorized
under such section 552a).
"(B) Any computerized comparison of records, including match-

ing programs, between the Commissioner and the Secretary shall
be conducted in accordance with subsections (o), (p), (q), (r), and
(u) of section 552a of title 5, United States Code.

Contracts.
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"(5) The Commissioner and the Secretary shall each ensure
that timely action is taken to establish any necessary routine uses
for disclosures required under paragraph (1) or agreed to pursuant
to paragraph (3).".
42 USC 904

(b) REPORT ON SES POSITIONS UNDER COMPREHENSIVE WORK

FORCE PLAN.—Within 60 days after the establishment by the

Commissioner of Social Security of the comprehensive work force
plan required under section 704(b)(2) of the Social Security Act
(as amended by this Act), the Director of the Office of Personnel
Management shall transmit to the Committee on Ways and Means

of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance
of the Senate a report specifying the total number of Senior Executive Services positions authorized for the Social Security Administration in connection with such work force plan.
42 USC 904
nOte.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE AND TRANSITION RULE FOR CERTAIN DATA
EXCHANGE PROVISIONS.—

(1) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Section 704(e)(4) of the Social Secu-

rity Act (as amended by subsection (a)) shall take effect March
31, 1996.
(2) TRANSITION RULE.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

sion of law (including subsections (b),

(o), (p), (q),

(r), and

(u) of section 552a of title 5, United States Code), arrangements
for disclosure of records or other information, and arrangements
for computer matching of records, which were in effect imme-

diately before the date of the enactment of this Act between
the Social Security Administration in the Department of Health
and Human Services and other components of such Department
may continue between the Social Security Administration established under section 701 of the Social Security Act (as amended
by this Act) and such Department during the period beginning
on the date of the enactment of this Act and ending March
31, 1996.
42 USC 901
note.

SEC. 105. TRANSFERS TO THE NEW SOCIAL SECURiTY ADMINISTRATION.

(a) FUNCTIONS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—There are transferred to the Social Secu-

rity Administration all functions of the Secretary of Health
and Human Services with respect to or in support of the programs and activities the administration of which is vested
in the Social Security Administration by reason of this title

and the amendments made thereby. The Commissioner of Social
Security shall allocate such functions in accordance with sec-

tions 701, 702, 703, and 704 of the Social Security Act (as
amended by this title).
(2) FUNCTIONS OF OTHER AGENCIES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to subparagraph (B), the
Social Security Administration shall also perform—

(i) the functions of the Department of Health and
Human Services, including functions relating to titles
XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act (including
adjudications, subject to final decisions by the Secretary of Health and Human Services), that the Social
Security Administration in such Department performed

as of immediately before the date of the enactment
of this Act, and
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(ii) the functions of any other agency for which
administrative responsibility was vested in the Social
Security Administration in the Department of Health
and Human Services as of immediately before the date

of the enactment of this Act.

(B) RULES GOVERNING CONTINUATION OF FUNCTIONS

IN THE ADMINISTRATION.—The Social Security Administra-

tion shall perform, on behalf of the Secretary of Health
and Human Services (or the head of any other agency,
as applicable), the functions described in subparagraph
(A) in accordance with the same financial and other terms

in effect on the day before the date of the enactment

of this Act, except to the extent that the Commissioner
and the Secretary (or other agency head, as applicable)
agree to alter such terms pertaining to any such function
or to terminate the performance by the Social Security
Administration of any such function.
(b) PERSONNEL, ASSETS, ETc.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—There are transferred from the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services to the Social Security

Administration, for appropriate allocation by the Commissioner
of Social Security in the Social Security Administration—

(A) the personnel employed in connection with the
functions transferred by this title and the amendments

made thereby; and
(B) the assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records,
and unexpended balance of appropriations, authorizations,

allocations, and other funds employed, held, or used in

connection with such functions, ansing from such functions,

or available, or to be made available, in connection with

such functions.
(2) UNEXPENDED FUNDS.—Unexpended funds transferred
pursuant to this subsection shall be used only for the purposes
for which the funds were originally appropriated.
(3) EMPLOYMENT PROTECTIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—During the 1-year period beginning
March 31, 1995—
(i) the transfer pursuant to this section of any
full-time personnel (except special Government employ-

ees) and part-time personnel holding permanent positions shall not cause any such personnel to be
separated or reduced in grade or compensation solely
as a result of such transfer, and
(ii) except as provided in subparagraph (B), any
such personnel who were not employed in the Social
Security Administration in the Department of Health
and Human Services immediately before the date of

the enactment of this Act shall not be subject to
directed reassignment to a duty station outside their
commuting area.

(B) SPECIAL RULES.—

(i) In the case of personnel whose duty station

is in the Washington, District of Columbia, commuting
area immediately before March 31, 1995, subparagraph
(A)(ii) shall not apply with respect to directed reassign-

ment to a duty station in the Baltimore, Maryland,
commuting area after September 30, 1995.
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(ii) In the case of personnel whose duty station
is in the Baltimore, Maryland, commuting area immediately before March 31, 1995, subparagraph (A)(ii)
shall not apply with respect to directed reassignment
to a duty station in the Washington, District of Columbia, commuting area after September 30, 1995.
(4) OFFICE SPACE.—Notwithstanding section 7 of the Public

Buildings Act of 1959 (40 U.S.C. 606), and subject to available

appropriations, the Administrator of General Services may,
after consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security
and under such terms and conditions as the Administrator
finds to be in the interests of the United States—
(A) acquire occupiable space in the metropolitan area
of Washington, District of Columbia, for housing the Social
Security Administration, and
(B) renovate such space as necessary.
(c) INTER-AGENCY TRANSFER ARRANGEMENT.—The Secretary of

Health and Human Services and the Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity shall enter into a written inter-agency transfer arrangement
(in this subsection referred to as the "arrangement"), which shall

be effective March 31, 1995. Transfers made pursuant to this section

shall be in accordance with the arrangement, which shall specify
the personnel and resources to be transferred as provided under
this section. The terms of such arrangement shall be transmitted
not later than January 1, 1995, to the Committee on Ways and

Means of the House of Representatives, to the Committee on
Finance of the Senate, and to the Comptroller General of the
Reports.

United States. Not later than February 15, 1995, the Comptroller

General shall submit a report to each such Committee setting
forth an evaluation of such arrangement.

42 Usc 901
note.

SEC. 106. TRANSITION RULES.
(a) TRANSITION RULES RELATING TO OFFICERS OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.—
(1) APPOINTMENT OF INITIAL COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECU-

RITY.—The President shall nominate for appointment the initial
Commissioner of Social Security to serve as head of the Social

Security Administration established under section 701 of the
Social Security Act (as amended by this Act) not later than
60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) ASSUMPTION OF OFFICE OF INITIAL COMMISSIONER
BEFORE EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—If the appointment

of the initial Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to section 702 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this Act)
is confirmed by the Senate pursuant to such section 702 before
March 31, 1995, the individual shall take office as Commissioner immediately upon confirmation, and, until March 31,
1995, such Commissioner shall perform the functions of the
Commissioner of Social Security in the Department of Health
and Human Services.
(3) TREATMENT OF INSPECTOR GENERAL AND OTHER APPOINT-

MENTS.—At any time on or after the date of the enactment
of this Act, any of the officers provided for in section 702
of the Social Security Act (as amended by this title) and any
of the members of the Social Security Advisory Board provided
for in section 703 of such Act (as so amended) may be nominated
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and take office, under the terms and conditions set out in
such sections.

(4) COMPENSATION FOR INITIAL OFFICERS AND BOARD MEM-

BERS BEFORE EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—Funds avail-

able to any official or component of the Department of Health
and Human Services, functions of which are transferred to
the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security
Administration by this title, may, with the approval of the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget, be used

to pay the compensation and expenses of any officer or employee
of the new Social Security Administration and of any member
or staff of the Social Security Advisory Board who takes office
pursuant to this subsection before March 31, 1995, until such
time as funds for that purpose are otherwise available.
(5) INTERIM ROLE OF CURRENT COMMISSIONER AFTER EFFEC-

TIVE DATE OF NEW AGENCY.—In the event that, as of March

1995, an individual appointed to serve as the initial
Commissioner of Social Security has not taken office, until
such initial Commissioner has taken office, the officer serving
on March 31, 1995, as Commissioner of Social Security (or
Acting Commissioner of Social Security, if applicable) in the
31,

Department of Health and Human Services shall, while continuing to serve as such Commissioner of Social Security (or Acting
Commissioner of Social Security), serve as Commissioner of

Social Security (or Acting Commissioner of Social Security,
respectively) in the Social Security Administration established
under such section 701 and shall assume the powersand duties
under such Act (as amended by this Act) of the Commissioner
of Social Security in the Social Security Administration as
so established under such section 701. In the event that, as
of March 31, 1995, the President has not nominated an individual for appointment to the office of Commissioner of Social
Security in the Social Security Administration established
under such section 701, then the individual serving as Commissioner of Social Security (or Acting Commissioner of Social
Security, if applicable) in the Department of Health and Human
Services shall become the Acting Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity in the Social Security Administration as so established
under such section 701.

(6) INTERIM INSPECTOR GENERAL—The Commissioner of

Social Security may appoint an individual to assume the powers
and duties under the Inspector General Act of 1978 of Inspector

General of the Social Security Administration as established
under section 701 of the Social Security Act for a period not
to exceed 60 days. The Inspector General of the Department
of Health and Human Services may, when so requested by
the Commissioner, while continuing to serve as Inspector Gen-

eral in such Department, serve as Inspector General of the

Social Security Administration established under such section
701 and shall assume the powers and duties under the Inspec-

tor General Act of 1978 of Inspector General of the Social

Security Administration as established under such section 701.
The Social Security Administration shall reimburse the Office
of Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human
Services for costs of any functions performed pursuant to this
subsection, from funds available to the Administration at the

time the functions are performed. The authority under this
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paragraph to exercise the powers and duties of the Inspector

General shall terminate upon the entry upon office of an Inspec-

tor General for the Social Security Administration under the
Inspector General Act of 1978.

(7) ABOLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL
SECURITY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV-

ICES.=—Effective when the initial Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity of the Social Security Administration established under
section 701 of the Social Security Act (as amended by this
title) takes office pursuant to section 702 of such Act (as so
amended)—

(A) the position of Commissioner of Social Security
in the Department of Health and Human Services is abolished; arni

(B) section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, is

amended by striking the following:

"Commissioner of Social Security, Department of Health
and Human Services.".
(b) CONTINUATION OF ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, RULES, REGU-

LATIONS, ETc.—A1l orders, determinations, rules, regulations, per-

mits, contracts, collective bargaining agreements (and ongoing
negotiations relating to such collective bargaining agreements),
recognitions of labor organizations, certificates, licenses, and privileges—

(1) which have been issued, made, promulgated, granted,
or allowed to become effective, in the exercise of functions
(A) which were exercised by the Secretary of Health and Human

Services (or the Secretary's delegate), and (B) which relate
to functions which, by reason of this title, the amendments
made thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder, are

vested in the Commissioner of Social Security; and
(2) which are in effect immediately before March 31, 1995,

shall (to the extent that they relate to functions described in para-

graph (1)(B)) continue in effect according to their terms until
modified, terminated, suspended, set aside, or repealed by such
Commissioner, except that any collective bargaining agreement
shall remain in effect until the date of termination specified in
such agreement.

(c) CONTINUATION OF PROCEEDINGS.—The provisions of this

title (including the amendments made thereby) shall not affect
any proceeding pending before the Secretary of Health and Human
Services immediately before March 31, 1995, with respect to functions vested (by reason of this title, the amendments made thereby,

and regulations prescribed thereunder) in the Commissioner of
Social Security, except that such proceedings, to the extent that
such proceedings relate to such functions, shall continue before

such Commissioner. Orders shall be issued under any such proceeding, appeals taken therefrom, and payments shall be made pursuant
to such orders, in like manner as if this title had not been enacted,

and orders issued in any such proceeding shall continue in effect
until modified, terminated, superseded, or repealed by such
Commisiioner, by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by operation
of law.
(d) CoNTINUATION OF SUITS.—Except as provided in this subsection—

(1) the provisions of this title shall not affect suits com-

menced before March 31, 1995; and
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(2) in all such suits proceedings shall be had, appeals

taken, and judgments rendered, in the same manner and effect
as if this title had not been enacted.
No cause of action, and no suit, action, or other proceeding commenced by or against any officer in such officer's official capacity

as an officer of the Department of Health and Human Services,
shall abate by reason of the enactment of this title. In any suit,
action, or other proceeding pending immediately before March 31,
1995, the court or hearing officer may at any time, on the motion

of the court or hearing officer or that of a party, enter an order

which will give effect to the provisions of this subsection (including,
where appropriate, an order for substitution of parties).
(e) CONTINUATION OF PENALTIES.—This title shall not have
the effect of releasing or extinguishing any civil or criminal prosecu-

tion, penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred as a result of any
function which (by reason of this title, the amendments made
thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder) is vested in the

Commissioner of Social Security.
(f) JuDICIAL REVIEw.—Orders and actions of the Commissioner

of Social Security in the exercise of functions vested in such
Commissioner under this title and the amendments made thereby
(other than functions performed pursuant to 105(a)(2)) shall be

subject to judicial review to the same extent and in the same
manner as if such orders had been made and such actions had
been taken by the Secretary of Health and Human Services in

the exercise of such functions immediately before March 31, 1995.
Any statutory requirements relating to notice, hearings, action upon

the record, or administrative review that apply to any function
so vested in such Commissioner shall continue to apply to the

exercise of such function by such Commissioner.
(g) EXERCISE OF FuNCTIONS.—In the exercise of the functions

vested in the Commissioner of Social Security under this title,
the amendments made thereby, and regulations prescribed thereunder, such Commissioner shall have the same authority as that

vested in the Secretary of Health and Human Services with respect
to the exercise of such functions immediately preceding the vesting

of such functions in such Commissioner, and actions of such

Commissioner shall have the same force and effect as when exer-

cised by such Secretary.

SEC. 107. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TITLES

II AND XVI OF THE

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Title II of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

401 et seq.) (other than section 201, section 231(c), section 226,
and section 226A) and title XVI of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382 et
seq.) (other than section 1614(fX2)(B)) are each amended—

(1) by striking, wherever it appears, "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security";
(2) by striking, wherever it appears, "Department of Health

and Human Services" and inserting "Social Security Administration";

(3) by striking, wherever it appears, "Department" (but

only if it is not immediately succeeded by the words "of Health

and Human Services", and only if it is used in reference to
the Department of Health and Hunian Services) and inserting
"Administration"; and

42 USC 1381
et seq.
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(4) by striking, wherever it appears, each of the following
words (but, in the case of any such word only if such word
refers to the Secretary of Health and Human Services): "Secretary", "Secretary's", "his", "him", "he", "her", and "she", and
inserting (in the case of the word "Secretary") "Commissioner

of Social Security", (in the case of the word "Secretary's")

"Commissioner's", (in the case of the word "his") "the Commissioner's", (in the case of the word "him") "the Commissioner",

(in the case of the word "her") "the Commissioner" or "the
Commissioner's", as may be appropriate, and (in the case of
the words "she" or "he") "the Commissioner".
(b) AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 20 1.—

(1) Subsections (a)(3), (a)(4), (b)(1), and (b)(2) of section
201 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401) are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(2) Subsections (a)(3) and (b)(1) of section 201 of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 401) are amended by striking "such Secretary"
and inserting "such Commissioner".

(3) Section 201(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(c)) is
amended—

(A) in the first sentence, by inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security," before "the Secretary of the
Treasury"; and

(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking "Commissioner
of Social Security" and inserting "Deputy Commissioner
of Social Security".
(4) Section 201(g)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1)(A))
is amended—

(A) in clause (i), by striking "by him and the Secretary
of Health and Human Services" and inserting "by the Managing Trustee, the Commissioner of Social Security, and

the Secretary of Health and Human Services", and by
striking "by the Department of Health and Human Services

and the Treasury Department for the administration of
titles II, XVI, and XVIII of this Act" and inserting "by
the Department of Health and Human Services for the
administration of title XVIII of this Act, and by the Depart-

ment of the Treasury for the administration of titles II
and XVIII of this Act";

(B) in clause (ii), by striking "method prescribed by
the Board of Trustees under paragraph (4)" and inserting
"applicable method prescribed under paragraph (4)", by
striking "the Secretary of Health and Human Services"
and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security", and
by striking "the Department of Health and Human Services" and inserting "the Social Security Administration";
and

(C) in the matter following clause (ii), by striking "titles

II, XVI, and XVIII" in the first sentence and inserting
"titles II and XVIII", and by striking the last sentence
and inserting the following: "There are hereby authorized

to be made available for expenditure, out of any or all
of the Trust Funds, such amounts as the Congress may

deem appropriate to pay the costs of the part of the
administration of this title, title XVI, and title XVIII for
which the Commissioner of Social Security is responsible,
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the costs of title XVIII for which the Secretary of Health
and Human Services is responsible, and the costs of carrying out the functions of the Social Security Administration,
specified in section 232, which relate to the administration
of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 other

than those referred to in clause (i) of the first sentence

of this subparagraph.".
(4)(A) Section 201(g)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1))
is further amended by striking subparagraph (B) and inserting
the following new subparagraphs:
"(B) After the close of each fiscal year—
"(i) the Commissioner of Social Security shall determine—
"(I) the portion of the coEts, incurred during such fiscal

year, of administration of this title, title XVI, and title
XVIII for which the Commissioner is responsible and of
carrying out the functions of the Social Security Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the
administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 (other than those referred to in clause (i) of the
first sentence of subparagraph (A)), which should have

been borne by the general fund of the Treasury,
"(II) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund,
"(III) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund,

"(IV) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and
"(V) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund, and
"(ii) the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

determine—
"(I) the portion of the costs, incurred during such fiscal

year, of the administration of title XVIII for which the
Secretary is responsible, which should have been borne

by the general fund of the Treasury,
"(II) the portion of such costs which should have been

borne by the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and
"(III) the portion of such costs which should have been
borne by the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund.
"(C) After the determinations under subparagraph (B) have
been made for any fiscal year, the Commisioner of Social Security
and the Secretary shall each certify to the Managing Trustee the

amounts, if any, which should be transferred from one to any
of the other such Trust Funds and the amounts, if any, which
should be transferred between the Trust Funds (or one of the
Trust Funds) and the general fund of the Treasury, in order to
ensure that each of the Trust Funds and the general fund of
the Treasury have borne their proper share of the costs, incurred
during such fiscal year, for—

"(i) the parts of the administration of this title, title XVI,
and title XVIII for which the Commissioner of Social Security
is responsible,
"(ii) the parts of the administration of title XVIII for which
the Secretary is responsible, and
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'(iii) carrying out the functions of the Social Security

Administration, specified in section 232, which relate to the
administration of provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of

1986 (other than those referred to in clause (i) of the first

sentence of subparagraph (A)).

The Managing Trustee shall transfer any such amounts in accordance with any certification so made.
"(D) The determinations required under subclauses (N) and
(V) of subparagraph (B)(i) shall be made in accordance with the
cost allocation methodology in existence on the date of the enactment of the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Aet of 1994, until such time as the methodology for making
the determinations required under such subclauses is revised by

agreement of the Commissioner and the Secretary, except that
the determination of the amounts to be borne by the general fund
of the Treasury with respect to expenditures incurred in carrying
out the functions of the Social Security Administration specified
in section 232 shall be made pursuant to the applicable method
prescribed under paragraph (4).".
(5) Section 201(g)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2)) is
amended, in the second sentence, by striking "established and

maintained by the Secretary of Health and Human Services"

and inserting "maintained by the Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity", and by striking "Secretary shall furnish" and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security shall furnish".

(6) Section 201(g)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(4)) is

amended to read as follows:

"(4) The Commissioner of Social Security shall utilize the
method prescribed pursuant to this paragraph, as in effect imme-

diately before the date of the enactment of the Social Security
Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994, for determin-

mg the costs which should be borne by the general fund of the
Treasury of carrying out the functions of the Commissioner, specified in section 232, which relate to the administration of provisions

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (other than those referred
to in clause (i) of the first sentence of paragraph (1)(A)). If at
any time or times thereafter the Boards of Trustees of such Trust
Funds consider such action advisable, they may modify the method
of determining such costs.".
(7) Section 201(i)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(i)(1)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(iX 1) The Managing Trustee may accept on behalf of the United
States money gifts and bequests made unconditionally to the Fed-

eral Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund, or the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust

Fund or to the Social Security Administration, the Department
of Health and Human Services, or any part or officer thereof,

for the benefit of any of such Funds or any activity financed through
such Funds.".
(8) Subsections (j) and (k) of section 201 of such Act (42

U.S.C. 401) are each amended by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(9) Section 201(l)(3)(B)(iii)(II)
401(1X3)(B)(iii)(II)) is amended by

of such Act (42 U.S.C.
striking "Secretary" and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
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(10) Section 201(m)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(m)(3))
is amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(c) AMENDMENT TO SECTION 231.—Section 23 1(c) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 43 1(c)) is amended by striking "Secretary determines"
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security and the Secretary
jointly determine".
SEC. 108. ADDITIONAL CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE VII.—

(1) Title VII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 901
et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following new
section:
"DUTIES AND AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY

"SEC. 712. The Secretary shall perform the duties imposed
upon the Secretary by this Act. The Secretary is authorized to

42 USC 913.

appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and employees,
and to make such expenditures as may be necessary for carrying
out the functions of the Secretary under this Act. The Secretary

may appoint attorneys and experts without regard to the civil
service laws.".

(2) Section 706 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 907) is repealed.
This paragraph shall not apply with respect to the Advisory
Council for Social Security appointed in 1994.

(3) Paragraph (2) of section 709(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
9 10(b)) is amended by striking "(as estimated by the Secretary)"
and inserting "(for amounts which will be paid from the Federal

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, as estimated by the Commissioner, and for amounts which will be paid from the Federal
Hospital Insurance Trust and the Federal Supplementary Medi-

cal Insurance Trust Fund, as estimated by the Secretary)".
(b) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE Xl.—

(1) Section 1101(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1301(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(10) The term 'Administration' means the Social Security
Administration, except where the context requires otherwise.".
(2) Section 1106(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is
amended—
(A) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)";

(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "applicable
agency";

(C) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "head of the applicable agency"; and
(D) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(2) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (b), the
term 'applicable agency' means—

"(A) the Social Security Administration, with respect to
matter transmitted to or obtained by such Administration or
matter disclosed by such Administration, or

"(B) the Department of Health and Human Services, with
respect to matter transmitted to or obtained by such Department or matter disclosed by such Department.".

(3) Section 1106(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(b)) is

amended—

42 USC 907
note.
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(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "head of the applicable agency"; and

(B) by striking "Department of Health and Human

Services" and inserting "applicable agency".

(4) Section 1106(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

1306(c)) is

amended—
(A) by striking "the Secretary" the first place it appears

and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security or the
Secretary"; and
(B) by striking "the Secretary" each subsequent place
it appears and inserting "such Commissioner or Secretary".
(5) Section 1106(d) of such Act (added by section 311 of

this Act) is amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" the first place it appears

and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(B) by striking "Secretary" the second place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner";

(C) by striking "Secretary" the third place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner in consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services"; and
(D) by striking "Secretary" each subsequent place it
appears and inserting "Commissioner".

(6) Section 1107(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is
amended by striking "the Secretary of Health and Human
Services" and inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security
or the Secretary".
(7) Section 1110 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1310) is amended—

(A) by striking "he", "his", and "him" each place they
appear (except in subsection (b)(2)(A)) and inserting "the
Commissioner", "the Commissioner's", and "the Commissioner", respectively;
(B) in subsection (a)(2), by inserting "(or the Commis-

sioner, with respect to any jointly financed cooperative
agreement or grant concerning titles II or XVI)" after "Secretary";
(C) in subsection (b)(1)—

(i) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears
in the first two sentences and inserting "Commissioner";

(ii) by striking in the third sentence "determined
by the Secretary," and inserting "determined by the
Commissioner with respect to the old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance programs under title II and
the supplemental security income program under title
XVI, and by the Secretary with respect to other titles
of this Act,"; and

(iii) by striking the fourth sentence and inserting
the following new sentences: "If, in order to carry out

a project under this subsection, the Commissioner
requests a State to make supplementary payments
(or the Commissioner makes them pursuant to an
agreement under section 1616) to individuals who are

not eligible therefor, or in amounts or under circumstances in which the State does not make such
payments, the Commissioner shall reimburse such
State for the non-Federal share of such payments from

amounts appropriated to carry out title XVI. If, in
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order to carry out a project under this subsection,
the Secretary requests a State to provide medical
assistance under its plan approved under title XIX
to individuals who are not eligible therefor, or in
amounts or under circumstances in which the State
does not provide such medical assistance, the Secretary

shall reimburse such State for the non-Federal share
of such assistance from amounts appropriated to carry
out title XVI, which shall be provided by the Commissioner to the Secretary for this purpose.";
(D) in subsection (b)(2), by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner"; and
(E) in subsection (b), by striking paragraph (3).

(8) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 1127 of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 1320a—6) are each amended by striking "Secretary"
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(9) Section 1128(f) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320a—7(f)) is
amended—
(A) in paragraph (1), by inserting after "section 205(g)"
the following: ", except that, in so applying such sections
and section 205(1), any reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security Administra-

tion shall be considered a reference to the Secretary or
the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively", and

(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting after "title II" the

following: ", except that, in so applying such section and

section 205(1), any reference therein to the Commissioner
of Social Security shall be considered a reference to the
Secretary".
(10)(A) Section 1129 of such Act (added by section 206(b)
of this Act) is amended—

(i) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(ii) in subsection (a)(1)—

(I) by striking "exclude, as provided in section
1128," and inserting "recommend that the Secretary

exclude, as provided in section 1128,"; and

(II) by striking "and to direct" and all that follows
through "determines";
(iii) in subsection (g)—
(I) by striking "Secretary's" and inserting
"Commissioner's"; and
(II) by striking "the provisions" and all that follows

and inserting the following: "the Commissioner shall

notify the Secretary of the final determination and
the reasons therefor, and the Secretary shall then
notify the entities described in section 1128A(h) of
such final determination.";

(iv) in subsection (k), by inserting "based on a recommendation under subsection (a)" after "section 1128";
and

(v) in subsection (1) (added by section 206(e)(1)), by
striking "Department of Health and Human Services" and
inserting "Social Security Administration".
(B) Section 206(g) of this Act is amended—

42 USC 405
note.
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(i) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security"; and
(ii) by striking "Secretary has exercised" and inserting
"Commissioner has exercised".

(11) Section 1131 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—1) is

amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
(B) in subsection (a)( 1)(A), by adding "or" at the end;
(C) in subsection (aXl)(B), by striking "or" at the end;
(D) by striking subsection (a)(1)(C);

(E) by redesignating subsection (a)(2) as subsection

(aX3);

(F) by inserting after subsection (a)(1) the following

new paragraph:

"(2) the Secretary makes a finding of fact and a decision as
to the entitlement under section 226 of any individual to hospital

insurance benefits under part A of title XVIII, or"; and
(G) in the matter in subsection (a) following paragraph

(3) (as so redesignated), by striking "he" and inserting

"the Commissioner of Social Security", by striking "paragraph (1)" and inserting "paragraph (1) or (2)", by striking
"paragraph (2)" and insertin "paragraph (3)", and by striking "paragraph (1) or (2)(A)' and inserting "paragraph (1),
(2), or (3)(A)".

(12) Section 1140 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10) (as

amended by section 312 of this Act) is amended—
(A) in subsection (a)(2)—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(2)";

(ii) by striking "or of the Department of Health

and Human Services";

(iii) by striking "which the Secretary shall pre
scribe" and inserting "which the Commissioner of
Social Security shall prescribe"; and

(iv) by adding at the end the following new

"(13) No person may, for a fee, reproduce, reprint, or distribute

any item consisting of a form, application, or other publication
of the Department of Health and Human Services unless such
person has obtained specific, written authorization for such activity
in accordance with regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe.";
(B) in subsection (b), by striking "the Secretary" and
inserting "the Commissioner or the Secretary (as
applicable)";

(C) in subsection (c)(2), by striking "the Secretary"
each place it appears and inserting "the Commissioner
or the Secretary (as applicable)"; and
(D) in subsection (d), by striking "the Office of Inspector
General of the Department of Health and Human Services"

and inserting "the Office of the Inspector General of the

Social Security Administration or the Office of the Inspector
General of the Department of Health and Human Services
(as appropriate)".

(13) Section 1141 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—11) is

amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary" each place it appears and

inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";
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(B) by striking "Secretary's" each place it appears and
inserting "Commissioner's";

(C) in the first sentence of subsection (a), by striking
"under the direction of the Commissioner of Social Security,"; and

(D) in subsection (d)(6), by striking "Department of

Health Services and inserting "Social Security Administration".

(14) Section 1155 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320c—4) is
amended by striking "(to the same extent as is provided in
section 205(b))" and all that follows and inserting "(to the
same extent as beneficiaries under title II are entitled to a

hearing by the Commissioner of Social Security under section
205(b)). For purposes of the preceding sentence, subsection

(1) of section 205 shall apply, except that any reference in
such subsection to the Commissioner of Social Security or the

Social Stcurity Administration shall be deemed a reference
to the Secretary or the Department of Health and Human
Services, respectively. Where the amount in controversy is
$2,000 or more, such beneficiary shall be entitled to judicial
review of any final decision relating to a reconsideration
described in this subsection.".

(c) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XVIII.—

(1) Section 1817 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395i) is amended—

(A) in subsection (a), by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting

"Commissioner of Social Security";

(B) in subsection (b), by inserting "the Commissioner
of Social Security," before "the Secretary of the Treasury";
and
(C) in subsection (f), by striking "Secretary of Health
and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security".

(2) Section 1840(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395s(a)) is

amended—
(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "Secretary" and insert-

ing "Commissioner of Social Security", and by adding at

the end the following new sentence: "Such regulations shall

be prescribed after consultation with the Secretary."; and
(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "Secretary of Health

and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of
Social Security".
(3) Section 184 1(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395t) is amended

by inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security," before "the
Secretary of the Treasury".
(4) Section 1872 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395ii) is amended

by inserting after "title II" the following: ",

except

that, in

applying such provisions with respect to this title, any reference

therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social
Security Administration shall be considered a reference to the
Secretary or the Department of Health and Human Services,

respectively".
(5) Sections 1866(h)(1), 1869(b)(1), and 1881(g)(3) of such
Act (42 U.S.C. 1395cc(h)(1), 1395ffb)(1), 1395rr(g)(3)) are

amended by inserting after "section 205(g)" the following: ",
except that, in so applying such sections and in applying section
205(1) thereto, any reference therein to the Commissioner of
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Social Security or the Social Security Administration shall be

considered a reference to the Secretary or the Department

of Health and Human Services, respectively".
(6) Section 1876(c)(5)(B) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1395mm(c)(5)(B)) is amended by adding at the end the follow-

ing: "In applying sections 205(b) and 205(g) as provided in
this subparagraph, and in applying section 205(1) thereto, any
reference therein to the Commissioner of Social Security or
the Social Security Administration shall be considered a ref-

erence to the Secretary or the Department of Health and
Human Services, respectively.".

(d) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XIX.—
(1) Section 1902(a)(10)(A)(ii)(X1)

of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1396a(a)(10)(A)(ii)(X1)) is amended by striking "Secretary" and
inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(2) Section 1905(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396d(j)) is

amended by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".

(3) Section 1905(q)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396d(q)(2))

is amended by striking "Secretary" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(4) Section 1910(b)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396i(b)(2))

is amended, in the first sentence, by inserting after "section
205(g)" the following: ", except that, in so applying such sections

and in applying section 205(1) thereto, any reference therein
to the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security
Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary
or the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively".

(5) Section 1918 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396q) is amended

by inserting after "title II" the following: ", except that, in
so applying such subsections, and in applying section 205(1)
thereto, with respect to this title, any reference therein to
the Commissioner of Social Security or the Social Security
Administration shall be considered a reference to the Secretary

or the Department of Health and Human Services, respectively".

(e) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE.—Title 5,

United States Code, is amended—

(1) by adding at the end of section 5312 the following

new item:
"Commissioner of Social Security, Social Security Administration.";

(2) by adding at the end of section 5313 the following

new item:

"Deputy Commissioner of Social Security, Social Security
Administration.";

(3) by adding at the end of section 5315 the following

new item:
"Inspector General, Social Security Administration.";

(4) by striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare" each place it appears in section 8141 and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security"; and

(5) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
in section 8347(m)(3) and. inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security".

(0 AMENDMENTS TO FOOD STAMP ACT OF 1977.—
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(1) Sections 6(c)(3) and 8(e)(6) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(c)(3) and 2017(e)(6)) are each amended
by inserting "the Commissioner of Social Security and" before
"the Secretary of Health and Human Services".
(2) Sections 6(g), 11(j), and 16(e) of such Act (7 U.S.C.

2015(g), 2020(j), and 2025(e)) are each amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 11(i) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(i)) is amended
by adding ", the Commissioner of Social Security" after "the
Secretary".
(g) AMENDMENT TO TITLE 14, UNITED STATES CODE.—Section

707(e)(3) of title 14, United States Code, is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(h) AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986.—

(1) Subsections (c)(1), (c)(2)(E), (e)(2), (g)(1), (g)(2)(A), and
(g)(2)(B) of section 1402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".

(2) Section 3121(b)(10)(B) of such Code is amended by
striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place
it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 3127 of such Code is amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security'.
(4) Section 6050F(c)(1)(A) of such Code is amended by
striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(5) Subsections (d) and (f) of section 6057 of such Code
are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".
(6) Section 6103(l)(5) of such Code is amended—

(A) by striking "DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERvICES" in the heading and inserting "SocIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION"; and

(B) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

ices" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(7) Subsections (d)(3)(C) and (e) of section 6402 of such
Code are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security".

(8) Section 6511(d)(5) of such Code is amended by striking

"Secretary of Health and Human Services" and inserting
"Commissioner of Social Security".

(9)(A) Subsections (b)(2) and (h) of section 9704 of such
Code are amended by striking "Secretary of Health and Human
Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(B) Section 9706 of such Code is amended—

(i) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner
of Social Security";
(ii) in such section as amended by clause (i), by striking

"Secretary" each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner"; and
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(iii) in subsection (dX3), by striking "Secretary's" and
inserting "Commissioner's".
(i) AMENDMENTS TO BLACK LuIG BENEFITS ACT.—

(1) Section 402(c) of the Black Lung Benefits Act (30 U.S.C.

902(c)) is amended by striking "where used in part B" and
all that follows through "part C" and inserting 'where used
in part C".

(2) Part B of such Act (30 U.S.C. 921 et seq.) is amended
by striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Secu-

rity", and by striking "Secretary" each place it otherwise
appears in reference to the Secretary of Health and Human

Services and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(3) Section 426 of such Act (30 U.S.C. 936) is amended—

(A) in subsection (a), by striking "and the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare" and inserting ", the
Commissioner of Social Security, and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services"; and

(B) in subsection (b), by striking "the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare" and inserting "the
Commissioner of Social Security".

(4) Section 435 of such Act (30 U.S.C. 945) is amended
by striking "Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare" each
place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".

(5) Section 508 of such Act (30 U.S.C. 957) is amended
by striking "the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,"

and insertin "the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
the Commissioner of Social Security,".

(j) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 31, UNITED STATES CODE.—

(1) Section 901(b)(2) of title 31, United States Code, is

amended by adding at the end the following:
"(H) The Social Security Administration.".
(2) Section 3720A(f)(2) of such title is amended by striking
"Secretary of Health and Human Services" each place it appears
and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security".
(k) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 38, UNITED STATES CODE.—Section

5105 of title 38, United States Code, is amended—

(1) by striking "Secretary of Health and Human Services"
each place it appears and inserting "Commissioner of Social
Security"; and

(2) by striking the second sentence of subsection (b) and
insertin the following new sentence: "A copy of each such
application filed with either the Secretary or the Commissioner,
together with any additional information and supporting documents (or certifications thereof) which may have been received

by the Secretary or the Commissioner with such application,
and which may be needed by the other official in connection
therewith, shall be transmitted by the Secretary or the Commissioner receiving the application to the other official.".

(1) AMENDMENTS TO INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT OF 1978.—

(1) Section 9(a)(1) of the Inspector General Act of 1978

(5 U.S.C. App.) is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (V);

and

(B) by adding at the end the following new subpara-

graph:
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"(W) of the Social Security Administration, the functions of the Inspector General of the Department of Health
and Human Services which are transferred to the Social
Security Administration by the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994 (other than
functions performed pursuant to section 105(a)(2) of such
Act), except that such transfers shall be made in accordance

with the provisions of such Act and shall not be subject
to subsections (b) through (d) of this section; and".

(2) Section 11 of such Act (5 U.S.C. App.) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (1), by inserting "; or the Commissioner of Social Security, Social Security Administration"
before "; as the case may be"; and

(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting ", or the Social Security Administration" before "; as the case may be".
(m) SECTION 505 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMEND-

MENTS OF 1980.—Section 505 of the Social Security Disability

42 USC 1310
note.

Amendments of 1980 is amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking "Secretary of Health and
Human Services" and inserting "Commissioner of Social Security";

(2) in subsection (a)(3), by amending the first sentence

to read as follows: "In the case of any experiment or demonstration project under paragraph (1) which is initiated before June

10, 1996, the Commissioner may waive compliance with the
benefit requirements of title II of the Social Security Act, and
the Secretary of Health and Human Services may (upon the
request of the Commissioner) waive compliance with the benefits requirements of title XVIII of such Act, insofar as is necessary for a thorough evaluation of the alternative methods
under consideration."; and
(3) in subsections (a) and (c), by striking "Secretary" each
place it otherwise appears and inserting "Commissioner".
SEC. 109. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.

(a) REFERENCES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERvICES.—Whenever any reference is made in any provision of

law (other than this title or a provision of law amended by this
title), regulation, rule, record, or document to the Department of
Health and Human Services with respect to such Department's
functions under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program under title II of the Social Security Act or the supplemental

security income program under title XVI of such Act or other
functions performed by the Social Security Administration pursuant
to section 105(a)(2) of this Act, such reference shall be considered
a reference to the Social Security Administration.

(b) REFERENCES TO THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND Huiti

SERvICES.—Whenever any reference is made in any provision of

law (other than this title or a provision of law amended by this
title), regulation, rule, record, or document to the Secretary of
Health and Human Services with respect to such Secretary's functions under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program
under title II of the Social Security Act or the supplemental security

income program under title XVI of such Act or other functions
performed by the Commissioner of Social Security pursuant to
section 105(a)(2) of this Act, such reference shall be considered
a reference to the Commissioner of Social Security.

42 USC 901
note.
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(c) REFERENCES TO OTHER OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.—When-

ever any reference is made in any provision of law (other than
this title or a provision of law amended by this title), regulation,
rule, record, or document to any other officer or employee of the
Department of Health and Human Services with respect to such
officer or employee's functions under the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance program under title II of the Social Security
Act or the supplementa' security income program under title XVI
of such Act or other functions performed by the officer or employee
of the Social Security Administration pursuant to section 105(a)(2)

of this Act, such reference shall be considered a reference to the
appropriate officer or employee of the Social Security Administration.
42 USC 401
note.

SEC. 110. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in this title,

this title, and the amendments made by such title, shall take

effect March 31, 1995.
(b) TRANSITION RULES.—Section 106 shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act.
(c) EXCEPTIONS.—The amendments made by section 103, subsections (b)(4) and (c) of section 105, and subsections (a)(1), (e)(1),

(e)(2), (e)(3), and (l)(2) of section 108 shall take effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act.

TITLE Il—PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
RELATING TO OASDI AND SSI
SEC. 201. RESTRICTIONS ON PAYMENT OF BENEFITS BASED ON
DISABILITY TO SUBSTANCE ABUSERS.

(a) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY
UNDER TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—
(1) REQUIRED PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 205(j)(1) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(1)) is amended—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(j)(1)";
(ii) in the last sentence, by inserting ", if the
interest of the individual under this title would be

served thereby," after "alternative representative payee
or"; and
(iii)

by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:

"(B) In the case of an individual entitled to benefits based

on disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor

material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
under a disability, certification of payment of such benefits to
a representative payee shall be deemed to serve the interest of
such individual under this title. In any case in which such certification is so deemed under this subparagraph to serve the interest
of an individual, the Secretary shall include, in such individual's
notification of entitlement, a notice that alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determina-

tion of such individual's disability and that the Secretary is
therefore required to make a certification of payment of such
individual's benefits to a representative payee.".
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(B)

CONFORMING
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AMENDMENT.—Sectjon

205(j)(2)(D)(ij)(I[) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(j)(2)(D)(ii)(H)) 42 Usc 405.

is amended by striking "or under the age of 15" and inserting ", under the age of 15 years, or (if alcoholism or drug
addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's

determination that the individual is under a disability)
is eligible for benefits under this title by reason of disabil-

ity.".
(C) 90-DAY DELAY IN DEFERRAL OR SUSPENSION OF 42 USC 405
BENEFITS FOR CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—In the case of an note.

individual who, as of 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, has been determined to be under a disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the determination of the Secretary of Health
and Human Services that he individual is under a disabil-

ity, the Secretary may, notwithstanding clauses (i) and
(ii) of section 205(j)(2)(D) of the Social Security Act, make

direct payment of benefits to such individual during the
90-day period commencing with the date on which such

individual is provided the notice described in subparagraph
(D)(ii) of this paragraph, until such time during such period
as the selection of a representative payee is made pursuant
to section 205(j) of such Act.
(D) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(i) GENERAL RULE.—Except as provided in clause

(ii), the amendments made by this paragraph shall

42 USC 405
note.

apply with respect to benefits paid in months beginning

after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(ii) TREATMENT OF CURRENT BENEFICIARIE5.—In

any case in which—

(I) an individual is entitled to benefits based
on disability (as defined in section 205(j)(7) of the
Social Security Act, as amended by this section),
(II) the determination of disability was made

by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
during or before the 180-day period following the

date of the enactment of this Act, and
(III) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is under a disability,

the amendments made by this paragraph shall apply

with respect to benefits paid in months after the month
in which such individual is notified by the Secretary

in writing that alcoholism or drug addiction is a
contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination and that the Secretary is therefore required
to make a certification of payment of such individual's
benefits to a representative payee.

(E) STUDY REGARDING FEASIBILITY, COST, AND EQUITY
OF REQUIRING REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES FOR ALL DISABILITY

BENEFICIARIES SUFFERING FROM ALCOHOLISM OR DRUG
ADDICTION.—

(i) STUDY.—A5 soon as practicable after the date

of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall conduct a study of the rep-

42 USC 405

note.
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resentative payee program. In such study, the Secretary shall examine—
(I) the feasibility, cost, and equity of requiring

representative payees for all individuals entitled

to benefits based on disability under title II or
XVI of the Social Security Act who suffer from
alcoholism or drug addiction, irrespective of

whether the alcoholism or drug addiction was
material in any case to the Secretary's determina-

tion of disability,
(II) the feasibility, cost, and equity of providing

benefits through non-cash means, including (but

not limited to) vouchers, debit cards, and electronic
benefits transfer systems,

(III) the extent to which child beneficiaries
are afflicted by drug addition or alcoholism and
ways of addressing such affliction, including the

feasibility of requiring treatment, and
(IV) the extent to which children's representa-

tive payees are afflicted by drug addiction or
alcoholism, and methods to identify children's rep-

resentative payees afflicted by drug addition or
alcoholism and to ensure that benefits continue
to be provided to beneficiaries appropriately.
(ii) REPORT.—Not later than December 31, 1995,
the Secretary shall transmit to the Committee on Ways

and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate a report setting
forth the findings of the Secretary based on such study.

Such report shall include such recommendations for
administrative or legislative changes as the Secretary
considers appropriate.
(2) INCREASED RELIANCE ON PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—
(A) PREFERENCE REQUIRED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL REP-

RESENTATIVE PAYEES.—Section 205(jX2)(C) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 405(j)(2)(C)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new clause:

"(v) In the case of an individual entitled to benefits based

on disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor

material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
under a disability, when selecting such individual's representative
payee, preference shall be given to—

"(I) a community-based nonprofit social service agency

licensed or bonded by the State,

"(II) a Federal, State, or local government agency whose
mission is to carry out income maintenance, social service,
or health care-related activities,

"(III) a State or local government agency with fiduciary

responsibilities, or

a designee of an agency (other than of a Federal

agency) referred to in the preceding subclauses of this clause,
if the Secretary deems it appropriate,
unless the Secretary determines that selection of a family member
would be appropriate.".
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(B) AvnrnLI1'Y OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND OTHER
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS TO SERVE AS REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—

(i) ALLOWABLE FEES.—Section 205(j)(4)(A) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j)(4)) is amended—

(I) by redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) as
subclauses (I) and (II), respectively;
(II) by inserting "(i)" after "(4)(A)";
(III) by striking subclause (II) (as redesignated

by subclause (I) of this clause) and inserting the
following:

"(II) $25.00 per month ($50.00 per month in any case

in which the individual is entitled to benefits based on disability
and alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor mate-

rial 'the Secretary's determination that the individual is
under a disability).";

(N)

by

inserting, after and below subclause

(II) (as amended), the following new sentence:

"The Secretary shall adjust annually (after 1995) each dollar

amount set forth in subclause (II) under procedures providing for
adjustments in the same manner and to the same extent as adjustments are provided for under the procedures used to adjust benefit
amounts under section 215(i)(2)(A), except that any amount so

adjusted that is not a multiple of $1.00 shall be rounded to the
nearest multiple of $1.00."; and

(V) by adding at the end the following new

clause:

"(ii) In the case of an individual who is no longer currently

entitled to monthly insurance benefits under this title but to whom

all past-due benefits have not been paid, for purposes of clause
(i), any amount of such past-due benefits payable in any month
shall be treated as a monthly benefit referred to in clause (i)(I).".
(ii) INCLUSION OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES AS
ORGANIZATIONS.—Section 205(j )(4)(B) of

QUALIFIED

such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(jX4)(B)) is amended—

(I) by inserting "State or local government
agency whose mission is to carry out income
maintenance, social service, or health care-related
activities, any State or local government agency
with fiduciary responsibilities, or any" after
"means any";

(II) by striking "representative payee and
which," and inserting "representative payee, if
such agency,";

(III) by striking ", and" at the end of clause

(ii) and inserting a period; and
(IV) by striking clause (iii).

(iii) RETROACTIVE REPEAL OF SUNSET.—Effective

July 1, 1994, section 205(jX4) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(jX4)) is amended by striking subparagraph (D).
(C) DEFINITI0N.—Section 205(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

405(j)) is amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

"(7) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'benefit based
on disability' of an individual means a disability insurance benefit
of such individual under section 223 or a child's, widow's, or widow-
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er's insurance benefit of such individual under section 202 based
42 Usc 405
note.

on such individual's disability.".
(D) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Except as provided in subpara-

graph (B)(iii), the amendments made by this paragraph

shall apply with respect to months beginning after 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(3) NONPAYMENT OR TERMINATION OF BENEFITS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 225 of such Act (42 U.s.c.
425) is amended—
(i) by striking the heading and inserting the following:
"ADDITIONAL RULES RELATING TO BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY

"5uspension of Benefits";

(ii) by inserting before subsection (b) the following
new heading:

"Continued Payments During Rehabilitation Program";
and

(iii) by adding at the end the following new sub-

section:

"Nonpayment or Termination of Benefits Where Entitlement
Involves Alcoholism or Drug Addiction

"(c)(1)(A) In the case of any individual entitled to benefits

based on disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing
factor material to the 5ecretary's determination that such individual
is under a disability, such individual shall comply with the provi-

sions of this subsection. In any case in which an individual is

required to comply with the provisions of this subsection, the 5ecretary shall include, in such individual's notification of entitlement,
a notice informing such individual of such requirement.

"(B) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, if an

individual who is required under subparagraph (A) to comply with

the provisions of this subsection is determined by the 5ecretary
not to be in compliance with the provisions of this subsection,
such individual's benefits based on disability shall be suspended
for a period—

"(i) commencing with the first month following the month

in which such individual is notified by the 5ecretary of the
determination of noncompliance and that the individual's benefits will be suspended, and

"(ii) ending with the month preceding the first month,
after the determination of noncompliance, in which such
individual demonstrates that he or she has reestablished and
maintained compliance with such provisions for the applicable
period specified in paragraph (3).
'(2)(A) An individual described in paragraph (1) is in compliance

with the requirements of this subsection for a month if in such
month—

"(i) such individual undergoes substance abuse treatment
which is appropriate for such individual's condition diagnosed

as alcoholism or drug addiction and for the stage of such

individual's rehabilitation and which is conducted at an institu-
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tion or facility approved for purposes of this subsection by
the Secretary, and
"(ii) such individual complies in such month with the terms,

conditions, and requirements of such treatment and with
requirements imposed by the Secretary uider paragraph (5).

"(B) An individual described in paragraph (1) may be determined as failing to comply with the requirements of this subsection
for a month only if treatment meeting the requirements of subparagraph (A)(i) is available for that month, as determined pursuant
to regulations of the Secretary.
"(3) The applicable period specified in this paragraph is—
"(A) 2 consecutive months, in the case of a first determination that an individual is not in compliance with the requirementsof this subsection,
"(B) 3 consecutive months, in the case of the second such
determination with respect to the individual, or

"(C) 6 consecutive months, in the case of the third or
subsequent such determination with respect to the individual.
"(4) In any case in which an individual's benefit is suspended
for a period of 12 consecutive months for failure to comply with
treatment described in paragraph (2) of this subsection, the month
following such period shall be deemed, for purposes of section
223(a)(1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i), (e)(1), or (0(1) of section 202
(as applicable), the termination month with respect to such entitlem ent.

"(5)(A) The Secretary shall provide for the monitoring and
testing of individuals who are receiving benefits under this title
and who as a condition of payment of such benefits are required
to be undergoing treatment under paragraph (1) and complying
with the terms, conditions, and requirements thereof as described
in paragraph (2)(A), in order to assure such compliance.
"(B) rFhe Secretary, in consultation with drug and alcohol treattnent professionals, shall issue regulations—
"(i) defining appropriate treatment for alcoholics and drug
addicts who are subject to appropriate substance abuse treatment required under this subsection, and
"(ii) establishing guidelines to be used to review and evaluate their compliance, including measures of the progress
expected to be achieved by participants in such programs.

"(C)(i) For purposes of carrying out the requirements of sub-

paragraphs (A) and (B), the Secretary shall provide for the establish-

ment of one or more referral and monitoring agencies for each
State.

"(ii) Each referral and monitoring agency for a State shall—
"(I) identify appropriate placements, for individuals residing in such State who are entitled to benefits based on disability
and with respect to whom alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that they are under a disability, where they may obtain treatment described in paragraph (2)(A),

"(II) refer such individuals to such placements for such

treatment, and
"(III) monitor compliance with the requirements of para-

graph (2)(A) by individuals who are referred by the agency
to such placements and promptly report failures to comply
to the Secretary.

79—1; 0
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"(D) There are authorized to be transferred from the Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund such sums as are necessary to

carry out the requirements of this paragraph for referral, monitoring, and testing.
"(6)(A) In the case of any individual who is entitled to a benefit
based on disability for any month, if alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination

that the individual is under a disability, payment of any pastdue monthly insurance benefits under this title to which such
individual is entitled shall be made in any month only to the
extent that the sum of—
"(i) the amount of such past-due benefit paid in such month,
and

"(ii) the amount of any benefit for the preceding month

under such current entitlement which is payable in such month,

does not exceed, subject to subparagraph (B), twice the amount
of such individual's benefit for the preceding month (determined
without applying any reductions or deductions under this title).
"(B)(i) In the case of an individual who is no longer currently
entitled to monthly insurance benefits under this title but to whom
any amount of past-due benefits has not been paid, for purposes
of subparagraph (A), such individual's monthly insurance benefit
for such individual's last month of entitlement shall be treated
as such individual's benefit for the preceding month.

"(ii) For the first month in which an individual's past-due
benefits referred to in subparagraph (A) are paid, the amount
of the limitation provided in subparagraph (A) shall be increased
by the amount of any debts of such individual related to housing

which are outstanding as of the end of the preceding month
and which are resulting in a high risk of homelessness for such
individual.

"(C) Upon the death of an individual to whom payment of
past-due benefits has been limited under subparagraph (A), any
amount of such past-due benefits remaining unpaid shall be treated
as an underpayment for purposes of section 204.

"(D) In the case of an individual who would be entitled to
benefits based on disability but for termination of such benefits
under paragraph (4) or (7), such individual shall be entitled to

payment of past-due benefits under this paragraph as if such
individual continued to be entitled to such terminated benefits.
"(7)(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), in the case of any individual entitled to benefits based on disability, if—

"(i) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that such individual
is under a disability, and
"(ii) as of the end of the 36-month period beginning with
such individual's first month of entitlement, such individual
would not otherwise be disabled but for alcoholism or drug
addiction,

the month following such 36-month period shall be deemed, for
purposes of section 223(a)(1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i), (e)(1), or
(fXl) of section 202 (as applicable), the termination month with
respect to such entitlement. Such individual whose entitlement
is terminated under this paragraph may not be entitled to benefits
based on disability for any month following such 36-month period
if, in such following month, alcoholism or drug addiction is a contrib-
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uting factor material to the Secretary's determination that such
individual is under a disability.
"(B) In determining whether the 36-month period referred to
in subparagraph (A) has elapsed—

"(i) a month shall not be taken into account unless the
Secretary determines, under regulations of the Secretary, that
treatment required under this subsection is available to the
individual for the month, and

"(ii) any month for which a suspension is in effect for

the individual under paragraph (1)(B) shall not be taken into
account.

"(8) Monthly insurance benefits under this title which would
be payable to any individual (other than the disabled individual
to whom benefits are not payable by reason of this subsection)
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such
disabled individual but for the provisions of paragraph (1), (4),
or (7) shall be payable as though such paragraph did not apply.
"(9) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'benefit based
on disability' of an individual means a disability insurance benefit
of such individual under section 223 or a child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit of such individual under section 202 based
on the disability of such individual.".
(B) REPORT.—NOt later than December 31, 1996, the

Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Finance of the Senate a full and complete report on
the Secretary's activities under paragraph (5) of section

225(c) of the Social Security Act (as amended by subparagraph (A)). Such report shall include the number and

percentage of individuals referred to in such paragraph

who have not received regular drug testing since the effective date of such paragraph.
(C) SUNSET OF 36-MONTH RULE.—Section 225(c)(7) of 42 Usc 425

the Social Security Act (added by subparagraph (A)) shall
cease to be effective with respect to benefits for months
after September 2004.
(D) PRESERVATION OF MEDICARE BENEFITS.—

(i) Section 226 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 426) is

amended by adding at the end the following:
"(i) For purposes of this section, each person whose monthly

insurance benefit for any month is terminated or is otherwise
not payable solely by reason of paragraph (1) or (7) of section
225(c) shall be treated as entitled to such benefit for such month.".
(ii) Section 226A of such Act (42 U.S.C. 426A)

42 USC 426-1.

is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(c) For purposes of this section, each person whose monthly

insurance benefit for any month is terminated or is otherwise
not payable solely by reason of paragraph (1) or (7) of section
225(c) shall be treated as entitled to such benefit for such month.".
(E) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

42 USC 425

(i) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in
this paragraph, the amendments made by this para-

graph shall apply with respect to benefits based on
disability (as defined in section 225(c)(9) of the Social
Security Act, added by this section) which are otherwise payable in months beginning after 180 days after

the date of the enactment of this Act. The Secretary

Regulations.
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of Health and Human Services shall issue regulations
necessary to carry out the amendments made by this

paragraph not later than 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
(ii) REFERRAL AND MONITORING AGENCIES.—Section

225(c)(5) of the Social Security Act (added by this sub-

section) shall take effect 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
(iii)

TERMINATION AVER 36 MONTHS.—Section

225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act (added by this sub-

section) shall apply with respect to benefits based on
disability (as so defined) for months beginning after
180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(F) TRANSITION RULES FOR CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

In any case in which an individual is entitled to benefits
based on disability, the determination of disability was
made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
during or before the 180-day period following the date
of the enactment of this Act, and alcoholism or drug addic-

tion is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's
determination that the individual is under a disability—
(i)

TREATMENT REQUIREMENT.—Paragraphs

(1)

through (4) of section 225(c) of the Social Security
Act (added by this subsection) shall apply only with
respect to benefits paid in months after the month
in which such individual is notified by the Secretary
in writing that alcoholism or drug addiction is a
contributing factor material to the Secretary's deter-

mination and that such individual is therefore required
to comply with the provisions of section 225(c) of such

Act.
(ii) TERMINATION AFTER 36 MONTHS.—

(I) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of section
225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act (added by this
subsection), the first month of entitlement beginning after 180 days after the date of the enactment

of this Act shall be treated as the individual's
first month of entitlement to such benefits.

(II) CONCURRENT BENEFICIARIES CURRENTLY

UNDER TREATMENT.—In any case in which the

individual is also entitled to benefits under title

XVI and, as of 180 days after the date of the

enactment of this Act, such individual is under-

going treatment required under section 1611(e)(3)
of the Social Security Act (as in effect immediately
before the date of the enactment of this Act), the

Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
notify such individual of the provisions of section
225(c)(7) of the Social Security Act (added by this
subsection) not later than 180 days after the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(III) CONCURRENT BENEFICIARIES NOT CURRENTLY UNDER TREATMENT.—In any case in which

the individual is also entitled to benefits under
title XVI but, as of 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act, such individual is not
undergoing treatment described in subclause (II),
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section 225(c)(7) (added by this subsection) shall

apply only with respect to benefits for months

after the month in which treatment required under
section 1611(e)(3) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by subsection (b)) is available, as determined under regulations of the Secretary of Health
and Human Services, and the Secretary notifies
such individual of the availability of such treatment and describes in such notification the provisions of section 225(c)(7) of the Social Security
Act (added by this subsection).
(4) IRRELEVANCE OF LEGALITY OF SERVICES PERFORMED IN
DETERMINING SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 223(d)(4) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 423(d)(4)) is amended—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after "(4)"; and
(ii)

by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:

"(B) In determining under subparagraph (A) when services

performed or earnings derived from services demonstrate an individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful activity, the Secretary
shall apply the criteria described in subparagraph (A) with respect

to services performed by any individual without regard to the

legality of such services.".

(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT RELATING TO TRIAL

WORK.—Section 222(c)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 422(c)(2))

is amended by inserting "(whether legal or illegal)" after

"activity".
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

paragraph shall take effect on the date of the enactment

of this Act.
AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOME BENEFITS UNDER TITLE XVI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
(b)

ACT.—

(1) REQUIRED PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 163 1(a)(2)(A) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(A)) is amended—
(i) in clause (ii)—
(I) by inserting "(I)" after "(ii)";
(II) by striking "or in the case of any individual
or eligible spouse referred to in section
1611(e)(3)(A),"; and

(III) by adding after and below the end the

following:

"(II) In the case of an individual eligible for benefits under
this title by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that the individual is disabled, the payment of such benefits to
a representative payee shall be deemed to serve the interest of
the individual under this title. In any case in which such payment

is so deemed under this subclause to serve the interest of an

individual, the Secretary shall include, in the individual's notification of such eligibility, a notice that alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that the individual is disabled and that the Secretary is therefore

42 USC 422
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required to pay the individual's benefits to a representative payee.";
and

(ii) in clause (iii), by striking "to the individual
or eligible spouse or to an alternative representative

payee of the individual or eligible spouse" and inserting

'to an alternative representative payee of the individ-

ual or eligible spouse or, if the interest of the individual
under this title would be served thereby, to the individual or eligible spouse".
CONFORMING
(B)
163 1(a)(2)(B)(viii)(II)
of
such

AMENDMENT.—Section

Act
U.s.c.
(42
1383(a)(2)(B)(viii)(II)) is amended by striking "15 years"
and all that follows and inserting "of 15 years, or (if alcohol-

ism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material

to the Secretary's determination that the individual is dis-

abled) is eligible for benefits under this title by reason

42 USC 1383

of disability.".
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

paragraph shall apply with respect to months beginning

after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
(2) INCREASED RELIANCE ON PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—
(A) PREFERENCE REQUIRED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL REP-

RESENTATIVE PAYEES.—Section 163 1(a)(2)(B) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)), as amended by paragraph (1)(B)
of this subsection, is amended—

(i) by redesignating clauses (vii) through (xii) as
clauses (viii) through (xiii), respectively;

(ii) by inserting after clause (vi) the following:
"(vii) In the case of an individual eligible for benefits under
this titlo by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction
is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that the individual is disabled, when selecting such individual's
representative payee, preference shall be given to—

"(I) a community-based nonprofit social service agency

licensed or bonded by the State;

"(II) a Federal, State, or local government agency whose
mission is to carry out income maintenance, social service,
or health care-related activities;

"(III) a State or local government agency with fiduciary

responsibilities; or

"(N) a designee of an agency (other than of a Federal
agency) referred to in the preceding subclauses of this clause,
if the Secretary deems it appropriate,
unless the Secretary determines that selection of a family member
would be appropriate.";
(iii) in clause (viii) (as so redesignated), by striking
"clause (viii)" and inserting "clause (ix)";
(iv) in clause (ix) (as so redesignated), by striking
"(vii)" and inserting "(viii)";
(v) in clause (xiii) (as so redesignated)—

(I) by striking "(xi)" and insertin "(xii)"; and

(II) by striking "(x)" and inserting '(xi)".
(B) AvMIILITY OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND OTHER
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS TO SERVE AS REPRESENTATIVE
PAYEES.—
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(i) ALLOWABLE FEES.—Sectjon 163 1(a)(2)(D) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D)) is amended—
(I) in clause (i)—

(aa) by striking subclause (II) and insert-

ing the following:

"(II) $25.00 per month ($50.00 per month in any case
in which an individual is eligible for benefits under this title
by reason of disability and alcoholism or drug addiction is
a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination
that the individual is disabled)."; and
(bb) by inserting after the 1st sentence
the following:

"The Secretary shall adjust annually (after 1995) each dollar
amount set forth in subclause (II) of this clause under procedures
providing for adjustments in the same manner and to the same

extent as adjustments are provided for under the procedures used
to adjust benefit amounts under section 215(i)(2)(A), except that
any amount so adjusted that is not a multiple of $1.00 shall be
rounded to the nearest multiple of $1.00."; and
(II) by adding at the end the following:

"(v) In the case of an individual who is no longer eligible
for benefits under this title but to whom any amount of pastdue benefits under this title has not been paid, for purposes of
clause (i), any amount of such past-due benefits payable in any
month shall be treated as a monthly benefit referred to in clause
(i)(I).".

(ii) INCLUSION OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES AS
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS__Section 163 1(a)(2)(D)(ij) of

such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D)(ij)) is amended—
(I) by inserting "State or local government

agency whose mission is to carry out income
maintenance, social service, or health care-related
activities, any State or local government agency

with fiduciary responsibilities, or any" after
"means any";
(II) by inserting a comma after "service
agency";

(III) by adding "and" at the end of subclause

(I); and

(N) in subclause (II)—
(aa) by adding "and" at the end of item
(aa);

(bb) by striking "; and" at the end of item
(bb) and inserting a period; and
(cc) by striking item (cc).
(iii) RETROACTIVE REPEAL OF SUNSET.—

(I) REpEAL.—Effective July 1, 1994, section
163 1(a)(2)(D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D))
is amended by striking clause (iv).
(II)
CONFORMING
AMENDMENT.—Section
163 1(a)(2)(D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D))

is amended by redesignating clause (v) (as added
by clause (i)(II) of this subparagraph) as clause

(iv).
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Except as provided in subpara-

graph (B)(iii)(I), the amendments made by this paragraph

42 USC 1383
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shall apply with respect to months beginning after 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(3) NONPAYMENT OR TERMINATION OF BENEFITS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 1611(e)(3)(A) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 1382(e)(3)(A)) is amended to read as follows:

"(A)(i)(I) In the case of any individual eligible for benefits

under this title solely by reason of disability, if alcoholism or drug
addiction is a contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, the individual shall comply

with the provisions of this subparagraph. In any case in which
an individual is required to comply with the provisions of this
subparagraph, the Secretary shall include in the individual's
notification of such eligibility a notice informing the individual
of such requirement.

"(II) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, if an
individual who is required under subclause (I) to comply with
the requirements of this subparagraph is determined by the Secretary not to be in compliance with the provisions of this subparagraph, the individual's benefits under this title by reason of
disability shall be suspended for a period—
"(aa) commencing with the first month following the month

in which the individual is notified by the Secretary of the
determination of noncompliance and that the individual's benefits will be suspended; and

"(bb) ending with the month preceding the first month,

after the determination of noncompliance, in which the individ-

ual demonstrates that he or she has reestablished and main-

tained compliance with such provisions for the applicable period
specified in clause (iii).

"(ii)(I) An individual described in clause (i) is in compliance

with the requirements of this subparagraph for a month if in
such month—

"(aa) the individual undergoes substance abuse treatment,
which is appropriate for the individual's condition diagnosed
as alcoholism or drug addiction and for the stage of the individual's rehabilitation and which is conducted at an institution
or facility approved for purposes of this subparagraph by the
Secretary; and
"(bb) the individual complies in such month with the terms,
conditions, and requirements of the treatment and with requirements imposed by the Secretary under this paragraph.
"(II) An individual described in clause (i) may be determined

as failing to comply with the requirements of this subparagraph

for a month only if treatment meeting the requirements of subclause
(I)(aa) is available for the month, as determined pursuant to regulations of the Secretary.
"(iii) The applicable period specified in this clause is—
"(I) 2 consecutive months, in the case of a 1st determination

that an individual is not in compliance with the requirements
of this subparagraph;
"(II) 3 consecutive months, in the case of the 2nd such

determination with respect to the individual; or
"(III) 6 consecutive months, in the case of the 3rd or subsequent such determination with respect to the individual.
"(iv) An individual who is not in compliance with this paragraph

for 12 consecutive months shall not be eligible for supplemental
security income benefits under this title. The preceding sentence
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shall not be construed to prevent the individual from reapplying
and becoming eligible for such benefits.

"(v)(I) In the case of any individual eligible for benefits under

this title by reason of disability, if—

"(aa) alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor
material to the Secretary's determination that the individual

is disabled; and
"(bb) as of the end of the 36-month period beginning with
the 1st month for which such benefits by reason of disability

are payable to the individual, the individual would not otherwise be disabled but for alcoholism or drug addiction,

the individual shall not be eligible for such benefits by reason
of disability for any month following such 36-month period if, in
such following month, alcoholism or drug addiction would be a
contributing factor material to the Secretary's determination that

the individual is disabled, notwithstanding section 1619(a).

"(II) An individual whose entitlement to benefits under title
II based on disability has been terminated by reason of section
225(c)(7) shall not be eligible for benefits under this title by reason
of disability, if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor

material to the Secretary's determination that the individual is
disabled, for any month after the individual's termination month
(within the meaning of section 223(a)(1) or subsection (d)(1)(G)(i),
(e)(1), or (0(1) of section 202, as applicable) with respect to such
benefits.

"(III) Any month for which a suspension is in effect for the
individual under clause (i)(II) shall not be taken into account in
determining whether any 36-month period referred to in this clause
has elapsed.
"(vi)(I) In the case of any individual who is eligible for benefits

under this title for any month solely by reason of disability, if
alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to
the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, pay-

ment of any benefits under this title the payment of which is
past due shall be made in any month only to the extent that
the sum of—

and

"(aa) the amount of the past-due benefit paid in the month;

"(bb) the amount of any benefit under this title which

is payable to the individual for the month,

does not exceed twice the maximum benefit payable under this
title to an eligible individual for the preceding month.

"(II) For the first month in which an individual's past-due
benefits referred to in subclause (I) are paid, the amount of the
limitation provided in subclause (I) shall be increased by the amount
of any debts of the individual related to housing which are outstand-

ing as of the end of the preceding month and which are resulting
in a high risk of homelessness for the individual.

"(III) Upon the death of an individual to whom payment of

past-due benefits has been limited under subclause (I), any amount

of such past-due benefits remaining unpaid shall be treated as
an underpaymnent for purposes of section 1631(b)(1)(A).
"(N) As used in this clause, the term 'benefits under this
title' includes supplementary payments pursuant to an agreement
for Federal administration under section 1616(a), and payments
pursuant to an agreement entered into under section 212(b) of
Public Law 93—66.
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"(V) In the case of an individual who would be eligible for
benefits under this title by reason of disability but for termination
of such benefits under clause (iv) or (v), the individual shall be
eligible for payment of past-due benefits under this clause as if
the individual continued to be eligible for such terminated benefits.
"(VI) Subclause (I) shall not apply th payments under section
1631(g).".
(B) REFERRAL, MONITORING, AND TREATMENT.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Section 1611(e)(3)(B) of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 1382(e)(3)(B)) is amended—
(I) by inserting "(i)" after "(B)";
(II) by striking the 2nd sentence; and

(III) by adding after and below the end

the following:

Regulations.

"(ii) The Secretary, in consultation with drug and alcohol treatment professionals, shall issue regulations—
"(I) defining appropriate treatment for alcoholics and drug
addicts who are subject th required appropriate substance abuse
treatment under this subparagraph; and
"(II) establishing guidelines to be used to review and evaluate their compliance, including measures of the progress
expected th be achieved by participants in such programs.
"(iii)(I) For purposes of carrying out the requirements of clauses

(i) and (ii), the Secretary shall provide for the establishment of
1 or more referral and monithring agencies for each State.

"(II) Each referral and monithring agency for a State shall—
"(aa) identify appropriate placements, for individuals resid-

ing in the State who are eligible for benefits under this title
by reason of disability and with respect to whom alcoholism
or drug addiction is a contributing facthr material th the Secretary's determination that they are disabled, where they may
obtain treatment described in subparagraph (A)(ii)(I);

"(bb) refer such individuals to such placements for such
treatment; and
"(cc) monitor compliance with the requirements of subparagraph (A) by individuals who are referred by the agency th

such placements, and promptly report th the Secretary any

42 Usc 1382
note.

failure th comply with such requirements.".
(ii) REPORT.—Not later than December 31, 1996,

the Secretary shall submit th the Committee on Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate a full and complete report on the Secretary's activities under section
1611(e)(3)(B) of the Social Security Act. The report
shall include the number and percentage of individuals
referred th in such paragraph who have not received

regular drug testing since the effective date of the

amendments made by clause (i) of this subparagraph.
42 USC 1382
note.

SUNSET
(C)
1611(e)(3)(A)(v) of

OF

36-MONTH

RULE.—Section

the Social Security Act (added by

subparagraph (A) of this paragraph) shall cease th be effec-

tive with respect th benefits for months after September
2004.
(D) PRESERVATION OF MEDICAID BENEFITS.—Section
42 Usc 1383c.

1634 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 13283c) is amended by adding
at the end the following:
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"(e) Each person to whom benefits under this title by reason
of disability are not payable for any month solely by reason of
clause (i) or (v) of section 1611(e)(3)(A) shall be treated, for purposes
of title XIX, as receiving benefits under this title for the month.".
(E) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in
this paragraph, the amendments made by this paragraph shall apply with respect to supplemental security

42 Usc 1382
note.

income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security
Act by reason of disability which are otherwise payable
in months beginning after .180 days after the date
of the enactment of this Act. The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall issue regulations necessary
to carry out the amendments made by this paragraph
not later than 180 days after such date of enactment.
(ii) REFERRAL AND MONITORING AGENCIES.—The

amendments made by subparagraph (B) shall take
effect 180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act.

(iii) TERMINATION AFFER 36 MONTHS.—Clause (v)

of section 1611(e)(3)(A) of the Social Security Act
(added by the amendment made by subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph) shall apply with respect to supple-

mental security income benefits under title XVI of
the Social Security Act by reason of disability for
months beginning after 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(F) TRANSITION RULES FOR CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

In any case in which an individual is eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the
Social Security Act by reason of disability, the determination of disability was made by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services during or before the 180-day period

42 USC 1382
note.

following the date of the enactment of this Act, and alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material

to the Secretary's determination that the individual is disabled, for purposes of section 161 1(e)(3)(A)(v) of the Social
Security Act (added by the amendment made by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph)—

(i) the first month of such eligibility beginning

after 180 days after the date of the, enactment of this

Act shall be treated as the individual's first month
of such eligibility; and

(ii) the Secretary shall notify the individual of
the requirements of the amendments made by this
paragraph no later than 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(4) IRRELEVANCE OF LEGALITY OF SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL

ACTIVITY.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 1614(a)(3)(D) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(D)) is amended by adding at the
end the following: "The Secretary shall make determinations under this title with respect to substantial gainful
activity, without regard to the legality of the activity.".
(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by
subparagraph (A) shall take effect on the date of the enact-

ment of this Act.

42 USC 1382e
note.
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(c) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall develop and carry out demonstration projects
designed to explore innovative referral, monitoring, and treatment approaches with respect to—
(A) individuals who are entitled to disability insurance
benefits or child's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefits

based on disability under title II of the Social Security
Act, and
(B) individuals who are eligible for supplemental secu-

rity income benefits under title XVI of such Act based

solely on disability,
in cases in which alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing
factor material to the Secretary's determination that individuals

are under a disability. The Secretary may include in such
demonstration projects individuals who are not described in

either subparagraph (A) or subparagraph (B) if the inclusion
of such individuals is necessary to determine the efficacy of
various monitoring, referral, and treatment approaches for
individuals described in subparagraph (A) or (B).

(2) Sc0PE.—The demonstration projects developed under
paragraph (1) shall be of sufficient scope and shall be carried
out on a wide enough scale to permit a thorough evaluation
of the alternative approaches under consideration while giving
assurance that the results derived from the projects will obtain
generally in the operation of the programs involved without
committing such programs to the adoption of any particular
system either locally or nationally.

(3) FINAL REPORT.—The Secretary shall submit to the

Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives

and the Committee on Finance of the Senate no later than
December 31, 1997, a final report on the demonstration projects

carried out under this subsection, together with any related
data and materials which the Secretary may consider appropriate. The authority under this section shall terminate upon
the transmittal of such final report.
42 USC 1382
note.

SEC. 202. COMMISSION ON CHILDHOOD DISABILITY.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF C0MMISSI0N.—The Secretary of Health

and Human Services (in this section referred to as the "Secretary")

shall appoint a Commission on the Evaluation of Disability in
Children (in this section referred to as the "Commission").

(b) APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS.—( 1) The Secretary shall appoint

not less than 9 but not more than 15 members to the Commission,
including—
(A) recognized experts in the field of medicine, whose work
involves—

(i) the evaluation and treatment of disability in chil-

dren;

(ii) the study of congenital, genetic, or perinatal dis-

orders in children; or
(iii) the measurement of developmental milestones and
developmental deficits in children; and
(B) recognized experts in the fields of—
(i) psychology;

(ii) education and rehabilitation;
(iii) law;
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(iv) the administration of disability programs; and
(v) social insurance (including health insurance); and
(C) other fields of expertise that the Secretary determines
to be appropriate.

(2) Members shall be appointed by January 1, 1995, without
regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing
appointments to competitive service.

(3) Members appointed under this subsection shall serve for

a term equivalent to the duration of the Commission.
(4) The Secretary shall designate a member of the Commission

to serve as Chair of the Commission for a term equivalent to
the duration of the Commission.

(c) ADMINISTRATIVE PROvISIONS.—(1) Service as a member of

the Commission by an individual who is not otherwise a Federal

employee shall not be considered service in an appointive or elective

position in the Federal Government for the purposes of title 5,
United States Code.

(2) Each member of the Commission who is not a full-time
Federal employee shall be paid compensation at a rate equal to
the daily equivalent of the rate of basic pay in effect for Level
IV of the Executive Schedule for each day (including travel time)
the member attends meetings or otherwise performs the duties
of the Commission.

(3) While away from their homes or regular places of business

on the business of the Commission, each member who is not a

full-time Federal employee may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703
of title 5, United States Code, for persons employed intermittently
in the Government service.
(d) ASSISTANCE TO COMMISSION.—The Commission may engage

individuals skilled in medical and other aspects of childhood disabil-

ity to provide such technical assistance as may be necessary to
carry out the functions of the Commission. The Secretary shall
make available to the Commission such secretarial, clerical, and
other assistance as the Commission may require to carry out the
functions of the Commission.

(e) STUDY BY THE C0MMISSI0N.—(1) The Commission shall con-

duct a study, in consultation with the National Academy of Sciences,

of the effects of the definition of "disability" under title XVI of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382 et seq.) in effect on the
date of enactment of this Act, as such definition applies to determin-

ing whether a child under the age of 18 is eligible to receive

benefits under such title, the appropriateness of such definition,
and the advantages and disadvantages of using any alternative
definition of disability in determining whether a child under age
18 is eligible to receive benefits under such title.
of—

(2) The study described in paragraph (1) shall include issues

(A) whether the need by families for assistance in meeting
high costs of medical care for children with serious physical
or mental impairments, whether or not they are eligible for
disability benefits under title XVI of the Social Security Act,
might appropriately be met through expansion of Federal health
assistance programs;
(B) the feasibility of providing benefits to children through

noncash means, including but not limited to vouchers, debit
cards, and electronic benefit transfer systems;
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(C) the extent to which the Social Security Administration
can involve private organizations in an effort to increase the
provision of social services, education, and vocational instruction with the aim of promoting independence and the ability
to engage in substantial gainful activity;

(D) alternative ways and providing retroactive supple-

mental security income benefits to disabled children, including
the desirability and feasibility of conserving some portion of
such benefits to promote the long-term well-being of such children;

(E) the desirability and methods of increasing the extent

to which benefits are used in the effort to assist disabled

children in achieving independence and engaging in substantial
gainful activity;
(F) the effects of the supplemental security income program
on disabled children and their families; and

(G) such other issues that the Secretary determines to

be appropriate.
U) RErORT..—Not later than November 30, 1995, the Commission shall prepare a report and submit such report to the Committee

on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate which shall summarize the
results of the study described in subsection (e) and include any
recommendations that the Commission determines to be appropilate.

SEC. 203. REGULATIONS REGARDING COMPLETION OF PLANS FOR
ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENE!1.—Section 1633 of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 133b) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) The Secretary shall establish by regulation criteria for

time limits and other criteria related to individuals' plans for achieving self-support, that take into account—

"(1) the length of time that the individual will need to

achieve the individual's employment goal (within such reasonable period as the Secretary may establish); and
'(2) other factors determined by the Secretary to be appropriate".

42 USC 1383b
note,

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall take effect on January 1, 1995.
SEC. 204. SSI ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENTS TEMPORARILY ABROAD.

(a) IN GENE!1.—Section 1611(f) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 1382(f)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(0"; and
(2) by adding after and below the end the following:

"(2) For a period of not more than 1 year, the first sentence

of paragraph (1) shall not apply to any individual who—

"(A) was eligible to receive a benefit under this title for
the month immediately preceding the first month during all
of which the individual was outside the United States; and
"(B) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
the absence of the individual from the United States will be—
"(i) for not more than 1 year; and

"(ii) for the purpose of conducting studies as part of

an educational program that is—

"(I) designed to substantially enhance the ability
of the individual to engage in gainful employment;
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"(II) sponsored by a school, college, or university
in the United States; and
"(III) not available to the individual in the United
States.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall take effect on January 1, 1995.

42

Usc 1382

SEC. 205. DISREGARD OF COST-OF-LiVING 1NCR]ASES FOR CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY FOR WORK INCENTWES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1619(b)(1)(B) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1382h(b)(1)(B)) is amended by inserting "and
increases pursuant to section 215(i) in the level of monthly insurance benefits to which the individual is entitled under title II

that occur while such individual is considered to be receiving supplemental security income benefits by reason of this subsection" after
"earnings".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply to eligibility determinations for months after December

42 USC 1382h

1994.

SEC. 208. EXPANSION OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION TO PREVENT, DETECT, AND TERMINATE
FRAUDULENT CLAIMS FOR OASDI AND SSI BENEFITS.
(a) PREVENTION OF FRAUD BY TRANSLATORS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES.—

(1) OASDI PROGRAMS.—.Section 205(c) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 405(c)) is amended—

and

(A) by redesignating paragraph (8) as paragraph (9);
(B) by inserting after paragraph (7) the following:

"(8) A translation into English by a third party of a statement
made in a foreign language by an applicant for or beneficiary
of monthly insurance benefits under this title shall not be regarded
as reliable for any purpose under this title unless the third party,
under penalty of perjury—
"(A) certifies that the translation is accurate; and

"(B) discloses the nature and scope of the relationship
between the third party and the applicant or recipient, as
the case may be.".
(2) SSI PROGRAM.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1383(e)) is amended by inserting after paragraph (3) the following:

"(4) A translation into English by a third party of a statement

made in a foreign language by an applicant for or recipient of
benefits under this title shall not be regarded as reliable for any
purpose under this title unless the third party, under penalty
of perjury—
"(A) certifies that the translation is accurate; and

"(B) discloses the nature and scope of the relationship
between the third party and the applicant or recipient, as
the case may be.".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall apply to translations made on or after October
1, 1994.

(b) CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES, ASSESSMENTS, AND EXCLUSIONS
FOR TITLES II AND XVI.—

42 USC 405
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(1) IN GENERAL.—Title XI of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 1301 et seq.) is amended by inserting after section
1128B the following:

42 Usc 1320a-8.

"SEC. 1129. CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES AND ASSESSMENTS FOR
TITLES II AND XVI.

"(a)(1) Any person (including an organization, agency, or other
entity) whQ makes, or causes to be made, a statement or representation of a material fact for use in determining any initial or continuing right to or the amount of—
"(A) monthly insurance benefits under title II, or
"(B) benefits or payments under title XVI,

that the person knows or should know is false or misleading or
knows or should know omits a material fact or makes such a
statement with knowing disregard for the truth shall be subject
to, in addition to any other penalties that may be prescribed by
law, a civil money penalty of not more than $5,000 for each such
statement or representation. Such person also shall be subject to
an assessment, in lieu of damages sustained by the United States
because of such statement or representation, of not more than

twice the amount of benefits or payments paid as a result of

such a statement or representation. In addition, the Secretary may
make a determination in the same proceeding to exclude, as provided in section 1128, such a person who is a medical provider
or physician from participation in the programs under title XVIII
and to direct the appropriate State agency to exclude the person
from participation in any State health care program permanently
or for such period as the Secretary determines.

"(2) For purposes of this section, a material fact is one which
the Secretary may consider in evaluating whether an applicant
is entitled to benefits under title II or eligible for benefits or
payments under title XVI.

"(b)(1) The Secretary may initiate a proceeding to determine
whether to impose a civil money penalty or assessment, or whether
to recommend exclusion under subsection (a) only as authorized
by the Attorney Geiieral pursuant to procedures agreed upon by
the Secretary and the Attorney General. The Secretary may not

initiate an action under this section with respect to any violation
described in subsection (a) later than 6 years after the date the
violation was committed. The Secretary may initiate an action
under this section by serving notice of the action in any manner
authorized by Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
"(2) The Secretary shall not make a determination adverse
to any person under this section until the person has been given
written notice and an opportunity for the determination to be made
on the record after a hearing at which the person is entitled to
be represented by counsel, to present witnesses, and to cross-examine witnesses against the person.
"(3) In a proceeding under this section which—
"(A) is against a person who has been convicted (whether

upon a verdict after trial or upon a plea of guilty or nob
contendere) of a Federal or State crime charging fraud or
false statements; and
"(B) involves the same transaction as in the criminal action;

the person is estopped from denying the essential elements of

the criminal offense.
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"(4) The official conducting a hearing under this section may
sanction a person, including any party or attorney, for failing to
comply with an order or procedure, for failing to defend an action,
or for such other misconduct as would interfere with the speedy,
orderly, or fair conduct of the hearing. Such sanction shall reasonably relate to the severity and nature of the failure or misconduct.
Such sanction may include—

"(A) in the case of refusal to provide or permit discovery,
drawing negative factual inference or treating such refusal
as an admission by deeming the matter, or certain facts, to

be established;
"(B) prohibiting a party from introducing certain evidence
or otherwise supporting a particular claim or defense;
"(C) striking pleadings, in whole or in part;
"(D) staying the proceedings;
"(E) dismissal of the action;
"(F) entering a default judgment;
"(G) ordering the party or attorney to pay attorneys' fees
and other costs caused by the failure or misconduct; and
"(H) refusing to consider any motion or other action which
is not filed in a timely manner.

"(c) In determining pursuant to subsection (a) the amount or
scope of any penalty or assessment, or whether to recommend
an exclusion, the Secretary shall take into account—

"(1) the nature of the statements and representations
referred to in subsection (a) and the circumstances under which
they occurred;
"(2) the degree of culpability, history of prior offenses,
and financial condition of the person committing the offense;
and
"(3) such other matters as justice may require.
"(d)(1) Any person adversely affected by a determination of
the Secretary under this section may obtain a review of such deter-

mination in the United States Court of Appeals for the circuit
in which the person resides, or in which the statement or representation referred to in subsection (a) was made, by filing in such
court (within 60 days following the date the person is notified
of the Secretary's determination) a written petition requesting that
the determination be modified or set aside. A copy of the petition
shall be forthwith transmitted by the clerk of the court to the
Secretary, and thereupon the Secretary shall file in the court the
record in the proceeding as provided in section 2112 of title 28,
United States Code. Upon such filing, the court shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question determined therein,
and shall have the power to make and enter upon the pleadings,

testimony, and proceedings set forth in such record a decree affirming, modifying, remanding for further consideration, or setting aside,
in whole or in part, the determination of the Secretary and enforcing
the same to the extent that such order is affirmed or modified.

No objection that has not been urged before the Secretary shall
be considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge
such objection shall be excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

"(2) The findings of the Secretary with respect to questions

of fact, if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered
as a whole, shall be conclusive in the review described in paragraph
(1). If any party shall apply to the court for leave to adduce addi-

108 STAT. 1512
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tional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction of the court
that such additional evidence is material and that there were

reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in the
hearing before the Secretary, the court may order such additional
evidence to be taken before the Secretary and to be made a part
of the rccord. The Secretary may modify such findings as to the
facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence so
taken and filed, and the Secretary shall file with the court such
modified or new findings, which findings with respect to questions
of fact, if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered

as a while hal1 be conclusive, and the Secretary's recommenda-

tions, if tiny, for the modification or setting aside of the Secretary's
original order.
"(3) Upon the filing of the record and the Secretary's original
or modified order with the court, the jurisdiction of the court shall

be exc1uive and its judgment and decree shall be final, except
that the same shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court
of the Uiited States, as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United
States Code.

"(e)( 1) Civil money penalties and assessments imposed under

this section may be compromised by the Secretary and may be
recovered=
"(A) in a civil action in the name of the United States
brought in United States district court for the district where
the tatement or representation referred to in subsection (a)
was made, or where the person resides, as determined by
the secretary;
"(B) by means of reduction in tax refunds to which the
person is entitled, based on notice to the Secretary of the
Treasury as permitted under section 3720A of title 31, United
States Code;

"(C)(i) by decrease of any payment of monthly insurance
benefits under title II, notwithstanding section 207, or
"(ii) by decrease of any payment under title XVI for which

the person is eligible, notwithstanding section 207, as made
applicable to title XVI by reason of section 163 1(d)( 1);

'(D) by authorities provided under the Debt Collection Act
of 1982, as amended, to the extent applicable to debts arising

under the Social Security Act;
"(E) by deduction of the amount of such penalty or assess-

ment, when finally determined, or the amount agreed upon

in compromise, from any sum then or later owing by the United

Stats to the person against whom the penalty or assessment

has been assessed; or
"(F) by any combination of the foregoing.
"(2) Amounts recovered under this section shall be recovered
by the Secretary and shall be disposed of as follows:

(A) In the case of amounts recovered arising out of a

determination relating to title II, the amounts shall be transferred to the Managing Trustee of the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, as determined appropriate by the Secretary,
and such amounts shall be deposited by the Managing Trustee
into such Trust Fund.

"(B) In the case of amounts recovered arising out of a

determination relating to title XVI, the amounts shall be depos-
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ited by the Secretary into the general fund of the Treasury

as miscellaneous receipts.
"U') A determination pursuant to subsection (a) by the Secretary

to impose a penalty or assessment, or to recommend an exclusion

shall be final upon the expiration of the 60-day period referred
to in subsection (d). Matters that were raised or that could have
been raised in a hearing before the Secretary or in an appeal
pursuant to subsection (d) may not be raised as a defense 'to
a civil action by the United States to collect a penalty or assessment
imposed under this section.
"(g) Whenever the Secretary's determination to impose a pen-

alty or assessment under this section with respect to a medical
provider or physician becomes final, the provisions of section
1128A(h) shall apply.

"(h) Whenever the Secretary has reason to believe that any
person has engaged, is engaging, or is about to engage in any

activity which makes the person subject to a civil monetary penalty
under this section, the Secretary may bring an action in an appropriate district court of the United States (or, if applicable, a United
States court of any territory) to enjoin such activity, or to enjoin
the person from concealing, removing, encumbering, or disposing
of assets which may be required in order to pay a civil monetary
penalty and assessment if any such penalty were to be imposed
or to seek other appropriate relief.
"(i)(1) The provisions of subsections (d) and (e) of section 205

shall apply with respect to this section to the same extent as
they are applicable with respect to title II. The Secretary may

delegate the authority granted by section 205(d) (as made applicable
to this section) to the Inspector General for purposes of any investigation under this section.

"(2) The Secretary may delegate authority granted under this

section to the Inspector General.

"(j) For purposes of this section, the term 'State agency' shall

have the same meaning as in section 1 128A(i)( 1).

"(k) A principal is liable for penalties and assessments under
subsection (a), and for an exclusion under section 1128, for the
actions of the principal's agent acting within the scope of the

agency.".
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 1128 of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 1320a—7) is amended—

(A) in subsection (b)(7), by striking "or section 1128B"
and inserting ", 1128B, or 1129";
(B) in subsection (b)(8)(B)(ii), by inserting "or 1129"
after "section 1 128A"; and

(C) in subsection (0(3), by inserting ",

1129,"

after

"sections 1 128A".

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall apply to conduct occurring on or after October
1, 1994.
(c) SSI FRAUD CONSIDERED A FELONY.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 1632(a) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1383a(a)) is amended by striking "shall" the
1st place such term appears and all that follows and inserting
"shall be fined under title 18, United States Code, imprisoned
not more than 5 years, or both.".

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 1632(b) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1383a(b)) is amended to read as follows:

42 USC 1320a-7
note.
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"(b)( 1) If a person or entity violates subsection (a) in the person's
or entity's role as, or in applying to become, a representative payee

under section 163 1(a)(2) on behalf of another individual (other
than the person's eligible spouse), and the violation includes a
willful misuse of funds by the person or entity, the court may
also require that full or partial restitution of funds be made to

such other individual.
"(2) Any person or entity convicted of a violation of subsection

(a) of this section or of section 208 may not be certified as a
42 Usc 1383a
note.

representative payee under section 163 1(a)(2).".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsection

shall apply to conduct occurring on or after October

1, 1994.
(d) AUTHORITY To REDETERMINE ELIGIBILITY IF FRAUD Is
INVOLVED, AND TO TERMINATE BENEFITS IF THERE IS INSUFFICIENT
RELIABLE EVIDENCE.—

(1) OASDI PRoG1MS.—Section 205 of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 405) is amended by adding at the end the
following:

"(u)(1)(A) The Secretary shall immediately redetermine the
entitlement of individuals to monthly insurance benefits under this

title if there is reason to believe that fraud or similar fault was
involved in the application of the individual for such benefits,
unless a United States attorney, or equivalent State prosecutor,
with jurisdiction over potential or actual related criminal cases,
certifies, in writing, that there is a substantial risk that such
action by the Secretary with regard to beneficiaries in a particular
investigation would jeopardize the criminal prosecution of a person
involved in a suspected fraud.
"(B) When redetermining the entitlement, or making an initial

determination of entitlement, of an individual under this title,
the Secretary shall disregard any evidence if there is reason to
believe that fraud or similar fault was involved in the providing
of such evidence.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), similar fault is involved

with respect to a determination if—
"(A) an incorrect or incomplete statement that is material
to the determination is knowingly made; or

"(B) information that is material to the determination is

knowingly concealed.

"(3) If, after redetermining pursuant to this subsection the
entitlement of an individual to monthly insurance benefits, the
Secretary determines that there is insufficient evidence to support
such entitlement, the Secretary may terminate such entitlement
and may treat benefits paid on the basis of such insufficient evi-

dence as overpayments.".
(2) SSI PROGRAM.—Section 163 1(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1383(e)) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(6)(A)(i) The Secretary shall immediately redetermine the eligi-

bility of an individual for benefits under this title if there is reason
to believe that fraud or similar fault was involved in the application
of the individual for such benefits, unless a United States attorney,
or equivalent State prosecutor, with jurisdiction over potential or

actual related criminal cases, certifies, in writing, that there is
a substantial risk that such action by te Secretary with regard
to recipients in a particular investigation would jeopardize thE
criminal prosecution of a person involved in a suspected fraud
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"(ii) When redetermining the eligibility, or making an initial
determination of eligibility, of an individual for benefits under this
title, the Secretary shall disregard any evidence if there is reason
to believe that fraud or similar fault was involved in the providing
of such evidence.

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), similar fault is involved
with respect to a determination if—

an incorrect or incomplete statement that is material

to the determination is knowingly made; or

"(ii) information that is material to the determination is

knowingly concealed.

"(C) If, after redetermining the eligibility of an individual for

benefits under this title, the Secretary determines that there is

insufficient evidence to support such eligibility, the Secretary may
terminate such eligibility and may treat benefits paid on the basis
of such insufficient evidence as overpayments.".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this sub-

section shall take effect on October 1, 1994, and shall apply

42 USC 405
note.

to determinations made before, on, or after such date.

(e) AVAILABILrrY OF REcIPIEr.rr IDENTIFYING INFORMATION FROM
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 1129 of the Social Security Act
(added by subsection (b) of this section) is amended by adding
at the end the following:
"(1) As soon as the Inspector General, Department of Health
and Human Services, has reason to believe that fraud was involved
in the application of an individual for monthly insurance benefits
under title II or for benefits under title XVI, the Inspector General
shall make available to the Secretary information identifying the

individual, unless a United States attorney, or equivalent State

prosecutor, with jurisdiction over potential or actual related crimi-

nal cases, certifies, in writing, that there is a substantial risk

that making the information so available in a particular investigation or redetermining the eligibility of the individual for such benefits would jeopardize the criminal prosecution of any person who

is a subject of the investigation from which the information is
derived.".
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by paragraph
(1) shall take effect on October 1, 1994.

42 USC 1320a—8

note.

(f) AUTHORITY TO USE AVAILABLE PREADMISSION IMMIGRANT
AND REFUGEE MEDICAL INFORrviTION.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 1631(e) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(e)) as amended by subsection (d)(2) of
this section, is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(7)(A) The Secretary shall request the Immigration and Naturalization Service or the Centers for Disease Control to provide
the Secretary with whatever medical information, identification
information, and employment history either such entity has with
respect to any alien who has applied for benefits under title XVI
to the extent that the information is relevant to any determination
relating to eligibility for such benefits under title XVI.

"(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not be construed to prevent the

Secretary from adjudicating the case before receiving such information.".

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by paragraph

(1) shall take effect on October 1, 1994.

42 USC 1383
note.
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(g) ANNUAL REPORTS ON REVIEWS OF OASDI iD SSI CAsES.—

The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall annually submit
to the Committee ' Ways and Means of the House of Representa-

tives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on
the extent to which the Secretary has exercised his authority to
review eases of entitlement to monthly insurance benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act and supplemental security income

cases under title XVI of such Act, and the extent to which the

cases reviewed were those that involved a high likelihood or probability of fraud.
42 USC 1382
note.

SEC. 2O7 DISABILITY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR 551 RECIPIENTS WHO
ARE 18 YEARS OF AGE.

(a) DISABILITY REVIEW REQUIREMENT.-

(1) IN GENERAL.—The applicable State agency or the Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services (as may be appropriate)
shall redetermine the eligibility of a qualified individual for
supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the
Social Security Act by reason of disability, by applying the

criteria used in determining eligibility for such benefits of
applicants who have attained 18 years of age.
(2) WHEN CONDUCTED.—The redetermination required by

par.igraph (1) with respect to a qualified individual shall be
conducted during the 1-year period that begins on the date
the qualified individual attains 18 years of age.

(3) MINIMUM NUMBER OF REVIEWS.—The Secretary shall

conduct redeterminations under paragraph (1) with respect to
not less than ½ of qualified individuals in each of fiscal years
1996, 1997, and 1998.
(4) QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL DEFINED.—A8 used in this para-

graph, the term "qualified individual" means a recipient of
supplemental security income benefits under title XVI of the
Soca1 Security Act by reason of disability who attains 18 years

of age in or after the 9th month after the month in which
thif; Act is enacted.
(5) SUBSTITUTE FOR A CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEW.—

A redetermination under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall
be considered a substitute for a review required under section
1614(a)(3)(G) of the Social Security Act.

(6) SuNSET.—Paragraph (1) shall have no force or effect

after October 1, 1998.
(b) REPORT TO THE C0NGRESS.—Not later than October 1, 1998,

the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives

and tho Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on the
activities conducted under subsection (a).

42 USC 1382
noie.

SEC. 2O*. CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS.

(a) TEMPORARY ANNUAL MINIMUM NUMBER OF REVIEWS.—Dur-

ing each year of the 3-year period that begins on October 1, 1995,
the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall apply section
22 1(i) of the Social Security Act in making disability determinations
under t;itle XVI of such Act with respect to at least 100,000 recipi-

ents of supplemental security income benefits under such title.
(b) REPORT TO THE C0NGRESS.—Not later than October 1, 1998,

the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
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and the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report on the
activities conducted under subsection (a).

SEC. 209. EXEMpTION FROM ADJUSTMENT IN PASS-ALONG REQUIREMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 16 18(b) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 1382g(b)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:

"(2) For purposes of determining under paragraph (1) whether
a State's expenditures for supplementary payments in the 12-month
period beginning on the effective date of any incr'ase in the level
of supplemental security income benefits are not less than the
State's expenditures for such payments in the preceding 12-month
period, the Secretary, in computing the State's expenditures, shall
disregard, pursuu.nt to a 1-time election of the State, all expendi-

tures by the State for retroactive supplementary payments that
are required to be made in connection with the retroactive supplemental security income benefits referred to in section 5041 of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.".

(b) APPLIcILITy.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to increases in the level of supplemental
sccurity income benefits under title XVI of the Social Security
Act whether occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

TITLE Ill—MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM
IMPROVEMENTS
SEC. 301. ISSUANCE OF PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FORM OF
BONDS, NOTES, OR CERTIFICATES TO THE SOCIAL SECURiTY TRUST FUNDS.

(a) REQUIREMENT THAT OBLIGATIONS ISSUED TO THE OASDI
TRUST FUNDS BE EVIDENCED BY PAPER INSTRUMENTS IN THE FORM
OF BONDS, NOTES, OR CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS SETTING

FORTH THEIR TERMS.—Section 20 1(d) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 40 1(d)) is amended by inserting after the fifth sentence
the following new sentence: "Each obligation issued for purchase
by the Trust Funds under this subsection shall be evidenced by

a paper instrument in the form of a bond, note, or certificate
of indebtedness issued by the Secretary of the Treasury setting
forth the principal amount, date of maturity, and interest rate
of the obligation, and stating on its face that the obligation shall
be incontestable in the hands of the Trust Fund to which it is
issued, that the obligation is supported by the full faith and credit
of the United States, and that the United States is pledged to
the payment of the obligation with respect to both principal and
interest.".

(b) PAYMENT TO THE OASDI TRUST FUNDS FROM THE GENERAL
FuND OF THE TREASURY OF INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS, AND OF
PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OR REDEMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS,
REQUIRED TO BE IN THE FORM OF CHECKS.—Sectjon 201(f) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 401(f)) is amended by adding at the end the following

new sentence: "Payment from the general fund of the Treasury

to either of the Trust Funds of any such interest or proceeds

42 USC 1382g
note.
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shall be in the form of paper checks drawn on such general fund
to the order of such Trust Fund.".
42 Usc 401
note.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to obligations issued, and payments
made, after 60 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
(2) TREATMENT OF OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS.—Not later

than 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the Secretary of the Treasury shall issue to the Federal Old-

Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disabil-

ity Insurance Trust Fund, as applicable, a paper instrument,
in the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness,
for each obligation which has been issued to the Trust Fund
under section 201(d) of the Social Security Act and which
is outstanding as of such date. Each such document shall set
forth the principal amount, date of maturity, and interest rate
of the obligation, and shall state on its face that the obligation
shall be incontestable in the hands of the Trust Fund to which
it was issued, that the obligation is supported by the full

faith and credit of the United States, and that the United
States is pledged to the payment of the obligation with respect
to both principal and interest.
42 USC 902
note.

SEC. 302. GAO STUDY REGARDING TELEPHONE ACCESS TO LOCAL
OFFICES OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.

(a) STUDY.—The Comptroller General of the United States shall

conduct a study of telephone access to local offices of the Social

Security Administration.
(b) MArrERS TO BE STUDIED.—In conducting the study under

this section, the Comptroller General shall make an independent

assessment of the Social Security Administration's use of innovative

technology (including attendant call and voice mail) to increase
public telephone access to local offices of the Administration. Such
study shall include—

(1) an assessment of the aggregate impact of such tech-

nology on public access to the local offices, and

(2) a separate assessment of the impact of such technology

on public access to those local offices to which access was
restricted on October 1, 1989.
(c) REPORT.—-Not later than January 31, 1996, the Comptroller

General shall submit a report on the results of the study conducted

pursuant to this section to the Committee on Ways and Means
of the house of Representatives and the Committee on Finance
of the Senate.
SEC. 303. EXPANSION OF STATE OPTION TO EXCLUDE SERVICE OF
ELECTION OFFICIALS OR ELECTION WORKERS FROM COVERAGE.
(a) LIMITATION ON MANDATORY COVERAGE OF STATE ELECTION
OFFICIALS AND ELECTION WORKERS WITHOUT STATE RETIREMENT
SYSTEM.—
(1) AMENDMENT TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—SectiOn

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
410(a)(7)(F)(iv)) (as amended by section 11332(a) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) is amended by striking
"$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service performed

210(a)(7)(F)(iv)

during any calendar year commencing on or after January
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1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999, and the

adjusted amount determined under section 218(c)(8)(B) for any

calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 2000, with
respect to service performed during such calendar year".

(2) AMENDMENT TO FICA.—Section 3121(b)(7)(F)(iv) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended by section 11332(b)
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) is amended
by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service

performed during any calendar year commencing on or after
January 1, 1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999, and
the adjusted amount determined under section 218(c)(8)(B) of
the Social Security Act for any calendar year commencing on

or after January 1, 2000, with respect to service performed
during such calendar year".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO MEDICARE QUALIFIED GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT.—
(1) AMENDMENT TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—Section

210(p)(2)(E) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(p)(2)(E))

is amended by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with

respect to service performed during any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 1995, ending on or before December

31, 1999, and the adjusted amount determined under section
218(c)(8)(B) for any calendar year commencing on or after January 1, 2000, with respect to service performed during such

calendar year".

(2) AMENDMENT TO FICA.—Section 3121(u)(2)(B)(ii)(V) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking

"$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect to service performed

during any calendar year commencing on or after January
1, 1995, ending on or before December 31, 1999, and the
adjusted amount determined under section 218(c)(8)(B) of the
Social Security Act for any calendar year commencing on or

after January 1, 2000, with respect to service performed during
such calendar year".
(c) AUTHORITY FOR STATES To MODIFY COVERAGE AGREEMENTS
WITH RESPECT TO ELECTION OFFICIALS AND ELECTION WORKERS.—

Section 218(c)(8) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 418(c)(8))
is amended—

(1) by striking "on or after January 1, 1968," and inserting
"at any time";

(2) by striking "$100" and inserting "$1,000 with respect
to service performed during any calendar year commencing
on or after January 1, 1995, ending on or before December
31, 1999, and the adjusted amount determined under subpara-

graph (B) for any calendar year commencing on or after January
1, 2000, with respect to service performed during such calendar
year"; and
(3) by striking the last sentence and inserting the followi.g

new sentence: "Any modification of an agreement pursuant
to this paragraph shall be effective with respect to services
performed in and after the calendar year in which the modification is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary.".

(d) INDEXATION OF ExEMPT AMOUNT.—Section 218(c)(8) of such

Act (as amended by subsection (c)) is further amended—
(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(8)"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
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"(B) For each year after 1999, the Secretary shall adjust the
amount referred to in subparagraph (A) at the same time and
in the sime manner as is provided under section 215(a)(1)(B)(ii)
with respect to the amounts referred to in section 215(a)(1)(B)(i),
except that—-

"(i) for purposes of this subparagraph, 1997 shall be substituted for the calendar year referred to in section
215(a)( 1)(B)(ii)(II), and

"(ii) such amount as so adjusted, if not a multiple of $100,

shall be rounded to the next higher multiple of $100 where
such amount is a multiple of $50 and to the nearest multiple
of $100 in any other case.

Federal

42 USC 410
note.

The Secretary shall determine and publish in the Federal Register

each adjusted amount determined under this subparagraph not

later than November 1 preceding the year for which the adjustment
is made.'.
(e) EFFECTIVE DA'rE.—The amendments made by subsections
(a), (b), and (c) shall apply with respect to service performed on
or after January 1, 1995.
SEC. 3O4 USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS BY STATES AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS AND FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS FOR
JURY SELECTION PURPOSES.

(a) iN GENERAL.—Section 205(c)(2) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (B)(i), by striking "(E)" in the matter

preceding subclause (I) and inserting "(F)";
(2) by redesignating subparagraphs (E) and (F) as subparagraphs (F) and (G), respectively; and
(3) by inserting alter subparagraph (D) the following:
"(E)(i) It is the policy of the United States that—"(I) any State (or any political subdivision of a State) may

utilize the social security account numbers issued by the Secretary for the additional purposes described in clause (ii) if
such numbers have been collected and are otherwise utilized

by such State (or political subdivision) in accordance with
applicable law, and

"(II) any district court of the United States may use, for

such additional purposes, any such social security account num-

bern which have been so collected and are so utilized by any
State.

"(ii) The additional purposes described in this clause are the
following:

"(I) Identifying duplicate names of individuals on master

listfl used for jury selection purposes.
"(II) Identifying on such master lists those individuals who
are ineligible to serve on a jury by reason of their conviction
of a felony.

"(iii) To the extent that any provision of Federal law enacted

before the date of the enactment of this subparagraph is inconsistent

with the policy set forth in clause (i), such provision shall, on
and after that date, be null, void, and of no effect.

"(iv) For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'State' has

the meaning such term has in subparagraph (D).".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 1140(a)(2) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(a)(2)) is amended by striking "205(c)(2)(E)"
and inserting "205(c)(2)(F)".
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DA'rE.—The amendments made by this section

42 USC 405

shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 305. AUTHORIZATION FOR ALL STATES TO EXTEND COVERAGE

TO STATE AND LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS UNDER EXISTING COVERAGE AGREEMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 218(1) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 418(1)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking "(1)" after "(1)", and by
striking "the State of' and all that follows through "prior to
the date of enactment of this subsection" and inserting "a
State entered into pursuant to this section"; and
(2) by strildng paragraph (2).

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 2 18(d)(8)(D) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 418(d)(8)(D)) is amended by striking "agreements with

the States named in" and inserting "State agreements modified
as provided in".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

42 USC 418

date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 306. LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR CANADIAN MINISTERS FROM CERTAIN SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX LIABILITY.

26 USC 1402

shall apply with respect to modifications filed by States after the '°

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

(1) an individual performed services described in section
1402(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 which are
subject to tax under section 1401 of such Code,

(2) such services were performed in Canada at a time
when no agreement between the United States and Canada
pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act was in
effect, and

(3) such individual was required to pay contributions on
the earnings from such services under the social insurance
system of Canada,

then such individual may file a certificate under this section in

such form and manner, and with such official, as may be prescribed

in regulations issued under chapter 2 of such Code. Upon the
filing of such certificate, notwithstanding any judgment which has
been entered to the contrary, such individual shall be exempt from

payment of such tax with respect to services described in paragraphs (1) and (2) and from any penalties or interest for failure
to pay such tax or to file a self-employment tax return as required
under section 6017 of such Code.
(b) PERIOD FOR FILING.—A certificate referred to in subsection

(a) may be filed only during the 180-day period commencing with

the date on which the regulations referred to in subsection (a)
are issued.

(c) TAXABLE YEARS AFFECTED BY CERTIFICATE.—A certificate

referred to in subsection (a) shall be effective for taxable years
ending after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1985.

(ci) REsmICTION ON CREDITING OF ExEMFr SELF-EMPLOYMENT

INCOME.—In any case in which an individual is exempt under
this section from paying a tax imposed under section 1401 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, any income on which such tax
would have been imposed but for such exemption shall not constitute self-employment income under section 211(b) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 411(b)), and, if such individual's primary

108 STAT. 1522
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insurance amount has been determined under section 215 of such
Act (42 U.S.C. 415), notwithstanding section 215(0(1) of such Act,
the Secretary of Health and Human Services (prior to March 31,
1995) or the commissioner of Social Security (after March 30,
1995) shall recompute such primary insurance amount so as to
take into account the provisions of this subsection. The recomputation under this subsection shall be effective with respect to benefits
for months following approval of the certificate of exemption.
SEC. 307. EXCLUSION OF TOTALIZATION BENEFITS FROM THE
APPLICATION OF THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISION.

(a) IN GENEI1.—Section 215(a)(7) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 415(a)(7)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "but excluding" and
all that follows through "1937" and inserting "but excluding
(I) a payment under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 or

1937, and (II) a payment by a social security system of a

foreign country based on an agreement concluded between the

United States and such foreign country pursuant to section
233"; and

(2) in subparagraph (E), by inserting after "in the case

of an individual" the following: "whose eligibility for old-age
or disability insurance benefits is based on an agreement concluded pursuant to section 233 or an individual".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT RELATING TO BENEFITS UNDER

1939 ACT.—Section 215(d)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(d)(3)) is
amended by striking "but excluding" and all that follows through
"1937" and inserting "but excluding (I) a payment under the Rail-

road Retirement Act of 1974 or 1937, and (II) a payment by a
social security system of a foreign country based on an agreement

concluded between the United States and such foreign country

42 USC 415
note,

pursuant to section 233".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply (notwithstanding section 2 15(0(1) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 4 15(0(1))) with respect to benefits payable for months
after December 1994.
SEC. 308. EXCLUSION OF MILITARY RESERVISTS FROM APPLICATION
OF THE GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET AND WINDFALL
ELIMINATION PROVISIONS.
(a) EXCLUSION FROM GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET PROVI-

SIONS.—=-Subsections (b)(4), (c)(2), (e)(7), (0(2), and (g)(4) of section

202 of the Social Secutity Act (42 U.S.C. 402 (b)(4), (c)(2), (e)(7),
(0(2), and (g)(4)) are each amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A)(ii), by striking "unless subpara-

graph (B) applies.";

(2) in subparagraph (A), by striking "The" in the matter
following clause (ii) and inserting "unless subparagraph (B)
applies. The"; and
(3) in subparagraph (B), by redesignating the existing mat-

ter as clause (ii), and by inserting before such clause (ii) (as
so redesignated) the following:

"(B)(i) Subparagraph (A)(i) shall not apply with respect to
monthly periodic benefits based wholly on service as a member
of a uniformed service (as defined in section 2 10(m)).".

(b) EXCLUSION FROM WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROvISIONS.—Sec-

tion 215(a)(7)(A) of such Act (as amended by section 307(a) of
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this Act) and section 215(d)(3) of such Act (as amended by section
307(b) of this Act) are each further amended—
(1) by striking "and" before "(II)"; and

(2) by striking "section 233" and inserting "section 233,
and (III) a payment based wholly on service as a member
of a uniformed service (as defined in section 2 10(m))".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply (notwithstanding section 215(f) of the Social Security
Act) with respect to benefits payable for months after December
1994.
SEC. 309. REPEAL OF THE FACILITY.OF.PAYMENT PROVISION.

(a) REPEAL OF RULE PRECLUDING REDISTRIBUTION UNDER FAM-

ILY MAXIMTJM.—Section 203(i) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
403(i)) is repealed.
(b) COORDINATION UNDER FAMILY MAXIMUM OF REDUCTION IN
BENEFICIARY'S AUXILIARY BENEFITS WITH SUSPENSION OF AUXILIARY

BENEFITS OF OTHER BENEFICIARY UNDER EARNINGS TEST.—Section

203(a)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 403(a)(4)) is amended by striking
"section 222(b). Whenever" and inserting the following: "section

222(b). Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, any reduction
under this subsection in the case of an individual who is entitled
to a benefit under subsection (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of
section 202 for any month on the basis of the same wages and
self-employment income as another person—

"(A) who also is entitled to a benefit under subsection

(b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of section 202 for such month,

"(B) who does not live in the same household as such

individual, and
"(C) whose benefit for such month is suspended (in whole
or in part) pursuant to subsection (h)(3) of this section,
shall be made before the suspension under subsection (h)(3). Whenever".
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT APPLYING EARNINGS REPORTING

REQUIREMENT DESPITE SUSPENSION OF BENEFITS.—The third sen-

tence of section 203(h)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 403(h)(1)(A))

is amended by striking "Such report need not be made" and all
that follows through "The Secretary may grant" and inserting the
following: "Such report need not be made for any taxable year—
"(i) beginning with or after the month in which such
individual attained age 70, or

"(ii) if benefit payments for all months (in such taxable
year) in which such individual is under age 70 have been

suspended under the provisions of the first sentence of paragraph (3) of this subsection, unless—

"(I) such individual is entitled to benefits under sub-

section (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of section 202,

"(II) such benefits are reduced under subsection (a)
of this section for any month in such taxable year, and
"(III) in any such month there is another person who
also is entitled to benefits under subsection (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f), (g), or (h) of section 202 on the basis of the same

wages and self-employment income and who does not live
in the same household as such individual.
The Secretary may grant".

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT DELETING SPECIAL INCOME TAx

TREATMENT OF BENEFITS No LONGER REQUIRED BY REASON OF

42 Usc 402
note.
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REPEAL.—Section 86(d)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

(relating to income tax on social security benefits) is amended
by striking the last sentence.
(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
42 USC 403
note.

(1) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b), and
(c) shall apply with respect to benefits payable for months
after December 1995.

26 USC 86
note,

(2) The amendment made by subsection (d) shall apply
with respect to benefits received after December 31, 1995, in
taxable years ending after such date.
SEC. 310. MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN GUARANTEE CASES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 203(a) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 403(a)) is amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:
"(10)(A) Subject to subparagraphs (B) and (C)—

"(i) the total monthly benefits to which beneficiaries may

be entitled under sections 202 and 223 for a month on the

basis of the wages and self-employment income of an individual

whose primary insurance amount is computed under section
215(a)(2)(B)(i) shall equal the total monthly benefits which

were authorized by this section with respect to such individual's

primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior

entitlement to disability insurance benefits, increased for this
purpose by the general benefit increases and other increases

under section 215(i) that would have applied to such total
monthly benefits had the individual remained entitled to
disability insurance benefits until the month in which he
became entitled to old-age insurance benefits or reentitled to
disability insurance benefits or died, and
"(ii) the total monthly benefits to which beneficiaries may

be entitled under sections 202 and 223 for a month on the

basis of the wages and self-employment income of an individual

whose primary insurance amount is computed under section
215(a)(2)(C) shall equal the total monthly benefits which were
authorized by this section with respect to such individual's

primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior

entitlement to disability insurance benefits.
"(B) In any case in which—
"(i) the total monthly benefits with respect to such individual's primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior
entitlement to disability insurance benefits was computed under
paragraph (6), and
"(ii) the individual's primary insurance amount is computed
under subparagraph (B)(i) or (C) of section 215(a)(2) by reason

of the individual's entitlement to old-age insurance benefits
or death,

the total monthly benefits shall equal the total monthly benefits

that would have been authorized with respect to the primary insurance amount for the last month of his prior entitlement to disability
insurance benefits if such total monthly benefits had been computed
without regard to paragraph (6).
"(C) This paragraph shall apply before the application of paragraph (3)(A), and before the application of section 203(a)( 1) of this
Act as in effect in December 1978.".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 203(a)(8) of such Act

(42 U.S.C. 403(a)(8)) is amended by striking "Subject to paragraph
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(7)" and inserting "Subject to paragraph (7) and except as otherwise
provided in paragraph (10)(C),".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply for the purpose of determining the total monthly benefits
to

which beneficiaries may be entitled under sections 202 and

223 of the Social Security Act based on the wages and self-employment income of an individual who—
(1) becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit under
section 202(a) of such Act,

(2) becomes reentitled to a disability insurance benefit

under section 223 of such Act, or
(3) dies,
after December 1995.

SEC. 311. AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL SECURiTY
INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES OF PUBLIC OR PRIVATE
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND SIMILAR RESEARCIL

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 1106 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1306) is amended—

(1) by redesignating subsections (d) and (e) as subsections

(e) and (f), respectively;

(2) in subsection (f) (as so redesignated), by striking "subsection (d)" and inserting "subsection (e)"; and
(3) by inserting after subsection (c) the following new subsection:

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, in
any case in which—

"(1) information regarding whether an individual is shown

on the records of the Secretary as being alive or deceased

is requested from the Secretary for purposes of epidemiological
or similar research which the Secretary finds may reasonably

be expected to contribute to a national health interest, and
"(2) the requester agrees to reimburse the Secretary for

providing such information and to comply with limitations on
safeguarding and rerelease or redisclosure of such information
as may be specified by the Secretary,

the Secretary shall comply with such request, except to the extent
that compliance with such request would constitute a violation
of the terms of any contract entered into under section 205(r).".
(b) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION RETURNS REGARDING WAGES

PAID EMPLOYEES.—Section 6 103(l)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 (relating to disclosure of returns and return information
to the Department of Health and Human Services for purposes

other than tax administration) is amended—
(1) by striking "for the purpose of" and inserting "for the
purpose of—";

(2) by striking "carrying out, in accordance with an agreement" and inserting the following:

"(A) carrying out, in accordance with an agreement";
(3) by striking "program." and inserting "program; or";

and

(4) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) providing information regarding the mortality status of individuals for epidemiological and similar research
in accordance with section 1106(d) of the Social Security
Act.".

42
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shall

DATE.—The amendments made by this section

apply with respect to requests for information made after

the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 312. MISUSE OF SYMBOLS, EMBLEMS, OR NAMES IN REFERENCE
TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OR DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.

(a) PROHIBITION OF UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION, REPRINTING,
OR
DISTRIBUTION
FOR
FEE OF CERTAIN OFFICIAL

PUBLICATIONS.—Section 1140(a) of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 1320b—10(a)) is amended—

(1) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subpara-

graphs (A) and (B), respectively;
(2) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new paragraph;

"(2) No person may, for a fee, reproduce, reprint, or distribute

any item consisting of a form, application, or other publication

of the Social Security Administration or of the Department of Health

and Human Services unless such person has obtained specific,
written authorization for such activity in accordance with regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe.".

(b) ADDITION TO PROHIBITED WORDS, LETFERS, SYMBOLS, AND

EMBLEMs.—Paragraph (1) of section 1140(a) of such Act (as redesignated by subsection (a)) is further amended—
(1) in subparagraph (A) (as redesignated), by striking
"Administration', the letters 'SSA' or 'HCFA'," and inserting
"Administration', 'Department of Health and Human Services',
'Health and Human Services', 'Supplemental Security Income
Program', or 'Medicaid', the letters 'SSA', 'HCFA', 'DHHS',

'HHS', or 'SSI',"; and

(2) in subparagraph (B) (as amended by section 304 and
as redesignated), by striking "Social Security Administration"
each place it appears and inserting "Social Security Administration, Health Care Financing Administration, or Department
of Health and Human Services", by striking "or of the Health
Care Financing Administration", and by inserting "or the Medicare card," after "205(c)(2)(F)".

(c) EXEMP'rION FOR USE OF WORDS, LETFERS, SYMBOLS, AND
EMBLEMS OF STATE AND LOC GOVERNMENT AGENCIES BY SUCH

AGENCIES.—Paragraph (1) of section 1140(a) of such Act (as redesig-

nated by subsection (a)) is further amended by adding at the end
the following new sentence: "The preceding provisions of this sub-

section shall not apply with respect to the use by any agency
or instrumentality of a State or political subdivision of a State
of any words or letters which identify an agency or instrumentality

of such State or of a political subdivision of such State or the

use by any such agency or instrumentality of any symbol or emblem
of an agency or instrumentality of such State or a political subdivision of such State.".
(d) INCLUSION OF REASONABLENESS STiDAJw—Section

1140(a)(1) of such Act (as amended by the preceding provisions
of this section) is further amended, in the matter following subpara-

graph (B) (as redesignated), by striking "convey" and inserting
"convey, or in a manner which reasonably could be interpreted
or construed as conveying,".

(e) INEFFECTIVENESS OF DISCLAIMER5.—Subsection (a) of section

1140 of such Act (as amended by the preceding provisions of this
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section) is further amended by adding at the end the following

new paragraph:

'(3) Any determination of whether the use of one or more

words, letters, symbols, or emblems (or any combination or variation

thereof) in connection with an item described in paragraph (1)
or the reproduction, reprinting, or distribution of an item described

in paragraph (2) is a violation of this subsection shall be made

without regard to any inclusion in such item (or any so reproduced,
reprinted, or distributed copy thereof) of a disclaimer of affiliation

with the United States Government or any particular agency or
instrumentality thereof.".

(0 VIOLATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INDIVIDUAL ITEMS.—Section

1140(b)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(b)(1)) is amended by

adding at the end the following new sentence: "In the case of
any items referred to in subsection (a)(1) consisting of pieces of
mail, each such piece of mail which contains one or more words,
letters, symbols, or emblems in violation of subsection (a) shall

represent a separate violation. In the case of any item referred

to in subsection (a)(2), the reproduction, reprinting, or distribution
of such item shall be treated as a separate violation with respect
to each copy thereof so reproduced, reprinted, or distributed.".
(g) ELIMINATION OF CAP ON AGGREGATE LIABILITY AMOUNT.—

(1) REPEAI.—Paragraph (2) of section 1140(b) of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(b)(2)) is repealed.
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 1140(b) of such

Act is further amended—
(A) by striking "(1) Subject to paragraph (2), the" and
inserting "The";

(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) as

paragraphs (1) and (2), respectively; and

(C) in paragraph (1) (as redesignated), by striking

"subparagraph (B)" and inserting "paragraph (2)".

(h) REMOVAL OF FORMAL DECLINATION REQUIREMENT.—SectiOn

1140(c)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—10(c)(1)) is amended by
inserting "and the first sentence of subsection (c)" after "and (i)".
(i) PENALTIES RELATING TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

DEPOSITED IN OASI TRUST FUND, AND PENALTIES RELATED TO
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION DEPOSITED IN THE HI

AND SMI TRUST FUNDS.—Section 1140(c)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

1320b—10(c)(2)) is amended in the second sentence by striking
"United States." and inserting "United States, except that (A) to
the extent that such amounts are recovered under this section
as penalties imposed for misuse of words, letters, symbols, or
emblems relating to the Social Security Administration, such
amounts shall be deposited into the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

Insurance Trust Fund, and (B) to the extent that such amounts
are recovered under this section as penalties imposed for misuse
of words, letters, symbols, or emblems relating to the Department
of Health and Human Services, such amounts shall be deposited

into the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal
Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund, as appropriate.".

(j) ENFORCEMENT.—SectiOn 1140 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—

10) is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(d) The preceding provisions of this section may be enforced

through the Office of the Inspector General of the Department
of Health and Human Services.".
(k) REPORTS.—

42 USC
1320b—1O note.
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(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and Human
Services and the Commissioner of Social Security shall each
submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate
3 reports on the operation of section 1140 of the Social Security

Act with respect to the Social Security Administration or the
Department of Health and Human Services during the period
covered by the report, which shall specify—

(A) the number of complaints of violations of such

$ection received by the Social Security Administration or

the Department of Health and Human Services during
the period,

(B) the number of cases in which the Social Security
Administration or the Department, during the period, sent

a notice of violation of such section requesting that an

individual cease activities in violation of such section,

(C) the number of cases in which the Social Security

Administration or the Department formally proposed a civil
money penalty in a demand letter during the period,
(D) the total amount of civil money penalties assessed

by the Social Security Administration or the Department
under this section during the period,

(E) the number of requests for hearings filed during
the period by the Social Security Administration or the
Department pursuant to sections 1140(c)(1) and 1128A(c)(2)
of the Social Security Act,

(F) the disposition during the period of hearings filed
pursuant to sections 1140(c)(1) and 1128A(c)(2) of the Social
Security Act, and
(G) the total amount of civil money penalties collected

under this section and deposited into the Federal OldAge and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Health
Insurance and Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust
Funds, as applicable, during the period.
(2) WHEN DUE.—The reports required by paragraph (1)

shall be submitted not later tha'i December 1, 1995, not later
than December 1, 1997, and not later than December 1, 1999,
respectively.

(1) PROHIBITION OF MISUSE OF DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
NAMES, SYMBOLS, ETC.—

(1) GENERAL RULE.—Subchapter II of chapter 3 of title

31, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section:

"* 333. Prohibition of misuse of Department of the Treasury
names, symbols, etc.
"(a) GENERAL RULE.—No person may use, in connection with,

or as a part of, any advertisement, solicitation, business activity,
or product, whether alone or with other words, letters, symbols,
or emblems---

"(1) the words 'Department of the Treasury', or the name

of any service, bureau, office, or other subdivision of the Department of the Treasury,

"(2) the titles 'Secretary of the Treasury' or 'Treasurer

of the United States' or the title of any other officer or employee
of the Department of the Treasury,
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"(3) the abbreviations or initials of any entity referred

to in paragraph (1),

"(4) the words 4United States Savings Bond' or the name
of any other obligation issued by the Department of the Treasury,

"(5) any symbol or emblem of an entity referred to in

paragraph (1) (including the design of any envelope or stationary used by such an entity), and
"(6) any colorable imitation of any such words, titles, abbreviations, initials, symbols, or emblems,

in a manner which could reasonably be interpreted or construed
as conveying the false impression that such advertisement, solicita-

tion, business activity, or product is in any manner approved,
endorsed, sponsored, or authorized by, or associated with, the
Department of the Treasury or any entity referred to in paragraph

(1) or any officer or employee thereof.
"(b) TREATMENT OF DISCLAIMERS.—Any determination of

whether a person has violated the provisions of subsection (a)
shall be made without regard to any use of a disclaimer of affiliation

with the United States Government or any particular agency or
instrumentality thereof.

"(ci CIVIL PENALTY.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of the Treasury may
impose a civil penalty on any person who violates the provisions
of subsection (a).
"(2) AMOUNT OF PENALTY.—The amount of the civil penalt

imposed by paragraph (1) shall not exceed $5,000 for eac
use of any material in violation of subsection (a). If such use
is in a broadcast or telecast, the preceding sentence shall be
applied by substituting '$25,000' for '$5,000'.
"(3) TIME LIMITATIONS.—

"(A) ASSESSMENTS.—The Secretary of the Treasury

may assess any civil penalty under paragraph (1) at any
time before the end of the 3-year period beginning on

the date of the violation with respect to which such penalty

is imposed.
'(B) CIVIL ACTION.—The Secretary of the Treasury may

commence a civil action to recover any penalty imposed
under this subsection at any time before the end of the
2-year period beginning on the date on which such penalty
was assessed.

"(4) COORDINATION WITH SUBSECTION (d).—No penalty may

be assessed under this subsection with respect to any violation
after a criminal proceeding with respect to such violation has
been commenced under subsection (d).
"(d) CRIMINAL PENALTY.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—If any person knowingly violates subsection (a), such person shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined

not more than $10,000 for each such use or imprisoned not
more than 1 year, or both. If such use is in a broadcast or
telecast, the preceding sentence shall be applied by substituting
'$50,000' for '$10,000'.
"(2) TIME LIMITATIONS.—No person may be prosecuted,

tried, or punished under paragraph (1) for any violation of
subsection (a) unless the indictment is found or the information

instituted during the 3-year period beginning on the date of
the violation.
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"(3) COORDINATION WITH SUBSECTION (c).—No criminal

proceeding may be commenced under this subsection with
respect to any violation if a civil penalty has previously been
assessed under subsection (c) with respect to such violation.".
(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The analysis for chapter 3 of

title 31, United States Code, is amended by adding after the
item relating to section 332 the following new item:
"333, Prohibition of misuse of Department of the Treasury names, symbols, etc.".

(3) REPORT.—NOt later than May 1, 1996, the Secretary

of the Treasury shall submit a report to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate on the implementation
of the amendments made by this. section. Such report shall
include the number of cases in which the Secretary has notified
persons of violations of section 333 of title 31, United States
Code (as added by subsection (a)), the number of prosecutions

commenced under such section, and the total amount of the
penalties collected in such prosecutions.
31 USC 333
note.

(m) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to violations occurring after March 31, 1995.

(2) PROHIBITION OF MISUSE OF DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAS-

URY NAMES, SYMBOLS, ETC.—Subsection (l)(3) shall take effect

on the date of the enactment of this Act, and the amendments
made by paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (1) shall apply
with respect to violations occurring after such date.

SEC. 313. INCREASED PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE
OF SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION.

(a) UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE.—Section 1106(a) of the Social

Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1306(a)) is amended—
(1) by striking "misdemeanor" and inserting "felony";

(2) by striking "$1,000" and inserting "$10,000 for each

occurrence of a violation"; and
(3) by striking "one year" and inserting "5 years".

(b) UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE BY FaAUD.—Section 1107(b) of

such Act (42 U.S.C. 1307(b)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "social security account number," after

"information as to the";
(2) by striking "misdemeanor" and inserting "felony";

(3) by striking "$1,000" and inserting "$10,000 for each

42 USC 1O(

note.

occurrence of a violation"; and
(4) by striking "one year" and inserting "5 years".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply to violations occurring on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

SEC. 314. INCREASE IN AUTHORIZED PERIOD FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FILE ANNUAL EARNINGS REPORT.

(a) IN GENEaL.—Section 203(h)(1)(A) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 403(h)(1)(A)) is amended in the last sentence by
42 USC 1O3

note,

striking "three months" and inserting "four months".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply with respect to reports of earnings for taxable years
ending on or after December 31, 1994.
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SEC. 315. EXTENSION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM DEM.
ONSTRATION PROJECT AUTHORITY.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 505 of the Social Security Disability

Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96—265), as amended by section
12101 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1985 (Public Law 99—272), section 10103 of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989 (Public Law 10 1—239), and section 5120

of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (Public Law
10 1—508), is further amended—

(1) in paragraph (3) of subsection (a), by striking "June

10,

42 Usc 1310
note.

1993" and inserting "June 10, 1996";

(2) in paragraph (4) of subsection (a), by striking "1992"

and inserting "1995"; and

(3) in subsection (c), by striking "October 1, 1993" and

inserting "October 1, 1996".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 316. CROSS.MATC1HNG OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER

INFORMATION AND EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

INFORMATION MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.

(a) SocIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER INFORMATION.—Clause

(iii) of section 205(c)(2)(C) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c)(2)(C)) (as added by section 1735(a)(3) of the Food, Agriculture,

Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—624; 104
Stat. 3791)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(I)" after "(iii)"; and
(2) by striking "The Secretary of Agriculture shall restrict"
and all that follows and inserting the following:

"(II) The Secretary of Agriculture may share any information
contained in any list referred to in subclause (I) with any other
agency or instrumentality of the United States which otherwise
has access to social security account numbers in accordance with
this subsection or other applicable Federal law, except that the
Secretary of Agriculture may share such information only to the
extent that such Secretary determines such sharing would assist
in verifying and matching such information against information
maintained by such other agency or instrumentality. Any such
information shared pursuant to this subclause may be used by
such other agency or instrumentality only for the purpose of effec-

tive administration and enforcement of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 or for the purpose of investigation of violations of other Federal
laws or enforcement of such laws.

"(III) The Secretary of Agriculture, and the head of any other

agency or instrumentality referred to in this subclause, shall

restrict, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, access to social security account numbers obtained pursuant to this clause only to officers and employees of the United
States whose duties or responsibilities require access for the purposes described in subclause (II).
"(IV) The Secretary of Agriculture, and the head of any agency

or instrumentality with which information is shared pursuant to
clause (II), shall provide such other safeguards as the Secretary
of Health and Human Services determines to be necessary or appro-

priate to protect the confidentiality of the social security account
numbers.".

42 USC 1310
note.
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(b) EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER INFORMATION.—Sub-

section U) of section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(as added by section 1735(c) of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation,
26 USC 6109.

and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 10 1—624; 104 Stat. 3792))
(relating to access to employer identification numbers by Secretary
of Agriculture for purposes of Food Stamp Act of 1977) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (2) and inserting the following:
"(2) SHARING OF INFORMATION AND SAFEGUARDS.—

"(A) SHARING OF INFORMATION.—The Secretary of Agri-

culture may share any information contained in any list
referred to in paragraph (1) with any other agency or
instrumentality of the United States which otherwise has
access to employer identification numbers in accordance
with this section or other applicable Federal law, except
that the Secretary of Agriculture may share such informa-

tion only to the extent that such Secretary determines

such sharing would assist in verifying and matching such
information against information maintained by such other
agency or instrumentality. Any such information shared
pursuant to this subparagraph may be used by such other
agency or instrumentality only for the purpose of effective
administration and enforcement of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 or for the purpose of investigation of violations
of other Federal laws or enforcement of such laws.
"(B) S.1'EGuA1wS.—The Secretary of Agriculture, and

the head of any other agency or instrumentality referred
to in subparagraph (A), shall restrict, to the satisfaction

of the Secretary of the Treasury, access to employer identification numbers obtained pursuant to this subsection only
to officers and employees of the United States whose duties
or responsibilities require access for the purposes described

in subparagraph (A). The Secretary of Agriculture, and
the head of any agency or instrumentality with which
information is shared pursuant to subparagraph (A), shall
provide such other safeguards as the Secretary of the Treas-

ury determines to be necessary or appropriate to protect
the confidentiality of the employer identification numbers.";
(2) in paragraph (3), by striking "by the Secretary of Agri-

culture pursuant to this subsection" and inserting "pursuant
to this subsection by the Secretary of Agriculture or the head
of any agency or instrumentality with which information is
shared pursuant to paragraph (2)", and by striking "social
security account numbers" and inserting "employer identification numbers"; and
(3) in paragraph (4), by striking "by the Secretary of Agri-

culture pursuant to this subsection" and inserting "pursuant
to this subsection by the Secretary of Agriculture or any agency

or instrumentality with which information is shared pursuant
to paragraph (2)".
SEC. 317. CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
MADE PERMANENT.

Subsection (c)( 1)(A) of section 224 of the Railroad Retirement

45 USC 231n
noth.

Solvency Act of 1983 (relating to section 72(r) revenue increase
transferred to certain railroad accounts) is amended by striking
"with respect to benefits received before October 1, 1992".
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SEC. 318. AUThORIZATION FOR USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT
NUMBERS BY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR IN ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAWS.

Section 205(c)(2)(C) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c)(2)(C)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
clause:

"(ix) In the administration of the provisions of chapter 81
of title 5, United States code, and the Longshore and Harbor
Workers' compensation Act (33 U.S.C. 901 et seq.), the Secretary
of Labor may require by regulation that any person filing a notice

of injury or a claim for benefits under such provisions provide
as part of such notice or claim such person's social security account

number, subject to the requirements of this clause. No officer or
employee of the Department of Labor shall have access to any

such number for any purpose other than the establishment of
a system of records necessary for the effective administration of
such provisions. The Secretary of Labor shall restrict, to the satis-

faction of the Secretary of Health and Human Services, access
to social security account numbers obtained pursuant to this clause

to officers and employees of the United States whose duties or
responsibilities require access for the administration or enforcement
of such provisions. The Secretary of Labor shall provide such other

safeguards as the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines to be necessary or appropriate to protect the confidentiality
of the social security account numbers.".
SEC. 319. COVERAGE UNDER FICA OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES TRANSFERRED TEMPORARILY TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.

(a) TREATMENT OF SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIzATIONs BY CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 3121 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1986 (relating to definitions) is amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:

"(y) SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
BY CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this chapter, service

performed in the employ of an international organization by

an individual pursuant to a transfer of such individual to
such international organization pursuant to section 3582 of
title 5, United States Code, shall constitute 'employment' if—
"(A) immediately before such transfer, such individual
performed service with a Federal agency which constituted
employment' under subsection (b) for purposes of the taxes
imposed by sections 310 1(a) and 3111(a), and
"(B) such individual would be entitled, upon separation

from such international organization and proper application, to reemployment with such Federal agency under

such section 3582.
"(2) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this subsection—
"(A) FEDERAL AGENCY.—The term 'Federal agency'

means an agency, as defined in section 358 1(1) of title
5, United States Code.

"(B) INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION.—The term 'inter-

national organization' has the meaning provided such term
by section 3581(3) of title 5, United States Code."

26 USC 3121.
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(2) CoNTRIBuTIONs BY FEDERAL AGENCY.—Section 3122 of

such Code (relating to Federal service) is amended by inserting

after the first sentence the following new sentence: "In the
case of the taxes imposed by this chapter with respect to
service performed in the employ of an international organization pursuant to a transfer to which the provisions of section
3121(y) are applicable, the determination of the amount of
remuneration for such service, and the return and payment
of the taxes imposed by this chapter, shall be made by the
head of the Federal agency from which the transfer was made."

(3) COLLECTION OF EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS.—Section

3102 of such Code (relating to deduction of tax from wages)
is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:

SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL

"(e)

EMPLOYEES.—In the case of any payments of wages for service
performed in the employ of an international organization pursuant
to a transfer to which the provisions of sectio1l 3121(y) are
applicable—
"(1) subsection (a) shall not apply,

"(2) the head of the Federal agency from which the transfer

was made shall separately include on the statement required
under section 6051—

"(A) the amount determined to be the amount of the

wages for such service, and

"(B) the amount of the tax imposed by section 3101

on such payments, and

"(3) the tax imposed by section 3101 on such payments

shall be paid by the employee."

(4) EXCLUSION FROM TREATMENT AS TRADE OR BUSINESS.—-

Paragraph (2)(C) of section 1402(c) of such Code (defining trade

or business) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"except service which constitutes 'employment' under section
3121(y),".
(5) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Paragraph (15) of section

312 1(b) of such Code is amended by inserting ", except service
which constitutes 'employment' under subsection (y)" after
"organization".
(b) AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 210 of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 410) is amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"SERVICE IN THE EMPLOY OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BY
CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

"(r)(1) For purposes of this title, service performed in the employ

of an international organization by an individual pursuant to a

transfer of such individual to such international organization pursuant to section 3582 of title 5, United States Code, shall constitute

'employment' if—
"(A) immediately before such transfer, such individual performed service with a Federal agency which constituted
'employment' as defined in subsection (a), and

"(B) such individual would be entitled, upon separation
from such international organization and proper application,
to reemployment with such Federal agency under such section
3582.

"(2) For purposes of this subsection:
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"(A) The term 'Federal agency' means an agency, as defined
in section 3581(1) of title 5, United States Code.

"(B) The term 'international organization' has the meaning
provided such term by section 358 1(3) of title 5, United States
Code."

(2) EXCLUSION FROM TREATMENT AS TRADE OR BUSINESS.—

Section 211(c)(2)(C) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 411(c)(2)(C)) is

amended by inserting before the semicolon the following
", except

service which constitutes 'employment' under section

210(r)".
(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 210(a)(15) of such

Act (42 U.S.C. 410(a)(15)) is amended by inserting ", except
service which constitutes 'employment' under subsection (r)"
before the semicolon.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to service performed after the calendar
quarter following the calendar quarter in which the date of the
enactment of this Act occurs.

SEC. 320. EXTENSION OF THE FICA TAX EXEMPTION AND CERTAIN
TAX RULES TO INDWIDUALS WHO ENTER THE UNITED
STATES UNDER A VISA ISSUED UNDER SECTION 101 OF
THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986.—

(1) The following provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986 are each amended by striking "(J), or (M)" each place
it appears and inserting "(J), (M), or (Q)":
(A) Section 87 1(c).

(B) Section 1441(b).
(C) Section 3121(b)(19).
(D) Section 323 1(e)(1).
(E) Section 3306(c)( 19).

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 872(b) of such Code is amended
by striking "(F) or (J)" and inserting "(F), (J), or (Q)".
(3) Paragraph (5) of section 770 1(b) of such Code is
amended by striking "subparagraph (J)" in subparagraphs (C)(i)
and (D)(i)(II) and inserting "subparagraph (J) or (Q)".
(b) AMENDMENT TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—Paragraph (19) of

section 2 10(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking
"(J), or (M)" each place it appears and inserting "(J), (M), or (Q)".
(c)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsection

shall take effect with the calendar quarter following the date of
the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 321. TEC}JNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

(1) Section 201(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

40 1(a)) is amended, in the matter following clause (4), by striking "and and" and inserting "and".
(2) Section 202(d)(8)(D)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

402(d)(8)(D)(ii)) is amended by adding a period at the end,
and by adjusting the left hand margination thereof so as to
align with section 202(d)(8)(D)(i) of such Act.
(3) Section 202(q)(1)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(q)(1)(A))

is amended by striking the dash at the end.
(4) Section 202(q)(9) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(q)(9)) is
amended, in the matter preceding subparagraph (A), by striking
"parargaph" and inserting "paragraph".

26 USC 1402
note.
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() Section 202(t)(4)(D) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(t)(4)(D))
is amended by inserting "if the" before "Secretary" the second
and third places it appears.
(6) Clauses (i) and (ii) of section 203(fX5)(C) of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 403(fX5)(C)) are amended by adjusting the left-

hand margination thereof so as to align with clauses (i) and
(ii) of section 203(fX5)(B) of such Act.

(7) Paragraph (3)(A) and paragraph (3)(B) of section 205(b)

of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(b)) are amended by adjusting the
left-hand margination thereof so as to align with the matter
following section 205(b)(2)(C) of such Act.
(8) Section 205(c)(2)(B)(iii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c)(2)(B)(iii)) is amended by striking "non-public" and inserting "nonpublic".
(9) Section 205(c)(2)(C) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)(C))
is amended—
(A) by striking the clause (vii) added by section 220 1(c)
of Public Law 101—624;

(B) by redesignating the clause (iii) added by section

220 1(b)(3) of Public Law 10 1—624, clause (iv), clause (v),

clause (vi), and the clause (vii) added by section 1735(b)
of Public Law 101—624 as clause (iv), clause (v), clause
(vi), clause (vii), and clause (viii), respectively;
(C) in clause (v) (as redesignated), by striking

"subclause (I) of", and by striking "subclause (II) of clause
(i)" and inserting "clause (ii)"; and
(D) in clause (viii)UV) (as redesignated), by inserting

"a social security account number or" before "a request
for".

(10) The heading for section 205(j) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

405(j)) is amended to read as follows:

"Representative Payees".

(11) The heading for section 205(s) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(s)) is amended to read as follows:
"Notice Requirements".
(12) Section 208(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 408(c)) is amended

by striking "subsection (g)" and inserting "subsection (a)(7)".
(13) Section 210(a)(5)(B)(i)(V)

of such Act (42 U.S.C.

410(a)(5)(B)(i)(V)) is amended by striking "section 105(e)(2)"
and inserting "section 104(e)(2)".

(14) Section 211(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 411(a))

is

amended—

and

(A) in paragraph (13), by striking "and" at the end;
(B) in paragraph (14), by striking the period and insert-

ing "; and".
(15) Section 213(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 413(c)) is amended

by striking "section" the first place it appears and inserting
"sections".
(16) Section

215(a)(5)(B)(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(a)(5)(B)(i)) is amended by striking "subsection" the second
place it appears and inserting "subsections".
(17) Section 215(0(7) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(0(7)) is
amended by inserting a period after "1990".
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(18) Subparagraph (F) of section 218(c)(6) of such Act (42
is amended by adjusting the left-hand

U.S.C. 418(c)(6))

margination thereof so as to align with section 218(c)(6)(E)

of such Act.
(19) Section 223(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 423(i)) is amended

by adding at the beginning the following heading:

"Limitation on Payments to Prisoners".
(b) RELATED AMENDMENTS.—

(1) Section 603(b)(5)(A) of Public Law 101—649 (amending

section 202(n)( 1) of the Social Security Act) (104 Stat. 5085)
is amended by inserting "under" before "paragraph (1)," and
by striking "(17), or (18)" and inserting '(17), (18), or (19)",

42 USC 402.

effective as if this paragraph were included in such section
603(b)(5)(A).

(2) Section 10208(bXl) of Public Law 10 1—239 (amending
section 230(b)(2)(A) of the Social Security Act) (103 Stat. 2477)
is amended by striking "230(b)(2XA)" and "430(b)(2)(A)" and
inserting "230(b)(2)" and "430(b)(2)", respectively, effective as

42 USC 430.

if this paragraph were included in such section 10208(b)(1).
(c) CONFORMING, CLERICAL AMENDMENTS UPDATING, WITHOUT

SUBSTANTWE CHANGE, REFERENCES IN TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.—

(1)(A)(i) Section 201(g)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(1))
is amended—

42 USC 401
note.

(I) in subparagraph (A)(i), by striking "and subchapter
E" and all that follows through "1954" and inserting "and
chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986";
(II) in subparagraph (A)(ii), by striking "1954" and

inserting "1986";
(III) in the matter in subparagraph (A) following clause
(ii), by striking "subchapter E" and all that follows through

"1954." and inserting "chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1986.", and by striking "1954 other" and
inserting "1986 other"; and
(IV) in subparagraph (B), by striking "1954" each place
it appears and inserting "1986".
(ii) The amendments made by clause (i) shall apply only

with respect to periods beginning on or after the date of the

enactment of this Act.
(B)(i) Section 201(g)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(2))

is amended by striking "section 3101(a)" and all that follows
through "1950." and inserting "section 3101(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 which are subject to refund under section

6413(c) of such Code with respect to wages (as defined in
section 3121 of such Code).", and by striking "wages reported"

and all that follows through "1954," and inserting "wages

reported to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate pursuant to subtitle F of such Code,".
(ii) The amendments made by clause (i) shall apply only
with respect to wages paid on or after January 1, 1995.
(C) Section 201(g)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 401(g)(4)) is
amended—

(i) by striking "The Board of Trustees shall prescribe
before January 1, 1981, the method" and inserting "If at
any time or times the Boards of Trustees of such Trust

42 USC 401
note.
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Funds deem such action advisable, they may modify the
method prescribed by such Boards";
(ii) by striking "1954" and inserting "1986"; and
(iii) by striking the last sentence.
(2) Section 202(v) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 402(v)) is
amended—

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "1954" and inserting

"1986"; and

(B) in paragraph (3)(A), by inserting "of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1986" after "3127".
(3) Section 205(c)(5)(F)(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
405(c)(5)(F)(i)) is amended by inserting "or the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986" after "1954".
(4)(A) Section 209(a)(4)(A) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

409(a)(4)(A)) is amended by inserting "or the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986" after "Internal Revenue Code of 1954".

(B) Section 209(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 409(a))

amended—
(i)

is

in subparagraphs (C) and (E) of paragraph (4),

(ii) in paragraph (5)(A),

(iii) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (14),
(iv) in paragraph (15),
(v) in paragraph (16), and
(vi) in paragraph (17),

by striking "1954" each place it appears and inserting "1986".
(C) Subsections (b), (f), (g), (i)(1), and (j) of section 209
of such Act (42 U.S.C. 409) are amended by striking "1954"
each place it appears and inserting "1986".
(5) Section 211(a)(15) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 411(a)(15))

is amended by inserting "of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986" after "section 162(m)".
(6) Title II of such Act is further amended—

(A) in subsections (fX5)(B)(ii) and (k) of section 203

(42 U.S.C. 403),
(B) in section 205(c)(1)(D)(i) (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(1)(D)(i)),

(C) in the matter in section 210(a) (42 U.S.C. 410(a))
preceding paragraph (1) and in paragraphs (8), (9), and
(10) of section 210(a),

(D) in subsections (p)(4) and (q) of section 210 (42

U.S.C. 410),

(E) in the matter in section 211(a) (42 U.S.C. 411(a))
preceding paragraph (1) and in paragraphs (3), (4), (6),
(10), (11), and (12) and clauses (iii) and (iv) of section
2 11(a),

(F) in the matter in section 211(c) (42 U.S.C. 411(c))

preceding paragraph (1), in paragraphs (3) and (6) of section
2 11(c), and in the matter following paragraph (6) of section
211(c),

(G) in subsections (d), (e), and (h)(1)(B) of section 211

(42 U.S.C. 411),
(H) in section 216(j) (42 U.S.C. 416(j)),
(I) in section 218(e)(3) (42 U.S.C. 418(e)(3)),
(J) in section 229(b) (42 U.S.C. 429(b)),
(K) in section 230(c) (42 U.S.C. 430(c)), and
(L) in section 232 (42 U.S.C. 432),

by striking "1954" each place it appears and inserting "1986".
42 Usc 401
note.

(d) RULES OF CoNSTRUcTIoN.—
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(1) The preceding provisions of this section shall be construed only as technical and clerical corrections and as reflecting the original intent of the provisions amended thereby.

(2) Any reference in title II of the Social Security Act
to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be construed to
include a reference to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
the extent necessary to carry out the provisions of paragraph
(e)UTILIZATION OF NATIONAL AVERAGE WAGE INDEX FOR WAGEBASED ADJUSTMENTS.—
(1) DEFINITION OF NATIONAL AVERAGE WAGE INDEX.—Sec-

tion 209(k) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 409(k)) is
amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph (3);

(B) in paragraph (3) (as redesignated), by striking

"paragraph (1)" and inserting "this subsection"; and
(C) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting the following new paragraphs:
"(k)(1) For purposes of sections 203ffl(8)(B)(ii), 213(d)(2)(B),

215(a)( 1)(B)(ii),
215(a)( 1)(C)(ii),
215(a)( 1)(D),
215(b)(3)(A)(ii),
2 15(i)( 1)(E), 2 15(i)(2)(C)(ii), 224ffl(2)(B), and 230(b)(2) (and 230(b)(2)

as in effect immediately prior to the enactment of the Social Security
Amendments of 1977), the term 'national average wage index' for
any particular calendar year means, subject to regulations of the

Secretary under paragraph (2), the average of the total wages
for such particular calendar year.
"(2) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under which the
national average wage index for any calendar year shall be computed—

"(A) on the basis of amounts reported to the Secretary

of the Treasury or his delegate for such year,

"(B) by disregarding the limitation on wages specified in

subsection (a)( 1),

"(C) with respect to calendar years after 1990, by incorporating deferred compensation amounts and factoring in for

such years the rate of change from year to year in such
amounts, in a manner consistent with the requirements of
section 10208 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1989, and

"(D) with respect to calendar years before 1978, in a man-

ner consistent with the manner in which the average of the
total wages for each of such calendar years was determined
as provided by applicable law as in effect for such years.".
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(A) Section 213(d)(2)(B) of

such Act

(42 U.S.C.

413(d)(2)(B)) is amended by striking "deemed average total

wages" and inserting "national average wage index", and
by striking "the average of the total wages" and all that
follows and inserting "the national average wage index
(as so defined) for 1976,".

(B) Section 215(a)(1)(B)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

415(a)(1)(B)(ii)) is amended—

(i) in subclause (I), by striking "deemed average
total wages" and inserting "national average wage
index"; and

(ii) in subclause (II), by striking "the average of
the total wages" and all that follows and inserting

Regulations.

108 STAT. 1540
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"the national average wage index (as so defined) for
1977.".

(C) Section 215(a)(1)(C)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(a)( 1)(C)(ii)) is amended by striking "deemed average
total wages" and inserting "national average wage index".
(D) Section 215(a)(1)(D) of such
415(a)(1)(D)) is amended—
(i) by striking "after 1978";

Act (42

U.S.C.

(ii) by striking "and the average of the total wages
(as described in subparagraph (B)(ii)(I))" and inserting

"and the national average wage index (as defined in
section 209(k)( 1))"; and

(iii) by striking the last sentence.

(E) Section 215(b)(3)(A)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(b)(3)(A)(ii)) is amended by striking "deemed average
total wages" each place it appears and inserting "national
average wage index".
(F) Section 215(i)(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 415(fl(1))
is amended—

(i) in subparagraph (E), by striking "SSA average

wage index" and inserting "national average wage
index (as defined in section 209(k)( 1))"; and
(ii) by striking subparagraph (G) and redesignating
subparagraph (H) as subparagraph (G).

(G) Section 215(i)(2)(C)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
415(i)( 1)(C)(ii)) is amended to read as follows:

"(ii) The Secretary shall determine and promulgate the OASDI

fund ratio for the current calendar year on or before November
1 of the current calendar year, based upon the most recent data
then available. The Secretary shall include a statement of the
fund ratio and the national average wage index (as defined in
section 209(k)( 1)) and a statement of the effect such ratio and
the level of such index may have upon benefit increases under
this subsection in any notification made under clause (i) and any
determination published under subparagraph (D).".
(H) Section 224(0(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 424a(f)(2))
is amended—

(i) in subparagraph (A), by adding "and" at the

end;

(ii) by striking subparagraph (C); and

(iii) by striking subparagraph (B) and inserting
the following:

"(B) the ratio of (i) the national average wage index (as
defined in section 209(kX 1)) for the calendar year before the
year in which such redetermination is made to (ii) the national
average wage index (as so defined) for the calendar year before
the year in which the reduction was first computed (but not
counting any reduction made in benefits for a previous period
of disability).".
(0 TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS RELATED TO OASDI IN THE 0MMBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990.—
(1) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION 5103(b)

RELATING TO DISABLED wrnowS.—Section 223(0(2) of the Social

Security Act (42 U.S.C. 423(0(2)) is amended—

(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(in a case to

which clause (ii)(II) does not apply)"; and
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(B) by striking subparagraph (B)(ii) and inserting the
following:
"(ii) the individual

is now able to engage in

substantial gainful activity; or".

(2) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION 5 105(d)
RELATING TO REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

(A) TITLE II AMENDMENTS.—Section 5 105(d)( 1)(A) of the

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (Public Law
101—508) is amended—

(i) by striking "Section 205(j)(5)" and inserting

"Section 205(j)(6)"; and

(ii) by redesignating the paragraph (5) as amended
thereby as paragraph (6).
(B) TITLE XVI AMENDMENTS.—Section 163 1(a)(2) of the

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(aX2)) is amended—
(i) by redesignating subparagraphs (E) and (F) as
subparagraphs (F) and (G), respectively; and
(ii) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the following:

"(E) RESTITUTION.—In cases where the negligent failure of the

Secretary to investigate or monitor a representative payee results
in misuse of benefits by the representative payee, the Secretary
shall make payment to the beneficiary or the beneficiary's represent-

ative payee of an amount equal to such misused benefits. The

Secretary shall make a good faith effort to obtain restitution from
the terminated representative payee.".
(3) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO PROVISIONS IN SECTION 5106
RELATING TO COORDINATION OF RULES UNDER TITLES II AND
XVI GOVERNING FEES FOR REPRESENTATIVES OF CLAIMANTS WITH
ENTITLEMENTS UNDER BOTH TITLES.—
(A) CALCULATION OF FEE OF CLAIMANT'S REPRESENTATIVE BASED ON AMOUNT OF PAST-DUE SUPPLEMENTAL SECU-

RITY INCOME BENEFITS AYFER APPLICATION OF WINDFALL

OFFSET PROVISION.—Section 163 1(d)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act (as amended by section 5 106(a)(2) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C.
1383(d)(2)(A)(i)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i) by substituting, in subparagraphs (A)(ii)(I) and (C)(i),

the phrase '(as determined before any applicable reduction

under section 1631(g), and reduced by the amount of any reduc-

tion in benefits under this title or title H made pursuant
to section 1127(a))' for the parenthetical phrase contained
therein; and".

(B) CALCULATION OF PAST-DUE BENEFITS FOR PURPOSES

OF DETERMINING ATFORNEY FEES IN JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Section 206(bX 1) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 406(bXl)) is amended—
(I) by inserting "(A)" after "(b)( 1)"; and

(II) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
"(B) For purposes of this paragraph—
"(i) the term 'past-due benefits' excludes any benefits with
respect to which payment has been continued pursuant to subsection (g) or (h) of section 223, and

"(ii) amounts of past-due benefits shall be determined

before any applicable reduction under section 1127(a).".

42 USC 405.
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(ii) PROTECTION FROM OFFSETFING SSI BENEFITS.—

The last sentence of section 1127(a) of such Act (as
added by section 5106(b) of the Omnibus Budget Rec-

onciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C.

1320a—6(a)) is

amended by striking "section 206(a)(4)" and inserting

"subsection (a)(4) or (b) of section 206".
(4) APPLICATION OF SINGLE DOLLAR AMOUNT CEILING TO
CONCURRENT CLAIMS UNDER TITLES II AND XVL—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 206(a)(2) of such Act (as

amended by section 5 106(a)( 1) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C. 406(a)(2)) is amended—
(I) by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subparagraph (D); and
(ii) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following new subparagraph:
"(C) In any case involving—
"(I) an agreement described in subparagraph (A) with any

person relating to both a claim of entitlement to past-due
benefits under this title and a claim of entitlement to pastdue benefits under title XVI, and
"(ii) a favorable determination made by the Secretary with
respect to both such claims,

the Secretary may approve such agreement only if the total fee
or fees specified in such agreement does not exceed, in the aggregate, the dollar amount in effect under subparagraph (A)(ii)(II).".
(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 206(a)(3)(A) of

such Act (as amended by section 5106(a)( 1) of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) (42 U.S.C. 406(a)(3)(A))

is amended by striking "paragraph (2)(C)" and inserting
42 USC 405
note.

"paragraph (2)(D)".
(5) EFFECTWE DATE.—Each amendment made by this sub-

section shall take effect as if included in the provisions of

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 to which such
amendment relates, except that the amendments made by paragraph (3)(B) shall apply with respect to favorable judgments

made after 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
(g) ELIMINATION OF ROUNDING DISTORTION IN THE CALCULATION
OF THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILIrv INSURANCE CONTRIBU-

TION AND BENEFIT BASE AND THE EARNINGS TEST EXEMPT
AMOUNTS.—

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF OASDI CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT
BASE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 230(b) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 430(b)) is amended by striking paragraphs
(1) and (2) and inserting the following:
"(1) $60,600, and

"(2) the ratio of (A) the national average wage index (as
defined in section 209(k)(1)) for the calendar year before the
calendar year in which the determination under subsection

(a) is made to (B) the national average wage index (as so
defined) for 1992,".

(B) CoNFomIING AMENDMENT RELATING TO APPLICABLE

PRIOR LAW.—Section 230(d) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 430(d))

is amended by striking "(except that" and all that follows
through the end and inserting "(except that, for purposes
of subsection (b) of such section 230 as so in effect, the
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reference to the contribution and benefit base in paragraph
(1) of such subsection (b) shall be deemed a reference
to an amount equal to $45,000, each reference in paragraph

(2) of such subsection (b) to the average of the wages
of all employees as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury shall be deemed a reference to the national average

wage index (as defined in section 209(k)(1)), the reference
to a preceding calendar year in paragraph (2)(A) of such
subsection (b) shall be deemed a reference to the calendar
year before the calendar year in which the determination

under subsection (a) of such section 230 is made, and
the reference to a calendar year in paragraph (2)(B) of
such subsection (b) shall be deemed a reference to 1992).".

(C) ADJUSTMENT OF CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE
APPLICABLE IN DETERMINING YEARS OF COVERAGE FOR PURPOSES OF SPECIAL MINIMUM PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT.—

Section 215(a)(1)(C)(ii) of such Act is amended by striking

"(except that" and all that follows through the end and
inserting "(except that, for purposes of subsection (b) of
such section 230 as so in effect, the reference to the contribution and benefit base in paragraph (1) of such sub-

42 USC 415.

section (b) shall be deemed a reference to an amount equal

to $45,000, each reference in paragraph (2) of such subsection (b) to the average of the wages of all employees

as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury shall be
deemed a reference to the national average wage index

(as defined in section 209(k)(1)), the reference to a preced-

ing calendar year in paragraph (2)(A) of such subsection
(b) shall be deemed a reference to the calendar year before
the calendar year in which the determination under subsection (a) of such section 230 is made, and the reference
to a calendar year in paragraph (2)(B) of such subsection
(b) shall be deemed a reference to 1992).".

(2) ADJUSTMENT OF EARNINGS TEST EXEMPT AMOUNT.—Sec-

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
403(fX8)(B)(ii)) is amended to read as follows:
"(ii) the product of the corresponding exempt amount
tion 203(fX8)(B)(ii)

which is in effect with respect to months in the taxable
year ending after 1993 and before 1995, and the ratio
of—

"(I) the national average wage index (as defined
in section 209(k)(1)) for the calendar year before the
calendar year in which the determination under

subparagraph (A) is made, to
"(II) the national average wage index (as so
defined) for 1992,
with such product, if not a multiple of $10, being rounded

to the next higher multiple of $10 where such product

is a multiple of $5 but not of $10 and to the nearest
multiple of $10 in any other case.".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

(A) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall be
effective with respect to the determination of the contribution and benefit base for yearsafter 1994.
(B) The amendment made by paragraph (2) shall be
effective with respect to the determination of the exempt
amounts applicable to any taxable year ending after 1994.

42 USC 415
note.
42 USC 403
note.
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(h) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XVI.—( 1) Section 1631

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1383) is amended—

(A) in the 1st subsection (n), by striking "subsection" and
inserting "title"; and

(B) by redesignating the 2nd subsection

section (o).
(2) Section

(n) as sub-

1613(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a))

is

amended-=---

(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (9);

(B) by strikin the period at the end of the 1st paragraph
(10) and inserting ';and'; and

(C) by redesignating the 2nd paragraph (10) as para-

42 USC 1382b
note.

graph (11).
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsection
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
Approved August 15, 1994.
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can serve the American people better. We
are strengthening those things which Social
Security ought to do and taking precautions
to make sure it does not do things which it
ought not to do. It is proving that Govern-

Remarks on Signing the Social
Security Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994
August 15, 1994
Thank you veiy much. Thank you, Senator
Moynihan, Chairman Gibbons, Secretary
Shalala. To all the distinguished Members of
Congress who are here, especially Senators

Mitchell and Dole and the Speaker and to
one who is not here, Andy Jacobs, who
worked so hard on this endeavor, let me
thank you all. Let me especially thank Senator Moynihan, who identified the need to
reestablish the Social Security Administration as an independent agency 11 years ago.
I was sitting here thinking, when I saw him

up here so full of pride that this day had
finally come to pass, of two things. First of
all, about 8 months ago, Senator Moynihan
said to me, "We have a lot of important business to do this year. And we'll have to fight
like crazy on all of it. But if you will just
come out and say you're for an independent
Social Security agency, I think we can do this
unanimously. And that would be a very good

thing for Congress to do." [Liiughter] And
then I was wondering whether, if we waited
11 years we could be unanimous about eveiy
issue that comes before us. [Liiughter] I want

to thank Senator Moynihan for his persistence and guidance and all the others who
have worked so hard on this legislation.

When Franklin Roosevelt made a speech
to the New York legislature in 1931, he said
this: "The success or failure of any govern-

ment must be measured by the well-being
of its citizens." That was the goal that moved
him 59 years ago yesterday. On that day, in
a ceremony in the Cabinet Room, just behind
us, he signed the Social Security Act into law.
And that is what guides us today.
With an independent Social Security Administration, we are reinventing our Government to streamline our operations so that we

ment can still work to improve people's lives.
And now Social Security, we know, will work
even better.

For millions of Americans, that signature
59 years ago transformed old age from a time
of fear and want to a period of rest and reward. It empowered many American families

as well, freeing them to put their children
through college to enrich their own lives,
knowing that their parents would not grow
old in poverty. Nine years ago, thanks to that
effort, for the first time in the history of the
United States, the elderly had a lower poverty rate than the rest of the population.
In fighting for Social Security and for so
much else, President Roosevelt knew that the
American people always would have a per-

sonal stake in overcoming the status quo
when the need was great enough. That is
something we should all remember as we go
into the next few weeks, as we delay the August recess, as we struggle to come to grips
with the challenges of this age, the challenge
of crime, the challenge of health care.
These kinds of changes are difficult, but
they always have been. In 1935, even Social
Security as we know it nearly died in a congressional committee, as Senators considered
stripping away the old-age pension. Congress
almost left town with this and other critical
work unfinished. But they found the grit to
work on through the summer of 1935, when
they didn't have as much air-conditioning as

we have today. And they accomplished so
much in that period now known as the Second Hundred Days. President Roosevelt said
then that that session of Congress would be
regarded as historic for all time.
What we do here today maintains that historic commitment. If we keep focus on the

work we are sent here to do, what we do
here today can be but the precursor of things.
that we also can do to benefit the American
people that will be historic for all time.
Now I'd like to ask the folks here to join

me as I sign this bill. In the beginning, I
will for a letteror two at least; use the pen
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that President Roosevelt used 59 years ago
yesterday.
Thank you veiy much.
President spoke at 10:40 am. in the
Rose Garden at the White House. H.R. 4277, approved August 15, was assigned Public Law No.
NOTE: The

103—296.

Statement on Signing the Social
Security Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994
August 15, 1994
Today I am pleased to sign into law H.R.
4277, the "Social Security Independence and
Program Improvements Act of 1994." Fifty-

nine years ago, President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt signed the original Social Security
Act, creating one of the most important and
successful Government programs of all
times. With the enactment of H.R. 4277, we

are beginning a new chapter in the history
of the Social Security program, one which
recognizes the program's importance by elevating the stature of the agency responsible
for its administration. Once combined with
a genuine reform of our health care system,
we will have fulfilled the vision of the original

to the public that matches or exceeds the best
service available in the private sector." Establishing an independent Social Security Administration will enhance its ability to meet

this goal and provide "world class service"
to all Americans.

I also want to highlight that H.R. 4277 includes important provisions designed to
strengthen the integrity of the disability pro-

grams administered by the Social Security
Administration. For example, recipients disabled due to substance abuse will now only
receive benefits for a limited time (generally
36 months). These recipients must also undergo appropriate, available treatment.

Finally, I must note that, in the opinion
of the Department of Justice, the provision

that the President can remove the single
Commissioner only for neglect of duty or
malfeasance in office raises a significant con-

stitutional question. I am prepared to work
with the Congress on a corrective amendment that would resolve this constitutional
question so as to eliminate the risk of litigation.

Again, I am pleased to approve H.R. 4277
and to reaffirm my commitment to cariying
out the Social Security program for the benefit of our Nation's citizens.

architects of the Social Security system to
provide Americans protection against the vicissitudes of old age and ill health.
Establishing the Social Security Administration as an independent agency within the
executive branch reflects my commitment to
maintain the confidence of all Americans in
the Social Security program. I sincerely hope

that it will reassure those currently paying
into the system that they too will receive ben-

efits when they retire. For nearly 60 years,
the Social Security Administration has done
an admirable job of cariying out its principal

mandate: ensuring that Americans receive
the Social Security benefits to which they are
entitled. The agency's new status recognizes
and strengthens our commitment to this tradition of public service.
As I have stated many times, my Administration is committed to "putting people first."
Consistent with this philosophy, I issued Executive Order 12862 directing public officials

to "embark upon a revolution within the
Federal Government.

.

.

to

provide service

William J. Clinton
The White House,
August 15, 1994.
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social

$ecuritvAdminhstrstiveReform Act of 1994

(b) Xii and Ford (I))

(Rep. iThoobs

TN)

Administration supports nbing the social security

Administration (S8A) en independent igency and will wofl with the
Conferees to address several O0)100tItS ftbOUt H.R. 4277, incluting:
The governance of th. agency by a tbrse"membsx board whose
structure is unwieLdy and ilkély to tmGsrsins the

legi.lationts intent to make 99k more efssotivs.
a The Sack of budgetary end legislative policy authority
attcrded to the miecutive branch.
-- The prescriptive natun of the bill in its designation of
required off icers, and the distribution of resources between
the Department of Health and Human Servicies and Silt.

——

diminution of the advisory and evaluation roles of the
Treasury and Labor Departments in tac Social Security
By removiflg the Secretary of the Treasury as Chair
Of the Baafl of Trustees for the OA$DI Trust Funds,
HR. 4277 would reduce Tressqry's rota in evaluating the
financial status of the program. Similarly, by removing the
The

r°s'

!ecretY of Labor as a member of that board, HR. 4277
icuici eliminate labor's role of representing workers' and

retirees'

interests.

Administration looks tonvard to Wor)Ung with the Conferees to
address the above concerns and to create the moat Viable and
efficient independent Sit possible
The Adninistration supports strengthening policies thet currently
apply to SuppJnefltil Security Income (981) beneficiaries who are
drug addicts and alcoholics (bAns) anti extending those polities
to tItle xi disability beneficiaries, rho administration will
wor2c with the Conferees to address the toflowing issues regarding
The

DMA provisions in
-—

R.R. 4277

a

Clarification of beneficiaries to whoa the policy applies.

2

tva1opwent of thp sofl affective policy to a4dre9s the dual
go*l. of prot.ettn exaflditUn of pb ]1t 'funds1 while
nisrastering provva*a, tot people with disabilities fairly
and apprcpriately.
The Adsthi.tntión support. conducting cant inuig Disability
Raflews (CDBS) ia the 381 pSgra and wiU work with the
Conferees tp. snsus thèt SM viii be able to conduat thee. CDb
Sn tnt nofl cost-'nxaotin pnn altSvisnt manna possible.
)t.R. 4277 wou'd attsot direct spending and rsceipt.j therefore,
it is subj SOt tO the Pavu.sYQugo requirsaint of the Ounibus
Budget BecoàaUiatbn Act (0DM) of love. cuD's pnliMniry
scorin9 Ssti*iates of this. bill are currently undet development,
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
A$MfldGTOPd. D.C. 20202

•

JJ2294
The

Honorable Harold E. Ford, Chair

Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Administration supports legislation to make the Social
Security Administration (SSA) an independent agency, -to
strengthen policies applicable to Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) and Disability Insurance (DI) beneficiaries addicted to
alcohol or other drugs, and to make additional changes in Social
Security programs.

ndeendent Aaencv
We share your cominitnient to an independent SSA that provides
quality services to individuals in all parts of the country. We
want to work closely with the Conferees to establish an effective
governance structure for the new agency, and to ensure
appropriate presidential oversight of budget, legislative and
policy matters. It is also important that the legislation
establish a framework for the equitable distribution of resources
between the Department of Health and Human Services (KHS) and SSA
so that all essential services will be well coordinated and
provided in a timely and continuous manner.

The Administration looks forward to working with the Conferees to
address the issues outlined below as well as other administrative
and policy concerns contained in the enclosed side-by-side. We
also urge the Conferees to consider the additional administrative
costs that ay be associated with various provisions of the
legislation.
Governance
o

The Administration supports a single executive ——

a

Commissioner appointed by, and responsible to, the President
to head the new SSA. A single executive is essential to provide
SSA with the strong leadership and effective management it needs,
is consistent with the recomnendations iade by numerous
and
experts and panels over the years.

it

We also support the statutory designation of a presidentiallyappointed Deputy Commissioner and Inspector General, together
with general authorization for additional executive level
o
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In addition, we believe SSA ihould be afforded the
on appointhents to Senior Executive Service and
aae
other positions that is currently available to other Executive
branch agencies throughout the government. This approaäh
provides the authority and flexibility necessary for the
It is preferable to the
efficient management of the agency.
overly prescriptive approach taken by the House in designating
ieveral additional specific positions in statute, and in reducing
the executive level positions necessary to efficiently administer
HHS programs.
positions.

flexibility

o

We also have concerns about the establishment of a new

advisory board. The Quadrennial Advisory Council and the Board
of Trustees have been successful and should be maintained. The
Administration would be pleased to work with the Conferees to
ensure that the Quadrennial Council..includes sinilar
responsibilities as the advisory board, focuses on Old—Age,
Survivors and Disability Insurance and SSI issues, and provides
bipartisan advice. Further, while we agree with adding the
Commissioner to the Board of Trustees, we believe the Secretary
of the Treasury should continue as Managing Trustee and Chairman
of the Board of Trustees. The Secretaries of Labor and MHS
should continue as Board members.

Pr.sidential Ov.raight
The Administration strongly urges the Conferees to ensure that
the budget, legislative and policy decisions of the new SSA are
subject to presidential and executive branch leadership,
oversight and review. This is essential to ensure the effective
and coordinated administration and funding of federal programs.
o

We oppose any provisions that may exempt SSA budgetary and
appropriations matters —— and thus a huge portion of federal
expenditures —— from presidential oversight. Senate
provisions concerning the apportionment of contingency funds
would also limit the President's ability to oversee
executive branch responsibilities, and should be deleted.
Similarly, we oppose House provisions that may exempt SSA
legislative and policy initiatives from the review and
coordination currently provided to executive branch
agencies.

Transition and

ip1ementation

The Administration firmly believes that the Secretary and the
We
Commissioner, working together, must oversee the transition.
establish
urge the Conferees to develop new provisions that will
a process to allow the MHS Secretary and SSA Co!nmissioner to
carefully assess the needs of both agencies and to identify
resources and personnel for transfer.
o
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BSA, for example, now provides many functions that ar. vital
far maintaining timely, effective and continuous services
for bsnsficiarjea of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

legislation must ensure that beneficiaries of these
and other current HHS programs do not
experienc, any
disruption in service, and that the two agencies continue
their many critical responsibilities, It must further
ensure
P'inal

that the basic

underlying functions of Medicare
eligibility services, beneficiary
information and other matters continue to be performed in
the current manner unless and until the Secretary and the
enrollment,

Medicaid

Commissioner agree to a different arrangeuent.

Many additional statutory provisions must be reviewed and

revised to ensure continuity and conformity and to ensure
that authorities and responsibilities are correctly assigned

to the Secretary and Commissioner.
For example, SSA's
current authority to receive a consolidated appropriation
for administrativ, expenses, including Medicare
administrative expenses, specifically must be continued.
o

The Administration hopes to work oloaoly with the Conferees to
a smooth and efficient transitional period. We urge the
Conferees to allow the transition to be completed at such time as
the President may determine, but no later than October 1, 1995.
We would be pleased to work with the Conferees to develop
appropriat, reporting requirements to keep Congress informed on
the progress

ensure

of the transition.
Restrictions on .nefits Paid to Sibatanoe

Abusers

The Administration supports congressional

efforts to add
rsstriotjons to federal benefit, paid to those addicted to
alcohol or other drugs. We believe that requirements concerning
representative payess and substance abuse treatment should be
strengthened and that new sanctions and penalties should be
imposed on those who fail to comply. We do have serious
concerns, howsver, about ths potential impact of some provisions
on the rehabilitation of veterans and other alcohol or drug—
addicted beneficiaries, the
availability of health care for them,
and on Fedsral, stat and local effort, to address homelessnesa,

o The Administration favors the House language extending SSI
mandatory treatment and r.prasantativ. payee requirements to SSDI

beneficiaries whoa substance abuse ii material to the
disability.

their

finding

not believ. it is appropriat. or costueffective to
extend these requirements to other beneficiaries who would
r.min disabled in spite of ancillary substance ab1so
problems.
We do

of
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We would also urge that these restrictions apply to
prospective SSDI beneficiaries whose substance abuse is
material to their disability, because one-time federal costs
to search the records of current beneficiaries in order to
identify those with substance abuse problems would range
from $75 million to $225 million. However, we would apply
the provisions to those current Title II beneficiaries who,
in the course of a Continuing Disability Review (CDR), are
identified as having a primary diagnosis of substance abuse.
o

The Administration also agrees that steps are needed to compel
these beneficiaries to obtain alcohol and substance abuse
treathent for their addictions. We support the strengthened
sanction provisions included in the House bill. We also support
a new time limit on benefits, but we are strongly opposed to the
House provisions which would terminate benefits after 36 months
for beneficiaries for whom treathent has not been available.
We believe that the 36 month time limit should be applied to
the period of tire during which a beneficiary is receiving
benefits and has treatment available. An individual must
accept a treathent slot as soon as one becomes available and
assignment has been made by the Referral and Monitoring
Agency. Medicaid and Medicare should continue during
periods in which benefits are not provided, and an
individual should be able to reapply for benefits if, at any
time, (s)he is disabled for reasons other than addiction.
The Administration favors the House provision which gives
preference to an expanded group of organizations to serve as
representative payees for these beneficiaries. While we also
agree with the House that the fee rust be raised to ensure the
participation of such organizations, we believe a cap of $50,
indexed for inflation, should be included to guard against
excessive fees.
o

The Administration supports House provisions which prorate
lump su benefits; disregard the legality of activities
considered in determining an individual's ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity; and provide demonstration
authority.
o

o We oppose the Senate provision which reduces State flexibility
by giving these beneficiaries priority for treatment funded under
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Block Grant.
Further, to
avoid inadvertently requiring that treathent be administered by
an M.D. or Ph.D., we urge the Conferees to replace language
referring to "medical or psychological treatment" with
"appropriate substance abuse treathent."
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puce

We appreciat. congrossionel efforts to make many other'
improvements in Social Security, Supplemental Security macme and
other important federal programs. For example, we support House
provisions to strengthen the deterrence of fraud and abuse in the
881 program, particularly th. authorization of civil penalties
for those who engage in fraudulent soh.mes
individuals in the program. We also hope to work closely- with
the Confer... to determine the best way to study the important
issues invOlved in evaluating disability among children.

to enroll Ineligible

We do, however, have concerns about a number of other provisions
and hope to discuss the following with the Conferees.

o

Requirements for Telephea. Assess. We strongly oppose the
House provision that would require SSA to reestablish and
maintain the same number of telephone lines and sets as were in
place on September 30, 1989, in offices not served by a
t.leaarvice centar on that date. 89k is conducting a number of
studies designed to provide information about bow best to
configure S8A's taisphons system so that vs may achieve the goal
of providing world class service • To add lines and sets without
this information would not represent an efficient or prudent use
of trust fund money.
Pra-Adinission Immigrant and Refuge. )(ediaal Information. The
Administration has no objection to obtaining pre-adinission
immigrant and refugee medical information compiled by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as included in House
provision., so long as 88k can adjudicate without awaiting
!NS/CDC response.
o

Requiring ODRe for U! Recipients. The Administration also
strongly opposes requiring periodic cDRs for all 881 r.cipients
in the same manner as they are required for DI beneficiaries
under present law, because they have riot proven cost-affective.
We believe a more affective approach would be to require a study
to determine how such CDRe could be undertaken in a cost—
effective manner and report to the Congress on its findings and
recommendations
o

II. W believe

Disability R.visw. for Children P..acb4ng Age
conduct CDRB for childhood disability recipients,
and 88k plans to begin conducting such reviews.
Nevertheless,
the House provision to require all 88! childhood disability
reoipi.nts to undergo CDRa between their 18th and 19th birthdays
is not cost-effectiv., and vs are strongly opposed to it. We
need the administrativ, flexibility to decide when and under what
circumstances we will conduct CDRs for disabled children, so that

o

it in useful to
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we can direct our reviews to those cases which are aost likely to
produce program savings.

o D•sd Approval of Plan for kchi.ving B.lf-Bupport. The
Administration strongly opposes the House provision that would
provide that a "completed" plan for achieving self-support (PASS)
would be deemed approved if not disapproved by SSA within 60
In some cases, SSA needs further information from plan
days.
applicants and may further require a vocational evaluation before
it can approve a PASS. Therefore, it is not practical to Bet a
tiae limit.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no
objection from the standpoint of the Administration's program to
the submission of this report to Congress.
Sincerely,

Donna

Enclosure

E. Shalala

IN DEPENDENT AGENCY ISSUES
ISSUE

S. 1560

ILR. 4277

POSITION

Administrative
Responsibility

Establish an independent SSA to
administer the OASDI and SSI
programs.

Same as S. 1560.

Support. A provision for SSA to
continue doing Medicare and
other workloads, e.g., Black
Lung should be added to Sec.
702. (See below.)

Leadershul)

Conimissioner to be appointed by tile
President within 60 days after
enactment, subject to Senate
confirmation, to serve for 4-year term
coincident with the term of the President
or until appointment of qualified
successor.

Board appointed by President, subject to
Senate confirmation.

Support Senate provision without
Advisory Board. Quadrennial
Advisory Council with suggested
modification (see below) and
Public Trustees are sufficient for
public input and oversight.

Bi-partisan 3-member Social Security
Board members appointed to 6 year
staggered terms and removed only by a
Presidential finding of neglect of duty or
malfeasance in office.

President to consider actively the
recommendations of Chairs of Finance
and Ways and Means committees,

Strongly oppose House provision
for 3-member board to run
independent SSA.

--No strong leadership when
executive and administrative
responsibilities are shared.

President designates one member to
serve as chairperson for a 4-year term.

06/08/94
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Leadership
(Cont-d)

Experts agree that since it is
difficult to maintain a clear
dividing line between policy
and administration, few boards
are willing to delegate
responsibility for day-to-day
management and operations to
a chief operating officer or to
refrain from micromanaging.
--Chief operating officer might
feel constrained to obtain the
consensus of Board members
before taking significant
actions.

Commissioner compensated at level I of
Executive Schedule

Board members compensated at level 1!
of Executive Schedule.

Commissioner would:

Social Security Board would:

--Exercise all powers of SSA and
discharge all duties.

--Establish the independent SSA and
oversee its efficient and effective
operation.

Support Senate, including level I
ES compensation.

Prefer Senate.

--Govern by regulation the OASDI and
SSI programs.

--Prescribe rules and regulations subject
to government-wide rulemaking
procedures.

Same as S. 1560.

Support.

Lea(IcrslIip
(Cout—d)

--Establish, alter, consolidate, or
discontinue organizational units or
components except for Deputy
Commissioner and Inspector General.

--Establish, alter, consolidate, or

--Assign duties, delegate, and authorize
successive redelegations of authority
for others to act or render decisions.

Same as S. 1560.

Support.

--Contro' all personnel and activities of

--Appoint Executive Director responsible
for daily operations.

Prefer Senate.

Same as S. 1560.

Support.

Same as 5. 1560.

Support.

SSA.

--Appoint additional officers and

Prefer Senate.

discontinue organizational units or
components, except for Executive
Director, Deputy Director, General
Counsel, Beneficiary Ombudsman,
Inspector General, and Chief
Administrative Judge.

employees as necessary.

--Procure services of experts and
consifitants.

--Delegate Deputy Commissioner duties.
--Determine which FIHS employees
transfer to SSA.
--Prepare comprehensive work force
plan as basis for request for
congressional appropriations for
staffing and personnel.

Oppose both House and Senate.
See page 9, "Transfers to
Independent SSA."

--Prepare an annual SSA budget which
Is

submitted to Congress without revision
by the President, together with
President's budget for SSA.

--Study and recommend to the President
and Congress the most efficient
methods of providing economic
security through OASD!, SS!, and
related programs.

Strongly oppose House. Would
limit the President's ability to
oversee the operation of
Executive Branch agencies.

Oppose House. SSA performs
this function now and would
continue to do so.

--Establish policy and devise long-term
plans to promote and maintain
effective implementation of
programs.

LeaderShil)
(Cont-d)

Oppose House. SSA performs
these functions now and would
continue to do so.

--Study and recommend to the President
and Congress OASDI and SSI
legislation and administrative policy.
--Provide the President and Congress
ongoing actuarial and other analyses.
--Conduct policy analysis and research.

--Serve as member of OASDI Boards
of Trustees.

--Constitute 3 of the members of the
Board of Trustees; chairperson of
Board will chair the Board of

Strongly oppose House. Support
Senate.

Trustees.

--Serve as ex-officio members of OASI
and DI trust fund Board of Trustees.
--Commissioner and Secretary of HHS
shall consult regularly to ensure:
(1) coordination of OASDI and SSI
with Medicare and Medicaid,
and

(2) adequate provision of public
information on Medicare and
Medicaid.

No provision.

Prefer Senate with suggested
language (under development) to
ensure continuing functions and

roles for Medicare, Medicaid,
and other programs in order to
ensure an adequate level of
service to the public in these
program areas.
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Leadership
(Cont-d)

7-member bipartisan Social Security
Advisory Board to meet at least 6 times
each year and to advise the
Commissioner on program policies and
operations.

Board would consist of 3 members
appointed by the President, subject to
Senate confirmation (no more than 2
from same political party), 2 members
from different political parties appointed
by the President pro tempore of the
Senate, and 2 from different political
parties by the Speaker of the House.

President's initial members to serve
terms of 2, 4, and 6 years. Senate
members, 4 and 6 years, and House
members 3 and 5 years. Subsequent
members serve staggered 6 year terms.
Chairman designated by the President
with term coincident with the term of
the President.

No provision for Advisory Board.
Retains Quadrennial Advisory Council.

Strongly oppose Advisory Board.
Build upon current structure.
Quadrennial Advisory Council
has been successful and in
combination with the Public
Trustees and Congressional
oversight mitigates need for a
new body. Willing to work with
conferees to ensure that
Quadrennial Council includes
similar responsibilities as
advisory board and focuses on
OASDI and SSI issues and
provides sufficient bipartisan
advice. (Establish new Advisory
Council for Medicare--see
relevant comment under
NMiscellaneousw section.)

Expand term of Quadrennial
Advisory Council to encompass
entire four years of Presidential
term. After producing
quadrennial report, Advisory
Council would meet at call of
Commissioner to work on
designated matters.

6

Leadership
(Cont-d)

Advisory Board would:
--Advise the Commissioner on OASDI
and SSI policies.
--Analyze/recommend how OASDI and
SSI programs, supported by other public
and private systems, can most
effectively ensure economic security.

--Study/recommend how OASD!, SS!,
and other programs can coordinate with
health security programs.
--Recommend to the President and
Congress policies to ensure short- and
long-range solvency of OASDI
program.

Expand Quadrennial Advisory
Council's responsibilities to
specifically include:
--Advise the Commissioner on
OASDI and SSI policies.
--Analyze/recommend how
OASDI and SSI programs,
supported by the public and
private systems can most
effectively ensure economic
security.

--Study/recommend how OASDI,
SSI, and other programs can
coordinate with health security
programs.

--Recommend to the President
candidates for Commissioner and
Deputy Commissioner.

--Review/assess quality of SSA's public
service.

--Review/recommend OASDI and SSI
policies and regulations.

--Recommend to the President
and Congress to ensure shortan(I long-range solvency of
OASDI program.

7

Leadership
(Cont-d)

--Increase public understanding of Social
Security.

--At request of Commissioner,
review/assess quality of SSA's
public service, operational
policies and regulations, the
agency's research and program
evaluation plans, public
understanding of Social
Security, and other appropriate
reviews and assessments.

--In consultation with the Commissioner,
review the development and
implementation of long-range research
and program evaluation p'an.
--Review/assess major social security
studies done by others.

--Review/assess major Social
Security studies done by others.

--Conduct other appropriate reviews and
assessments.
SES-level Staff Director appointed by
Board with additional staff necessary to
carry out functions.

No provision for staff director.

Oppose Senate provision.

Establishnicnt of

Establishes the following positions:

Agency Officcs

- Commissioner
- Deputy Commissioner

Establishes tile following positions:
- Executive Director
- Deputy Director
- General Counse'
- Beneficiary Ombudsman
- Inspector General
- Chief Administrative Law Judge.

Strongly oppose House.
Establishing in law so many
agency offices (e.g., Beneficiary
Ombudsman and Chief AU)
could impose an unnecessary
requirement and could interfere
with the Agency's ability to
organize itself effectively.
Support Senate provision with
language to provide for a Chief
Financial Officer and amend

- Inspector

General.

CFO Act.

8

Appointment
Authority

Agency Staffing

OPM to authorize substantially greater
number of SES positions to the extent
that such positions are specified in a
comprehensive workplan; at no time will
authorized number of SES positions be
less than the number that exists
immediately before date of enactment.

Social Security Board appoints Executive
Director, General Counsel, Beneficiary
Ombudsman, Chief Administrative Law
Judge. Executive Director appoints
Deputy Director.

Oppose House.

OPM to authorize a greater number of
SES positions than the number that
exists immediately before enactment;
number of SES positions to be specified
in comprehensive workplan.

Oppose both House and Senate
provisions as drafted because
they: (I) restrict the President's
authority to oversee the
Executive Branch, (2) are overly
prescriptive, and
(3) inappropriately reduce the
number of ES positions in IWS.
Instead, the Administration
believes the final bill needs only
to authorize additional ES
positions for SSA.

No more than 10 full-time positions
excepted from competitive service for
confidential or policy-making duties.
Additional ES positions authorized: 6 at
Level IV and 6 at Level V. (With a
commensurate reduction in such
positions in HHS.)

9

SSA Bn(Igct

Contingency funds apportioned when
contingency occurs; as determined by
Commissioner (reported to Congress).

Strongly oppose Senate. Would
limit the President's ability to
oversee the operation of
Executive Branch agencies.

Authorize that appropriations for
administrative expenses may be provided
biennially.

Biennial appropriation for
administrative expenses is a
desirable objective, bLit could
create problems if SSA were the
only agency with biennial
appropriations.
A ppropriat ions for personnel and

Oppose I-louse. Provision could

staffing expenses based on

be construed as limiting (he

comprehensive workplan submitted by

Presidei's ability to oversee the

Board.

Operation of Executive Branch
agencies.

Transfers to
I ndepen (ICI1(
SSA

All functions related to title II and title

Same as S. 1560.

Support.

Personnel (other than ALJs) performing
SSA-related functions, as considered
appropnate by the Board in consultation
with Secretary of HHS.

Strongly oppose both House and
Senate. Support alternative to
both House and Senate
provisions that allows the
Secretary of HHS and
Commissioner of SSA to decide
cooperatively on positions and
personnel to transfer to SSA,
related to transfer of selected
functions.

XVI programs and title II and XVI
activities carried out by HHS.
Personnel performing SSA-related
functions on date of enactment and day
before effective date.

10

Transfers to
IndepcIl(Icnt

SSA (Coit-d)

Personnel not performing SSA-related
functions on date of enactment, but so
performing on day before effective date,
may be transferred after Commissioner
and Secretary consult.

Number of AUs necessary to carry out
functions transferred, as determined by
Board and Secretary of HHS.

Same as above.

Assets, liabilities, contracts, property,

Same as 5. 1560.

Support.

Same as 5. 1560.

Support.

Jobs, grades, and compensation of HHS
employees transferred to SSA protected
for 1 year after transfer or July 1, 1994,
whichever is later.

Generally prefer House, but
clarify employee protection
provisions and limit them only to
those employees transferred to

records, and unexpended balance of
appropriations, authorizations,
allocations, and other funds employed,
held, or used for SSA functions.
Unexpended funds transferred to SSA
must be used for the purposes for which
they were originally authorized and
appropriated.

SSA.

II

Transit ion

Transition Director, compensated at
Executive Level IV, to be appointed by
President within 30 days after
enactment.

Transition Director would conduct
activities to ensure orderly transition to
i nclepenclent agency; consult regularly
with 0MB.

Oppose. Commissioner of
Social Security and Secretary of
HHS working jointly can
adequately oversee transition.
Executive Director, Deputy Director,
General Counsel, Inspector General,
Beneficiary Ombudsman, and Chief AU
may enter office any time after
enactment.

Oppose.

When full complement of Social
Security Board is on duty, regulations
will provide for orderly transfer of
proceedings before Secretary of HHS to
Social Security Board.

Oppose. Commissioner of
Social Security should perform

Commissioner as of July 1, 1994, to
carry out duties of Board and Executive
Director if all Board members have not
entered on duty by then.

Oppose. Commissioner of
Social Security should perform

Funds available to any HHS official or

Prefer House but need to clarify

these functions.

these functions.

Transition Director would, after
appointment of Com nh ssioner, conduct
such activities at direction of
Commissioner.

Expenditures for transition would be
made from OAS! and Dl trust funds.

uIIqiuiiiii wi.u Iuln..tlu.I aI

transferred to the independent SSA may

be used, with 0MB approval, to pay
compensation and expenses until funds
for that purpose become available.

irten of the provision.
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Transition
(Cont—d)

Prefer Senate.

Provides interim authority for the
appointment and compensation of
officers whose positions are established
under this bill.

All orders, determinations,
rules/regulations, permits, contracts,
collective bargaining agreements,
recognitions of labor organizations in
effect at time of transition would remain
in force until modification or
termination in accordance with law.

Same as 5. 1560.

Support.

All proceedings, suits, penalties, and
judicial reviews pending before the
Secretary of HHS immediately before
SSA becomes independent would be
transferred to SSA.

Same as 5. 1560.

Support.

Transition Director and Commissioner
report on the status of the transition and
any proposed significant internal
restructuring or management
improvements within 120 (lays of date
of enactment.

No provision.

Support with change that
Commissioner of Social Security
and Secretary would prepare the
report. (Also see discussion

under HEfftive

Dateu.)
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Miscellaneous

Appropriate language changes are made
to Social Security Act, U.S. Code,
Internal Revenue Code, Food Stamp Act
of 1977, and Inspector General Act of
1978 as applicable to new independent
agency status.
Establishes procedures for:

--Commissioner to determine the portion
of costs of administering titles II and
XVI which should have been borne by
general fund, OASI trust fund and DI
trust fund.

--Secretary of HHS to determine the
portion of costs of administering title
XVIII which should have been borne
by generai. fund, HI trust fund, and
SMI trust fund.
--After which Commissioner and
Secretary jointly certify to Managing
Trustee amounts to be transferred
among the trust funds and the general
fund.

Appropriate language changes are made
to Social Security Act as applicable to
new independent agency status.

Prefer Senate.

Support an equitable compromise
in which the Secretary and the
Commissioner jointly share in
the determination of the cost
allocation methodology and
procedures.

14

Miscellaneous
(Cont—d)

Removes Secretary of Labor from Board
of Trustees.

Also removes Treasury as Chair of
OASDI Board.

Strongly oppose. Secretary of
Treasury should continue as
Board chair because of

Treasury's critical role in
evaluating the financial status of
the Trust Punds. Secretary of
Labor provides needed
perspective on relationship of
Social Security and labor force
and should continue as a member
of ihe Board.

Any references in law to HHS,
Secretary of HHS, and other officers or
employees of HHS which deal with
OASDI and SSI functions to be
considered a reference to SSA or the
appropriate entity within SSA.
Wiffi respect to Medicare hearings and
appeals under section 205 of the Social
Security Act, references to the
Commissioner will be deemed to be
references to the Secretary.

Same as S. 1560.

Support.

Support Senate with modification
to make explicit ihat, while the
Secretary holds the ultimate
responsibility for Medicarerelated hearings, SSA will
continue to perform the hearings

function through us All corps
unless and until the Secretary
and Commissioner agree upon a
different arrangement.
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Miscellaneous
(Cont-d)

Effective Date

Abolishes Quadrennial Advisory Council
on Social Security and establishes an
Advisory Council on Hospital and
Supplementary Medical Insurance,

Oppose abolishing existing
Quadrennial Advisory Council.
Its Medicare responsibilities
should be transferred to a newly
established Advisory Council for
Medicare with modified
membership provisions and other
technical changes to reflect its
mission.

No provision.

No provision.

The Administration is still
reviewing whether there are
Privacy Act issues and how best
to deal with them.

No provision.

No provision.

Technical change needed to
ensure continuation of SSA
responsibilities for Coal Industry
Retiree Health Benefit Act.

180 days after the date of enactment or,
if earlier, date designated by the
President. Transitional rules effective
on date of enactment,

In general, October I, 1995; the change
in the composition of the Board of
Trustees of the OASDI Trust Funds is
effective upon entry into office of all
initial members of the Social Security
Board; transitional rules and interim
authority for the Commissioner of Social
Security are effective upon enactment;
and any new spending authority is
effective for any fiscal year only as
provided in advance in appropriation.

Strongly support House date of
10/1/95, but modify to allow
President to make effective
earlier. Would agree to
Managers language indicating
that the Secretary and the
Commissioner should provide
updates to Congress at
reasonable intervals on the
progress of the transition.

Prepared by:
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Social Security Drug And Alcohol Issues
ISSUE

S. 1560

II.R. 4277 as amended

Administration Conference Position

Title II and SSI beneficiaries with
alcoholism or drug addiction that is
material to the finding of disability must
participate in appropriate "medical or
psychological" treatment. 201 (a)( I )A and

Prefer "material" language with a feasibility study
regarding others because we are not sure how
additional beneficiaries would be identified. See
also section below on application to current Title
II beneficiaries.

[Follows the order of the Senate bill.
Note that both bills include parallel
provisions for Title II and Title
XVI.]

Target
Population &
Treat inent

SSDI and SSI beneficiaries whose
disability is based "in whole or in
part" on substance abuse are required
to undergo "any medical or
psychological treatment" appropriate
for their condition. 302(a)(l) and

201 (a)(3)(A).

3 02(b)

No comparable provision.

A study would be conducted regarding
whether requirements can/should be
extended to additional substance abusing
beneficiaries, whose addictions are not

material to the disability finding. A
nunther of other issues would be studied as

well. 20l(a)(1)(C)

Beneficiary must demonstrate

See discussion in CDR section regarding

compliance at l2 month CDR.

1-lerger amendment.

Prefer the Senate language defining beneficiaries
subject to these provisions which would not
include disabled widows and dependents' benefits.

Prefer to change "medical or psychological
treatment" language (here and elsewhere in the
bill) to "appropriate substance abuse treatnent.
Current language may inadvertently require that
treatment be under the supervision of an M.D. or
Ph.D.

A CDR is not an effective way to measure
compliance. See full discussion in "CDR" section
below.

ISSUE

Referral and
Monitoring

[

S. 15G0

The Secretary shall provide for

(

1I.R. 4277 as amended

[

Administration Conrerence Position

Similar provision 201(a)(3)(A)

appropriate monitoring and testing of
all DA&A beneficiaries. 302(a)(1) and
302(b)
The Secretary may retain jurisdiction

No similar provision

Oppose Senate provision regarding maintaining

jurisdiction. Monitoring s not an appropriate
role for an Administrative Law Judge.

of cases allowed at the hearing level
to provide for appropriate monitoring
and testing.

Annual report to Congress on
monitoring activities.

Similar provision 201(a)(3)(A)

Representative payees and RMAs shall
report any noncompliance to the
Secretary.

RMA responsibiIties include reporting
noncompliance. 201(a)(3)(A) and

No similar provision

Require regulations derining appropriate
treatment, compliance and expected
progress. 20l(a)(3)(A) and 20l(b)(3)(B)

Prefer house language hut have no objection to
the Senate version.

201 (b)(3)(B).

Prefer the Senate position. While we intend to
promulgate regulations,a legislative mandate to do
so may interfere with out ability to establish
guidelines Ihat can be enforced prior to final
regulations.

Continuing
Disability
Revievs

Beneficiary must demonstrate
treatment compliance at a 12-month

CDR. A 24 month CDR is required
at which point benefits may be
extended. At 36 months benefits are
terminated unless the individual is
found to be disabled by a separate

Herger amendment requires CDRs be
conducted for SSI beneficiaries as are
required in SSDI (i.e. every 3 years).

condition.

2

Yearly CDRSS as required in Ihe Senate ball are
not an efficient or effcctive way to mcasure
compliance. Prefer to drop Ihis and rely on the
RMA for monitoring and other progress reporis.
CDR.s should also be conducted at the
recommendation of the RMA that the beneficiary
has sufficiently recovered.

[jsuE
Saiw( ions

]_S. l5O
In cases of non-compliance benefiis
are suspended until compliance has

l)een re-established, "including
compliance with any additional
requirements determined to be
necessary by the Secretary.w 301(a)(1)
and 302(b)

Pcriods of suspension for noncompliance shall be taken into account
with rcgard to CDR timing, but not
rcgarding 36 month time limit.
No similar provision.

No similar provision.

J hR.

4277 as amended

Benefits are suspended for noncompliance
with treatment. Benefits shall not he
reinstated until the beneficiary has
complied with treatment for a set time
period (2 months, 3 months or 6 months
for first, second and subsequent instances
of noncompliance). 201(a)(3)(A)

Prefer House sanction scheme.

Suspension time counts toward time limit.
No provision regarding suspcnsion time
and CDRs.

Prefer Senate position that suspension time should
not count toward a time limit. See also CDR

Termination occurs if a beneficiary has
been suspended for 12 consecutivc months.

Favor House provision.

Medicaid and Medicare benefits are
continued during periods of suspension.
201(a)(3)(B) and 201(h)(3)(C)

Favor House provision providing continuation of
health benefits.

3

section above.

!

'lime Umit

S. 1560

-

ILL 42fl as armded

A aibmun of 36 months of bencflti
the el of the 36th month
1111cm

Benefits aie to be tennbtatT after 36

the individual is disabled without
ngaxd to mibstame abuse. 302(e)(l)

amendineid)

months of elapsed limo. (lC]za

Agbntnlstradoi, Confrnrce ?t1a
We want to sesu the than riMa psuvWmi allowa

iufflciuit opoztuuky for elabilitatloe. We
be1icve any am 1mil slioe%d Include only IbM

aic in wblcb trMmeid us availablo to the

beucficlzy. An Iadivida noifl acenpta

nod 302(b)

toM s as soon

one beeo available

tixi assigmaeat Is usda by Lb. RMA. Thin Fkw
to an P1.(Ai u.essme'zt arni refnal aixiuki not
cixint nor abould thee on walling lists for

litatment or In Which the RMA Is ne,ble to
apyepdife hratmeiut for the mdivudaal. In

iditio, time apeud pndeu ioa (a*l thai
ieoeivhug benefits) abouki aol wont agslait the
time limit. Afi huac ilu an loilMdual Is In
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should else be the oppouluelly ror the , plesd to
reapply for benefits Ifthe kwhvldual Is disabled
.
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ISSUE

S. 1560

hR. 4277 as amended

Administration Conference Position

Any benefit payments, including lump
sum payments, must be paid through a
qualified organization acting as
representative payee. 302(a)(1) and

Favor thc House provision providing preference
rather than requirement for organizations.

302(b)

Preference is given to organizations to act
as representative payecs. Lump sum
retroactive payments are to be paid in
intervals over time. 201(a)(2)(A) and
20l(b)(2)(A) as amended,

Qualified organization is the same as
in current law (non-profit created
before 1988) plus state or local
government agencies.

The definition of qualified organization is
expanded to include non-profits created
after 1988, plus state and local government
agencies. 201(a)(2)(A) and 201(b)(2)(A)

Prefer House expansion of eligible organizations.

Fee is raised to 10% of the SSI, SSDI or
combined benetit check. 201(a)(2)(B) and
201(b)(2)(B) as amended,

Higher fee from house bill preferred, hul would
like to retain the $50 cap (maybe indexed lo
address house concern), Without the cap the fees
could be quite high-- over $100 per month (or
some Tide II beneficiaries.

180 days after enactment, 291(c)

Prefer 180 days.

Current beneficiaries are included
immediately. Representative payee
requirements apply to those whose
substance abuse is "material" to the
disability finding while treatment
requirements apply 10 those with a
"primary diagnosis" of substance abuse.

Prefer 10 apply these provisions prospeclively Ia
Title II beneficiaries because these individuals are

1

Represcntative
Payee

Effective Date
and
Application to

Current
Title II
Beneficiaries

Effective for determinations made
beginning 90 days after enactment,

Favor house position regarding prorating lump
sum benefits.

302c)(l)
During the 3 years after enactment
current beneficiaries will be phased
in. 302(c)(2)

S

nol currently identified and ii would be costly and
time consuming to identify them. However, we
would apply the provisions to those curreni title 11
beneficiaries who, in the course of a CDR, are
identified as having a primary diagnosis of
substance abuse. At the very least we would like
both treatment and representalive payee
requirements to apply only to those with primary
diagnoses of substance

ISSUE

S. 1560

II.R. 4277 as amended

Administration Conference Position

Miscellaneous

SSI and SSDI DA&As shalt be given
priority in treatment supported by the
SAMUSA block grant. 303

No similar provision

Oppose priority in block grant because ii restricts
state flexibility.

Requires the establishment of an RMA
in each state within one year. 304

Similar provision 201(a)(3)(C) and
201(b)(3)(C)

No position. SSA expects to do this without
legislative directive.

"If an individua' engages in a crimina'
activity to support substance abuse,
any proceeds derived from such
activity shall demonstrate such
individual's ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity." 305(a)

Clarifies that both legal and illegal activity
are considered in determining substantial
gainful activity. 201(a)(4)(A) and 20l(b)(4)

process concerns with the Senate provision.

Prefer House provision on SOA. We h*ve due

and 305(b)

No similar provision

Creates demonstration authority. 201(d)

Favor House provision providing ikmonstration
authority.

NOTE: The Railroad Board states that enactment of the substance abuse amendments would result in the transfer of the costs of paying Tier I benefits to
individuals with substance abuse probLems from the Social Security Trust Funds to the Railroad Relirement Account, with no savings for th
Federal Government. Amending the Raifroad Retirement Act in accordance with the Social Security Act amendment would generate savings.

Prepared by: HHS -- 6/8/94
OASDI Issues

Issuance of
Physical
Documents to
Social Security
Trust Funds

House

H.R. 4277 requires that each obligation issued by the
Department of the Treasury for purchase by the Social
Security trust funds (including those already issued) be
evidenced by a physical document in the form of a
bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness, rather than
simply by a book entry.

Senate
None.

Position

Strongly oppose.
Administratively
inefficient and

cosIy.

Requires interest payments and proceeds from the sale
or redemption of trust fund holdings to be paid by
checks drawn on the general fund of the Treasury.

Effective 60 days after enactment.
Requirements for
Telephone Access

H.R. 4277 would require that, in Social Security offices
not served by a teleservice center on September 30.
1 989, SSA reestablish and maintain the same number
of telephone lines and telephone sets as were in place
on that date. SSA could not reduce 800-number
service to carry out this requirement.

None.

Effective 90 days after enactment.
Treatment of
Election Workers

H.R. 4277 would increase from $100 to $1,000 a year
the amount an election worker must be paid for the
earnings to be covered under Social Security or
Medicare, and index the amount thereafter.

None.

Strongly oppose.
SSA is conducting
studies to improve
telephone service;
adding lines and
sets before study
resufts are available
is improper use of
trust funds.

Oppose, but would
support a more
moderate increase.

Effective January 1 • 1995.

Use of SSNs for
Jury Selection

H.R. 4277 would allow State and local governments
and Federal district courts to use Social Security
numbers to eliminate duplicate names and convicted
felons from jury selection lists.
Effective upon enactment.

None.

However, in the 102nd Congress,
H.R. 11, as passed by the Senate,
contained a similar provision. (H.R. 11
was vetoed.)

These provisions need to be reviewed in the
context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities
are properly designated.

Do not oppose.
Expands use of
SSN, but for valid
Government
purpose.

a

OASDI Issues

House

Social Security
Coverage of Po'ice
and Firefighters

H.R. 4277 would give all States, rather than only those
now specifically authorized to do so, the option to
extend Social Security coverage to po'ice officers and
firefighters who are under a retirement system.

Position

Senate

None.

Support.
Facilitates
extension of
coverage.

None.

Do not oppose.
insignificant cost.

None.

Support.
Addresses equity
issue for certain
beneficiaries.

Effective upon enactment.
Social Security
Coverage of
Certain Ministers

H.R. 4277 would exempt certain ministers who were
American citizens and residents of Canada from liability
for unpaid Social Security taxes and re'ated penalties
for 1979 through 1984. The provision would provide
relief for ministers from double taxation (taxation under
both the U.S. and Canadian socia' insurance systems
on the same work) for years just prior to the U.S.
totalization agreement with Canada, which eliminated
such double taxation.
Ministers would have 1 80 days following publication of
pertinent IRS regu'ations to apply for the exemption.

Totalize Windfall
Ehmination
Provision (WEP)

H.R. 4277 would repeal the application of the WEP
(which reduces benefits to an individual who also
receives a pension from work not covered by the U.S.
Social Security system) in certain cases involving
totalization.
H.R. 4277 wou'd disregard the WEP (1) in computing
the regular U.S. benefit of a person who receives a
foreign totalization benefit that includes U.S.
employment, provided he receives no other pension
based on noncovered employment and (2) in computing
any U.S. totalization benefit.

Effective for benefits for months after January 1 995.

These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

.5

OASDI Issues

Treatment of
Certain Military
Reservists Under
Social Security

House

H.R. 4277 would exclude from the application of both
the government pension offset (which reduces the
spouse's or surviving spouse's benefit of a person who
also receives a government pension based on his or her
own work in employment not covered by Social
Security) and WEP military pensions that are based, at
least in part, on noncovered military reserve duty after
1 956 and before 1 988, thus conforming treatment of
reservists with that of other military retirees.

Senete

Position

None.

Support.
Addresses equity
issue for certain
beneficiaries.

None.

Support.
Addresses equity
issue for certain
beneficiaries.

Effective for benefits for months after January 1 995.
Treatment of
Certain Family
Maximum Benefit
Cases

H.R. 4277 would guarantee the use of the maximum
family benefit (MFB) (the limit on the total amount of
benefits which may be paid to the worker and his or
her dependents) in effect in the last month of a
workers prior entitlement to disabi'ity benefits for the
purpose of determining the MFB under a subsequent
period of entitlement. (The workers basic benefit
amount is already guaranteed.)
Effective for beneficiaries who became reentitled or
died (after previously having been entitled) after
January 1995.

These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency
to ensure authorities are properly designated.

4

OASDI Issues

Facility of
Payment

:

Senate

House

H.R. 4277 would repeal the facility-of-payment
provision, under which deductions are not now
imposed against the benefits of an auxiliary beneficiary
to whom they otherwise would apply, if the MFB
would continue to be payable to other auxiliaries living
in the same household. Under the amendment,
deductions would be made for the beneficiary to whom
they apply, and the withheld benefits would be
redistributed to other entitled auxiliaries living in the
same household as the auxiliary who is subject to
deductions.

None.

However, in the 102nd Congress,
H.R. 11, as passed by the Senate,
contained a similar provision. (H.R. 11
was vetoed.)

Position

Support.
Administrative
simplification.

Effective for benefits payable for months after
December 1995.

founding
Distortion in
Contribution and
Benefit Base

HR. 4277 would designate 1 994 as the base year to
be used in calculating increases in the OASDI
contribution and benefit base and earnings test exempt
amounts for all years after 1994. (Increases in these
amounts would no longer be based on the rounded
amounts applicable in the previous year, which can
distort the base and exempt amounts over time.)

None.

Support. Results in
more precise
calculations of
automatic
increases.

Effective for the contribution and benefit base
beginning in 1995 and for the exempt amounts for
taxable years ending after 1994.
Use of Social
Security
Information for
Epidemioloçjical
Research

H.R. 4277 would require SSA, on a reimbursable basis,
to disclose information showing whether an individual
is alive or deceased, if it is needed for epidemiological
or similar research that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines has reasonable promise of
contributing to national health interests. Requestors
would have to agree to safeguard and limit re-release
of the information.

None.

Effective upon enactment.

* These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

Support. Provides
specific authority
to disclose
information to
facilitate health
research.

House

OASDI Issues

Use of Symbols.
Emblems or
Names

H.R. 4277 would broaden present-law deterrents
against misleading mailings about Social Security and
Medicare by providing that:

• Specific written authorization from SSA would be
required for a person to reproduce, reprint, or distribute
for a fee any SSA form, application, or other SSA

Position

Senate

1.

None.

However, in the 102nd Congress.
H.R. 11 • as passed by the Senate.
contained a similar provision. (H.R. 11
was vetoed.)

Strongly support.
Protects public
against misleading
advertising.

publication;

• A disclaimer on a mailing would not provide a
defense against misleading mailing violations;
• Each piece of mail in an illegal mass mailing would
constitute a violation;
• Names, letters, symbols. and emblems of HHS
would be added to the items protected by the
misleading advertising prohibitions; and
• The $100,000 annual cap on civil penalties that
may be imposed for misleading advertising activities
would be removed, and penalties collected would be
deposited in the OASI Trust Fund.
Effective upon enactment.
Unauthorized
Disclosure of
Social Security
Information

H.R. 4277 would make unauthorized disclosure of
information and fraudulent attempts to obtain personal
information under the Social Security Act a felony.
Each violation would be punishable by a fine of up to
$10,000, imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both.

None.

However, in the 102nd Congress,
H.R. 11, as passed by the Senate,
contained a similar provision. (H.R. 11
was vetoed.)

Effective upon enactment.

These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

Support.
Discourages
unauthorized
disclosures.

6

OASDI Issues

Filing Annual
Earnings Reports

House

H.R. 4277 would increase from 3 to 4 months the
additional time that an individual could be granted to
file an annual earnings report.

Senate
None.

Do not oppose.
Results in
consistency with
income tax lime
limits.

None.

Support, but prefer
modif,caiion to
provide permanent
demonstration
authority, as
provided under the

Effective with respect to reports of earnings for taxable
years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
DI Demonstration
Projects

H.R. 4277 would extend for 3 years (through June 10,
1 996) authority for the Secretary to waive Social
Security or Medicare benefit requirements in
connection with demonstration projects and studies
designed to promote the objectives or facilitate the
administration of the Social Security disability
insurance program and encourage disabled beneficiaries
to return to work.

Position

SSI program.

Effective upon enactment.
Cross-Matching
SSNs and
Employee

Identification
Numbers (EINs) of
the Department of
Agriculture
Use of SSNs for
Workers'
Compensation

H.R. 4277 would permit the Department of Agriculture
to disclose retail operators' names, Social Security
numbers, and EINs to other Federal agencies for Ihe
purpose of investigating food stamp fraud and
violations of other Federal laws.

None.

Do not oppose.
Expands SSN use.
but for valid
Government
purpose.

None.

Do not oppose.
Expands SSN use,
but for valid
Government
purpose.

Effective upon enactment.

H.R. 4277 would permit the Department of Labor to
use Social Security numbers as the claim identification
number for workers' compensation claims,

Claims

Effective upon enactment.

These provisions need to be reviewed n the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

OASDI Issues

Social Security
Coverage of
Certain Federal
Employees

Senbte

House

H.R. 4277 would continue the Social Security coverage
of Federal civilian employees temporarily assigned to an
international organization, regardless of whether the
international organization is within or outside the
United States. Employees would pay their share of the
Social Security tax on their earnings and the loaning
agency would pay the employers share of the tax.

Position

None.

Support. Fills
coverage gaps for
certain workers.

None.

Oppose.

None.

Do not oppose.

Effective for services performed after the calendar
quarter following the date of enactment.
Extend FICA
Exemption to
Certain Aliens

H.R. 4277 would reinstate the exemption from FICA
taxes for individuals participating in short-term cultural
exchanges that was inadvertently eliminated after the
recategorization of visas under the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1990, because no conforming
change was made to Social Security law.
Effective with the calendar quarter following the date
of enactment.

Study of the
Rising Costs of Dl
Benefits

H.R. 4277 would require the Secretary to conduct a
study of the underlying social, economic, demographic,
programmatic, and other trends responsible for recent
increases in Dl program costs.
The report is due by December 31, 1994 to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance. (Note similar report
requirement in H.R. 4278.)

These provisions need to he reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.
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OASDI Issues
Commission on
Childhood
Disability

House

Senate

Position

H.R. 4277 would require the Secretary to appoint, by
January 1. 1995. a 9 to 15-member Commission on
the "Evaluation of Disability in Children." The
Commission, in consultation with the National
Academy of Sciences, is to conduct a study on the
effect of the current Supplemental Security Income
definition of disability as it applies to children under the
age of 1 8 and their receipt of services, including the
appropriateness of an alternative definition. The
Commission would also examine the feasibility of
providing non-cash benefits to children; the feasibility
of prorating Zebley lump sum retroactive benefits or
holding them in trust; the extent to which SSA can
involve private organizations to increase social
services, education, and vocational instruction aimed at
promoting independence and the ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity (SGA); and methods to
increase the extent to which benefits are used to help
a child achieve independence and engage in SGA.

5. 1668 (Moynihan, D-NY) would
establish a similar Commission except
that:

WUI work with
conferees to
determine the best
way to study this
important issue.

The Commission is required to report its results to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance by November 30, 1995.

S the Secretary would be required to
appoint the 9 to 1 5 members within
90 days of enactment;

S the study would examine: 1)
whether the need by families for
assistance in meeting high medical
costs for children with serious
disabilities, regardless of SSI eligibility,
might be met through expanded
Federal health assistance programs,
and 2) other issues the Secretary
deems appropriate; and
• The Commission would be required
to submit a report to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and
the Senate Finance Committee by
September 1, 1995 and would
terminate on September 30, 1995.

These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

SSI Issues

Treatment of
Deemed Income
and Resources for
Certain SSI
Recipients

House

H.R. 4277 would disregard, below specified levels, an
ineligible spouse's net income and resources n
determining an individual's continued Medicaid
eligibility under section 1619(b).

Senate

None.

Position

Oppose. Could
continue Medicaid
when spouse's
income and
resources
inappropriately

Effective October 1, 1995.

high for public
assistance.
Plans for
Achieving SelfSupport (PASS)
Under the SSI
Program

H.R. 4277 would:

None.

• Deem a PASS approved if SSA has not disapproved
it within 60 days of submission of a completed plan.
Allows a PASS that has been deemed approved to be
subsequently disapproved only prospectively,

Strongly oppose.
Definition of
completed plan
unclear.

• Establish a 5-year demonstration project to examine
expanding the scope of a PASS to include housing
goals, such as improving accessibility to housing.

Strongly oppose.
Funds set aside
under PASS
should be for
purposes of
helping the
individual become
self-sufficient.

• Require the Secretary to revise regulations so as to
take the needs of an individual into account in
determining the time necessary for completion of a
PASS.

Do not oppose.

Effect,ve January 1, 1995.
Treatment of
Certain Grant,
Scholarship or
Fellowship Income
;n the SSI Program

H.R. 4277 would provide that portions of grants,
scholarships, and feflowships not used to pay for
tuition and fees would be treated as earned income
under the SSI program.

None.

Effective the second month after enactment.
These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

Oppose.
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SSI Issues

SSI Ehçjibility for
Students
Temporarily
Abroad

House

H.R. 4277 would allow individuals who leave the
United States temporarily as part of an educational
program designed for gainful employment to continue
receiving SSI benefits if they were eligible for SSI the
month they left the country.

Senate

Position

None.

Oppose.

None.

Do not oppose.
Negligible cost.

Effective January 1 • 1 995.
Disregard COLAs
for Continued

EiibiIity for Work
Incentives

H.R. 4277 would continue Medicaid under section
161 9(b) for an individual whose Social Security
cost-of-living increase would make him otherwise
ineligible because of excess unearned income.
Effective for months after December, 1 994.

•

These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.

II
SSI Issues

Combatting SSI
Program Fraud

House

H.R. 4277 would strengthen present law in deterring
fraud and abuse in the SSI program b:

• Authorizing civil penalties to be imposed against
individuals who engage in fraudulent schemes to enroll
ineligible individuals in the SSI program.

• Treating SSI fraud as a felony.
• Requiring that third-party translators certify under
penalty of perjury the accuracy of translations, etc.
• Clarifying SSA's authority to reopen SSI cases
where there is reason to believe that an application or
supporting documents are fraudulent, and to terminate
benefits expeditiously in cases where SSA determines
that there is insufficient reliable evidence of disability.
• Requiring the HHS OIG to immediately notify SSA
of cases under investigation for fraud, and requiring
SSA to immediately redetermine SSI cases where there
is reason to believe that an application or supporting
documents are fraudulent, unless the U.S. Attorney or
equivalent State prosecutor determines that doing so
would jeopardize criminal prosecution of the parties
involved,

• Requiring SSA to obtain and utilize, to the extent it
is useful, pre-admission immigrant and refugee medical
information compiled by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the Centers for Disease
Control.

• Requiring an annual report to Congress on the
extent to which SSA has reviewed SSI cases, including
the extent to which the cases reviewed invoived a high
likelihood or probability of fraud.
Effective October 1, 1994.

Senate
None.

Poson
Strongly support.
Prefer applying
also to OASDI.
Would strengthen
program integrity
and enforcement
efforts.
Do not oppose.
However, limits
flexibility: overly
specific
provisions-micromanagement

Do not oppose if
technical change
provides for
single notification
in cases where
multiple recipients
are involved in a
particular
investigation.
Do not oppose as
long as SSA can
adjudicate without
awaiting INS/CDC
response.
However, SSA
has concerns
about the cost
effectiveness of
this provision.

SSI Issues

Disability Reviews
for Children
Reaching Age 1 8

House

H.R 4277 would require that SSI childhood disability
recipients undergo CDRs between their 18th and 19th
birthdays and meet adult disability criteria to continue
their eligibility.

Senate
None.

Strongly oppose.
However, will
pursue doing
CDRs for children
with parameters

Applicable to recipients who attain age 1 8 in or after
the 9th month after enactment.
Disability Reviews
for SSI Recipients

H.R. 4277 would clarify that the current Dl periodic
CDR provisions apply also to SSI recipients.

Position

set

administratively.
None.

Strongly oppose.
SSI CDRs have
not been cost

effective. Support
a study to
determine how to
best target this
population to
make CDRs cost
effective.
Other Issues

House

Senate

Position

Technical
Corrections

H.R. 4277 would correct certain technical errors and
inconsistencies in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1990.

None.

Support.

Transfer of Funds
to the Railroad
Retirement
Account

H.R. 4277 would make permanent the provision that
proceeds from the income taxation of railroad
retirement tier 2 benefits be deposited in the railroad
retirement account, rather than the General Fund of the

None.

Do not oppose.

Treasury.

Effective for income taxes on tier 2 benefits received
after September 30. 1 992 (when the authority for
depositing the proceeds from these income taxes in the
railroad retirement account was last applicable).
These provisions need to be reviewed in the context of Independent Agency to ensure authorities are properly designated.
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Independent Agency Legislation
On March 2, 1994, the Senate passed, by voice vote, S. 1560, which would make SSA
an independent agency. Under the provisions of the bill:
o

SSA would be established as an independent agency, responsible for the
administration of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) and
supplemental security income (SSI) programs.

o

A Commissioner, appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate, would head the independent SSA for a 4-year term coincident with the
term of the President. The Commissioner would exercise all powers and
discharge all duties of SSA, and would have authority and control over all SSA
personnel and activities. A Deputy Commissioner would be appointed by the
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Deputy
Commissioner would have such powers as assigned by the Commissioner and
would serve a term coincident with that of the Commissioner.

o

A 7-member, part-time Social Security Advisory Board would be established.
The Board would meet at least 6 times a year and advise the Commissioner.
Board members would be appointed as follows: 3 by the President (no more
than 2 from the same political party), 2 by the Speaker of the House (with the
advice of the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on
Ways and Means), and 2 by the President pro tempore of the Senate (with the
advice and consent of the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Committee on Finance).

o

The changes would be effective 180 days after the bill is enacted or, if earlier,
as of a date designated by the President.
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The Senate also agreed by voice vote to an amendment by Senator Cohen (R., ME)
concerning the payment of Social Security and SSI benefits to substance abusers. The
amendment would:
o

extend the treatment and representative payee requirements now imposed on SSI
recipients to disability insurance (DI) beneficiaries whose disability is based in
whole or in part on drug addiction and/or alcoholism (DA&A);

o

require the Secretary to provide for monitoring and testing all DA&A
beneficiaries/recipients; to suspend or terminate benefits for non-compliance;
and to submit an annual report to the Congress;

o

permit administrative law judges to retain jurisdiction over DA&A cases
awarded at the hearing level in order to monitor treatment compliance directly
and to determine the extent to which monitoring and treatment advance program
goals;

o

require that DA&A benefits be paid only to State/local government agencies or
State regulated community-based nonprofit social service agencies, and require
these representative payees and referral and monitoring agencies to report
beneficiary non-compliance to the Secretary;

o

mandate periodic continuing disability reviews at prescribed intervals and set
time limits on eligibility for benefits;

o

terminate Social Security and SSI DA&A benefits after 36 months (excluding
periods of suspension for treatment noncompliance) unless the beneficiary
establishes a disability unrelated to substance abuse;

o

defme substantial gainful activity (SGA) to include proceeds from illegal
activity undertaken to support substance abuse; and

o

make fraud under the SSI program, including fraud by a representative payee, a
felony (the SSI penalty provisions would equal those for the Social Security
program) and, upon imposition of a second administrative or criminal penalty
for fraud, exclude the person or entity from participating in SSI, Social
Security, Medicare, block grants for maternal and child health services and
social services, and any other Federal program or State health care programs.
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The SGA and fraud penalty provisions would take effect immediately
upon enactment.

Other provisions would apply to benefits payable for disability determinations made at
least 90 days after enactment and, within 3 years after enactment, to individuals
already on the rolls whose disability is based in whole or in part on DA&A.

Notch Commission
On March 2, 1994, President Clinton appointed the remaining four members of the
Commission on the Social Security "Notch" Issue.
The Commission, which also includes eight members previously appointed by
congressional leaders, will examine the causes of the notch controversy, whether there
are inequities in the treatment of Social Security beneficiaries born in different years,
whether any legislative action is needed, and, if so, how much it would cost. The
Commission's fmal report is due to Congress by December 31, 1994.

A list of the Commission members is attached.

Attachment

A 77'A CHMENT

APPOINTEES TO THE COMMISSION ON THE
SOCIAL SECURITY "NOTCH" ISSUE
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT

Alan K. Campbell--Chair

Professor, Department of Public Policy,
Wharton School of Business, University
of Pennsylvania; Director, Office of
Personnel Management, 1977-1981

Lindy Boggs

Democratic Representative from
Louisiana, 1973-1990

Gwendolyn King

Vice President, Pennsylvania Power

and Light; Commissioner of Social
Security, 1989-1992
Robert Froehike

President and Chief Executive Officer,
IDS Mutual Funds Group, Minneapolis,
MN, 1987-1993

APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
James C. Corman

Partner, law firm of Silverstein and
Mullens; Democratic Representative
from California, 1961-1981 (member,
Ways and Means Committee 1968198 1)

br. Carroll L. Estes

Director, Institute for Health and
Aging, University of California School
of Nursing

APPOINTED BY THE HOUSE MINORITY LEADER
Barber B. Conable

President, World Bank, 1986-1991;
Republican Representative from New
York, 1965-1985 (member Ways and
Means Committee 1966-1985);
member, National Commission on
Social Security Reform (1983)

Arthur "Pete" Singleton

Consultant, Webster, Chamberlain and
Bean; Minority Counsel, Ways and
Means Committee, 1970-1988;
member, 1991 Advisory Council on
Social Security

APPOINTED BY THE SENATE MAJORITY LEADER
Patricia M. Owens

Vice President, Disability Programs,
UNUM Life Insurance of America;
Associate Commissioner for Disability,
Social Security Administration, 19821986

Robert J. Myers

Consulting actuary; Deputy
Commissioner (1981-1982) and Chief
Actuary (1947-1970), Social Security
Administration; Executive Director,
National Commission on Social
Security Reform (1983); member,
National Commission on Social
Security (1981)
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APPOINTED BY THE SENATE MINORITY LEADER
Dr. Carolyn L. Weaver

Director, Social Security and Pension
Project, American Enterprise Institute;
professional staff, Senate Finance
Committee, 1981-1984; senior advisor,
National Commission on Social
Security Reform (1983); member, 1987
Disability Advisory Council

John F. Cogan

Senior Fellow, Hoover Institute,
Stanford University; Deputy Director,
Office of Management and Budget,
1985
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HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
APPROVES SOCIAL SECURITY LEGISLATION

House Committee on Ways and Means has marked up and ordered favorably
reported two Social Security bills introduced by Representative Andrew Jacobs
(D., IN)--H.R. 4277, "The Social Security Administrative Reform Act of 199411 and
H.R. 4278, "The Social Security Act Amendments of 1994." H.R. 4278 was ordered
reported on April 28 and H.R. 4277 was ordered reported on May 4. The provisions
of the bills are described in the attachment.
The

The provisions of H.R. 4277 for establishing SSA as an independent agency differ
from those of S. 1560, which the Senate passed on March 2, 1994 (see Legislative
Bulletin Number 103-8). The major difference between the two bills' independent
agency provisions is that H.R. 4277 provides for administration by a bipartisan
3-member board, whereas 5. 1560 provides for a single administrator.

The drug addiction and alcoholism provisions of the two bills are very similar in that
both would time-limit payments to substance abusers, impose sanctions for treatment
noncompliance, and clarify that proceeds from illegal activities would be considered
in determining substantial gainful activity.
Effective dates are not shown for several of the provisions of H.R. 4277 because they
were Committee amendments for which specific legislative language was not
available at the time this Bulletin was prepared.
Attachment
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Attachment
H.R. 4277, The Social Security Administrative Reform Act of 1994
Ordered favorably reported on May 4 by the House Committee on Ways and Means.
OASDI PROVISIONS

Establishment of the Social Security Administration as an Independent Agency
Establishes SSA as an independent agency, responsible for the administration of the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) programs. The new agency would be governed by a full-time,
bipartisan 3-member Social Security Board, appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. The Board would establish broad legislative and
regulatory policy and would oversee the operation of SSA. It also would appoint an
Executive Director, who would be charged with day-to-day administration of the
agency and who would be responsible to the Board. The Board members would
serve 6-year staggered terms and the Executive Director would be appointed to a
4-year term. The changes generally would be effective October 1, 1995.
Restrictions on Benefits Based on Disability of Substance Abusers

Places new restrictions on Social Security disability insurance (DI) and SSI benefit
payments to individuals disabled by drug addiction and alcoholism (DA&A) and
establishes barriers against a beneficiary's using Social Security or SSI benefits to
support an addiction, specifically:

•

Limits the payment of DI and SSI benefits to 36 months for individuals whose
substance abuse is material to their disability. The provision would be
effective 180 days after enactment.

a

Establishes mandatory, progressive sanctions for non-compliance with
treatment for both DI and SSI substance abusers. The provision would be
effective 180 days after enactment.

a

Extends the treatment participation requirement, which now applies only to
SSI recipients, to DI beneficiaries whose substance abuse is material to their
disability determination. The provision would be effective 180 days after
enactment.

•

Requires the Secretary to establish Referral and Monitoring Agency (RMA)
agreements with each State and to issue regulations defining appropriate
treatment for substance abusers.
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•

Clari.fies that the DI continuing disability review requirements apply to SSI
recipients.

•

Requires gradual payment of retroactive DI and SSI benefits to substance
abusers. The provision would be effective 180 days after enactment.

•

Extends the representative payee requirement, which now applies only to SSI
beneficiaries, to DI beneficiaries whose drug addiction or alcoholism is
material to a finding of disability.
Requires that Social Service Agencies or State or local government agencies be
selected as representative payees for DI and SSI substance abusers, unless the
Secretary deemed this preference inappropriate.

ii

Permits organizations that serve as representative payees for substance abusers

to retain, as compensation for their services, up to 10 percent of recipients'
monthly benefits, without regard to a dollar cap. (Fees an organization collects
for payee services to Social Security and SSI beneficiaries other than substance
abusers would continue to be limited to 10 percent of benefits, not to exceed
$25.) Would make the fee for service provision permanent.

•

Provides that the illegality of an activity shall be disregarded in determining
whether an individual alleging disability is engaging in substantial gainful
activity. The provision would be effective upon enactment.

•

Requires the Secretary to study: (1) the feasibility, cost and equity of requiring
representative payees for all DI and SSI beneficiaries who are DA&A,
regardless of whether their addiction is material to their disability; (2) the
feasibility of providing non-cash benefits; and (3) the extent of substance abuse
among child recipients and their representative payees. The report on the
studies is due to the Fbuse Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance by April 1, 1995.

Explicit Requirements for Maintenance of Telephone Access to Local Offices of the
Social Security Administration

Requires that, in Social Security offices not served by a teleservice center on
September 30, 1989, SSA reestablish and maintain the same number of telephone lines
and telephone sets as were in place on that date. SSA could not reduce 800-number
service to carry out this requirement. The provision would be effective 90 days after
enactment.
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Study of Rising Cost of Disability Insurance Benefits

Requires the Secretary to conduct a study of the underlying social, economic,
demographic, programmatic, and other trends responsible for recent increases in DI
program costs. The report is due by December 31, 1994 to the House Committee on
Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance.
Extension of Disability Insurance Program Demonstration Project Authority
Extends for 3 years (through June 10, 1996) authority for the Secretary to waive Social
Security or Medicare benefit requirements in connection with demonstration projects
and studies designed to promote the objectives or facilitate the administration of the
Social Security disability insurance program and encourage disabled beneficiaries to
return to work. The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Misuse of Symbols, Emblems, or Names in Reference to Social Security Programs and
Agencies

Broadens present-law deterrents against misleading mailings about Social Security
and Medicare by providing that:

•

Specific written authorization from SSA would be required for a person to
reproduce, reprint, or distribute for a fee any SSA form, application, or other
SSA publication;

•

A disclaimer on a mailing would not provide a defense against misleading
mailing violations;

•

Each piece of mail in an illegal mass mailing would constitute a violation;

•

Names, letters, symbols, and emblems of HHS would be added to the items
protected by the misleading advertising prohibitions; and
The $100,000 annual cap on civil penalties that may be imposed for misleading
advertising activities would be removed, and penalties collected would be
deposited in the OASI Trust Fund.

The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Repeal of the Facility-of-Payment Provision

Repeals the facility-of-payment provision, under which deductions are not now
imposed against the benefits of an auxiliary beneficiary to whom they otherwise
would apply, if the maximum family benefit would continue to be payable to other
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auxiliaries living in the same household. Under the amendment, deductions would
be made for the beneficiary to whom they apply, and the withheld benefits would be
redistributed to other entitled auxiliaries living in the same household as the auxiliary
who is subject to deductions. The provision would be effective for benefits payable
for months after December 1995.
Expansion of State Option to Exclude Service of Election Officials or Election Workers
from Coverage

Increases from $100 to $1,000 a year the amount an election worker must be paid for
the earnings to be covered under Social Security or Medicare. The provision would
be effective January 1, 1995.
Authorization for All States to Extend Coverage to State and Local Policemen and
Firemen Under Existing Coverage Agreements

Gives all States, rather than only those now specifically authorized to do so, the
option to extend Social Security coverage to police officers and firefighters who are
under a retirement system. The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Limited Exemption for Canadian Ministers from Certain Self-Employment Tax
Liability

Exempts certain ministers who were American citizens and residents of Canada from
liability for unpaid Social Security taxes and related penalties for 1979 through 1984.
The provision would be effective with respect to individuals who file a certificate
with the Internal Revenue Service within 180 days after it issues implementing
regulations.
Exclusion of Certain Aliens from Social Security Coverage

Excludes from Social Security coverage aliens who enter the United States as part of a
cultural exchange program. The provision would be effective with the calendar
quarter following the date of enactment.
Exclusion of Totalization Benefits from the Application of the Windfall Elimination
Provision

Disregards the windfall elimination provision (1) in computing the regular U.S.
benefit of a person who receives a foreign totalization benefit that includes U.S.
employment, provided he receives no other pension based on noncovered
employment and (2) in computing any U.S. totalization benefit. The provision would
be effective for benefits for months after January 1995.
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Exclusion of Military Reservists from Application of the Government Pension Offset
and the Windfall Elimination Provisions

Excludes from the application of both the government pension offset and windfall
elimination provisions to military pensions that are based, at least in part, on
noncovered military reserve duty after 1956 and before 1988. The provision would
be effective for benefits for months after January 1995.
Maximum Family Benefits in Guarantee Cases

Uses the maximum family benefit (MFB) in effect in the last month of a worker's
prior entitlement to disability benefits for the purpose of determining the MFB under
a subsequent period of entitlement. The provision would be effective for
beneficiaries who became reentitled or died (after previously having been entitled)
after January 1995.
Use of Social Security Numbers for Jury Selection Purposes

Allows State and local governments and Federal district courts to use Social Security
numbers to eliminate duplicate names and convicted felons from jury selection lists.
The provision would be effective upon enactment.

Authorization for Disclosure of Information by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services for Purposes of Public or Private Epidemiological and Similar Research
Requires SSA, on a reimbursable basis, to disclose information showing whether an
individual is alive or deceased, if it is needed for epidemiological or similar research
that the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines has reasonable promise
of contributing to national health interests. Requestors would have to agree to
safeguard and limit re-release of the information. The provision would be effective
upon enactment.
Increased Penalties for Unauthorized Disclosure of Social Security Information

Makes unauthorized disclosure of information and fraudulent attempts to obtain
personal information under the Social Security Act a felony. Each violation would be
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. The
provision would be effective upon enactment.
Cross-matching of Social Security Account Number Information and Employer

Idenbfication Number Information Maintained by the Department of Aiculre
Permits the Department of Agriculture to disclose retail operators names, Social
Security numbers, and Employer Identification numbers to other Federal agencies for
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the purpose of investigating food stamp fraud and violations of other Federal laws.
The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Use of Social Security Numbers in the Administration of Federal Workers'
Compensation Laws

Permits the Department of Labor to use Social Security numbers as the claim
identification number for workers' compensation claims. The provision would be
effective upon enactment.
Increase in Authorized Period for Extension of Time to File Annual Earnings Report

Extends from 3 months to 4 months the additional time that an individual could be
granted to file an annual earnings report. The provision would be effective with
respect to reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
Retirement Eligibility for Federal Employees Transferred to International
Organizations
Continues the Social Security coverage of Federal civilian employees temporarily
assigned to an international organization, regardless of whether the international
organization is within or outside the United States. Employees would pay their share
of the Social Security tax on their earnings and the loaning agency would pay the
employer's share of the tax. The provision would be effective for services performed
after the calendar quarter following the date of enactment.

Issuance of Physical Documents in the Form of Bonds, Notes, or Certificates to the
Social Security Trust Funds

Requires that each obligation issued by the Department of the Treasury for purchase
by the Social Security trust funds (including those already issued) be evidenced by a
physical document in the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness, rather
than simply by an accounting entry. Requires interest payments and proceeds from
the sale or redemption of trust fund holdings to be paid by checks drawn on the
general fund of the Treasury. The provision would be effective 60 days after
enactment.
Elimination of Rounding Distortion in the Calculation of the Contribution and Benefit
Base and Earnings Test Exempt Amounts
Designates 1994 as the base year to be used in calculating increases in the OASDI
contribution and benefit base and earnings test exempt amounts for all years after
1994. (Increases in these amounts would no longer be based on the rounded
amounts applicable in the previous year, which can distort the base and exempt
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amounts over time.) The provision would be effective for the contribution and
benefit base beginning in 1995 and for the exempt amounts for taxable years ending
after 1994.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURI1Y INCOME PROVISIONS

Provisions To Combat SSI Program Fraud

Strengther1s present law in deterring fraud and abuse in the SSI program by:

Requiring that third-party translators certify under oath the accuracy of their
translations, whether they are acting as the applicants legal representative, and
their relationship to the applicant.
Authorizing civil penalties to be imposed against middlemen, medical
professionals, and SSI recipients who engage in fraudulent schemes to enroll
ineligible individuals in the SSI program.

•

Treating SSI fraud as a felony.

Clarifying SSA's authority to reopen SSI cases where there is reason to believe
that an application or supporting documents are fraudulent, and to
expeditiously terminate benefits in cases where SSA determines that there is
insufficient reliable evidence of disability.

•

Requiring the HHS Office of the Inspector General to immediately notify SSA
about SSI cases under investigation for fraud, and requiring SSA to
immediately reopen SSI cases where there is reason to believe that an
application or supporting documents are fraudulent, unless the U.S. Attorney
or equivalent State prosecutor determines that doing so would jeopardize
criminal prosecution of the parties involved.

Requiring SSA to obtain and utilize, to the extent it is useful, pre-admission
immigrant arid refugee medical information compiled by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the Centers for Disease Control.
Requiring an annual report to Congress on the extent to which SSA has
reviewed SSI cases, including the extent to which the cases reviewed involved
a high likelihood or probability of fraud.

Plans for Achieving Self-Support (PASS) Under the 551 Program
u

Deems a PASS approved if SSA has not disapproved it within 60 days of
submission of a completed pian. Allows a PASS that has been deemed
approved to be subsequently disapproved only prospectively.

•

Establishes a 5-year demonstration project to examine expanding the scope of a
PASS to include housing goals, such as improving accessibility to housing.

•

Requires the Secretary to revise regulations so as to take the needs of an
individual into account in determining the time necessary for completion of a
PASS.

Continuing Disability Reviews (CDRs) for Disabled Children

Requires that SSI childhood disability recipients undergo CDRs between their 18th
and 19th birthdays and meet adult disability criteria to continue their eligibility.
Commission on Childhood Disability
Requires the Secretary to appoint, by January 1, 1995, a 15-member Commission on
the "Evaluation of Disability in Children." The Commission, in consu1tation with the
National Academy of Sciences, is to conduct a study on the effect of the current
Supplemental Security Income definition of disability as it applies to children under
the age of 18 and their receipt of services, including the appropriateness of an
alternative definition. The Commission wouJd also examine the feasibility of
providing non-cash benefits to children; the feasibility of prorating Zebley lump sum
retroactive benefits or holding them in trust; the extent to which SSA can involve
private organizations to increase social services, education, and vocational instruction
aimed at promoting independence and the ability to engage in substantial gainful
activity (SGA); and methods to increase the extent to which benefits are used to help
a child achieve independence and engage in SGA.

The Commission is required to report its results to the House Committee on Ways
and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by November 30, 1995, and the
Commission would terminate December 31, 1996.
Disregard Deemed Income and Resources of Ineligible Spouse

Below specified levels, disregards an ineligible spouse's net income and resources in
determining an individual's continued Medicaid eligibility under section 1619(b).
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Treatment of Certain Grant, Scholarship, or Fellowship Income

Provides that portions of grants, scholarships, and fellowships not used to pay for
tuition and fees would be treated as earned income under the SSI program.
SSI Eligibility for Students Temporarily Abroad

Allows individuals who leave the United States temporarily as part of an educational
program designed for gainful employment to continue receiving SSI benefits if they
were eligible for SSI the month they left the country.
Disregard of Cost-of-Living Increases for Continued Eligibility for Work Incentives
Continues Medicaid under section 1619(b) for an individual whose Social Security
cost-of-living increase would make him otherwise ineligible because of excess
unearned income.
OTHER

Certain Transfers to Railroad Retirement Account Made Permanent

Makes permanent the provision that proceeds from the income taxation of railroad
retirement tier 2 benefits be deposited in the railroad retirement account, rather than
the General Fund of the Treasury. The change would be effective for income taxes
on tier 2 benefits received after September 30, 1992 (when the authority for
depositing the proceeds from these income taxes in the railroad retirement account
was last applicable).
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H.R. 4278, The Social Security Act Amendments of 1994
Ordered favorably reported on April 28 by the House Committee on Ways and
Means.

Simplification of Employment Taxes on Domestic Services

Increases the threshold for coverage of domestic employees' wages from $50 in a
calendar quarter to $1,250 in calendar year 1995. For subsequent years, this amount
would increase in $50 increments as average wages increase. Would also provide
that wages paid to domestic employees be reported annually, rather than quarterly,
beginning in 1995, and authorize the Department of the Treasury to include domestic
wage reporting in the employer's Federal income tax return. In addition, a domestic
employer who failed to pay taxes on a worker's wages for 1993 or 1994 would be
excused from paying the taxes (and penalties and interest) if the wages were less
than $1,150 in 1993 or less than $1,200 in 1994.
Allocations to Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
To resolve the short-range deficit in DI financing, increases the portion of the OASDI
tax rate allocated to the DI Trust Fund, currently 0.60 percent, to 0.94 percent for 1994
through 1999, decreasing slightly to 0.90 percent thereafter. The provision would
apply to wages paid after December 31, 1993, and to self-employment income for
taxable years beginning after this date.

Also requires the Secretary to conduct a comprehensive study of the reasons for
rising costs in the DI program. The report on the study is due to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
December 31, 1995.
Nonpayment of Benefits to Incarcerated Individuals

Extends the prisoner nonpayment provisions of present law to any Social Security
beneficiary confined to a penal institution or correctional facility after having been
convicted of a crime that is punishable by imprisonment for more than one year
(regardless of whether the crime is classified a felony or the length of the sentence
actually imposed).

Also applies the nonpayment provisions to Social Security beneficiaries confined in
an institution by court order at public expense in connection with a finding that the
individual is: guilty of an offense punishable by imprisonment for more than a year,
but insane; not guilty of such an offense by reason of insanity or similar factors (such
as a mental disease, a mental defect, or mental incompetence); or incompetent to
stand trial. The provision would be effective 90 days after enactment.
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House of Representatives Passes
Social Security Legislation
On May 12, under suspension of the rules, the House of Representatives voted 420-0

to pass H.R. 4278, the "Social Security Act Amendments of 1994." H.R. 4278
includes provisions to increase the threshold for coverage of domestic employees'
wages, increase the portion of Social Security taxes allocated to the Disability
Insurance Trust Fund, and broaden the prisoner nonpayment provisions. The
provisions are described in the attachment to Legislative Bulletin Number 103-10.
On May 17, under suspension of the rules, the House of Representatives voted 413-0

to pass HR. 4277, the "Social Security Administrative Reform Act of 1994." The
bill includes provisions to make the Social Security Administration an independent
agency and to impose certain restrictions on Disability Insurance and Supplemental
Security Income payments to substance abusers. The provisions are described in the
attachment to Legislative Bulletin Number 103-10.
Also on May 17, under suspension of the rules, the House of Representatives passed
by voice vote HR. 3419, the "Tax Simplification and Technical Corrections Act of
1993." The bill contains a number of minor and technical provisions affecting the
Social Security and SSI programs. The bill includes the Social Security-related
provisions described in Legislative Bulletin Number 103-6.
•:•
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SENATE APPROVES INDEPENDENT AGENCY LEGISLATION
On May 23, 1994, the Senate approved, by voice vote, H.R. 4277 (Jacobs), which
includes provisions to establish.the Social Security Administration as an independent
agency (see Legislative Bulletin No. 103-10). The Senate struck the language of the
House bill and inserted the text of 5. 1560 (Moynihan), as passed by the Senate on
March 2, 1994, including the amendments concerning the payment of Social Security
and SSI benefits to substance abusers (see Legislative Bulletin No. 103-8). The major
difference between the House and Senate independent agency provisions is that the
House version provides for administration by a bipartisan 3-member board, while the
Senate version provides for a single administrator.
The Senate has requested a conference with the House and has appointed the following
conferees: Senator Moynihan (D., NY), Senator Baucus (D., MT), Senator Breaux
(D, LA), Senator Packwood (R., OR), and Senator Dole (R., KS). House conferees
have not been appointed.
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On July 20, 1994, the conferees on H.R. 4277, the "Social Security Administrative
Reform Act of 1994," met and reached agreement on the House- and Senate-passed
versions of the bill. House and Senate action on the conference report is expected
before Congress adjourns for the August recess (scheduled for August 12).
The following reflects our preliminary understanding of the conference agreement.
Complete details about the provisions will not be available until the conferees file the
conference report, which is expected to occur this week.
INDEPENDENT AGENCY
Establishes SSA as an independent agency, responsible for the administration of the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) and supplemental security
income (SSI) programs. SSA is also required to continue to perform its current
functions in assisting in the administration of the Medicare program, the Black Lung
program and the Coal Industry Retirees Health Benefits Act.

The independent SSA is to be headed by a Commissioner, appointed by the President
within 60 days of enactment and subject to Senate confirmation, to serve a 6-year
term. The Commissioner exercises all powers and discharges all duties of SSA, and
has authority and control over all SSA personnel and activities. The bill also provides
for presidential appointment and Senate confirmation of a Deputy Commissioner,
whose duties and authority are to be prescribed by the Commissioner, to serve a
6-year term.
Establishes a 7-member, bipartisan Social Security Advisory Board, required to meet
at least 4 times a year, to review and make recommendations to the Commissioner
concerning matters of policy; the Board has no role with respect to SSA operations.
Board members are to be appointed as follows: 3 by the President (no more than 2
from the same political party), 2 by the Speaker of the House (with the advice of the
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Ways and Means), and
2 by the President pro tempore of the Senate (with the advice and consent of the
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Finance). Eliminates
the requirement of present law for the appointment of a quadrennial Advisory Council
on Social Security after the current advisory council completes its work.
OFFICE OF LEGISLA11ON AND CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS
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Establishes a position of Inspector General in the Social Security Administration and
provides for the appointment of a Chief Financial Officer by the Commissioner. The
establishment of other executive positions (e.g., General Counsel and Chief
Administrative Law Judge) is left to the Commissioner.

Requires the Commissioner and the Secretary to develop a joint plan for the transfer
of personnel and resources to the independent SSA. Full-time or part-time permanent
employees who are transferred to SSA are protected against separation or reduction in
grade or compensation for one year after their transfer or the date of enactment,
whichever is later. Further, any employee who was not employed by SSA
immediately prior to enactment will be exempt from directed reassignment for one
year after enactment; the exemption is limited to 6 months in the case of directed
reassignments between Baltimore and Washington, D.C., duty stations.

As an independent agency, SSA will continue to adjudicate Medicare appeals. Under
this arrangement, the Secretary will maintain the ultimate authority for appeal
decisions, but SSA's AU corps will continue to conduct Medicare hearings until such
time as the Commissioner and the Secretary may agree to separate the functions.
The independent agency provision becomes effective on April 1, 1995. The Secretary
and the Commissioner are required to enter into a written inter-agency arrangement by
January 1, 1995 for the transfer of appropriate personnel and resources to the
independent agency effective April 1, 1995, and to submit the arrangement to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
January 1, 1995. The General Accounting Office is required to submit a report to the
Committees evaluating the plan by February 15, 1995.

RESTRECTIONS ON BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY OF SUBSTANCE
ABUSERS

Places new restrictions on Social Security disability insurance (DI) and SSI benefit
payments to individuals disabled by drug addiction and alcoholism (DA&A) and
establishes barriers against a beneficiary's using Social Security or SSI benefits to
support an addiction.
Payment Limitation

Limits the payment of SSI benefits to 36 months for individuals whose substance
abuse is material to their disability. Limits the payment of DI benefits to 36 months,
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beginning with the first month for which treatment is available. The 36-month DA&A
payment restrictions sunset October 1, 2004. Medicare, Medicaid, and dependents'
benefits would continue as long as a terminated beneficiary continued to be disabled
and otherwise eligible (i.e., except for the 36-month payment limit).
Suspension for Non-Compliance

Provides for suspending benefits for non-compliance with treatment for both DI and
SSI substance abusers, beginning the month after SSA sends notification of noncompliance. Once benefits are suspended for non-compliance, benefits could be
reinstated after demonstrated compliance with treatment requirements for specified
periods--a minimum of two months, three months, and six months, respectively, for
the first, second, third, and additional instances of non-compliance. Suspension of
benefits for 12 consecutive months for non-compliance would result in termination of
benefits.
Treatment Requirement

Extends the treatment participation requirement, which now applies only to SSI
recipients, to DI beneficiaries whose substance abuse is material to their disability
determination. The provision is to be implemented beginning with newly adjudicated
cases and DI beneficiaries already on the rolls with a primary diagnosis of DA&A,
and extending to other covered beneficiaries as quickly as possible.
Referral and Monitoring

Requires the establishment of Referral and Monitoring Agency (RMA) contracts in
each State and the issuance of regulations defining appropriate treatment for substance
abusers.
Retroactive Benefits

Requires gradual payment of retroactive DI and SSI benefits to substance abusers,
except for beneficiaries who have incurred debts to State general assistance programs,
owe attorney fees, or are at high risk of homelessness.
Representative Payment

Extends the representative payee requirement, which now applies only to SSI
beneficiaries, to DI beneficiaries whose drug addiction or alcoholism is material to a
finding of disability.
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Requires SSA to give preference to the appointment of Social Service Agencies or
State or local government agencies as representative payees for DI and SSI substance
abusers, unless SSA determines that a family member would be a more appropriate
payee.

Permits organizations that serve as representative payees for substance abusers to
retain, as compensation for their services, the lesser of 10 percent of the monthly
benefit or $50, indexed to the CPI.
DA&A Study

Requires a study of: (1) the feasibility, cost and equity of requiring representative
payees for all DI and SSI beneficiaries who suffer from drug addiction or alcoholism,
regardless of whether their addiction is material to their disability; (2) the feasibility,
cost and equity of providing non-cash benefits; and (3) the extent of substance abuse
among child recipients and their representative payees. A report on the studies is due
to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
December 31, 1995.

ISSUANCE OF PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FORM OF BONDS, NOTES,
OR CERTIFICATES TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

Requires each obligation issued by the Department of the Treasury for purchase by the
Social Security trust funds (including those already issued) to be evidenced by a
physical document in the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness, rather
than simply by an accounting entry. Requires interest payments and proceeds from
the sale or redemption of trust fund holdings to be paid by checks drawn on the
general fund of the Treasury. The provision is effective 60 days after enactment.

MAINTENANCE OF TELEPHONE ACCESS TO LOCAL OFFICES OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Requires GAO to assess SSA's use of innovative technology to increase public
telephone access to local Social Security offices (both phase I and II) and to report to
the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Finance Committee no later
than January 31, 1996.
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EXPANSION OF STATE OPTION TO EXCLUDE SERVICE OF ELECTION
OFFICIALS OR ELECTION WORKERS FROM COVERAGE

Increases from $100 to $1,000 a year the amount an election worker must be paid for
the earnings to be covered under Social Security or Medicare. This amount increases
automatically as wage levels rise; however, there will be no increases before
January 1, 2000. The provision is effective January 1, 1995.

USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS FOR JURY SELECTION PURPOSES

Allows State and local governments and Federal district courts to use Social Security
numbers to eliminate duplicate names and convicted felons from jury selection lists.
The provision is effective upon enactment.

AUTHORIZATION FOR ALL STATES TO EXTEND COVERAGE TO STATE
AND LOCAL POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN UNDER EXISTING COVERAGE
AGREEMENTS

Gives all States, rather than only those now specifically authorized to do so, the option
to extend Social Security coverage to police officers and firefighters who are under a
retirement system. The provision is effective upon enactment.

LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR CANADIAN MINISTERS FROM CERTAIN
SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX LIABILITY

Exempts certain ministers who were American citizens and residents of Canada from
liability for unpaid Social Security taxes and related penalties for 1979 through 1984.
The provision is effective with respect to individuals who file a certificate with the
Internal Revenue Service within 180 days after it issues implementing regulations.
EXCLUSION OF TOTALIZATION BENEFITS FROM THE APPLICATION OF
THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISION
Disregards the windfall elimination provision (1) in computing the regular U.S. benefit
of a person who receives a foreign totalization benefit that includes U.S. employment,
provided he receives no other pension based on noncovered employment and (2) in
computing any U.S. totalization benefit. The provision is effective for benefits for
months after January 1995.
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EXCLUSION OF MILITARY RESERVISTS FROM APPLICATION OF THE
GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET AND THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION
PROVISIONS
Excludes from the application of both the government pension offset and windfall
elimination provisions military pensions that are based, at least in part, on noncovered
military reserve duty after 1956 and before 1988.. The provision is effective for
benfits for months after January 1995.

REPEAL OF THE FACILITY-OF-PAYMENT PROVISION
Repeals the facility-of-payment provision, under which deductions are not now
imposed against the benefits of an auxiliary beneficiary to whom they otherwise would
apply, if the maximum family benefit would continue to be payable to other auxiliaries
living in the same household. Deductions would be made for the beneficiary to whom
they apply, and the withheld benefits would be redistributed to other entitled
auxiliaries living in the same household as the auxiliary who is subject to deductions.
The provision is effective for benefits payable for months after December 1995.

MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN GUARANTEE CASES

Uses the maximum family benefit in effect in the last month of a worker's prior
entitlement to disability benefits for the purpose of determining the maximum family
benefit under a subsequent period of entitlement. The provision is effective for
beneficiaries who become reentitled, and survivors of beneficiaries who die after
previously having been entitled, after January 1995.

AUTHORIZATION FOR SSA DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES
OF PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND SIMILAR RESEARCH

Requires SSA, on a reimbursable basis, to disclose information showing whether an
individual is alive or deceased, if it is needed for epidemiological or similar research
that the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines has reasonable promise of
contributing to national health interests. Requestors would have to agree to safeguard
and limit re-release of the information. The provision is effective upon enactment.
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MISUSE OF SYMBOLS, EMBLEMS, OR NAMES IN REFERENCE TO SOCIAL
SECURITY PROGRAMS AND AGENCIES
Broadens present-law deterrents against misleading mailings about Social Security and
Medicare by:

--Requiring specific written authorization from SSA for a person to reproduce, reprint,
or distribute for a fee any SSA form, application, or other SSA publication;
--Providing that a disclaimer on a mailing does not provide a defense against
misleading mailing violations;
--Providing that each piece of mail in an illegal mass mailing constitutes a violation;

--Adding names, letters, symbols, and emblems of SSA and HHS to the items
protected by the misleading advertising prohibitions; and
--Removing the $100,000 annual cap on civil penalties that may be imposed for
misleading advertising activities, and providing that penalties SSA collects are to be
deposited in the OASI Trust Fund.
The provision is effective upon enactment.

INCREASED PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION
Makes unauthorized disclosure of information and fraudulent attempts to obtain
personal information under the Social Security Act a felony. Each violation is
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. The
provision is effective upon enactment.

INCREASE IN AUTHORIZED PERIOD FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE
ANNUAL EARNINGS REPORT
Extends from 3 months to 4 months the additional time that an individual may be
granted to file an annual earnings report. The provision is effective with respect to
reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
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EXTENSION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT AUTHORITY

Extends for 3 years (through June 10, 1996) authority to waive Social Security or
Medicare benefit requirements in connection with demonstration projects and studies
designed to promote the objectives or facilitate the administration of the Social
Security disability insurance program and encourage disabled beneficiaries to return to
work.

CROSS-MATCHING OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER
INFORMATION AND EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER INFORMATION
MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Permits the Department of Agriculture to disclose retail operators' names, Social
Security numbers, and Employer Identification numbers to other Federal agencies for
the purpose of investigating food stamp fraud and violations of other Federal laws
The provision is effective upon enactment.

CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT MADE
PERMANENT

Makes permanent the provision that proceeds from the income taxation of railroad
retirement tier 2 benefits be deposited in the railroad retirement account, rather than
the General Fund of the Treasury. The change is effective for income taxes on tier 2
benefits received after September 30, 1992 (when the authority for depositing the
proceeds from these income taxes in the railroad retirement account was last
applicable).
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TO USE SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS AS CLAIM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

Permits the Department of Labor to use Social Security numbers as claim
identification numbers for workers' compensation claims. The provision is effective
upon enactment.
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RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL EMPLOYEES TRANSFERRED TO
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Continues the Social Security coverage of Federal civilian employees temporarily
assigned to an international organization, regardless of whether the international
organization is within or outside the United States. Employees are to pay their share
of the Social Security tax on their earnings and the loaning agency is to pay the
employer's share of the tax. The provision is effective for services performed after
the calendar quarter following the date of enactment.

EXTEND THE FICA TAX EXEMPTION AND CERTAIN TAX RULES TO
INDIVIDUALS WHO ENTER THE UNITED STATES UNDER A VISA ISSUED
UNDER SECTION 1O1(A)(15)(Q) OF THE IMMIGRATION ACT
Excludes from Social Security coverage aliens who enter the United States as part of a
cultural exchange program. The provision is effective with the calendar quarter
following the date of enactment.
ELIMINATION OF ROUNDING DISTORTION IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE AND EARNINGS TEST EXEMPT
AMOUNTS
Designates 1994 as the base year to be used in calculating increases in the OASDI
contribution and benefit base and earnings test exempt amounts for all years after
1994. (Increases in these amounts would no longer be based on the rounded amounts
applicable in the previous year, which can distort the base and exempt amounts over
time.) The provision would be effective for the contribution and benefit base
beginning in 1995 and for the exempt amounts for taxable years ending after 1994.
COMMISSION ON CHILDHOOD DISABILITY

Requires appointment, by January 1, 1995, of a 15-member Commission on the
"Evaluation of Disability in Children." The Commission, in consultation with the
National Academy of Sciences, is to conduct a study on the effect of the current
Supplemental Security Income definition of disability as it applies to children under
the age of 18 and their receipt of services, including the appropriateness of an
alternative definition. The Commission also is to examine the feasibility of providing
non-cash benefits to children; the feasibility of prorating Zebley lump sum retroactive
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benefits or holding them in trust; the extent to which SSA can involve private
organizations to increase social services, education, and vocational instruction aimed at
promoting independence and the ability to engage in substantial gainful activity (SGA);
and the desirability and methods of increasing the extent to which benefits are used to
help a child achieve independence and engage in SGA.
The Commission is required to report its results and any recommendations to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
November 30, 1995.

PLANS FOR ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT (PASS) UNDER THE SSI PROGRAM

Requires SSA to revise its regulations to take the needs of an individual into account
in determining the time necessary for completion of a PASS.

SSI ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENTS TEMPORARILY ABROAD

Allows individuals who leave the United States temporarily as part of an educational
program that is not available in the United States and that is designed for gainful
employment to continue receiving SSI benefits for up to 1 year if they were eligible
for SSI the month they left the country.

DISREGARD OF COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES FOR CONTINUED
ELIGIBILITY FOR WORK INCENTIVES
Continues Medicaid under section 1619(b) for an individual whose Social Security
cost-of-living increase otherwise would make him ineligible because of excess
unearned income.
PROVISIONS TO COMBAT DI AND SSI PROGRAM FRAUD

Strengthens present law in deterring fraud and abuse in the DI and SSI programs by:
--Requiring that third-party translators certify under oath the accuracy of their
translations, whether they are acting as the applicant's legal representative, and their
relationship to the applicant.
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--Authorizing civil penalties to be imposed against middlemen, medical professionals,
and DI beneficiaries and SSI recipients who engage in fraudulent schemes to enroll
ineligible individuals in the DI and SSI programs.

--Treating SSI fraud as a felony.

--Clarifying SSA's authority to reopen DI and SSI cases where there is reason to
believe that an application or supporting documents are fraudulent, and to terminate
benefits expeditiously in cases where SSA determines that there is insufficient reliable
evidence of disability.
--Requiring the Inspector General to immediately notify SSA about DI and SSI cases
under investigation for fraud, and requiring SSA to immediately reopen such cases
where there is reason to believe that an application or supporting documents are
fraudulent, unless the U.S. Attorney or equivalent State prosecutor determines that
doing so would jeopardize criminal prosecution of the parties involved.

--Requiring SSA to obtain and utilize, to the extent it is useful, pre-admission
immigrant and refugee medical information compiled by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the Centers for Disease Control.
--Requiring SSA to submit an annual report to Congress on the extent to which it has
reviewed DI and SSI cases, including the extent to which the cases reviewed involved
a high likelihood or probability of fraud.

DISABILITY REVIEWS FOR SSI RECIPIENTS

Requires SSA to perform CDRs for a minimum of 100,000 SSI recipients each year
for the next 3 years and one-third of all childhood SSI recipients when they reach age
18. Requires SSA to develop an SSI CDR profile of individuals whose disabling
impairment is most likely to improve and to report its findings to the Congress at the
end of the 3-year period.
EXEMPTION OF RETROACTIVE ZEBLEY PAYMENTS FROM STATE
PASSALONG REQUIREMENT
Allows States the option of exempting Zebley-related retroactive State supplementary
payments from the annual supplementary payments expenditure amount that a State
must maintain in the following year in order to meet the passalong requirement.
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On Thursday, August 11, the House passed the conference
report on H.R. 4277, the
"Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994." On Friday,
August 5, the Senate passed the conference report by unanimous
consent. The bill
will next go to the President to be signed into law.
The following is an update of Legislative Bulletin No. 103-14 to reflect the conference
agreement:

INDEPENDENT AGENCY
Establishes SSA as an independent agency, responsible for the administration of the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) programs. SSA is also required to continue to perform its current
functions in assisting in the administration of the Medicare program, the Black Lung
program, and the Coal Industry Retirees Health Benefits Act.

The independent SSA is to be headed by a Commissioner, appointed by the President
within 60 days of enactment and subject to Senate confirmation, to serve a 6-year
term, with the initial term of office ending January 19, 2001. The Commissioner
exercises all powers and discharges all duties of SSA, and has authority and control
over all SSA personnel and activities. The bill also provides for Presidential
appointment and Senate confirmation of a Deputy Commissioner, whose duties and
authority are to be prescribed by the Commissioner, to serve a 6-year term, with the
initial term of office ending January 19, 2001.
Establishes a position of Inspector General in the Social Security Administration (to be
appointed by the President) and provides for the appointment of a Chief Financial
Officer by the Commnissioner.
Establishes a seven-member, bipartisan Social Security Advisory Board, required to
meet at least four times a year, to review and make recommendations to the
Commissioner concerning matters of policy; the Board has no role with respect to
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SSA operations. Board members are to be appointed as follows: Three by the
President (no more than two from the same political party), two by the Speaker of the
House (with the advice of the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Committee on Ways and Means), and two by the President pro tempore of the Senate
(with the advice and consent of the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Committee on Finance). Board members are to serve staggered 6-year terms.
Eliminates the requirement of present law for the appointment of a quadrennial
Advisory Council on Social Security after the current Advisory Council completes its
work.

Requires the Commissioner and the Secretary to develop a joint plan for the transfer
of personnel and resources to the independent SSA. For 1 year after the effective date
all full-time or part-time permanent employees are protected against separation or
reduction in grade or compensation if such action is caused solely as a result of
transfer. Further, any employee who was not employed by SSA immediately prior to
enactment will be exempt from directed reassignment for 1 year after the effective
date; the exemption is limited to 6 months in the case of directed reassignments
between Baltimore and Washington, D.C. duty stations.

As an independent agency, SSA will continue to adjudicate Medicare appeals. Under
this arrangement, the Secretary will maintain the ultimate authority for appeal
decisions, but SSA's AU corps will continue to conduct Medicare hearings until and
unless such time as the Commissioner and the Secretary reach a different agreement.
By November 1, 1994, the Secretary and Commissioner are to transmit a report to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and Senate Committee on Finance regarding
the progress made in developing the inter-agency transfer arrangement. By January 1,
1995, the Secretary and the Commissioner are required to enter into a written interagency arrangement for the transfer of appropriate personnel and resources to the
independent agency effective March 31, 1995, and to submit the arrangement to the
House Committee on Ways and Means, the Senate Committee on Finance, and the
General Accounting Office (GAO) by January 1, 1995. GAO is required to submit a
report to the Committees evaluating the plan by February 15, 1995.
The independent agency provision becomes effective on March 31, 1995.
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RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY OF SUBSTANCE
ABUSERS

Places new restrictions on Social Security disability insurance (DI) and SSI benefit
payments to individuals disabled by drug addiction and alcoholism (DA&A) and
establishes barriers against a beneficiary's using Social Security or SSI benefits to
support an addiction. The provisions are generally effective 180 days after enactment.
Payment Limitation

Limits the payment of SSI benefits to 36 months for individuals whose substance
abuse is material to their disability. Likewise limits the payment of DI benefits to 36
months but begins with the first month for which treatment is available. The 36month DA&A payment restrictions sunset October 1, 2004. Medicare, Medicaid, and
dependents' benefits will continue as long as a terminated beneficiary continues to be
disabled and otherwise eligible (i.e., except for the 36-month payment limit). The
payment limit will not apply to individuals who are disabled independent of their
alcoholism or drug addiction at the close of the 36-month period.
Suspension for Non-Compliance

Provides for suspending benefits for non-compliance with treatment for both DI and
SSI substance abusers, beginning the month after SSA sends notification of noncompliance. Once benefits are suspended for non-compliance, they may be reinstated
only after demonstrated compliance with treatment requirements for specified periods--.
a minimum of 2 months, 3 months, and 6 months, respectively, for the first, second,
third, and additional instances of non-compliance. Suspension of benefits for 12
consecutive months for non-compliance will result in termination of benefits.
Treatment Requirement

Extends the treatment participation requirement, which now applies only to SSI
recipients, to DI beneficiaries whose substance abuse is material to their disability
determination. The provision is to be implemented beginning with newly adjudicated
cases and DI beneficiaries already on the rolls with a primary diagnosis of DA&A,
and extending to other applicable beneficiaries as quickly as possible.
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Referral and Monitoring
Requires the establishment of Referral and Monitoring Agency (RMA) contracts in
each State and the issuance of regulations defining appropriate
treatment for substance
abusers.
Retroactive Benefits

Requires gradual payment of retroactive DI and SSI benefits to substance abusers,
except for beneficiaries who have outstanding debts related
to housing and are at high
risk of homelessness. Retroactive benefits due an individual whose entitlement
terminates will continue in prorated amounts until they are fully paid.
In addition, if a
beneficiary dies without having received all retroactive benefits, the unpaid amount
becomes an underpayment.
Representative Payment

Extends the representative payee requirement, which now applies only to SSI
beneficiaries, to DI beneficiaries whose drug addiction or alcoholism is material to
a
finding of disability.

Requires SSA to give preference to the appointment of Social Service
Agencies or to
Federal, State or local government agencies as representative payees for DI and SSI
substance abusers, unless SSA determines that a family member would be a more
appropriate payee.
Permits organizations that serve as representative payees for substance
abusers to
retain, as compensation for their services, the lesser of 10 percent of the monthly
benefit or $50, indexed to the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Also, indexes to the CPI
the maximum payee services fee ($25) for other beneficiaries with a qualified
organizational payee.
Studies and Reports

Requires the following DA&A studies and reports:
--A study of: (1) the feasibility, cost and equity of requiring representative
payees for
all DI and SSI beneficiaries who suffer from drug addiction or alcoholism, regardless
of whether their addiction is material to their disability; (2) the feasibility, cost and
equity of providing non-cash benefits; and (3) the extent of substance
abuse among
child recipients and their representative payees. A report on the studies is due to the
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House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by

December 31, 1995.

--A report on the Secretary's activities relating to the monitoring and testing of Social
Security and SSI DA&A beneficiaries. The report is due to the House Committee on
Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by December 31, 1996.
--Demonstration projects designed to explore innovative referral, monitoring, and
treatment approaches with respect to Social Security and SSI DA&A beneficiaries who
are subject to a treatment requirement. A report on the demonstration projects is due
to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
December 31, 1997.

ISSUANCE OF PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FORM OF BONDS, NOTES,
OR CERTIFICATES TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS
Requires each obligation issued by the Department of the Treasury for purchase by the
Social Security trust funds (including those already issued) to be evidenced by a
physical document in the form of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness, rather
than simply by an accounting entry. Requires interest payments and proceeds from
the sale or redemption of trust fund holdings to be paid by checks drawn on the
general fund of the Treasury. The provision is effective 60 days after enactment.
GAO STUDY REGARDING TELEPHONE ACCESS TO LOCAL OFFICES OF
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Requires GAO to assess SSA's use of innovative technology to increase public
telephone access to local Social Security offices (both phase I and II) and to report to
the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance no
later than January 31, 1996.
EXPANSION OF STATE OPTION TO EXCLUDE SERVICE OF ELECTION
OFFICIALS OR ELECTION WORKERS FROM COVERAGE

Increases from $100 to $1,000 a year the amount an election worker must be paid for
the earnings to be covered under Social Security or Medicare. Beginning in the year
2000, the coverage threshold increases automatically as wage levels rise. The
provision is effective January 1, 1995.
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USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS FOR JURY SELECTION PURPOSES

Allows State and local governments and Federal district courts to use Social Security
numbers to eliminate duplicate names and convicted felons from jury selection lists.
The provision is effective upon enactment.

AUTHORIZATION FOR ALL STATES TO EXTEND COVERAGE TO STATE
AND LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS UNDER EXISTING
COVERAGE AGREEMENTS

Gives all States, rather than only those now specifically authorized to do so, the option
to extend Social Security coverage to police officers and firefighters who are under a
retirement system. The provision is effective upon enactment.

LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR CANADIAN MINISTERS FROM CERTAIN
SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX LIABILITY

Exempts certain ministers who were American citizens and residents of Canada from
liability for unpaid Social Security taxes and related penalties for 1979 through 1984.
The provision is effective with respect to individuals who file a certificate with the
Internal Revenue Service within 180 days after it issues implementing regulations.

EXCLUSION OF TOTALIZATION BENEFITS FROM THE APPLICATION OF
THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION PROVISION
Disregards the windfall elimination provision in computing (1) the regular U.S. benefit
of a person who receives a foreign totalization benefit that includes U.S. employment,
provided they receive no other pension based on noncovered employment; and (2) any
U.S. totalization benefit. The provision is effective for benefits for months after
December 1994.

EXCLUSION OF MILITARY RESERVISTS FROM APPLICATION OF THE
GOVERNMENT PENSION OFFSET AND THE WINDFALL ELIMINATION
PROVISIONS

Excludes from the application of both the government pension offset and windfall
elimination provisions military pensions that are based, at least in part, on noncovered

military reserve duty after 1956 and before 1988. The provision is effective for
benefits for months after December 1994.
REPEAL OF THE FACILITY-OF-PAYMENT PROVISION
Repeals the facility-of-payment provision, under which deductions are not now
imposed against the benefits of an auxiliary beneficiary to whom they otherwise would
apply if the maximum family benefit would continue to be payable to other auxiliaries
living in the same household. Following repeal, deductions will be made for the
beneficiary to whom they apply, and the benefits withheld will be redistributed to
other entitled auxiliaries living in the same household as the auxiliary who is subject to
deductions. The provision is effective for benefits payable for months after December
1995.

MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN GUARANTEE CASES

Uses the maximum family benefit in effect in the last month of a worker's prior
entitlement to disability benefits for the purpose of determining the maximum family
benefit under a subsequent period of entitlement. The provision is effective for
beneficiaries who become reentitled after December 1995, and for survivors of
beneficiaries who die after December 1995 after previously having been entitled.

AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF SSA INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES
OF PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND SIMILAR RESEARCH

Requires SSA, on a reimbursable basis, to disclose information showing whether an
individual is alive or deceased, if it is needed for epidemiological or similar research
that the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines has reasonable promise of
contributing to national health interests. Requestors must agree to safeguard and to
limit re-release of the information. The provision is effective upon enactment.
MISUSE OF SYMBOLS, EMBLEMS, OR NAMES IN REFERENCE TO SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (SSA) OR DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES (HHS)
Broadens present-law deterrents against misleading mailings about Social Security and
Medicare by:
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--Requiring specific written authorization from SSA or HHS for a person to
reproduce, reprint, or distribute for a fee any SSA or HHS form, application, or other
SSA or HHS publication;
--Providing that a disclaimer on a mailing does not provide a defense against
misleading mailing violations;
--Providing that each piece of mail in an illegal mass mailing constitutes a violation;

--Adding names, letters, symbols, and emblems of SSA, HCFA, SSI, and HHS to the'
items protected by the misleading advertising prohibitions;
--Removing the $100,000 annual cap on civil penalties that may be imposed for
misleading advertising activities, and providing that penalties SSA collects are to be
deposited in the OASI Trust Fund; and
--Requiring the Secretary and the Commissioner to report on the operation and
enforcement of this provision to the Senate Committee on Finance and the House
Committee on Ways and Means. The reports are due to the committees by
December 1 of 1995, 1997, and 1999.

The provision is effective for violations occurring after March 31, 1995.
INCREASED PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL
SECURITY INFORMATION
Makes unauthorized disclosure of information and fraudulent attempts to obtain
personal information under the Social Security Act a felony. Each violation is
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. The
provision is effective upon enactment.

INCREASE IN AUTHORIZED PERIOD FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE
ANNUAL EARNINGS REPORT

Extends from 3 months to 4 months the additional time that an individual may be
granted to file an annual earnings report. The provision is effective with respect to
reports of earnings for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1994.
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EXTENSION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT AUTHORITY

Extends for 3 years (through June 10, 1996) authority to waive Social Security or
Medicare benefit requirements in connection with demonstration projects and studies
designed to promote the objectives or facilitate the administration of the Social
Security disability insurance program and encourage disabled beneficiaries to return to
work. A final report is due no later than October 1, 1996. The provision is effective
upon enactment.

CROSS-MATCHING OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER
INFORMATION AND EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER INFORMATION
MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Permits the Department of Agriculture to disclose retail operators' names, Social
Security numbers, and Employer Identification numbers to other Federal agencies for
the purpose of investigating food stamp fraud and violations of other Federal laws.
The provision is effective upon enactment.

CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT MADE
PERMANENT

Makes pennanent the provision that proceeds from the income taxation of railroad
retirement tier 2 benefits be deposited in the railroad retirement account, rather than
the General Fund of the Treasury. The change is effective for income taxes on tier 2
benefits received after September 30, 1992 (when the authority for depositing the
proceeds from these income taxes in the railroad retirement account was last
applicable).

AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TO USE SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS AS CLAIM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

Permits the Department of Labor to use Social Security numbers as claim
identification numbers for workers' compensation claims. The provision is effective
upon enactment.
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COVERAGE UNDER FICA OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES TRANSFERRED
TEMPORARILY TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Continues the Social Security coverage of Federal civilian employees temporarily
assigned to an international organization, regardless of whether the international
organization is within or outside the United States. Employees are to pay their share
of the Social Security tax on their earnings and the loaning agency is to pay the
employer's share of the tax. The provision is effective for services performed after
the calendar quarter following the calendar quarter of the date of enactment.

EXTEND THE FICA TAX EXEMPTION AND CERTAIN TAX RULES TO
INDIVIDUALS WHO ENTER THE UNITED STATES UNDER A VISA ISSUED
UNDER SECTION 1O1(A)(15)(Q) OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY
ACT

Excludes from Social Security coverage aliens who enter the United States as part of a
cultural exchange program. The provision is effective with the calendar quarter
following the date of enactment.
ELIMINATION OF ROUNDING DISTORTION IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE AND EARNINGS TEST EXEMPT
AMOUNTS

Designates 1994 as the base year to be used in calculating increases in the OASDI
contribution and benefit base and earnings test exempt amounts for all years after
1994. (Increases in these amounts will no longer be based on the rounded amounts
applicable in the previous year, which can distort the base and exempt amounts over
time.) The provision is effective for the contribution and benefit base beginning in
1995 and for earnings test exempt amounts for taxable years ending after 1994.
COMMISSION ON CHILDHOOD DISABILITY

Requires the Secretary to appoint, by January 1, 1995, not less than 9 nor more than
15 experts to a Commission on the "Evaluation of Disability in Children." The
Commission, in consultation with the National Academy of Sciences, is to conduct a
study on the effect of the current Supplemental Security Income definition of disability
as it applies to children under the age of 18 and their receipt of services, including the
appropriateness of an alternative definition. The Commission also is to examine the
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feasibility of providing non-cash benefits to children; the feasibility of prorating
Zebley lump sum retroactive benefits or holding them in trust; the extent to which
SSA can involve private organizations to increase social services, education, and
vocational instruction aimed at promoting independence and the ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity (SGA); and the desirability and methods of increasing the
extent to which benefits are used to help a child achieve independence and engage in
SGA.

The Commission is required to report its results and any recommendations to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance by
November 30, 1995.

REGULATIONS REGARDING COMPLETION OF PLANS FOR ACHIEVING
SELF-SUPPORT (PASS) UNDER THE SSI PROGRAM

Requires SSA to revise its regulations to take the needs of an individual into account
in determining the time necessary for completion of a PASS. The provision is
effective January 1, 1995.

GAO REPORT ON PLANS FOR ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT

Although the conference did not agree to a House-passed provision to deem plans for
achieving self-support (PASS) approved if they are not disapproved within 60 days,
the conferees instructed the GAO to study the PASS provision. GAO' s study would
include data for the past 5 years on the number and characteristics of individuals who
have applied for PASS, the kinds and durations of PASS approved and completed, and
the extent to which individuals' PASS have led to their economic self-sufficiency.
GAO would include any recommendations for improvements in the PASS provision in
its report to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on
Finance.

SSI ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENTS TEMPORARILY ABROAD

Allows individuals who leave the United States temporarily as part of an educational
program that is not available in the United States, that is designed for gainful
employment, and that is sponsored by a school in the United States to continue
receiving SSI benefits for up to 1 year if they were eligible for SSI the month they left
the country. The provision is effective January 1, 1995.

L

DISREGARD OF COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES FOR CONTINUED
ELIGIBILITY FOR WORK INCENTIVES

Continues Medicaid under section 1619(b) for an individual whose Social Security
cost-of-living increase otherwise would make them ineligible because of excess
unearned income. The provision is effective for eligibility determinations for months
after December 1994.

PROVISIONS TO COMBAT OASDI AND SSI PROGRAM FRAUD

Strengthens present law in deterring fraud and abuse in the OASDI and SSI programs
by:

--Requiring that third-party translators certify under oath the accuracy of their
translations, whether they are acting as the applicant's legal representative, and their
relationship to the applicant.
--Authorizing civil penalties to be imposed against third parties, medical professionals,
and OASDI beneficiaries and SSI recipients who engage in fraudulent schemes to
enroll ineligible individuals in the OASDI and SSI programs. In addition, medical
professionals may be barred from participation in Medicare and Medicaid.

--Treating SSI fraud as a felony.
--Clarifying SSA's authority to reopen OASDI and SSI cases where there is reason to
believe that an application or supporting documents are fraudulent, and to terminate
benefits expeditiously in cases where SSA determines that there is insufficient reliable
evidence of disability.
--Requiring the Inspector General to immediately notify SSA about OASDI and SSI
cases under investigation for fraud, and requiring SSA to immediately reopen such
cases where there is reason to believe that an application or supporting documents are
fraudulent, unless the U.S. Attorney or equivalent State prosecutor determines that
doing so would jeopardize criminal prosecution of the parties involved.

--Requiring SSA to obtain and utilize, to the extent it is useful, pre-admission
immigrant and refugee medical information, identification information, and
employment history compiled by the Immigration and Naturalization Service or the
Centers for Disease Control when developing SSI claims for aliens.
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--Requiring SSA to submit an annual report to the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee on Finance on the extent to which it has reviewed
OASDI and SSI cases, including the extent to which the cases reviewed involved a
high likelihood or probability of fraud.
The provisions are effective October 1, 1994.

DISABILITY REVIEWS FOR SSI RECIPIENTS

Requires SSA, in each of fiscal years 1996, 1997, and 1998, to perform CDRs for a
minimum of 100,000 SSI recipients and one-third of all childhood SSI recipients who
are between age 18 and age 19. The latter provision applies to individuals who attain
age 18 in or after the 9th month after enactment. Requires SSA to report its findings
on these two provisions to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate
Committee on Finance no later than October 1, 1998.

EXEMPTION FROM ADJUSTMENT IN PASSALONG REQUIREMENTS
Allows States the option of exempting Zebley-related retroactive State supplementary
payments from the annual supplementary payments expenditure amount that a State
must maintain in the following year in order to meet the passalong requirement.
Effective before, on, and after date of enactment.
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